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Abstract
This thesis explores the historical reception of the prose Roman de Melusine and the poetic 
Roman de Parthenay from the twin perspectives of the romance manuscripts and their 
audiences. The Melusine romances attained wide popularity in manuscript form from their 
composition in the late fourteenth century until the early sixteenth century. By investigating 
the patronage, presentation, and ownership of the romance manuscripts, I ask how and why 
the works appealed to and retained their hold on later medieval imaginations? What cultural 
values did the romances express or reflect and what meanings did they attain which might 
have facilitated their circulation far beyond the boundaries of Poitou? In exploring these 
questions, my study offers a nuanced historical appraisal of the place of the Melusine 
romances in the cultural lives of late medieval Francophone audiences.
The Melusine romances are located in over thirty surviving manuscripts. Employing an 
interdisciplinary approach, my research analyses the relationships between the themes 
expressed in these manuscripts, and the historical concerns of the French and Flemish nobility 
who constituted the romances’ primary audience. In addition to exploring and revising 
conventional explanations for the patronage of the romances, I examine the textual, 
paratextual, and decorative mouvance to which the romances were subject, and the intertextual 
relationships created by the inclusion of the romances within compilation manuscripts. From 
this analysis, I identify a series of themes which demonstrably intersected with the interests 
and anxieties of noble reading communities among whom the manuscripts circulated. This 
thesis thus complements and extends existing studies of manuscript decoration and the 
historical reception of early editions of the prose Melusine romance which were enjoyed by a 
cross-section of social groups from the 1470s onwards.
My research suggests that the Melusine romances attained a significant position in late 
medieval noble culture for two interrelated reasons. First, the medium of the manuscript itself 
offered a flexible format which accommodated the changing preferences of patrons and 
audiences of the romances. Second, and paradoxically, Melusine manuscripts persistently 
expressed a range of concepts and attitudes of enduring relevance to their noble audiences 
with respect to: issues of dynastic prestige and the legitimacy of territorial tenure; 
metaphysical and spiritual concerns about fate and salvation; political propaganda; 
government; and education.
The value of my study lies in the insights it offers into the mentalites of the later medieval 
nobility, a numerically small but influential social group, and the relationships between elite 
audiences and their preferred forms of literate culture. This thesis extends scholarly 
understandings of, and offers fresh hypotheses for the patronage of the Roman de Melusine 
and the Roman de Parthenay respectively. Further, it contextualises its analysis of the 
Melusine manuscripts and compilation contents in the light of historical events and concerns 
confronting late medieval noble audiences. It thus demonstrates the importance of combining 
literary and historical approaches when exploring the values and meanings attached to 
historical literature. While historical and literary approaches each offer unique insights into 
medieval understandings of a work, it is only by contextualising each set of findings produced 
by the two modes of analysis against each other that a nuanced appreciation of a literary 
work’s historical role and importance can be produced.
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In tro d u c t io n
On raconte dans ma patrie que la solide forteresse de Lusignan a ete fondee 
par un chevalier et la fee qu’il avait epousee et que la fee elle-meme est 
Lancetre d’une multitude de nobles et de grands personnages et que les rois 
de Jerusalem et de Chypre ainsi que les comtes de la Marche et de 
Parthenay sont ses descendants (...) Mais la fee, dit-on, fut surprise, nue, 
par son mari et se transforma en serpente. Et aujourd’hui encore Eon 
raconte que quand le chateau change de maitre, le serpent se montre dans le 
chateau.1 23
In the 1340s, scholar and royal translator Pierre Bersuire recounted the local Poitevin 
legend of the Lusignan fairy in his Reductorium morale? In doing so, he gave literary 
form to an ancestral myth which inspired two romances whose historical transmission 
and reception in manuscript form is the focus of this thesis. In brief, the Lusignan 
myth centred upon the union between a fairy and a mortal. The fairy promised her 
mortal husband worldly prosperity in exchange for his undertaking never to seek her 
out on Saturdays. The couple produced many offspring who founded dynasties across 
Europe. Succumbing to temptation, one Saturday the husband discovered his wife 
bathing in serpent-human form. The taboo having been transgressed, the fairy left her 
husband, transforming into a serpent which flew over Lusignan to foreshadow the 
accession of a new lord. In the meantime, the mortal husband’s material wealth and 
status decayed. The earliest known written account to christen the Lusignan fairy 
‘Melusine’ was completed in 1393 when Jean d’Arras produced the eponymous prose 
Roman de Melusine (RM) for his patron, Jean, due de Berry. The fairy was shortly 
afterwards reincarnated in the poetic Roman de Parthenay {RP), composed for 
Guillaume l’Archeveque, seigneur de Parthenay, around 1400-1401 by an unknown 
poet named Coudrette. These romances enjoyed immense popularity throughout the 
later medieval period: at least fifteen manuscript copies of the RM  and twenty copies 
of the RP have been identified, almost all of which were produced in the fifteenth 
century. In addition, seven printed editions of the French RM were published by
1 P. Bersuire, Reductorium morale, Claude Chevallon, Paris, 1521, Bk 14, Prologue. Translated from 
the original Latin by L. Harf-Lancner in her Les Fees an Moyen Age. Morgane et Melusine. La 
naissance des fees, Editions Sklatine, Geneve, 1984, p.57, n.80. Harf-Lancner quotes the Latin in her 
text: “In mea patria fama est castrum illud fortissimum de Lisiniaco per quendam militem cum fada 
conjuge fundatum et de fada ipse multitudinem nobilium et magnetum originem duxisse et exinde reges 
Hierusalem et Cipri necnon comites Marchie et illo(s) de Pertiniaco originaliter processisse (...). Fata 
tarnen visa nuda a marito mutata in serpentem fuisse dicitur. Et adhuc fama est quando castrum illud 
mutat dominum, serpens ille in Castro videtur.” [Harf-Lancner’s italics.]
2 C. Samaran, “Pierre Bersuire”, Histoire litteraire de la France, 39 (1862), pp.259-450, esp. pp.326-35 
for Bk 14.
3 Lor a full narrative summary of the legend recorded in the Roman de Melusine and Roman de 
Parthenay, see App. A, Part A.
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1503.4 Popular in France until the nineteenth century, the romances also enjoyed wide 
dissemination across Europe in several vernacular languages from the later medieval 
period onwards.5
The extraordinary diffusion of the Melusine romances in manuscript form across the 
fifteenth century encourages us to ask why and how they appealed to and retained 
their hold upon later medieval French imaginations? Which cultural values did they 
express or reflect, and what meanings did the romances attain which enabled them to 
circulate beyond their regional base in Poitou?6 In order to account for the wide 
circulation of the Lusignan romances, I follow the advice of Jacques Le Goff and 
Anita Guerreau-Jalabert who suggest that historical analysis tracing movements in the 
content and form of the Lusignan legend should enable us to appreciate the historical 
significance and function of the tales across later medieval France.7 My thesis applies 
this approach to individual copies of the RM  and RP in their manuscript context in 
order to explore the historical life of the Melusine romances from their literary 
conception in the 1380s until around 1530.8 By employing an original blend of 
interdisciplinary approaches to analysis of the patronage, transmission, reception, and 
ownership of the Melusine romances, I will offer a nuanced historical appraisal of the 
place of the RM and RP in the cultural lives of late medieval French audiences.
4 See App. A, Part B, for a list of known manuscripts and incunable editions of the romances.
5 The romances were translated into German, Castilian, English, Flemish, Danish, Icelandic, Polish and 
Russian. See E. Pinto-Mathieu, Le Roman de Melusine de Coudrette el son adaptation allemande dans 
le roman en prose de Thüring von Ringoltingen, Kümmerle Verlag, Göppingen, 1990, I.A. Corfis, 
“Empire and Romance: Historia de la Linda Melosina”, Neophilologus, 82 (1998), pp.559-75, Jean 
d’Arras, Melusine. Compiled (1382-1394 A.D.) by Jean d'Arras, Englisht about 1500, ed. A.K. Donald, 
Part 1, EETS, e.s. 68, London, 1895, Coudrette, The Romans o f Partenay or o f Lusignen: Otherwise 
Known as The Tale o f Melusine: Translated from the French o f La Coudrette (before 1500 A.D), ed. 
W.W. Skeat, EETS, o.s. 22, London, 1866, C. Lecouteux, “Melusine. Bilan et Perspectives” in J.-M. 
Boivin and P. MacCana (eds), Melusines continentales et insulaires, Actes du colloque international 
tenu le 27 et 28 mars 1997 ä l’Universite Paris XII et au College des Irlandais, Honore Champion, 
Paris, 1999, pp.l 1-26, esp. pp.l 1-13, and J. Le Goff and E. Le Roy Ladurie, “Melusine matemelle et 
defricheuse: I. Le dossier medieval, II. Melusine ruralisee”, Annales E.S.C., 26.3 (1971), pp.587-622, 
esp. p.596. (Throughout this thesis, I predominantly refer to the first part of this collaborative paper, 
which was written by Le Goff. Where I refer to the section written by Le Roy Ladurie, his name will 
precede the short version of the article title).
6 See Maps 1 and 2 for maps of France and Poitou, the latter of which identifies both Lusignan and 
Parthenay. As Le Goff notes, tales of fairy/serpent-mortal unions circulated across France at the end of 
the twelfth century (“Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, p.595). I am interested in why this romance, 
firmly embedded in a Poitevin context, was popular far from home.
7 Le Goff, “Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, p.600, A. Guerreau-Jalabert, “Des fees et des diables. 
Observations sur le sens des recits ‘melusiniens’ au Moyen Age” in Boivin and MacCana (eds), 
Melusines continentales et insulaires, pp.l05-37, p. 106, n.2, p. 136.
8 The time frame of my research will be explained in the final section of the Introduction, which 
discusses the sources, scope, and outline of this thesis.
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Background: authors, sources, a n d  pa trons o f  the M elusine rom ances  
Medieval documentation offers scholars unequal quantities of information on the 
authors and sources of the Melusine romances on the one hand, and the patrons of the 
romances on the other. A dearth of archival material means that little is known of Jean 
d’Arras and Coudrette, authors of the RM and RP respectively. A native of northern 
France, Jean was a libraire, a stationer or book-seller and producer, active in the later 
fourteenth century.9 He enjoyed professional relations with the Valois court, having 
presented a book coffer to the due de Bar, Berry’s brother-in-law c.1380, and he later 
rebound an Arthurian romance for the duchesse d’Orleans in 1399. Jean d’Arras also 
conducted book-related business with the Charterhouse in Dijon in the 1380s and 
1390s.10 Eleanor Roach hypothesises that Coudrette was native to Poitou on the basis 
of the similarity of his name to several locations in the region, observing that textual 
references to the poet’s witnessing the obsequies for Lusignan descendant, Leon 
d’Armenie, in 1393 suggest that he spent some time in Paris (RP 11.6198-205).* 11 
Roach also suggests that the poet was a cleric on the basis of his textual reflections on 
sin, death, and repentance.12 Although this reasoning is not conclusive, Roach’s 
speculation corresponds with the vocation attributed to Coudrette by his near 
contemporary, the German translator of the RP, Thüring von Ringoltingen, who 
identified the poet as the l’Archeveque family’s chaplain in 1456.
We are also uncertain of the literary sources for the Melusine legend used by these 
authors for their compositions. Scholars have noted that Jean d’Arras records when he 
began “ceste hystoire a mettre en prose” (RM 2-3), a comment which may hint at the 
existence of an earlier poetic tradition.14 Coudrette refers to a poetic account of the
9 R.H. Rouse and M.A. Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers: Commercial Book Producers in 
Medieval Paris 1200-1500, 2 vols., Harvey Miller Publishers, Tumhout 2000, I, p. 14 (on the role of 
libraires).
In Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers, II, p.60, L. Stouff, Essai sur Melusine: Roman du 
XIVs siede par Jean d ’Arras, Auguste Picard, Paris, 1930, pp.21-2.
11 Throughout the thesis, when not referring to specific manuscripts, general references to and quotes 
from each of the romances will be drawn from Jean d’Arras, Melusine, roman du XIVe siede publie 
pour la premiere fois d ’apres le manuscrit de la Bibliotheque de VArsenal avec les variantes de la 
Bibliotheque nationale, ed. L. Stouff, Publications de l’Universite de Dijon, Dijon, 1932 and Coudrette, 
Le Roman de Melusine ou Histoire de Lusignan par Coudrette, ed. and intro. E. Roach, Klincksieck, 
Paris, 1982 (using the numbering system on the right-hand side of the text). References to page or line 
numbers will be cited parenthetically within the text following the format (RM x) or (RP 11.xx).
12 Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, pp.75-7.
13 Pinto-Mathieu, Le Roman de Melusine de Coudrette et son adaptation allemande, p.3, Thüring von 
Ringoltingen. Melusine (1456). Nach dem Erstdruck Basel: Richel um 1473/74 herausgegeben von 
Andre Schnyder in Verbindung mit Ursual Rautenberg, 2 vols., Reichert Verlag, Wiesbaden, 2006, I,
p.8.
14 For the following discussion on sources, see R.J. Nolan, “The Roman de Melusine: Evidence for an 
Early Missing Version”, Fabula, 15 (1974), pp.53-8, Stouff, Essai, pp.43ff, Le Goff, “Melusine
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legend about which he has learnt through hearsay (RP 11.87-92), an acknowledgement 
used by Roach to argue that he relied on this earlier model.15 As Morris explains 
convincingly, textual comparison suggests that Coudrette was probably dependent on 
the prose redaction, although, as Nolan proposes, it is possible that each author used a 
common model.16 Coudrette further refers to “Deux beaux livres ... En latin’’ held in 
the Tour Maubergeon in Poitiers which were subsequently translated into the 
vernacular (RP 11.102-5). Jean d’Arras does not refer specifically to Latin histories of 
Lusignan, although he cites Biblical and medieval Latin sources which he may have 
accessed in either Latin or the vernacular from Berry’s library (RM 1-4).17 Berry did 
own two Latin histories of Lusignan; however, as we do not know precisely when he 
possessed them or where he kept them, we can only speculate that these provided the
i o
basis for the RM and its poetic successor. In addition, Jean d’Arras and Coudrette 
each refer to material borrowed from the earl of Salisbury.19 William of Montague, the 
second earl of Salisbury participated in diplomatic negotiations between France and 
England in the 1380s and 1390s, and thus almost certainly enjoyed contact with the 
due de Berry with whom he shared bibliophilic interests.20 However, we cannot 
determine whether the men shared their literary materials and the nature of the texts 
this may have involved. Moreover, whilst such authorial references to external sources 
are plausible, we cannot discount the possibility that each author’s citation of 
chronicles and histories of Lusignan reflected the medieval rhetorical tradition of
defricheuse et matemelle”, p.592, Couldrette, A Critical Edition o f Couldrette’s Melusine or Le Roman 
de Parthenay, ed. and intro. M.W. Morris, Edwin Mellen Press, Lewiston, 2003, pp.41ff. For reasons of 
linguistic competence and accessibility, I have been unable to consult the two early works upon which 
discussion of Melusine sources are based: Leo Hoffrichter’s Die ältesten französischen Bearbeitungen 
der Melusinensage, M. Niemeyer, Halle, 1928 and F. Herbet’s “Le Roman de Melusine”, Memoires de 
la Societe de Statistiques, Sciences, Lettres et Arts des Deux-Sevres, 9 (1869), pp.296-313.
15 Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, p. 15, and Morris’ criticism of this argument 
in his review of Roach’s edition in Speculum, 59.3 (1984), pp.639-42, p.640.
16 Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, pp.45-6, Nolan, “The Roman de Melusine : 
Evidence for an Early Missing Version”, p.53.
17 For an overview of these learned sources, see Stouff, Essai, Ch.4.
18 L. Delisle, Recherches sur la librairie de Charles V, roi de France, 1337-1380, 2 vols., Van 
Heusden, Amsterdam, 1967, (orig. pub. Champion, Paris, 1907), II, p.263, nos. 248-9.
19 RM\ , R P  11.106-12.
20 For brief biographies of the earl, who was made a commissioner for peace with France in 1389 and 
1392, see R. Douch, “The Career, Lands and Family of William Montagu, Earl of Salisbury, 1301- 
1344”, MA Thesis, University of London, 1950, pp.213-18 and G.E. Cockayne, The Complete Peerage 
or a History o f the House o f Lords and all its Members from the Earliest Times, rev. and ed. G.H. 
White, 14 vols., St Catherine Press, London, 1910-98, XI, pp.388-91. Salisbury’s interest in fine 
manuscripts is suggested by his purchase of an historiated bible confiscated from Jean le Bon after the 
latter’s capture at Poitiers in 1356 (see G.F. Warner and J.P. Gilson, Catalogue o f Western Manuscripts 
in the Old Royal and King’s Collections, 4 vols., Printed for the Trustees [of the British Museum], 
London, 1921, II, pp.341-2, Royal ms 19 D.II). I thank Michael Bennett for this detail.
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demonstrating one’s own credibility by reference to earlier sources or implied 
auctors2]
Scholars are better informed about the patronage of the Melusine romances, for the 
detailed prologues to the RM  and RP each helpfully identify the patrons to whom the 
authors dedicated their works. According to his exordium penned around 1392, Jean 
d’Arras hoped to complete the RM “au plaisir de mon tres hault, puissant et redoubte 
seigneur, Jehan, filz de roy de France, due de Berry et d’Ouvergne, conte de Poictou 
et d’Ouvergne” (RM l).22 Berry was apparently requested to commission the work by 
his “noble serour Marie ... duchesse de Bar, marquise du Pont” (RM 1), wife of the 
duke to whom d’Arras offered the coffer in 1380. It is widely recognised that the 
interest of Berry and his family in the RM  lay in the work’s identification of the duke 
as a descendant of Melusine’s Lusignan dynasty.23 Produced in a period when English 
diplomats were challenging Valois claims to Poitou, the RM reflects the duke’s efforts 
to establish his credentials as the legitimate lord over Lusignan and, by extension, 
Poitou. As Laurence Harf-Lancner in particular has highlighted, the romance’s 
parallel narratives of dynastic origins and the Lusignan crusades each reinforced 
Berry’s political goals.24
Guillaume l’Archeveque’s interest in the RP has attracted far less sustained historical 
analysis. L’Archeveque personally commissioned the RP from Coudrette around 
1400, a commission continued after Guillaume’s death in May 1401 by his only son, 
Jean (RP 11.6875-88). The l’Archeveques had held the Parthenay domains since the
21 Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, p.44, Stouff, Essai, p.45. Jean d’Arras’ citation 
of oral sources recounting Melusine’s return to Lusignan at the end of the RM may be similarly based 
on his desire to adhere to rhetorical convention (7?M 308-10). For medieval concepts of authorship, see 
A.J. Minnis, Medieval Theory o f Authorship: Scholastic Literary Attitudes in the Later Middle Ages, 
Scolar Press, London, 1984.
22 There is some uncertainty about when Jean de Berry commissioned Jean d’Arras to produce the prose 
Melusine romance. Several extant manuscripts record the commencement date as November 1387, 
while others, including the oldest manuscript, Ars, record it as 1392 (lrb; RM 2). In view of the work’s 
completion in August 1393 (RM 307), a commonly accepted date across extant copies, the early 
manuscript’s 1392 suggestion seems plausible.
23 For a colourful yet poorly documented attempt to explain Marie de Bar’s relationship with the work, 
see J. Baudot, Les Princesses Yolande et les dues de Bar de la famille de Valois. Premiere partie, 
Melusine, Alphonse Picard et fils, Paris, 1900. For biographical entries on the medieval Lusignan 
family, see H. Filleau, Dictionnaire historique et genealogique des families de Poitou, eds. J. and P. 
Beauchet-Filleau, VI, 2nd ed., Lussaud, Fontenay-le-Comte, 1978, pp.289-302.
24 L. Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique: Jean de Berry, Leon de Lusignan et le Roman de 
Melusine" in D. Buschinger (ed.), Histoire et litterature au Moyen Age. Actes du Colloque du Centre 
d ’Etudes Medievales de l ’Universite de Picardie (Amiens 20-24 mars 1985), Kümmerle Verlag, 
Göppingen, 1991, pp. 161-71, D. Maddox and S. Sturm-Maddox (eds), Melusine o f Lusignan: Founding 
Fiction in Late Medieval France, University of Georgia Press, Atlanta Ga., 1996, (see the editors’ 
“Introduction: Melusine at 600”, pp. 1-11).
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tenth century and were among the highest ranking provincial nobility in Poitou."' On 
the basis of l’Archeveque’s former alliance with Edward Ill’s forces in the 1360s and 
early 1370s, scholars have conventionally accepted Stouffs interpretation of 
Guillaume’s patronage of the RP as a pro-Lancastrian refutation of Berry’s claims to 
Poitou.26 However, while Lancastrian forces in central Prance probably became aware 
of the legend during the Hundred Years War, to my knowledge there is no evidence 
that the RP was read in England in the early fifteenth century. Indeed, only one 
Middle English manuscript copy of each romance survives, and these date from the 
late fifteenth century.28 The assumption that Guillaume l’Archeveque retained his 
Lancastrian alliance around 1400 has only been queried twice, and a compelling 
account of the background to his literary patronage has yet to emerge.29 I hope to 
rectify this lacuna in Melusine studies by returning attention to documentary sources 
which reveal the very personal circumstances surrounding Guillaume’s commission.
25
25 B. Ledain, Histoire de la ville de Parlhenay et ses anciens seigneurs et de la Gätine du Poitou, Les 
Editions de la Tour Gile, Peronas, 1994 (Auguste Durand, Paris, 1858), passim, G.T. Beech, A Rural 
Society in Medieval France: The Gätine o f Poitou in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, Johns 
Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1964, p.42.
26 Stouff, Essai, pp.8-9, Maddox and Sturm-Maddox, “Introduction”, p.3, Couldrette, A Critical 
Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, pp.27-9.
‘7 On Anglo-French cultural exchange in this period, see M. Bennett, “France in England: Anglo- 
French Culture in the Reign of Edward III”, an essay prepared for publication kindly sent to me by the 
author. When using the adjectives “English” and “French” in the context of the Hundred Years War, I 
generally refer to political partisanship and allegiance to either the Plantagenet or the Valois king, 
rather than to an individual’s place of birth. Although Jacquetta de Luxembourg, the duchess of 
Bedford owned a French compilation containing a Lusignan history when she was in England, it is 
unknown whether this work contained a version of one of the Latin histories owned by Berry or either 
of the romances (although partially extant, the Lusignan text was damaged in the 1731 Cotton fire). For 
more on this manuscript, now BL, Cotton Otho D.II, see App. G, Table 2, App. H, Table 1, and T. 
Smith, Catalogue o f the Manuscripts in the Cottonian Library 1696 (Catalogus librorum 
manuscriptorum bibliothecae Cottonianae), Reprinted from Sir Robert Harley’s copy, annotated by 
Humfrey Wanley, together with documents relating to the fire o f 1731, ed. C.G.C. Tite, DS Brewer, 
Cambridge, 1984, pp.74-5.
28 London, BL, Royal ms 18.b.ii (RM) and Cambridge, Trinity College, ms R.3.17 (RP). Fragments of a 
Middle English version of the RM printed by Wynkyn de Worde c.1510 are also housed in Oxford’s 
Bodley Library (shelf no. Vet.Al d. 18); see A.W. Pollard and G.R. Redgrave (eds), A Short-Title 
Catalogue o f Books Printed in England, Scotland & Ireland and o f English Books Printed Abroad 
1475-1640, rev. and enlarged W.A. Jackson, F.S. Ferguson and K.F. Pantzer, 3 vols., The 
Bibliographical Society, London, 1976, II, p.28, no. 14648. Although I have not pursued this problem in 
my thesis, one of the questions prompting my study of Melusine reception was why there seemed to be 
such a lack of interest in the romances in England during a century when interest in and translation of 
French romances was widespread.
29 As Harf-Lancner points out, l’Archeveque had been loyal to the Valois since the end of 1372, a point 
also once noted by Morris who elsewhere promotes the view that Guillaume was pro-Lancastrian at the 
end of the 1300s. See Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. L. Harf-Lancner, GF Flammarion, Paris, 
1993, p.31, M.W. Morris, “Les origines de la legende de Melusine et ses debuts dans la litterature du 
Moyen Age” in A. Bouloumie (ed.) with H. Behar, Melusine moderne et contemporaine, L’Age 
d’homme, Angers, 2001, pp. 13-19, pp. 17-18 and his “Jean d’Arras and Couldrette: Political 
Expediency and Censorship in Fifteenth-Century France”, Postscript: Publication o f the Philological 
Association o f the Carolinas, 18.4 (2002), pp.35-44, pp.37-8.
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Literature review
This study has been assisted by the considerable growth of scholarly interest in the 
Melusine romances across the last twenty-five years, the strength of which is reflected
30in the publication of least four collections of essays dedicated to the fairy legend. 
The work of Harf-Lancner has illuminated the historical context underlying the 
patronage of the RM, while her close textual and iconographic studies of selected 
manuscripts and editions contributed significantly to the early formulation of the 
present study. Supplementing Harf-Lancner’s work, three main branches of the 
developing literature on the romances have influenced my research: manuscript and 
art-historical studies; historical and literary studies considering the relationships 
between the romances and later medieval society; and literary studies of Melusine as 
fairy and/or monster.32
Manuscript and iconographic studies o f the Melusine romances
The rate of scholarly interest in the Melusine romances across the twentieth and 
twenty-first centuries is reflected in the uneven distribution of publications dedicated 
to the medieval manuscripts and critical editions of the texts. Desaivre’s nineteenth- 
century bibliographical study of the Paris-based prose and verse manuscripts informed 
Stouffs critical edition of the RM published in 1932, which was based on the earliest 
extant copy of the prose romance in Bibliotheque de f  Arsenal, ms 3353. This 
volume was the primary focus of French Melusine studies for forty years until Eleanor 
Roach produced her critical edition of the RP, based on the earliest complete copy of
30 Maddox and Sturm-Maddox (eds), Melusine o f Lusignan, Boivin and MacCana (eds), Melusines 
continentales et insulaires, and Bouloumie (ed.) Melusine moderne et contemporaine (each cited 
above), and D. Buschinger and W. Spiewok (eds), Melusine. Actes du Colloque du Centre d’Etudes 
Medievales de l’Universite de Picardie Jules Verne, 13 et 14 janvier 1996, Reineke-Verlag, Greifswald, 
1996. In addition, an international conference was held at the University of Poitiers entitled “Ecriture et 
reecriture du merveilleux feerique. Autour de Melusine” in June 2008.
31 See especially the following studies by this scholar: Les Fees au Moyen Age and “Litterature et 
politique: Jean de Berry, Leon de Lusignan et le Roman de Melusine" pp. 161-71 (cited above), “La 
serpente et le sanglier. Les manuscrits enlumines des deux romans franqais de Melusine”, Le Moyen 
Age, 101.1 (1995), pp.65-87, “Le Roman de Melusine et le Roman de Geoffroy a la Grand Dent: les 
editions imprimees de 1’oeuvre de Jean d’Arras”, Bibliotheque d ’Humanisme et Renaissance, 50.2 
(1988), pp.349-66, “L’illustration du Roman de Melusine de Jean d’Arras dans les editions du XVe et 
du XVIe siede”, Cahiers V.L. Saulnier, Le livre et l'image en France au XVle siecle, 6 (1989), pp.29- 
55.
32 The following review focuses particularly on the literature which later informs this study. I have been 
unable to consider all of the many branches of scholarship dedicated to the Melusine romances and the 
folkloric literature on the legendary origins of the romances. For an account of the Melusine scholarship 
to 1999, see Lecouteux, “Melusine. Bilan et perspectives”, pp.l 1-26.
33 L. Desaivre, Le mythe de la Mere Lusine (Meurlusine, Merlusine, Mellusigne, Melusine, Meleusine). 
Etude critique et bibliographique. Extrait des memoires de la Societe de Statistique, Sciences, lettres et 
Arts des Deux-Sevres, Ch. Renverse, Saint-Maixent, 1883, d’Arras, Melusine, ed. Stouff.
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the poetic romance in Carpentras, BM ms 406.34 Recently, Matthew Morris has 
produced editions of each of the Melusine romances, while Jean-Jacques Vincensini 
has also produced a critical edition of the RM.}5 The rising popularity of the Melusine 
romances among scholarly and generalist audiences is further indicated by the 
translation into modem French and English of both the RM  and RP by leading 
scholars, including Harf-Lancner, Michele Perret, Vincensini, and Morris.36
Several studies developing upon the work cited above have contributed to my 
identification and selection of manuscript sources. The most detailed and 
comprehensive bibliographical and linguistic introductions to the prose and verse
37romance manuscripts respectively are provided by Vincensini and Roach.' 
Vincensini’s work has highlighted the limitations of earlier scholars’ decisions to 
analyse only those copies of the RM  located in Paris, demonstrating the textual 
variation among copies located elsewhere in Europe. Although much of my own 
initial research on the Melusine manuscripts across France and England had been 
completed before 1 consulted Vincensini’s edition, his observations concerning the 
revisions to the RM housed in Madrid’s BNE informed the inclusion of this source in 
my sample of manuscripts. ’9 The choice of manuscripts selected for detailed case- 
study analysis in this thesis was also guided by Vincensini and Roach’s linguistic 
classifications of the RM and RP manuscripts respectively: their work enabled my 
selection of as diverse a group of copies as possible for focused examination. My 
research is also informed by art-historical studies of the Melusine manuscripts. In 
particular, Harf-Lancner’s overview of the decorative programs within the illuminated 
manuscripts, and Clier-Colombani’s study of Melusine within French, German, and
34 Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach.
35 Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, and Jean d’Arras, A Bilingual Edition o f Jean 
dArras’s Melusine or L’Histoire de Lusignan, ed., trans., and intro. M.W. Morris, 2 vols., Edwin 
Mellen Press, Lewiston, 2007; Jean d’Arras, Melusine ou La Noble Histoire de Lusignan. Nouvelle 
edition critique d ’apres le manuscrit de la bibliotheque de l'Arsenal avec les variantes de torn les 
manuscrits, presentation et notes, ed., trans., and intro. J.-J. Vincensini, Le Livre de Poche, Librairie 
Generale Frangaise, Paris, 2003.
36 Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. Harf-Lancner, Jean d’Arras, Melusine, ed. M. Perret, Stock, 
Paris, 1991 (1979), d’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, Couldrette, A Bilingual Edition 
of Couldrette’s Melusine or Le Roman de Parthenay, ed., trans., and intro. M.W. Moms, Edwin Mellen 
Press, Lewiston, 2003.
j7 D’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.41-95, and E. Roach, “La tradition 
manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
38 As well as his edition of the RM cited in the previous note, on this point see also J.-J. Vincensini, “Le 
Roman de Melusine: Impasses de la discontinuity et sens du chamarre” in M. Mikhailova (ed.), 
Mouvances et jointures: Du manuscrit au texte medievale, Actes du Colloque international organise par 
le CeReS -  Universite de Limoges. Faculte des Lettres et des Sciences humaines, 21-23 novembre 
2002, Editions Paradigme, Orleans, 2005, pp.l 17-34.
39 Madrid, BNE, ms 2148. D’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.56-8.
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early printed illustrated copies of the romances provided background vital to my 
formulation of questions concerning the relationship between the iconography and text 
within individual manuscripts.40
Although my thesis seeks to offer an historical appraisal of the reception and cultural 
significance of the Melusine romances, it also aims to contribute to scholarship of the 
Melusine manuscripts in several ways. First, it provides holistic assessments of the 
readings of the RM  and RP promoted in a selection of manuscripts. Drawing on 
materialist and new philological conceptions of the manuscript as an artefact 
(conceptions discussed in more detail below), I will adopt a multi-layered analytical 
approach incorporating literary and psychological theories of reading and reception to 
investigate how individual manuscripts present the romances and, where relevant, the 
romances’ intertextual relationship to other works in compilation volumes. While 
Harf-Lancner and Vincensini have dealt briefly with one or more individual 
manuscripts of the RM, I am unaware of any studies of the RP manuscripts outside a 
bibliographical or art-historical framework.41 In order to limit my research to the 
scope of a doctoral thesis, my analysis of individual copies of the RM and RP 
concentrates upon the presentation of the Lusignan ancestor, Melusine, whose story 
occupies around one third of the lengthy RM  and between one third to one half of the 
RP. By focusing on the manuscript presentation of the Melusine narrative within 
decorated and undecorated copies of the RM and RP produced across the fifteenth 
century, I hope to expand our understanding of the ways in which discrete copies of 
the romances may have invited particular readings of the works. My focus on separate 
groups of prose and verse manuscripts will also provide an opportunity to consider 
whether reception of the RM  is likely to have differed substantially to that of the RP. 
In recognising the individuality of each romance, I thus hope to redress the imbalance 
of scholarly attention which typically focuses on the RM  at the expense of the RP.42
40 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, pp.65-87, F. Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine au Moyen 
Age: Images, Mythes et Symboles, Le Leopard d’Or, Paris, 1991. For condensed accounts of Melusine 
manuscript imagery, see also F. Clier-Colombani, “Melusine: Images d’une fee serpente au Moyen Age 
dans les manuscrits illustres du XVe siede du Roman de Melusine", in Bouloumie (ed.), Melusine 
moderne et contemporaine, pp. 21-34 and G.-E. Pillard, “Iconographie melusinienne”, Mythologie 
franqaise, 147-9 (1987), pp.41-50.
41 Harf-Lancner, “Le Roman de Melusine et le Roman de Geoffroy a la grand dent", pp.352-8 (which 
compares Adam Steinschaber’s edition of the first printed RM from 1478 with BN ms fr. 1484), and 
Vincensini, “Le Roman de Melusine", pp. 118-21.
42 Aside from the iconographical studies cited above, exceptions to the rule concerning scholarly focus 
upon the RM include the work by Morris cited above, B.H. Hosington’s study of female characters in 
the romances in “Melusines de France et d’Outremanche: Portraits of Women in Jean d’Arras, 
Coudrette and Their Middle English Translators” in J. Dor (ed.), A WyfTher Was: Essays in Honour of
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My examination of the Melusine manuscripts will also draw attention to evidence 
hitherto ignored by the existing scholarship. For example, while Vincensini’s detailed 
account of RM manuscripts refers to the seldom-mentioned fragments identified by 
Louis Rosenzweig in the mid-later nineteenth century,43 his study neglects the 
pictorial and textual fragments of the RM  housed in the National Trust’s Upton House 
(Warwickshire, UK) 44 Although Harf-Lancner and Roach each refer to this collection 
in notes, to my knowledge they remain unstudied within Melusine scholarship.45 The 
inclusion of this material amongst my sample of RM  manuscripts partially redresses 
this omission.46 In addition, Roach’s edition of the RP omits the variants from 
Bibliotheque de l’Arsenal, ms 3475 on the grounds that the manuscript’s extensive 
textual revisions nullify its value for the textual tradition of the romance. Roach does, 
however, include an appendix which contains several passages of interest from this 
manuscript to illustrate the nature of the revisions47 In my view, the variants 
contribute greatly to a renewed reading of the RP; including this volume among my 
analytical sample of poetic manuscripts permits a wider consideration of how this
48idiosyncratic copy fits into the medieval reception history of the RP.
Historical and literary approaches to the Melusine romances
The Melusine romances, particularly the RM, have been the subject of historical 
studies informed by an array of interdisciplinary concerns. The mytho-historical 
setting of the romance, which evokes the period of the Third Crusade, has encouraged
Paule Mertens-Fanck, Universite de Liege, Liege, 1992, pp. 199-208, C. Leglu, “Nourishing Lineage in 
the Earliest French Versions of the Roman de Melusine”, Medium Aevum, 74.1 (2005), pp.71-85 (an 
art-historical essay on Melusine’s motherhood), and Catherine Midler’s analysis of the power of 
naming in the romances in “Pour une poetique de la de-nomination dans Melusine de Jean d’Arras et de 
Coudrette”, Le Moyen Age, 107.1 (2001), pp.29-48.
43 D’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.62-3. On these fragments, see also L. 
Rosenzweig, “Fragments manuscrits d’un roman de chevalerie”, Bulletin de la Societe polymathique de 
Morbihan, (1871), pp.53-9, and G. Paris’ notice, “Item XIV, Bulletin de la Societe polymathique de 
Morbihan, 1871, premier semestre, pp.53-59” in Romania 1 (1872), pp.505-6.
44 Upton House, The Bearsted Collection: Pictures, The National Trust, London, 1964, pp.62-3, nos. 
192-203.
4:1 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.68, n.9, and Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and 
intro. Roach, p.14, n.l
46 Drawing on material in Chapter Three, I hope to draw attention to the Upton House collection in a 
forthcoming essay, “Gesture, emotion, and humanity: depictions of Melusine in the Upton House 
Bearsted fragments” in J. Rider (ed.), Grief, Guilt and Hypocrisy: The Emotional Life o f Women in 
Medieval Romance Literature (awaiting publisher).
47 Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, pp.86 and 385-7.
48 On the value of this approach, see P. Gehrke, Saints and Scribes: Medieval Hagiography in its 
Manuscript Context, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1993, p. 166.
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some scholars to identify the Lusignan characters with historical figures 49 As Perret 
and Morris rightly point out, such efforts rely frequently on tenuous evidence and 
conjecture.50 Only one of Melusine’s sons, Geoffroy ä la grand dent, who destroys the 
monastery of Maillezais, may be identified with an historical figure: the mid-thirteenth 
century Geoffroy de Lusignan, whose notorious disputes with Maillezais remain on 
historical record/ 1 The prevailing theme of crusade has, however, inspired historically 
sensitive studies which seek to locate the romances’ projection of this narrative 
element within the context of later fourteenth and fifteenth-century attitudes towards 
the East. Notable works in this area include essays by Baumgartner and Medeiros, and
52Gaullier-Bougassas’ sustained exploration of this theme in La Tentation de VOrient. 
While such studies have contributed to my historical understanding of the Melusine 
texts, this thesis has been influenced particularly by interconnected strands of the 
historical-literary scholarship tracing the structural and thematic relationships between 
the RM and RP and the society which read the romances.
Historical studies underpinned by structuralist thought have evinced a concern to 
understand the mental and social structures embedded within the Melusine romances 
that resonated with medieval audiences. Influenced by folklorists, including Dumezil 
and Propp, scholars have traced the antecedents of the fairy-mortal myth in Indo- 
European, classical, and Celtic cultures, observing its movement from popular into 
aristocratic culture in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.53 The appearance of the
49 Stouff, Essai, pp.92ff, Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, pp.20-63.
50 M. Perret, “Attribution et utilisation du nom propre dans Melusine" in Boivin and MacCana (eds), 
Melusines coniinentales el insulaires, pp. 169-79, esp. p. 173, Morris, review of Coudrette, Le Roman de 
Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, in Speculum (cited above), pp.641-2.
51 Le Goff, “Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, p.595, S. Painter, “Castellans of the Plain of Poitou in 
the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries”, Speculum, 312 (1956), pp.243-57, p.252, C. Farcinet, Les anciens 
sires de Lusignan. Geoffroy La Grand’Deni et les Comtes de la Marche, Revue du Bas-Poitou, 
Fontenay-le-Comte, 1897.
52 E. Baumgartner, “Fiction and History: The Cypriot Episode in Jean d’Arras’s Melusine" in Maddox 
and Sturm-Maddox (eds), Melusine o f Lusignan, pp. 185-200, M.-T. Medeiros, “L’idee de croisade dans 
la Melusine de Jean d’Arras”, Cahiers de Recherches Medievales (XIIT-XV), 1 (1996), pp. 147-55, and 
C. Gaullier-Bougassas, La Tentation de VOrient dans le roman medieval: Sur I ’imaginaire medieval de 
I ’autre, Honore Champion, Paris, 2003, esp. pp.289-354.
v,The central nodes distinguishing this myth across the Middle Ages are the mortal-fairy (or another 
otherworldly being) encounter and union, the pact shared between the two, the transgression of the pact, 
and the departure of the otherworldly creature. See C. Lecouteux, Melusine et le Chevalier au Cygne, 
Payot, Paris, 1982 and his “La structure des legendes melusiniennes”, Annales E.S.C., 33 (1978), 
pp.294-306; Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, esp. pp.l 13-14; Le Goff, “Melusine matemelle et 
defricheuse”, pp.593ff; Guerreau-Jalabert, “Des fees et des diables”, pp.ll5ff; and J.-J. Vincensini, 
Pensees mythiques et narrations medievales, Honore Champion, Paris, 1996. Critics interested in the 
mythic qualities of the heroine may also like to consult H. Fromage, “Recherches sur Melusine”, 
Bulletin de la Societe de Mythologie Franqaise (BSMF), 177 (1995), pp.l-26 (orig. pub. in BSMF 86 
(1972), pp.42-75), and Bernard Sergent’s “Cinq etudes sur Melusine. Premiere partie: 1-3”, BSMF, 177 
(1995), pp.27- 38 and “Cinq etudes sur Melusine. (2eme partie, 4-5)”, BSMF, 179-80 (1995), pp.l0-26.
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fairy myth in noble literature, including the works of Walter Map, Gervase of Tilbury, 
and Gerald of Wales, coincides with the emergence of a lay aristocratic culture and 
consciousness.54 This factor underlies Le Goffs widely accepted view that, by reason 
of her dynastic fecundity and her acquisition of wealth, Melusine embodied the social 
aspirations of those knights of middling rank who sought entree into the upper 
echelons of the noble classes. As Le Goff concedes, why the myth concludes with 
social decline is less readily comprehensible, although he sees a glimmer of hope in 
the fact that on her departure from Lusignan, Melusine is not immediately destined for 
Hell.55 Although Harf-Lancner has explained the decline of the Lusignan family as 
opening an ‘historical’ gap into which Berry could lay his territorial claims in the RM 
and in which l’Archeveque could hope to insert his own lineage in the RP,56 
Guerreau-Jalabert has argued that the decline of Lusignan reflects the insecurities 
experienced by later medieval nobles who were confronting multiple challenges to 
their elite status during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. She proposes that the 
romances reflect elite society’s recognition of humanity’s ultimate powerlessness
CO
before the will of God." Such themes coincide with late medieval literary reflections 
on the decay of the world and the unpredictable rotation of the wheel of fortune.59 My 
research explores these interpretations of the role of the Melusine romances in later 
medieval culture from the perspective of patronage and manuscript ownership, and by 
considering the portrayals of Melusine within the romance narratives and manuscripts. 
1 hope to show that while each of these views offer valid explanations for the 
romances’ appeal in the fifteenth century, the texts also invited more complex 
reflections upon the relationship between humanity, society, and God.
Despite attempts to understand the broad appeal of the Melusine romances from 
historical-structuralist perspectives, modem scholarship has less often engaged with 
the contents of the romances, their manuscript contexts, or historical audiences with a 
view to explaining their popularity throughout our period. As Michel Zink has
54 Le Goff, “Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, p.605, L. Harf-Lancner, Le Monde des fees dans 
I ’Occident medieval, Hachette, Paris, 2003, p.21.
55 Le Goff, “Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, pp.603.
56 Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, pp. 164-5, 169-71, Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. 
Harf-Lancner, pp.34-5.
57 Guerreau-Jalabert, “Des fees et des diables”, pp. 133-4.
5,s Guerreau-Jalabert, “Des fees et des diables”, pp. 134-6.
59 For overviews of which, see P. Menard, “Le sentiment de decadence dans la litterature medievale” in 
L. Harf-Lancner and E. Baumgartner (eds), Progres, reaction, decadence dans I ’Occident medieval, 
Droz, Geneva, 2003, pp. 137-53, and D. Boutet and A. Strubel, Litterature, politique et societe dans la 
France du Moyen Age, Presses universitaires de France, Paris, 1979, pp. 177-90, 203-10.
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discussed, late medieval romances such as the Melusine texts, especially those in 
prose, blended tales of chivalric adventure and courtly love with narrative and 
thematic material originally belonging to genres as diverse as chronicles, 
hagiographies, mirror for princes literature, and moral exempla. If, as Simon Gaunt 
points out, definitions of medieval romance cannot be contained within the confines of 
a single genre, nonetheless the contents, goals, and methods of producing romance 
literature were generally related to historiographical practices and themes in varying 
degrees.61 Indeed, Jean d’Arras deploys a range of rhetorical devices and tropes to 
enhance his authorial claims to historical veracity.62 While Stouff early observed that 
significant portions of the RM  derived from didactic princely guidance literature, more 
recently Vincensini has drawn attention to the work’s composite nature as an integral 
component of the RM. He was influenced by Poirion and Zumthor’s research into 
the intertextuality characteristic of late medieval literature. For these scholars, the 
production of literature was the result of an author’s inevitable engagement both with 
other texts and the work’s historical context.64 From this perspective, Vincensini 
posits that the incorporation of elements from various genres in the RM argues in 
favour of the romance’s “exemplarite culturelle”: Jean d’Arras’ integration of material 
from different aspects of noble life and its literary culture creates a familiar, vibrant 
world attractive to medieval audiences. 66 Vincensini’s perception of the diversity 
inherent in the prose romance offers a broad counterbalance to Guerreau-Jalabert’s 
vision of the decay expressed within the RM. This study will investigate Vincensini’s 
claims with respect to the RM  and the RP in two ways. First, it will analyse the
60 M. Zink, “Le roman de transition (XIVe- XVe siecle)” in D. Poirion (ed.), Precis de litterature 
franqaise du Moyen Age, Presses universitaires de France, Paris, 1983, pp.293-305. See also M.T. 
Bruckner, “The shape of romance in medieval France” and S. Gaunt “Romance and other genres”, in R. 
Krueger (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Romance, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 2000, pp. 13-28 and 45-59 respectively. On the inter-generic and intertextual nature of late 
medieval literature more generally, see Daniel Poirion’s “Ecriture et re-ecriture au Moyen Age”, 
Litterature, 41 (1981), pp. 109-18, esp. p. 117.
61 Gaunt, “Romance and other genres”, p.49, D. Kelly, The Art o f Medieval French Romance, 
University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, 1992, pp.70-93, M. Zink, “Le Roman” in D. Poirion, A. 
Biermann and D. Tillmann-Bartylla (eds), La Litterature franqaise aux XIV’ et XVs siecles, Grundriss 
der Romanischen Literaturen des Mittelalters VIII/1, Carl Winter, Pleidelberg, 1988, pp.197-218, esp. 
pp.207-1 1 for later medieval romances.
62 M. Perret, “L’invraisemblable verite”, Europe: revue litteraire mensuelle, 61.654 (1983), pp.25-35; 
L. de Looze, ‘“La fourme du pie toute escripte’: Melusine and the Entrance into History” in Maddox 
and Sturm-Maddox (eds), Melusine o f Lusignan, pp. 125-36, A. Pairet, Les mutacions des fables: 
Figures de la metamorphose dans la litterature franqaise du Moyen Age, Honore Champion, Paris, 
2002, Ch.4.
63 Stouff, Essai, Ch.6, Vincensini, “Le Roman de Melusine”, pp. 121-3. See also K. Brownlee, 
“Melusine’s Hybrid Body and the Poetics of Metamophosis”, Yale French Studies, 86 (1994), pp. 18-38, 
pp. 19, 38.
64 Poirion, “Ecriture et re-ecriture”, pp. 109-18, P. Zumthor, “Intertextualite et mouvance”, Litterature, 
41 (1981), pp.8-16.
65 Vincensini, “Le Roman de Melusine”, pp. 123, 129, 133-4.
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intertextual relationships between texts belonging to a range of genres in compilation 
manuscripts containing a Melusine romance, in order to assess how the romance was 
associated with other literary forms by medieval audiences. Second, I will explore the 
lives of known owners of Melusine manuscripts, to enquire how the romances 
intersected with the interests of specific individuals and their socio-cultural milieux. It 
is hoped that this multi-focused approach to the romances in their textual and 
historical contexts will shed light on their enduring popularity.
Melusine as fairy-monster
Scholarship exploring Melusine’s nature as fairy and/or monster predominantly 
analyses these interrelated aspects of her character from the perspective of her 
relationship to Christian values and expectations. Fairies typically possess the 
qualities of generosity or charity, and love, and are understood by some scholars to 
have offered noble audiences secular models of behaviour complementary to, but 
separate from, the more ascetic models advocated in clerical sources.66 Harf-Lancner’s 
analysis of two fairy archetypes in her study of the evolution of fairies refines this 
view: she contrasts Dumezil’s melusinien fairies, typified by Melusine of Lusignan, 
who attempt to integrate into the Christian world through marriage with a mortal with 
morganien fairies, who attempt to entice their human partner into the supernatural 
world.6' With Guerreau-Jalabert, Harf-Lancner understands (melusinien) fairies as 
benevolent forces in romance texts, observing that their face-value assertions of 
Christian faith are typically borne out in these narratives.68 On the other hand, Gallais 
relegates Melusine to the margins of typical fairyness, arguing that her metamorphic 
and monstrous qualities contradict the conventionally life-affirming role of the 
medieval fairy.69 Occupying the middle ground, Sturm-Maddox has drawn attention to 
the essentially ambivalent and liminal nature of Melusine’s status between Christian
66 These qualities, by no means the only qualities possessed by fairies, derive from fairies’ early literary 
roles as godmother-figures and/or lovers. See Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.27-42 and Le 
Monde des fees, p.21 and Chs.1-2; A. Guerreau-Jalabert, “Fees et chevalerie: Observations sur le sens 
social d’un theme dit merveilleux” in Miracles, prodiges et merveilles au Moyen Age, XXVe Congres 
de la Societe des Historiens Medievistes de l’Enseignement Superieur Public (Orleans, juin 1994), 
Publications de la Sorbonne, Paris, 1995, pp. 133-50; and P. Gallais, La Fee a la Fontaine et a FArbre: 
un archetype du conte merveilleux et du recit courtois, Rodopi, Amsterdam and Atlanta, 1992, p. 15. On 
the literary function of fairy and other worlds in romance literature, see also J. Rider, “The Other 
Worlds of Romance’’ in Kruger (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Romance, pp.l 15-31.
67 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.9-10.
68 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.381-8, Guerreau-Jalabert, “Fees et chevalerie”, pp.l36-8, 
141-9. Despite Melusine’s assertions to this effect, Scholz Williams suggests that by the sixteenth 
century, the fairy had become associated with satanic forces in educated circles (G. Scholz Williams, 
Defining Dominion: The Discourses o f Magic and Witchcraft in Early Modern France and Germany, 
University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbour, 1995, p.5).
69 Gallais, La Fee a la Fontaine, pp. 1-16, 332-3.
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and pagan realms.70 Paying close attention to the text of the RM, Pickens argues that 
d’Arras deliberately locates the fairy within a Christianised framework with reference 
to her nature as one of God’s mysterious marvels.71 Whilst my study acknowledges 
the polysemic and ambivalent nature of fairies such as Melusine for medieval 
audiences, Pickens’ textually sensitive interpretation of the prose Melusine as a 
Christian marvel offers a fruitful path of enquiry informing my investigation of the 
fairy within manuscripts of the RM. ~ Moreover, I ask to what extent the portrait of the 
fairy in the RM was comparable with that in the RP and manuscripts of the poetic 
romance.
Melusine’s hybrid, monstrous characteristics have also attracted critical attention. The 
demonic connotations associated with Melusine’s serpentine form have inspired 
varied literary and iconographic research,73 while the tension created between the 
Christian and monstrous sides of the fairy and her sons has proved a productive source 
of enquiry from several interdisciplinary perspectives. For example, Kelly, Taylor, 
and Marina Brownlee examine different literary strategies employed by Jean d’Arras 
to manipulate the prose narrative in order to neutralise the potentially demonic 
qualities possessed by the fairy and her sons and enhance their role as foundational 
ancestors.74 Gabrielle Spiegel draws on anthropological models to interpret the 
zoomorphic hybridity of Melusine and her sons as reflections of the social disorder 
occasioned by Melusine’s incarceration of her father, Elinas.75 Drawing on Pickens’ 
discussion of paradox in the RM, I have suggested elsewhere that Melusine’s 
monstrosity is compatible with, and serves her Christian role as an ancestral mother
70 S. Sturm-Maddox, “Alterity and Subjectivity in the Roman de Melusine" in E. Mullally and J. 
Thompson (eds), The Court and Cultural Diversity, D.S. Brewer, Woodbridge and Rochester (N.Y.), 
1997, pp.121-9, and her “Configuring Alterity: Rewriting the Fairy Other” in D. Kelly (ed.), The 
Medieval Opus, Rodopi, Amsterdam and Athens, Ga., 1996, pp. 125-38.
71 R.T. Pickens, “The Poetics of Paradox in the Roman de Melusine" in Maddox and Sturm-Maddox 
(eds), Melusine o f Lusignan, pp.48-75.
72 Understandings of Melusine as a medieval marvel will be explored more fully in Chapter Three.
77 R.J. Nolan, “The origin of the Romance o f Melusine: A New Interpretation”, Fabula, 15 (1974), 
pp. 192-201, S. Nichols, “Melusine Between Myth and History: Profile of a Female Demon” in Maddox 
and Sturm-Maddox (eds), Melusine o f Lusignan, pp. 137-64, Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp.85- 
150, M.-G. Grossel, “Fee en deqä, demone au delä: remarques sur les aspects inquietants du personnage 
melusinien” in Buschinger and Spiewok (eds), Melusine, pp.61-76.
74 Each of the following are located in Maddox and Sturm-Maddox (eds), Melusine o f Lusignan: D. 
Kelly, “The Domestication of the Marvelous in the Melusine Romances”, pp.32-47, J.H.M. Taylor, 
“Melusine’s Progeny: Patterns and Perplexities”, pp. 165-84, and M.S. Brownlee, “Interference in 
Melusine", pp.226-40.
77 G.M. Spiegel, “Maternity and Monstrosity: Reproductive Biology in the Roman de Melusine", in 
Maddox and Sturm Maddox (eds), Melusine o f Lusignan, pp. 100-24.
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and spiritual guide from the perspective of Pseudo-Dionysian negative symbolism.76 
Scholars approaching the romances from psychoanalytical viewpoints have also 
regarded the fairy-serpent as a source of knowledge, with Sylvia Huot and Albrecht 
Classen framing Melusine’s monstrous persona as the Other by means of which 
Raymondin’s own subject is constituted.77 Art-historical studies have analysed 
depictions of the fairy and her sons, noting that whereas the sons’ monstrous qualities 
are only highlighted in later manuscripts and editions, Melusine’s monstrosity is 
visually exploited in early manuscripts but is gradually attenuated in manuscripts and 
editions across the fifteenth century. Throughout my study of the romance 
manuscripts, I shall return to these literary, historical, and art-historical assessments of 
Melusine as fairy and monster to consider their relationship to individual 
representations of the Lusignan fairy.
The RM  and RP have thus been subject to studies employing various modes of often 
interdisciplinary analysis which enhance our understanding of the medieval tales and 
their heroine. However, aside from bibliographical and iconographical studies of the 
romances, many of these modem studies share a common limitation which this thesis 
attempts to address. As Ana Pairet points out, modem analytical approaches can 
“obscure the extent to which poets, editors, and translators shaped the trajectory of 
texts that introduced [Melusine] to medieval audiences”.79 Doubtless the result of 
geographic distance from the sources, scholars have tended to rely on Stouff s edition 
of Arsenal ms 3353 and, more recently, Roach’s edition of the RP*° This practice has 
produced analyses of the romances which, although predicated on critical editions of 
early manuscript copies of the texts, are implicitly assumed to apply to later
76 T.M. Colwell, “Melusine: Ideal Mother or Inimitable Monster?” in M. Muller, I. Davis and S. Rees- 
Jones (eds), Love, Marriage and Family Ties in the Middle Ages, Brepols, Tumhout, 2003, pp. 180-203.
77 S. Huot, “Dangerous Embodiments: Froissart’s Harton and Jean d’Arras’ Melusine”, Speculum, 78.2 
(2003), pp.400-20, A. Classen, “Love and Fear of the Foreign. Thüring von Ringoltingen’s Melusine 
(1456). A Xenological Analysis”, Daphnis, 33.1-2 (2004), pp.97-122. For Maddox’s work on lineal 
identity and the Melusine romances, see Fictions o f Identity in Medieval France, Cambridge University 
Press, New York, 2000, pp. 177-85, 189-90, and “Levi-Strauss in Camelot: Interrupted Communication 
in Arthurian Feudal Fictions” in M.B. Shichtman and J.P Farley (eds), Culture and the King: The Social 
Implications o f the Arthurian Legend. Essays in Honor o f Valerie M. Lagorio, State University of New 
York Press, Albany, 1994, pp.35-53.
78 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, pp.81, 84-5, Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.206. 
The Upton House Bearsted fragments also contain illustrations depicting Geoffroy with a protruding 
boar-like tooth (nos. 197-8, 200, 203). These issues will be discussed at more length in Chapter Three.
79 A. Pairet, “Medieval bestsellers in the age of print: Melusine and Olivier de Castille” in V. Greene 
(ed.), The Medieval Author in Medieval French Literature, Palgrave Macmillan, New York, 2006, 
pp. 189-204, p. 191. Pairet refers specifically to mytho-critical approaches, but her comment equally 
applies to all methodologies which neglect the romances’ manuscript context.
80 With the exception of Roach and Morris, those scholars whose research draws significantly upon the 
manuscripts are predominantly French.
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representations of the romance found in subsequent manuscripts. Further, by relying 
on editions of the romances, scholars have been unable to integrate into their analyses 
a consideration of the relationship between the text, the pictorial and textual devices 
shaping the arrangement of the text on the manuscript page, and the material features 
of the manuscript itself. These features contribute to unique versions of the romance 
within individual manuscripts, the versions with which historical audiences engaged. 
Wherever possible, my research into the reception of the RM and RP is based upon the 
manuscripts containing the Melusine romances. The following section introduces the 
principal assumptions guiding my investigation.
A pproach to the M elusine m anuscripts: an overview
My study of the Melusine romances draws considerably on materialist and new 
philological understandings of the manuscript as an archaeological artefact whose 
production, transmission, and reception require holistic appraisal in order to assess the 
historical place of the literary work contained therein.81 Central to these critical 
approaches is the premise that a literary work’s physical form engages with its verbal 
text to shape and inform reception of that piece of literature. For early proponents of 
this view, notably cultural historians Roger Damton, Roger Chartier, and 
bibliographer D.F. McKenzie, the meaning derived from a literary work does not 
depend solely on its text, but also relies upon the interplay of variables which 
contribute both to the construction and intelligibility of the work.82 As Chartier 
explains, the materiality of a literary work inevitably imposes an order over the text, 
“whether it is the order in which it is deciphered, the order in which it is to be 
understood, or the order intended by the authority who commanded or permitted the 
work”. ' Interpretation and reception processes are thus guided by both the physicality 
inherent in the production of the text and the material organisation of the text on the
81 For an overview of the development of the field of the histoire du livre which expound these views, 
and the difficulties of successfully fulfilling the many interrelated interdisciplinary aims promoted by 
the field, see C.S. Clegg, “History of the Book: An Undisciplined Discipline?”, Renaissance Quarterly, 
54 (2001), pp.221-45.
82 Foundational studies include R. Damton’s “What is the History of Books?”, Daedalus, 1 1 1.3 (1982), 
pp.65-83 and “A History of Reading”, Australian Journal o f French Studies, 23.1 (1986), pp.5-30; R. 
Chartier and D. Roche, “New approaches to the history of the book”, trans. D. Denby in J. Le Goff and 
P. Nora (eds), Constructing the Past: Essays in Historical Methodology, intro. C. Lucas, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1984, pp. 198-214 (collection orig. pub. as Faire de I ’histoire, Gallimard, 
Paris, 1974) and R. Chartier’s Forms and Meanings: Texts, Performances and Audiences from Codex to 
Computer, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1995, and The Order o f Books: Readers, 
Authors and Libraries in Europe between the Fourteenth and Eighteenth Centuries, trans. L.G. 
Cochrane, Polity Press, Cambridge, 1994; and D.F. McKenzie, Bibliography and the Sociology o f 
Texts, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999 (British Library, London, 1986).
83 Chartier, The Order o f Books, p.viii.
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page. With this in mind, Chartier exhorts historians of reading to pay heed “to the 
technical, visual and physical devices that organise the reading of writing when
84writing becomes a book”.
The imperative to explore the whole manuscript as an artefact of literate culture in 
order to understand the subtleties underpinning the production and reception of 
medieval literature has been widely acknowledged by historical and literary scholars. 
In a seminal essay outlining the main facets of what has been termed “new philology”, 
Nichols elaborates on the complexity of the manuscript as a means of transmitting 
literature:
The manuscript folio contains different systems of representation: poetic or 
narrative text, the highly individual and distinctive scribal hand(s) that 
inscribe that text, illuminated images, colored rubrications, and not 
infrequently glosses or commentaries in the margins or interpolated in the 
text. Each system is a unit independent of the others and yet calls attention 
to them; each tries to convey something about the other while to some 
extent substituting for it.85
In other words, each manuscript leaf is comprised of several layers of communication 
which simultaneously work together and independently to transmit messages to the 
reader. The value of the structural and paratextual devices86 which organise a literary 
work within a manuscript was widely recognised by medieval commentators, as the 
following observation attributed to the thirteenth-century San Pedro Pascual 
illustrates:
Tn books, titles and rubrics illuminate the hearts of those who read and 
hear books read so that they can understand and locate easily what is 
written in them; and paragraphs and capital letters and question points and 
the others, sharpen and stimulate readers to read with understanding'.1 
For this educated observer, the purpose of devices shaping a literary work’s internal
o o
structure was to enhance understanding, that is, to assist the creation of meaning.
84 Chartier, The Order o f Books, p.ix.
85 S.G. Nichols, “Introduction: Philology in a Manuscript Culture”, Speculum, 65.1 (1990), pp. 1-10, 
p.7.
86 Paratext (adj. paratextual) refers to devices which structure, but which are independent of, the text 
comprising the narrative. Examples include, but are not restricted to, contents tables, chapter titles and 
assorted headings, indices, captions. Decorative programs may be included under this broad heading, 
although this study generally refers to iconography as a separate layer of communication working both 
independently of, and in tandem with, the text and paratext. These issues are elaborated upon in 
Chapter One. For an introduction to paratext generally, see G. Genette, Seuils, Seuil, Paris, 1987, pp.7- 
19.
87 Pedro Pascual [?], Obras de S. Pedro Pascual, Martir, ed. P.A. Valenzuela, 4 vols., Salustiana, 
Rome, 1905-8, 4, pp.1-2, translated by J. Dagenais in his The Ethics o f Reading in Manuscript Culture: 
Glossing the Libro de Bien Amor, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1994, p. 122 [emphasis 
added]. This passage has been attributed to San Pedro Pascual, although Dagenais acknowledges that 
there may be some doubt as to his authorship (p.234, n.5).
88 On this issue, see also M.B. Parkes, “The Influence of the Concepts of Ordinatio and Compilatio on 
the Development of the Book” in his Scribes, Scripts and Readers: Studies in the Communication, 
Presentation and Dissemination o f Medieval Texts, Hambledon Press, London, 1991, pp.35-70, p.51
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New philology also expands the horizons of textual analysis to include the 
compilation context in which individual texts were placed. As Nichols and Wenzel 
explain, “Arguing that the individual manuscript contextualizes the text(s) it contains 
in specific ways, materialist philology seeks to analyze the consequences of this 
relationship on the way these texts may be read and interpreted”.
In addition to accommodating multiple layers of textual, decorative, or paratextual 
communication, medieval manuscripts are characterised by the phenomenon of 
mouvance or, alternately stated, variance, to borrow the influential formulations of 
Paul Zumthor and Bernard Cerquiglini.90 These terms refer to the instability of the 
medieval narrative as it is transmitted from one manuscript into another. As Richard 
and Mary Rouse explain, “Each of ... the material base, the script or image, and the 
[manuscript’s] text, is a changing and evolving thing, a product of a compromise 
between traditional norms and the contemporary needs of the audience which it was to 
serve” .91 In effect, each element of a new manuscript’s presentation of an older work 
was, in part, a response to particular or general requirements of a new audience. That 
is not to assume that each element of a manuscript was necessarily produced in 
accordance with explicit instructions. Nonetheless, each new copy of a work projected 
a new reading of the text, which may have reflected an a priori reading of that same 
text. Among other features, my study examines the mouvance among manuscript 
representations of the RM and RP. By analysing revisions to the text, and changes to 
the paratextual and decorative devices structuring the romances, I hope to uncover the 
differences between individual readings reflected in and projected by the Melusine 
manuscripts. Certainly, I recognise that the phenomenology of historical readings and 
the intent of manuscript patrons, libraires, and audiences cannot be established 
unequivocally. However, as Chapter One explains, by disentangling the competing 
meanings emerging from the different material and textual characteristics of the 
manuscript leaf, it will be possible to consider the readings of the Melusine romances
(orig. pub. in J.J.G. Alexander and M.T. Gibson (eds), Medieval Learning and Literature: Essays 
presented to R.W. Hunt, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1976, pp.l 15-40).
x9 S.G. Nichols and S. Wenzel, “Introduction” to Nichols and Wenzel (eds), The Whole Book: Cultural 
Perspectives on the Medieval Miscellany, University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1996, pp.1-6, p.2.
90 Zumthor, “Intertextualite et mouvance”, pp.8-16, B. Cerquiglini, Eloge de la Variante: histoire 
critique de laphilologie, Seuil, Paris, 1989.
91 M.A. and R.H. Rouse, Authentic Witnesses: Approaches to Medieval Texts and Manuscripts, 
University of Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame, Ind., 1991, p.2.
92 See Dagenais, The Ethics o f Reading, Preface and Introduction, on the importance of the reader in the 
recreation of medieval texts. Of course, when a manuscript has been produced by several different 
artisans, we cannot assume that the final product reflects any one person’s reading of the model text.
93 G. Poulet, “Phenomenology of Reading”, New Literary History, 1.1 (1969), pp.53-68.
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promoted by individual manuscripts.94 In my focus on romance manuscripts as the 
basis of a reception history of the RM  and RP, I thus differ in approach to Badel and 
Desmond, whose analysis of medieval reception of the Roman de la Rose and Dido 
respectively incorporates materials from work other than, as well as, the Rose and 
Aeneid texts themselves.95
The rich results to be gained from materialist approaches to manuscript analysis have 
been highlighted in a variety of interdisciplinary studies, many of which have focused 
on French vernacular literature.96 Of importance to the present study is Sylvia Huot’s 
analysis of reception in manuscripts of the Roman de la Rose. Huot explores the 
‘protean’ manuscript afterlife of the Rose in a series of predominantly thematic 
analyses, arguing that the text’s polyphonic expression of a diverse range of themes 
encouraged the continued engagement of later poets and readers with different aspects 
of the work in subsequent generations of manuscripts. Huot’s respect for the textual, 
paratextual, and decorative presentation of the Rose in individual manuscripts permits 
her to demonstrate the idiosyncratic vitality of the reception of the Rose into the later 
Middle Ages, thus providing a model for my own foray into the analysis of Melusine 
manuscripts.
Chretien de Troyes’ romances and the many continuations thereof have also provided 
a valuable source for scholars investigating the reception of individual copies of a text, 
changing reception of a text over time, or the relationship between reception and 
particular manuscript devices.98 For example, the two-volume collection, Les
94 As Nicolas Barker suggests, “Reception ... can only be recorded by gathering together the facts of 
the transmission of the text; their sum represents its reception” (Appendix, “Intentionality and 
Reception Theory” in N. Barker (ed.), A Potencie o f Life: Books in Society, The Clark Lectures, The 
British Library, London, 1993, pp.195-201, p.200.
95 P. Badel, Le Roman de la Rose an XIVs siecle: etude de la reception de l ’oeuvre, Droz, Geneva, 1980, 
M. Desmond, Reading Dido: Gender, Textuality, and the Medieval Aeneid, University of Minnesota 
Press, Minneapolis, 1994.
96 It is beyond the scope of this overview to rehearse the extensive scholarship adopting materialist 
approaches to medieval French literature, many of which appear in the notes to the detailed outline of 
my approach in the next Chapter. An outstanding example of the manner in which a multi-layered 
analysis of manuscripts can yield fruitful results for a work’s production, dissemination, and reception 
is Keith Busby’s Codex and Context: Reading Old French Verse Narrative in Manuscript, 2 vols., 
Rodopi, Amsterdam and New York, 2002.
97 S. Huot, The Romance o f the Rose and its medieval readers: interpretation, reception, manuscript 
transmission, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993, p.325.
98 C.E. Pickford, L ’Evolution du roman arthurienne en prose vers la fin du Moyen Age d ’apres le 
manuscrit 112 du fonds franqais de la Bibliotheque nationale, A.G. Nizet, Paris, 1959, S. Hindman, 
Sealed in Parchment: Rereadings o f Knighthood in the Illuminated Manuscripts o f Chretien de Troyes, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago and London, 1994, K. Busby, “Rubrics and the Reception of 
Romance”, French Studies, 53.2 (1999), pp. 129-41.
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manuscrits de Chretien de Troyes, provides useful studies of features such as coloured 
initials, as well as studies integrating analysis of text, iconography, and paratext." 
Such works draw attention to the individual and collective role of material and 
paratextual devices in shaping reception of a given text. Also focused upon Arthurian 
texts, Sandra Hindman’s study of northern French and Flemish manuscripts of the 
Perceval romances produced between 1275 and 1325 argues that the illuminations 
painted in these volumes reveal contemporary knightly audiences’ unease with 
shifting social boundaries. Her work identifies “the manuscripts as vehicles of a 
process of cultural change that responded to different socio-political circumstances in 
a distinctive milieu”.100 Hindman’s study of miniatures in their historical context thus 
sheds light on the cultural role of the Perceval manuscripts within a particular 
environment. As Gehrke’s study of vernacular compilations usefully illustrates, 
holistic analysis of such volumes can illuminate our understanding of the medieval 
purposes for which seemingly disparate texts were collated.101 The insights emerging 
from these studies of French medieval manuscript literature underline the unique 
nature of each manuscript copy of a text and illustrate how they relate to the socio- 
historical context in which they were produced.102 They thereby highlight the value of 
materialist analysis of the Melusine manuscripts for an appraisal of the historical 
reception of the romances.
The following study of the Melusine romances will also draw on the complementary 
guidelines established by Gabrielle Spiegel and Hans Jauss with respect to textual 
production and reception. As Spiegel argues, textual production emerges from the 
intersection of specific socio-historic circumstances, the interrogation of which may 
enlighten modem understanding of an historical work’s cultural role and
99 K. Busby, T. Nixon, A. Stones, and L. Walters (eds), Les Manuscrits de Chretien de Troyes: The 
Manuscripts o f Chretien de Troyes, 2 vols., Rodopi, Amsterdam and Atlanta, 1993.
100 Hindman, Sealed in Parchment, p.8.
101 P. Gehrke, Saints and Scribes: Medieval Hagiography in its Manuscript Context, University of 
California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1993.
102 Materialist approaches have also been applied to studies of reception in other medieval literatures: 
see, for example, Dagenais, The Ethics o f Reading (Castilian), and the studies in K. Kerby-Fulton and 
M. Hilmo (eds), The Medieval Reader: Reception and Cultural History in the Late Medieval 
Manuscript, AMS Press, New York, 2001 and K. Kerby-Fulton and M. Hilmo (eds), The Medieval 
Professional Reader at Work: Evidence from Manuscripts o f Chaucer, Langland, Kempe, and Gower, 
University of Victoria, Victoria B.C., 2001 (English), and R.E. Hegel, Reading Illustrated Fiction in 
Late Medieval China, Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1998 (for Chinese printed literature between 
1400 and 1800).
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significance. Whenever possible, I will try to uncover the historical conditions 
informing the production of a Melusine manuscript and its reception at a given time. 
This will enable me to follow Jauss’ advice to attempt to locate the literary work 
within both a synchronic and a diachronic framework. Such an approach will facilitate 
an understanding of the place of the romance manuscript at the time of its production 
and its position in the history of the romance over time. 104 Examining the historical 
underpinnings of a given manuscript in conjunction with its literary content 
necessarily involves the use of both literary and historical modes of investigation and 
analysis. However, as Spiegel points out, literary critique revolves around a 
deconstructive form of analysis while historical analysis requires a reconstructive 
approach.1(b In seeking to analyse the Melusine manuscripts from the dual perspective 
of their historical origins and their individual readings of the romances, this study 
employs both deconstructive and reconstructive methods of enquiry in order to 
elucidate the reception history and cultural value of the Melusine romances.
M anuscript sources, scope o f  research, and thesis outline
My exploration of the reception of the Melusine romances draws on evidence 
provided by the corpus of over thirty manuscripts containing the RM  and RP. As 
noted, there are fifteen extant copies of the prose romance or fragments thereof, 
twelve of which are accessible to researchers, and twenty surviving (and accessible) 
copies of the RP; I have consulted all but four of these items personally or on 
microfilm. 106 After preliminary examination, around eighteen items were selected for 
inclusion in this thesis, the particular reasons for which are explained in the relevant 
chapters. The chosen manuscripts were produced across the fifteenth and early 
sixteenth century, predominantly in northern France. Thus, while they offer a broad 
chronological spread of evidence, their provenance confines the relevance of my
103
103 G. Spiegel, “History, Historicism, and the Social Logic of the Text in the Middle Ages”, Speculum, 
65.1 (1990), pp.59-86. Similarly, Chartier suggests that scholars try to “reconstruct ... the conditions of 
possibility and intelligibility” which gave rise to a particular text (Forms and Meanings, p.4).
104 H.R. Jauss, Toward an Aesthetic o f Reception, trans. T. Bahti, University of Minnesota Press, 
Minneapolis, 1982, p.32.
105 G.M. Spiegel, Romancing the Past. The Rise o f Vernacular Prose Historiography in Thirteenth- 
Centuiy France, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1993, pp.8-9.
106 In view of the constraints of overseas fieldwork, I was unable to consult the following items:
Brussels, Bibliotheque royale de Belgique, ms 10390 {RM), Vienna, Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek, ms 2585 {RM), Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales, ms 5030 C {RP), 
Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, W 317 {RP). I have only consulted one manuscript extensively on 
microfilm: Madrid, BNE, ms 2148. I recognise the limitations of microfilm for materialist analysis of 
the manuscript, and will restrict my discussion to the volume’s text, decorative program, and layout, 
each visible on the microfilm.
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findings towards the northern half of the realm.107 After an initial full citation, 
references to individual RM  manuscripts draw on sigla adapted from those used by 
Vincensini in his edition of the romance.108 I have followed Roach’s attribution of 
sigla to the RP manuscripts, with the modification that I have added a v to the original 
letter, hence Dv for Carpentras, BM, ms 406. This is to distinguish manuscripts 
containing a versified copy of the romance, and to avoid confusion with those prose 
manuscripts which share the same identifying letter.109 In view of the word limitations 
placed upon this study, it has not been possible to provide a full introduction to the 
manuscripts in the text; where appropriate, readers will be directed to relevant 
Appendices which contain a variety of bibliographical and textual data.
Where necessary, my study draws on evidence for Melusine reception provided by 
early print culture. In particular, I use the earliest edition of the RM produced by 
Adam Steinschaber in Geneva, 1478."° Studied by Bouquin, a print tradition of the 
prose Melusine romance co-existed with continuing production of manuscript copies 
of the romance for around thirty years.* 111 The need to contain the scope of this study 
informed my decision to concentrate solely upon the reception of the Melusine 
romances in manuscript culture. In view of the relatively limited circulation of 
recreational and, especially, luxury manuscripts among the nobility, who made up c.l- 
1.6% of the French population in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, I acknowledge 
that my decision confines my findings concerning reception to a small proportion of 
medieval society.112 Certainly, this group is far removed from the village and rural 
cultures in which Melusine tales also circulated, as Le Roy Ladurie has shown.113 
However, a concentrated focus upon reception of the Melusine manuscripts among the
107 This may the product of historical chance as we know that the court of Savoy owned copies of the 
Melusine romances, and early printed editions of the RM derive from Geneva and Lyon as well as Paris 
(see Apps. A and H).
108 D’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.43-63.
109 See the list o f ‘Manuscript sigla in the front matter prefacing this Introduction.
110 I consulted the copies of the edition in Paris, Bibliotheque Mazarine, Inc. 1284 and Paris, BN, 
Reserve Y2 400, and have also used the facsimile copy of the only extant complete incunable edition 
currently housed in Wolfenbiittel’s Herzog August Bibliothek, Lm 2° 17, reproduced in J. d’Arras, 
L ’histoire de la belle Melusine de Jean d ’Arras, ed. W.J. Meyer, Societe Suisse de bibliophiles, Beme, 
1923-24.
111 On the print tradition, see H. Bouquin’s exhaustive study of the romance in print from the medieval 
period until the nineteenth century in “Les aventures d’un roman medieval: editions et adaptations de 
L ’Histoire de Melusine de Jean d’Arras (XVe -XIXe siecles)”, Ecole nationale des chartes, These pour 
le diplome d’archiviste paleographe, 2000, and also Harf-Lancner, “Le Roman de Melusine et le Roman 
de Geojfroy", pp.349-66, Harf-Lancner, “LTllustration du Roman de Melusine”, pp.29-55.
112 P. Contamine, “The French War and Nobility” in P. Contamine, La France au XIVs et X V  siecles: 
Hommes, mentalites, guerre et paix, Variorum Reprints, London, 1981, Ch.X, pp. 138-9 (orig. pub. In 
K. Fowler (ed.), The Hundred Years War, Macmillan, London, 1971, pp. 135-62).
113 Le Roy Ladurie, “Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, pp.604-16.
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noble communities which owned copies of the works permits reasonable speculation 
regarding the romances’ cultural significance for an influential and relatively 
homogeneous social group. Although we cannot be sure that elite owners of Melusine 
manuscripts actually read the romances, unless there is evidence to the contrary, it is a 
working assumption underlying this thesis that they did.
As a study of the historical reception and cultural significance of the Melusine 
romances between c. 1380 and c.1530, this thesis is concerned with historical 
audiences and manuscripts. The dual focus is reflected in the structure and temporal 
limits framing my research, outlined below.
Chapter One contextualises my study of historical reading among the nobility in three 
ways. First, it identifies the elite social milieu among which the Melusine romances 
were circulating and the nature of noble literary interests. Drawing on medieval 
evidence and modem reception theories, this Chapter also theorises about the 
processes and practices of medieval reading, before concluding with a detailed 
discussion of how individual material, textual, paratextual, and decorative elements of 
the late medieval manuscript shaped historical reading and reception. It thus 
establishes key assumptions underlying subsequent analysis of historical readers and 
reading, and outlines in detail my approach towards analysis of the Melusine 
manuscripts.
Chapter Two commences my analysis of historical readers of the Melusine 
manuscripts by examining the patronage of the RM and RP by Jean, due de Berry, and 
Guillaume l’Archeveque, seigneur de Parthenay, between c.1380 and 1400-1401. The 
Chapter first examines how the romance authors position their texts as ancestral or 
dynastic narratives, before exploring the nature and function of such literature in the 
later medieval period. By locating the duke’s patronage of the RM  in the context of 
diplomatic negotiations taking place between England and France in the later 1380s, it 
then reviews Berry’s literary commission with respect to his interest in themes of 
politics, crusade, and territorial acquisition and development. The final section of this 
Chapter investigates the historical background informing Guillaume l’Archeveque’s 
patronage of the RP, and proposes a new hypothesis for the seigneur de Parthenay’s 
active interest in the poetic romance.
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Chapters Three and Four examine the changing representations of Melusine across the 
RM  and RP manuscripts using the methodology outlined in Chapter One. Each 
Chapter identifies the predominant qualities defining the fairy in each romance before 
exploring individual manuscripts’ treatment of her character in a sequence of case- 
studies. Although analysis of the manuscripts in Chapters Three and Four is guided by 
the individual romances’ specific characterisation of Melusine, a number of general 
questions also guide my inquiry throughout the two Chapters: did representations of 
Melusine alter across manuscripts of the RM  and RPl How were changes imposed 
upon the romances and can we determine why (ie can we establish the social logic o f 
the text)? To what extent do the manuscripts offer consistent depictions of Melusine 
across the different layers of their construction? To what extent do manuscripts of the 
RM and RP differ or coincide in their portrayals of Melusine? To what extent is 
Melusine the central focus within the manuscripts? By proposing answers to these 
questions, I hope to extend and refine existing manuscript and art-historical analyses 
of Melusine representation and reception across the fifteenth century.
Chapter Five expands the field of analysis to explore the intertextual relationships 
between the Melusine romances and the texts alongside which they were placed 
within compilation manuscripts. This study reveals that the Lusignan legend was 
associated with a diverse collection of texts, from other poetic and recreational works, 
to didactic and philosophical treatises. By interrogating the narrative and/or thematic 
associations between the contents in the romance compilations, the Chapter extends 
existing Melusine scholarship by asking what messages may have been conveyed by 
the compilations and how might they have related to the period in which they were 
produced. By highlighting how compilations engaged with the different layers of 
discourse within the romances, Chapter Five’s analysis seeks to demonstrate the 
potential for the Melusine romances to be understood and used in a plurality of ways.
Chapter Six explores the cultural lives of identifiable owners of Melusine manuscripts 
from the early fifteenth century until the death of Marguerite d’Autriche, who owned 
two copies of the romance, in 1530. Groups of owners tend to cluster within 
geographic or courtly communities, thus raising the question of the extent to which 
reading communities shared interpretive strategies or approaches to their literature. By 
focusing on known manuscript owners and their communities, the Chapter offers an
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historical perspective on the Melusine romances’ meaning and significance in the 
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.
In sum, this thesis aims to enhance modern understandings of the reception and 
cultural significance of the Melusine romances, and their eponymous heroine, 
throughout our period. I do not claim to provide an exhaustive account of Melusine 
reception or the romance manuscripts in the fifteenth and early sixteenth century. 
Rather, Chapters Two to Six offer a series of interrelated and interdisciplinary micro­
histories which seek to shed light on the relationship between the romances and the 
socio-cultural milieu in which they circulated from the twin vantage points of the 
manuscripts and their audiences.
Before proceeding, a word on terminology is in order. I will generally use the word 
text to refer to the words (verbal text) of a literary work as written on the page, and 
less often to the romance narrative as a whole; narrative will indicate the story in a 
general sense and will most often be presented in a verbal or textual form, but also 
occasionally in a pictorial form; literary work will refer to the complete textual and 
pictorial elaboration of a story; and manuscript work will refer to the manuscript book 
as a physical entity containing the Melusine romance and possibly other literary works 
in the case of compilations. 114 Furthermore, it is important to clarify that this thesis is 
concerned with the Melusine romances and not the myth or analogues of the Melusine 
myth. As Nora Parkin points out, the mythical figure is not the same as the literary 
figure. 115 While medieval audiences may well have conflated the two in their 
receptions of the romance, the manuscripts offer evidence about the romances’ 
presentation of the fairy. Although I will occasionally discuss non-literary 
manifestations of the Melusine tale, it is the romances’ history and cultural 
significance across later medieval France with which we are presently concerned.
114 These guidelines have been drawn from T.W. Machan, Textual Criticism and Middle English Texts, 
University Press of Virginia, Charlottesville and London, 1994, Introduction.
115 N.L.C. Parkin, “Geschlect und Transgression: The Theology of Sin and Salvation in Thiiring von 
Ringoltingen’s Melusine", PhD thesis, Washington University, 1993, p.21.
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Chapter O ne. Readers, reception, and m anuscripts in 
later m edieval France
Chapter One will contextualise my investigation of the historical reception of the 
Melusine manuscripts in later medieval France. First, it discusses the elite social 
milieu for whom the early Melusine romances were produced and amongst whom the 
manuscripts circulated. After considering the social composition and literary interests 
of elite audiences, the first section concludes with a critical discussion of how elites 
accessed and interpreted the material contained in their books. Second, it will review 
manuscript production in later medieval France, and will illustrate the multi-faceted, 
independent and, yet, interconnected processes which contributed to the production of 
manuscript books, the primary form of evidence analysed in Chapters Three to Five. 
The final section turns to a detailed explanation of how the separate components 
constituting a manuscript book could contribute to and shape historical reading and 
reception processes. The Chapter will thus outline the relationship between 
manuscript production, presentation, and medieval reception applied in the following 
analysis.
Readers and reading in the later M iddle A ges
N oble readers and their literature
Melusine manuscripts were owned by and circulated among audiences at the peak of 
the French and Flemish social and political hierarchies. 1 2 When investigating historical 
book-ownership and reading, scholars have used documentary sources such as wills, 
accounts, inventories, and library catalogues as well as manuscript books themselves. 
Despite the potential for such material to distort historical reality and discount 
communal, aural modes of literary consumption, these sources provide useful starting 
points for discussions of medieval literary culture. The present consideration of elite 
readers in this period draws extensively on two broad-ranging yet detailed synthetic 
analyses of medieval book collections by Genevieve Hasenohr and Keith Busby. 
These scholars consider an impressive range of documentary sources to identify late-
1 See App. H, Part A, for a list of identifiable owners of Melusine manuscripts from c.1380 until 
c.1530.
2 On the relative usefulness of such sources, see for example L. Amtower, Engaging Words: The 
Culture o f Reading in the Later Middle Ages, Palgrave, New York, 2000, pp.29-30, S. Broomhall, 
Women and the Book in Sixteenth-Century France, Ashgate, Aldershot, 2002, p.26, C.M. Meale, 
‘“ ...alle the bokes that I haue of latyn, englisch, and frensch’: laywomen and their books in late 
medieval England” in C.M. Meale (ed.), Women and Literature in Britain 1150-1500, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1993, pp. 128-58, p. 130, M.B. Parkes, “The Literacy of the Laity” in his 
Scribes, Scripts and Readers, pp.276-97, p.292 (orig. pub. in D. Daiches and A.K. Thorlby (eds), 
Literature and Western Civilization: The Medieval World, Aldus Books, London, 1973, pp.555-76).
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medieval readers and their literary interests.3 It is important to acknowledge that 
private and institutional ecclesiastical and university libraries housed the greater 
proportion of medieval books in circulation, primarily in Latin, for the clerical and 
educated elite 4 However, I will focus on elite French and Flemish lay readers as it is 
primarily from this group that owners and specific readers of Melusine romances can 
be identified.5 The broad term ‘elite’ will here be understood to refer to the nobility 
intimately connected with the royal and ducal courts, as well as provincial aristocrats 
and seigneurial families.
The royal court offers rich evidence concerning late medieval elite French book- 
ownership and literary interests.6 It is well known that the Valois monarchy, its 
extended family, and surrounding courts were enthusiastic book collectors and readers 
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Jean le Bon and his wife, Bonne de 
Luxembourg, were active patrons and literary connoisseurs who cultivated in their 
children a passion for literature and beautiful books.7 8 This passion filtered into the 
fifteenth-century Burgundian, Orleanais, and Angevin collections, as well as the
o
Savoyard library of Jean de Berry’s descendants. By the end of Charles Vi’s reign,
3 G. Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees aux XIVe et XVe siecles” in A. Vemet (ed.), Histoire 
des bibliotheques franqaises. Vol.l, Les Bibliotheque medievales du V f siede ä 1530, Promodis, Paris, 
1989, pp.214-63, Busby, Codex and Context, II, Ch.7. For an extensive bibliography on medieval 
French libraries, see Pecia, “Les Bibliotheques medievales”, <http://pagesperso- 
orange.fr/pecia/BIBLIOTHEQUEl ,HTM>, J.-L. Deuffic, accessed 21 Nov. 2008.
4 From the later part of the fifteenth century until c.1530, clerics of all levels, including gens de robe, 
legal officials, and administrators possessed 75% of books mentioned in Parisian and regional 
inventaires apr'es deces. As Busby points out, however, it may be difficult to distinguish between 
ecclesiastical and lay readers, particularly at the level of Bishop or Cardinal where a cleric might have 
been bom into an aristocratic family or possess a landed title himself. George, cardinal d’Amboise, 
whose parents owned the RM in BN, ms naf. 21874 (D), is one such example (on his parents, see 
Chapter Six). (P. Aquilon, “Petites et moyennes bibliotheques 1480-1530” in Vemet (ed.), Histoire des 
bibliotheques franqaises, I, pp.285-309, p.286, Busby, Codex and Context, II, pp.736-41, Hasenohr, 
“L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, pp.232-9.)
5 For discussions of ownership of French literature in England, Spain, and Italy, see Busby, Codex and 
Context, II, pp.672-90, 747-90, P. Kibre, “The Intellectual Interests Reflected in Libraries of the 
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries”, Journal o f the History o f Ideas, 7.3 (1946), pp.257-97, esp. 
pp.272-3, Meale, “‘... alle the bokes that I haue’”, pp. 128-58, and Bennett, “France in England: Anglo- 
French Culture in the Reign of Edward III” (cited in the Introduction).
6 1 have been unable to locate figures establishing proportions of the elite population who owned books 
in our period. Book ownership, which is not synonymous with readership, emerges relatively rarely 
from wills. Fewer than 3% of wills recorded in the urban, book-producing town of Lyon between the 
fourteenth and sixteenth centuries refer to books. In the more affluent Toumai, 13.5% of wills recorded 
in the fifteenth century include books. Although 33% of wills from the Paris of Charles VI mention 
books, the figures drop markedly in rural areas (Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, p.231 
and n.148).
7 R. Cazelles, Societe politique, noblesse et couronne sous Jean le Bon et Charles V, Librairie Droz, 
Geneva, 1982, pp.42-4, N. Wilkins, “A pattern of patronage: Machaut, Froissart and the houses of 
Luxembourg and Bohemia in the fourteenth century”, French Studies, 37 (1983), pp.257-84.
8 For inventories and discussions of French royal and ducal libraries, see: L. Delisle, Le Cabinet des 
manuscrits de la Bibliotheque imperiale: Etude sur la formation de ce depot comprenant les elements
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over 1200 books had passed through the Louvre library accumulated over three 
generations.9 Many of these were accessible to family members, as evidenced by loans 
of devotional and recreational texts, such as Heures and Arthurian material, to Charles 
V i’s queen, Isabeau de Baviere, between 1388 and 1404.10 Although the collection 
was dispersed c. 1424-1425 when the English Regent in France, the duke of Bedford, 
purchased the 843 volumes remaining in the royal library, the interest of the Valois 
descendants in their literary heritage is suggested by Jean d’Angouleme’s purchase in 
1441 of his grandfather’s copy of Durandus’ Rationale when he was a hostage in 
England.* 11 Despite the subsequent dislocation of the royal court from Paris, Charles 
VII was noted for his erudition and literary interests, “ interests shared particularly by 
Charles VIII, Louis XII, and Francis I, who substantially contributed to the
13development of a new royal library.
The important role of noble women in the dissemination of literary culture has been 
widely recognised.14 This role is exemplified by the lives of three women who owned
d ’une histoire de la calligraphie, de la miniature, de la reliure, et du commerce des livres a Paris avant 
/ ’invention de l ’imprimerie, 3 vols., Georg Olms Verlag, Hildesheim and New York, 1978 (orig. pub. 
Imprimerie nationale, Paris, 1868-1881), L. Delisle, Recherches sur la librairie de Charles V, roi de 
France, 1337-1380, 2 vols., (cited in the Introduction); P.M. de Winter, La Bibliotheque de Philippe le 
Ilardi, due de Bourgogne (1364-1404). Etude sur les manuscrits ä peintres d ’une collection princiere a 
l ’epoque du style gothique internationale, Editions CNRS, Paris, 1985, and J. Barrois, Bibliotheque 
protypographique ou librairies des fils du roi Jean, Charles V, Jean de Berri, Philippe de Bourgogne et 
les siens, Crapelet, Paris, 1830 (for Burgundian libraries); P. Champion, La librairie de Charles 
d ’Orleans, Honore Champion, Paris, 1910, A. Lecoy de la Marche, Le Roi Rene. Sa vie, son 
administration, ses travaux artistiques et litteraires, d ’apres les documents inedits des archives de 
France et d ’ltalie, 2 vols., Firmin-Didot, Paris, 1875, II, pp,181ff, and S. Edmunds’ trilogy of 
publications on the Savoyard library: “The Medieval Library of Savoy”, Scriptorium, 24 (1970), 
pp.318-27, “The Library [sic] of Savoy (II): Documents”, Scriptorium, 25 (1971), pp.253-84, and 
“The Medieval Library of Savoy (III): The Documents (the end)”, Scriptorium, 26 (1972), pp.269-93. 
For a general survey of royal, ducal, and some papal collections, see also G. Drinkwater, “French 
Libraries in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries” in J.W. Thompson (ed.), The Medieval Library, 
Hafner Publishing Company, New York, 1957, pp.414-52.
9 Delisle, Recherches, II, pp.3-200.
10 Delisle, Recherches, I, pp. 132-3. On Isabeau’s books, see also S. Groag Bell, “Medieval Women 
Book Owners: Arbiters of Lay Piety and Ambassadors of Culture”, Signs: Journal o f Women in Culture 
and Society, 7.4 (1982), pp.742-68, p.750.
11 J. Stratford, “The Manuscripts of John, Duke of Bedford: Library and Chapel”, in D. Williams (ed.), 
England in the Fifteenth Century. Proceedings o f the 1986 Harlaxton Symposium, Boydell Press, 
Woodbridge, 1987, pp.329-50, pp.339-41.
12 G. du Fresne de Beaucourt, Histoire de Charles VII, 6 vols., Librairie de la Societe bibliographique, 
Paris, 1881 -91, VI, pp.393-4, 400ff.
13 D. Bloch, “La formation de la Bibliotheque du Roi”, in Vemet (ed.), Histoire des bibliotheques 
franqaises, I, pp.309-31.
14 Bell, “Medieval Women Book Owners”, pp.742-69, A.-M. Legare, “Reassessing women’s libraries 
in late medieval France: the case of Jeanne de Laval”, Renaissance Studies, 10.2 (1996), pp.209-36. On 
book culture among noble women, see the essays in Journal o f the Early Book Society for the Study o f 
Manuscripts and Printing History, Special focus: Women and Book Culture in Late Medieval and 
Early Modem France, 4 (2001), and A.-M. Legare (ed.), Livres et lectures de femmes en Europe entre 
Moyen Age et Renaissance, Brepols, Tumhout, 2007. I have not been able to consult D. Green, Women 
Readers in the Middle Ages, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2008.
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at least one copy of a Melusine romance. Charlotte de Savoie’s financial accounts 
record her patronage of education for young men outside the royal family as well as 
some of her own literary commissions.15 Charlotte’s daughter, Anne de France 
supervised the education of children at the French court, including her own daughter, 
Suzanne, for whom she wrote a conduct manual, and the young Marguerite 
d’Autriche, who resided at Amboise between 1483 and 1493.16 Marguerite, whose 
literary tastes were probably also guided by noted patron Margaret of York, her 
godmother, was responsible for the early education of her own nieces and nephew, 
including the future emperor, Charles V.17 As will be discussed more fully in Chapter 
Six, Charlotte, Anne, and Marguerite possessed substantial libraries in their own right, 
which each included copies of the Melusine romances. Indeed, Marguerite’s collection 
of over 380 volumes was exceptional.1* On the other hand, the library of Anne de 
Brittany, twice queen of France, numbered over 1500 volumes. However, the fact that 
many of these were the product of Charles VIII’s expedition into Italy alerts us to the 
problem that whereas records may indicate that a woman owned a modest collection 
of books, in many cases she would have enjoyed access to her husband’s library.19
While nobles in the provinces had long participated in literary culture, the diffusion of 
literary patronage and consumption among provincial seigneurial families spread 
considerably during the fifteenth century. Regional barons were often associated with 
nearby courts, a phenomenon illustrated by owners of the RM in BN ms naf.21874 
(D), Pierre d’Amboise and Anne de Bueil, who enjoyed links with the house of 
Bourbon.20 Noting this social fact, Busby attributes the increased circulation of 
literature among provincial nobles to “a ‘trickle-down’ effect according to which the
15 Archives nationales de France (AN), KK 68, folios cx r-v, cxii r, cx v-cxvi r, Delisle, Cabinet des 
inanuscrits, I, pp.91-4, and A.-M. Legare, “Charlotte de Savoie’s Library and Illuminators”, Journal o f 
the Early Book Society, 4 (2001), pp.32-87.
16 P. de Bourdeilles, seigneur de Branthöme, CEuvres completes de Pierre de Bourdeilles abbe et 
seigneur de Branthöme, ed. and intro. P. Merimee and L. Lacour, 13 vols., Kraus Reprint, Nendeln, 
1977 (Librairie Plon, Paris, 1858-95), X pp.271-3, Anne de France, Les enseignements d ’Anne de 
France, duchesse de Bourbonnois et d ’Auvergne ä safille Susanne de Bourbon, ed. A.-M. Chazaud, C. 
Desrosiers, Moulins, 1878, A.-M. Legare, ‘“La librairye de Madame’: Two Princesses and their 
Libraries” in D. Eichberger (ed.), Women o f Distinction: Margaret o f York and Margaret o f Austria, 
Brepols Publishers, Davidsfonds and Leuven, 2005, pp.207-19, pp.214-15.
17 Legare, “‘La librairye de Madame’: Two Princesses and their Libraries”, pp.207-19, D. Eichberger, 
“Margareta of Austria: A Princess with Ambition and Political Insight” in Eichberger (ed.), Women o f 
Distinction, pp.49-55, esp. pp.51-2.
18 M. Debae, La Bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche. Essai de reconstitution d ’apres l ’inventaire de 
1523-1524, Editions Peeters, Louvain and Paris, 1995.
19 Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, p.248.
20 For discussion of this couple, see Chapter Six.
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lower nobility attempt to emulate, mutatis mutandis, those whom they serve”. 
Fowler attributes the hastening of this phenomenon in our period to the enforced 
removal of the French court from Paris and the consequent weakening of its 
dominance of literary patronage and production in the wake of the Treaty of Troyes in 
1420.22 This may explain the diffusion of provincial ownership suggested by the 
possession of around forty volumes each by the Breton lord, Herve de Leon (d. 
c.1460) and Antoine du Lau from Gascony, and Jeanne II de Chalon, comtesse de 
Tonnerre’s possession of around twenty-seven books at her death c.1450. ' Indeed, 
Jeanne’s collection, which included several historical romances popular at the 
Burgundian court with which her family was closely connected, supports Busby’s 
proposal that “the literary tastes of the ducal and royal houses fdter down to the 
families of their vassals, whose concerns for political and cultural self-authentication 
by extension become the same as their own”. 4 The larger collection of Louis de 
Bruges, Flemish seigneur de la Gruthuyse, of at least 150 volumes, offers further 
evidence of this tendency with its inclusion of popular Burgundian works such as the 
Fails des Romains and the Grande Histoire Cesar. ~ Of course, we cannot assume that 
literary culture only flowed from the upper nobility downwards.26 Louis himself was a 
member of the urban patriciate who participated freely in Burgundian cultural life and 
enjoyed literary exchanges with the English house of York. Moreover, in the mid- 
1460s, he seems to have commissioned two copies of the pro-Valois propaganda tract, 
Pour ce que plusieurs, one of which appeared in an inventory of Philippe le Bon’s 
library after his death in 1467.2S The circulation of literature between upper nobility 
and their provincial and urban cousins thus appears to have been more fluid and 
bilateral in nature than a top-down model would suggest.
21
21 Busby, Codex and Context, II, p.689.
22 K. Fowler, The Age o f Plantagenet and Valois: The Struggle for Supremacy, 1328-1498, Elek, 
London, 1967, p.200. For changes in patterns of literary patronage in Paris from around 1420, see 
Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers, I, p.304.
23 Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, pp.244-5, 248, Busby, Codex and Context, II, 
pp.696ff.
24 Busby, Codex and Context II, p.697 and notes therein.
2:1 Delisle, Cabinet des manuscrits, I, pp. 140-6 (p. 141 for an estimate of Louis’ collection), and M. 
Vale, “An Anglo-Burgundian Nobleman and Art-Patron: Louis de Bruges, Lord of la Gruthuyse and 
Earl of Winchester” in C. Barron and N. Saul (eds), England and the Low Countries in the Late Middle 
Ages, Allan Sutton, Stroud, 1995, pp.l 15-31. I have not been able to consult M. van Praet’s study of 
Louis’ library in Recherches sur Louis de Bruges, seigneur de la Gruthuyse, Paris, 1831.
26 For a discussion of debates about concepts of ‘popular culture’ and the dissemination of culture, see 
B. Reay, Popular Cultures in England 1550-1750, Longman, London, 1998, Ch.7.
27 Vale, “An Anglo-Burgundian Nobleman and Art-Patron”, pp.l 15-31.
2X C. Taylor (ed.), Debating the Hundred Years War: Pour ce que plusieurs (La Loi Salicque) and A 
declaracion of the trew and dewe title of Henry VIII, Camden 5th ser., vol. 29, Cambridge University 
Press for the Royal Historical Society, London, 2006, pp.4-5, 27, 272-3, 280-2.
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While acknowledging that the contents of individual libraries were influenced by the 
tastes and interests of individuals, and often those of their ancestors, some cautious 
remarks can be made concerning aristocratic book-ownership in the fifteenth century. 
Hasenohr observes that courtly book collections contained an increasing proportion of 
recreational vernacular texts, in contrast with pragmatic and didactic literature.29 
While works concerned with personal devotion remained a staple component of men’s 
and women’s libraries,30 historical and chivalric texts grew in popularity.31 
Proportionately, however, recreational texts loomed larger in male collections, with 
women seemingly devoting greater attention to spiritual concerns. The collections of 
Charles d’Albret (d.1409), a Constable of France under Charles VI, and Herve de 
Leon illustrate this pattern with around 60% of their books treating historical or 
creative literary themes. Charlotte de Savoie’s collection is a model example of the 
interests of a noblewoman: while she was interested in romance literature, the 
majority of her books were devotional in nature.33 On the other hand, the caution 
required when generalising about ownership and reading patterns is demonstrated by 
the collection owned by the sister-in-law of RM owner, Jean de Crequy, Gabrielle de 
la Tour: at her death in 1474, she owned a large library of over 200 books comprised 
of predominantly secular, recreational material.34
Another strong characteristic of courtly reading was a declining concern with older, 
often verse narratives, and a converse growth of interest in newer publications of more 
contemporary texts, including translations and prose versions of chronicles and 
histories, romances and folklore, a mixture of categories to which the Melusine 
romances belong.35 To illustrate this, Busby draws attention to the collection of an 
illegitimate son of Phillipe le Bon: Antoine, ie  grand Bätard de Bourgogne’ (d. 1504).
29 Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, p.226.
30 G. Hasenohr, “Religious reading among the laity in France in the fifteenth century” in P.Biller and A. 
Husdon (eds), Heresy and Literacy, 1000-1530, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1994, pp.205-
21, p.211.
31 The was particularly the case at the ducal court of Burgundy. Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques 
privees”, p.255, G. Doutrepont, La litterature franqaise a la cour de Bourgogne, Sklatine Reprints, 
Geneva, 1970 (Paris 1909), pp. 1-186, 403-55. For the popularity of reworkings of epics and chivalric 
adventure in our period, see also G. Doutrepont, Les mises en prose des Epopees et des Romans 
chevaleresques du XIVs au XVF siecles, Palais des Academies, Brussels, 1939.
32 Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, pp.245 and 252.
33 Delisle, Cabinet des manuscrits, I, pp.91-4, Legare, “Charlotte de Savoie’s Library”, pp.69-79, 
Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, p.252.
34 Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, pp.252, 255, Bell, “Medieval Women Book Owners”, 
p.750.
35 Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, p.246, Busby, Codex and Context, II, p.671.
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Pointing out that, as a bastard, Antoine would have been unlikely to inherit any of the 
works from the Burgundian ducal libraries, Busby observes that his collection was 
almost entirely composed of contemporary historiographical and spiritual works.36 A 
similar observation is made of the library of Jean, comte de Dünois and bätard 
d’Orleans, a reader of Melusine, whose collection is “largely contemporary and do[es] 
not include earlier manuscripts of verse narrative”. Jeanne de Laval, Rene d’Anjou’s 
wife, illustrates elite women’s preference for new, prose editions of recent works by 
her patronage of a prose version of the fourteenth-century moral work by Guillaume 
de Deguileville, Pelerinage de la vie humaine^ Jeanne’s interest in translated works 
also reflects a pattem observed by Bell, who argues that in view of women’s general 
lack of Latin literacy, these readers contributed to the contemporary vogue for 
vernacular spiritual, as well as recreational literature.39
The Melusine romances thus circulated among an extensive network radiating out 
from the Valois court to include provincial and urban nobles, their recent composition 
and heterogeneous content consistent with the broad literary preferences of this 
educated milieu.
Accessing the literary work
Crucial to a discussion of historical readers and reception is an understanding of what 
is meant by the term reading: how did medieval readers encounter, negotiate, and 
interact with the manuscript as a physical object in order to consume and interpret, or 
receive, its literary content? Research focusing on these issues is frequently couched 
in debates surrounding the concept and nature, extent and implications of literacy in 
the Middle Ages. Following the example of Clanchy, scholars have interrogated the 
applicability of the terms literacy and illiteracy when studying the medieval period, 
recognising that neither medieval nor modern definitions of these terms successfully 
accommodate the diverse modes of communication and hence reception experienced 
by layperson and cleric alike.40 One important consequence of this has been the
36 Busby, Codex and Context, II, p.671.
37 Busby, Codex and Context, II, p.672 (for quotation); on Dunois’ library, see L. Jarry (ed.), Jean, 
bätard d ’Orleans: Testaments, inventaire et compte des obseques, H. Herluison, Orleans, 1890, p.62.
38 Legare, “Reassessing women’s libraries”, pp.215-16.
39 Legare, “Reassessing women’s libraries”, pp.211-12, Bell, “Medieval Women Book Owners”, 
pp.743, 758-60. Jeanne owned French translations of Francesco de Ximenes’ Livre des saints anges and 
Matteo Palmieri Florentinus’ De temporibus.
40 M.T. Clanchy, From Memory to Written Record: England 1066-1307, 2nd ed., Blackwell, Oxford, 
1993 (1st ed. Edward Arnold, London, 1979), pp.231-4.
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understanding that, whereas late-medieval society might be termed literate in that 
great proportions of its religious, legal, and cultural foundations were inscribed 
verbally on parchment, one did not have to be able to read oneself to participate in 
literate society.41 In this respect, Stock’s identification of literacy as an “interpretive 
field” between the communicative processes of orality and textuality clarifies its status 
as a receptive filter through which meaning is constructed.42 By applying Stock’s 
definition of literacy to this study, I can incorporate into general discussion of the 
reception of the Melusine romances those audience members who may not have 
possessed the technical skills to read, but who nonetheless shared the cultural values 
and expectations of their reading peers.
Stock’s insertion of literacy between orality and textuality as primary modes of 
communication, and his argument that one cannot pinpoint a transitional moment 
when medieval culture moved from a state of orality to textuality, have enabled 
literary scholars to draw attention to the symbiosis of oral and written cultures 
throughout this period.43 The interdependent nature of oral and textual modes of 
communication in the medieval period explains the array of practices informing 
literary ‘consumption’ (a medieval metaphor which equated comprehension and 
absorption of a text with mastication and digestion) .44 Walter Ong argued that public 
recitation of literature in the Middle Ages betrayed an oral residue from earlier 
cultures which indicated a lower status audience.45 However, scholars have 
demonstrated that aural reception of written texts, a practice termed aurality by 
Coleman, remained a preference of literate elite audiences.46 Aural consumption of
41 F.H. Baiiml, “Varieties and Consequences of Medieval Literacy and Illiteracy”, Speculum, 55.2 
(1980), pp.237-65, p.237, B. Stock, The Implications o f Literacy: Written Language and Models o f 
Interpretation in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1982, p.7.
42 The phrase “interpretive field” is drawn from Charles Briggs’ synthesis of Stock’s argument in C.F. 
Briggs, “Literacy, reading, and writing in the medieval West”, Journal o f Medieval History, 26.4 
(2000), pp.397-420, p.404.
43 Stock, The Implications o f Literacy, p.9, Briggs, “Literacy”, p.398, and D.H. Green, “Orality and 
Reading: The State of Research in Medieval Studies”, Speculum, 65.2 (1990), pp.267-80, esp. p.272 
(for the term symbiosis).
44 M. Carruthers, The Book o f Memory: A Study o f Memory in Medieval Culture, 2nd ed., Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 2008 (1st ed.1990), pp.208-9.
45 W. J. Ong, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing o f the Word, Methuen, London and New York 
1982.
46 J. Coleman, Public Reading and the Reading Public in Late Medieval England and France, 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1996, pp.27-32, J. Coleman, “Interactive Parchment: The 
Theory and Practice of Medieval English Aurality”, Yearbook o f English Studies, 25 (1995), pp.63-79, 
esp. p.64, D.H. Green, “The Reception of Hartmann’s Works: Listening, Reading or Both?”, Modern 
Language Review, 81 (1986), pp.257-68, W. Nelson, “From ‘Listen, Lordings’ to ‘Dear Reader’”, 
University o f Toronto Quarterly, 46.2 (1976-77), pp.l 10-24. As Damton has demonstrated, communal
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literature took place in both private and public chambers, its popularity attested by 
witnesses at the courts of Gaston Phoebus, comte de Foix, Charles V, and ducal 
Burgundy.47 Because the manuscript text is ‘filtered’ to the audience orally, aurality 
depended for its success upon the choice of public reader. Christine de Pizan 
recalled that Charles V’s librarian, Gilles Malet, “souverainnement bien lisoit et bei 
pointoit” .49 The Burgundian chronicler, Oliver de la Marche, praised Guy de Brimeu, 
a nobleman and official in the Burgundian court, as someone who “bien lisoit, et 
retenoit” .50 Pointing is a rhetorical term indicating that Malet “read with a dramatic 
emphasis that underlined the key emotional or intellectual points of the text” .51 That 
de Brimeu retained well suggests that he was able to remember and discuss the orally 
read material with his audience. The extent of an audience’s comprehension and 
enjoyment of aurally received literature doubtless depended on their experience with 
aural practice. However, we may assume with Coleman that elite audiences’ exposure 
to public readings throughout their lives enabled them to develop appropriate 
mnemonic and interpretive skills. ' Aural reception thus remained an important 
cultural activity for later medieval audiences.
As the third section of this Chapter suggests, manuscript presentation can provide 
clues about the manner in which a text was presented orally to a large audience. 
However, since we are unable to recover the auditory reception experience of courtly 
audiences, much of my analysis will rely on the presumption of an audience’s more or
reading continued to be popular at lower social levels until the nineteenth century (“A History of 
Reading”, pp. 14-15).
47 J. Froissart, Le Dit dou Florin in J. Froissart, « D i t s »  et <Debats>>, ed. and intro. A. Founder, 
Librairie Droz, Geneva, 1979, pp. 175-90, 11.278ss; Christine de Pisan, Le Livre des fais et bonnes meurs 
du sage roy Charles V, ed. S. Solente, 2 vols., Champion, Paris, 1936-40, I, p.47. These examples are 
also cited in Coleman, “Interactive Parchment”, p.72 and n.32, and her Public Reading, pp.118-19. 
According to Crosby, “Oral reading was “the almost inevitable accompaniment of feasting, particularly 
in celebration of such a great event as a wedding or coronation” (R. Crosby, “Oral Delivery in the 
Middle Ages”, Speculum, 11.1 (1936), pp.88-110, pp.92-3).
4X Coleman, Public Reading, pp.28ff and her “Interactive Parchment”, pp.73ff.
49 De Pisan, Le livre des fais et bonnes meurs, II, p.63, Coleman, Public Reading, p. 121.
50 O. de la Marche, Les Memoires de Messire Olivier de la Marche, in C.-B. Petitot (ed.), Collection 
complete des memoires relatifs a l ’histoire de France, 2 vols., Foucault, Paris, 1825, II, p. 156. I have 
been unable to consult Werner Paravicini’s biography of de Brimeu, Guy de Brimeu: Der burgundische 
Staat und seine adlige Führungsschicht unter Karl dem Kühnen, Ludwig Röhscheid Verlag, Bonn, 
1975.
51 Coleman, Public Reading, p. 121.
52 Coleman, Public Reading, p. 122, and her “Interactive Parchment”, p.75.
53 Coleman, Public Reading, pp.30-1.
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less physical engagement with the text, such as would occur during private readings 
by the individual or a small group.5
Private reading, whether voiced or silent, became an important mode of accessing 
literature for the laity from the fourteenth century, although some elite readers had 
engaged in this form of literary consumption since the twelfth century.55 Just as 
listeners require auditory skills to comprehend a recited work, and public readers need 
some familiarity with the literature in order to interpret the narrative,56 private reading 
demands some competency in reading literacy/ In an effort to lend precision to 
discussions of literacy and historical reading, Parkes has proposed three useful 
categories distinguishing readers possessing differing literacy skills: those for whom 
reading was essential to their profession; recreational or cultivated readers; and those
58who practiced reading for primarily pragmatic, for example, commercial, purposes/ 
The following exploration of private reading is illustrated primarily with examples of 
late medieval professional and cultivated readers who possess what Saenger refers to 
as ‘comprehension literacy’ or reading fluency. It should, however, be remembered 
that not all cultivated or even professional readers necessarily commanded a uniform 
level of reading literacy.59
Evidence from later medieval readers reveals that the practice of private reading took 
many forms, and Jacqueline Cerquiglini-Toulet has suggested that the increased 
availability of books in the later Middle Ages contributed to changes in the way 
manuscripts were used.60 Petrarch, for instance, complained that instead of studying 
and assimilating a work over a period of time, a reader “‘qui aurait lu avec fruit un
54 On readers’ physical interaction with books, see M. Amsler, “Affective Literacy: Gestures of 
Reading in the Later Middle Ages”, Essays in Medieval Studies, 18 (2001), pp.83-109.
55 P. Saenger, Space Between Words: The Origins o f Silent Reading, Stanford University Press, 
Stanford, 1997, esp. Ch.15, P. Saenger, “Silent Reading: Its Impact on Late Medieval Script and 
Society”, Viator, 13 (1982), pp.367-414, Parkes, “The Literacy of the Laity”, p.278.
56 Coleman, Public Reading, p.31.
57 I have been unable to identify quantitatively the proportion of French nobility who were ‘reading 
literate’. However, with the dissemination of schools open to lower social groups across France during 
our period, it is likely that most members of the courtly elite received at least a basic grounding in 
reading and writing. On the spread of schools, see D. Alexandre-Bidon and D. Lett, Les Enfants au 
Moyen Age V-XV6 siecles, Hachette, Paris, 1997, pp.224-7, M. Rouche, Histoire generale de 
Renseignement et de Teducation en France. T. I. Des Origines ä la Renaissance, ed. L.-H. Parias, 
Nouvelle Librairie de France, Paris, 1981, pp. 104-8.
58 Parkes, “Literacy of the Laity”, p.275.
59 P. Saenger “Books of Hours and the Reading Habits of the Later Middle Ages” in R. Chartier (ed.) 
The Culture o f Print: Power and the Uses o f Print in Early Modern Europe, trans. L. Cochrane, Polity, 
Cambridge, 1989, pp. 141-73, p.142.
60 J. Cerquiglini-Toulet, “L’imaginaire du livre ä la fin du Moyen Age: Pratiques de lecture, theorie de 
l’ecriture”, Modern Language Notes, 108.4 (1993), pp.680-95.
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seul livre en a ouvert et feuillete plusieurs inutilemenf ”.61 Christine de Pizan 
illustrates these different modes of reading when she explains that having “dwelt at 
length on the weighty opinions of various authors whom I had studied for a long
time”, she “decided ... to relax by reading some light poetry”. Chancing upon a
62“small” volume of Matheolus, she chose to “browse through it to amuse [herjself’. 
Christine demonstrates that private reading could be reflective and scholarly, or 
leisurely for entertainment. ‘Browsing’ here suggests that medieval readers were not 
restricted to following the text in a linear way from the beginning to end of a book; 
rather it indicates that recreational readers could move about in a manuscript much as 
modem readers might seek out their favourite chapters in a much-read novel or search 
for specific topics of interest. This fragmentary approach to the manuscript text was 
also a feature of private spiritual and scholarly reading.63 Around 1430 Symon Winter 
urged readers of his life of Jerome to read chapters out of sequence, arguing that this 
would help them to perceive the penitential message that he felt was the primary 
significance of the work.64 Further, Alain Chartier records that he searched through 
(“‘encherchie par”) the Gospels in search of examples of sin and punishment for his 
own writing.65 Private reading for scholarly purposes was not restricted to professional 
readers, as revealed by the habits of Melusine owner, Jean de Crequy. In a 1458 copy 
of Croniques et conquests de Charlemaine, David Aubert noted that Jean “‘de sa 
nature ... est affecte ä veoir, estudier et avoir livres et croniques sur toutes riens’”. 
Aubert thus testified to Crequy’s inclination for private, probably silent, scholarly 
reading.66 In addition to personal edification, piety, or amusement, private reading 
could also be undertaken simply to relieve boredom, “pour moy desanuier” or “pour 
temps passer”.67
61 Petrarch, De l ’abondance des livres et De la reputation des ecrivains, trans. V. Develay, Librairie des 
Bibliophiles, Paris, 1883 cited in Cerquiglini-Toulet, “L’imaginaire du livre”, p.682 and n.8.
62 C. de Pizan, The Book o f the City o f Ladies, trans. E.J. Richards, Picador, Pan Books, London. 1982, 
1.1, p.3, Cerquiglini-Toulet, “L’imaginaire du livre”, p.683. See also Amtower, Engaging Words, 
Introduction, pp.1-3 for a brief discussion of Christine as a medieval reader.
63 On fragmentary reading, see Dagenais, The Ethics o f Reading, pp. 150-1 and 213-15.
64 G. Keiser, “Serving the needs of readers: textual division in some late medieval English texts” in R. 
Beadle and A.J. Piper (eds), New Science out o f Old Books: Studies in Manuscripts and Early Printed 
Books in Honour o f A. I. Doyle, Scolar Press, Aldershot, 1995, pp.207-26, p.213.
65 A. Chartier, Le Quadrilogue invectif ed. E. Droz, Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion, Paris, 1950, 
p .5 ,11.1-3, Cerquiglini-Toulet, “L’imaginaire du livre”, p.684. Saenger calls this form of reading, which 
is likely to be silent, “reference reading” (Space between Words, p.4.)
66 Brussels, Bibliotheque royale, ms 9066, f. lOr cited in Doutrepont, La Literature franqaise, p.41.
67 These expressions belong to Guillaume de Machaut and Martin le Franc respectively. See 
Cerquiglini-Toulet, “L’imaginaire du livre”, pp.684-5. For the original sources, see G. de Machaut, Le 
Livre du Voir-Dit ou sont contees les amours de Messire Guillaume de Machaut & de Peronelle Dame 
d ’Armentieres avec les lettres & les reponses, les ballades, lais & rondeaux dudit Guillaume & de 
ladite Peronnelle, ed. P. Paris, Sklatine Reprints, Geneva, 1969 (La Societe des bibliophiles franqois,
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It might reasonably be asked whether the mode of reception, private and silent or 
collective and aural, affected a reader’s response to the text. Saenger has argued that 
private, silent reading facilitated a greater personal involvement with the literary 
work, particularly devotional texts, than an aural or even privately voiced reading 
would permit. Indeed, exponents of the fifteenth-century devotio moderna, including 
Thomas ä Kempis, “recommended isolated silent reading, meditation, and prayer as 
the means of achieving an intimacy with the Divine which was only to be found 
hidden within oneself’. However, Jean Gerson observed that audiences listening to 
tales of heroic action frequently cried and applauded at the climactic peaks of the 
narrative, responses which indicate active involvement in the aural reception 
process.64 Indeed, the communal nature of a collectively experienced recitation could 
enhance the intensity of individuals’ responses by the very fact of their shared 
engagement in the aural activity. Further, the collective nature of the experience 
contributed to the creation of social bonds among the audience by means of the 
“textual and social interaction that continued throughout the reading” .70 The quality of 
the auditors’ reception may also have benefited from a textual recitation by a presenter 
who was a more skilled interpreter of character or episode than the auditors 
themselves.71 Anxiety about the potential for auditors to respond inappropriately to 
public reading is suggested in two sets of rules for nuns, one adapted from the writings 
of Jerome, and the other, the Benedictine rule. These manuals stipulated that at meal­
time readings, nuns were not to laugh, a response apparently indicating disengagement 
from the recited spiritual narrative, but they were permitted to sigh, experience 
ecstatic joy, and even cry.72 Such testimony of the breadth of response to silently and 
aurally received literary material suggests that medieval people experienced strong 
responses to both modes of reception.
Interpreting the book
As reading habits evolved in the later Middle Ages, so too did methods of textual 
analysis and interpretation. Traditionally, practitioners of literary interpretation had
Paris, 1875), p.333, 1.8333, and G. Paris, “Un poeme inedit de Martin le Franc”, Romania, 16 (1887), 
pp.383-437, p.424,1.24.
68 Saenger, “Silent Reading”, pp.399, 401.
69 Coleman, Public Reading, p.29 and “Interactive Parchment”, p.75.
70 Coleman, “Interactive Parchment”, p.76 (for quotation), M. Camille, “Seeing and Reading: Some 
Visual Implications of Medieval Literacy and Illiteracy”, Art History, 8.1 (1985), pp.26-49, p.33.
71 Coleman, Public Reading, pp.30-1.
72 Carruthers, The Book o f Memory, 2nd ed., pp.208-9.
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focused on criticism of scholarly and theological texts by applying models of exegesis 
based upon the four spiritual senses. However, from the time of Dante onwards, critics 
argued that profane literature, such as contemporary or classical poetry, could also be 
read using both spiritual and secular models of analysis. Laurel Amtower argues that 
this perspective coincided with
a viewpoint that was widely taking hold among readers of the later Middle 
Ages: that the individual [referring to members of the laity] has both the ability 
and the duty to engage texts analytically ... Readers were not expected to 
passively absorb all ideas canonized by the codex. Instead, the individual reader 
was the ultimate authority for all acts of judgment and interpretation.74
As the widespread diffusion of Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea throughout the 
fifteenth century testifies, this approach to profane literature was not practised by 
scholars and the secular learned elite alone; rather, a multi-layered method of 
hermeneutic understanding was advocated for, and seemingly embraced by, lay 
readers across our period.75
Written between 1399-1400 as a letter from the goddess Othea to the young Trojan, 
Hector, the Epistre's narrative consists of one hundred chapters, each divided into 
three parts which are labelled texte, glose, and allegorie. The texte comprises a verse 
passage relating a mythological event and is followed by the gloss, which offers 
Hector an historical (euhemeristic) reading of the mythic material, as well as 
behavioural models for earthly life, supported by references to classical 
philosophers.76 As Christine explains, the subsequent allegories apply “la Sainte 
Escripture a noz dis, a fedificacion de fam e”.77 The author thus offers a spiritual (or 
anagogic and moral) reading of the mythical material for the benefit of her reader’s 
soul. Christine evinces a contemporary concern that readers not only understand the 
literal and historical aspects of the classical narrative, but that they also draw a
73 Amtower, Engaging Words, Ch.3 and S. Noakes, Timely Reading: Between Exegesis and 
Interpretation, Cornell University Press, Ithaca and London, 1988, Ch.3. For an introduction to 
developments in medieval literary theory, see A.J. Minnis and A.B. Scott (eds), Medieval Literary 
Theory and Criticism c.llOO-c.1375, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1988 and Minnis, Medieval Theory of 
Authorship (cited in the Introduction).
74 Amtower, Engaging Words, p.2.
75 Christine de Pizan, Epistre Othea, ed. G. Parussa, Droz, Geneva, 1999.
76 De Pizan, Epistre Othea, ed. Parussa, p. 14. See also Noakes, Timely Reading, Ch.4, pp.l 1 Off. For an 
analysis of the Epistre from a political perspective, see S. Hindman, Christine de Pizan’s “Epistre 
Othea”: Painting and Politics at the Court o f Charles VI, Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, 
Toronto, 1986.
77 De Pizan, Epistre Othea, p.201.
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spiritual and moral lesson from the poetry. Although the early copies of the Epistre 
were presented to male members of the French nobility, including Jean de Berry, the 
relevance of the narrative and the interpretive process to lay female readers is 
indicated by the text’s inclusion in a compilation of Christine’s works presented to the 
French queen, Isabeau de Baviere, c. 1410-1411.79 Moreover, the text’s popularity, 
demonstrated by the forty-nine manuscripts and several editions extant from the 
fifteenth and early sixteenth century, reveals its continued appeal to late medieval 
readers.80
Reflecting the traditional exegetical attitudes of the period, Christine championed the 
view that poetry concealed a deeper, non-literal meaning than that which a merely 
superficial reading would suppose, arguing that “les clercs soubtilz philosophies ayent 
muciez [hidden] leur grans secres soubz Couverture de fable”. Observing that love- 
stories are more pleasing to hear than other tales, she explains that poets hid their 
messages beneath “leurs ficcions sus amours” so that while both the unlearned and 
learned would enjoy the tale, the learned would even more greatly take pleasure from 
drawing out the essence of the story. Importantly, while Christine is concerned to 
guide her readers’ comprehension of the text, she recognises that they were not 
constrained to elicit single, universal messages from poetic fiction, but could construct 
a diverse range of meanings from any one tale. As she explains in the glose to the 
Epistre's Chapter 22, “A ceste fable peuent estre mises plusieurs exposicions”.83 
Susan Noakes and Christine Reno each argue that Christine’s use of the qualifying 
verb pouvoir in the allegorical readings of the Epistre and in her later prefatory 
explanation of Lavision-Christine (c. 1406?) illustrates the author’s awareness that 
readers could extract different moral lessons from the text. They suggest that Christine 
employs phrases such as “pouons prendre” or “pouvons entendre” to propose possible 
interpretations in collaboration with a reader, simultaneously permitting a reader the 
freedom to assign their own meanings to the text. Christine demonstrates her 
awareness of the cumulative nature of reading and understanding in L ’Avision
7 0
78 Noakes, Timely Reading, p.l 19, De Pizan, Epistre Othea, ed. Parussa, pp.14-15. See also C. Reno, 
“The Preface to the Avision-Christine in ex-Phillipps 128” in E.J. Richards (ed.), Reinterpreting 
Christine de Pizan, University of Georgia Press, Athens and London, 1992, pp.207-27.
79 De Pizan, Epistre Othea, ed. Parussa, pp.83-6, 90.
80 De Pizan, Epistre Othea, ed. Parussa, p.29, n.53.
81 De Pizan, Epistre Othea, Glose 82, p.316.
82 De Pizan, Epistre Othea, Glose 82, p.316.
83 De Pizan, Epistre Othea, Glose 22, p.235.
84 Noakes, Timely Reading, pp. 120-2, Reno, “The Preface to the Avision-Christine", p.220.
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Christine when she refers to her own comprehension of poetry as a process by which 
she comes to understand the texts “‘de mieux en mieux’” .85
Shared with Petrarch among others, Christine’s perception of reading as a fluid, 
ongoing process of interpretation86 resonates with understandings of reading outlined 
in the early work of response theorist, Wolfgang Iser. For Iser, although a text may 
inform the hermeneutic process to an extent, a literary work is never restricted to 
having a single set of meanings. Reading is configured by Iser (as by Christine) as a 
dynamic process of interaction between text and readers, with the latter both 
constructing and constantly re-evaluating their interpretation as they encounter new 
information throughout the work.89 One of the reasons for the plurality of meanings 
which the text has the potential to convey is the distance between text and reader, 
which becomes evident in sections of the text which he terms ‘gaps of indeterminacy’: 
where elements of the text are left to readers’ imagination, they are thus permitted the 
freedom to construct the scene themselves, thereby participating in the creative 
process of interpretation.90 One example from the Melusine texts to be considered in 
this regard is the scene depicting Melusine’s hybrid bathing. As the following 
Chapters demonstrate, illuminators and readers imagined the heroine in a variety of 
poses and physical forms, thus illustrating the openness of the romances to multiple 
responses.
85 Reno, “The Preface to the Avision-Christine”, p.223, C. de Pisan, L ’Avision Christine, ed. M.L. 
Towner, Washington, 1932, pp. 163-4 cited in M. Gaily and C. Marchello-Nizia, Literatures de 
/ ’Europe medievale, Magnard, Paris, 1988, p.393. I was unable to access Towner’s edition.
86 For discussion of Petrarch’s conception of reading, see Amtower, Engaging Words, Ch.3, and 
Carruthers, The Book o f Memory, 2nd ed., pp.209-11.
87 In particular, see Iser’s “The Reading Process: A Phenomenological Approach”, New Literary 
History, 3 (1973), pp.279-99 and The Act o f Reading: a theory o f aesthetic response, Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, London, 1978. See also the editors’ “Introduction” in P.J. Gallacher and H. Damico (eds), 
Hermeneutics and medieval culture, State University of New York Press, Albany, 1989, “Introduction,”
pp. 1-12.
88 Iser, The Act o f Reading, p.22.
89 Iser, “The Reading Process”, pp.279-85. See also K. Goodman, The Psycholinguistic Nature o f the 
Reading Process, Wayne State University Press, Detroit, 1973, p. 15.
90 As he explains, “one text is potentially capable of several different realizations, and no reading can 
ever exhaust the full potential, for each individual reader will fill in the gaps in his own way, thereby 
excluding the various other possibilities; as he reads, he will make his own decision as to how the gap is 
to be filled. In this very act the dynamics of reading are revealed. By making his decision he implicitly 
acknowledges the inexhaustibility of the text; at the same time it is this very inexhaustibility that forces 
him to make his decision.” (Iser, “The Reading Process”, p.285). On the creativity implied by this 
process, see S.R. Suleiman, “Introduction: Varieties of Audience-Oriented Criticism” in S.R. Suleiman 
and I. Crosman (eds), The Reader in the Text: Essays on Audience and Interpretation, Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, 1980, pp.3-45, p.24.
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Importantly, for Iscr, as for many medieval and modern writers, the potential meaning 
within a text is extensive but not infinite.91 Certainly, the notion that words contain a 
boundless array of meanings has been popular in post-structural literary theory; 
however, as Stephan Collini points out, the very articulation of such ideas and one’s 
willingness to deploy deconstructionist models of analysis rely themselves on 
scholarly conventions of interpretation and understanding. More convincing 
approaches to the relationship between the text and the creation of meaning have been 
proposed by Umberto Eco and Stanley Fish, who argue from different perspectives 
that meaning will usually be circumscribed to some extent. For Eco, the literary work 
creates its own field of acceptable interpretations based on the determination of topic, 
itself admittedly subjective, and historical context.93 Fish disagrees that the text 
imposes any constraint upon interpretation; rather he argues that meaning is limited by 
the cultural context shaping the mutable ‘interpretive strategies’ employed by 
communities of readers at their historical moment of textual encounter and 
reception.94 As a historian, I suggest that these explanations work dialectically 
together, for as readers approach a text, their determination of the text’s subject and 
conceptual framework is informed by the historically-bound interpretive strategies 
which they have necessarily brought with them to the literary work.95 Carruthers 
describes this interactive process as a ‘hermeneutic dialogue’, a term which captures 
the contribution of both text and reader to the interpretive process.96
This section has discussed the literary interests and modes of accessing literature 
available to elite audiences, the social group among whom identifiable owners of the 
Melusine manuscripts are found. On the basis of interrelated medieval and modern 
theories of reception, it proposed that these audiences engaged in a process of 
interpretive negotiation when encountering the literary work. In addition to reading 
literature privately, elite audiences enjoyed the oral recitation and aural reception of 
literary works in what can be termed alternate forms of literate practice; these
91 Iser, The Act o f Reading, p.24.
92 S. Collini, “Introduction: Interpretation tenninable and interminable” in U. Eco, Interpretation and 
overinterpretation, ed. S. Collini, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1992, pp. 1-21.
93 U. Eco, The Limits o f Interpretation, Indiana University Press, Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1990, 
p.21 and Interpretation and overinterpretation, ed. Collini, pp.62-3.
94 S. Fish, “Interpreting the Variorum" in his Is There a Text in This Class: The Authority o f 
Interpretive Communities, Harvard University Press, Cambridge Mass., 1980, pp. 147-73, esp. pp. 168- 
71 (orig. pub. Critical Inquiry, 2.3 (1976), pp.465-85).
95 For criticism of Fish’s attitude towards the role of the text, see K. McCormick, “Swimming Upstream 
with Stanley Fish”, Journal o f Aesthetics and Art Criticism, 44.1 (1985), pp.67-76, p.70.
96 Carruthers, The Book o f Memory, 2nd ed., p.211.
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audiences participated in cultural activities based around the text but did not 
necessarily possess advanced levels of reading literacy themselves. In order to 
accommodate the varying levels of textual literacy among potential consumers of the 
Melusine manuscripts, unless referring to specific individuals, this study will posit 
noble audiences from urban and provincial backgrounds as the implied historical 
recipients of the romances. By ‘implied reader’, I do not mean the dehistoricised 
Iserian reader, nor the hypothetical reader constructed within a narrative. By 
implied, I mean those historical courtly audiences whom I am assuming to have read 
or heard the works, and upon whose existence the following study of manuscript 
reception is predicated." These courtly audiences belong to various textual or 
interpretive communities, groups of people who participate in literate culture, but who 
are not necessarily literate, and who share characteristics such as lineage, gender, 
status, geography, generation, or political allegiance. 100 This is not to suggest that 
individuals did not possess unique reading strategies: as Christine de Pizan and 
Menocchio, the miller of Friuli, illustrate, readers could resist a text’s ideological 
framework to produce idiosyncratic readings and interpretations consistent with their 
education and experience. 101 However, I suggest that to a great extent, common 
cultural values and ‘interpretive strategies’ shared by a noble textual community 
informed readings of the Melusine romances at a given time and locale. In addition, I 
recognise that individual nobles could be members of different interpretive 
communities simultaneously. My study also presupposes readers’ engaged level of 
interaction with the text on the grounds of the contemporary literature advocating lay 
participation in the production of meaning (discussed above), and because patronage 
of a literary work, such as that required by the process of manuscript production, 
presumably requires some level of personal interest in the narrative reproduced.
97 The term literate practice is borrowed from Roberta Krug’s Reading Families: Women’s Literate 
Practice in Late Medieval England, Cornell University Press, Ithaca and London, 2002, p.7 
9X W. Iser, The Implied Reader: Patterns o f Communication in Prose Fiction from Bunyan to Beckett, 
Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and London, 1974, R. Holub, Reception Theory: A Critical 
Introduction, Methuen, London and New York, 1984, pp.84ff; for the complicated relationship among 
the various abstract ‘readers’ proposed by reception and response theorists, see W.D. Wilson, “Readers 
in Texts”, PMLA, 96.1 (1981), pp.848-63.
99 My posited readers are closest to the actual audience outlined in P.J. Rabinowitz, “Truth in Fiction: 
A Re-examination of Audiences”, Critical Inquiry, 4.1 (1977), pp. 121-41.
100 Fish, “Interpreting the Variorum", p. 171, Stock, The Implications o f literacy, p.522.
101 Amtower, Engaging Words, pp. 1 -3 on Christine de Pizan as resisting reader; C. Ginzburg, The 
Cheese and the Worms: The Cosmos o f a Sixteenth-Century Miller, trans. J. and A. Tedeschi, Johns 
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and London, 1980. A classic study on resisting readers is J. 
Fetterley, The Resisting Reader: A Feminist Approach to American Fiction, Indiana University Press, 
Bloomington and London, 1977.
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The following section offers an overview of the processes involved in the production 
of medieval manuscripts, before investigating the many facets comprising the 
manuscript matrix which elite audiences negotiated as they constructed meaning from 
different volumes of the Melusine romances.
M anuscript production  in m ed ieva l France
Manuscript books were produced in several stages by different artisans who each
contributed uniquely to the formatting, inscription, decoration, and binding of the
parchment or, from the 1390s in France, the paper support. " Before investigating
how the individual components of a manuscript could influence reception of a
particular work, it is important to give an overview of the context in which
manuscripts were conceived and produced. As Busby points out, the significance of
manuscript production lies in the fact that it:
determines in large part the reception of the text or texts it contains in the 
Middle Ages and its transmission to us. The professionals of the book trade 
manipulated the response of medieval listeners and readers just as 
modem editors are capable of manipulating ours by the presentation of 
texts in a particular way.103
An awareness of the various factors contributing to the construction of the manuscript 
thus informs an analysis of the effects of the material presentation of the work upon 
the reading process.
The commercial book-trade in Paris, the place for which the records are most 
abundant, emerged in response to the foundation of the University of Paris and the 
concurrent development of aristocratic taste for secular literature in the vernacular in 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.104 Until the later fifteenth century, Parisian book
102 For detailed overviews of the construction of the manuscript book, see J.D. Farquhar, “The 
Manuscript as Book” in S. Flindman and J.D. Farquhar, Pen to Press: Illustrated Manuscripts and 
Printed Books in the First Century o f Printing, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1977, 
pp.11-99, J. Vezin, “La fabrication du manuscrit” in H.-J. Martin, R. Chartier and J. Vivet (eds), 
Histoire de I ’edition franqaise. Tome 1: Le livre conquerant. Du Moyen Age au milieu du XVF siecle, 
Promodis, Paris, 1982, pp.25-48, D. Diringer, “The Book of the Middle Ages” in C. Kleinhenz (ed.), 
Medieval Manuscripts and Textual Criticism, Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press, 1976, 
pp.27-37, D. Muzerelle, “La facture du livre medieval” in J. Glenisson (ed.), Le Livre au Moyen Age, 
Brepols and Presses du CNRS, Paris, 1988, pp.64-79. I have not been able to consult G. Croenen and 
P.F. Ainsworth (eds), Patrons, Authors, and Workshops: Books and Book Production in Paris around 
1400, Peeters, Louvain, 2006.
103 Busby, Codex and Context, I, p.58.
104 Rouse and Rouse, “The Book Trade at the University of Paris, ca. 1250-ca. 1350” in their Authentic 
Witnesses, Ch.8, pp.259-338 (orig. pub. in L.J. Bataillon, B.G. Guyot and R.H. Rouse (eds), La 
production du livre universitaire au moyen age: Exemplar et pecia, Paris, 1988, pp.41-114), and R.H 
Rouse and M.A. Rouse, “The Commercial Production of Manuscript Books in late-thirteenth- and 
early-fourteenth-century Paris” in Barker (ed.), A Potencie o f Life, pp.45-61, Busby, Codex and 
Context, I, p.24, M. Peyrafort, “L’essor des ateliers laics (XIIe-XVe siecles)” in Glenisson (ed.), Le 
Livre au Moyen Age, pp.70-5.
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production was regulated by the city’s university, and managed by authorised libraires 
and stationers.105 Buyers, book commissioners or their agents approached a libraire 
with an order; the libraire then sub-contracted the work out to individual artisans, 
including parchmenters, scribes, artists, and binders.100
Artisans practised in workshops which could comprise a master and one or two 
apprentices, and which may also have included male and/or female family 
members.107 To carry out commissions in a timely manner, more than one workshop 
may have been contracted to undertake particularly laborious or time-intensive aspects 
of a work, for example the transcription of text or a work’s decoration, a practice 
which explains inconsistencies in script or artistic style between quires within a single 
manuscript.108 Equally, artisans, such as the fourteenth-century Fauvel master 
illuminator, were often contracted by more than one libraire m  However, not all 
participants in the book trade were necessarily part of an established network: 
students, clerics, and even interested lay readers could function as scribes in cities or 
noble households. The book-trade in later medieval France also flourished in the 
provinces, especially in the north and north-east, and French manuscripts were also 
produced in Flanders, England, and Italy. From the 1420s, social and political 
instability in the capital contributed to the scattering of manuscript artisans across 
France.110 Thus one should not assume that the Parisian model of book-production 
was necessarily replicated throughout the kingdom.111 Finally, the commercial book- 
trade did not solely produce vernacular manuscripts for lay readers; there was some 
interaction between the processes of producing scholarly or ecclesiastical works and 
lay manuscripts, and hence between clerical and secular culture, one instance of which
105 Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers, I, p.77-8. The distinction between libraires and 
stationers lay in the fact that the latter were authorised to sell pecia to students, unlike libraires.
106 Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers, I, p. 14.
107 Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and their Makers, I, p. 15. Patricia Stimemann and Marie-Therese 
Gousset make the point that word atelier in Middle Ages was used to refer to wood craftsmen, and that 
it was first employed in relation to ‘fine arts’ in 1560s. They suggest that while we can use the word, 
we should recognise that it refers to family-based business. P. Stimemann and M.-T. Gousset, 
“Marques, mots, pratiques: leurs signification et leurs liens dans le travail des enlumineurs” in O. 
Weijers (ed.), Vocabulaire du livre et de Tecriture au Moyen Age : Actes de la table ronde, Paris 24-26 
septembre 1987, Brepols, Tumhout, 1989, pp.34-55, p.39.
I()N Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers, I, p. 185, Rouse and Rouse, “The Commercial 
Production of Manuscript Books”, p.46, and Busby, Codex and Context, I, p.51.
109 Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers, I, pp.53-4.
11(1 Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers, I, Ch.l 1, Fowler, The Age o f Plantagenet and 
Valois, pp. 190-1.
111 Busby, Codex and Context, I, p.29, 52-3, and II, Ch.6.
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might be Bodleian Library ms 445 (Bv) which contains a calendar of saints’ days and
112two romances, including the RP.
The phenomenon of mouvcmce among manuscripts discussed in the Introduction is 
explained by the processes of manuscript reproduction. Unsurprisingly, variation in 
decoration, text, and structural devices such as initials and rubrics in manuscripts 
throughout the Middle Ages indicates that patrons and buyers were interested in
113owning books designed in accordance with their individual tastes or interests. 
Indeed, the growing perception of the book as a symbol of social status and cultural 
value suggests that most wealthy and socially mobile patrons of illustrated 
manuscripts probably took some interest in either the structure or the design of their 
book and conveyed their wishes to the libraire.UA Prior to the scribe’s transcription, 
decisions were thus made concerning the ordinatio of a text, its overriding structure 
and internal organisation.115 These instructions were then transported with the 
parchment and exemplar copy from the libraire to the scribe who would complete his 
work, leaving the necessary spaces for initials, rubrics, and illuminations, before 
transporting the work to the appropriate illustrator’s workshop.116 Due partly to 
patronage and partly to the many phases of human interaction involved in the 
manuscript production process, a literary work’s reproduction necessarily involves 
departures from an exemplar copy, a phenomenon which ensures the creation of a new 
work with an individual presentation of the reproduced text.
Revolutionary as the emergence of print in the mid-fifteenth century has appeared to 
some scholars,117 Parisian libraires such as Andry Le Musnier and his peers readily
112 Busby, Codex and Context, I, p.27, n.28. The very regulation of the book-trade by the University of 
Paris illustrates this point, whereby libraires, male and female lay-people, were protected by the 
university even in civil matters (Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and their Makers, I, p.330).
113 Busby, Codex and Context, I, pp.48-9.
114 J.-F. Genest, “Un objet precieux mais menace” in Glenisson (ed.), Le Livre au Moyen Age, pp.64-79, 
pp.67-8, and Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and their Makers, I, p.304, esp. n.6. For a discussion of 
books and social status in fifteenth-century England, see C.M. Meale, “Patrons, Buyers and Owners: 
Book Production and Social Status” in J. Griffiths and D. Pearsall (eds), Book Production and 
Publishing in Britain 1375-1475, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989, pp.201-38.
115 M.B. Parkes, “The Influence of the Concepts of Ordinatio and Compilatio on the Development of 
the Book”, p.51 (cited in Introduction). The concept ordinatio emerged in a scholarly context in the 
twelfth century, and provides an example of the way in which clerical and lay culture could merge in 
the sphere of literary culture.
116 Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers, I, p.249.
117 For criticism of the idea, widely associated with Elizabeth L. Eisenstein, that the advent of printing 
precipitated a revolution in the realms of literacy, book production, and communication technologies, 
see, for example, M.T. Clanchy, “Looking Back from the Invention of Printing” in D.P. Resnick (ed.), 
Literacy in Historical Perspective, Library of Congress, Washington, 1983, pp.7-22, Green, “Orality 
and Reading”, pp.267-80, and Chartier, Forms and Meanings, Ch.l. For a recent articulation of
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• • 1 1 ointegrated printed books into their repertoires. Some libraires even experimented 
with traditional and innovative forms to construct what Sandra Hindman describes as 
the hybrid text: a printed work on parchment or an illuminated incunabulum. 119 In the 
early period of printing, printed books tended to be given the appearance of a 
manuscript with heavy gothic script, large initials, and coloured illustrations, while 
many sixteenth-century manuscripts were written in a clear, roman hand in imitation 
of developments both in printing and humanist manuscripts. Further, printed 
editions were used as models for new manuscripts, a phenomenon which may explain 
the textual relationship between the Upton House Bearsted (UHB) fragments and 
Steinschaber’s RM. As the price of manuscript and printed books fell, libraires such 
as Le Musnier and his peers gradually became what we might consider libraire- 
publishers: instead of hiring scribes to copy new works, they contracted printers to 
print these books. However, manuscripts continued to be produced well into the 
sixteenth century, both for wealthy patrons and by interested amateurs. As the 
propaganda value of printing became apparent, control of the book trade was 
subsumed by the royal prerogative: Louis XII and Frangois I each affirmed the 
privileges of the book trade which had traditionally been conferred by the university, 
thus signalling removal of the industry into secular control. 123
This brief introduction to book production in late medieval France indicates some of 
the varied influences which contribute to the production of an individual manuscript. 
Each of the different stages and processes of manuscript production was subject to the 
whims of human agency in the form of patrons, libraires and artisans. These people
Eisenstein’s views, see E.L. Eisenstein, The Printing Revolution in Early Modern Europe, 2nd ed., 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2005, ( l sl ed. 1983), “Afterword: Revisiting the Printing 
Revolution”, pp.313-58.
IIX Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and Their Makers, I, pp.323-7. For studies exploring the 
relationships between manuscript and printed media, see J.B. Trapp (ed.), Manuscripts in the Fifty 
Years after the Invention o f Printing. Some papers read at a colloquium at the Warburg Institute on 12- 
13 March 1982, The Warburg Institute, University of London, London, 1983, and more recently, J. 
Crick and A. Walsham (eds), The Uses o f Script and Print, 1300-1700, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 2004.
119 See Hindman’s “Cross-fertilization: Experiments in Mixing the Media” in Farquhar and Hindman, 
Pen to Press, pp. 101 -56.
120 Peyrafort, “L’essor des ateliers laics”, p.74.
121 M.D. Reeve, “Manuscripts copied from printed books” in Trapp (ed.), Manuscripts in the Fifty 
Years after the Invention o f Printing, pp. 12-20, D. Coq, “Les incunables: textes anciens, textes 
nouveaux” in Martin, Chartier, and Vivet (eds), Histoire de l ’edition franqaise, I, pp. 177-93, p. 185. On 
the UHB fragments, see Chapter Three, and Apps. B and F.
122 Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and their Makers, I, pp.320-7, M.D. Orth, “French Renaissance 
Manuscripts and l ’Histoire du livre", Viator, 32 (2001), pp.245-78.
123 Rouse and Rouse, Manuscripts and their Makers, I, pp.330-2, and E. Armstrong, Before Copyright: 
The French Book-Privilege System, 1498-1526, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1990, Ch.2.
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each made unique contributions to the reproduction of a work, thereby creating a 
distinctive volume whose individual parts both worked independently and 
interdependently to communicate with its readers.
M anuscripts and reception
The process of reading, as we have seen, is a fragmentary, discontinuous activity in 
which readers constantly remember, interpret, and reassess as they seek to achieve an 
understanding of the text. Comprehension of a narrative is perhaps the most 
fundamental element of reading, necessary for and prior to the desire to be edified or 
entertained. 124 The importance of deciphering a text was recognised by medieval 
writers such as Christine de Pizan, who followed Cato when she wrote, “Tire sans 
comprendre n’est pas lire’”. In order to facilitate audience comprehension, late 
medieval producers of vernacular manuscripts borrowed from developments which 
had emerged from twelfth and thirteenth-century scholastic book manufacture in the 
areas of textual presentation, organisation, and layout. 126 As a result, they introduced 
into secular literature devices collectively known as paratext, including features such 
as rubrics, titles, tables of contents, and metatext, which imposed an order upon the 
verbal text. 127 Providing clues about narrative content and theme, the paratext acts as a 
textual intermediary between the reader and the narrative proper, creating a space in 
which meaning can be created. The layout and paratext each contribute to what 
Parkes terms the ‘visual grammar’ of the narrative; they prioritise certain narrative 
elements and construct a hierarchy among episodes, thus framing textual presentation, 
and guiding comprehension and reception. It should not be assumed, however, that 
layout, text, or paratext have primacy over decoration in terms of their importance for
124 As Robert Crowder and Richard Wagner write, “comprehension is an absolutely target component 
of almost all reading”. See their The Psychology o f Reading: An Introduction, 2nd ed., Oxford 
University Press, New York, 1992 (1982), p.l 15.
125 De Pisan, L ’Avision Christine, ed. Towner, pp.163-4 cited in Gaily and Marchello-Nizia, 
Litteratures de I ’Europe medievale, p.393.
126 Parkes, “The Influence of the Concepts of Ordinatio and Compilatio".
127 Genette, Seuils, pp.7-19. Jane Taylor hesitates in using the term paratext in a medieval context 
observing that Genette includes material such as book reviews among a work’s paratextual features, 
and that he assumes that the paratext within a work has been accepted by the author (J.H.M. Taylor, “Le 
Roman de la Dame a La Lycorne et du Biau Chevalier au Lion: Text, Image, Rubric”, French Studies, 
51.1 (1997), pp. 1-18, p.l 5, n.4). However, one avoids these problems by confining the use of the term 
to those elements contained within a manuscript and not making assumptions concerning authorial 
intent.
I2S Genette, Seuils, p.89.
129 M.B. Parkes, Pause and Effect: An Introduction to the History o f Punctuation in the West, Scolar 
Press, Aldershot, 1992, pp.lOOff, Farquhar, “The Manuscript as a Book”, pp.64ff, M. Camille, “The 
Book of Signs: Writing and visual difference in Gothic manuscript illumination”, Word and Image, 1.2 
(1985), pp.133-48, p. 138.
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reception. As will be demonstrated below, a manuscript’s decoration also contributes 
to a work’s internal structure and signification, and hence plays an important role in 
influencing a work’s reception. The text, layout, paratext, and decoration together 
constituted a network of signifiers which not only enhanced the comprehensibility of a 
text, but provided a contextual framework within which meaning could be constructed 
and reception take place.130 The following discussion explores these components of 
the manuscript book, and explains how analysis of these features will contribute to my 
analysis of the reception of the Melusine manuscripts.
Text
The original composition and inscription of a narrative was the starting point for what
often became a process of textual copying, correction, redaction or excerption, each
instance of which contributes to the subsequent history of the narrative in question.131
Whether the variance to which the text was subjected was consciously imposed or
accidental, the textual variants among manuscripts produced new interpretations as
they became an integral feature of the new manuscript. In fact, Sylvia Huot regards
the phenomenon of mouvance among Roman de la Rose manuscripts as a form of
textual criticism, each scribal variation potentially reflecting medieval practices of
study and evaluation. ‘ As Nichols explains,
scribal reworkings may be the result of changing aesthetic tastes in the period 
between the original text production and the copying. Even in such cases, 
however, the scribe’s ‘improvements’ imply a sense of superior judgement or 
understanding vis-ä-vis the original poet.134
For these reasons, individual manuscripts within the Melusine prose and verse 
traditions can offer insights into the history of interpretation and reception of the 
narratives, whether this results from the interpolation of new material into sequences 
of text, as in the RP manuscript, Arsenal ms 3475 (Hv), or textual omission, as in the 
prose romance contained in BNE ms 2148 (Mad). Unless the text presented does not 
make semantic sense, textual variation will be treated as an integral feature of the
130 The term ‘network’ is borrowed from E. Baumgartner, “Espaces du texte, espace du manuscrit: les 
manuscrits du Lancelot-GraaP in P. Amiet and A.M. Christin (eds), Ecritures II, Le Sycomore, Paris, 
1985, pp.96-119, p. 103.
131 E. Reiter, “The Reader as Author of the User-Produced Manuscript: Reading and Rewriting Popular 
Latin Theology in the Late Middle Ages”, Viator, 27 (1996), pp. 151-69, Dagenais, The Ethics o f 
Reading, p. 16 and D. Pearsall, “Texts, Textual Criticism, and Fifteenth Century Manuscript 
Production” in R.F. Yeager (ed.), Fifteenth Century Studies: Recent Essays, Archon Books, Hamden, 
1984, pp. 121-36, p. 126.
132 Dagenais, The Ethics o f Reading, p. 148, Huot, Romance o f the Rose, pp.3-4.
133 Huot, Romance o f the Rose, p.40; on scribal revisions, see also E. Kennedy, “The Scribe as Editor” 
in Melanges de langue et de litterature du Moyen Age et de la Renaissance offerts ä Jean Frappier, 2 
vols., Librairie Droz, Geneva, 1970,1, pp.523-31.
134 Nichols, “Introduction: Philology in a Manuscript Culture”, p.8.
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manuscript, the presence of which necessarily contributed to historical understanding 
and reception. 135
The hand in which texts were penned may have influenced the ease with which 
narratives were read, both aloud and silently. Saenger has drawn links between the 
emergence of different scripts and changes in reading habits, while other scholars 
have recognised that an individual’s reading competency may have varied according 
to the script read. ' 36 Whereas scholarly and liturgical texts, which were read aloud, 
tended to be written in a dense gothic textualis script in the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries, in the fourteenth century a rounder hand, cursiva, became popular in lay 
vernacular works. The rounder letter form is argued to have facilitated the private 
silent reading which became popular from the fourteenth century. The later 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries also saw the emergence of the hybrid script or lettre 
bätarde, which eliminated some of the cursive hand’s flourishes along with many 
abbreviations, once again aiding visual silent reading and, presumably, oral delivery 
for less experienced readers. Most of the Melusine manuscripts to be discussed 
were produced in cursiva or lettre bätarde. Thus, while one cannot discount the 
possibility that manuscripts written in a cursive or hybrid script were orally recited to 
listeners, it seems likely that such works were also visually consumed by the private 
reader. Where appropriate, features such as legibility and the size of the text will be 
considered in the following Chapters. 139
L a yo u t — mise en page
The transcription of text is informed by a series of structural and paratextual devices 
which then shape the manner in which a reader approaches the narrative. Layout and 
paratextual devices each contribute to the material aesthetics of the page, its visual 
presentation, and are the focus of the following two sections. Although paratext
135 In this, I follow Huot, Romance o f the Rose, p.4.
136 Saenger, “Silent reading”, Noakes, Timely Reading, pp.22-3.
137 Saenger, “Silent reading”, p.411. As Parkes and Busby point out, private silent reading was practised 
by (some) members of the aristocracy before 1300 (Parkes, “The Literacy of the Laity”, pp.276-8, 297, 
and Busby, Codex and Context, I, p. 141).
138 Saenger, “Silent reading”, p.409, Farquhar, “The Manuscript as Book”, p.60.
139 As Busby and Parkes have argued, abbreviations and punctuation are significant features of a 
narrative’s mise-en-texte as they aid comprehension and thus inform historical interpretation (Busby, 
Codex and Context, I, pp.l56ff and Parkes, Pause and Effect, eg pp. 102-14 for discussion of poetic 
manuscripts in this regard). However, as I have assumed elite audiences to be the primary readers of the 
Melusine romances, I have also assumed a level of competency with the written text which incorporates 
familiarity with abbreviations and punctuation. For this reason, I will expand abbreviations silently and 
will discuss punctuation only where it contributes to exceptional readings of the texts. See also 
“Conventions: Transcriptions” in the preliminary pages of this thesis.
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technically refers to all those extradiegetic textual and decorative features surrounding 
a manuscript work, I will separate the discussion of the textual and the decorative 
paratext over the next two sections. This present section will primarily explore verbal 
methods of textual organisation while the following will consider the role of 
illustrations. Decorative initials are an integral part of the narrative itself, discussion of 
which will be incorporated into both sections since they operate on both a textual and 
decorative level. The devices to be considered here include the layout of the text, titles 
(in the form of incipits and explicits), tables of contents, prologues and epilogues, 
chapter headings and rubrics, initials, and paraphs or paragraph signs. Each of these 
paratextual features framed a medieval reader’s movement through the literary work 
by imposing a hierarchy over the verbal narrative, thus guiding comprehension and 
interpretation.
The layout of the text on the page is perhaps the most obvious component of the 
manuscript’s ‘visual grammar’. Indeed, as a preliminary guide to readers, layout 
influences both the reading process and the textual narrative. 140 Its immediate impact 
upon the reader or performer lies in the way it suggests a particular mode of reading to 
accommodate the prose or the poetic text. 141 For instance, although both prose and 
verse texts were typically laid out in two columns in the fourteenth century, prose was 
distinguished from poetry by the justification of its right margin. 142 The success of the 
two-column format for prose and verse may be attributable to concerns of aesthetic 
balance for readers who were as interested in the appearance as in the content of the 
book. 143 As demand for prose works grew among a wider range of readers in the 
fifteenth century, they were increasingly written in long lines across the page, a more 
economic use of the page. Hasenohr’s observation that such manuscripts tended to be 
of lesser quality is borne out by two paper copies of the RM which evince 
considerable ink-bleed: volume D, which is also written in a near-illegible hand, and
140 Parkes, Pause and Effect, p.100.
141 Busby, Codex and Context, I, p. 156.
142 Busby, Codex and Context, I, p. 182; G. Hasenohr, “Les romans en vers” in H.-J. Martin and J. Vezin 
(eds), Mise en page et mise en texte du livre manuscrit, Promodis, Paris, 1990, pp.245-64, esp. pp.253- 
5, and G. Hasenohr, “La prose” in the same volume, pp.265-71. Although two columns are typical in 
this period, three and four columns were occasionally used for prose works.
143 Hasenohr, “La prose”, p.267 and “Les romans en vers”, pp.252-3. It may also have been a helpful 
format for oral delivery, as one’s parafoveal vision, which Saenger writes is limited to around fifteen 
characters, would have more easily have obtained the sense of the line in a column than a line written 
across the page (“Silent Reading”, p.378).
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BN ms fr. 1484 (B).144 On the other hand, although verse continued to be laid out in 
two columns, the dimensions of which accommodated metrical requirements,145 
luxury volumes of poetry such as the RP in Qv (Fig.la, 13r) laid out their text in a 
single column in the centre of the page, literally placing the narrative at the centre of 
the reader’s attention.
On opening a manuscript, medieval readers were not confronted with a title page in 
the modern sense. Instead, it was common for books to commence with an incipit or 
end with an explicit.146 From the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, following 
scholarly models, historical and romance works could also include a table of contents 
either before or just after an incipit.147 Each of these features provide interpretive 
frameworks within which to read the narrative. The location of the incipit casts a 
contextual filter on the work before reading, while the explicit encourages a reflective, 
backward glance at the completed work in a particular light. This is because the text 
after an incipit or explicit functions as a de facto title, the value of which is succinctly 
explained by Eric Reiter: “a work’s title, as the beginning of the reading process, helps 
form the reader’s generic expectations and thus suggests interpretive strategies” to be 
employed when reading the work and, I would suggest in the case of explicits, when 
considering the work in retrospect. Titles can identify narrative content, themes or 
form, or attract a reader’s attention.149 They thus indicate how a reader might be 
induced to approach a work. While early incipits and explicits were typically brief, 
they became increasingly detailed towards the end of the Middle Ages.150 
Occasionally offering concise analyses of the text, these devices were perhaps more 
indicative of a scribe or patron’s own reception of the narrative.151 Similar 
observations are pertinent in relation to tables of contents, such as those in 
manuscripts Qv and BL Harley ms 4418 (Mar), verse and prose redactions of the 
Melusine narrative from the early and mid-fifteenth century. As private reading
144 Hasenohr, “La prose”, p.265. Farquhar also notes that ruling can be an index to the economy of the 
page, where large margins and blank spaces are suggestive of a wealthy patron (“The Manuscript as 
Book”, p.42).
145 Hasenohr, “Les romans en vers”, pp.254-5. She also notes that on rare occasions verse texts were 
written in long lines across the page.
146 Literally ‘(Here) begins’ and ‘(Here) ends’. See Vezin, “La fabrication du manuscrit”, p.41.
147 G. Hasenohr, “Systemes de reperages textuel” in Martin and Vezin (eds), Mise en page et mise en 
texte, pp.273-87, pp.277, 282; Parkes, “The Influence of the concepts of Ordinatio and Compilatio", 
pp.ölff.
148 Reiter, “Reader as Author”, p. 154.
149 Genette, Seuils, pp.73-4.
150 Pickford, L ’Evolution du roman arthurien, p.169.
51 S. Huot, From Song to Book: The Poetics o f Writing in Old French Lyric and Lyrical Narrative 
Poetry, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 1987, p.38.
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became more widespread, such ‘finding aids’ not only provided readers with a means 
of negotiating the text, but also with a preview of the forthcoming narrative, the shape 
of which was determined in advance; by offering a summary account of the text, the 
table of contents thus framed a reader’s perception of the content. Titles and tables of 
content thus served both a pragmatic and hermeneutic function at a macro-structural 
level, the implications of which will be considered across a range of Melusine 
manuscripts. 152
Prologues and epilogues are extradiegetic devices which also fulfilled practical and 
interpretive roles in medieval literature. From the thirteenth century, prologues in a 
variety of literature followed an Aristotelian model in which some or all of the 
following information could be conveyed: the person(s) responsible for the work (its 
efficient cause); the work’s sources (material cause); the work’s structure (its formal 
cause); and the work’s final cause, the justification underlying the work’s 
composition. 1^ 3 The prologue can thus contextualise the origins of the work for 
readers and guide the reader towards a particular understanding of the work by 
explaining why and how the work should be read. As Genette argues, the authorial 
preface “a pour fonction cardinale d 'assurer au texte une bonne lecture" . 154 The 
prologue’s hermeneutic guide may not always have been sincere, as in the case of 
satirical or parodic literature; nor does a prologue’s existence necessarily determine an 
active reader’s approach to a work. 155 However, as Barbara Sargent-Baur suggests, 
when there is a “congruity of thought” linking the prologue and/or epilogue with the 
narrative, it would be ill-conceived to ignore the apparent messages conveyed in the 
exordium, and to assume without other evidence that medieval readers treated them as 
a joke . 156 In this light, the prologue thus functions as an interpretive framework within 
which readers could understand the narrative. As we shall see, Jean d’Arras and 
Coudrette each establish an explicit introductory context according to which one can
152 Baumgartner argues that the inclusion of a table of contents in a copy of the prose Lancelot in BN 
ms fr. 123 was probably intended to give the literary work the appearance and structure of a rigorous 
and serious historical text (“Espace du texte”, p. 105). Similar issues will be considered in the 
forthcoming chapters.
153 Minnis, Medieval Theory o f Authorship, pp.28-9. For the inclusion of these details in recreational 
vernacular literature before the thirteenth century, see Pickford, L ’Evolution du roman arthurien en 
prose, pp.202-3.
Ir’4 Genette, Seuils, p. 183 (author’s emphasis). The entire chapter entitled “Les fonctions de la preface 
originale” is of interest in this regard.
155 Genette, Seuils, p.206. For a critique of post-modern scholarship’s frequent tendency to seek the 
ludic as opposed to the sincere elements in medieval prologues, or to ignore them as extraneous to the 
main narrative, see B.N. Sargent-Baur, “Prologus/epilogus est, non legitur”, Romance Quarterly, 50.1 
(2003), pp.2-11.
156 Sargent-Baur, “Prologus/epilogus est, non legitur”, pp.4 (for quote) and 9.
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cautiously decode their romances. Genette speculates that epilogues are less effective 
in shaping reception after the reading event. 157 However, as with explicits, I suggest 
that their position at the end of the work enhances the potential for casting a reflective 
interpretive glance at the preceding material. As discussed below, cognitive theories 
of reading stress the importance for reading retention of passages such as epilogues 
which are placed at the end of a body of material.
Rubrics offer important evidence of the ways in which some copies of the Melusine
158romances were conceptualised on a micro-structural level within the narrative. 
According to Chennaf, rubrics should be understood not just as a means of identifying 
a particular passage or miniature, but as an integral part of the narrative itself for they 
arguably shaped an audience’s approach to the work. 159 Rubrics presented readers 
with a summary outline of the narrative or visual unit to which they pertained, thus 
informing audience expectations and reception. 160 As Huot has illustrated in relation 
to Roman de la Rose manuscripts, rubrics guide strongly a reader’s attention towards 
certain aspects of the narrative, thereby privileging those episodes/themes over 
others. 161 Even where rubrics from a table are only indicated by a roman numeral in 
the text, as is often the case in manuscript Qv, the presence of the numeral highlights a 
new section of narrative for which an explanation or summary is offered elsewhere. 162 
Following the trend towards private lay reading discussed above, rubrics evolved from 
short notices summarising the narrative or visual content into longer descriptions of 
the literary episodes, a trend exemplified in the RM  in B . ]63 Chennaf, Busby and 
others have argued that these elaborated rubrics operate as a form of textual analysis 
or gloss on the narrative itself, while Carruthers has also noted their mnemonic 
importance. 164 For readers who liked to jump about in the text, rubrics and their
157 Genette, Seuils, p.220.
158 Scholars have distinguished between rubrics, which were initially captions for illustrations, and 
chapter titles, which pertained to textual divisions. However, given that rubrics as illustration captions 
had often evolved into chapter headings by the fifteenth century, I shall treat rubrics and chapter titles 
as similar paratextual strategies and discuss where appropriate, the heading’s links with text and/or 
illumination (Busby, Codex and Context, I, p.207, Busby, “Rubrics and the Reception of Romance”, 
pp. 131-2, Hasenohr, “Systemes de reperage textuel”, p.277, Pickford, L ’Evolution du roman arthurien, 
pp,162ff).
159 S. Chennaf, “La rubrique -  une unite litteraire”, Perspectives Medievales, 2 (1985), pp.76-85, p.76.
160 Huot, From Song to Book, pp.37-9, Huot, “The Scribe as Editor: Rubrication as Critical Apparatus 
in Two Manuscripts of the Roman de la Rose”, L ’Esprit Createur, 27.1 (1987), pp.67-78, pp.67-8, 
Chennaf, “La rubrique”, p.84.
161 Huot, “The Scribe as Editor”, pp.67-78.
162 Pickford, L Evolution du roman arthurien, p. 173.
162 See the list of chapter titles outlined in the entry for manuscript B in App. B.
164 Chennaf, “La rubrique”, p.76, Busby, “Rubrics and the Reception of Romance”, p. 131, Busby, 
Codex and Context, I, p.203, and Pickford, LEvolution du roman arthurien, p. 157, M. Carruthers, The
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associated numerals provided a valuable means of finding and focusing on particular 
episodes. The following chapters will consider the location and nature of the rubrics 
distributed in several prose and verse Melusine manuscripts, and will demonstrate the 
ways in which they promoted different readings of the romances.
Authorial, editorial, and readerly glosses offer further evidence of how a work may 
reflect a particular reader’s understanding of a text and their potential to shape 
subsequent audience interpretation. During the production phase, glosses may have 
been inserted into the work as either marginalia or interlinealia. As in the case of 
Christine de Pizan’s Epistre Othea in Harley ms 4431, explanatory glosses may have 
been highlighted as paratextual commentary by their inscription in an ink coloured 
differently to that of the text and rubric.165 While the Melusine manuscripts 
occasionally reveal evidence of readers’ glossing in the margins of the folio, it is often 
difficult to ascertain the provenance of such additions. Manuscript Bv, however, 
contains occasional evidence of scribal glossing which will be analysed in Chapter 
Four.
Beneath the level of rubrics, large initials or capitals were an important paratextual 
feature contributing to narrative presentation. Ludmilla Evdokimova has stressed the 
importance of analysing initials as evidence of historical reception, arguing that “la 
lettrine represente le moyen le plus repandu de diviser le texte medieval en unites 
signifiantes et, done, de lui accorder une structure et un sens”.166 As a strategy for 
structuring the textual narrative, large initials provide evidence of a particular reading 
of the text, especially where other structural devices such as rubrics and titles are 
absent, as in the case of the verse Melusine text in Carpentras BM ms 406 (Dv). 
Furthermore, by attracting the reader’s eye, capitals create units of meaning by 
highlighting the text alongside which they appear as narratively significant.167 In a 
manuscript containing differently sized and decorated initials, the initials impose a 
hierarchy over the narrative, with size and decoration informing the relative
Book o f Memory: A Study o f Memory in Medieval Culture, 1st ed., Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1990, p.244.
165 Noakes, Timely Reading, p.l 15.
166 L. Evdokimova, “Disposition des lettrines dans les manuscrits du Bestiaire d ’amour et sa 
composition: des lectures possibles de l’oeuvre ( l re partie)”, Le Moyen Age, 102 (1996), pp.465-78, 
p.465. See also J.-P. Bordier, F. Maquere, and M. Martin, “Disposition de la lettrine et interpretation 
des oeuvres: l’exemple de ‘La Chastelaine de Vergi’”, Le Moyen Age, 79 (1973), pp.231-50.
167 F. Gasparri, G. Hasenohr, and C. Ruby, “De l’ecriture ä la lecture: reflexion sur les manuscripts 
d'Erec et Enide” in Busby et al (eds), Les Manuscrits de Chretien de Troyes, I, pp.97-148, p. 138, 
Bordier, Maquere, and Martin, “Disposition de la lettrine”, p.231.
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importance a textual unit assumes in the work. 168 For instance, differently sized 
initials might denote chapter and paragraph divisions as seems to be the case in the 
prose Har. 169 A further level of textual organisation which will be incorporated in 
considerations of initials are paraph signs, also in Har, which could denote a 
paragraph within a chapter or a subdivision of a paragraph. 170
Large initials have been characterised as a form of narrative punctuation with 
implications for reception from the dual perspectives of interpretation and the 
pragmatics of reading. 171 As noted above, analysis of the allocation of capitals within 
manuscripts has the potential to bring into relief different interpretations or readings of 
a narrative. 172 In addition to functioning discursively in the narrative, initials in 
vernacular verse texts may also have informed the pragmatics of reading. For instance, 
Busby proposes that decorative initials may have assisted the oral delivery of a poetic
173text by “creating the possibility for a pause or stress” at the ends of stanzas. 
Furthermore, scholars have observed that initials frequently mark the beginning of a 
speech act, and so may also have enabled a reader to modulate voice patterns during 
an oral performance, a strategy from which both prose and verse readers would 
benefit. 174 Manuscript capitals thus contribute both discursively and functionally to 
the process of comprehension and reception. The location of the capitals at the 
beginning and after the end of textual units suggests that, as the sections of the 
narrative to which audiences’ attention would be drawn, these sections of the text 
would be prioritised in readers’ minds.
I6X Farquhar, “The Manuscript as Book”, pp.64ff, Stimemann and Gousset, “Marques, mots, pratiques”, 
p.36. For a study of decorated initials from an art historical perspective, see J.J.G. Alexander, The 
Decorated Letter, George Braziller, New York, 1986.
169 Busby, Codex and Context, I, p. 186.
170 Stimemann and Gousset, “Marques, mots, pratiques”, p.36.
171 Baumgartner, “Espace du texte”, p. 103, Busby, Codex and Context, I, pp. 182-3.
172 Gasparri, Hasenohr, and Ruby argue that while the term interpretation might be too strong a word 
for what is discerned in different manuscripts, the variations among the placement of lettrines certainly 
indicate different emphases of reading on the part of the scribe or manuscript planner (“De l’ecriture ä 
la lecture”, pp. 141 -2). While I agree in principle with criticisms of the term interpretation when 
describing the process of re-structuring a text, it seems that it differs only from a ‘rereading’ by degree 
and not kind. As a result, I will use each of these terms, reserving the former for cases where the 
narrative implications of a restructuring of initials are supported by rubrics or illustration.
173 Busby, Codex and Context, I, p.185. See also Camille, “Seeing and Reading”, p.28.
174 Busby, Codex and Context, I, p. 193. See also R. Middleton, “Coloured Capitals in the Manuscripts 
of Erece et Enide" in Busby et al (eds), Les Manuscrits de Chretien de Troyes, I, pp. 149-93, Bordier, 
Maquere and Martin, “Disposition de la lettrine”, pp.231-50, and Gasparri, Hasenohr, and Ruby, “De 
l’ecriture ä la lecture”, pp.97-148, for complementary discussions of the narrative locations in which 
initials are commonly found. More detailed consideration of the location of initials will be found in 
Chapters Three and Four.
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The proposition that large initials influence readers’ attention and narrative recall of 
passages at either end of a textual unit is supported by two strands in modem theories 
of cognition. The importance of large initials for remembering narrative at the 
beginning of a unit corresponds with what is called an isolation effect, which may be 
understood as “the enhancement of memory for events that differ, or deviate, from 
their context” . 175 Where an initial is distinguished by size or colour, for example, from 
the surrounding passage, the isolated letter, and by implication, that to which it refers, 
stand out in the subject’s memory. Importantly for this discussion, placing the isolated 
item at ends of sequences of events also augments one’s memory of the differentiated 
event. The effect of the ends-of-event sequences on recollection of content and 
mnemonic retention of the order in which events occur, mental processes vital to the 
reassessment phase of reading, similarly relates to phenomena known as primacy and 
recency effects. These refer to the human tendency to recall items at the beginnings 
and endings of lists of events when one is required to place those events in order. 
Items at the beginning of the list are accorded primacy in the level of attention 
directed to them and the subsequent memorisation process. On the other hand, items at 
the end of sequences are recalled for their temporal recency in relation to tests of 
retention, and are ascribed to short-term memory. 176
Although studies of memory typically focus on lists of words removed from their 
original context, Elizabeth Maylor’s study of the memorisation and reordering of 
hymn verses suggests that primacy and recency effects can be applied to the 
recollection of narrative events. Additionally, her results indicate that recollection of 
events which are last in a sequence (recency effects) cannot be attributed to short-term 
memory, as subjects familiar with the narrative to be reordered also recorded a 
tendency to recall the end event. 177 These findings permit inferences to be drawn with 
regard to the impact of the Melusine manuscripts upon historical readers’ reception. I 
propose to apply the psychological phenomena known as isolation, primacy, and 
recency effects on memory to my analysis of the relationship between manuscript
l7:> M.P. Kelly and J.S. Naime, “von Restorff Revisited: Isolation, Generation, and Memory for Order”, 
Journal o f Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 27.1 (2001), pp.54-66, p.54; 
see also R.R. Hunt and C.A. Lamb, “What Causes the Isolation Effect?”, Journal o f Experimental 
Psychology: Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 27.6 (2001), pp. 1359-66.
176 E.A. Maylor, “Serial position effects in semantic memory: Reconstructing the order of verses of 
hymns”, Psychonomic Bulletin and Review, 9.4 (2002), pp.816-20, p.816. See also D.A. Norman, 
Memory and Attention: An Introduction to Human Information Processing, John Wiley and Sons, New 
York, 1969, p.91.
177 Maylor, “Serial position effects in semantic memory”, p.819.
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presentation and reception. I propose that focusing on those features of the paratext 
which create the beginning and end of textual units, and which thereby emphasise the 
passages they accompany, will enable us to discern those episodes which lingered in 
readers’ memory as they negotiated the work, episodes which thereby shaped their 
interpretation and reception of a particular copy of the Melusine romance. Although it 
may theoretically be possible to apply primacy and recency effects to aural reception, 
for obvious reasons this is unable to be tested from an historical perspective. 178 
Perhaps the greatest advantage of this method for my study of historical reception is 
that it enables me to focus on the work produced in the manuscript, rather than the 
work intended by the patron or libraire, a hypothetical entity the contours of which we 
are unable to gauge. 179
Layout and the variety of paratextual strategies shaping the verbal narrative thus fulfil 
several roles in the manuscript. They function as ordering devices which both 
structure the text itself and cast a contextual veil upon the literary narrative. Features 
of layout thus enhance negotiation and comprehension of the text, while 
simultaneously promoting certain readings of the narrative. Some of these features, 
notably rubrics and initials which mark textual divisions, draw readerly attention to 
beginnings and ends of narrative units; by their differentiated appearance in the text, 
they are likely to have also assisted memorisation of the episode highlighted by the 
title or initial. In this regard, one can suggest that episodes occurring at either end of a 
narrative unit are prioritised in the reader’s mind as they collate and assess narrative 
information cumulatively in the comprehension and interpretation phases of the 
reading process.
Decoration
In recent years, the field of manuscript decoration has received much critical attention 
from disciplines outside art history, particularly literary history and semiotics. 180 
Recognising that production of meaning in images is historically bound and yet open
178 The mode of narrative reception complicates reception processes, for according to both medieval 
and contemporary scholarship, the retention and comprehension of material is more difficult if the text 
is consumed aurally as opposed to visually (Camithers, The Book o f Memory, 1st ed., pp. 17, 27, 
Crowder and Wagner, The Psychology o f Reading, p. 114). On the other hand, Richard de Foumival 
argues that the spoken word helps the auditor to create mental pictures which thus aid the retention of 
spoken narrative (Richard de Foumival, Le Bestiaire d ’Amour suivi de la reponse de la dame, ed. C. 
Hippeau, Sklatine Reprints, Geneva, 1978, p.2, Carruthers, The Book o f Memory, 1st ed., pp.223ff).
179 Barker, “Intentionally and Reception Theory”, p.200.
180 For an overview of this movement, see J.J.G. Alexander, “Art History, Literary History, and the 
Study of Medieval Illuminated Manuscripts”, Studies in Iconography, 18 (1997), pp.51-66.
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to contradiction and variability, critics have moved away from ahistorical formalist
studies of medieval iconography, towards a renewed
interest in the object, the manuscript and its miniatures, not as a reflection of 
something else, a copy of the hypothesized lost model, but as a significant 
object to be studied for itself, in terms of its making and audience.181 
The significance of manuscript decoration to a study of historical reception is clear,
not only in light of its polyvalence, but in our awareness that as a pictorial paratextual
feature of the manuscript work, “it constitutes a major strategy of audience
manipulation”. In effect, decoration imposes its own hierarchy and order on the
presentation of narrative in a manuscript, which works both independently from and
interdependently with the verbal paratext and narrative.
Our modem appreciation of the multifaceted significance of illustrations was shared
by late medieval scholars and publishers for whom they fulfilled semiotic, mnemonic,
and affective roles. For example, the presence of explanatory glosses in violet ink
alongside numerous illuminations in BL Harley ms 4431 ’s presentation of Christine
de Pizan’s Epistre Othea, a volume whose production the author may have overseen,
may suggest Christine’s awareness of the potential for illustrations to shape the
reader’s understanding of the text, as well as her concern to guide the reader in the
right direction. Perhaps influenced by Richard de Fournival’s emphasis on the value
of both hearing a text read and seeing its imagery for one’s retention of a message,185
the mid-fifteenth-century rhetoriqueur Jacques Legrand wrote:
pour avoir aucune souvenance d’aucune chose, et singulierement pour 
impectorer par euer, prouffitable est de mectre en son euer et en son 
ymaginacion la figure et la fourine d’ycelle chose que Pen veult impectorer ; et 
pout [s/c] tant est ce que Pen estudie mieulx es livres enluminez ... .I86 
Legrand argues that pictorial imagery assists both mental retention and the profound
absorption of a work’s contents into one’s heart. Towards the end of my study period,
181 Alexander, “Art History”, p.54.
182 S. Lewis, Reading Images: Narrative Discourse and Reception in the Thirteenth-Century 
Illuminated Apocalypse, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1995, p.338.
183 Toubert, “Formes et fonctions”, p.97. For insights into the way manuscript iconography sheds light 
on medieval reception, see Huot, Romance o f the Rose, Ch.8, Hindman, Sealed in Parchment, passim, 
M. Camille, Mirror in Parchment: The Luttrell Psalter and the Making o f Medieval England, Reaktion 
Books, London, 1998, and C. Sherman’s Imaging Aristotle: Verbal and Visual Representation in 
Fourteenth-Century France, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1995.
184 Gilbert Ouy and Christine Reno suggested that Harley ms 4431 was transcribed by Christine herself, 
but doubts have been raised concerning the existence of two hands in the manuscript. For a discussion 
of this and the relevant references, see de Pizan, Epistre Othea, ed. Parussa, pp.77-8 and 90ff. On the 
presentation of the Epistre in this manuscript see Noakes, Timely Reading, Ch.4.
1X8 De Foumival, Le Bestiaire d ’Amour suivi de la reponse de la dame, ed. Hippeau, p.2. See also Carol 
R. Dover’s discussion of this issue in “‘Imagines historiarum’: Text and Image in the French Prose 
Lancelot” in K. Busby (ed.), Word and Image in Arthurian Literature, Garland Publishing, New York, 
1996, pp.79-104.
186 J. Legrand, Archiloge Sophie. Livres de bonnes meurs, ed. and intro. E. Beltran, Editions Sklatine, 
Geneva and Paris, 1986, p. 145,11.14-20. See also de Pizan, Epistre Othea, ed. Parussa, p.76.
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manuscript and printed-book publisher Antoine Verard wrote in a prologue to a poem 
on the Passion that:
... pour ce que signes font esmouvoir
Desirs ferventz plus que dietz mouvoir
J’ay fait aussy par hystoires desc[r]ire
Ce que l’acteur e’est entremys d’escrire.187
For Verard, illustrations were not simply valuable for comprehending the text, but as a 
strategy, more efficacious than words alone, for heightening readers’ spiritual 
responses to the literary material. As examples drawn from across our period, 
Christine, Legrand, and Verard testify to the later medieval belief in the significance 
for reception of manuscript decoration from both a cognitive and sensory perspective. 
This section first reviews the different decorative features analysed in the Melusine 
manuscripts in the following chapters, before considering analytical approaches to 
manuscript illustration.
Various elements might constitute a manuscript’s decorative program, ranging from 
illuminations, historiated and decorated initials, to border and marginal decoration. Of 
these, my analysis of the Melusine manuscripts considers illuminations, decorated 
initials, miniature borders and marginalia. 188 Illuminations emerged in lay vernacular 
manuscripts in the thirteenth century and continued to be painted into the sixteenth 
century.18'’ Initially produced in response to demands from the growing numbers of 
private readers wishing to read their books themselves, they first appeared in prose 
(Arthurian) narratives before materialising in works of poetry. 190 Below the level of 
illustrations in the manuscript’s decorative hierarchy are historiated and decorated 
initials, marginalia, and miniature frames. Several different forms of decorated letter 
emerged as the historiated initial lost popularity towards the end of the fourteenth 
century. 191 Among the more popular decorated capitals were gilded and large painted
187 Paris, BN ms fr. 1686, cited by M.B. Winn, “Antoine Verard’s Presentation Manuscripts and Printed 
Books” in J.B. Trapp (ed.), Manuscripts in the Fifty Years After the Invention o f Printing, pp.66-74, 
p.67. Foliation is not given.
188 As far as I am aware, only one French Melusine manuscript contains an historiated initial, 
Cambridge University Library LI.2.5. For discussion of this image, see Clier-Colombani, La Fee 
Melusine, pp.47-8.
189 M.A. Stones, “Secular Manuscript Illumination in France”, in C. Kleinhenz (ed.), Medieval 
Manuscripts and Textual Criticism, University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1976, pp.83-102 
p.84, Orth, “French Renaissance Manuscripts”.
190 Toubert, “Formes et fonctions”, p.92, Busby, “Text, Miniature, and Rubric in the Continuations of 
Chretien’s Perceval” in Busby et al (eds), Les Manuscrits de Chretien de Troyes, I, pp.365-76, p.365; 
Baumgartner, “Espace du texte”, p. 103, C. de Hamel, A History o f Illuminated Manuscripts, 2nd ed., 
Phaidon Press, London, 1994 (1986), p. 149.
191 Stones, “Secular Manuscript Illumination”, p.94. This development is ascribed to the limitations 
placed on artistic skill and creativity by the confines of the letter itself. This seems a plausible
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initials such as those in Har, which denoted textual divisions of greater structural
1 Q7importance than those highlighted by small painted or pen-flourished initials. 
Toubert and Myra Orth have drawn attention to the significance of borders and frames 
as a means of visually marking a change in communication mode from words to 
image to words. The absence of a frame promotes a reading of the image and text as 
inextricably entwined, a reading reinforced by the use of rubrics which liaise between 
verbal and pictorial narrative, contributing to each. Pictorial marginalia, such as 
those in Carpentras, BM ms 407 (Ev), have been assigned both subversive and 
affirming roles in relation to the narrative within the manuscript work, a fact which 
illustrates the wide potential for meaning within iconography.194 Their value as 
mnemonic devices highlighting the passages alongside which they appear has also 
been recognised.195
Contemporary approaches to manuscript iconography from the perspectives of 
linguistics and narratology have affirmed the interdependent hermeneutic and 
affective relationship posited between manuscript text and illuminations established 
above by medieval writers and publishers. If one considers writing and iconography 
each as a form of graphic communication, the former verbal and the latter pictorial, 
then each form can be understood to provide a mode of signification equidistant from 
that which is signified. In other words, the semiotic difference between verbal and 
visual graphic communication lies in their modes of (re)presentation, rather than either 
form enjoying a privileged relationship with that which they signify.196 Thus Miecke 
Bal contends that:
Images are readings, and the rewritings to which they give rise, through their
ideological choices, function in the same way as sermons: not a re-telling of the
explanation, particularly in view of the growing experimentation with naturalism and perspective from 
the later fourteenth century, which the historiated initial hardly permitted.
192 Stimemann and Gousset, “Marques, mots, pratiques”, p.36, Farquhar, “The Manuscript as Book”, 
pp.68ff.
193 Toubert, “Fonnes et functions”, p.88, H. Toubert, “L’encadrement des illustrations” in Martin and 
Vezin (eds), Mise en page et mise en texte, pp.393-97, M. Orth, “What goes around: borders and frames 
in French manuscripts”, The Journal o f the Walters Art Gallery, 54 (1995), pp. 189-201.
194 M. Camille, Image on the Edge: The Margins o f Medieval Art, Reaktion Books, London, 1992, and 
Orth “What goes around” pp. 190-1.
195 Carruthers, The Book o f Memory, 2nd ed., pp.309-24.
196 M.C. Olson, Fair and Varied Forms: Visual Textuality in Medieval Illuminated Manuscripts, 
Routledge, New York and London, 2003, Introduction and pp. 1-6, S.G. Nichols, “The Image as Textual 
Unconscious: Medieval Manuscripts”, L ’Esprit Createur, 29.1 (1989), pp.7-23. Olson draws on Derrida 
for her discussion of graphic communication and hermeneutic distance, while Nichols explicitly draws 
on Lacan and Freud and, implicitly, Saussure for similar remarks about signification.
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text, but a use of it; not an illustration but, ultimately, a new text. The image 
does not replace a text; it is one.197
Medieval scholars Suzanne Lewis and Debra Hassig follow Bal in their repudiation of 
the idea that manuscript illuminations are construed mimetically or derivatively from 
the textual narrative since textual and visual narratives contribute equally to the 
construction of meaning in a particular passage. 198 Rather, as Bal argues, the verbal 
narrative might facilitate identification of the pictorial material, but it is from a 
comparison of the visual with the verbal that the reader constructs meaning from the 
image. Reading illuminations differs little from the established practice of reading text 
in that it is discontinuous and forces a reappraisal of one’s interpretation through a 
negotiation of the hermeneutic gap existing between the two forms of 
representation. 199
Stephen Nichols has articulated a theory of reading illuminated manuscripts which is 
both sympathetic to the semiotic equivalence between verbal and pictorial language 
and cognisant of the reflective and discontinuous nature of interpretive processes. He 
argues that a manuscript image:
often represents negative aspects of the text’s identity, not simply what it says 
or implies, but what it conceals, what it chooses not to narrate. Miniatures 
frequently portray novel elements of the story, aspects that might not have 
come to mind from reading alone, but which provide a new perspective on the 
narrative once illustrated.200
As one approaches a manuscript illumination, a rupture in the verbal reading process 
occurs requiring a renegotiation of the text and image.201 Nichols proposes that there 
are three phases involved in a reader’s evaluation of the image in relation to the 
text.202 Readers may initially identify an image as a generally accurate visual 
reflection of a textual passage or rubric (Illustration phase). On closer inspection, they 
may discern anomalies between the textual and visual representation of the episode in 
question (Interrogation phase). For example, they may observe “Discontinuities of 
time and narrative sequence, asymmetries of emphasis between narrative and the 
composition of the miniature, [or] discrepancies between rubric and miniature 
content.” Any or all of these features would lead one to understand the image as
197 M. Bal, “On Looking and Reading: Word and Image, Visual Poetics and Comparative Arts”, 
Semiotica, 76 (1989), pp.283-320, p.291 (author’s emphasis).
198 See also Lewis, Reading Images, pp.2-3, D. Hassig, Medieval Bestiaries: Text, Image, Ideology, 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge and New York, 1995, p. 18.
199 Bal, “On Looking and Reading”, p.291, Camille, “The Book of Signs” p. 138.
200 Nichols, “The Image as Textual Unconscious”, p.13.
201 Nichols, “The Image as Textual Unconscious”, p. 14, Camille, “Seeing and Reading”, pp.43 and his 
“The Book of Signs”, p. 138.
202 For the below explanation, see Nichols, “The Image as Textual Unconscious”, pp. 17-20.
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“oppositional” to rather than “analogous” with the textual narrative. These two 
phases may be illustrated with reference to the depiction of Melusine bathing in BN 
ms fr.24383 (Fig.lb, Uv 19r). Initially, the reader sees Raymondin at the door of the 
bath-house, and a semi-transformed Melusine in the bath to the right. Gradually, 
however, the reader realises that Melusine is depicted with wings and a green and 
yellow tail, in contrast with the text’s description of her blue and silver appendage and 
the absence of wings (RP 11.3065-76). Further, time is compressed as Raymondin also 
gestures angrily towards the comte de Forez, an action which occurs after 
Raymondin’s espionage. Nichols proposes that the third phase of a readers 
negotiation of the text and image involves his/her recognition of the image’s 
transgression of and independence from the verbal narrative. This informs the reader’s 
subsequent re-evaluation of the episode in light of the conflicting information 
conveyed in each of the text and illustration. In effect, Nichols provides a model for 
reading illuminations which coincides with Bal’s Iserian observation that meaning is 
created in the gap between independent yet interdependent verbal and pictorial modes 
of communication.
In sum, the present study will be concerned primarily with miniatures and large or 
decorative initials, although borders and marginalia will also be discussed. In light of 
the work of medieval scholars following linguistic and narratological methods of 
analysis, I propose to explore the pictorial language of the Melusine manuscripts as a 
primary mode of signification, that is, as an independent system of communication 
which works in relation with, but is not subordinate to the verbal text. In view of the 
relative rarity of illustrations within individual Melusine manuscripts, one should note 
here that their importance for readers’ retention and reception of particular passages is 
heightened in consideration of the isolation principle discussed above, a point which 
equally applies to those large blanks, such as in Bv, where illustrations have not been 
inserted. Such an approach enables one both to adhere to prescribed medieval modes 
of reading and interpretation, and avoid a fundamental misunderstanding of the 
relationship between verbal and pictorial modes of communication.
Conclusion
Reading, particularly among the elite levels of later medieval society, was a complex 
cultural activity. The collective practice of aurality permitted literary works to be
203 Nichols, “The Image as Textual Unconscious”, p. 18.
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enjoyed by interpretive communities whose members possessed divergent levels of 
reading fluency. In a period when elite lay readers were urged to engage actively with 
the literary work, whether in its material written form or during its oral recitation, 
reading was regarded as a fragmentary, discontinuous process of encounter, 
negotiation, interpretation, and reception. Whilst participating in this hermeneutic 
dialogue, readers’ and auditors’ reception of a literary work was informed by the 
interpretive strategies they brought to bear on the work; these interacted with the 
textual, paratextual, and decorative devices which shaped their actual encounter with 
the narrative in a given manuscript volume. Iserian gaps of indeterminacy permitted 
individuals the liberty to construct meaning or to visualise an episode when the work 
failed to fulfil their expectations or sufficiently guide their understanding.
Processes of manuscript manufacture virtually ensured that each new volume 
produced was unique. In this regard, the strategies informing the material presentation 
of each of our Melusine manuscripts may be assumed to vary, and hence to have 
offered different audiences alternative, although perhaps coincidental, approaches to 
the prose and verse romances. Primacy, recency, and isolation principles deriving 
from cognitive theories of memory and comprehension are apposite tools with which 
to investigate how the material structure and presentation of the Melusine romances 
within different manuscripts informed medieval readers’ engagement with individual 
volumes. While not permitting us insight into any one individual’s phenomenological 
reception experience, these principles do offer a framework within which to 
interrogate the role and possible effects of specific structural devices upon our implied 
historical readers’ comprehension and reception processes. In this way, they enable 
this study to propose as its goal a series of closely related micro-histories of the 
reception of the Melusine romances based on the manuscripts and their owners.
This chapter thus establishes the basic principles according to which the 
approximately eighteen selected Melusine manuscripts will be investigated and 
analysed for what they reveal about the reception history of the romances and, by 
direct implication, the value of the romances for the cultural milieu in which they 
circulated. The next chapter investigates the circumstances surrounding the origins 
and early meanings of Melusine and the romances at the end of the fourteenth century 
for Jean, due de Berry and Guillaume l’Archeveque, seigneur de Parthenay. It will
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thereby establish a backdrop against which the subsequent history of the Melusine 
romances will be framed.
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C h ap te r  T w o . P a tro n a g e , p o litic s , an d  p a trim o n y : early  recep tio n  o f 
th e  R o m a n  de M elu sin e  an d  th e  R o m a n  de Parthenay
This Chapter investigates the motivations underlying the patronage of the RM and the 
RP by Jean, due de Berry and Guillaume TArcheveque, the seigneur de Parthenay. 
The opening section establishes the nature of these works as ancestral narratives, 
before considering some of the main themes and concerns embedded in medieval 
dynastic literature. The discussion will provide a framework for the subsequent 
inquiry into the circumstances surrounding Berry and 1’Archeveque’s commission of 
the romances. It will also inform subsequent arguments about the patrons’ interest in 
and reception of the works. The presentation manuscripts containing the romances 
designed for these men no longer exist. We are thus unable to consider how the 
organisation of the text and paratext within their volumes reflected Berry and 
l’Archeveque’s particular concerns. However, throughout the extant manuscripts, 
prologues and epilogues have been recopied with striking regularity and textual 
consistency.1 23 Such consistency permits the suggestion that the prologues and 
epilogues contained in the earliest complete manuscripts of the RM and RP from the 
early fourteenth century, Arsenal ms 3353 (Ars) and Carpentras, BM ms 406 (Dv), are 
predominantly accurate representations of the paratext inscribed in the original 
presentation volumes. The present chapter therefore examines these extradiegetic 
passages framing the RM and RP in Stouff and Roach’s editions of the RM and RP in 
Ars and Dv respectively/ I argue that the prologue and epilogue in each work offer 
distinct commentaries on the individual romances which point towards the personal 
and political influences shaping their patronage and reception by Jean de Berry and 
Guillaume l’Archevcque. Where narrative passages within the romances assist my 
analysis, these will be discussed in a general way with reference to the editions, but 
they will not be analysed from the perspective of their structure or presentation within 
any particular manuscript.
M edieval ancestral literature: a m atter o f  iden tity
In their preambles to the RM  and RP, Jean d’Arras and Coudrette follow rhetorical 
convention in offering readers a ‘statement of intent’ regarding the literary goals of 
their work. Remembering that such expressions of intention could be informed by a
1 See Apps. C and E for Tables of Concordance showing the consistency with which exordial and 
concluding material is organised in the RM and RP manuscripts studied in Chapters Three and Four.
2 For more details on these manuscripts, see relevant entries in Apps. B and D.
3 D’Arras, Melusine, ed. Stouff, Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach.
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range of motivations, these narratorial comments provided audiences with an initial 
horizon of expectations against which to locate their romances 4 Jean d’Arras explains 
the genesis of the RM  in terms of Marie de Bar’s request to her brother, the due de 
Berry, to obtain a copy of the tale; the duke then commissioned the author to “faire le 
traictie de l’ystoire qui cy apres s’ensuit” (l).5 After citing several stories of fairy 
involvement in human families as a prelude, the narrator6 then explains that his 
purpose is:
a traictier comment la noble et puissant forteresse de Lisignen en Poictou 
fu fondee par une faee, et la maniere comment, selon la juste cronique et la 
vraye histoire, sans y appliquier chose qui ne soit veritable et juste de la 
propre matiere. Et me orrez declairer la noble lignie qui en est yssue (4-5).
Jean d’Arras thus establishes his work as an historical account of a fairy’s foundation
of Lusignan and her progeny.7 At this stage in the RM, however, Berry’s personal
connection with the family history remains unclear. Coudrette’s prologue offers a
more direct introduction to his material as a Parthenay history worthy of posterity. The
poet commences by declaring that every nobleman should “Savoir dont il est
descendus ... Si que memoire longue en soit” (11.41, 43). The work’s concern for the
future commemoration of a noble family’s lineage is immediately underlined: “Tout
grand seigneur fere le doit [ie be familiar with his heritage]/ Et en faire escripre
l’istoire/ Affin qu’ades en soit memoire” (11.44-6). The poet then recounts that the
seigneur de Parthenay lent him a book on Lusignan saying,
‘Le chasteau fut fait d’une fee,
Si comme il est par tout restrait,
De laquelle je suis estrait,
Et moy et toute la lignie 
De Partenay, n’en doubtez mie.
Melusine fut appellee
4 S. Fleischman, “On the Representation of History and Fiction in the Middle Ages”, History and 
Theory, 22.3 (1983), pp.278-310, pp.281-2. On literary ‘horizons of expectation’, see Jauss, Toward an 
Aesthetic o f Reception, p.22.
5 I am following scholarly tradition in assuming Berry to have been primarily responsible for the 
decision to commission the RM.
6 For convenience, I shall use ‘Jean d’Arras’ (or ‘Coudrette’) and the ‘narrator’ interchangeably to refer 
to the voice narrating the paratext in the RM and RP. I recognise that the narratorial voice may not 
reflect accurately the views or voice of the historical authors.
7 On the complexity of medieval understandings of ‘history’ and historical ‘truth’, see for example, R. 
Morse, Truth and Convention in the Middle Ages: Rhetoric, Representation, and Reality, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1991, p. 104, Fleischman, “On the Representation of History and Fiction”, 
pp.278-310, and P. Ainsworth, “Legendary History: Historia and Fabula” in D.M. Deliyannis (ed.), 
Historiography in the Middle Ages, Brill, Leiden and Boston, 2003, pp.387-416. While Morse 
elsewhere suggests that tales of dragons and giants were not necessarily believed to be historically true, 
Fleischman draws on Jauss to suggest that for medieval people, that which was considered historically 
true was that which was “willingly believed”, a category to which the Lusignan legend belongs (R.M. 
Morse, “Historical Fiction in Fifteenth-Century Burgundy”, Modern Language Review, 75 (1980), 
pp.48-64, p.52, Fleischman, “On the Representation of History and Fiction”, p.305). For a 
consideration of the different forms of medieval ‘history’, see B. Guenee, “Histoires, annales, 
chroniques. Essai sur les genres historiques au Moyen Age”, Annales, E.S.C., 28.4 (1973), pp.997-1016 
and the essays in Deliyannis (ed.), Historiography in the Middle Ages.
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La fee que vous ay nominee,
De quoy les armes nous portons,
En quoy souvent nous deportons.
Et affin qu’il en soit memoire,
Vous mettrez en rime l’istoire’ (11.70-80).
Coudrctte has thus been instructed to write, in verse, the history of Melusine’s 
foundation of the Lusignan dynasty from which Guillaume l’Archeveque descends. 
From the beginning, the RP is framed as a personalised family history. By declaring 
their intention to narrate the foundation of the Lusignan dynasty, Jean d’Arras and 
Coudrette identify their compositions as ancestral histories. In order to understand 
how the Melusine romances responded to particular concerns of their patrons, it is 
important to review how the texts fit into the larger context of medieval dynastic 
literature.
‘Dynastic literature’ is a modern descriptor encompassing a range of medieval 
genealogical material, from family trees and ancestral lists to biographies of
o
individuals or one or more branches of particular families. Donald Maddox observes 
that medieval genealogical literature “was not a discrete genre, one of its most salient 
properties being its adaptability to serve the ends of other generic types, literary as 
well as historical” .9 As dynastic narratives became more elaborate from the eleventh 
century onwards, they typically presented family relationships within a vertical 
framework of agnatic consanguinity, descent through the male line. 10 They both 
reflected and constructed a consciousness of one’s lineage which was founded in the 
deeds and domains of one’s ancestors. * 11 The centrality of land to the family’s self­
perception is illustrated by the common derivation of a patronymic from the 
nomenclature associated with the inherited estates, a pattem reflected in our versions 
of the Lusignan legend. Furthermore, it was on the basis of a family’s historical claim 
to land that it could assert its authority and, hence, social status. Spiegel explains
* L. Shopkow, “Dynastic History” in Deliyannis (ed.), Historiography in the Middle Ages, pp.217-48, 
p.219. I have been unable to consult C. Klapisch-Zuber’s L ’ombre des ancetres: Essai sur I ’imaginaire 
medievale de la parente, Fayard, Paris, 2000.
9 Maddox, Fictions o f Identity, p. 171.
10 G. Duby, “Lineage, nobility and knighthood” in G. Duby, The Chivalrous Society, trans. C. Postan, 
Edward Arnold, London, 1977, pp.59-80, pp.68-9; G.M. Spiegel, “Genealogy: Fonn and Function in 
Medieval Historical Narrative”, History and Theory, 22.1 (1983), pp.43-53, p.47. For an overview of 
the emergence of genealogical literature in the Middle Ages, see L. Genicot, Les Genealogies, Brepols, 
Tumhout, 1975, Ch.2, and for a consideration of debates concerning reasons underlying its emergence 
in the tenth and eleventh centuries, see Shopkow, “Dynastic History”, pp.217-19.
11 Spiegel, “Genealogy”, p.47.
12 G. Duby, “The structure of kinship and nobility” in Duby, The Chivalrous Society, trans. Postan, 
pp. 134-48, Genicot, Les Genealogies, p.36, R.H. Bloch, Etymologies and Genealogies. A Literary 
Anthropology o f the French Middle Ages, University of Chicago Press, Chicago and London, 1983,
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that a genealogical text was an expression of a collective social memory, which by its
very construction of a family’s identity located that family within the continuum of
1 ^the historical past and foreseeable future.
Dynastic literature was often characterised by the invention of a mythical ancestor 
who was posited as the source of a family, a pattern occurring regularly at a time 
when information about particular families may only have been documented for 
several generations. 14 A commonly cited example occurs in Lambert d’Ardres’ 
twelfth-century History o f the Counts o f Guines and Lords o f Ardres. Lambert had 
access to sources tracing the family of his patron, Arnold, son of Baldwin II, count of 
Guines, back eight generations. Beyond this, Lambert created a mysterious Viking 
raider who built the castle of Guines and impregnated a daughter of the comte de 
Flandres; their subsequently legitimised son inherited the fortress and founded the 
house of Guines. Such retrospective creativity was not unusual and, according to 
Duby, “reveals a constant anxiety to present the family as going back to its most 
distant origins, in a lineage, a regular succession of heirs who transmit the patrimony 
from one male to another” . 15
The Guines history illustrates another feature typical of this literature whereby women 
are marginalised from dynastic narratives, except when they bring lands into the 
family or lend it prestige. 16 However, as Maddox notes, “a fictitious female ascendant, 
ancestor, or founder, could be an important component of some genealogies and 
genealogically informed texts.” 17 Indeed, the daughter of the Flemish count in the 
History o f the Counts o f Guines is said to have descended from Carolingian stock 
thereby endowing the Guines line with royal blood. 18 Maddox’s studies of the La f i le  
du comte de Ponthieu also illustrate how women could be depicted as the primary 
founders of great lineages in ancestral romances, while Duby highlights the idealised 
portraits of numerous female ancestors in the twelfth-century Chronique des comtes
Ch.2, H. Kaminsky, “Estate, Nobility, and the Exhibition of Estate in the Later Middle Ages”, 
Speculum, 68.3 (1993), pp.684-709.
13 Spiegel, “Genealogy”, p. 47, and G.M. Spiegel, “Political Utility in Medieval Historiography: A 
Sketch”, History and Theory, 14.3 (1975), pp.314-25, p.324.
14 Genicot, Les Genealogies, p.42.
15 Duby, “The structure of kinship”, pp.l43ff (quotation p. 144); see also Lambert d’Ardres, The History 
o f the Counts o f Guines and Lords o f Ardres, trans. L. Shopkow, University of Pennsylvania Press, 
Philadelphia, 2001.
16 Genicot, Les Genealogies, p.41; Duby, “The structure of kinship”, pp. 141-2, and his “The nobility in 
medieval France” in Duby, The Chivalrous Society, trans. Postan, pp.94-111, p.100.
17 Maddox, Fictions o f Identity, p. 171 (emphasis added).
18 Duby, “The structure of kinship”, pp. 144-5, Maddox, Fictions o f Identity, p. 171.
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d ’Anjou et seigneurs d ’Amboise. 19 To this emerging catalogue of dynastic ancestresses 
can be added the fairy, Melusine. David Crouch has identified the influence of the 
maternal line on medieval perceptions of identity and nobility as a relatively 
understudied phenomenon, and suggests that modem scholars have been overly 
influenced by the emphasis in medieval rhetoric on patrilineal descent.21
Mythical ancestors in dynastic literature frequently acquired a fabulous, otherworldly, 
and potentially ambivalent quality. The Merovingian dynasty was reputedly 
descended from offspring produced by a chance encounter between a queen and a sea- 
monster, the Quinotaur. Anglo-Saxon kings had traditionally been said to descend 
from the pagan god Wodan, bearing out Genicof s observation that in genealogical 
literature, “[le] pouvoir se fonde sur l’origine illustre” .23 While such celebrated 
forebears added prestige to medieval families, pagan elements were occasionally 
subordinated to a Christian influence. This phenomenon is evident in the ninth-century 
Genealogia regum anglo-saxonum, in which Noah is inscribed as an ancestor of 
Wodan, who is then identified as a direct ancestor of Alfred the Great.24
The Christianisation of ambivalent ancestors was not universal, and families including 
the Plantagenets appear to have embraced dubious myths about their ancestry. Gerald 
of Wales recorded in the early thirteenth century that Richard I enjoyed the Angevin 
legend according to which one of his maternal ancestors was a demonic fairy. Having 
seduced the Count of Anjou with her beauty, after many years of marriage the
19 D. Maddox, “Domesticating Diversity: Female Founders in Medieval Genealogical Literature and La 
Fille du Comte de Ponthieu" in E. Mullally and J. Thompson (eds), The Court and Cultural Diversity, 
D.S. Brewer, Cambridge, 1997, pp. 97-107, and Fictions o f Identity, Ch.4; G. Duby, The Knight, the 
Lady and the Priest: The Making o f Modern Marriage in Medieval France, trans. B. Bray, Pantheon 
Books, New York, 1983, pp.231-7.
20 Although Melusine’s fairy status is an essential ingredient contributing to the lustre of the Lusignan 
foundation, as Harf-Lancner points out, Melusine seeks to escape her otherworldly nature in favour of 
mortality (Les Fees au Moyen Age, p. 160).
21 D. Crouch, The Birth o f Nobility: Constructing Aristocracy in England and France 900-1300, 
Pearson Education, Harlow, 2005, p. 132. For fifteenth-century examples of a maternal line’s 
contribution to dynastic identity, see M. Vale, “A Burgundian Funeral Ceremony: Olivier de la Marche 
and the Obsequies of Adolf of Cleves, Lord of Ravenstein”, English Historical Review, 111.443 (1996), 
pp.920-38, esp. pp.930-1 and M. Bloch, Feudal Society, 1, trans. L.A. Manyon, Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, London, 1965, p. 138 on Jeanne d’Arc (I owe this reference to Crouch, The Birth o f Nobility, 
p.132, n.23). For Duby’s understanding of the agnatic family structure as “pushing the maternal line 
into the background and restricting its role in the transmission of the quality of ‘nobility’”, see “The 
nobility in medieval France”, p. 103.
22 I. Wood, “Defining the Franks. Frankish origins in early medieval historiography” in T.F.X. Noble 
(ed.), From Roman Provinces to Medieval Kingdoms, Routledge, London and New York, 2006, pp.l 10- 
19, pp.l 12-13.
23 Genicot, Les Genealogies, p.16.
24 Genicot, Les Genealogies, pp.l6-17, 39.
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otherworldly woman was forced to remain in church during the consecration of the 
host. Unable to witness the sacred event, she flew out through a chapel window.25 
This tale was later subsumed into subsequent versions of the Plantagenet ancestry, 
including the romance Richard Coeur de Lion and Philippe Mousket’s Chronique 
rimee, in which the demonic fairy became Henry IPs own wife (under the name 
Cassodorien) and Eleanor of Aquitaine’s mother respectively.26 Harf-Lancner explains 
the un-Christian nature attributed to such female figures as the product of a cultural 
process whereby the benevolent melusinien fairy-type was transformed into a satanic 
influence by clerical writers, possibly in an effort to combat traditional beliefs in 
fairies. Despite the demonisation of the wife in such tales, according to Gerald of 
Wales,
King Richard often used to mention this ancestry, saying that it was not 
remarkable that sons of such a stock should plague their parents and 
brothers one after the other. For he said that they all came from the devil 
and would return to the devil.28
That such ancestors were not seen to damage a family’s reputation is further suggested 
by the incorporation of similar motifs into the thirteenth-century Flemish ancestral
7 0work, Livre de Baudoyn, comte de Flandres. Indeed, dynastic histories frequently 
included such ancestors who were “plus charges de gloire [however questionable] que
30de terres et de pouvoirs”.
Detailed ancestral narratives such as the History o f the Counts o f Guines and Lords o f 
Ardres, which outlines different branches of the two families and records accretions of 
land to the family deriving from assorted marriages, are thought to have been “not 
very common until the end of the Middle Ages” .31 However, literature termed ‘family 
romances’, in which elements of the supernatural or merveilleux are often entwined 
within an elaborate, elongated narrative of a family’s foundation, were widespread 
throughout the Middle Ages. Emerging from Anglo-Norman literature in the twelfth 
century, works such as Foulke Fitz Warin and Gui de Warewick are thought to have
25 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.396-7, B.B. Broughton, The Legends o f King Richard I 
Coeur de Lion: A Study o f Sources and Variations to the year 1600, Mouton & Co., The Hague and 
Paris, 1966, pp. 11-13, 78-9.
26 R.L. Chapman, “A Note on the Demon Queen Eleanor”, Modern Language Notes, 70.6 (1955), 
pp.393-6, Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.392-3, 397ff, Broughton, The Legends o f King 
Richard I, pp.78ff.
27 On demonised fairies, see Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.390-409.
28 Gerald of Wales, Giraldi Cambrensis Opera. Vol. VIII, De Principis Instructione Liber, ed. G.F. 
Warner, Rolls Ser. 21.8, Kraus Reprint 1964 (London 1891), p.310, trans. by Broughton in his The 
Legends o f King Richard I, pp.78-9.
29 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.401 ff.
30 Genicot, Les Genealogies, p.42.
31 Shopkow, “Dynastic History”, pp.225-6.
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responded to general crises of territorial possession as much as a given family’s desire 
to heighten its status.' Nonetheless, such romances and similar styles of historical 
fiction continued to flourish as literary forms bestowing prestige on the patrons and 
audiences who could claim association with the central families depicted. Ruth Morse 
has studied the prevalence of historical and genealogical romance at the Burgundian 
court in the fifteenth century and argues that such tales “presented idealized heroes 
whose behaviour upheld contemporary values”. She notes further that “Often the 
heroes of the books were the putative founders, or famous members, of contemporary 
noble houses ... [the books were] a form of encomium which both appealed to and 
reinforced a strong genealogical interest”.33 Works which belong to this category 
include Le Roman du Comte d ’Artois, a crusade tale written in the 1460s at the court 
of Philippe le Bon, who was also a comte d’Artois,34 and a redaction of La Manekine 
from the same period, adapted to evoke connections between the hero and the Croy 
family.35 The Cleves family was also known for its association with the legendary 
chevalier au Cygne.36 The proliferation of such literature in this period is unsurprising: 
the territorial and social tensions which both created and arose from the Hundred 
Years War between France and England are acknowledged as having provided the 
impetus for patronage of numerous works promoting histories, myths, and legends 
which bolstered the claims of respective monarchs and nobles to land and authority.37
In addition to reinforcing a family’s identity and enhancing its reputation in broad 
terms, the specific reasons for which an ancestral history is commissioned are 
grounded within the immediate context in which the family, or members thereof, seek
TO
commemoration.' Thus, we return to Spiegel’s precept to uncover the social logic
32 Compare S. Crane, Insular Romance: Politics, Faith, and Culture in Anglo-Norman and Middle 
English Literature, University of California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1986, pp. 16-18, 85-6 
with M.D. Legge, Anglo-Norman Literature and its Background, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1963, 
pp. 174-5.
33 Morse, “Historical Fiction”, p.49.
34 Le Roman du Comte d ’Artois (XV siede), ed. J.-C. Seigneuret, Droz, Geneva, 1966, pp.xxviii-xxix. 
Morse, “Historical Fiction”, p.59. Morse also refers to the romance Le Roi Ponthus et la Belle
Sidoine which was written for the La Tour Landry family.
6 J. Chestret de Haneffe, Histoire de la maison de la Marcky compris les Cleves de la seconde race, D. 
Cormaux, Liege, 1898, pp.1-4, M. d’Escouchy, Chronique de Mathieu d ’Escouchy, ed. G. du Fresne de 
Beaucourt, 3 vols., Johnson Reprint Corporation, New York, 1968 (Jules Renouard, Paris, 1863), II, 
pp. 118-20, Lecouteux, Melusine et le Chevalier au Cygne, pp. 109-58.
37 C. Allmand, “Introduction” in C. Allmand (ed.), Power, Culture, and Religion in France c.1350- 
1550, Boydell Press, Woodbridge, 1989, pp.ix-xiii.
"s Shopkow, “Dynastic History”, p.239. Shopkow points out that not all genealogical narratives were 
produced for or commissioned by members of the subject family, a detail which necessitates an inquiry 
into why they were produced at all (pp.234ff).
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informing the text in question. Shopkow’s study of several Flemish and German 
ancestral histories, including the Genealogy o f the Counts o f Flanders and the Guines 
narrative, identifies consistently similar sets of circumstances present at the time of 
their composition. For my purposes, these include a family’s initial assertion of 
legitimate control over a domain, a crisis in a family’s succession which threatens that 
family’s continued hold over their domain, and the threat of a family’s decline. 
Shopkow argues that the production of a dynastic history persistently occurs in 
response to particular disjunctions in the relationship between a family and its 
territorial interests, a feature which is perhaps not surprising in view of the intimate 
ties created between family and land in such literature.40 These circumstances, which 
reflect structural instability within the family, parallel Genicot’s observations that the 
production of early royal genealogies often occurred during periods of perceived 
imbalance within existing political structures.41
The frequently political nature of dynastic literature is further suggested by the 
recurring theme whereby “dynastic pride does not merely center on the possession of 
a piece of land but, rather, centers on its rule” .42 Shopkow characterises this anxiety 
as predominantly institutional or structural, rather than solely based on the personal 
concerns of a family. This view of dynastic literature as expressive of a broad political 
dynamic coincides with Howard Kaminsky’s reflections on the multi-faceted 
medieval concept of estate. For this historian, estate signifies simultaneously real 
property, the social and political status conferred by that property, and a “reified 
status, understood as an objectively existing component of the societal hierarchy, 
sharing in the hierarchy’s presumption of value as a divinely ordained structure” 
whose maintenance was regarded as in the public interest.43 Medieval ownership of 
estate thus imposed an obligation to maintain that estate (in all its senses) for the 
stability of wider society as much as for the future renown of the land-owning family. 
Medieval dynastic literature thus represented a response to an intricate matrix of 
territorial, political, and familial concerns punctuated by threats of loss and/or 
perceived disjunction within a given institutional and dynastic structure. The
39 Spiegel, “History, Historicism, and the Social Logic of the Text”, pp.59-86, as discussed in my 
Introduction.
40 Shopkow, “Dynastic History”, p.247.
41 L. Genicot, Les Genealogies, Brepols, Tumhout, 1985, [supplement to 1975 edition], p. 12.
42 Shopkow, “Dynastic History”, p.247 (original emphasis).
43 Kaminsky, “Estate, Nobility, and the Exhibition of Estate”, p.691 (original emphasis).
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following analysis draws on this analytical model in order to explore the patronage of 
the RM and RP.
Jean, due de Berry and die Rom an de M elusine
Long considered a text advocating French rights to Poitou during the Hundred Years 
War, the RM  is understood as an assertion and affirmation of Jean de Berry’s 
legitimacy as the seigneur de Lusignan and comte de Poitou in opposition to English 
claims to the territory.44 The romance’s narrative emphasis on crusade is also 
recognised as a concern explaining the duke’s patronage of the work.45 Commencing 
with an investigation of the paratextual passages concluding the RM, this section 
explores these rationales for the duke’s interest in the Melusine legend, with a 
particular focus upon the relationship between the war, crusade, and Berry’s 
projection of a powerful ducal identity. I also propose that an additional narrative 
feature of the work, Melusine’s prolific territorial acquisition and building 
construction, offers a third, complementary opportunity for interrogating the links 
between Berry’s patronage of the /?Mand his concern for lasting fame.
Berry’s intimate association with Lusignan is revealed in the epilogue to the RM, a
lengthy, tripartite narrative sequence.46 Of particular interest are the final passages in
which the narrator concludes the mythic tale, drawing his audience into the present
and very recent past. He first reminds his audience that:
Or vous ay dit et devise, selon les vrayes croniques et la vraye histoire, 
comment la noble forteresse de Lusegnen en Poictou fut fondee, et retrait la 
noble et puissant lignie qui en est descendue des nobles gens qui la 
fonderent (307).
As Maddox notes, Jean d’Arras posits the work as “an accurate, reliable history of a
lineage”, not just as a romance, by reiterating claims to veracity made in the
prologue.47 The narrator authenticates the work as a tale to be believed by his explicit
reference to unidentified sources.48 The author then importantly explains the
connection, hitherto understated, between the Lusignan family history and Berry:
Ceste noble forteresse de Lusegnen en Poictou ... est venue en la main, par 
raison et par conqueste d’espee, de hault, noble et tres puissant prince 
Jehan, filz du roy de France, due de Berry et d’Auvergne, conte de Poictou
44 Stouff, Essai, pp.8-9, Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, pp. 163-5, Harf-Lancer, Le Monde des 
fees, pp.230-7, and Maddox and Sturm-Maddox, “Introduction”, p.2.
4:1 Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, pp. 166-71 and Baumgartner, “Fiction and History”.
46 Maddox, “Configuring the Epilogue”, pp.269ff.
47 Maddox, “Configuring the Epilogue”, p.268 (original emphasis).
4X On the use of invented sources as a rhetorical means of validating medieval claims to veracity, see L. 
Patterson, Negotiating the Past: The Historical Understanding o f Medieval Literature, University of 
Wisconsin Press, Madison, 1987, p. 198, and Morse, Truth and Convention, Ch.2.
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et d’Auvergne ... Et dit on pour certain que ... la dicte forteresse de 
Lusegnen ne demoura xxx. ans acomplis en main d’ome qui ne feust 
extraiz de la dessus dicte lignie de par pere ou de mere. Et sachiez que, 
toutesfoiz ... quant la dicte forteresse doit changier seigneur, la serpente 
s’appert trois jours devant (307-8).
The narrator draws attention to Jean de Berry’s lordship over Lusignan, acquired 
through deeds of arms. He further highlights that sustained control over this territory 
is determined by descent from the founding family, and that the return of Melusine 
herself signals a transferral of that power. This last detail recalls Presine’s prophetic 
curse upon Melusine that, should her husband betray her, she would return in 
serpentine form to fly over Lusignan three days before control of the fortress changed 
hands (13), a detail illustrating the integrated nature of narrative and meta-narrative in 
the RM.
These passages underlining Berry’s control of Lusignan precede a narrative shift to 
the recent past which permits Jean d’Arras to explain how the duke acquired the 
fortress. Referring to the French recovery of Poitou from English forces in the 1370s, 
the narrator explains that he has heard Berry and others speak of the English captain 
John Creswell’s tale about the surrender of Lusignan. Whilst barricaded inside the 
fortress, Creswell reportedly witnessed the reappearance of Melusine in serpentine 
and human form: “Et depuis qu’il Lot veue, la forteresse fu bien brief rendue a 
monseigneur’’ (309). The account is lent credence in the romance by reference to other 
witnesses’ visions of Melusine prior to a transfer of power among Lusignan 
descendants.49 Notable among these was Perceval de Cologne’s report that Pierre de 
Lusignan, king of Cyprus, witnessed an apparition of the fairy three days before his 
assassination (310).50 The narrator concludes the RM by emphasising that Melusine’s 
reappearances are widely known, and that such inexplicable marvels must be 
attributed to the divine mystery of God, for “les secrez jugemens de Dieu ... sont 
invisibles a congnoistre a entendement humain” (311), a theme previously expounded 
in the prologue (2-4).
49 On the use of eyewitness reports as a credible source for historical detail, see Perret, 
“L’invraisemblable verite”, pp.26ff and Pairet, Les mutacions des fables, pp. 155-9.
50 This event recalled the 1369 assassination of the Lusignan king of Cyprus which was much deplored 
in the west. See P. Edbury, “The murder of King Peter I of Cyprus (1359-69)”, Journal o f Medieval 
History, 6 (1980), pp.219-33.
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When Berry commissioned the RM in 1392, he had enjoyed a turbulent association 
with Poitou for over thirty-five years.51 In 1356, when he was sixteen, Berry was 
appointed comte de Poitou and was charged with its oversight as lieutenant-general. 
Four years later, he was forced to surrender these titles under the terms of the Treaty 
of Bretigny, which granted to Edward III those domains south of Loire which 
traditionally belonged to the Plantagenets. As an incentive to recover the lost region, 
Charles V endowed Berry with Poitou as a comital apanage in 1369, after which time 
Jean campaigned throughout Poitou alongside the French constable, Bertrand du 
Guesclin.54 Progress was made in September 1372 when the Poitevin allies of the 
English who were besieged at Thouars signed the Treaty of Surgeres, agreeing to 
surrender by November if they did not receive aid from across the Channel. This aid 
was not forthcoming and, by the end of the year, Berry had accepted the submission of 
several important local barons, including Guillaume l’Archeveque. The ensuing 
Treaty of Loudun, signed in December, represented the successful liberation of most 
of Poitou.55 However, Lusignan, a strategically located town and fortress situated on a 
trading route between Poitiers, Saint-Maixent, Niort and the seaports, remained one of 
the few enemy strongholds and was held by the English commander John Creswell.56 
Although Creswell himself was captured in mid-1374, English resistance had created 
a stalemate. Only after Berry had promised the release of all pro-Plantagenet prisoners 
captured during the siege, a concession which demanded that he recompense his 
soldiers for their lost ransom, was a settlement reached in September and October that 
year. The value Berry placed on the recovery of Lusignan is suggested not only by the 
extravagant and expensive concession concerning ransom payments, but also by his 
creation of a foundation to the benefit of the abbey of Saint Germain d’Auxerre in
51 The classic biography of Jean de Berry remains Frantjoise Lehoux’s Jean de France, Duc de Bern: 
Sa vie. Son action politique (1340-1416), 4 vols., A. et J. Picard and Cie, Paris, 1966. For valuable 
studies of the duke’s artistic patronage, see M. Meiss, French Painting in the Time o f Jean de Berry: 
The Late XIVth Century and the Patronage o f the Duke, 2 vols., Phaidon, London, 1967, A. de 
Champeaux and P. Gauchery, Les travaux d ’art executes par Jean de France, due de Berry avec une 
etude biographique sur les artistes employes par ce prince, Champion, Paris, 1894, and F. Autrand, 
Jean de Berry: Fart et le pouvoir, Fayard, Paris, 2000.
52 P. Guerin (ed.), Recueil des documents concernant le Poitou contenus dans les registres de la 
chancellerie de France, III, (1348-1369) in Archives historiques de Poitou (AMP), 17 (1886), pp.237-8, 
n .l.
53 Lehoux, Jean de France, I, pp. 152-3, 161. See Map 3 for the distribution of France between the 
Lancastrian and Valois kings between 1360 and 1389.
54 Lehoux, Jean de France, I, pp.221-2.
55 J. Froissart, Chroniques de J. Froissart, ed. S. Luce et al., 15 vols., SHF, Librarie Renouard, Paris, 
1869-, VIII, 1888, pp.clv-clix for the Treaty of Surgeres; for the Treaty of Loudun, see Guerin (ed.), 
Recueil, IV, (1369-1376), in AHP, 19 (1888), pp.176-90, and p. 190, n.2; Lehoux, Jean de France, I, 
pp.282-99.
56 Froissart, Chroniques, ed. Luce et al, VIII, p.101, Lehoux, Jean de France, I, pp.309-11, Autrand, 
Jean de Berry, p. 137. See Map 4 for an outline of main roads in fourteenth-century Poitou.
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thanks for his success.57 By 1375 Berry’s men had ousted the remaining English 
forces and his right as overlord of Poitou was confirmed/8
When peace negotiations re-opened from 1388, Berry once again saw his family’s 
hold over the county under threat.59 In particular, during discussions at Amiens and 
Leulinghen in 1392 and 1393, Richard II’s negotiators persistently sought the 
reversion of Poitou to English control, conceding Berry the right of usufruct 
throughout his own lifetime.60 Equally persistently, Berry opposed this demand, 
offering England financial compensation in lieu of the apanage in April 1393.61 
Ultimately, terms for a permanent peace were not reached, although a series of 
lengthy truces ensued, assuring Berry of his and his heirs’ continued rights over the 
region.62
Berry’s unstable hold over Poitou between 1360 and the early 1390s rationalises his 
patronage of the RM  as a literary means of proclaiming the legitimacy of his authority 
over Lusignan and, by extension, Poitou. The romance’s epilogue, which narrates the 
literary Creswell’s response to Melusine’s unexpected appearance and his ensuing 
surrender, promotes Berry’s assumption of control over the fortress as the fulfilment 
of a marvellous prophecy whose currency is both attested by contemporary witnesses, 
and ultimately sanctioned by reference to God’s inscrutability.63 The significance of 
the Lusignan lineage for the duke’s claims lay in the fact that he was the son of Bonne 
de Luxembourg, whose father was Jean l’Aveugle, the famous king of Bohemia and 
count of Luxembourg.64 Berry and his heirs could thus claim descent from Lusignan
57 Froissart, Chroniques, ed. Luce et al, VIII, pp.lxiii-lxiv, n.l, Lehoux, Jean de France, I, pp.334, 343- 
4, Autrand, Jean de Berry, pp. 137-42, Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, p. 164.
58 Guerin (ed.), Recueil, IV (1369-1376), pp.367-72, Lehoux, Jean de France, I, p.353.
59 On the peace negotiations during this period, see H. Moranville, “Conferences entre la France et 
l’Angleterre (1388-1393)”, BEC, 50 (1889), pp.355-80, and J.J.N. Palmer, “The Anglo-French Peace 
Negotiations, 1390-1396”, Transactions o f the Royal Historical Society, 5th ser., 16 (1966), pp.81-94.
60 Moranville, “Conferences”, pp.360-1, 365-6, 371, Palmer, “The Anglo-French Peace Negotiations”, 
pp.82-3, Lehoux, Jean de France, II, pp.283ff.
61 Chronique du religieux de Saint-Denys contenant le regne de Charles VI de 1380 ä 1422, ed. and 
trans. L.-F. Bellaguet, Intro. B. Guenee, 6 tomes publ. in 3 vols., Editions du Comite des travaux 
historiques et scientifiques, Paris, 1994 (1839-52), T.II, pp.75-83, The Westminster Chronicle 1381- 
1394, eds. and trans. L.C. Hector and B.F. Harvey, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1982, pp.490-1, n.l, 
Moranville, “Conferences”, p.365.
62 For the rights of Berry’s heirs to succeed to Poitou, see Guerin (ed.), Recueil, IV (1369-1376), 
pp.367-72, esp. pp.369-70. Berry’s two sons predeceased him, Charles in 1383 and Jean in 1397 
(Autrand, Jean de Berry, pp.276-7).
63 Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, pp. 163-5.
64 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, p. 170. Although Maddox suggests that Berry’s claim via 
Luxembourg was so tenuous as to discourage his explicitly referring to such connections, Autrand 
suggests that his attachment to his Luxembourg ancestry was illustrated by his preference for Mehun-
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through their Luxembourg ancestry.6> Berry’s tenacious assertion of his control over 
the county may have reflected his wish to bear out the romance’s prophecy that only 
legitimate lords of Lusignan would control the fortress for more than thirty years, as 
this would allow him to bequeath the region to his then still-living heir, the comte de 
Montpensier. In this regard, Berry effectively inserted himself into the dynastic 
history, thereby establishing a permanent link between himself, Melusine, and 
Lusignan.66 The RM thus presented Berry to the Valois (and Plantagenet) court as the 
genealogically and divinely sanctioned overlord of Lusignan. As Harf-Lancner 
suggests, the romance’s depiction of the duke as the saviour of Lusignan permits 
Berry himself to become the hero of the legend for contemporary readers.67
The RAfs  extensive crusade episodes also reflected a contemporary issue with which 
the duke wished to be identified. Narrative of the Lusignan sons’ crusading adventures 
occupies around two-thirds of the romance, and evoked the expansion of the Lusignan 
dynasty into Jerusalem and Cyprus in the twelfth century, and its acquisition of Lesser 
Armenia (Cilicia) in 1348.6S Tales of crusade were a popular staple of the French 
royal court’s literary diet at the end of the fourteenth century.69 Christine de Pizan 
records that crusade epics such as those on Godefroy de Bouillon were publicly 
recited during periods of festivity, thereby disseminating heroic tales among the 
diffused membership of the court.70 The presence of Guillaume de Machaut and
sur-Yevre, which he inherited via his maternal grandfather. Berry’s appreciation of his maternal 
ancestry is also suggested by his continuing the Luxembourg family’s cultural patronage of Guillaume 
de Machaut (Maddox, “Configuring the Epilogue”, p.278, Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, 
p. 165, Wilkins, “A pattern of patronage”, pp.257-84).
65 See App. I, Tables 1 and 2 for genealogical tables of the house of Valois, and Berry’s descendants. 
For the Luxembourg association with Melusine, see J.-C. Loutsch, “Le cimier au dragon et la legende 
de Melusine” in Le cimier: mythologie, rituel, parente, des origines au XVIe siede. Actes du Vie 
colloque internationale d ’heraldique, Academie internationale d’heraldique, Bruxelles, 1990, pp. 181- 
204. Harf-Lancner, among others, also refers to the marriage in 1390 between Marguerite d’Enguyen, 
descendant of Hugues I de Lusignan, king of Cyprus with Jean de Luxembourg, seigneur de 
Beaurevoir, as re-igniting the contemporary association between Lusignan and Luxembourg, thus 
contributing to Berry’s desire to assert himself as the seigneur de Lusignan (“Litterature et politique”, 
p. 165).
66 Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, p. 165.
67 Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, p. 171, Maddox, “Configuring the Epilogue”, pp.281-2.
6S Gaullier-Bougassas, La Tentation de TOrient, pp.313-15. Gaullier-Bougassas suggests that audiences 
would have been familiar with Lusignan action in the east through the circulation of works such as the 
continuations of Guillaume de Tyr’s history of the crusades and Ambroise’s Estoire de la guerre sainte. 
See for instance, Guillaume de Tyr, Guillaume de Tyr et ses continuateurs, ed. P. Paris, 2 vols., Firmin- 
Didot, Paris, 1879-80, and Ambroise, The History o f the Holy War: Ambroise’s Estoire de la guerre 
sainte, eds. M. Ailes and M. Barber, trans. M. Ailes, 2 vols., Boydell Press, Woodbridge and Rochester 
(N.Y.), 2003.
69 J.J.N. Palmer, England, France and Christendom, 1377-99, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 
1972, p.14, J. Magee, “Crusading at the Court of Charles VI, 1388-1396”, French Studies, 12.3 (1998), 
pp.367-83.
70 De Pisan, Le Livre des fais et bonnes meurs, II, pp.l 12-13, Magee, “Crusading”, p.372.
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Philippe de Mezieres at court further contributed to the circulation of such material: 
Berry owned a copy of Machaut’s La Prise d ’Alexandrie (BN ms fr.9221), an account 
of Pierre de Lusignan’s conquest of Alexandria in 1365. Dated to c.1390, the volume 
is roughly contemporaneous with Berry’s patronage of the RM.1] Mezieres, a former 
chancellor of the Cypriot Pierre, was a firm exponent of crusade whose allegorical Le 
Songe du vied pelerin (1389) expressed his dissatisfaction with Western
72Christendom’s failure to advance the crusading ambitions of his Lusignan master. 
The RM s account of the Lusignan sons’ exploits against the Saracens was thus 
produced for an audience with an established interest in and familiarity with crusade 
material. By associating Berry with the contemporary fashion for crusading, the RM  
enhanced his public persona as a noble lord, for whom fighting the infidel was almost 
obligatory.73 Importantly, the RM  enabled the duke to promote the cause of the 
displaced Armenian king, Leon de Lusignan, while simultaneously protecting his own 
claims to Lusignan.
Baumgartner suggests that the lengthy narration of the Lusignan exploits in the 
Mediterranean and neighbouring Europe in the RM  serve as “an exaltation of the 
lineage whose glory and pretentions [sic] to Poitou were both currently accruing to 
Jean de Berry”.74 The romanticised account of the Lusignans’ expansion of their 
dynasty in the eastern Mediterranean was set in a remote past when the Jerusalem 
visited by Geoffroy de Lusignan “n’estoit pas [encore] reparee ne refremee de la 
destruction que Vaspasien et Thitus, son filz, y orent faicte, quant ilz vindrent vengier 
la mort Jhesuchrist aprez son crucifiement” (237). The distant Roman era was far 
removed from the twelfth century, which witnessed the equivocal fortunes of Guy de 
Lusignan in the Holy Land, followed by his purchase of Cyprus from Richard I and 
the Templar knights in 1 192.75 Baumgartner dryly observes that such a mode of 
‘conquest’ was “hardly glorious”, a comment which also applies to Guy’s crusading
71 For brief analysis of the conquest of Alexandria, see N. Housley, The Later Crusades, 1247-1580: 
From Lyons to Alcazar, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1992, pp.40-2. For the dating of this 
particular manuscript, see F. Avril, “Les manuscrits enlumines de Guillaume de Machaut”, in 
Guillaume de Machaut. Colloque -  Table Ronde organisee par I ’Universite de Reims, Klincksieck, 
Paris, 1982, pp.l 19-33, p. 128. The duke’s ownership of this manuscript is confirmed by his signature.
72 P. de Mezieres, Le Songe du vieil pelerin, ed. G.W. Coopland, 2 vols., Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1969, I, General Introduction. According to Mezieres’ principal biographer, “le but 
principal de sa vie [etait] la croisade”, a theme to which most of his works are dedicated. See N. Jorga, 
Philippe de Mezieres 1327-1405, Variorum Reprints, London, 1973 (Paris 1896), p.453.
73 J. Mourier, “Nobilitas, quid est? Un proces ä Tain-1 ’Hermitage en 1408”, BEC, 142.2 (1984), pp.255- 
69, p.267, Kaminsky, “Estate, Nobility, and Exhibition of Estate”, pp.706-8.
74 Baumgartner, “Fiction and History”, p. 187.
75 Les Gestes des Chiprois: recueil de chroniques franqaises ecrites en Orient au XIIF et XIVs siecles, 
ed. G. Raynaud, Societe de l’Orient latin, J.G. Fick, Geneva, 1887, p.14.
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career more broadly.76 Nonetheless, the temporal distance between the Lusignan 
crusade narrative and the RM s  early readers allowed Jean d’Arras to “offer an 
idealized narration of the foundation of an historical realm”. While the long distant 
past evoked “the time of foundations myths”, the geographic distance of the ‘East’ 
also allowed the mythical Lusignan sons a safely ‘other’ arena in which to prove their 
valour through Christian conquest and territorial expansion.77 By proclaiming his 
descent from Melusine, Berry could thus associate himself with the past fame of the 
Lusignan crusaders whose history remained at the forefront of late medieval noble 
culture. Moreover, the veneer of historicity applied to the conquest of Cyprus and 
Armenia in turn validated the Lusignan acquisition of Luxembourg and Bohemia;78 
since Berry’s descent from these houses was uncontested, the crusade narratives thus 
further supported the duke’s ancestral claims.
Berry’s patronage of crusading themes in the RM  may also reflect Valois political 
tradition as well as a means of safeguarding his territorial claim to Lusignan. The 
Cypriot Pierre de Lusignan was welcomed by Valois rulers in 1363-1364, when he 
received promises of aid from Jean le Bon and enjoyed the hospitality of Berry and his 
brothers at Calais.79 Returning home after Charles V’s coronation in 1364, Pierre soon 
thereafter enjoyed success in Alexandria, but was unable to further his ambitions in 
the east before his murder in 1369.80 By the 1390s, the plight of Lusignan Leon 
d’Armenie had attracted western attention, and was memorialised in the Melior tale in 
the RM. After his removal from the Armenian throne in 1375, Leon had been held 
captive by the Emir of Alep until ransomed by the rulers of Aragon and Castile in 
1382. After receiving a pension from the French court in 1384, Leon persistently 
urged reconciliation between England and France in order to elicit support for his 
restoration in Armenia. However, he died three months after the completion of the RM
76 Baumgartner, “History and Fiction”, p. 189. For details of Guy’s career, see also P.W. Edbury, The 
Conquest o f Jerusalem and the Third Crusade. Sources in translation, Scolar Press, Aldershot, 1996, 
Part II and S. Runciman, A History o f the Crusades, vols. 2-3, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1952-54.
77 Baumgartner, “History and Fiction”, pp. 188-9.
78 Gaullier-Bougassas, La Tentation de TOrient, p.321.
79 Jean Froissart, Chroniques. Livre I, Le manuscrit d ’Amiens: Bibliotheque municipale no.486, ed. 
G.T. Diller, 5 vols., Librairie Droz, Geneva, 1992-93, III, p.286.
80 P.W. Edbury, “The Crusading Policy of King Peter I of Cyprus” in his Kingdoms o f the Crusaders: 
From Jerusalem to Cyprus, Ashgate Variorum, Aldershot, 1999, Ch. XII (orig. pub. in P.M. Holt (ed.), 
The Eastern Mediterranean Lands in the Period o f the Crusades, Aris and Phillips, Wanninster, 1977); 
see also Edbury, “The Murder of King Peter I”, pp.219-33.
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in 1393. The Melior episode in the RM  prophesies the eventual loss of the realm by 
the ninth-generation Lusignan king who would bear the “nom de beste mue” (305), an 
allusion to Leon. Harf-Lancner suggests that Melior’s prophecy justified the present 
demise of the Armenian branch of the Lusignans in order to presage the advent of a 
more successful Lusignan lineage. She also proposes that the Palestine tale, which 
remains unfinished in the RM, perhaps alluded to the prospect of the future recovery 
of the Promised Land by Leon or one of his kin.82 In this way, the RM  offered Berry a 
means of publicly expressing his support for contemporary crusading ideals embodied 
by Leon d’Armenie without having to take up arms himself. By implicitly espousing 
Leon’s goals in the RM, Berry thus maintained Valois tradition while simultaneously 
countering the potential claims of the erstwhile Armenian king to his ancestral 
heritage in Poitou.84
Melusine’s territorial expansion and architectural construction comprise a third strand 
of the RM which expresses Berry’s concerns to promote himself as a great and 
powerful lord. Bound up with Melusine’s acquisition and development of land are 
concerns with legitimacy and enduring power, themes which resonate throughout the 
building work sponsored by Berry himself. He deployed what Autrand hypothesises 
was “une politique deliberee de constructions et aussi d’une esthetique du pouvoir” as 
a means of establishing and consolidating his authority.86 I suggest that the RM 
provided the duke with a literary opportunity for advancing such ambitions 
vicariously through the figure of the fairy Melusine.
81 Jean Dardel, Chronique d ’Armenie in Recueil des historiens des croisades. Documents Armeniens, II, 
Imprimerie nationale, Paris, 1906, esp. pp.66-109, Chronique du religieux de Saint-Denys, ed. 
Bellaguet, T.I, pp.321-7, 419-29, 737, Jean Froissart, Oeuvres de Froissart. Chroniques, ed. K. de 
Lettenhove, 29 vols., Biblio Verlag, Osnabrück, 1967 (Brussels 1867-77), XIV, pp.386-7, Palmer, 
England, France and Christendom, p.190-1, 199.
82 Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, p. 170. See also Gaullier-Bougassas, La Tentation de 
l ’Orient, p.316.
83 On Berry’s lack of military zeal, see Lehoux, Jean de France, II, p. 189, n.2, and Gaullier-Bougassas, 
La Tentation de l ’Orient, p.295.
84 The last Poitevin lord of Lusignan had died in 1308, and it is unknown whether Leon actually 
contested the duke’s rights to Lusignan; nonetheless Maddox is probably right to imply that his 
presence may have troubled the duke’s security regarding his hold over the seigneury (Painter, “The 
Lords of Lusignan”, p.45, Maddox, “Configuring the Epilogue”, p.277).
85 On Berry’s building work, see Autrand, Jean de Berry, pp.355ff, Meiss, French Painting, I, pp.36- 
40, and T. Rapin, “La maitrise d’ouvrage de Jean de France, due de Berry (1340-1416). Reconstitution 
et analyse critique d’une documentation dispersee”, Tabularia « Etudes », 6 (2006), pp.33-73. For a 
colourful account of Berry’s cultural interests, including Lusignan, in English, see J.H. Wylie, The 
Reign o f Henry the fifth, 3 vols., Greenwood Press, New York, 1968 (Cambridge, 1929), II, pp.391-447 
(caution is required when consulting Wylie’s descriptions).
86 Autrand, Jean de Berry, p.356.
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Melusine’s territorial acquisition and development fulfils her promise to Raymondin 
that she would make him “‘le plus scignoury et le plus grant qui oncques feust en 
[son] lignaige’” (26), and she repeatedly expresses concern for the legal and social 
legitimacy of their holdings. This concern is evident in her early advice to 
Raymondin. Having explained that after he has won from the comte de Poitiers a grant 
of as much land as can be encompassed by a thong made from a hart’s hide, the 
count will waive all rents and feudal obligations, Melusine advises Raymondin, ‘“ de 
ce prennez bonnes lettres et bonne chartre seellee du grant seel de la dicte conte et des 
seaulx des pers du dit pais”’ (31).88 By obtaining documents confirming the grant 
which bear the comital seal, Raymondin will thus ensure that the gift of land will be 
legally recognised throughout Poitou.89
Melusine’s uncertain identity poses a threat to the legitimacy of her union with
Raymondin and their territorial status, particularly after the court learns of the great
expanse of land surrounded by the leather thong. The Poitevin count repeatedly asks
Raymondin about the “lignie” (36, 43) from which his fiancee derives, to which
Raymondin defers a satisfactory response, describing her only as nobly bom and,
significantly, as “ly sourgons de tous mes biens terriens” (44). However, the naming
of the Lusignan fortress is a watershed moment in which, I suggest, Melusine is
accepted into the human realm of the Poitevin court. The count and his retinue are
“tous esbahiz comment si grant ouvraige [the fortress] povoit estre en si pou de temps
faiz ne achevez” (46). When Melusine requests that the count propose a name for the
fortress which would evoke “‘comment eile a este fondee merveilleusemenf ” (46), he
refuses: “‘nous vous disons pour tous, en general, que vous mesmes lui donnez nom,
car il n’a pas en tous nous ensemble tant de sens qu’il a en vous seulemenf ” (47). He
counters her protestations that he is mocking her with the further comment that:
‘puis que vous en avez tant fait que d’avoir assouvy si belle place comme 
ceste qui est pour le present la plus forte et la plus belle que j ’aye veue, 
vous ly devez donner don [read nom] a vostre gre’ (47).
87 Note that the count in the RM is the comte de Poitiers, not the comte de Poitou (the title held by 
Berry) (RM 16 for Aymery’s title). For a comparison of Melusine with Dido, who employed an ox hide 
to measure out land, see Corfis, “Empire and Romance”, pp.565-7, A. Pairet, “Melusine’s Double 
Binds: Foundation, Transgression, and the Genealogical Romance” in K.M. Krause (ed.), Reassessing 
the Heroine in Medieval French Literature, University Press of Florida, Gainesville, 2001, pp. 71-86, 
pp.81-3. I been unable to consult J.-J. Vincensini, “De la fondation de Carthage ä celle de Lusignan: 
engin de femmes vs prouesse des homines”, Seneßance, Magie et Illusion au Moyen Age, 42, 
CUERMA, Aix-en-Provence, 1998, pp.581-600.
88 Concern for the ‘free’ hold of the Lusignan family over its lands is also expressed in a concluding 
episode narrating Geoffroy’s battle with a knight over rent he supposedly owed for the Tour Poitevine, 
part of the Lusignan fortress (RM 294-301).
89 Williams, Defining Dominion, p.32.
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Melusine’s wisdom and her responsibility for the exceptional fortress compel the 
count to acknowledge publicly her superiority, thereby simultaneously accepting her 
as a legitimate participant in Poitevin society.90 Melusine’s decision to name the 
fortress ‘Lusignan’ is subsequently praised by the count for its derivation from her 
own name, itself associated with perpetual marvels (47). Melusine’s construction and 
baptism of Lusignan arguably facilitate her acceptance into Poitevin society.
Once Lusignan legitimacy is assured, acquisition of land and building work continue 
apace to enhance the family’s prestige and power base. After Melusine has sent 
Raymondin to reclaim his heritage in Brittany, declaring ‘“je ne vueil pas que tu 
laisses perdre l’eritaige qui est venuz de par tes ancesseurs’” (48), words perhaps 
evoking Berry’s relationship with Poitou, she develops Lusignan’s town and 
fortifications (66-7). Further, between the births of her children, the fairy “fist faire” 
(78) important regional centres including Vouvant, Mervent, Saint-Maixent, and 
Parthenay. Through his wife’s endeavours, “acquist Remondin tant que, en Bretaigne, 
en Guienne, ne en Gascoingne, n’avoit prince nul, ne homme ... qui ne le ressoignast 
tres fort a courroucier” (79). Thus Raymondin’s acquisition of land was accompanied 
by unparalleled power. Moreover, interspersed between episodes of Lusignan 
crusading is a passage detailing Melusine’s establishment of religious foundations 
across central France: “en ce temps fonda Melusigne Nostre Dame de Lusignen et 
pluseurs abbayes par my la terre de Poictou et renta richement” (145). The Lusignans’ 
expansion of their Christian dynasty in the East is complemented by their mother’s 
pious monumental endowments which enhance the renown of the family in France. 
Throughout the RM, acquisition of land and architectural development contribute 
directly to the prestige and power of the Lusignan family and, by implication, of the 
due de Berry. Territorial development in the RM  also promoted the strength of a 
French dynasty whose foundations in Poitou contrasted with the declining fortunes of 
the English forces in France.91
As Christine de Pizan reveals, Berry’s penchant for “beaulx edefices, dont a fait faire 
maint en son pais, ä Paris et ailleurs”, was widely recognised at the French court. As 
the following discussion suggests, contemporary observers also recognised the
90 See also Müller, “Pour une poetique de la de-nomination”, p.40.
91 Nichols, “Melusine Between Myth and History”, p. 158.
92 De Pisan, Le Livre des fais et bonne meurs, I, pp.142 (for a fuller character assessment, see pp. 141-
4).
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politically charged nature of the duke’s interest in both secular and sacred 
architecture. Exploring how land and architecture, power and status were interwoven 
in Berry’s patronage of building works, I will consider examples from two of the 
duke’s apanages, the county of Poitou and the duchy of Berry. Berry’s construction 
projects in these regions promoted his position as a powerful noble, and thus represent 
materially his elevated social and political status. Just as Melusine’s construction 
work projected the growing status of the Lusignan dynasty through the RM, I suggest 
that Berry’s monumental buildings constituted examples of what Crane refers to as the 
‘performance of self, whereby the duke’s architectural patronage represented an 
extension of how Berry wished to perceive himself and be perceived by others.94
The value Berry placed on his architectural projects in Poitou and Berry is indicated 
by his active role in discussing ideas, plans, and artistic direction with master builders 
and artists including Guy de Dammartin and Andre Beauneveu.95 Following his 
confirmation as comte dc Poitou in 1375, Berry’s development in the region began 
shortly thereafter and continued into the fifteenth century. Following early repairs in 
1378, reconstruction work on Lusignan commenced in late 1386, and the chateau’s 
Tour d’Etampes with its sculpted Melusine figure and ducal arms were completed 
between 1399 and 1402.96 Of particular interest for my discussion is the 
reconstruction of the Palais and Tour Maubergeon in Poitiers in the 1380s.
One of the primary aims of the refurbishment in Poitiers was the elimination of 
evidence of the Plantagenet rule from the Palais, which served as the administrative 
centre of the county. Notably, statuary of Berry, his second wife, and Charles VI and 
Queen Isabeau was installed in the Palais, reminding visitors that political power in 
Poitou derived from the French monarchy.97 After improvements to the Palais had 
been made, the adjoining Tour Maubergeon was redesigned and its construction
93 Kaminsky, “Estate, Nobility, and the Expression of Estate”, pp.702-6, P.S. Lewis, Later Medieval 
France: The Polity, Macmillan, London, 1968, pp. 173-7 and 187, T.N. Bisson, “Medieval Lordship”, 
Speculum, 70.4 (1995), pp.743-59, pp.757-8.
94 S. Crane, The Performance o f Self: Ritual, Clothing, and Identity during the Hundred Years War, 
University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 2002.
95 See for example, Lehoux, Jean de France, I, pp.370-1, II, pp.l 19-21, and notes cited therein; Meiss, 
French Painting, I, pp. 147ff and 292.
96 Lehoux, Jean de France, I, pp.419-20, II, pp.201, 440, and notes cited therein, Rapin, “La maitrise 
d’ouvrage de Jean de France”, p.47, Champeaux and Gauchery, Les travaux d ’arts executes pour Jean 
de France, pp. 17, 60-2.
97 Autrand, Jean de Berry, pp.370ff, Lehoux, Jean de France, II, p. 199, n.7. I have not been able to 
consult L. Magne, Le palais de justice de Poitiers, etude de Fart frangais du XIVs siecle, Librairie 
centrale des Beaux-Arts, Paris, 1904. See Autrand for further details of the refurbishment work.
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executed between 1384 and c. 1389.98 The Tour was a rectangular building with a 
rounded tower on each upper comer. A ring of nineteen statues, sixteen of which 
remain, surrounded the upper buttresses (Fig.2a). In 1441 these statues were described 
by the royal lawyer (later Bishop of Poitiers), Jean Juvenal des Ursins. He observed 
that the late due de Berry
‘fit edifier la tour et tout autour il fit eriger les statues en pierre des sept 
vicomtes et autres grandes seigneuries tenues de ladite tour en foi et 
hommage’.
Such ‘portrait galleries’ of a nobleman’s subjects were usually reserved for popes or 
monarchs, less often for regional overlords. As Autrand suggests, these statues 
commemorate Berry’s recovery of Poitou in the 1370s.100 Indeed, I propose that the 
statuary of Poitevin subjects decorating the Tour Maubergeon symbolically 
acknowledges and affirms Berry’s domination as comital lord of his regional vassals. 
In effect, the Tour makes visible the submission of former partisans of the 
Plantagenets to the French monarchy, here represented by Berry. This hypothesis is 
supported by Berry’s creation of an administrative position, clerk of fiefs in Poitou: 
concurrent with his commission of statuary representing those baronies subject to his 
lordship, Berry thus introduced an administrator to oversee these baronies.101 My 
reading of this monumental architecture as an affirmation of Berry’s political status 
underlines Autrand’s view of the Tour as “le siege et le Symbole du pouvoir feodal de 
Jean de Berry” who, in turn, represented the French crown.102
The monastic chronicler of Saint-Denys observes that Berry was also interested in 
sacred institutions: “II se distinguait entre tous les princes du sang par sa munificence, 
et il dota plusieurs eglises du royaume de reliques et de joyaux enrichis de 
pierreries”.103 An outstanding example of Berry’s patronage of sacred architecture is 
the Sainte-Chapelle and its neighbouring palace at Bourges, built between 1391 and 
1405.104 Berry lavished such resources on the project that the normally critical Saint- 
Denys chronicler was unable to silence his appreciation: “L’architecture de ces deux 
monuments est admirable et fait beaucoup d’honneur ä l’artiste qui les a construits;
98 Autrand, Jean de Berry, pp.373-4, Lehoux, Jean de France, II, p.200, R. Favreau, La Ville de 
Poitiers au Moyen Age: Une capitale regionale, 2 vols., Societe des antiquaires de l’ouest, Poitiers, 
1978,1, pp.27, 61, 213-16.
99 Cited by Autrand, Jean de Berry, p.374 (original source not cited). I have been unable to consult Jean 
Juvenal des Ursins, Les ecrits politiques de Jean Juvenal des Ursins, ed. P.S. Lewis, 3 vols., C. 
Klincksieck, Paris, 1978-92.
100 Autrand, Jean de Berry, p.374.
101 Autrand, Jean de Berry, p.373, Favreau, La Ville de Poitiers, I, p.225.
102 Autrand, Jean de Berry, p.373.
103 Chronique du religieux de Saint-Denys, ed. Bellaguet, T.VI, pp.31-3.
104 Lehoux, Jean de France, II, p.291 and n.5.
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car on ne trouverait nulle part dans le royaume un pared chef-d’oeuvre”.105 However, 
contemporaries recognised that motivations other than pious charity could inform such 
magnificence. As the Saint-Denys monk argues, “en faisant construire ces deux 
edifices avec tant de soin et de depense, il [Berry] n’eüt fintention de rappeler au 
souvenir des habitants du royaume qu’il etait le premier due de Berri”.106 As an 
exhibition of Berry’s esthetique de pouvoir, the chapel was regarded as a cultural 
legacy intended to propel the duke and his political status into the future.107
The Sainte-Chapelle at Bourges and the Tour Maubergeon attached to the Palais de 
Poitiers are two examples from an extensive corpus illustrating Berry’s architectural 
patronage. They demonstrate how construction work provided the duke with a 
material and visible means of asserting his influence in Berry and Poitou. By 
identifying his own power with that of the monarchy in Poitou, and expressing the 
sacred value he invested in Bourges as the capital of his ducal apanage, Berry accrued 
personal power in a period when centralised monarchic control was weakening. I 
propose that such concerns provide a third avenue for understanding Berry’s 
patronage and reception of the RM. As Le Goff influentially argued, Melusine’s role 
in the romance is as defricheusem  Her acquisition and development of land for 
agriculture, pre-modem ‘urbanisation’, and religious foundations directly enhance 
Raymondin’s political status and that of the Lusignan family. Admittedly, after 
Raymondin’s betrayal of Melusine, she condemns the family to a future of decline and 
loss “d’onneur et de heritaige” (258). However, Jean d’Arras does not permit the 
narrative thread projecting the decay of the Poitevin house of Lusignan to continue, 
thus Berry’s prestige by association remains unaffected.110 Moreover, the extinction of 
the Poitevin branch of the Lusignans in 1308 and the imminent demise of Leon 
d ’Armenie’s line opened a narrative space in which Berry could be presented as the 
emerging Lusignan heir.111 When viewed in relation to Berry’s own conscious 
deployment of architecture as a means of promoting a noble self-image, we better 
understand the RARs emphasis on secular and ecclesiastical construction as a
l(b Chronique du religieux de Saint-Denys, ed. Bellaguet, T.VI, p.35. 
inA Chronique du religieux de Saint-Denys, ed. Bellaguet, T.VI, p.35.
107 Autrand, Jean de Berry, p.356 for this terni.
I0X See Marie-Therese Caron’s discussion of this phenomenon in her Noblesse et pouvoir royal en 
France XIIF-XVF siede, Armand Colin, Paris, 1994, pp,143ff. For a brief overview of the 
administrative arrangements in Berry’s apanages, see Lewis, Later Medieval France, pp. 197-8.
109 Le Goff, “Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, esp. p. 600.
110 For discussion of similar instances when Jean d’Arras ‘blocks’ inconvenient narrative paths, see 
Taylor, “Melusine’s Progeny”, pp. 165-81.
111 Harf-Lancner, Le Monde des fees, p.230.
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complementary means not only of highlighting the historical eminence of the 
Lusignan family but, concurrently, adding further lustre to the duke himself.
Fourteenth-century politics, crusade, and architectural construction thus offer 
complementary insights into the motivations surrounding the due de Berry’s patronage 
of the RM in the 1390s. Berry’s involvement in contemporary politics and 
international diplomacy, crusade promotion, and architectural works enable us to trace 
his particular interest in the Lusignan legend to his wish to assert himself as the 
rightful lord of Lusignan and, by association, count of Poitou. As Autrand points out, 
Berry “sut tout au long dc sa carriere utiliser les objets d’art pour porter des messages 
politiques”.112 By forcefully advocating his claims as Valois overlord of Poitou, Berry 
both accrued and reflected prestige by means of his declared descent from Melusine. 
In this way, he promoted French rule over a county which had a long tradition of 
English control and alliances. The RM thus reflects interrelated institutional concerns, 
identified by Shopkow as inherent in dynastic literature, and the duke’s personal 
interests in preventing a rupture between his family and its relatively recently acquired 
land. However, rather than the RM testifying to a contemporary malaise, as suggested 
by Gucrreau-Jalabert, the romance concludes on positive note affirming the rightful 
present and future lordship of Poitou by Berry and his family by virtue of their descent 
from Melusine of Lusignan.113
The L ’A rcheveque fam ily and the Rom an de Parthenay
Guillaume l’Archeveque’s interest in the Melusine legend was similarly coloured by 
territorial concerns, but his concerns were grounded more in fears of dynastic decline 
and local prestige than in defending his claims to the seigneury of Parthenay. The first 
section of this Chapter established the nature of the RP as an ancestral romance 
narrating the history of the Lusignan family from whom Guillaume claimed descent. 
Further exploration of the prefatory and concluding passages will reveal extensive
112 Autrand, Jean de Berry, p.405.
113 Space does not permit a full discussion, but in addition to his romance, Jean de Berry deployed other 
cultural artefacts to promote his lordship over Lusignan, including silverware and gifts depicting a 
winged Melusine, and the Tr'es Riches Heures, whose March illumination famously depicts Melusine 
flying over Lusignan (see Fig.6c). The circulation of such objects among the duke, his peers, and clients 
was an essential way of asserting Berry’s position as the acknowledged lord of Lusignan, the legitimacy 
of which was conversely reinforced by his very deployment of such objects (Autrand, Jean de Berry, 
pp.405, 481, 484; R. Cazelles and J. Rathofer, Illuminations o f Heaven and Earth: The Glories o f the 
Tr'es Riches Heures du Duc de Berry, Flarry N. Abrams, New York, 1988, p.22; M. Camille, ‘“For Our 
Devotion and Pleasure’: The sexual objects of Jean, Duc de Berry”, Art History, 24.2 (2001), pp.169- 
94, esp. pp. 169-70, 181).
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revisions which sharply distinguish the RP from its prose predecessor. I argue that 
vital clues enabling us to identify the key themes underlying the seigneur de 
Parthenay’s patronage of this work are embedded in these highly personalised 
paratextual passages. After elucidating the particular concerns of the prologue and 
epilogue, I shall discuss existing scholarly views on the patronage of the RP, before 
explaining the relevance to the Parthenay lord of the themes highlighted in the 
exordium and conclusion at the turn of the fifteenth century.
Future commemoration of the noble family figures largely in Coudrette’s paratextual 
discourse. As discussed above, the poet’s prologue stresses the imperative for 
noblemen to “faire escripre fistoire” of their heritage “Affin qu’ades en soit memoire” 
(11.45-6). A sign of Guillaume’s attention not only to the current projection of his 
family’s prestigious history, but to its subsequent existence in future memory is his 
instruction to the poet that:
‘... affin qu’il en soit memoire,
Vous mettrez en rime l’istoire ;
Je vueil qu’elle soit rimoye,
Elle en sera plus tost ouye’ (11.79-82)
Guillaume’s preference for verse is interesting in two respects. On the one hand, his 
choice of poetry as the medium for his family tale contradicted contemporary attitudes 
regarding prose as a more implicitly veracious mode of communication than the 
malleable, and hence truthfully-dubious mode of poetry.114 On the other hand, his 
selection of verse is apparently motivated by the thought that the RP would be more 
readily circulated and, pointedly, remembered in a form which encouraged oral 
recitation and aural reception. To paraphrase Spiegel, oral diffusion of a verse 
narrative had the effect of revivifying the past, making it live in the present. As a 
result, “the past and the present become fused” in the audience’s mind as a 
collectively remembered and yet present reality.11:1 In this respect, Guillaume’s request 
for a poetic medium to both facilitate the diffusion of the history and prolong its 
retention in auditors’ memories suggests his perception of the mnemonic value of 
aurally received poetry.116
114 Spiegel, Romancing the Past, pp.55-64.
115 Spiegel, Romancing the Past, p.65 (for quotation), P. Zumthor, Toward a Medieval Poetics, trans. P. 
Bennett, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis and Oxford, 1992, p.267.
116 As Walter Ong observes, “rhythm aids recall”. See Ong’s discussion of orality and mnemonics in 
Orality and Literacy, Ch.3 (quotation p.34).
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Coudrette offers a second clue concerning one of the underlying motives of the RP in 
the epilogue following Geoffroy’s death. An encomium to Thierry de Lusignan, 
progenitor of the Parthenay line, replaces the RAfs  explanation of Berry’s present 
lordship over Lusignan. As befits an illustrious ancestor, Thierry is said to have ruled 
Parthenay “noblement ... vaillanment ... puissanment” (11.6676, 6679-80). The poet 
then explains that, less ideally,
... depuis ce [Thierry’s rule], par manage,
A on party de heritage
Et donne puis qa et puis la ;
Ce qui n’est cy, un aultre l’a (11.6681-4).
The poet thus draws attention to the partitioning of the family patrimony as the result 
of subsequent marriages, the likely historical origins of which will be discussed 
below.
Coudrette reveals further clues concerning the reasons for the seigneur de Parthenay’s 
patronage of the RP when he extols the virtues of his patron’s son, Jean, and daughter- 
in-law, Brunissende. First, as if to reflect the break-up of the family patrimony, the 
poet discloses that Guillaume l’Archeveque died on 17 May 1401 before the 
completion of the RP (11.671 1, 6748-51, 6755).117 His death raises the question as to 
the continued patronage of the romance. While it is uncertain what influence 
Guillaume’s son, Jean, exercised on the commission, it seems safe to suggest that he 
either supported its completion, or that Coudrette presented him with a copy after 
completion, perhaps in anticipation of future patronage. This is suggested by the 
praise lavished on Guillaume and the noble quality of his interment (11.6756-64). We 
learn that Guillaume’s dignified entombment was due to Jean “Qui son devoir bien 
fist adonc ;/ De son pere ... L’obseque grandement fist faire” (11.6789-91). The poet 
continues to admire Jean, lauding his paternal and maternal ancestry. Interestingly, 
Coudrette spends more time honouring Jean’s ancestors, including his father, than 
Jean himself, claiming “On ne doit point, si com je pense,/ Les gens loer en leur 
presence” (11.6903-4). Alluding to Jean’s “noble et gent” estate (1.6914), the poet then 
turns to Jean’s wife, Brunissende de Perigord.
117 B. Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, Lafitte Reprints, Marseilles, 1978 (orig. pub. 
Alphonse Cante, Parthenay, 1897), p. 164.
118 On Jean’s commission of masses for his parents’ souls and subsequent donations made to the 
collegial church of Sainte-Croix in Parthenay where the tombs of Guillaume and his wife remain, see 
J.R. Colle, “Sainte-Croix de Parthenay”, Bulletin de la societe historique et archeologique: les amis des 
Antiquites de Parthenay, 1 (1952), pp.26-36.
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The poet commences by admiring the “noble lignie” from which Brunissende
descends, and extols the fact that the Perigord line is “de telle anciennette/ Et de
memoire si loingtaine/ Qu’el est des le temps Charlemaine” (11.6934, 6936-8). Thus
Brunissende’s lineage contributes favourably to the prestige of the l’Archeveque
family. Coudrette quickly arrives at his key point: noting that the great Charlemagne
had granted her ancestors the county of Perigord, he observes that
N ’oncques depuis ce temps n’ala 
Le noble conte 9a ne la 
Par femme ne par manage.
Tousjours est venu l’eritage 
A hoir masie -  dont c ’est bien fort -  
De la maison de Pierregort (11.6949-54).
Unlike the Parthenay estates, according to Coudrette, the Perigord patrimony has
remained entirely within the agnatic line. The poet then wistfully reveals:
Si prie a Dieu qu’il leur [Jean and Brunissende] doint telle 
Lignie avoir prouchainement 
Qui dure sanz deffinement ...
Douleur seroit se defailloit
Et se d’eulx bon hoir ne sailloit
Pour maintenir la noble ligne
Qui est yssue de Mellusigne (11.6968-70, 6973-6).
Coudrette’s reflections on the family’s future reiterate his wish, expressed earlier, that 
God would favour the continuance of the Parthenay line (11.6693-8). The poet’s 
paratextual passages thus interweave thematic concerns about the future of the 
l’Archeveque-Parthenay lineage with anxiety about the fate of the Parthenay heritage.
I propose that these themes, inherent in much genealogical literature, reflect 
Guillaume’s particular concern to preserve his family’s noble estate. As Kaminsky has 
shown, the integrity of one’s property both directly reflected upon and constituted 
one’s estate and standing; loss of the patrimony would ensure a corresponding loss of 
seigneurial status.119
While scholarship exploring the due de Berry’s motivations for producing the /?Mhas 
been grounded in convincing historical analysis of the personal and political 
circumstances surrounding his commission, explanations for Guillaume 
l’Archeveque’s patronage of the RP remain less persuasive. Perhaps influenced by 
Louis Stouffs early commentary, scholars have traditionally assumed that the RP was 
“composed under English patronage” to reinforce the claims of Guillaume’s 
Plantagenet allies to sovereignty over Poitou after the accession of Henry IV. Two 
passages within the RP have been adduced to support this view: the episode in which
119 Kaminsky, “Estate, Nobility, and the Exhibition of Estate”, pp.698, 702.
120 Stouff, Essai, pp.8-9, Maddox and Sturm-Maddox, “Introduction”, p.3 (for quotation); see also 
Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, pp.27-31.
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a worthy descendant of the legendary Tristan attempts to conquer Mount Canigou to 
win the treasure of Palestine (11.6257-514); and a reference to the earls of Pembroke, 
who were named among the far-flung descendants of Melusine (11.5827-30). As a 
means of contextualising the RP as a tale of chivalric adventure, Coudrette’s reference 
to Arthurian heroes familiar to French and English audiences does not imply a 
necessarily pro-Lancastrian audience. More interesting is the reference to Tristan’s 
descendant as the “bon chevalier d’Engleterre” (1.6440) who fails in his quest to 
conquer Canigou and recover Palestine’s wealth (because he is not of the Lusignan 
line). However, despite the admiration accorded to the English knight in the RP, his
ultimate failure would perhaps have appealed to a French sense of humour around
1 221400, when Lancastrian forces had not yet regained their strength on French soil. 
Although the Pembroke reference perhaps appealed to that particular family, the 
family was not the only line said to derive from Lusignan in the RP; they are also
1 I'Xmentioned in the pro-Valois RM  (294). A personal motivation may have 
underpinned the Pembroke allusion, as Guillaume l’Archeveque fought alongside 
John, second earl of Pembroke (d. 1375), in the 1360s.124 John was also a descendant, 
via his paternal great grand-mother, Isabella, of William of Valence, the son of 
Hugues de Lusignan and Isabella d’Angouleme.125 In this regard, Coudrette’s 
reference to the Pembroke line may represent an acknowledgement of Guillaume’s 
former companion and his connection with Guillaume’s own ancestry. While these 
textual elements of the RP may have resonated with an English audience, they are not 
convincing grounds for arguing that the romance was conceived as pro-Lancastrian 
propaganda.
In addition to citing the passages discussed above, conventional assumptions about the 
patronage of the RP have relied on the erroneous supposition that Guillaume was an 
English partisan at the turn of the century. To my knowledge, only two scholars have 
questioned this view. Before considering these alternative perspectives, it will be
121 Stouff, Essai, p.9, Couldrctte, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, p.29. Coudrette’s reference 
to the earl of Salisbury (1.108) is also cited by these authors, but as Jean d’Arras also names him as a 
source for the RM, the earl’s presence in the RP is not convincing evidence for l’Archeveque’s "pro- 
Lancastrian’ inclinations.
122 On this passage, see also Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, p.62.
123 Other branches of Lusignan family mentioned are the Navarese kings, and lines of the family are 
reportedly based in Ireland, as well as “mainte autre contree” (11.6851-63).
124 Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, p. 148.
125 Cockayne, The Complete Peerage, X, pp.377-94.
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useful to explore the l’Archeveques’ complex political position in order to identify 
where the family’s allegiances lay at the end of the fourteenth century.
When the RP was commissioned around 1400, Guillaume l’Archeveque and his son, 
Jean, were the last male members of the older branch of the Parthenay family which 
had been founded in the tenth century.126 The Parthenay family acquired baronial 
status, becoming wealthy and influential lords who were closely connected at different 
times with the powerful counts of Anjou and Poitou. They were thus involved in the 
constant conflict between Plantagenet and Capetian kings for control of Aquitaine, 
frequently changing allegiances to suit their circumstances. Adopting the name 
“l’Archeveque” in the twelfth century, the family had twice intermarried with the 
Lusignans by the mid-thirteenth century. The second of these alliances, between 
Hugues II l’Archeveque and Valence de Lusignan, heiress and niece to the infamous 
Geoffrey II de Lusignan c.1245, brought to the Parthenay domains the significant 
Lusignan lands of Vouvant and Mervent.127 According to Sidney Painter, “In the 
thirteenth century several fortunate marriages made the house of Parthenay the most 
powerful family in Poitou after the viscounts of Thouars”. George Beech later 
ascribed the l’Archeveques’ power to their centralised accretion of lands around
129Parthenay, rather than acquiring domains dispersed across the region.
From around the mid-thirteenth century until the Treaty of Bretigny in 1360, the 
Parthenay lords had served the Capetian and Valois kings continuously.130 
Guillaume’s father, Jean I l’Archeveque, was among the knights captured with Jean le 
Bon at Poitiers in 1356, and he died in 1358 after his release.131 Shortly after his 
accession to the seigneury, Guillaume was entrusted by the captive king and the 
dauphin Charles as a commissaire and lieutenant-general in Poitou with responsibility 
for raising ransom funds, and securing and supplying Poitou, Touraine, and the
126 For the following details on Guillaume’s ancestors, see Beech, A Rural Society in Medieval France, 
pp.42-50, Painter, “Castellans of the Plain of Poitou”, pp.248-9, 253-4, 257, Ledain, Histoire de la ville 
de Parthenay, Ch.3.
127 Ledain, Histoire de la ville de Parthenay, pp. 134-5, S. Painter, “The Houses of Lusignan and 
Chätellerault 1 150-1250”, Speculum, 30.3 (1955), pp.374-84, esp. pp.377, 384, Capitaine Aguillon, 
“Les appartenances et dependances des Seigneurs de Parthenay en dehors de leurs domaines de 
Gätine”, Bulletin de la societe historique et archeologique: les amis des Antiquites de Parthenay, 10 
(1961), pp.41-6, p.42. App. I, Table 3, a genealogical table of the l’Archeveque family notes that 
Hugues III married Valence. The GeneaNet source from which this table was extracted is incorrect 
(GeneaNet, <www://geneanet.org>, viewed 21 Nov. 2008. Caution is required when using this source).
128 Painter, “Castellans of the Plain of Poitou”, p.254.
129 Beech, A Rural Society in Medieval France, p.69.
130 Ledain, Histoire de la ville de Parthenay, p. 131.
131 Ledain, Histoire de la ville de Parthenay, pp. 174-5.
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132 . . _Saintongeais in 1358-1359. However, along with many Poitevin lords, he submitted 
to the terms of the Bretigny treaty and tendered his fealty to the Black Prince in 
1363. Guillaume’s high standing among the English leadership is indicated by at 
least three key appointments: in 1370 Prince Edward appointed Guillaume as a 
Governor of Poitou, a position which was re-affirmed by John of Gaunt, the Duke of 
Lancaster, the following year;134 in April 1372 Guillaume was appointed as a judicial 
member of Edward Ill’s Court of Sovereignty of Aquitaine, and as one of four
I T C
baronial governors of Poitou in Gaunt’s absence. ' Following the English crown’s 
failure to send assistance to its Poitevin allies besieged at Thouars in November 1372, 
Guillaume was one of the staunchest opponents of the Treaty of Surgere’s terms that 
they surrender.1’6 Nonetheless, Guillaume did surrender, swearing an oath of fidelity 
to Charles V on 12 December 1372. He was rewarded by the complete restoration of 
his Parthenay estates, and was accorded additional lands near La Rochelle in lieu of 
monies owed to him from the previous reign.137 Perhaps an indication of the value of 
Parthenay for the French crown, Charles also assumed responsibility for payment of 
rents owed by Guillaume to the comte d’Harcourt. As an expression of their loss 
and anger at Guillaume’s defection, English partisans responded to this event by
139torching the Parthenay lands.
Chroniclers and contemporary records demonstrate that from the end of 1372 until his 
death in 1401, Guillaume l’Archeveque remained a loyal servant to the French crown 
and was one of the due de Berry’s trusted Poitevin advisors. In 1373 he contributed to 
the ‘liberation’ of Poitou by participating in the sieges of Roche-sur-Yon, and in 1375 
was present at the battle for Cognac.140 According to the enthusiastic Chronique des
132 Lehoux, Jean de France, I, p. 114, n.l, Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, p. 145. 
Although favourably disposed towards Guillaume VII and Jean II 1’Archeveque, Ledain’s account has 
been invaluable for the present discussion.
133 Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, pp. 146-7, L. Cogny, “Une histoire de famille (1012- 
1427)” in Le chateau des seigneurs de Parthenay, Association Parthenay-Remparts, Musee et service 
patrimoine de la ville de Parthenay, 1992, pp.23-38, pp.32-3.
134 Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, pp. 149-50.
135 G. Pepin, “Towards a new assessment of the Black Prince’s principality of Aquitaine: a study of the 
last years (1369-1372)”, Nottingham Medieval Studies, 50 (2006), pp.59-114, pp.95-6; also Froissart, 
Chroniques, ed. Diller, IV, p. 157. I thank Christopher Allmand and Guillaume Pepin for forwarding me 
a pre-publication copy of Pepin’s “Towards a new assessment”.
136 Froissart, Chroniques, ed. Luce et al, VIII, pp.99-101.
137 Lehoux, Jean de France, I, pp.298 and n.4, 299 and nn.3-4. Chancery registers indicate that 
Guillaume signed a separate personal treaty of surrender and homage, although this appears no longer 
to exist (Guerin, Recueil, IV (1369-1376), in AHP, 19 (1888), p.190, n.l).
138 Guerin, Recueil, IV (1369-1376),in AHP, 19 (1888), pp.206-9.
139 Froissart, Chroniques, ed. Luce et al, VIII, p.104.
140 Lehoux, Jean de France, I, p.313 and n.4, Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, p. 156.
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quatre premiers Valois, he and Louis d’Harcourt recovered four hundred fortresses in 
this period.141 In 1374 Berry sent Parthenay to Paris to negotiate with Charles V for 
funds to enable the duke to ransom the English prisoners (discussed earlier), and 
entrusted him to present the king with a book of hours as enticement. Charles 
subsequently lent Parthenay six thousand francs d ’or, most of which was then lent to 
Berry for the said ransoms.142 Berry and his vassal appear to have enjoyed an 
amicable relationship, for in July 1375 Guillaume sent the duke four hounds, in return 
for which the duke presented him with four sparrowhawks.143 Two years later, 
Guillaume was among the counsellors attending Berry when he arbitrated a dispute 
concerning the captaincy of Chauvigny.144 In 1384 Guillaume and the lord of Thors 
were appointed to oversee the execution of peace in the Poitevin region following the 
establishment of a truce with England, but in 1385 he was forced to call on the king 
for aid to halt the ravages of Anglo-Gascon brigands: Guillaume then accompanied 
Louis, due de Bourbon who was entrusted to suppress this conflict.145 Although 
Guillaume’s military and political activity thereafter is less well documented, he is 
thought to have joined crusaders in their 1396 expedition to the Danube in what may 
have been his second crusading adventure.146 Further, between 1396 and 1400, he was 
involved in a dispute with Guy d’Argenton about his rights as castellan over 
Lairegondeau in the Gätine, a dispute he won when d’Argenton renounced his 
claim.147 Throughout the last quarter of the fourteenth century, he continued to receive 
aveux from vassals proclaiming fealty and homage in acknowledgement of their 
tenure of castellanies, most frequently from Mervent and Secondigny.14*
This summary account of the seigneur de Parthenay’s life casts strong doubt upon 
assumptions that Guillaume actively promoted the Lancastrian cause in France at the
141 Chronique des quatre premiers Valois (1327-1393), ed. S. Luce, SHF, Jules Renouard, Paris, 1862, 
p.244.
142 Lehoux, Jean de France, I, p.337 and nn.2-3, 5, p.343 and n.6.
143 Lehoux, Jean de France, I, p.369, n. 1.
144 Lehoux, Jean de France, I, p.394, n.8.
145 Guerin, Recueil, V (1376-1390), in AIIP, 21 (1891), p.271, n.l, Ledain, La Gätine historique et 
monumentale, pp. 157-8, P. Marchegay, Notice sur les FArcheveque, anciens seigneurs de Parthenay, 
Extrait de la troisieme livraison de la Revue historique de la noblesse, n.p., n.d., pp.1-50, pp.41-2 [BNF, 
Tolbiac, 8-Z-9826 (15)].
146 Guillaume’s first crusade voyage may have occurred c.1361-63, as he only paid homage to the Black 
Prince in person in 1363, three years after the Bretigny treaty had been signed (Ledain, Histoire de la 
vide de Parthenay, p. 197, Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, p.146, Cogny, “Une histoire 
de famille (1012-1427)”, pp.32-3).
147 Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, p. 159.
I4X For example, AD de Vienne, C511, Liasse (L.) 26, Arus de Velnyie (?) for Mervent in 1379; C497, 
L.17, Raymon Dize for Secondigny in 1387; C494, L.l, Chalot des Prez, for Secondigny, 1395. Many 
more examples could be adduced from the Hasses in these series.
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end of the fourteenth century. However, it must be acknowledged that his extensive 
involvement with English nobles in France probably offered many opportunities for 
cultural exchange.149 Thus while Morris may be justified in suggesting that Guillaume 
introduced the legend to English forces, his assertion that Guillaume continued to 
promote English claims to Poitou after 1372 is less credible.150 As Harf-Lancner 
contends strongly, “A propos des sires de Parthenay, il est impossible de faire du 
roman de Coudrette un roman pro-anglais”.151
If Guillaume did not seek to defend English territorial interests, why then might the 
Melusine legend have appealed to him around 1400? Harf-Lancner suggests that the 
seigneur de Parthenay’s patronage of the RP was inspired by a desire to compliment 
the due de Berry by imitating his cultural example.1^ 2 Such a hypothesis is plausible, 
but ultimately unverifiable. Berry is known to have visited Parthenay in October 
1400.153 We can only speculate whether the men discussed the legend in which they 
were both interested, and whether it was around this time that Berry offered his library 
in the Tour Maubergeon, mentioned by Coudrette, as a repository of sources for a new 
redaction (11.101-5).
Prof. Morris has proposed an alternate hypothesis concerning Guillaume’s patronage 
of the work, one which takes into account his return to French allegiance. He suggests 
that, having witnessed the confiscation of his properties for the crime of lese majeste 
and their subsequent endowment to loyal French subjects in the later 1360s, 
Guillaume felt that “sa souverainete sur ses propres territoires etait menacee”: the RP 
“constituait done une tentative expresse de la part de Guillaume de Parthenay pour 
renforcer son emprise sur ses propres territoires.”154 From June 1369 Charles V did 
indeed confiscate large portions of the duchy of Guyenne as part of his re-opening of 
hostilities with England, and Guillaume’s estates were among two hundred and fifty
149 Bennett, “France in England: Anglo-French Culture in the Reign of Edward III”.
150 Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, pp.27-8, and Morris, “Les origines de la 
legende de Melusine”, p. 17. Morris has elsewhere suggested that “The political motive for 
[Guillaume’s] version seems to be that of establishing the claim of the Larcheveques as the true 
descendants of the Lusignans and rightful claimants of Poitou” (“The Romance o f Melusine and the 
Sacralization of Secular Power”, Postscript: Publication o f the Philological Association o f the 
Carolinas, 14 (1997), pp.57-68, p.65). In view of the foregoing discussion, this seems unlikely.
151 Harf-Lancner, “Litterature et politique”, p.166, n.18.
152 Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. Harf-Lancner, p.31, Harf-Lancner, Le Monde des fees, p.237.
153 Lehoux, Jean de France, II, pp. 438, n.2, 440.
154 Morris, “Les origines de la legende de Melusine”, p. 18. For discussion of the concept of lese majeste 
in this period, see S.H. Cuttler, The Law o f Treason and Treason Trials in Later Medieval France, 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1981.
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sequestrated and redistributed parcels of land. However, the king frequently included 
in the legal documents awarding lands to loyal subjects disclaimers to the effect that 
should the traitor whose lands he was gifting return to French allegiance, the lands 
would be restored to the newly returned French subject.155 In the case of the donation 
of a parcel of l’Archeveque’s land to Guillaume Gouffier in June 1369, one such 
disclaimer proclaimed that the gift would be nullified if Parthenay ‘“ ou sa fame venist 
a nostre dite obeisance pour quoy de nostre commandement le dit chastel leur fust 
renduz’”.156 As noted above, when Guillaume accepted the Treaty of Loudun in 
December 1372, his lands were restored to him in full.1 >7 In 1375 he received a further 
full pardon, including restoration of lands and legal rights from the due de Berry as the 
comte de Poitou, Parthenay’s immediate overlord.158
In view of Parthenay’s subsequent fidelity to the French crown, there does not seem to 
have been an obvious or immediate political cause for Guillaume to fear the 
appropriation of his domains. Furthermore, his independent actions in relation to the 
crown also suggest his secure position in this regard. In November 1390 the due de 
Berry’s son, the comte de Montpensier, issued a levy for aides from Poitou, the 
declaration of which was witnessed by Parthenay.159 Among the extant accounts from 
this levy are records of expenses noting that Parthenay “ne vouloit lesser lever [the 
aide] sur ses hommes” until he was assured in May 1391 that the vicomte de Thouars 
had also consented to extract the tax from his estates.160 As a nobleman, Parthenay 
may have wished to avoid losing face by contributing to the tax: if his social superior, 
the vicomte de Thouars, was contributing, then Parthenay could deign to contribute as 
well. Guillaume’s solicitude for his seigneurial rights may also explain a royal 
acknowledgement that the crown’s intervention in a judicial matter concerning 
prisoners held in Parthenay prisons in 1385 would not bring “aucun prejudice au dit
155 Cuttler, The Law o f Treason, pp.173-5, J. Hoareau-Dodineau and P. Texier, “Loyaulte et trahison 
dans les actes poitevins du Tresor des Chartes” in La ‘France anglaise’ au Moyen Age: Actes du 11 l e 
congres national des societes savante (Poitiers 1986), Editions du Comite des travaux historiques et 
scientifiques, Paris, 1988, pp. 139-58, pp. 155-7.
156 AN JJ 100, 58r, no. 197 cited in Hoareau-Dodineau and Texier, “Loyaulte et trahison”, p. 157.
157 Ledain, La Gdtine historique et monumentale, p. 154
l5X BN ms fr.9811, 5r. This document states that the “villes et chastellenies de Partenay, de 
Chastellaillon, de Vouent, de Moment [Mervent], et en leurs ressors et de chascun deulx et es aucuns 
autres fiefs et arrierefiefs justices et juriditions dudit seigneur de Partenay”, in Poitou, Saintonge and 
elsewhere, are to be given “auoir tenir, possider et exploictier par le dit sire de Partenay et par les siens 
perpetuellement et a plain droit” [punctuation and capitalisation added],
159 Compte d ’une aide de dix mille livres octroiee au comte de Montpensier en novemhre M.CCC.XC 
par les bonnes villes de Poitou, ed. B. Fillon, Fontenay, 1848, p.4.
160 Compte d ’une aide, ed. Fillon, p. 14.
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sire de Partenay, ä sa jurisdiction et justice”.161 These incidents imply Parthenay’s 
concern to maintain seigneurial status: his resistance to the aide collector and the 
apparent respect in which he was held by the crown each belie Morris’ notion that he 
had reason to fear loss of sovereignty over his own territories.
An exploration of the dynastic circumstances confronting the Parthenay family around 
1400 suggests that Coudrette’s repeated expressions for the preservation of the 
Parthenay line and its patrimony may reflect Guillaume l’Archeveque’s anxiety about 
the future of his lineage and its place in the region’s collective memory. Between 
1347 and 1349 Guillaume had married Jeanne de Mathefelon, a descendant of the 
royal Dreux lineage, with whom he had two daughters, Marie and Jeanne (whom 
Coudrette fails to mention), as well as Jean.162 Around 1379 Marie married the comte 
de Tonnerre, while Jean married Brunissende de Perigord c. 1385. By 1389 Jean and 
Brunissende had not produced any heirs; for reasons to be discussed shortly, nor did 
they seem likely to. Thus, when a contract was prepared in 1389 for the marriage 
between Jeanne and Guillaume d’Harcourt, vicomte de Melun, comte de Tancarville, 
and chamberlain to Charles VI, the seigneur de Parthenay inserted clauses regarding 
the disposal of his estates into the marriage conventions. These stipulated that the 
Parthenay domains were to be divided equally between his two daughters unless Jean 
subsequently produced an heir. Should Jean and Brunissende have a son, then Marie 
and Jeanne would receive alternative compensation. Among the witnesses to the 
contract signed in September 1389 was the due dc Berry.163
During the tenth and eleventh centuries, inheritance of the Parthenay domains was 
structured along the principles of droit de viage et de retour, although Painter suggests 
that the simpler form of primogeniture may have been adopted in the 1100s.164 
According to the Vieux Coustumier de Poitou, drawn up in Parthenay in 1417, along 
with “le principal chastel ou hostel ... avec ses appartenances de vergiers et clousures
161 Guerin, Recueil, V (1376-1390), in AHP, 21 (1891), p.276.
163 See App.I, Table 3 for a genealogical table of the L’Archeveque-Parthenay house.
163 For the details above, Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, pp. 156-7, 159, 164, 167; 
Marchegay, Notice sur les I ’Archeveque, pp.43-4. This arrangement had implications for the sisters and 
their descendants, some of whom will be discussed in Chapter Six.
164 Droit de viage et de retour was a mode of inheritance whereby after the bulk of the estates passed to 
the eldest son; on his death they would then pass through the hands of his brothers until, his youngest 
brother dying, the lands would return to the eldest son of the previous generation of heirs (Beech, A 
Rural Society in Medieval France, p.51, Cogny, “Une histoire de famille (1012-1427)”, p.23, R. Hajdu, 
“Family and Feudal Ties in Poitou, 1100-1300”, Journal o f Interdisciplinary History, 8.1 (1977), 
pp.l 17-39, pp. 124-5, Painter, “Castellans of the Plain of Poitou”, p.249).
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anciennes”, the eldest Parthenay son could inherit “les deux tiers de sourplus de toutes 
les tcrres et revenues nobles” belonging to the family in the Gätine. The younger sons 
and daughters were only able to inherit “la tierce partie ä diviser esgaument entre 
eulx”.165 This system whereby the patrimonial estates were divided into two-thirds for 
the male heir, the remaining third being shared by the other children, helps to explain 
Coudrette’s observation about the partitioning and shrinking of the Parthenay heritage 
mentioned above. Guillaume’s decision to diverge from conventional practices of 
inheritance represents one of several means employed by later medieval families 
facing the extinction of the male line to retain the patrimony within at least the female 
line of the family.166
Guillaume’s anxiety about Jean’s lack of an heir and the fate of the Parthenay heritage 
are likely to have grown in the 1390s as he witnessed a growing discord between his 
son and daughter-in-law. In July 1417 Brunissende petitioned the Parlement for a 
separation and subsistence pension from Jean on the grounds of what we would term 
physical and psychological abuse.167 In her testimony, Brunissende claimed that once 
she and Jean were married,
le sire de Partenay [Jean] promena ladicte dame en plusieurs places et lieux 
et tenoit ladite dame enfermee ou il la traitoit assez estrangement en la 
faisant agenoiller et baiser la terre ou il marchoit. Et apres la mort du pere 
dudit seigneur de Partenay fu emenee ou chastel de Partenay ou eile fut 
traictee plus durement que paravant.168
Jean’s subsequent treatment of Brunissende allegedly included virtual imprisonment, 
restricting her visitors to people aged over forty years, and consistently spying on her 
actions. Moreover, Jean is said to have placed “son espce a la gorge” of Brunissende, 
and “menacee pluseurs foiz de la faire morir”.169 The antipathy between the couple 
evident before Guillaume’s death is not likely to have inspired him with hope for an 
heir as the result of natural affection.
165 Le Vieux coustumier de Poictou, Editions Tardy, Bourges, 1956, Art. 576, pp.204-5.1 cannot go into 
detail here, but the contents of the custumal may have been shaped by the contemporary conflict 
suffered by the region’s inhabitants arising from Jean l’Archeveque’s support for Burgundy during the 
Armagnac-Burgundian crisis.
166 M. Nassiet, “Parente et successions dynastiques au 14e et 15e siecles”, Annales. Histoire, Sciences 
Sociales, 50.3 (1995), pp.621-44.
167 For separation suits on the grounds of cruelty in medieval England, see R.H. Helmholz, Marriage 
Litigation in Medieval England, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1974, pp. 100-7.
168 AN, XIA 4791, 273v [punctuation and capitalisation added]. See also E. Cosneau, Le connetable de 
Richemont (Artur de Bretagne) (1393-1458), Hachette, Paris, 1886, pp.485-7 for partial transcriptions 
of these court registers.
169 AN, XIA 4791, 277r-279r, here 278r.
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It appears that the dissension between Jean and Brunissende was exacerbated before 
Guillaume’s death in 1401 by political events in the Perigord region, where 
Brunissende’s father and, from his death in 1397, brother were comtes de Perigord. 
Archambaud V and his son were involved in a longstanding feud against the town of 
Perigueux, which was loyal to the French crown. Archambaud V evaded capture until 
his death in early 1397, prior to which he appears to have passed the government of 
his city of refuge, Montignac, to Brunissende. Following a two-month long siege in 
1398, Archambaud VI was captured with his sister by Boucicaut, before being sent to 
Charles VI. Thanks to the intervention of Jean de Berry, Archambaud and, 
presumably, Brunissende were pardoned in 1399.171 However, as a result of the 
family’s rebellion, the confiscated Perigord lands were subsequently gifted to Louis, 
due d’Orleans.172 Unfortunately for the l’Archeveque family, parcels of the comital 
estates had formed part of Brunissende’s dowry.173 The loss of these lands evidently 
annoyed Jean for, in his own testimony tendered to the Parlement in 1417, “il dit 
quelle na rien eu de Pericgort et quant eile vint eile vint petitement ordonnee”. Since 
“eile na point de patrimoine”, Jean had decided to support Brunissende no longer: “a 
femme qui naporte point de dot le mary ne lui est tenuz de la soustenir”, a statement 
which eloquently expresses Jean’s depth of affection for his wife.174 Nonetheless, a 
subsequent petition made by Brunissende to the Parlement in 1423 suggests that, at 
some stage, she won her suit for maintenance. 75
It is thus in the context of the declining relations between Jean and Brunissende that I 
propose we consider Guillaume l’Archeveque’s patronage of the RP. Coudrette’s 
work is distinguished from the RM in part by its personalised prologue and epilogue 
which emphasise three themes: the importance of prolonging the memory of great 
families’ heritage; hopes for a future Parthenay heir; and the continued integrity of the 
Parthenay estates. Aware of the antipathy between Jean and Brunissende, Guillaume 
faced the prospect of the imminent extinction of the l’Archeveque line, one which 
echoed the decline of the Lusignan family prophesied by Melusine (11.3965-84). A
170 Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, p. 167, L. Dessalles, Histoire du Perigord, 3 vols., R. 
Delage and D. Joucla, Perigueux, 1885, II, p.355, n.l.
171 Le Livre des fais du bon messire Jehan le Maingre, dit Bouciquaut, mareschal de France et 
gouverneur de Jennes, ed. D. Lalande, Droz, Geneva, 1985, pp. 129-32 and notes, Dessalles, LIistoire du 
Perigord, II, pp.378-85, Caron, Noblesse et pouvoir royal, p. 167.
172 Caron, Noblesse et pouvoir royal, p. 167, Cuttler, The Law o f Treason, p. 125.
173 Ledain, La Gätine historique et monumentale, p. 167. This historical detail counters Coudrette’s 
optimistic vision of the integrity of the county of Perigord.
174 AN, X1A 4791, 277v.
175 See AN, XIA 9197, 192r (29 April 1423); 221v-223v(l July 1423).
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necessary consequence of his family’s extinction would be the division of the 
Parthenay estates and their entailment away from the agnatic l’Archevcque line which 
had controlled the domains for over three hundred years.
Within this framework, Guillaume could value the Melusine legend as a cultural 
vehicle for both expressing and perpetuating various facets of the family’s identity. 
First, Guillaume is portrayed as the wise nobleman who, conscious of the ephemeral 
nature of family repute, recognises the importance of knowing and preserving his 
family’s ancestry. Simultaneously, his commission of the RP ensures that his family’s 
reputation is preserved and enhanced in the history of the illustrious foundation of 
Lusignan from which the Parthenays derived their lands and, consequently, their 
status. Guillaume also recognised that the future reputation of the l’Archeveque- 
Parthenay house was entwined with his and his male heirs’ seigneurial control over 
their heritage, the continuity of which was far from assured in 1400-1. The RP can 
thus be read as a reflection of an imminent disjunction in a baronial family’s fortunes. 
In an age when name, estate, and nobility were closely entwined principles 
contributing to seigneurial identity, Guillaume perhaps feared that the disappearance 
of the family line would result in the fading of Parthenay glory from future memory, 
thereby simultaneously erasing his family’s identity and history from the social 
memory of medieval Poitou and the Gätinais. In this regard, I argue that the RP was 
commissioned by Guillaume l’Archeveque not to promote Lancastrian claims to 
Poitevin lands, but rather, as with so many dynastic histories in the Middle Ages, to 
testify to and protest against a contemporary crisis: the foreseeable extinction of an 
ancient baronial family and its identity.
Conclusion
As the prefatory and concluding passages of the /?A/and RP illustrate, these romances 
were conceived within an established framework of ancestral history for Jean, due de 
Berry and Guillaume l’Archeveque. In the absence of the presentation manuscripts 
produced for these men and their families, these passages raise issues enabling the 
modem scholar to explore the circumstances surrounding each man’s interest in the 
romances and their reasons for commissioning the works when they did. Within the 
context of dynastic literature, it is unsurprising that by positing the descent of the 
patrons from Melusine and the Lusignan family, each romance asserts the legitimate 
control of Berry over Lusignan (read: Poitou) and l’Archeveque over Parthenay.
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Further, the RM  and RP each advocate the perpetual possession of these territories into 
the future by Berry, Parthenay, and their heirs. However, the reasons for 
commissioning works which promoted these claims varied markedly for each patron. 
As this study discussed, Berry was concerned to proclaim his right and that of his 
heirs to Poitou in opposition to English diplomatic demands. I argue that the work also 
reflects Berry’s constant efforts to create a heightened image of himself as an 
influential nobleman. While Guillaume l’Archeveque was also concerned to project 
his noble status, his more immediate anxieties were to ensure the preservation of his 
family line and its seigneurial status through the retention of its patrimony among 
male descendants. Implicitly acknowledging that the continued existence of the 
Parthenay lineage was threatened, in its emphasis on the ease of dissemination offered 
by the poetic form, the RP was a means of perpetuating the fame of the potentially 
extinct line long after its demise.
In distinct ways, the RM  and RP exemplify medieval dynastic literature’s personal and 
institutional agenda in their confrontation of potential ruptures within the structural 
fabric framing the world of their patrons. Berry’s rule of Poitou, which was subject 
only to royal authority, was challenged by English demands in the 1390s. Concession 
of the territory would have contributed not only to a personal loss of estate in both 
material and socio-political terms: perhaps more importantly it would have deprived 
the French crown of a long-contested and affectively valuable symbol of its temporary 
stability in the later fourteenth century. In view of the recently uncovered illness of 
Charles VI in mid-1392, such a loss would have been all the more devastating.176 
Within the framework of Poitevin baronial society, the imminent decay of the 
Parthenay family threatened long-established social networks within the aristocratic 
community. More significant to Parthenay himself was the perception that this decay 
would lead to a corresponding decline in his family’s repute within that community. In 
this regard, I propose that the patronage of the two Lusignan romances can be 
understood as responses to an immediate conflict. However, not wishing to fall into 
the trap identified by Kaminsky of too readily assigning the romances to the category 
of ‘crisis’ literature, I suggest that each work may also be regarded as a positive 
response to the conflicts in question by their literary projection into the future of each
176 Chronique du religieux de Saint-Denys, T.II, pp. 19-23. Charles’ illness became apparent c. July- 
August 1392.
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man’s elevated perception of himself in noble society. 177 Thus, while accepting Le 
Goffs observation that the Melusine legend appealed to aspiring middle-ranking 
knights for its depiction of astonishing social elevation, I point out that, along with 
many identifiable manuscript owners, Berry and Parthenay were not struggling 
aspirants. 178 Rather, they sought to preserve and immortalise their present territorial 
and socio-political status. From this perspective, I contend that the Melusine romances 
fulfilled a memorial function for their patrons. As “expressions of social memory”, 
these ancestral narratives sought to “impose their consciousness of [a] social reality” 
upon contemporary audiences to counteract that reality’s threatened evaporation. 179 In 
their revisionist aspect, their explicit ‘will to remember’, the RM  and RP may thus be 
characterised as examples of Pierre Nora’s lieux de memoire: they are literary sites 
expressing a vision of an ancestral past, the potential discontinuity of which had grave 
implications for the late medieval present.
Of course, whether subsequent copies of the romances were produced for fifteenth- 
century readers with similarly commemorative ambitions remains to be discovered. 
Certainly, as Stouff and others have discussed, the Poitevin Lusignan legend was 
appropriated by families in different parts of France. Most notably for our purposes, 
the Luxembourg family had enjoyed a long association with Lusignan and its fabled 
dragonesque ancestress before the composition of our romances at the end of the 
fourteenth century. 181 One of the questions posed in the following chapters will thus 
concern the consistency with which memorial functions are evident in the extant prose 
and verse manuscripts, if indeed, they are present at all.
177 H. Kaminsky, “From Lateness to Waning to Crisis: The Burden of the Later Middle Ages”, Journal 
of Early Modern History, 4.1 (2000), pp.85-125, pp.85-92.
178 Le Goff, “Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, p.601.
179 Spiegel, “Genealogy”, p.47.
1X0 P. Nora, “Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Memoire”, Representations, 26 (1989), pp.7- 
24, pp.7, 19,21-2.
181 Stouff, Essai, pp.10-12, Loutsch, “Le cimier au dragon et la legende de Melusine”, pp.189-201.
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C h ap te r  T h ree . M elu s ig n e  la m erveilleuse : C h an g in g  
re p re se n ta tio n s  an d  m e an in g s  o f M elu sin e  an d  th e  m erveilleux in 
Rom an de M elusine  m a n u sc rip ts
Introduction
This Chapter explores representations of Melusine and the merveilleux within 
fifteenth-century French manuscripts of the prose RM. The Melusine romances are 
imbued with the medieval merveilleux. Indeed, the fairy’s very identification with the 
merveilleux is underlined in the RM  by the comte de Poitiers’ pronouncement that 
“Melusigne” signifies “merveilles ou merveilleuse” (RM 47).' The concept merveille, 
deriving from the Latin mirabilia whose root, mir-, suggests visual perception, 
evolved during the Middle Ages to refer to phenomena which defied univocal 
explanation and categorisation. Francis Dubost offers a comprehensive understanding 
of the medieval merveille and the merveilleux as that which encompassed “non 
seulement toutes les formes de sumaturel (miracles, deablies, feerie, croyances 
formant le substrat prechretien ...) mais aussi ... toute experience intense ou rare qui 
appelait une formulation hyperbolique”.1 23 Dubost also explains that medieval marvels 
or wonders4 5incorporate all those supernatural and natural phenomena which disturb 
or transgress normative expectations/ By following the principles established in
1 I am not here concerned with the accuracy of these definitions of ‘Melusine’. For discussions of this 
topic, see Ferret, “Attribution et utilisation du nom propre dans Melusine”, pp. 169-79 and P. Martin- 
Civat, La Melusine, ses origines, et son nom: comment eile est devenue la mythique aieule des 
Lusignan, Oudin, Poitiers, 1969.
2 J. Le Goff, “The Marvelous in the Medieval West” in his The Medieval Imagination, trans. A. 
Goldhammer, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1985, pp.27-44, p.27, C. Ferlampin-Acher, 
Merveilles et topique merveilleuse dans les romans medievaux, Honore Champion, Paris, 2003, p. 12, C. 
Lecouteux, “Introduction ä Petude du merveilleux medieval”, Etudes germaniques, 36.3 (1981), 
pp.273-90, esp. p.273. On the occasionally cyclical evolution of the merveilleux in the Middle Ages, 
see L. Daston and K. Park, Wonders and the Order o f Nature 1150-1750, Zone Books, New York, 
1998, and C. Bynum, “Wonder”, American Historical Review, 102.1 (1997), pp.1-26. For a modem 
literary appraisal of the category of the marvellous, see T. Todorov, The Fantastic: A Structural 
Approach to a Literary Genre, trans. R. Floward, The Press of Case Western Reserve University, 
Cleveland and London, 1973.
3 F. Dubost, “Merveilleux et fantastique au Moyen Age: positions et propositions”, Revue des langues 
romanes, 100.2 (1996), pp. 1 -35, pp. 13-14. See also Bynum, “Wonder”, p.21 and Le Goff, “The 
Marvelous in the Medieval West”, pp.36-40.
4 On the interchangeability of the Germanic term ‘wonder (wunde/ar)’ and the Romance ‘marvel’ or 
‘merveille’, see Daston and Park, Wonders and the Order o f Nature, p. 16, T.S. Jones and D.A. 
Sprunger, “Introduction: The Marvelous Imagination” in T.S. Jones and D.A. Sprunger (eds), Marvels, 
Monsters and Miracles: Studies in the Medieval and Early Modern Imaginations, Medieval Institute 
Publications, Kalamazoo, 2002, pp.xi-xxv, p.xii.
5 F. Dubost, Aspects fantastiques de la litterature narrative medievale (Xlleme-XIlleme siecles): 
L ’autre, Tailleurs, Tautrefois, 2 vols., Champion, Paris, 1991, I, pp.64ff, 81. See also D. Poirion, Le 
Merveilleux dans la litterature franqaise au Moyen Age, 2nd ed., Presses universitaires de France, Paris, 
1995 (1st ed. 1982), pp.3ff, Ferlampin-Acher, Merveilles et topique merveilleuse, pp.35-6, and L. 
Carasso-Bulow, The Merveilleux in Chretien de Troyes’ Romances, Droz, Geneve, 1976, pp.11-12. 
Although ‘norm’ is a problematic term, it may be broadly understood here as the expectations of elite 
secular audiences (and where appropriate, norms relating to romance characters).
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Chapter One concerning the relationship between medieval manuscript presentation, 
reading, and interpretation, this chapter will demonstrate that fifteenth-century 
reception of Melusine and the RM  was as multi-faceted as medieval conceptions of the 
merveilleux itself.
The present analysis of the merveilleux in RM  manuscripts is divided into two 
sections. The first section (3a) contextualises Melusine’s relationship with the 
merveilleux in three ways. It explores the manner in which Melusine is identified as a 
marvel within the RM, before considering how medieval people understood or 
rationalised the existence and purpose of historical and literary marvels. Finally, it 
analyses the role of Melusine as marvel within the RM itself. This section thus 
provides a series of interpretive models upon which later medieval audiences may 
have drawn for their own reception of the fairy Melusine. In presenting these models, 
I will continue to cite from Stouff s edition of the RM in Arsenal ms 3353. The 
second, more substantial, section of this Chapter (3b) identifies the five manuscript 
sources chosen for the present study, before embarking on an analysis of the 
merveilleux within this selected material. The present focus upon the mouvcince 
enjoyed by the fairy marvel in manuscripts of the RMdoes not reflect a view that this 
theme is insignificant in the poetic RP. Rather, I prefer to respect the individuality 
with which Melusine is portrayed in each redaction: the merveilleux not identified as a 
key principle informing the fairy’s character in the poetic romance as explicitly as in 
the RM, and its treatment in the RP overall is subdued in contrast with the prose 
romance. I will explore the depiction and medieval reception of the poetic Melusine 
more fully in Chapter Four.
3a. Contextualising the m erveilleux in the Rom an de M elusine
Framing the merveilleux in the RM
In his prologue to the RM , Jean d’Arras constructs a model of the merveilleux which 
rhetorically rationalises as a true phenomenon the tale of how “la noble et puissant 
forteresse de Lisignen ... fu fondee par une faee” (5). By blending arguments from a 
sequence of interrelated religious, natural scientific, and pseudo-historical discourses, 
Jean legitimises the existence of marvels, and notably fairies, as natural features of 
God’s divine, if incomprehensible, universe.6 As the following discussion explains,
6 Pairet suggests that Jean d’Arras employs three contradictory discourses, those of religion, history and 
the merveilleux, in order to demonstrate the veracity of the romance. Instead, I suggest that he 
integrates his argument on the veracity of the fairy and the merveilleux into the three discourses
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however, the narrator desires not only that Melusine’s wondrous foundation of the 
Lusignan dynasty be read as an authentic account, but that as a marvel herself, the 
fairy be recognised as a potential source of divine insight.
Jean d’Arras turns to Biblical and pagan authorities to initiate his analysis of marvels. 
First, he refers to David’s laudatory psalm expounding the unfathomable nature of 
God’s judgements and punishments, (they are “comme abysme sans rive et sans fons” 
2), which people should not attempt to understand cognitively.7 In an apparent non 
sequitur, Jean then interjects that “croy que les merveilles qui sont par universel terre 
et monde sont les plus vrayes, comme les choses dictes fetees’’ (2, emphasis added), 
thereby including fairy phenomena among God’s earthly wonders. He argues that 
people should not presume to understand God’s deeds, but instead reflect upon them 
and marvel, “et, en soy emerveillant, considerer comme il saiche doubter et glorifier 
Cellui qui si celeement juge” (2). Marvelling will thus assist the observer to acquire 
knowledge of how to fear and worship God.
The Rhf s  narrator next invokes Aristotle and Saint Paul to support his corresponding 
point that rational beings should realise that “des choses invisibles ... par leur 
presence de leur estre et nature le certiffie” (2). Jean’s thesis that God’s greatness is 
evidenced by his creation in the natural world was also earlier argued by Hugh of St. 
Victor.9 Jean suggests that by reading and travelling, one will witness God’s bounty in 
the form of “tant de merveilles, selon comm[un]e [sic] estimacion”; because no-one 
will obtain “parfaicte congnoissance des euvres invisibles de Dieu”, they will be 
“contraint de dire que les jugemens de Dieu sont abisme sans fons et sans rive” (3).10 
Jean’s exposition of the relationship between marvels and an understanding of God 
may be interpreted through the concept of paradox. As Rupert Pickens explains, “Jean 
explicitly qualifies wonderful events as occurring contrary to ordinary human 
experience and beliefs, that is, contrary to doxa: such events are ‘merveilles, selon
outlined above which actually complement each other through their intersection in a Christian 
worldview. See Pairet, Les mutations des fables, p. 155.
7 Psalms 36.6 and also 92.5-6 in The New Oxford Annotated Bible with the Apocrypha. New Revised 
Standard Version, Oxford University Press, New York, 1994.
8 On the disjointed nature of Jean’s exposition in the RATs metatext, see Perret, “L’invraisemblable 
verite”, pp.30-1 and Brownlee, “Interference in Melusine”, p.238.
9 See d’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, p.l 15, n.2 for the derivation of this passage 
from Aristotle’s On the Heavens, Pickens, “The Poetics of Paradox”, pp.53-4 and relevant notes, and 
Jeff Rider, “‘Wonder with Fresh Wonder’: Galbert the Writer and the Genesis of the De Multro", 
pp. 16-50, p.24, an essay in preparation for publication kindly sent to me by the author.
10 Romans 1.19-20.
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ccrnm[un]e estimacion’”.11 Importantly for the present study, Jean d’Arras projects 
“paradox as a means to knowledge and the perception of transcendent truth”: by 
wondering at the marvel, the unexpected or the paradox, one achieves a higher level of 
Christian understanding, an enhanced awareness of the greatness of God. This 
approach echoes Augustinian and, later, Pseudo-Dionysian scepticism towards 
seisory perception, attitudes discussed further below. Jean’s subsequent remarks 
urderline the importance of these concepts for the RM: “Et ces termes je vous met 
avmt pour les merveilles qui sont en l’ystoire de quoy je vous pense a traictier” (3). 
Jem explicitly associates marvels, which purportedly lead to improved Christian 
consciousness, with his history of the Lusignan foundation.
The narrator calls upon the work of “uns appellez Gervaise” to provide anecdotal, 
‘historical’ accounts of fairy activity in order to further “coulourer nostre histoire a 
esxe vraye” (3).14 Pertinently, Jean draws on Gervase of Tilbury’s tale of Rogier du 
Cfastel Rousset’s marriage with a fairy. The union was doomed by Rogier’s failure to 
adiere to the fairy’s interdiction which prohibited him from witnessing her bathing, a 
transgression which culminated in the wife’s serpentine transformation and 
subsequent disappearance.15 According to Jean d’Arras, such cases of metamorphosis 
are attributed by Gervase to “aucuns meffaiz secrez au monde et desplaisans a Dieu 
pcurquoy il les punist si secretement” (4). Pairet proposes that Jean tries to dissociate 
his history from these tales by declaring “Ne nous vueil plus faire de proverbes ne 
d’exemples” (4) before concluding his prologue.16 However, given the directly 
amlogous nature of these models to the plot of the Melusine tale, such a conclusion 
seems ill-founded. Further, by including Gervase’s hypothesis that the fairy creature’s 
serpentine transformation was a divine punishment, Jean integrates the marvellous 
metamorphic fairy firmly into the Christian epistemology sketched earlier. Instead, 
these examples immediately foreshadow Jean’s content for the audience: as he
11 Fickens, “The Poetics of Paradox”, p.54.
12 ^ickens, “The Poetics of Paradox”, p.50 and Colwell, “Melusine: Ideal Mother or Inimitable 
Moaster?”, p.l 83.
13 On Augustinian and Pseudo-Dionysian approaches to the monster and paradox, see D. Williams, 
Deprmed Discourse: The Function o f the Monster in Mediaeval Thought and Literature, University of 
Exeter Press, Exeter, 1996, pp.26-48, esp. pp.40-48, Friedman, The Monstrous Races, pp. 119ff and, 
briefly, Colwell, “Melusine: Ideal Mother or Inimitable Monster?”, pp.201-2.
14 Far discussion of twelfth and thirteenth-century Latin tales analogous to the Melusine narrative, Harf- 
Laicner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, Ch.5, Le Goff, “Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, pp.587-601, 
Guerreau-Jalabert, “Des fees et des diables”, pp.l 15-27.
15 Cervase of Tilbury, Otia imperialia: Recreation for an emperor, eds. and trans. S.E. Banks and J.W. 
Bims, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 2002, pp.89-91 (Gervase gives the knight’s name as Raymond).
16 Piiret, Les mutacions des fables, p.l 47
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declares, “ce que je vous en ay fait, e’est pour ce que je vous entend a traictier 
comment la noble et puissant forteresse de Lisignen en Poictou fu fondee par une faee, 
et la maniere comment” (4-5). Gervase’s fairy types offer the RATs readers pseudo- 
historical models and a framework according to which they may begin to negotiate “la 
vraye histoire” (5) of the Lusignan fairy.
Jean’s attempts to substantiate his marvellous tale and its compatibility within a 
Christian world-view are reiterated briefly in the conclusion. Having recalled several 
eye-witness accounts of Melusine’s reported reappearances, the narrator once more 
claims:
je repute ceste histoire et la cronique a estre vraye, et les choses faees. Et 
qui dit le contraire, je dy que les secrez jugemens de Dieu et les punicions 
sont invisibles a congnoistre a entendeinent humain (310-11).
Jean reiterates the veracity of his marvellous tale, again referring to Saint Paul’s
dictum that proof of God’s wondrous powers can be seen in the world (311). By
entwining the merveilleux within discourses relying on biblical, classical, and
medieval Latin sources in the RAfs  prologue and epilogue, Jean d’Arras locates
fairies within a religious, natural scientific, and pseudo-historical context. This context
in turn lends rhetorical credence to his history of the Lusignan family.17 Further,
audiences are encouraged to ponder the enigma of the marvellous entity; by so doing,
they will be brought paradoxically towards a closer appreciation of Christian truth,
which in turn reflects upon and validates Jean de Berry’s dynastic history.
The merveilleux in later medieval mentalites and discourse
Jean d’Arras’ location of the Lusignan fairy within an interdisciplinary hermeneutic 
model coincides with numerous discourses which informed attitudes towards the 
marvel in the medieval period. This section explores the conceptual instability 
characterising medieval marvels such as Melusine with particular reference to debates 
surrounding the ontology and significance of the merveilleux. By considering some of 
the shifting approaches towards the marvel in later medieval culture, it will suggest 
that the RAi was composed in a period of contrasting and yet overlapping attitudes 
towards the merveilleux. Finally, drawing on the work of Christine Ferlampin-Acher, 
the section will identify two conceptual frameworks according to which historical 
readers may have approached the literary marvel, and which accommodate the
17 For discussions of alternative medieval models explaining the existence of fairies in the Christian 
world, see C.S. Lewis, The Discarded Image: An Introduction to Medieval and Renaissance Literature, 
Canto Edition, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1994 (1st ed. 1964), Ch.4, esp. pp. 134-8, and 
Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, Pt 4, pp.381 -431.
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divergence and convergence of interpretive positions which may have been produced 
by the prose Melusine romance.
Writers and scholars grappled with the nature of the merveille throughout the 
medieval period, establishing ontological distinctions between different types of 
marvel based on perceptions of causality. 19 From the early thirteenth century, elite 
secular audiences became familiar with the idea, articulated by Gervase of Tilbury 
among others, that miracles were phenomena “we ascribe to divine power ... while we 
call those things marvels which are beyond our comprehension, even though they are 
natural” .20 However, despite attempts to establish discrete classifications of wondrous 
phenomena, medieval audiences were persistently confronted with the instability 
inherent in the merveille. Such instability is illustrated by contemporary writers’ 
conflation of the marvel/miracle categories and their confusion regarding divine and 
demonic causality. Walter Map explores this conflict when reflecting upon a fairy 
creature who transformed into a snake and “vanished into air in the open sight of 
many” when betrayed by her husband. Such women may be “passing apparition[s]” 
or fantasmata created by devils, or alternately the product of the will of the Lord, 
whose “works transcend our questioning and escape our discussion”, a reading which
ls The field of the medieval marvel has received considerable attention in scholarly literature over the 
last two decades. Although it is beyond the scope of the present study to consider all discourses 
pertaining to, and manifestations of the medieval wonder, it is hoped that the notes and references 
below will provide the reader with starting points into this vast topic.
19 For general discussions, see Bynum, “Wonder”, pp. 1 -26, C.W. Bynum, “Miracles and Marvels: The 
Limits of Alterity” in F.J. Felten and N. Jaspert (eds), Vila Religiosa im Mittelalter: Festschrift für 
Kaspar Elm zum 70. Geburtstag, Duncker & Humblot, Berlin, 1999, pp.799-817, Daston and Park, 
Wonders and the Order o f Nature, Ch.l, Lecouteux, “Introduction ä V etude du merveilleux medieval”, 
pp.273-90, and C. Lecouteux, “Paganisme, Christianisme et Merveilleux", Annales E.S.C., 37 (1982), 
pp.700-16, pp.71 Off.
20 Gervase of Tilbury, Otia imperialia, p.559. Gervase wrote the Otia Imperialia c.1215. For a slightly 
earlier and similar view, which differed in its Augustinian emphasis on natural marvels as also divine, 
see Gerald of Wales, The History and Topography o f Ireland, trans. J.J. O’Meara, Penguin, 
Harmondsworth, 1982 (orig. pub. Dundalgan Press, 1951), p.57 (c. 1185). See also L. Harf-Lancner, 
“Merveilleux et fantastique dans la litterature du Moyen Age: une categorie mentale et un jeu litteraire” 
in Dimensions du merveilleux/Dimensions o f the Marvellous, Actes du colloque 
intemationale/Intemational and interdisciplinary congress, 4 vols., Universitetet i Oslo, Oslo, 1986, I, 
pp.243-57, p.249.
21 Recounting a tale of transmogrification, Gervase explains, “I do not know whether to attribute all this 
to an optical trick by which witnesses are deceived, or whether it is the result of there being demons at 
large in the world which suddenly reconstitute the elements of the things we are talking about”. See 
Gervase of Tilbury, Otia imperialia, p.89 (for quotation), 615ff, 823ff, and also Saint Augustine, The 
City o f God, trans. H. Bettenson, Penguin, Flarmondsworth, 1984, 10.8, p.382, Bynum, “Miracles and 
Marvels”, p.815.
22 Walter Map, De nugis curialium: Courtiers’ trifles, ed. and trans. M.R. James, rev. C.N.L. Brooke 
and R.A.B. Mynors, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1983, p.351 (for a fuller account of the tale of Eadric 
Wild, see pp. 155-59). For discussion of Map’s analysis of otherworldly women, see Harf-Lancner, Les 
Fees au Moyen Age, pp.47-50 and her “Merveilleux et fantastique dans la litterature du Moyen Age”, 
pp.252-3, and Dubost, Aspects fantastiques, I, pp.31-45.
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23 . . .echoes Jean cTArras’ prologue. Walter’s rationalisation of the demonic fairy as the 
licit product of divine will demonstrates the ease with which boundaries between the 
pagan, the demonic, and the Christian could be blurred among the educated elite. 
Similar confusion was also experienced by the later-medieval French theologian, Jean 
Gerson. His condemnations of marvellous visions as the product of demonic magic 
were occasionally tempered by concessions that some magic could be accepted as 
natural and, hence licit, while marvellous illusions could equally be the result of an 
imbalance of the humours.24 Such examples typify the medieval tendency, amply 
illustrated by the RM , to conflate secular and Christian, oral and written, vernacular 
and Latin discourses when analysing the causality of the merveilleux.
The ontological instability of the merveilleux lends it an inevitable ambiguity, 
particularly when the marvel manifested itself in a monstrous form, such as 
Melusine’s hybrid body. Hugh of St. Victor and Thomas Aquinas each recognised that 
the perception of a phenomenon as wondrous often elicited a desire in the viewer to 
learn about the significance of the marvellous subject.26 As Bynum’s study of 
competing discourses of the marvellous observes, if “the wonder was indeed often the 
strange, the rare, and the inexplicable, it was never the merely strange or the simply 
inexplicable. It was a strange that mattered, that pointed beyond itself to meaning”.
-3 Walter Map, De nugis curialium, p.161.
24 For Gerson’s condemnation of magic addressed to noble audiences, see the sermons “En la fete de la 
Toussaint” (1391) and “Pour la reforme du royaume” (1405) in J. Gerson, Oeuvres Completes, ed. Mgr 
Glorieux, 10 vols., Desclee et Cie, Paris, 1960-73, VII*, pp.992-1005 esp. p.1001 and pp.l 137-85, esp. 
p.1183 respectively. See also F. Bonney, “Autour de Jean Gerson: Opinions de theologiens sur les 
superstitions et la sorcellerie au debut du XVe siecle”, Le Moyen Age, 77 (1971), pp.85-98, L. 
Thorndike, History o f Magic and Experimental Science, IV, Columbia University Press, New York, 
1953, p. 127, and N. Oresme, Nicole Oresme and the Marvels o f Nature: A Study o f his De causis 
mirabilium with Critical Edition, Translation, and Commentary, ed. and trans. B. Hansen, Pontifical 
Institute of Mediaeval Studies, Toronto, 1985, p.l 16.
25 Le Goff, “The Marvelous in the Medieval West”, p.42, Daston and Park, Wonders and the Order o f 
Nature, p .l6, C. Ferlampin-Acher, Fees, bestes et luitons/ Croyances et merveilles, Presses de 
l’Universite de Paris-Sorbonne, Paris, 2002, pp.22-3, Dubost, Aspects fantastiques, I, pp.28-9, Poirion, 
Le merveilleux, p.l 11. The conflation of ‘traditional’ categories in this manner suggests the limitations 
of modem models of the medieval marvellous, such as Le Goffs schema which distinguishes Christian 
marvel from magic and pre-Christian traditions. Le Goff notes the ‘dialectical’ relationship between 
popular and elite culture but does not appear to incorporate this into his model, which, he explains, 
primarily addresses “high culture”. On Le Goffs model of the merveilleux and critiques thereof, Le 
Goff, “The Marvelous in the Medieval West”, pp.30ff and p.42, Dubost, Aspects fantastiques, I, p.4 and 
Jones and Sprunger, “Introduction: The Marvelous Imagination”, p.xviii. Influenced by the work of 
Todorov, Dubost has also proposed a typology distinguishing between different marvels (merveilleux 
and fantastique), the weaknesses of which have been discussed by Ferlampin-Acher (Dubost, Aspects 
fantastiques, I, Ch. 4, Ferlampin-Acher, Fees, bestes et luitons, p.10 and her Merveilles et topique 
merveilleuse, pp. 18ff). On the categorisation of marvels, see also Zumthor, Toward a Medieval Poetics, 
pp.101-3.
26 Rider, “‘Wonder with Fresh Wonder’”, p.27.
27 Bynum, “Wonder”, p.23. See also Harf-Lancner, “Merveilleux et fantastique”, p.244.
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This point is exemplified by the fourteenth-century John Mandcville’s reflection, on
describing fish jumping from the ocean towards the shore, that “I am sure it does not
happen without some great cause and meaning”. Medieval ascription of semiotic
value to wonders derived in large part from Saint Augustine, who understood
marvellous or monstrous creatures predominantly as signs of divine omnipotence or as
inauspicious portents.29 For both Augustine and Pseudo-Dionysius, the monstrous
marvel was a particular sign which paradoxically questioned the reality that it
appeared to signify, and which urged one to look beyond the sign for that which it
represented. In articulating his theories of negative symbolism, Pseudo-Dionysius
shared his predecessor’s view that the Divinity could be present in the monstrous sign.
Indeed, he argued that the incongruity arising from the sign’s inability to equate with
that which it represented elevated the mind the realm of the spiritual. Although
Augustine considered such wonders as natural, precisely because they were divinely
created, Pierre Bersuire later argued that
‘monsters are creatures bom outside, beyond, or contrary to nature ... Such 
things therefore are called monstra, from monslrando either because they 
show or signify some future event or because they show some rare or 
marvelous thing’.31
These examples not only illustrate the continuing debate concerning the cause of 
marvellous phenomena: they highlight the discordant, plurivocal nature of meanings 
attributed to wondrous phenomena, particularly monstrous marvels, throughout the 
Middle Ages.
Changes in conceptualisations of nature influenced the depiction of monstrous races 
and individuals in the later Middle Ages. Whereas Augustine held that the natural 
world was the direct result of God’s design, later natural philosophers, including 
Charles V’s translator, Nicole Oresme, were strongly influenced by scholastic inquiry 
into nature as functioning according to “an independent internal order located in the
J. Mandeville, The Travels o f Sir John Mandeville, trans. C.W.R.D. Moseley, Penguin, 
Harmondsworth, 1983, p.133. Regardless of the veracity of Mandeville’s travels themselves, his 
writing is nevertheless important for its expression of contemporary beliefs and values.
2V Saint Augustine, City o f God, 21.8, pp.979-83, J. Block Friedman, The Monstrous Races in Medieval 
Art and Thought, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass, and London, 1981, Ch.6, esp. pp.l 16ff, 
J. Ceard, La nature et lesprodiges. L ’insolite au X V f si'ecle, en France, Droz, Geneva, 1977, pp.21ff.
30 Williams, Deformed Discourse, pp.27-8, 40, Pseudo-Dionysius, The Complete Works, trans. C. 
Luibheid, Paulist Press, New York and Mahwah, 1987, Letter Nine, pp.281-3.
31 Saint Augustine, City o f God, 21.8, p.980, Bersuire, Repertorium Morale in Opera Omnia, Mainz, 
1609, III, p. 1035, cited and translated by Friedman, The Monstrous Races, pp.l 16, 241, n.31.
32 Good introductions to medieval ideas about monstrous races and individuals include Friedman, The 
Monstrous Races, Ceard, La nature et les prodiges, esp. Chs.1-3, Williams, Deformed Discourse, and 
C.-C. Kappler, Monstres, demons et merveilles a la fin du Moyen Age, Nouvelle edition corrigee et 
augmentee, Payot, Paris, 1999 (1st ed. 1980), in addition to the references cited throughout this section.
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chain of causes” beneath the level of God’s immediate gaze.' Consequently, they 
sought explanations for marvels in natural, physiological, or mental causes.34 Despite 
these intellectual developments, hybrid creatures, such as Melusine and her sons, 
continued to inhabit an ambivalent position in relation to humanity, primarily because 
hybrid races destabilised the distinction between man, created in God’s image, and the 
beasts. Further they raised the spectre of inter-species intercourse, and hence the 
transgression of sexual norms. As Walter Map’s example above illustrates, 
metamorphosis and corporeal instability in the Middle Ages were equally 
disconcerting for their associations with demonic power and illusion, as well as, in the 
later Middle Ages, witchcraft.36 A depiction of the canine-headed Cynocephali in 
western dress painted into a Liber monstrarum presented to the due de Berry in 1413 
arguably reflects an attempt to humanise and subject the wondrous hybrid creature to 
familiar norms. In its deflection of attention away from the potentially threatening 
nature of such creatures’ alterity, the duke’s manuscript represents the continuing 
ambivalence expressed towards marvellous races in the later Middle Ages.
33 Daston and Park, Wonders and the Order o f Nature, p.49 for quotation, and Bynum, “Wonder”, pp.8- 
10 on this paradigmatic shift.
34 One of Oresme’s stated goals was “to show the causes of some effects which seem to be marvels and 
to show that the effects occur naturally, as do the others at which we commonly do not marvel. There is 
no reason to take recourse to the heavens, the last refuge of the weak, or demons, or to our glorious 
God” (Oresme, Nicole Oresme, ed. and trans. Hansen, p. 137).
35 Le Goff, “The Marvelous in the Medieval West”, p.41, J.J. Cohen, “Monster Culture (Seven Theses)” 
in J.J. Cohen (ed.), Monster Theory: Reading Culture, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 
1996, pp.3-25, pp.6-7, Daston and Park, Wonders and the Order o f Nature, p.56, Gerald of Wales, The 
History and Topography o f Ireland, II.56-7, pp.75-6. Gerald is less vehement in his criticism of inter­
species intercourse when humans are not involved. For a sixteenth-century medicalised account of 
hybrid and monstrously-born creatures which draws significantly on later medieval views, see A. Pare, 
Des monstres et prodiges. Edition critique et commentee, ed. J. Ceard, Droz, Geneva, 1971.
36 On metamorphosis, see also C.W. Bynum, “Metamorphosis, or Gerald and the Werewolf’, Speculum, 
73.4 (1998), pp.987-1013 and L. Harf-Lancner, “La metamorphose illusoire: des theories chretiennes 
de la metamorphose aux images medievales du loup-garou”, Annales E.S.C., 40.1 (1985), pp.208-26. 
For discussion of evolving attitudes towards women’s night flights as an important example of 
perceived corporeal instability in the later Middle Ages, see E. Peters, The Magician, the Witch, and the 
Law, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1978, pp.72ff, N. Cohn, Europe’s Inner Demons: 
An enquiry inspired by the great witch-hunt, Sussex University Press, London, 1975, pp.211-17, Harf- 
Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.23-5, M.D. Bailey, “From Sorcery to Witchcraft: Clerical 
Conceptions of Magic in the Later Middle Ages”, Speculum, 16A (2001), pp.960-90, and M.D. Bailey, 
“The Feminization of Magic and the Emerging Idea of the Female Witch in the Late Middle Ages”, 
Essays in Medieval Studies, 19 (2002), pp. 120-34.
37 Daston and Park, Wonders and the Order o f Nature, p.38, J.J. Cohen, “Preface: In a Time of 
Monsters” in Cohen (ed.), Monster Theory, pp.vii-xiii, esp. p.viii. Debates are divided as to the extent 
to which interest in and rationalisation of the marvellous, such as the humanisation of Cynocephali, 
were part of concerted efforts to understand, know and, hence, be able to appropriate and subject the 
unusual object to familiar norms (see Daston and Park, Wonders and the Order o f Nature, pp.34ff, 
Bynum, “Wonder”, p.4, Bynum, “Miracles and Marvels”, pp.801-2, P. Freedman, “The Medieval 
Other: The Middle Ages as Other”, in Jones and Sprunger (eds), Marvels, Monsters and Miracles, pp. 1 - 
24, and Cohen cited earlier in this note).
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Concurrent with the shifting natural philosophical approach to wonders was a change 
in secular approaches to the marvel. Similar to Oresme’s attitude that wonders could 
be explained naturally, scholars increasingly adjudged strange creatures lying beyond 
the realms of their experience as marvellous, yet natural. Daston and Park observe that 
as a consequence of this intellectual movement, compendia of knowledge, such as 
Vincent de Beauvais’ Mirror o f  the World, depicted “marvelous natural phenomena 
... [which had] shed their vestigial associations with the fear of divine retribution, to 
emerge as objects of unadulterated pleasure and fascination’’. Ferlampin-Acher has 
observed a similar tendency in the projection of monstrous creatures in later medieval 
romance literature. These findings correspond with Le G offs assessment that from 
the thirteenth century onwards the merveilleux was characterised by a process of 
aestheticisation. By this, he means that marvellous objects or creatures were subject to 
an “increased use as ornament”, in contrast with a high medieval tendency to 
appropriate and rationalise those phenomena deemed unusual or exceptional.40
Medieval romance literature epitomised the contemporary fascination with the 
marvellous, and shared its characteristic polyvalence, instability, and topical 
ornamentation.41 These integral components of the literary merveilleux reached their 
peak in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries with the growth of composite romances 
in which boundaries between hagiography, (family) history, chronicle, and romance 
became progressively more indistinct.42 Indeed, the blurring of generic boundaries in 
later medieval romances enriched the marvellous as a topos since the wondrous object 
could not be located firmly within either an historical/Christian or fictional/profane 
framework.43 Ferlampin-Acher proposes that readers followed similar patterns of
3X Daston and Park, Wonders and the Order o f Nature, p.48. Although Daston and Park illustrate 
Vincent’s awareness of the potentially fearful implications arising from, for example, monstrous births, 
see also Vincent’s account of a “terrible” and “mervueyllous” hybrid beast from India with the features 
of a horse, boar and elephant, which, for the most part, remains value-neutral (Vincent of Beauvais, The 
Mirror o f the World, ed. W. Caxton, The Early English Experience 960, Theatrum Orbis Ltd, 
Amsterdam, 1979, f.E7v). This is not to say that such creatures were not used as examples in 
moralizing tracts, but they were not axiomatically equated with evil until the end of the Middle Ages 
(Block, The Monstrous Races, pp.l22ff, Kappler, Monstres, demons et merveilles, p.250).
39 C. Ferlampin-Acher, “Le monstre dans les romans des XIII6 et XIVe siecles”, in D. Boutet and L. 
Harf-Lancner (eds), Ecriture et modes de pensee au Moyen Age (VIF-XV siecles), Presses de l’Ecole 
normale superieure, Paris, 1993, pp.69-87, p.83.
40 Le Goff, “The Marvelous in the Medieval West”, pp.29-30. On the increasing depiction of the 
merveilleux in recreational, vernacular manuscripts from this period, see L. Harf-Lancner, “L’image et 
le fantastique dans les manuscrits des romans de Chretien de Troyes” in Busby et al (eds), Les 
Manuscrits de Chretien de Troyes, I, pp.457-88, p.464, and Poirion, Le Merveilleux, p.94.
41 In addition to the sources cited in this Chapter’s n.5 above, Kelly, The Art o f Medieval French 
Romance, pp. 146-204 offers a comprehensive introduction to romance marvels.
42 Zink, “Le roman de transition”, pp.300-2.
43 Ferlampin-Acher, Fees, bestes et luitons, p.23.
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response as characters when confronting and deciphering marvels in romance, and she 
outlines an interpretive framework which accommodates the semiotic fluidity of 
literary wonders according to the viewing subject’s diegetic or historical perspective.44 
Echoing the discussion above, Ferlampin-Acher suggests that following a subject’s 
initial encounter with the marvel and his/her inevitable astonishment, the spectator 
seeks to understand the object in question.45 Since the significance of the marvel is 
integral to its existence, the viewing subject interrogates the nature and meaning of the 
marvel, before considering, rejecting and perhaps accepting one (or more) 
hypothesis.46 Clearly, this model contradicts the dictates of Jean d’Arras who argues 
against attempts to investigate the marvel too closely.47 Indeed, for Hugh among 
others, comprehension of the marvel eliminates its wondrous qualities. However, as 
Pairet suggests, Jean’s rhetorical efforts to suppress audience curiosity may well have 
elicited interest in questioning the fairy marvel, precisely as a result of having defined 
it as prohibited activity.49 As Chapters Three and Four will reveal, Ferlampin-Acher’s 
model of reader/character response to marvels permits an exploration of the Melusine 
manuscripts which accommodates the mouvance characterising both the romance texts 
and their depictions of the merveilleux.
Concerns to rationalise or explain away the merveilleux in courtly texts raise the 
important question of audiences’ beliefs in figures such as Melusine. Wace’s comment 
that Chretien de Troyes’ romances were ‘“ neither pure lies nor pure truth, neither total 
madness, nor complete wisdom’” suggest that some audience members may, perhaps 
even should, have believed some of the marvels, or their lessons, depicted in early 
verse Arthurian narratives.50 As the thirteenth-century Bishop of Paris, William of 
Auvergne, observed with despair, some people genuinely believed in wondrous 
creatures, such as fairies.51 Ruth Morse has suggested that medieval audiences would
44 Ferlampin-Acher suggests an early version of this model in Fees, bestes et luitons, pp. 13-14 and 
elaborates it further in Merveilles et topique merveilleuse, pp.23-4.
45 On responses to the merveilleux, see for example, Poirion, Le Merveilleux, p.4.
46 See also Kelly’s discussion of the marvel as the catalyst for chivalric endeavour in courtly romances 
in The Art o f Medieval French Romance, pp. 189ff.
47 D. Delcourt, “Metamorphose, mystere et feminite: Lecture du Roman de Melusine par Jean d’Arras”, 
Le Moyen Franqais, 33 (1993), pp.85-107, p.88.
4X Rider, ‘“Wonder with Fresh Wonder’”, p.25, Kelly, The Art o f Medieval French Romance, p.154. For 
Hugh, as for Jean d’Arras, comprehension of a true marvel was not possible because the human mind 
cannot comprehend the divinity within the marvel.
49 Pairet, Les mutacions des fables, p. 145.
50 Wace cited and translated by Carasso-Bulow, The Merveilleux in Chretien de Troyes ’ Romances, 
p.24 from Wace, Le Roman de Brut, ed. A. Le Roux de Lincey, Edouard Frere, Rouen, II, 11.10,036-37.
51 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.52-4 and the notes cited therein.
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have recognised romance marvels as fictive literary constructions. " However, Marie- 
Madeleine Davy argues that most non-scholarly audiences would not have been able 
to distinguish clearly between natural and supernatural phenomena, a distinction 
which, as seen above, troubled even the erudite. If Davy is correct, then, given the 
blurring of genres and epistemologies across the later Middle Ages, concepts such as 
outright belief and disbelief may not be appropriate when considering audience 
responses to the merveilleux in prose romances, particularly those promoting a 
dynastic history.53
Ferlampin-Acher’s conceptual framework explaining medieval beliefs permits 
scholarly analysis to accommodate a spectrum of potentially contradictory attitudes 
towards wondrous phenomena. She situates medieval beliefs between croyance, an 
absolute belief or faith, such as the Catholic faith, and cuidance, a more subjective 
belief which is subordinate to one’s croyances, for instance rural beliefs in forest 
spirits or blanches dames, but with which they may nonetheless co-exist.54 With 
respect to romance literature, Ferlampin-Acher argues that thirteenth and fourteenth- 
century prose texts sought to rationalise their marvels in terms of existing 
epistemologies, such as natural science or magic. Such explanations may have 
enhanced the marvel’s credibility, but potentially diminished the nature of the 
phenomenon as a wonder-inducing marvel.55 In a further development, fifteenth- 
century prose romances, such as Isaie le triste, tended to legitimise their wondrous 
content by referring only to the authority of other romance texts, rendering the marvel 
a literary jeu, subsumed within the text without external referents. The implicit 
consequence was that later romances diminished audiences’ opportunities to invest 
their cuidance in the text.56
52
52 Morse, “Historical Fiction”, p.52.
53 Although Davy is dealing with the twelfth century, the uncertainty of men of Gerson’s erudition 
regarding the causation of wondrous visions (demonic or physiological) indicates that even among the 
educated in the later Middle Ages, distinctions between natural and supernatural phenomena were not 
clear. Moreover, as noted in Chapter Two, n.7, collective or willing belief was sufficient to guarantee 
the veracity of a given ‘history’. See M.-M. Davy, Initiation medievale: line philosophic medievale au 
dobzieme siede, Albin Michel, Paris, 1987, p. 197, Dubost, Aspects fantastiques, I, p.79, Ferlampin- 
Acher, Fees, bestes et luitons, pp.24-5, Fleischman, “On the Representation of History and Fiction”, 
p.395, M. Stanesco, “Les lieux de l’aventure dans le roman frangais du Moyen Age flamboyant”, 
Etudes franqaises, 32.1 (1996), pp.21-34, p.24.
54 The following approach is drawn from Ferlampin-Acher, Fees, bestes et luitons, pp.20-33.
This phenomenon coincides with Harf-Lancner’s observations concerning the rationalisation of 
fairies {Les Fees au Moyen Age, Pt 4). For contrasting views about the effects of rationalising or 
explaining marvels, compare Ferlampin-Acher, Merveilles et topique merveilleuse, p.96, with Kelly, 
The Art o f Medieval Romance, p. 154.
56 Ferlampin-Acher, Fees, bestes et luitons, p.31.
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According to the terms established by Ferlampin-Acher, the emergence of the R M  at 
the end of the fourteenth century places it at the intersection of competing approaches 
to the literary merveilleux. Whereas Jean d’Arras encouraged a level of Guidance in 
the marvel by locating the text within interrelated religious, pseudo-historical, and 
scientific discourses, later works evince indifference to the establishment of such 
receptive frameworks. This detail underlines the need to employ caution when using 
chronological models to analyse literature, and not to assume that features of a period
57immediately lose their currency when a new trend emerges.'
Wonders and marvellous creatures such as Melusine were thus characterised 
throughout the Middle Ages as ambivalent phenomena whose origins and meaning 
were rarely understood decisively, but which nonetheless continued to encourage 
investigation and speculation. Analysis of marvels was informed by a variety of 
competing and complementary discourses which shifted over time, the dynamism of 
which also distinguished the medieval beliefs underpinning the analytical models. As 
this Chapter’s exploration of R M  manuscripts below reveals, the romance marvel was 
also subject to such fluidity. However, before analysing representations of the 
merveilleux across fifteenth century redactions of the R M , a consideration of the role 
and significance of Melusine and the merveilleux in the romance is required.
The marvellous role o f Melusine in the R M
As a monstrous marvel, Melusine fulfils multiple roles within the R M .  The heroine’s 
otherworldly status lends prestige to the fortress and family whose name, Lusignan,
CO
echoes her own in the form of an anagram.' Her function as the wondrous dynastic 
ancestor is thereby memorialised in the name which identifies her literary and 
historical descendants. The fairy’s marvellous nature also contributes to her agency in 
the metaphysical realm of Christian truth. However, not all scholars adopt this attitude 
towards the fairy monster. This section begins by considering scholarly 
understandings of Melusine which espouse conventional medieval Christian 
interpretations of her polymorphic form and magical role as inherently demonic. It 
then outlines this study’s interpretation of her paradoxic function as a spiritual guide. 
Although Melusine’s own salvation is denied, the Christian insight she offers to
57 Poirion, Le Merveilleux, p. 104.
78 Pickens, “The Poetics of Paradox”, p.50.
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Raymondin and represents herself redounds to the enhanced prestige of the Lusignan 
dynasty and ultimately supports the territorial claims of the due de Berry.
Interpretations of Melusine as a Satanic avatar of the metamorphic, aerial creatures 
discussed by Map and Gervase of Tilbury have found favour among some scholars. 
Unfortunately, such views are frequently based on a failure either to accommodate the 
theoretical parameters established in the romance’s metatext or to pay sufficient 
attention to the text itself. Notably, Robert Nolan draws on orthodox medieval 
iconography of the Edenic-serpent or lustful siren to attribute to Melusine’s form an 
inherently demonic nature.59 Such an assessment is challenged by the fact that the 
fairy’s transformations and hybrid figure are the result of a punishment inflicted upon 
her in retribution for her own transgression, a detail which echoes the narrator’s 
contextualising discussion of Gervase’s fairies and is based upon on her own mixed 
nature.60 Moreover, Presine’s punishment allows the possibility for her daughter to 
attain mortality and hence salvation, thus locating Melusine’s marvellous 
transfigurations within a Christian paradigm (RM 12-13).61 Nolan’s argument that 
Raymondin’s confession to the pope concerned his cohabitation with a demon has 
further been refuted by Sturm-Maddox, who points out that he explicitly confessed to 
having betrayed his wife (RM 270-1).62 On the premise that foresight was considered a 
divine gift, whereas knowledge of the past was regarded as demonic, Anne Berthelot 
argues that Melusine “ne semble pas avoir la moindre prescience de la catastrophe 
finale”. She therefore possesses “une nature primitive demoniaque”.63 The logical 
flaw in this scholar’s proposition is revealed by the R Ms  explicit reference to the 
fairy’s consciousness of her fate prior to Raymondin’s public denunciation: “Et dist 
l’ystoire et la vraye cronique ... qu’elle scavoit bien la douleur qui lui approuchoit” 
(254). Despite scholarly misreading of the RM and Melusine’s nature, I do not suggest 
that audiences did not recognise demonic elements in her character, nor that they 
employed a static interpretive framework to understand the marvel in any single way; 
as Kevin Brownlee suggests, the romance continually plays with the semiotic
59 Nolan, “The Origin of the Romance of Melusine: A New Interpretation”, pp. 192-201. On such 
iconography, see Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, Parts 2-3.
60 Spiegel, “Maternity and Monstrosity”, p. 108.
61 Sturm-Maddox, “Configuring Alterity”, p. 132.
62 Nolan, “The Origin of the Romance of Melusine: A New Interpretation”, pp. 194-6, Sturm-Maddox, 
“Configuring Alterity”, p. 134 and n.23.
63 A. Berthelot, “Le merveilleux dans Le Roman de Melusine” in Buschinger and Spiewok (eds), 
Melusine, pp. 1-15, p.5.
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possibilities inherent in the marvellous heroine and her hybrid figure.64 However, 
drawing on the foregoing discussion of the paratext surrounding the narrative, I 
propose that an analysis of the fairy’s role from the perspective of symbolic paradox 
may offer a nuanced perception of her function in the RM.
As an embodied marvel whose spiritual potential is established in the RATs prologue, 
Melusine may be viewed as a vehicle facilitating her husband Raymondin’s 
attainment of Christian insight. As Pickens observes, Raymondin fails to recognise the 
reality and divine logic of marvellous phenomena throughout much of the romance, 
frequently relegating their consequences, such as his murderous fulfilment of comte 
Aymery’s astrological prophecy, to the whim of Fortune (RM 19-22).65 However, his 
journey through the romance is marked by momentary revelations concerning the 
place of the merveilleux and Melusine in his world, the full import of which he only 
apprehends after the fairy’s disappearance.
Melusine offers Raymondin charity and the opportunity for redemption in the early 
stages of the romance. He first encounters Melusine alongside a fountain, a traditional 
motif identifying Melusine as a fairy, but one which also associated her with Christian 
Charity, Divine Wisdom, and truth.66 The fairy evokes these qualities in her 
declaration that ‘“je suiz, aprez Dieu, celle qui te puet plus aidier et avancier en ce 
mortel monde, en tes adversitez, et ton malefice revertir en bien’” (25). Of course, 
such action would assist Melusine to overcome her own earthly punishment and attain 
mortality according to the terms of Presine’s curse (13). However, she is also 
presented as an instrument by which Raymondin can both redeem himself from the 
consequences of his sin and improve his social standing. The knowledge of 
Raymondin’s actions demonstrated by the fairy is illustrative of both her magical 
nature and otherworldly understanding. The nature of Raymondin’s trust in his wife is 
illustrated by his response to his relations’ speculation about Melusine’s identity: she 
represents “‘la voye premiere du sauvement de fame de moy’” as well as “Ty 
sourgons de tous mes biens terriens’” (44). Alongside his allusion to Melusine’s 
charitable bounty, Raymondin’s identification of the fairy as the path towards his 
soul’s salvation is a mysterious phrase seldom considered in the literature. Although it
64 Brownlee, “Melusine’s Hybrid Body”, pp.19, 38.
65 Pickens, “The Poetics of Paradox”, pp.67-8.
66 Gallais, La Fee ä la fontaine, pp.312ff; and Guerreau-Jalabert, “Fees et chevalerie”, pp. 136-8. The 
Augustinian perception of God as a Fountain of knowledge, life, and light is further underlined in the 
RP, as discussed in Chapter Four below.
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is not elaborated in the text, the phrase may indicate Raymondin’s instinctive 
recognition of the fairy’s spiritual qualities. Berthelot criticises this perspective for the 
absence of supporting evidence among traditional elements of the legend and, she 
argues, the romance itself.67 In contrast, I suggest that it is the romance text rather than 
the traditional elements of the folk-tale contributing to the legend which provides the 
ultimate key to this phrase.
Raymondin’s appreciation of Melusine’s metaphysical role is heightened after two 
episodes in which his faith in her has been tested by his preference for orthodox, 
rather than paradoxical, readings of his wife. Enraged by “yre et ... jalousie”, 
Raymondin accepts his brother, Forez’ report of “‘la commune renommee du peuple’” 
that Melusine engaged in extra-marital affairs during her weekly absences, rather than 
the alternative proposition that she was “‘un esperit fae, qui le samedy fait sa 
penance’” (241). On viewing his wife’s hybrid serpentine form, Raymondin 
immediately recognises that ‘“ J’ay fait le borgne’”, acknowledging his blindness to 
the truth about Melusine. He then contrasts his own sinful nature as a “‘faulx crueux 
aspis’” with the fairy, who attains a Christ-like status as “‘la licome precieuse’” who 
cured him of his poison, a reference to his earlier misdeeds (243).68 That Raymondin 
has not yet fully discovered the truth represented by Melusine is suggested by the 
assessment of his transgression of the fairy’s taboo as the work of “‘Aveugle 
Fortune’” (243), a comment which echoes his own blindness to God’s will and 
indicates his failure to accept responsibility for his own actions.
The destruction of Maillezais by Geoffroy, Melusine and Raymondin’s son, catalyses 
a sequence of events which culminate in the hero’s enlightened comprehension of his 
wife’s function in his life. Melusine associates herself with the authorities cited in 
Jean d’Arras’ prologue when she explains Geoffroy’s actions as the infliction of 
divine punishment on the sinful monks, “‘combien que ceste chose soit 
incongnoissable quant a humaine creature, car les jugemens de Dieu sont si secrez que 
nul euer mondain ne les puet comprendre en son entendement’” (2 5 5).69 Once more
67 Berthelot, “Le merveilleux dans Le Roman de Melusine”, p.12.
68 Although typically associated with lust, by the fourteenth century readers of bestiaries and works 
such as Philippe de Mezieres’ treatise on marriage were familiar with the unicorn’s role as a symbol of 
Christ (P. de Mezieres, Le Livre de la vertu du sacrament de marriage, ed. J.B. Williamson, Catholic 
University of America Press, Washington D.C., 1993, Bk 2, Ch.17, P. de Beauvais, A Medieval Book of 
Beasts: Pierre de Beauvais’ Bestiary, ed. and trans. G.R. Mermier, Edwin Mellen Press, Lewiston, 
1992, pp.89-91).
69 Pickens, “The Poetics of Paradox”, p.66.
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consumed by ire, Raymondin “scet bien qu’elle lui dit voir de quanqu’elle lui avoit 
dit” but ignores his own intuition about the truth of her words by denouncing her as a 
“‘fantosme’” and ‘“ tres faulse serpente’” (255). Raymondin’s public betrayal 
constitutes a verbal m/yjudgement, a failed attempt to know the paradoxical marvel 
and to subject her to conventional orthodoxy; it is this act, rather than his discovery of 
Melusine’s bathing, which generates the tragedy.70
Melusine’s sorrowful departure seemingly illuminates Raymondin’s perception of the 
role of God in his world. At the moment she is damned, Melusine reveals the 
Christian truth of her marvellous hybrid form as “ ‘la penance obscure’” imposed as 
the result of “‘ma mesaventure’”; she is denied the opportunity of a mortal death and 
hence salvation, and instead will endure her punishment “‘jusques au jour du 
jugement’” (256). Within the “Christian context of sin, punishment, pardon, and 
salvation” established in the RM, the fairy charitably pardons Raymondin, asking that 
he pray to God “‘qu’il Lui plaise a moy alegier ma penitence’” (259).71 In a two-stage 
process, Raymondin gradually recognises the relationship between Providence and 
free will in shaping the course of human lives. First, Raymondin ceases to blame 
Fortune for his misfortunes as he recognises that the incineration of Maillezais, 
Geoffroy’s murderous revenge upon Forez, and implicitly his own misdeeds, were 
part of the divine plan. “‘Ce qui est fait ne puet autrement estre’”, he utters twice 
before embarking on pilgrimage to Rome (269), echoing Melusine’s earlier reflection 
that one should not grieve excessively that “chose [Maillezais] qui autrement ne puet 
estre” because it was ‘“ la voulente du Createur’” (2 5 5).72 Reflecting his newfound 
awareness of the unfathomable nature of God’s design, Raymondin seeks absolution 
for his sins by confessing his actions to Pope Benedict, explaining how “il s’estoit 
parjurez envers sa femme” (270).73 Importantly, this confession signals Raymondin’s
7(1 This view is also underlined by Melusine’s observation that she and God would have forgiven 
Raymondin for his act of surveillance over her, but that his speech act is not reversible {RM 256). Harf- 
Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp. 173-4, J.-J. Vincensini, “Melusine ou la Vertu de la Trahison: 
Notes sur la vraisemblance dans les recits ‘melusiniens’”, Revue des langues romanes, 100.2 (1996), 
pp.l 11-39, pp. 118-19 (on judging and knowing the marvel), de Looze, “La founne du pie toute 
escripte’”, p. 133. As Williams notes, “Paradox, by its very nature, refuses closure both intellectually 
and ontologically” {Deformed Discourse, p.48). Compare this view of Raymondin’s verbal and visual 
betrayal with Ferlampin-Acher, Merveilles et topique merveilleuse, pp.l 13-16.
71 Sturm-Maddox, “Configuring Alterity”, p. 132 for quotation; on Melusine’s charity, de Looze, “‘La 
fourme du pie toute escripte’”, pp. 131-2.
72 Raymondin next utters “‘Ores il ne puet autrement estre’” when discussing the dead monks of 
Maillezais with Geoffroy {RM269).
73 On confession as a vital step in receiving divine pardon and sacramental absolution, see J.-C. Payen, 
Le Motif du repentir dans la litterature franqaise medievale (des origines a 1230), Librairie Droz,
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acknowledgement of his own responsibility for Mclusine’s fate within the Providential 
schema. Charged to perform “tel penitence qu’il lui plot” (270), Raymondin decides to 
enter a hermitage, where ‘“prieray Dieu qu’il lui plaise faire allegement a ma 
moillier’” (271). In a move which would be out of place were Melusine not 
conceptualised within a marvellous Christian framework, the pope approves of 
Raymondin’s proposal, adding that “‘tout ce que vous ferez en bonne devocion je le 
vous charge en lieu de penitence”’ (271). By wishing to alleviate the fairy’s 
punishment through penance and pious devotion, Raymondin emulated and extended 
his literary forebear Lancelot’s example by entering the hermitage where he “mena ... 
moult saincte vie”, thereby attaining his own spiritual redemption (273).74
Melusine as marvel thus offers Raymondin the opportunity to attain insight into the 
incomprehensible nature of God’s will on earth, and his own responsibility, based 
upon free will, for his actions within the divine plan. Unable to attain mortality and 
salvation in accordance with Presine’s curse, Melusine enlightens her husband who, in 
turn, seeks to alleviate his wife’s serpentine penance. The spiritual light embodied 
within Melusine’s monstrous form, a negative symbol, implicitly becomes associated 
with the Lusignan lands and offspring which indirectly bear her name. By justifying 
his claims to the Lusignan territories on the grounds of his reputed descent from this 
dynasty, the due de Berry could arguably draw on the family’s identification with 
divine truth to highlight the (sacred) legitimacy of his landholdings and bolster his 
own prestige. I have proposed this reading of Melusine and the merveilleux on the 
basis of the framework established by Jean d’Arras in the RM  for interpreting marvels 
such as the fairy ancestor. However, as the following analysis of Melusine in the RM 
manuscripts reveals, medieval audiences’ reception of the fairy was also marked by 
the dynamism characterising attitudes towards the merveilleux throughout this period.
Geneva, 1967, pp.81-93, A. Hopkins, The Sinful Knights: A Study o f Middle English Penitential 
Romance, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1990, pp.52-6.
74 On the relationship between literary hermits and a hero’s attainment of enlightenment and self- 
knowledge, see C. Nolin-Benjamin, “La fonction chamiere de Termite dans la quete de Tidentite”, 
Romance Quarterly, 39.4 (1992), pp.387-97, A.J. Kennedy, “The Hennit’s Role in French Arthurian 
Romance (c.l 170-1530)”, Romania, 95 (1974), pp.54-83, esp. pp.71-4 for discussion of Lancelot in La 
Queste del saint graal, R.W. Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence in Medieval Europe, Oxford University 
Press, 1999, pp.57-62. Although the hermit usually promotes the hero’s attainment of wisdom in 
Arthurian literature, Raymondin’s pious vocation reflects his own spiritual progression in the Melusine 
romances.
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3b. The m erveilleux in  the Rom an de M elusine m anuscripts
Drawing on the foregoing discussion of medieval understandings of the merveilleux, 
and its role in the RM, the present section investigates changing representations of 
Melusine in fifteenth-century manuscripts of the prose romance. In order to contain 
the scope of the discussion, I will focus on four of the accessible ten manuscripts 
containing the RM, eight of which were consulted during the research process.75 Each 
of the four manuscripts selected represents a main branch of the text identified by 
Vincensini in his typological linguistic analysis of the prose romances.76 The chapter 
concludes with a study of a much-neglected collection of fragments from a later 
fifteenth-century illustrated manuscript located at Upton House in Warwickshire 
(UK) . 77 To highlight the idiosyncrasies particular to each copy of the romance, the 
discussion is presented as a series of case-studies focused upon individual manuscripts 
and the collection of fragments. Special attention is paid to those episodes in which 
Melusine occupies a significant role: her meeting and subsequent marriage with 
Raymondin, the foundation of Lusignan, the fairy’s bathing, and Raymondin’s 
climactic denunciation of Melusine and its aftermath. Rather than explicitly 
comparing scenes throughout the manuscripts, each study will provide an analysis of 
the dominant textual, decorative, and paratextual approaches to Melusine and the 
merveilleux within each item. Case-studies will be presented in approximate 
chronological order, although I do not intend to suggest that the idiosyncrasies of 
individual volumes necessarily reflect a linear development in portrayals of the 
merveilleux in the RM  across the period. The present analysis commences with Ars as 
it is the earliest complete manuscript available. It will act as a ‘control’ manuscript 
against which subsequent variations in the presentation of the merveilleux are 
compared, and will hence receive more detailed treatment than later volumes.78 
Essential bibliographical detail relating to each item will be provided within my text; 
for further details relating to each of the five case-studies, the reader is referred to 
Appendices B and C. These provide a summary bibliographical analysis of all prose 
Melusine manuscripts and fragments discussed in this thesis (App. B), and a Table of
7> As noted in the Introduction, I was unable to consult Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, ms 
2575 and Brussels, Bibliotheque royale de Belgique, ms 10390.
76 D’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.64-88. The four manuscripts examined in 
Chapter Three are Paris, Bibliotheque de TArsenal ms 3353 (Ars); London, BL, Harley ms 4418 (Har); 
Paris, BN ms fr. 1484 (B); Madrid, BNE, ms 2148 (Mad).
77 Upton House (Warwickshire UK), Bearsted Collection, Melusine fragments, nos. 192-203 (UHB 
fragments).
78 I do not mean ‘control’ here in the full scientific sense; rather Ars provides a basis from which to 
draw comparison with other manuscripts.
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Concordance identifying the location and distribution of titles, initials, and 
illustrations in the RM  volumes studied in this Chapter (App. C). Each appendix 
contains a substantial proportion of the detail drawn upon in the analysis.
To date, scholarship on the RM  manuscripts has concentrated upon the iconography of 
the romance, often with a focus upon depictions of the heroine and, therefore, the 
merveilleux. Illustrated manuscripts consistently included miniatures depicting at least 
two episodes key to the Melusine-Raymondin narrative: the couple’s marriage and 
their final separation are common to all extant illustrated volumes, while their meeting 
and the pivotal bathing scene are also commonly included.79 As noted in the 
Introduction, Harf-Lancner and Clier-Colombani have observed that visual depictions 
of Melusine within prose and poetic manuscripts gradually softened their portraits of 
the hybrid fairy’s monstrous and marvellous traits through the fifteenth century to 
draw greater attention to her human, maternal qualities.80 While reasons for such a 
pattem have not yet been satisfactorily teased out, this trend has been identified with 
the aestheticisation of marvels and the concurrent development whereby monstrous 
creatures no longer automatically generated reactions of fear or hate, cultural shifts
o  1
mentioned earlier in this Chapter. As Guerreau-Jalabert and Poirion have pointed 
out, ascribing changes in representations of the marvellous to a tendency towards 
‘ornamentalisation’ or aestheticisation should not prevent scholars from questioning 
the changing role played by the stylised marvel and its significance; these are issues 
which are also explored below.82
Paris, Bibliotheque de lA rsenal ms 3353 (Ars): negotiating the mortal, the merveilleux, and the 
spiritual
Produced between c.1420 and c.1430, the Ars volume is the most abundantly 
decorated work considered in this thesis, and scholars have remarked upon its overt 
depiction of the merveilleux in contrast with subsequent copies of both the RM and the 
RP. This unicum parchment manuscript presents the RM  in two columns; thirty-five
79 For a convenient tabulation of the imagery across French and German manuscripts and early editions, 
see Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp.208-11.
xn Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, pp. 79, 81, 85-7, Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, 
pp.205-6.
Sl Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, pp. 81, 85-7.
82 Guerreau-Jalabert, “Fees et chevalerie”, p. 134, n.3, Poirion, Le Merveilleux, pp.94-5.
83 For all such manuscript details, see the relevant entries in App. B and their individual bibliographies. 
On the iconography, see Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.42, Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le 
sanglier”, pp.70, 78-9. A highly decorated prose Melusine manuscript containing forty-seven 
illuminations was sold in 1937 as part of the collection belonging to the late seventh duke of Newcastle.
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red rubrics commencing after the prologue divide the text into thirty-six chapters, each 
of which commence with a small polychrome grisaille miniature.84 One indication of 
this manuscript’s interest in the merveilleux lies in the dedication of approximately 
half of the illustrations to the Melusine-Raymondin narrative, in contrast with this 
story-line’s occupation of around one-third of the text. While the merveilleux 
occupies a privileged position in the work’s decorative program, I suggest that Ars 
draws attention to the integration of this topos within a mortal, Christian framework, 
partly through its depiction of Melusine’s journey through the narrative. However, this 
version of the RM  also illustrates uncertainty and ambivalence towards the 
compatibility of the merveilleux and Christian ideology in the romance.86
The first miniature depicting Melusine introduces the complex relationship between 
the merveilleux and Christian ideals which pervade the Ars manuscript (Fig.3a, 4vb). 
This illustration depicts Presine punishing her daughters for the entombment of Elinas 
and contains symbolic allusions to the nature of each girl’s fate. Of significance is the 
depiction of a small green-grisaille dragon, a creature which emblematises the
8 7metamorphic aspect of Presine’s punishment for Melusine. ' As a visual addition to
the verbal text from which it is absent, the dragon provides an example of how
# . . .  . . .  8 8  medieval artists sought to concretise the imagined marvel, to “Faire voir 1 ’invisible”.
Although the dragon’s proportions and benign appearance have evoked comparisons
with a pet dog,89 to an extent it lends Melusine an ambivalence inevitably connected
with the creature’s traditional affiliation with demonic power.90 On the other hand, it
is important to heed art historians’ warnings to pay attention to symbols in their
It was resold in 1970 but its present location is unknown as are the contents of its illustrations. The 
Sotheby’s sale catalogue contains plates of three illuminations. See Sotheby’s London, The magnificent 
library, the property o f the late seventh duke o f Newcastle removed from Clumber... 6 Dec. 1937, Lot 
952, and Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, pp. 14-15, n.l
84 The apposite nature of the term chapter to describe the episodic divisions within the RM is underlined 
by the narrator’s own use of the term to refer to the “chappitre du Roy Elinas” (143vb).
85 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.70.
86 In view of the abundance of material contained within this and other manuscripts examined in the 
thesis, analysis will be based upon representative examples from the decorative, paratextual and textual 
programs in each volume.
87 For discussion of the symbols relating to Melior and Palestine in this image, see Clier-Colombani, La 
Fee Melusine, pp.39-40 and Nichols, “Melusine Between Myth and History”, pp. 152-5.
88 Harf-Lancner, “L’image et le fantastique”, p.457.
89 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.39.
90 For an introduction to the iconographic tradition of dragons, see J. Baltrusaitis, Le Moyen Age: 
Antiquite et exotismes dans Fart gothique, Armand Colin, Paris, 1955, Ch.5, while J. Le Goff explores 
the polyvalent nature of medieval dragons in “Ecclesiastical Culture and Folklore in the Middle Ages: 
Saint Marcellus of Paris and the Dragon” in his Time, Work and Culture in the Middle Ages, trans. A. 
Goldhammer, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1980, pp. 159-88.
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particular context.91 In this circumstance, context refers not only to the visual but also 
to the verbal narrative corresponding with the illustration. Within this wider 
perspective, firmly allied as it is with Melusine’s punitive serpentine transformations, 
the dragon also embodies the redemptive potential inherent in Presine’s curse which 
permitted her daughter to aspire to mortality and, hence, salvation. In this regard, I 
suggest that the presence of the dragon, whose unthreatening demeanour belies its 
demonic heritage, be analysed in relation to Jeffrey Jerome Cohen’s understanding of 
the monster as a cultural text which may be both a “construction] and a projection” of 
fears and/or desires. In effect, I propose that the marvellous and monstrous dragon in 
Ars supplements the RAfs  weak presentation of the fairy’s subjectivity identified by 
Sturm-Maddox. As the following discussion suggests, by reflecting her psychic and 
physical integration into courtly society as much as signifying her penitential state, the 
symbolic dragon denotes Melusine’s attempted journey towards mortality.
As stipulated by Presine’s punishment (5vb-6ra), Melusine’s marriage to Raymondin 
and her construction of Lusignan mark crucial stages in the fairy’s progression 
towards humanity, and they are duly illustrated in Ars (Figs.3b-c, 18rb, 22va). The 
merveilleux in the form of the small dragon appears in each scene in gradually 
diminished proportions. 1 propose that, in conjunction with the textual and paratextual 
features of the romance, the manuscript iconography may illustrate the fairy’s slow 
assimilation into the Christian courtly world of her husband.
The marriage episode commences with the Poitevin court’s equivocal response to the 
marvel of the richly decorated pavilions and chapel established in the forest by 
Melusine, expressed ominously in the collective hope that: “Dieux doint que la fin en 
soit bonne” (18rb). To an extent, the court’s ambivalence seems justified in the 
following image which, foreshadowing the ensuing action, depicts large tents and a 
chapel on either side of a crowd witnessing the marriage of Melusine and Raymondin 
(Fig.3b, 18rb). Symbolically representing the source of the court’s uncertainty over 
Melusine’s material wealth is a knee-high figure of the dragon hidden in Melusine’s
91 See Chapter One’s discussion above on the independence and interdependence of a manuscript’s 
illustrations and text.
92 Cohen, “Monster Culture”, p.4.
93 Sturm-Maddox, “Alterity and Subjectivity”, p. 123. Melusine’s subjectivity is a topic to which I will 
return in discussion of prose manuscript B and the UHB fragments.
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skirts.94 Although the dragon may cast doubt on the validity of the Christian ceremony 
in which Melusine participates, I suggest that the internal logic of the text and image 
challenges a reading of the dragon as solely anti-Christian.95 The miniature depicts a 
bishop outside the chapel marrying the couple according to “le service diuin” (19rb).% 
The Christian atmosphere of the event is underlined by the episcopal blessing of the 
nuptial bed (20rb), while the richly decorated pavilions, alongside the chapel, visually 
and verbally locate the ceremony between orthodox symbols of the noble secular 
society into which the fairy seeks entree. These signs further substantiate the fairy’s 
protestations of Christian faith, and her promises to assist Raymondin materially.
Melusine’s passage into the human world is also signalled by the rubric and following 
passage in which her name is revealed to Raymondin and the court. As Müller 
suggests, Raymondin’s early ignorance of his prospective wife’s name indicates the 
fairy’s superiority over him, and was itself perceived as a marvel causing the court to 
wonder at her identity (17va).9s However, after the rubric “Comment Remondin 
espousa Melusigne a grant noblesce” (18rb), and before the marriage itself, Melusine 
sends the elderly knight to greet the Poitevin court on her behalf: ‘“ ma damoiselle 
Melusigne dAlbanie se recommande a vous’” (18va). The fairy thus authorises her 
own movement into the mortal world by the partial subjection of her identity to the 
court, a movement which simultaneously marks Melusine’s transition into a position 
where she becomes vulnerable to further speculation and, ultimately, betrayal.99 While 
Melusine is discursively and pictorially inscribed into Poitevin society, the partially 
hidden dragon blends into Melusine’s skirts and has seemingly diminished in size. As 
a symbol of the fairy’s “irresolvable duality”, the dragon represents “l’emanation de la 
puissance feerique” responsible for the wondrous wealth cautiously enjoyed at the 
wedding.100 However, 1 disagree with Clier-Colombani that the dragon necessarily
94 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.41, but see Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, p.386 for 
the view that when fairies were not explicitly identified with demons and were able to participate in 
church ceremonies without leaving prior to the consecration of the host, their participation in Christian 
marriages was generally not intended to deceive other romance characters.
95 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.41, Nichols, “Melusine Between Myth and History”, pp. 155-6. 
9h It was customary in parts of northern France for the ‘joining of the hands’ stage of the nuptial 
ceremony to take place outside, at the church door (J.-B. Molin and P. Mutembe, Le Rituel du manage 
en France du XIF au XVF si'ecle, Beauchesne, Paris, 1974, p.92).
97 Nichols, “Melusine Between Myth and History”, p. 155.
9X “‘Par foy’ dist ly contes ‘veez cy merueilles. Remondin se marie et ne scet quelle femme il prent ne 
de quel lignaige’” (17va). Müller, “Pour une poetique de la de-nomination dans Melusine", pp.36-7.
99 Immediately after the wedding festivities, the comtes de Poitou and de Forez enquire once more 
about Melusine’s lineage, to Raymondin’s chagrin (21rb-va).
100 Nichols, “Melusine Between Myth and History”, p. 156, Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.41 for 
quotations respectively.
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reflects the inevitability of Melusine’s fate, especially for first-time audiences.101 
Rather, as a sign of the fairy’s otherness, it simultaneously accompanies Melusine into 
the human world and visually fades as she fulfils the terms of her mother’s 
punishment.
Melusine’s integration into courtly society is advanced by her construction of 
Lusignan, illustrated in Figure 3c (22va). Directing the workmen, Melusine stands in 
the foreground of the miniature dominated by the Lusignan fortress. Behind her to the 
left sits the small dragon. Melusine rests one hand on her seemingly swollen belly 
which, although possibly a stylistic effect, may nonetheless have recalled to audiences 
the narrative fact that she conceived Urians on her wedding night (20vb). Coupled 
with the detail that Melusine paid her workers on a Saturday (22vb), the dragon in this 
image has raised the question whether all of the fairy’s actions should be considered 
within a wider discourse of sorcery. However, the structural economy of the 
romance as presented in Ars supports a reading of the dragon as a negative symbol of 
Melusine’s integration into the mortal realm as founder of Lusignan. Significantly, 
this image presents pictorially the future achievement of the fairy’s vow that she 
would help Raymondin to become “le plus seignoury et le plus grant qui oneques feust 
en [son] lignaige et le plus puissant terrien” (1 lvb). Indeed, the accompanying rubric, 
“Comment la noble forteresce de Lusegnen en Poictou fu fondee par Melusigne” 
(22va), evokes the oft reiterated ambition of the narrator to relate “comment la noble 
et puissant forteresse de Lisignen en Poictou fut fondee par une faee” (2va). Thus one 
can suggest that this image encapsulates the romance itself. The dragon’s liminal 
position behind Melusine, on the margins of the illustration, and in ever-smaller 
proportion to the fairy herself, is, I argue, reflective of the fairy’s progression into the 
human world. This reading is supported by my analysis of Melusine’s subsequent 
‘baptism’ of the fortress, outlined in the previous chapter, as a watershed moment in 
which the fairy is accepted as a superior member of Poitevin courtly society. Although 
a symbol of Melusine’s power, the dragon’s marginalisation and size in each of the 
illustrations in which it is depicted relate inversely to her position within mortal
101 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp.41-2.
102 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.41, Nichols, “Melusine Between Myth and History”, pp. 156-8. 
Nichols underlines Melusine’s fulfilment of a masculine role as building supervisor as an element of 
her anomalous character. However, as the essays in T. Evergates (ed.), Aristocratic Women in Medieval 
France, University of Pennsylvania Press, Phildelphia, 1999, illustrate, French noblewomen were 
frequently involved in landlordship and administration, thus rendering Ars' s depiction of Melusine’s 
oversight of the construction of Lusignan less anomalous than one might assume.
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society as she fulfils the terms of both her mother’s curse and her own promise to
103Raymondin.
The Ars manuscript’s fragmented presentation of Raymondin’s betrayal of Melusine, 
his espionage of the fairy’s bathing, provides examples of the array of readings to 
which the merveilleux could be subjected in the RM, and illustrates the potential 
accommodation of wondrous phenomena into a Christian paradigm.104 The first stage, 
discussed earlier, comprised Raymondin’s orthodox interpretation of his wife’s 
absences as adultery, in contrast with the alternate hypothesis posed by his brother, 
Forez, that she was a fairy spirit undergoing penance. Perhaps reflecting or shaping 
the response of many readers, Forez admits that he ‘“ne scay lequel croire’” (129vb- 
130ra). As result of Forez’ rumour-mongering, this chapter concludes with 
Raymondin piercing a hole through the bath-house door, where “se baignoit 
Melusigne en lestat que vous orrez cy aprez en la vray histoire” (130ra). This ‘cliff- 
hanger’ phrase, raising audience tension, is followed by an image of Melusine bathing 
which offers a visual explanation of the fairy’s need for weekly absences (Fig.3d, 
130rb). Here audiences encounter a quiet scene depicting a female figure modestly 
bathing. Perhaps representing the character’s awareness of Raymondin’s presence,105 
Melusine casts her eyes downwards as she covers her breasts and attempts to hide 
what would normally have been her genital area. In the only overt visual reference to 
her wondrous nature, Melusine’s torso morphs into a very small tail. Recalling 
Biblical imagery of David and Bathsheba, Raymondin participates in the reader’s 
voyeurism on the left of the scene.106 In this, the first domestic interior setting in 
which Melusine is portrayed in Ars, the fairy’s hybrid condition reveals that she has
103 Melusine’s gradual integration into the human world is structurally marked in Ars by her absence 
from the imagery and rubrication for the next two-thirds of the romance (c.l 12 folios). The last rubric 
to mention her occurs after Raymondin returns from Brittany: “Comment Remondin retouma a 
Luso[?]gnen et sesmerueille de la tour et du bourc que Melusigne auoit fait faire” (39vb). The fairy’s 
responsibility for the construction of the town is verbally acknowledged, but she is absent from the 
accompanying illustration of Raymondin who gestures in surprise towards a built-up township (39vb). 
This rubric and imagery mark the turning point for Melusine’s exclusion from the paratextual and 
decorative devices structuring much of the romance.
104 On the structuring of this scene, see also Brownlee, “Melusine’s Hybrid Body”, pp.21-8.
105 As audiences learn on Melusine’s return to Raymondin the next morning, “eile scet bien tout” 
(131 rb).
106 For discussion of the relationship between the Biblical and romance images, and an exploration of 
meanings associated with bathing scenes throughout the period, see Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, 
pp.46, 153-81. For an investigation into relationships of power constructed around the surveillance of 
female bodies in medieval art, see M.H. Caviness, Visualizing Women in the Middle Ages: Sight, 
Spectacle, and Scopic Economy, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 2001.
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not yet succeeded in integrating completely into the mortal community.107 In a 
privileged position compared with Raymondin, readers can interpret this marvellous 
scene of fairy hybridity as Melusine experiencing her weekly penance in accordance 
with Presine’s curse. The accompanying rubric omits any direct reference to the 
exceptional nature of this scene, perhaps hinting at an uncertainty (shared by the 
artist?) as to how to conceptualise the monstrous hybrid marvel: “Comment Remond 
vit Melusigne baignier par lenhortement de son frere le conte de Forests Et lui failly 
du couuenant quil lui auoit prommis” (130rb). The scene is filtered through 
Raymondin’s consciousness of the event, in accordance with his agency as voyeur, but 
by interpreting Raymondin’s actions as a transgression of his vow, the rubric signals 
that his interpretation of Melusine’s Saturday absences has changed.
The following passage reveals that Raymondin’s reading of the marvel has indeed 
altered from a secular to a theological interpretation. This occurs only after readers 
encounter a verbal description of the bathing fairy which contrasts with both the 
illustration and Raymondin’s later interpretation of the scene. According to the text, 
Melusine combs her hair, while her tail, “aussi grosse comme vne tonne ou on met 
harenc et long durement” (130rb), beats the water so vigorously that it splashes the 
ceiling. This rendition of a sirenic Melusine seemingly enjoying her penitential state is 
at odds with the depiction preceding it, posing a challenge to an engaged audience 
seeking to reconcile the verbal and visual images. The omission of Melusine combing 
her hair removes a strong symbol of lust and sin from the image, while the depiction 
of a small tail eliminated a confronting image of hybrid monstrosity in favour of 
reflective modesty.108 Despite the striking nature of this verbal image, I propose that 
the pictorial illustration dominated audience dialogue with and interpretation of the 
marvel throughout the subsequent passages. First, the miniature precedes and 
necessarily pre-shapes an audience’s concretisation of Melusine’s penitential form. As 
a pictorial attempt to know the marvel, the illustration necessarily subjects a reader’s 
imaginative freedom to visualise the hybrid-fairy bathing to the iconographic 
parameters established by the artist. Second, by its nature as the only illustration on 
the leaf, it benefits from the isolation effect discussed in Chapter One, whereby an 
anomalous feature of a given passage stands out on the page and thus imprints itself
107 Nichols notes that Melusine in Ars is “always contextually defined in conjunction with an element of 
the earth or feudal landscape” (“Melusine Between Myth and History, p. 155). On fairies’ frequent 
identification with the outside world, see Guerreau-Jalabert, “Fees et chevalerie”, pp. 135-6.
108 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp. 101-8, 113-19.
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more strongly on a reader’s memory.109 While Brownlee has analysed the verbal 
image of Melusine bathing as both monstrous and “comical”, the penitential 
illustration preceding the description and Raymondin’s subsequent reading of the 
marvel in strongly Christian terms defy such a modem interpretation of the 
merveilleux in this manuscript.110
The rubric’s hint that Raymondin changed his mind concerning the meaning of 
Melusine and her absences is borne out when the hero re-interprets his wife in two 
ways. Recognising his own interpretive error and figurative blindness, Raymondin 
understands Melusine in Christ-like terms as a healer of (his) sins, as discussed earlier 
(13Ira). Secondly, she is personified in courtly terms as “beaute bonte doulcour 
amistie sens courtoisie charite humilite” (130vb), and in terms of the prosperity she 
has brought him from God: “toute ma joye tout mon confort toute mesperance tout 
mon eur mon bien mon pris ma vaillance” (130vb). I suggest that in this all-too-brief 
moment of insight and clarity, Raymondin successfully sees beyond the marvel of 
Melusine’s monstrous exterior to recognise the truth of her benevolent role in his 
life.* 111 Raymondin’s vision of the marvel in her otherworldly guise thus gives rise to 
his (temporary) perception of Melusine as a divine source of spiritual and material aid, 
much as he had described her to the comte de Poitou earlier in the romance. The 
fragmented structure surrounding Melusine’s necessary absences and her hybrid 
bathing thus elicits a range of responses to her surprising activities. Forez’ uncertainty 
concerning Melusine is paralleled by the rumours which identify her in sinfully mortal 
terms as an adulteress, or in terms in which the Christian and merveilleux merge, as a 
penitent fairy, which of course she is. The manuscript guides readers away from the 
monstrous textual description of the exuberant hybrid fairy, towards a reception of 
Raymondin’s betrayal as a sin against a creature whom he associates with divine 
beneficence. The presentation of this episode in Ars thus permits some insight into the 
rich and occasionally contradictory range of readings open to medieval audiences of 
the 7?Mwhen confronting the merveilleux and the monstrous.
The inseparability of the merveilleux from the Christian realm in Ars is highlighted 
further in the manuscript’s depiction of Raymondin’s life and death at Montferrat.
109 See also Chapter One above, subsection ‘Decoration’, on the mnemonic value assigned to miniatures 
in the late medieval period.
110 Brownlee, “Melusine’s Hybrid Body”, p.25.
111 At this point, Raymondin’s insight remains partial, as he attributes his anticipated loss of Melusine 
to his brother’s treachery, not to his own agency (Ars 131 va-b).
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Marking his entrance into the hermitage is an illustration depicting a stone monastery 
at the base of a rocky mountain with huts constructed along the slopes, and 
surrounded by robed monks (Fig.3e, 146va). Significantly, the sacred milieu in which 
Raymondin spends his life atoning for his betrayal evokes the world of the 
merveilleux in several ways. Built upon a wild, rocky outcrop, the hermitage was 
located on the boundaries between civilised and uncivilised society, between the 
known and the unknown, a liminal space which was devoted to the spiritual life.112 
Suggestive of the otherworldly nature of Montferrat is its strong resemblance to the 
rock around which the boundaries of Lusignan were so marvellously drawn by 
workers using the harf s-hide thong (Fig.3f, 16ra). Further, there is a marked similarity 
between the ascending vertical lines common to the monastery and the Lusignan 
fortress built by Melusine’s workers (Fig.3c), visual markers of the marvellous 
ambiance characterising each of these locales.113 Regardless of whether the artist 
employed a pattern-book for the rocky mountain and building illustrations, the 
consistent visual parallels between the two locations perhaps invited readers to draw 
connections between the wondrous location upon which Melusine built Lusignan and 
the holy mountain where Raymondin spends his final days in penance.114
The intimate links between the spiritual and the merveilleux in this location are 
reinforced by the appearance of Melusine as banshee-dragon before Raymondin’s 
death. Unique among our manuscripts, Ars presents a distressed dragon with mouth 
open and wings outstretched in preparation for departure towards Montferrat (Fig.3g, 
155va), similar in design to the depiction of the newly-transformed fairy after 
Raymondin’s condemnation (140va).11:i Reflecting the plurality of meanings inherent 
in the dragon symbol, we can here identify the monster as a sign, not of Melusine’s 
integration, but of her separation from humanity and as a portent of death.116 Although 
the decorative program does not depict this Melusine flying over Montferrat, shortly 
after the illustration above, the text reveals that she “sapparut a Montferrat que le
112 C. Brooke, The Monastic World 1000-1300, Random House, New York, 1974, pp.83-4, L. Herbert 
McAvoy and M. Hughes-Edwards, “Introduction: Intersections of Time and Space in Gender and 
Enclosure” in L. Herbert-McAvoy and M. Hughes-Edwards (eds), Anchorites, Wombs and Tombs: 
Intersections o f Gender and Enclosure in the Middle Ages, University of Wales Press, Cardiff, 2005, 
pp.6-26, pp.l 1-13 on eremitic locations.
113 Gallais, La Fee a la fontaine, pp.282-3.
114 These visual associations are repeated in the scene depicting Geoffrey’s visit to his father at 
Montferrat (149vb).
115 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp.70-1.
116 On Melusine as a sign of death throughout the RM, see C. Lucken, “Roman de Melusine ou Llistoire 
de Lusignan? La fable de l’histoire” in Boivin and MacCana (eds), Melusines continentales et 
insulaires, pp.l39-67, esp. pp.l52-67.
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prieur et tous les moines la virent” (155vb). The absence of surprise or fear among the 
clergy suggests their acceptance of the portentous merveilleux in the Christian world, 
in accordance with attitudes expressed towards the meaning of marvellous creatures 
expressed by Augustine and Jean d’Arras. These final passages, in which the 
merveilleux and Christian intersect in the pictorial and textual narrative surrounding 
Raymondin’s penance at Montferrat, are representative of the Ars manuscript’s 
uniquely consistent attempts to integrate these two discursive modes into its 
presentation of Melusine in the RM.
The Ars manuscript evinces concern to accommodate the merveilleux within a 
Christian framework, and yet manifests uncertainty towards the nature of Melusine as 
an embodiment of the merveilleux. Although the details of the bathing scene have 
been visually attenuated to diminish the potentially threatening nature of the 
serpentine tail attached to a sirenic fairy, the insertion of the small dragon in three 
early illustrations casts an ambivalent light over Melusine’s early activities. 
Nonetheless, as I have suggested, the dragon represents the redemptive elements of 
Melusine’s curse as readily as its punitive features, and can be seen to mark stages in 
the fairy’s partial integration into the mortal realm of her husband. On the other hand, 
the multivalent nature of such symbols is realised by the depiction of the fairy’s final 
form, seen in Figure 3g, which closely resembles the small creature present alongside 
Melusine in these earlier scenes. In these later scenes, the dragon as Melusine signals 
her ultimate inability to attain mortality.
The bathing scene however epitomises the confusion which medieval characters and, 
arguably, readers could experience when confronted with wondrous objects. 
Melusine’s behaviour and her physical transformations constitute marvellous 
phenomena which elicit multiple interpretations from Forez, the community, and 
Raymondin. The fragmented structure of this episode draws attention to the 
possibilities and instability inherent in later medieval attempts to understand wondrous 
phenomena. Such uncertainty concerning the intersection of the fairy merveilleux with 
the Christian divine and/or demonic reflects historical, as well as literary experiences, 
as Madeleine Jeay’s examination of evidence from the trial of Joan of Arc in 1431 and 
subsequent rehabilitation proceedings in the early 1450s demonstrates. From the
117 M. Jeay, “Clercs et paysans au XVe siecle: une relecture de l’episode de l’arbre aux fees dans les 
proces de Jeanne d’Arc” in M.-C. Deprez-Masson (ed.), Normes et pouvoir ä la Jin clu Moyen Age.
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court transcripts, Jeay reveals how traditional rituals surrounding fairies and fairy 
locations, such as Joan’s Arbre aux fees, were subject to changing local and clerical 
interpretations which were then shaped according to discursive (judicial) need. 
Jeay’s analysis illustrates the contemporary uncertainty towards the compatibility of 
the fairy merveilleux within a Christian context which is so well evoked in the Ars 
manuscript’s presentation of the RM.
London, B L  Harley ms 4 4 1 8  (Har): Melusine and crusade
A luxurious, mid fifteenth-century volume produced for Philippe le Bon’s 
chamberlain, Jean de Crequy, Har filters its presentation of Melusine and the 
merveilleux through the Burgundian court’s intense interest in crusade.119 The primacy 
of the crusade narrative within this volume is indicated by iconography which focuses 
heavily upon the crusading adventures of the Lusignan sons, an example of which is 
Figure 3h (99rb).120 This volume reconceptualises Melusine not simply as the founder 
of Lusignan, but more specifically as the mother of the Lusignan dynasty of crusaders. 
The Har manuscript offers a seemingly paradoxical representation of Melusine in this 
regard. On the one hand, the fairy’s ‘human’ qualities as Lusignan ancestor are often 
brought to the fore by means of paratextual and decorative devices which 
predominantly suppress Melusine’s wondrous characteristics. On the other, the close 
relationship between Melusine’s maternity of Lusignan crusaders and the merveilleux 
is established in key passages strategically located throughout the narrative. The 
following discussion explores each of these readings in turn.
The Har manuscript’s dissociation of the merveilleux from Melusine is evident in the 
paratext and decorative program framing the early phases of the narrative. Two 
important fairy motifs, the fountain where the mortal-fairy couple meet, and the 
fairy’s two attendants, are absent from the chapter titles structuring this passage. 
Further, in an unusual omission within illustrated Melusine manuscripts, Har does not
Actes du colloque ‘La recherche en etudes medievales au Quebec et en Ontario’, 16-17 mai 1989, 
Montreal, Editions CERES, Montreal, 1989, pp. 145-63. I owe this source to N. Margolis, “Myths in 
Progress: A Literary-Typological Comparison of Melusine and Joan of Arc” in Maddox and Stunn- 
Maddox (eds), Melusine o f Lusignan, pp.241-66, p.254 and n.24.
118 Jeay, “Clercs et paysans”, pp. 147-62.
119 J. Paviot, “Burgundy and the Crusade” in N. Houseley (ed.), Crusading in the Fifteenth Century: 
Message and Impact, Palgrave Macmillan, Houndmills, 2004, pp.70-80, and see the discussion of 
Melusine reception at the court of ducal Burgundy in Chapter Six below.
l20As the iconography of the sons is not my immediate focus, see App. B for a list of the illuminations 
and accompanying chapter titles, several of which highlight the crusade narrative in this manuscript.
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contain a miniature depicting this pivotal meeting. Instead, rubrics in the Contents 
Table and inserted into the narrative repeatedly characterise Melusine’s encounter
with Raymondin by the “confort quelle lui donna” (21vb), and highlight the fact that
1 22she “conseilla Raymondin de ce quil auoit a faire” (24vb) in order to acquire land.
In deflecting attention from the textual evidence of her marvellous nature, the paratext 
in Har thus underlines Melusine’s possession of the ideal feminine virtues of comfort, 
advice, and implicitly wisdom, prior to her marriage.123 Representations of the 
wedding itself and the construction of Lusignan further depict a ‘humanised’ fairy. 
Melusine is accorded none of the wondrous agency which facilitates the wedding in 
either the chapter title, “Comment Raymondin espousa Melusine et de la grant feste 
que len fist aux nocpces” (36ra), or in the accompanying illumination (Fig.3i, 36rb). 
Indeed, the miniature locates Melusine firmly within a conventional human context. 
Unlike Ars, the wedding is set inside a chapel (or other interior space), thus separating 
the fairy from the wondrous locus of the forest, and the central position of the bishop, 
about to join the couple’s right hands in a gesture signifying their mutual consent to 
the union, affirms the event’s Christian atmosphere.1-4
] 21
Melusine’s construction of Lusignan, an event eliciting awe from the Poitevin court, is 
also partly removed from the realm of wondrous activity in Har. Read on their own, 
chapter titles structuring this passage neglect to mention Melusine’s role with respect 
to the chateau’s foundation or denomination. On the other hand, following the non­
specific rubric, “Comment la forteresse de Lusigncn fut fondee”, a miniature is 
inserted which depicts Melusine standing alongside the foundations of the chateau, her
121 See Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp.208-9 for the frequency with which miniatures of the 
couple’s encounter are depicted in illustrated Melusine manuscripts. On the fairy motifs of the fountain 
or spring and the three ladies, see Gallais, La Fee a la fontaine, esp. p.30 (“La fee et la fontaine sont 
quasi interchangeables”) and Ch.9, Ferlampin-Acher, Fees, bestes et luitons, pp.99-106, Guerreau- 
Jalabert, “Fees et chevalerie”, pp. 136-8, Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.37.
122 See also title nos. 14-15 and 18 in the list of titles transcribed from Liar's Table of Contents in App. 
B. Titles in the Contents Table are not always transcribed fully in the text of the romance.
122 For portraits of idealised and historical wives possessing these virtues, see de Pizan, The Book o f the 
City o f Ladies, 11.29, pp. 139-42 and K.A. LoPrete, “Adela of Blois as Mother and Countess” in J.C. 
Parsons and B. Wheeler (eds), Medieval Mothering, Garland Publishing Inc., New York, 1996, pp.313- 
33; for Melusine’s possession of these virtues in a maternal context, see Colwell, “Melusine: Ideal 
Mother or Inimitable Monster?”, pp. 183-94.
124 Molin and Mutembe, Le Rituel du mariage en France, p.101. Perhaps casting an ambivalence over 
the scene is the gold brocade on green cloth from which the Episcopal cope is made, green having been 
prohibited from secular clerical garments in 1215 and reputed for its associations with disorder, as well 
as with the outside and otherworld (M. Pastoureau, “L’Eglise et la couleur, des origines ä la Reforme”, 
BEC, 147.1 (1989), pp.203-30, esp. pp. 214, 220, 227, and his “Formes et couleurs du desordre: le 
jaune avec le vert”, Medievales, 4 (1983), pp.62-73). The gold brocade of the cope is however typical 
of fifteenth-century, and especially Burgundian, examples (J. Evans, Dress in Medieval France, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1952, pp.74-6).
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125 • . . .arm raised in greeting to the builders (Fig.3j, 43va). When read in conjunction with 
the illumination and text, the title above alludes to Melusine’s responsibility for the 
construction work by indicating the manner in which (comment) Lusignan was 
founded. This miniature thus reminds readers of the fairy’s marvellous contribution to, 
and identification with Lusignan. I propose that the suppression of visual and 
paratextual references to the merveilleux in the early phases of the Lusignan 
foundation contribute to a quasi-‘normalisation’ of Melusine within this manuscript. 
By presenting Melusine as a woman with prized feminine virtues whose marriage 
occurs within a sanctioned theological model, the devices shaping the early episodes 
of the RM  locate the emergence of the Lusignan dynasty in Har within a conventional 
framework superficially untroubled by the merveilleux. Where the fairy is located 
visually alongside evidence of her marvellous abilities, the illumination underlines her 
bond with Lusignan.
Textual interpolation and the composition of chapter titles draw attention to the 
association between the merveilleux, Melusine, and the crusading Lusignan dynasty in 
Har. Evidence of such interpolation is located immediately after the narrator’s 
exordial conclusion that “vous diray dont eelle face vint qui fonda la noble place et 
forteresse de Lusignen” (9ra). The new passage is introduced by a rubricated “Cy 
paries des noms et des estas des enfans qui furent nez au mariage de Raymondin et 
Melusine” (9ra). Enumerating the names and titles of the Lusignan sons in the order of 
the status they acquired, the passage testifies to the thematic importance placed on the 
sons’ adventures in this volume.126 It simultaneously privileges those sons who win 
their position as a result of their crusading actions, for it is the three sons who play a 
key role in the defence of kingdoms threatened by Saracens who subsequently marry 
royal heiresses: Urians in Cyprus, Guion in Lesser Armenia, and Regnault in
125 This title abridges the heading noted in the contents table (no. 27 listed in App. B), which adds the 
detail that Lusignan was built “en Poitou”.
126 For convenience, the list is here reproduced: “Cy paries des noms et des estas des enfans qui furent 
nez au mariage de Raymondin et Melusine, ii. Et tout premierement en issy le Roy Vrian qui regna en 
Chypre. Item le Roy Guion qui regna moult puissamment en Hermenie Item le Roy Regnault qui regna 
moult puissamment en Behaigne. Item Anthoine qui fu due de Luxembourc Item Oedon qui fut conte 
de la Marche. Item Raymon qui fu conte de Forest. Item Gieuffroy au grant dent seigneur de Lusignen. 
Item en issy Thierry sire de Partenay. Item Fromon leur frere qui fu moine de Maillesies lequel 
Gieuffroy au grant dent ardy en la ditte abbeye auec labbe et cent religieux” (9ra-b). Variants on this 
passage are included in prose manuscript B and the 1478 Steinschaber edition, and were reproduced in 
Harf-Lancner, “Le Roman de Melusine et le Roman de Geoffroy a la grand dent”, p.353. The 
interpolation in Har is closer in form to the parallel passage in the Steinschaber volume than to the 
equivalent passage in prose manuscript B, a point which may encourage some reconsideration of the 
model text used by Steinschaber for his edition (see the linguistic typology in d’Arras, Melusine, ed., 
trans., and intro. Vincensini, p.87). The passage was also included in the Middle English translation of 
the romance (BL, Royal ms 18.b.ii, 3vff).
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Bohemia. Equally importantly, the proximity of this passage to the prologue’s 
Christian rationalisation of fairy marvels signals the volume’s emphasis on Melusine’s 
role as the progenitor of a prosperous, crusading lineage, thereby identifying the 
merveilleux with the theme of crusade.
Melusine’s role as the mother of the successful Urians and Guyon is prioritised in 
paratextual devices framing narrative in which the merveilleux is once more aligned 
with crusade. Following rubrics alluding to Melusine’s delivery of these sons,127 a 
subsequent title declares “Cy parle du grant appareil que Melusine fist faire a Vrian et 
Guion ses filz pour aler oultremer et comment ilz montrerent en mer” (75vb). Urians 
and Guion are the only crusading sons whose receipt of aid from Melusine is 
prioritised paratextually by a title in Har, inviting audiences to reflect on the special 
relationship between these brothers and their mother. Its structural prominence 
permits the title to draw attention towards a second textual feature connecting 
Melusine with the crusade enterprise within the chapter. Having furnished Urians and 
Guion with material provisions, Melusine prefaces her moral counsel by presenting 
them with protective rings, a motif common to the merveilleux. The rings are not 
unique to this copy of the RM, but the gift is marked in Har by an illuminated two-line 
capital (77va). In effect, the paragraph distinguishes the fairy’s magical gift from her 
material aid and her subsequent discourse on moral governance, which is marked by a 
paraph (77vb).128 The volume thus promotes a reading of this episode in which the 
merveilleux, in the form of rings, is explicitly associated with crusade. Although the 
rings are not mentioned again, they nonetheless act as wondrous talismans supporting 
the Christian adventures of Urians and Guion.129 This episode marks a turning point in 
the manuscript’s portrayal of the fairy, for it is the final scene in which her mortal 
deeds are structurally brought to audiences’ attention. Having bestowed the protective 
rings upon her sons, Melusine all but disappears from the paratextual and decorative 
devices shaping the romance until Raymondin’s first betrayal. The one remaining
127 The relevant portions of the titles in the text are: “Comment Melusine enfanta vng filz qui fu nomme 
Vrian” (45va) and “comment eile acoucha de son tiers filz qui ot nom Guion” (72vb). Between these 
two sons, Eudes is bom (“comment Melusine acoucha de son second filz qui ot nom Othon” (70vb)), 
but as he plays no further role in the manuscript, I suggest that he was only named because of his 
position as the second son between Urians and Guyon.
128 See App. C.
129 Gaullier-Bougassas, La Tentation de l ’Orient, p.335.
130 Even when Raymondin spies on his wife, the accompanying rubric merely treats Melusine as the 
subject of his gaze, without an overt reference to her metamorphosis (“Comment Raymondin par 
lennortement de son frere le conte de Forest ala espier Melusine au samedy contre la couuenance quil
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rubric in which she is mentioned further emphasises her maternal role by referring to 
her as the recipient, along with Raymondin, of news of “lestat de leurz deux filz”, 
once more distinguishing her particularly as the mother of Urians and Guion 
(127rb).131
The relationship between the merveilleux and the crusading expeditions undertaken by 
Urians, Guion, and later Geoffroy, in the eastern Mediterranean is clarified in a 
dialogue between illuminations and paratext towards the conclusion of the romance. 
Visually acknowledging Melusine’s marvellous nature is a miniature of the physical 
transformation she experiences after her husband’s public betrayal. The illumination 
presages the fairy’s departure from Raymondin by portraying two green, bat-winged 
dragons in descending and ascending motion, in an attempt to pictorialise Melusine’s 
dive from the window and flight up into the air “en fourme de serpente” (Fig.3k, 
214va). Given the restraint with which the merveilleux has hitherto been treated in 
Har, we must consider the function of this miniature within the structural economy of 
the manuscript. Part of its significance, I suggest, lies in its position as the volume’s 
final illumination: following the principles of recency contributing to reader retention 
outlined in Chapter One, this image arguably invited sustained reflection on 
Melusine’s nature and function throughout the rest of the romance. In addition to two 
titles adverting to the serpentine fairy’s reappearances over and continuing bonds w'ith 
Lusignan,133 a direct reference to the serpent in Har’s final chapter title before the 
narratorial conclusion is significant: “Comment la serpente se est apparue a pluseurs 
seigneurs et meismes au Roy de Chypre” (25Ira).134 The title focuses attention on 
Melusine’s final appearances and particularly emphasises her materialisation before 
Pierre, the crusading Lusignan king of Cyprus, whose brutal murder in 1369 shocked
lui auoit faitte dont il fu moult dolent” (209ra). The absence of a depiction of this scene is another 
unusual omission in an illuminated copy of either Melusine romance.
131 The full title is “Comment les barons de Poitou qui estoient alez auec Vrian et Guion reuindrent en 
Poitou Et apporterent lettres a Raymondin et Melusine de lestat de leurz deux filz” (127rb).
132 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.58. I have been unable to identify the piece of furniture in the 
foreground of this miniature and its significance.
133 Audiences were thus invited to associate the dragon with the dynastic banshee functions imposed on 
Melusine presaged in Presine’s curse (which is missing from this volume) in the following chapter 
headings: “Comment la serpente sapparut au tour de Lusignen trois jours deuant le trespassement de 
Raymond et comment ledit Raymond trespassa et de lobseque qui fut moult noble ou furent Gieuffroy 
et quatre de ses freres” (235rb) and “Comment la serpente sapparu par nuit au deuant du lit de Sersuelle 
auant que Lusignen fust rendue en la main des francois” (249va).
134 The final title itemised in the contents table (no. 120) has thus been divided into two sections in the 
text, including the title cited above on 25Ira and the following, final title: “Cy paries de la conclusion 
que lacteur prent en la fin de son liure” (251vb).
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the Western European world. 135 The concluding focus on the Cypriot king in the 
ultimate narrative chapter heading urges retrospective reflection upon the romance 
from the perspective of this episode. It thereby encourages recollection of the 
iconographic and paratextual emphasis placed on Urian’s and Guion’s crusading 
activities around Cyprus throughout the codex. By evoking the image of the 
dragonesque fairy, this final chapter title firmly asserts the intimate association 
between Melusine, the merveilleux, and crusade.
The Har manuscript thus deploys Melusine and the merveilleux as a vehicle 
promoting the theme of crusade, with a special focus on the region surrounding 
Cyprus in the eastern Mediterranean. Scribal strategies, including interpolations, titles, 
and other paratextual devices underline the intersection of the crusading themes with 
marvellous motifs, most notably Melusine herself, throughout the manuscript. As I 
will argue in Chapter Six, the deployment of Melusine and the merveilleux in this 
Burgundian manuscript to promote the crusade enterprise was not an isolated cultural 
phenomenon. In view of the threats posed to Cyprus by the surrounding Muslim 
realms, and the Burgundian court’s enthusiasm to take up the cross in the mid­
fifteenth century, I shall suggest that the Har manuscript’s re-presentation of the RM  
functioned as a call to action on behalf of the island-kingdom and its Lusignan leader.
Paris, B N  ms fir. 1484 (B): the merveilleux demystified
The later fifteenth-century, northern French manuscript B exemplifies the later 
medieval aestheticisation of the merveilleux evident in literature from the thirteenth 
century onwards. 136 In addition, I propose that this copy of the RM  ‘demystifies’ and 
thereby ‘simplifies’ its presentation of Melusine, terms I will discuss below. As a 
result of these textual phenomena, the manuscript offers a less complex deployment of 
its marvellous motifs, one in which narratorial and diegetic curiosity about and 
ambivalence towards the marvellous fairy are often written out of the romance. The 
following analysis explores the portrayal of Melusine and the merveilleux in B in three 
stages. First, it examines the influence of the predominant paratextual features 
structuring the fairy’s presence in the volume, before exploring other characters’ 
responses (or lack thereof) towards Melusine as an incarnation of the merveilleux.
135 Edbury, “The murder of King Peter I”, pp.219-33.
136 See the relevant discussion earlier in this Chapter.
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This is followed by a consideration of the implications of revisions to the merveilleux 
on the reading of the monstrous projected by this work.
Manuscript B positions Melusine as fairy at the thematic centre of its recension of the 
RM. This occurs primarily through the paratextual devices structuring the prologue 
and the composition of the rubrics throughout the work. The volume’s red incipit, “Cy 
commance le prologue du liure de Melusine en prose” (lr), immediately imposes an 
interpretive frame upon the work within which the fairy is construed as the narrative’s 
central focus. Red verbal signposts guide readers towards key phases of the prologue’s 
exposition on marvels, including one which introduces Gervase of Tilbury’s 
classification of fairies and rationalisation of their occasionally divine, if punitive 
metamorphic condition: “Noms de fairies que lutins. fayes et les aultres bonnes 
dames” (2v). The rubricated phrase invites audiences to identify this passage as of 
particular significance to the romance and its central character. The exordial emphasis 
on Melusine and fairies is reinforced by the prologue’s final line: after explaining the 
passage’s relevance for the narrative of the Lusignan fairy, the following phrase is 
interpolated: “laquelle faie se nommoit Mellusine dAlbenye” (4r). From its opening 
pages, manuscript B is thus concerned to clarify its fairy content and identify Melusine 
at the heart of the romance narrative through paratextual and scribal revisions. More 
explicitly than earlier manuscripts, B 's exordium directs audiences’ towards Melusine 
as a fairy whose existence and potentially transformative nature, alluded to by 
reference to Gervase, are rationalised within a Christian epistemology.
Melusine moreover assumes the narrative focus in manuscript B's rubrication. This is 
illustrated first by the fairy’s presence in fifty, or approximately one-quarter, of the 
186 descriptive titles, in contrast with her occupation of around one-sixth of the 
text.137 Melusine’s frequent position as subject within the titles enhances audience 
perception of her agency within the romance. Chapter headings not only highlight 
Melusine’s initiation of her relationship with Raymondin, instruction to Raymondin 
concerning his return to Poitiers, and his request from the count, but also, 
significantly, her oversight of Lusignan’s construction.138 This volume further
137 See the entry on this volume in App. B for titles. Whereas the Melusine-Raymondin narrative 
occupies around one-third of the /?AT(Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.70), this proportion 
takes into account Raymondin’s experiences with Aymery and the recovery of his Breton heritage. The 
narrative concerned with Melusine occupies around one-sixth of the prose text at most.
138 See title nos. 17, “Comment la dame mist la main a la rene du cheual Raymondin pour le faire parier 
a eile” (17v); 19, “Comment la dame enuoya Raymondin a Poictiers en la maison du comte qui estoit
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emphasises Melusine’s responsibility for Lusignan in the title, “Comment Melusine 
demanda le conseil aux comtes barons et aultres pluseurs comment eile nommeroit sa 
place laquelle eile nomma Lusignen” (36v). This rubric misguides readers slightly by 
its suggestion that Melusine intended to name the chateau herself when, in fact, she 
begs her guests to assist her (36v-37r). The chapter titles in B also emphasise more 
strongly than other volumes Melusine’s role as Lusignan mother. Six titles refer to the 
fairy’s delivery of handsome yet strangely marked sons.14 Moreover, her maternal 
nursing, provision of assistance to and receipt of news from each pair of adventurous 
sons are also paratextually accentuated, and the fairy is identified as “mere” in several 
other headings.141
Exceptionally among the manuscripts, several titles in B further promote the fairy’s 
subjectivity by presenting the narrative from Melusine’s own perspective.142 In this, 
they complement the RAf s characterisation of the fairy whose own thoughts remain 
hidden throughout much of the narrative.143 Some of these titles offer explanations 
rationalising the fairy’s actions. The most interesting example for our purposes is 
“Comment Melusine demanda a sa mere la tromperie que leur pere leur auoit fait et 
comment il en fut pugny” (9r). This rubric justifies Elinas’ entombment as a 
punishment in light of Melusine’s perception of his actions as a ‘tromperie’, a 
deception or betrayal. Guided by the title, readers thus approach the episode from 
Melusine’s point of view, rather than that of her mother, whose subsequent 
punishment of her daughters is not prioritised in this volume’s rubrics. Chapter titles 
in B thus promote a reading of the fairy whose role as founder and mother in the 
narrative is privileged by the disproportionate number of titles allocated to her actions,
mort a la forest” (20v); 24, “Comment par le conseil de la dame Raymondin demanda vng don au jeune 
comte et luy fut octroye par le dit compte” (24r); and 37, “Comment Melusine fist venir teruillons 
massons et aultres ouvuriers pour destranchier la röche et faire fondemens pour y commencer labitacion 
de la place” (36r).
139 This volume eliminates some textual repetition from earlier copies: in Ars, Melusine twice asks the 
comte de Poitiers for his help in naming the chateau (23rb-va), whereas in B, she only insists on his 
counsel once (B 37r).
140 See titles nos. 39, 58-62 (App. B). The explicit references to the sons’ physical anomalies suggests 
the aestheticisation of the monstrous marvel in this manuscript, whereby wondrous features are 
highlighted as a point of interest in contrast with titles in Ars and Har. Unfortunately, for reasons of 
space, I have not been able to discuss the volume’s presentation of the sons.
141 For a selection of these, see title nos.: 63, 65, 89-90, 94-6, 116, 158. The RAfs inherent concern with 
the Lusignan dynasty illustrated in these titles is foreshadowed by a list of sons entitled “Des 
generacions” interpolated after the prologue (4v). As noted in n.126 of this Chapter, this is an abridged 
version of a parallel passage in Har and Steinschaber. For transcriptions, see Harf-Lancner, “Le Roman 
de Melusine et le Roman de Geoffroy ä la Grand Dent", p.353, and the entry for B in App. B.
142 For example, see title nos. 9, 17, and 29.
143 Sturm-Maddox, “Alterity and Subjectivity”, pp. 121-9.
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and whose agency is underlined by Melusine’s status as the title’s subject. Further, the 
composition of rubrics occasionally promotes an interpretation of the narrative from 
the fairy’s perspective, thus rationalising otherwise questionable actions. Scribal 
concern for clarity in B may inform the large number of descriptive titles which, by 
imposing a reading on short, unbroken paragraph-chapters, direct attention to the one 
or two actions considered central to each chapter. The result is a relatively detailed set 
of interpretive devices in which Melusine’s role in the RM  is both privileged and 
partially deproblematised.
Scribal revisions and selected omissions contribute to manuscript B 's aestheticised 
and simplified presentation of the merveilleux. In light of Ferlampin-Acher’s model of 
diegetic engagement with the merveilleux, whereby characters experience wonder 
before interrogating and hypothesising about the marvel’s nature and meaning, I 
propose that this volume effaces significant passages wherein the inscribed or fictional 
audience responded with uncertainty and/or curiosity towards Melusine herself. By 
eliminating several instances of ambivalence towards the fairy, the text effectively 
simplifies and demystifies her portrayal in B. Such textual revision to the responses of 
the inscribed audience arguably transformed the reception process experienced by 
historical audiences by reducing the hermeneutic space in which readers could reflect 
upon Melusine and her role in the manuscript.144 These ideas will be explored by 
considering revised reactions of Raymondin and the court to the fairy in this volume.
The thoughts and responses of Raymondin, the character who interacts most closely 
with Melusine, are modified so that he expresses less curiosity and ambivalence 
towards the fairy as a manifestation of the merveilleux. For example, when reflecting 
on Melusine’s promise of wealth and power, Raymondin briefly considers the 
alternative to placing his faith in her, his exile from Poitou, before deciding that he “se 
mectroit en laduenture de croyre celle dame de ce quelle luy disoit” (20r). This phrase 
omits the clause included in earlier manuscripts which qualifies Raymondin’s decision 
thus: “Car il nauoit que vne foiz a passer le crueux pas de la mort” (Ars llvb). In 
earlier copies of the RM , the hero experiences sufficient uncertainty concerning 
Melusine’s nature to believe that death may be the consequence of trusting the fairy.
144 Ferlampin-Acher, Fees, bestes et luitons, p.l 1.
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Such doubt is written out of manuscript B.]45 Further, when Raymondin promises to 
marry Melusine, his vow is greatly elaborated upon in contrast with earlier works: “Et 
Raymondin luy respondit puis que estez de par Dieu je my accorde prest de faire tout 
ce que conseilleres. Et vous promeetz par ma foy que ainsi le feray” (20v).146 This 
phrase demonstrates Raymondin’s unreserved expression of faith in Melusine, and in 
fact rationalises this belief in terms of his face-value acceptance of Melusine’s 
declaration that she is “de par Dieu” (20v).
Scribal omissions similarly influence the reflections of other characters who express 
curiosity about Melusine in earlier redactions of the RM. For example, on learning of 
his cousin’s impending marriage, the comte de Poitiers is surprised at Raymondin’s 
ignorance of his bride’s identity: “veci merueilles Raymondin est marie et ne scet a 
qui” (28v-29r). While the count’s reaction to Raymondin’s lack of knowledge is 
clearly registered, his own subsequent contemplation of Melusine’s identity is not 
pursued further in manuscript B (29r). In Ars, the count ponders at length the 
possibility that Raymondin met a “fantosme” {Ars 17vb) at the Fontaine.147 The 
excision of this passage from B removes from audience consideration one of the 
court’s more pejorative, implicitly demonic, assessments of the heroine, one evoking 
the theories of Walter Map raised earlier in this Chapter. It thereby reduces the range 
of interpretations offered to audiences by the romance itself.14S
Editorial revisions significantly alter inscribed audiences’ perception of Melusine and 
the merveilleux. By removing clauses or lengthier passages from Raymondin and the 
court’s appraisals of the fairy which express doubt or uncertainty concerning the 
heroine, manuscript B diminishes a large degree of ambivalence expressed towards the 
fairy, thereby ‘demystifying’ its portrait of Melusine. By re-presenting the merveilleux
145 Similar doubt is written out of Raymondin’s response on seeing Lusignan after his return from 
Brittany. In B, on seeing the newly built town, he is “esbahiz” and says nothing (58r). This volume 
omits the accompanying qualifying phrase in Ars “quanquil pensoit Mais quant il lui souuint comment 
eile auoit fait le fort de Lusignen et chastel en si pou de temps si ne sen donna plus merueille” (Ars 
40rb). B thus excises a further passage in which Raymondin implicitly interrogates the marvel 
represented by Melusine’s activities.
146 In Ars, Raymondin’s vow of acceptance is simply expressed: “Et Remondin jura que si feroit il” 
(1 lvb-12ra).
147 “[L]y Contes pensoit tousiours a Remondin et a sa femme Et disoit a soy mesme que cest quelque 
fantosme quil a trouuee ala Fontaine de Soif. En cel estat pensa ly contes moult longuement” (Ars 
17vb).
I4X On 35r, B also omits a lengthy passage from Ars (22ra-b, RM 44-5) in which the court speculates 
about the riches and marvels they have witnessed at Melusine and Raymondin’s marriage celebration. 
The volume thus locates the wondrous spectacle within the sphere of characters’ expectations, thereby 
potentially influencing historical audiences’ perception of acceptability within the narrative.
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within the text and effacing much of the diegetic curiosity surrounding the fairy, the 
volume integrates Melusine more closely into the world-view of other characters, the 
inscribed audience: she barely challenges their expectations and so loses some of the 
marvel’s axiomatic quality to inspire wonder and investigation.149 Because other 
characters’ responses to Melusine are more muted, and raise fewer questions and 
hypotheses concerning her nature and function, readers are presented with fewer 
interpretive opportunities (hermeneutic gaps) in which to form their own conclusions 
about the fairy. However, if ZTs recension presents a less sophisticated and more 
prescriptive approach to Melusine in her human form than earlier volumes, we need to 
consider whether this is maintained in the narrative depicting Melusine in her 
monstrous guise as the Lusignan serpent, when her otherworldly nature is manifest to 
other characters in the RM.
The monstrous final appearances of Melusine in this volume are marked by a concern 
to prioritise her human physical and affective bonds to the mortal world rather than to 
accentuate her monstrosity. The chapter title highlighting Raymondin’s early betrayal 
alerts readers only to the possibility of Melusine’s adultery, rather than alluding to 
Forez’ suggestion that she may also have been a penitential fairy.150 Further, titles and 
interpolated text insist upon Raymondin’s continued conceptualisation of Melusine as 
his courtly wife,151 the return of whom in naked female form is brought to readers’ 
attention in the third title in this sequence: “Comment Melusine sen vint coucher toute 
nue auecques Raymondin et commant il eurent pluseurs langaiges ensemble” (158v). 
This sequence of titles underlines the fairy’s physical participation in the human world 
as (potentially adulterous) wife and lover at precisely the moment when Raymondin 
and audiences experience a vivid representation of Melusine in her hybrid-serpentine 
state.
Melusine’s human qualities dominate the episode surrounding her serpentine 
departure, for the chapter titles, which present the action from the fairy’s perspective, 
enhance the pathos rather than the monstrosity of the scene. Melusine’s distressed 
physical and emotional responses to Raymondin’s denunciation are reinforced for
149 See the discussion on p. 145 above.
150 Title no. 143: “Comment le compte de Forest racompte a Raymondin son frere que Melusine luy 
faisoit deshonneur de fomicacion comme estoit pablique renommee le sabmedj” (156r).
151 Title no. 144: “Comment Raymondin fut moult dolent et marrj contre son frere pource que lauoit 
exhorte en mal contre Melusine sa femme” (157r). This is intensified textually by Raymondin’s 
interpolated description of Melusine as “la malleure femme et la plus royalle du monde” (157v).
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readers in the following title and opening line: “Comment Melusine se complaint 
moult de Raymondin en luy regraitant ses douleurs”, followed by “Lors quant 
Mellusine ouyt celle parolle eile eut telle doulleur au euer quelle cheut toute pasmee a 
terre” (166v). The creation of a new chapter at this point in the text promotes a 
reading which accentuated the heroine and her reactions over the terms of the betrayal 
itself. The fairy’s affective state finally dominates her monstrosity in the climactic 
title, “Comment Melusine sen alia en forme de serpent voulant en lair mouant si grant 
deul que dune lieu Ion loyoit en cris et douleurs” (170v). Passing quickly over her 
aerial serpentine form, the title lingers over Melusine’s mournful grief, the expression 
of which could be heard one league’s distance away. The organisation of this episode 
within titles privileging Melusine’s emotional response to her exile from the human 
world subordinates her monstrous characteristics to her human expression of 
sentiment.
In sum, these two episodes reveal the interdependence of the fairy and the monstrous 
as alternate sides of Melusine’s marvellous condition. Nonetheless, they are 
surrounded by organisational devices pointing towards a reception which focuses 
upon the fairy’s physical and affective bonds with the human world of the romance. I 
propose that one consequence of such revisions to the RM is that the monstrous loses 
any real symbolic potential as a marvellous sign in the dynastic narrative.15’ After her 
transformation, Melusine’s monstrosity no longer informs the structure of the 
romance, a point illustrated by the absence of any further paratextual reference to the 
serpent throughout the rest of the RM. Although we are disadvantaged by the loss of a 
leaf between ff. 187-8, which narrated the appearance of the serpent over Montferrat, 
the extant passage outlining Melusine’s preliminary serpentine appearance to Creswell 
at Lusignan is heavily abridged compared with earlier versions, and is not marked for 
attention by a rubric (197v-198r).154 Nor is her banshee-function alluded to in the
lr>2 The manuscript’s concern for the fairy as a character rather than the mythic structure of the romance 
is also suggested by the absence of a title referring to Raymondin’s accusation, and the omission of his 
claims that Fromont’s death was the result of “lart demoniacle” acting upon Geoffroy, an omission 
which minimises implications of the fairy’s own demonic affiliations (B 166r-v). The lines omitted 
from Raymondin’s denunciation are: “Or est destruit par lart demoniacle • car tous ceulx qui sont 
forcennez de yre sont au commandement des princes denfer Et par ce fist Gieffroy le grant et horrible et 
hideux forfait dardoir son frere et les moines qui mort ne auoient point desservie” (Ars 138ra). Of 
course, the omission of these lines also distances Raymondin’s own excessive ire in this episode from 
affiliation with demonic forces.
153 On this phenomenon in later romances, see Ferlampin-Acher, “Le monstre dans les romans”, p.83. I 
will elaborate on this point below.
154 See also Harf-Lancner, “Le Roman de Melusine et le Roman de Geoffroy a la Grand Dent", p.358.
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concluding titles of the romance in relation to the Cypriot king.155 On the other hand, 
Melusine is referred to as “mere” and “femme” in three subsequent rubrics and her 
dynastic affiliations are alluded to in the final title, “Comment Melusine sapparut a 
Lusignen au temps que les Angloys tenoient la forteresse” (197r).156 Melusine as the 
dynastic fairy continues to receive attention towards the conclusion of the volume, but 
her monstrous, troubling characteristics are structurally suppressed.
Throughout its narrative presentation, manuscript B guides audiences towards an 
interpretation of the merveilleux which coincides with the aestheticisation of marvels 
identified by Harf-Lancner in the decorative programs of later fifteenth-century 
Melusine romance manuscripts. Melusine as fairy mother and founder is positioned at 
the centre of this tale by means of structural devices and scribal revisions, yet the 
ambivalence, interrogation, and hypothesis typically arising from other characters’ 
encounters with the merveilleux are frequently suppressed in this volume. In effect, 
careful textual omissions and composition of paratextual elements create a narrative 
promoting a more prescriptive yet simplified approach to the fairy, one in which her 
marvellous nature is less frequently problematised and more often rationalised than in 
previous manuscripts; as a result, readers engage in less of a dialogue with the text 
since they have less interpretive w'ork to perform.
The narrative treatment of Melusine in B is consistent with complementary trends in 
later medieval literature and monstrous imagery discussed by Ferlampin-Acher, 
Hatzfeld and Stanesco wherein abstract objects or concepts were increasingly 
concretised or rationalised. As an object’s inherent possession of a non-literal meaning 
diminished, it became subject to rhetorical or decorative excess and exaggeration 
within a simplified, more linear narrative.157 Thus, since Melusine’s marvellous figure
155 The epilogue does however insert a new paragraph with large red capitals introducing the serpent’s 
appearance to Godart the poulterer (198r) and Yvain de Galles (198r), and Perceval de Cologne’s 
account of her materialisation before the Cypriot king (198r), thereby marking her dynastic function in 
the text, if not the titles.
136 For references to Melusine as “mere” and “femme’, see title nos. 158, 160, 164.
137 Ferlampin-Acher, “Le monstre dans les romans”, pp.70-1, H. Hatzfeld, “La Litterature flamboyante 
au XVe siede”, in Studi in onore du Carlo Pellegrini, Societä Editrice Intemazionale, Turin, 1963, 
pp.81-96, M. Stanesco, “Le demiere äge de la chevalerie”, in T. Klaniczay, E. Kushner, and A. 
Stegmann (eds), L ’epoque de la Renaissance 1400-1600. Voll. L ’avenement de I ’esprit nouveau 
(1400-1480), Akademiai Kiadö, Budapest, 1988, pp.405-19, p.411. For an earlier discussion of 
symbolism in this period, see J. Huizinga, The Waning o f the Middle Ages. A Study o f the Forms o f Life, 
Thought and Art in France and the Netherlands in the XIVth and XVth Centuries, Edward Arnold, 
London, 1955 (1924), Ch.15. This simplification of abstract concepts and symbols contrasts with 
Christine de Pizan’s early fifteenth-century exhortations to derive multiple meanings from texts, as 
discussed in Chapter One above.
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excites less speculation, I suggest that it thereby loses the Christian symbolic potential 
assigned to it earlier in this Chapter. As a result of the elimination of the exceptional 
qualities which elicit curiosity in a marvel, the marvel itself frequently only retained 
value as a literary, not a symbolic, figure, a development which arguably applies to
1 CO
Melusine in volume B. Melusine’s status as monster and fairy becomes a 
convenient, attractive narrative device justifying her role as prosperous founder of the 
Lusignan territory and lineage with which she is frequently identified while, 
simultaneously, her wonder-inducing qualities are largely concealed in terms of the 
organisational principles shaping the work. In its simplification of the conceptual 
challenges posed by the fairy’s marvellous nature, manuscript B may be considered a 
forerunner of later printed editions of the romance which were targeted towards less 
sophisticated and less well-educated audiences than those who enjoyed the Melusine 
manuscripts in our period.
Madrid, B N E  ms 2148 (Mad): Kay mondin —  founder o f I  m  sign an?
The later fifteenth-century, northern French Mad manuscript typifies the gradual shift 
in contemporary audiences’ preferences away from courtly romances suffused with 
the fairy merveilleux towards romances dominated by the chivalric adventures of 
heroic knights. This reworking of the RM presents the merveilleux as coexisting with, 
and yet subordinate to pseudo-historical realist concerns which privilege the narrative 
treating Raymondin to the extent that he is identified as the primary source of the 
Lusignan dynasty. 160 In a volume which abridges radically the chivalric adventures of 
Urians, Guion, Regnault, and Geoffroy, one might expect the resultant text to heighten 
the emphasis upon Melusine and the merveilleux} 1 However, although the 
merveilleux is not often subject to serious revision, textual interpolations, the 
incomplete decorative program, and amplified description each sharpen the focus
158 Kelly, The Art o f Medieval French Romance, p.154.
159 Harf-Lancner, “Le Roman de Melusine et le Roman de Geoffroy ä la grand dent", pp.352-8, and 
Vincensini, “Le Roman de Melusine", pp.l 19-21.
160 On later romances’ concern for what Zink terms “une pseudo-realite historique”, see his “Le 
roman”, esp. pp.208-14 and “Le roman de transition”, 293-305, and, for example, E. Gaucher, “La mise 
en prose: Gille de Chin ou la modernisation d’une biographie chevaleresque au XVe siecle” in Boutet 
and Harf-Lancner (eds), Ecriture et modes de pensee au Moyen Age, pp.l95-207, and Stanesco, “Les 
lieux de l’aventure”, pp.21-34. On realism in fifteenth-century narrative prose, see also J. Rasmussen, 
La prose narrative franqaise du XVs siecle, Ejnar Munksgaard, Copenhagen, 1958, pp.l 50-54.
161 For brief discussion of the abridgments and excisions from the RM \n Mad, see d’Arras, Melusine, 
ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.56-8, 79-82. Only the adventures of Raymondin in Brittany and 
Anthoine in Luxembourg are retained.
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upon the actions and sentiments of Raymondin.162 Indeed, Melusine’s character and 
actions, along with other marvellous phenomena, serve as vehicles permitting insight 
into different facets of Raymondin’s character. I will explore this interpretation by 
first offering a brief overview of passages framing Melusine in this volume, before 
considering the influence of Raymondin’s interaction with wondrous phenomena, 
including Melusine, on the elaboration of his character. The discussion will conclude 
by examining the textual and structural features which explicitly accentuate 
Raymondin’s position as the ancestor of the Lusignans in this work.
Lineage informs the representation of episodes surrounding Melusine and the 
marvellous in Mad. Of the approximately thirty-two blank illustration spaces within 
the volume, three are scattered across the beginning, middle, and end of the Elinas- 
Presine tale (5r, lOr, 13v).163 By their aeration of the manuscript page, imposition of 
natural pauses in the reading process, and consequent highlighting of Elinas and 
Presine’s sentiments and actions in the lines introducing paragraphs following the 
blanks,164 these gaps contribute to a reading which underlines the importance of the 
fairy’s own ancestry within this copy of the RM.]65 The significance of family 
legitimacy and foundation in this work is further suggested by the dispersal of several 
spaces throughout the wedding episode, the assignment of a decorative space prior to 
the fairy’s construction of Lusignan, and one in advance of her delivery of Urians.166 
Moreover, scribal additions emphasise Melusine’s status as Lusignan mother during 
the farewells preceding her serpentine transformation. After Melusine wishes her 
husband farewell, an interpolation allows her to continue:
‘Adieu mes enffans Adieu Vrien Adieu Gion Adieu Anthoine Adieu
Reignault Adieu Eudes Adieu Geuffroy Adieu tous mes chieres enffans Car
162 On increasingly detailed description as a technique used to enhance the narrative realism, see Zink, 
“Le roman”, pp.208ff, Gaucher, “La mise en prose”, p. 199, Rasmussen, La prose narrative fran^aise, 
pp.46-51. However, as Kelly notes, heightened detail and exaggeration could also be used as a means of 
heightening the wonder-inducing properties of marvels (The Art o f Medieval French Romance, 
pp.l60ff).
163 For details, see the entry on Mad in App. B, which tabulates the volume’s blank spaces and their 
textual location.
164 Saenger uses the term ‘aeration’ to refer to the insertion of space between text (words or lexical 
groups) in manuscripts, a practice which is argued to have facilitated the reading process. While word 
separation was standard practice in later medieval manuscripts, I suggest that the ‘lightening’ of a 
manuscript folio produced as a result of large unfilled miniature spaces may have also enhanced the 
ease with which a reader negotiated the page (see Saenger, Space Between Words, pp.32ff, 433).
16:1 The account of Raymondin’s father’s encounter with a fairy-lover is also structurally distinguished 
from the preceding text by a small blank space which permits the episode to commence on a new leaf 
(14r-v).
166 See the table of blank spaces in App. B, esp. nos. 13-20 (for prelude to and narration of wedding); 
21 (prefaces Melusine’s construction of Lusignan); and 23 (which prefaces Urians’ birth).
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jamais ne me verrez en lestat que mauez veue helas pour quoy nasquise 
oncques de mere pour estre ainsi tourmentee’ (186r).167 
As Melusine prepares to join the wondrous otherworld, her grief is thus expressed in
relationship to her separation from her children. In contrast, the omission of decorative
spaces marking for attention Melusine’s bathing or her serpentine departure from
Raymondin indicate the relative unimportance of these episodes within the economy
of this manuscript. The strategic disposition of blank spaces and textual interpolation
contribute to a reading of Melusine which is structured more by ancestral and dynastic
considerations than by the tnerveilleux.
Melusine and wondrous events in the 7?Mplay an important role in this codex insofar 
as they enhance the character of Raymondin, whether by highlighting his chivalric 
qualities, or permitting insight into his own psyche. The Poitevin court’s hunt at the 
beginning of the RM represented a widely recognised marvellous device in medieval 
literature, the wondrous nature of which is suggested by scholarly understandings that 
the porcine quarry may represent either Melusine herself or Geoffroy de Lusignan.168 
During the hunt, Raymondin and Elinas pause for rest in the evening. Extensive 
interpolated textual detail at this point simultaneously intensifies the realism of the 
scene and supplements earlier volumes’ characterisation of Raymondin in the 
following way:
lors dessendirent de dessus leurs cheualz et les lierent aux arbres et 
trouuerent du feu que les pasteurs y auoyent fait le jour contre vng arbre/ 
lors Raymondin qui auoit grant talent de faire a son oncle seruice et plaisir 
aluma le feu Et y mist du boys rompu qui estoit la entour Et puis se 
vindrent chauffer car la soison estoit froyde (19r).169
In the midst of an otherwise wondrous event, the details concerning the preparation of 
the fire and the weather create a realistic atmosphere and setting, concern for which 
was typical among later medieval chivalric romances.170 In conjunction with these, the 
description of Raymondin’s serving his lord enriches the depiction of the hero as a 
familiar worthy courtly figure.
Raymondin’s encounter with Melusine after the hunt instigates a sequence of 
wondrous events which, by eliciting amplified responses from the hero, expand upon
167 See also d’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, p.80, n.l.
I6S Dubost, Aspects fantastiques, I, pp.331-50, S. Roblin, “Le sanglier et la serpente: Geoffroy la 
grant’dent dans L ’histoire des Lusignan", in L. Harf-Lancner (ed.), Metamorphose et bestiaire 
fantastique au Moyen Age, Collection de l’Ecole normale superieure de Jeunes Filles, Paris, 1985, 
pp.247-85, Lucken, “Roman de Melusine ou Histoire de Lusignan ?”, pp. 156ff.
169 This is interpolated between “II descendy et pris son fusil et fist du feu” and “Un pou aprez” (Ars 
8rb, RM  19).
170 Stanesco, “Le dernier äge de la chevalerie”, p.406, Gaucher, “La mise en prose”, p. 199, Zink, “Le 
roman”, p.213
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the portrait of his character provided in earlier volumes. On his return from Poitiers 
after the discovery of Aymery’s body, Raymondin thanks Melusine effusively for her 
advice about avoiding detection as Aymery’s murderer in the following interpolated 
passage:
‘Ma treschiere dame grant merchy a Dieu et a vous qui ma done tant de
grace que dauoir la grant honneur que vous me fais Car ce mest la plus
grant ioye et consolacion que ie puis auoir en ce monde que de vous auoir a 
mon plaisir’ (32v).171
Raymondin’s analysis of Melusine provides readers with insight not into the
merveilleux, but rather into his own relieved psyche as he reflects upon the fairy as a 
personal source of grace and honour, joy and consolation. A second marvellous 
episode promoted by Melusine, the drawing of the Lusignan boundaries using the 
hart’s hide, permits the redactor to enlarge further upon earlier depictions of
Raymondin’s reaction to this event and to the fairy. Another lengthy scribal insertion 
explains that:
[L]ors quant Raymondin vit et apperceut que ces besoingnes venoient tout 
a son plaisir il sceut bien que sa dame lui commandroit et obeiroit et lui eut 
dit verite Et pour pensa Raymondin en luy mesmes que tout quant quil 
plairoit a la dame lui seroit commande que il obeyroit et se empliroit du 
tout a son commandement comme ala dame qui soit en ce monde quil ayme 
le plus (38r-v).173
Cobbled together from earlier scenes in Ars (and possibly already revised in the copy 
of the RM upon which Mad was based),14 this passage provides readers with the new 
explanation of Raymondin’s decision finally to trust and obey Melusine in terms of 
the fairy’s accurate prediction that the hide would successfully demarcate an extensive 
tract of land. Interestingly, it is Raymondin’s witnessing the prophesied event which 
convinces him of Melusine’s authenticity. His orthodox faith that the evidence 
visually perceived conveyed a truthful reality was a feature of later-medieval culture 
which contrasts with the doctrine of paradox and sensory scepticism implicit in the 
R M s  prologue, and perhaps represents an alternate mode of demystifying the 
merveilleux to that identified in manuscript B .175 These interpolated passages illustrate 
Raymondin’s recognition that Melusine would be a source of prosperity and honour.
171 These lines substantially expand upon Raymondin’s expression of thanks in Ars: ‘“Ma chiere dame 
grans mercis’” (14ra).
172 Gaucher notes the heightening of characters’ sensibilities as a means of intensifying the realism of a 
work (Gaucher, “La mise en prose”, p.203-4).
173 For a similarly expanded version of this passage, see BN, ms fr.5410, 14r.
174 The extract above recalls the following passages from Ars: Raymondin kisses Melusine “Comme 
celle ou il se confie du tout. Car il estoit ja si sousprins de samour que quant quelle lui disoit il lui 
affermoit toute verite Et il auoit raison” (Ars 12a); and “‘[D]ame’ dist Remondin ‘jay trouue si bonne 
verite es commencemens de voz paroles que vous ne me saurez chose commander que nulz corps 
humains puisse raisonnablement emprendre que je nempregne a vostre plaisir’” (Ars 14ra).
175 M. Stanesco, Jei/x d ’errance du chevalier medieval: Aspects ludiques de la fonction guerriere dans 
la litterature du Moyen Age flamboyant, Brill, Leiden, 1988, p.221-2 for discussion of eye witness 
testimony as a guarantee of truth.
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While he acknowledges as much to the comte de Poitiers after the wedding in earlier 
volumes, these passages in Mad accentuate and explain the character’s acceptance of 
the wondrous Melusine.
One of the most important episodes in which Melusine contributes to the advancement 
of her husband centres upon Raymondin’s recovery of his paternal heritage in 
Brittany. After the birth of Urians, an interpolated revision announces “Sy vous layray 
dc lenffant quant a present et vous diray comment Me/lusigne enuoia Raymondin en 
Bretaigne” (59v). This is unique among volumes consulted for this study; although it 
is not visually distinguished in the text, it functions similarly to a rubric in that it 
structures the narrative and signals noteworthy forthcoming action for readers. 
Importantly, it furnishes another link between the merveilleux and the theme of 
lineage in that Melusine narrates to Raymondin the injustice inflicted upon his father 
by Breton nobles and instructs him how to regain his rightful inheritance. In this, she 
exemplifies a tradition whereby medieval women had long been important repositories 
of ancestral information.176 The significance of Raymondin’s adventures in Brittany 
within the schema of this manuscript is suggested by the allocation of up to seven 
illustration spaces throughout this sequence.177 An episode which has not often been 
analysed by scholars, Raymondin’s Breton adventures provide the hero with the 
narrative means to prove himself a worthy knight and lord by recovering his 
patrimony after the foundation of the Lusignan dynasty has been propelled largely by 
Melusine.178 In effect, Melusine fulfils one of the traditional literary roles assigned to 
marvels in that she catalyses the hero’s journey towards chivalric renown prior to his 
later advance towards self-knowledge and enlightenment.179
Taken as a whole, scribal and structural revisions to the RM  in Mad create a reading in 
which Raymondin is not only textually privileged but is positively identified as the 
Lusignan patriarch. Decisive evidence of such a reading emerges towards the 
conclusion of the volume. Closing his summation of the territories ruled by the 
Lusignan progeny and their descendants, the narrator declares: “Cy fine la vray
176 P.J. Geary, Phantoms o f Remembrance: Memory and Oblivion at the End o f the First Millennium, 
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1994, esp. pp.51-73, E. van Houts, Memory and Gender in 
Medieval Europe, 900-1200, University of Toronto Press, Toronto and Buffalo, 1999, pp.65-92.
177 App. B, Mad entry, table of blank spaces, nos.24-30 (64r, 66v, 70v 78r, 86v, 87r, and possibly 90r, 
at the bottom of which there is a space of approximately one-third of the justification in size).
I7S For Stouff s brief attempts to contextualise the episode historically, see his Essai, pp.36-8, 89-90.
179 Kelly, The Art o f Medieval French Romance, pp. 155-6.
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hystoire de la noble lignie de Raymondin de Lusigne en Poictou” (225v). Clearly, 
this phrase positions Raymondin at the source of the prolific dynasty. This reading is 
reiterated in the lines concluding the tale of Melior and the Armenian king: “ay 
con/clut listoire pour ce quil est eui/dent quilz [the Armenian kings] sont extrait de la 
noble lignee du roy Elinas dAlbanie et de Raymondin de Lusigne” (240v). The 
addition of Raymondin’s name in each of these phrases illustrates the extent to which 
he, rather than the fairy-heroine, had become synonymous with the Lusignan lands 
and lineage for some later fifteenth-century readers. “ The ancestral significance 
attached to Raymondin and, to a lesser extent, Elinas in this volume is also suggested 
structurally by the distribution of decoration spaces, some of which have been 
discussed above. As tabulated in Appendix B, all but three of the spaces left unfilled 
in the volume are surrounded by text directly connected with these characters. ' We 
can only speculate as to the intended contents of the miniatures. However, by drawing 
attention to the text surrounding the spaces, the gaps arguably highlighted the 
passages in which Raymondin or Elinas were prominent, thus prioritising agnatic lines 
of ancestry over Melusine’s fundamental role.
The Mad codex thus presents a reading of the foundation of Lusignan in which 
Melusine and the merveilleux play an ancillary role to Raymondin. Certainly, lineage 
and dynasty inform the structure and even interpolations shaping the fairy’s depiction 
in the romance. However, scribal emendations and the decorative structure reposition 
Raymondin at the heart of this Lusignan narrative. Even Melusine and the wondrous 
events with which she is coupled occasionally foreground the hero’s character and 
adventures. Typical of late medieval chivalric romances is the volume’s concern to 
strengthen the pseudo-historical realism of the action. As illustrated, this occurs by 
means of increased detail and references to familiar chivalric circumstances. Such 
techniques were common to later fifteenth-century chivalric romances whose 
redactors often sought to associate them more or less directly with potential patrons 
and audience members, the result of which was the ‘historicisation’ of the romance
180 Compare with Ars: “cy fine la vraye histoire de la noble lignie de Lusegnen en Poictou” (Ars 157va).
181 Ars: “de la noble lignie du Roy Elinas dAlbanie et de Lusegnen” (Ars 164ra).
182 The extent to which Raymondin was identified with Lusignan prosperity among northern French or 
Flemish audiences may be hinted at in Olivier de la Marche’s description of Charles le Temeraire’s 
pitching of tents and pavilions along the Seine in 1465 in the following terms: “sembloit que ce fust 
Raimondin qui eust fait une nouvelle vile” (La Marche, Memoires, II, p.243).
183 Decorative spaces not concerned with the Elinas or Raymondin narratives are nos.l, and 31-2.
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characters.184 In this regard, the shift in focus from Melusine to Raymondin as 
ancestral source of Lusignan in Mad is consistent with a wider romance phenomenon 
in which the merveilleux is replaced with a veneer of historicism.
Upton House, Bearsted Collection, Melusine Fragments 192-203 (U H B fragments):
Melusine, emotion, and humanity
The interdependence shared between Christian and marvellous themes in the RM is 
strikingly conveyed in a sequence of miniatures located among a collection of 
illustrated and textual manuscript fragments, currently housed in the Bearsted 
Collection at Upton House (Warwickshire). ‘ Dated to around or after 1480, five of 
the decorated fragments are unique among French prose manuscripts for their 
depiction of Melusine and Raymondin as they struggle in the aftermath of 
Raymondin’s public denunciation which brings about the fairy’s serpentine 
departure.186 The fragments’ detailed portraits of characters’ gestures and emotions 
offer an exceptional visual narrative in which Melusine’s humanity and Christian 
aspirations take precedence over her impending monstrosity.187 Certainly, one might 
object that a study of a selection of illustrated fragments, removed from their original 
material content, will produce a reading which is itself fragmentary. However, I 
propose to analyse the images with reference to Adam Steinschaber’s 1478 
incunabulum, the text of which is reproduced almost exactly among several of the 
textual UHB fragments, and some of whose illustrations bear a close resemblance to a 
number of the decorated fragments.188 After contextualising the fragments by
1X4 Zink, “Le roman”, pp.208-14, Morse, “Historical Fiction”, pp.48-64, Gaucher, “La mise en prose”, 
pp. 198-206.
18:1 Upton House, The Bearsted Collection: Pictures, The National Trust, London, 1964, pp.62-3, items 
no.192-203.
186 On representations of this episode in German manuscripts, F. Clier-Colombani, “Les gestes de 
Melusine. Attitude gestuelle melusinienne: influences et resonances dans l’image,” Senefiance, 41 
(1998), pp. 145-73. Where appropriate, comparative reference will be made in the notes to BN mss 
fr. 12575 and fr.24383, which also depict scenes from this episode. I am grateful to Francois Avril, 
Bibliotheque nationale de France, for confirming this approximate date of this collection (Email 
communication, 12 Nov. 2007).
187 For the purposes of the following analysis, I recognise that gestures may be functional and narrative 
in nature, and/or symbolic and expressive of a character’s interior state. Gesture is also here understood 
as a culturally constructed layer of communication depicted within the visual message conveyed by the 
illustrated fragment. See F. Gamier, Le Langage de Timage, 2 vols., Le Leopard d’Or, Paris, 1982, I, 
p.43-9, J.-C. Schmitt, La raison des gestes dans TOccident medievale, Gallimard, Paris, 1990, p. 18, A. 
Kendon, Gesture: Visible Action as Utterance, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2004, p.3.
188 App. F presents a side-by-side comparison of the passages found among the UHB fragments with 
relevant passages from the Steinschaber edition (Roman de Melusine, Adam Steinschaber, Geneva, 
1478, reproduced in facsimile in J. d’Arras, L ’histoire de la belle Melusine de Jean d ’Arras, ed. W.J. 
Meyer, Societe Suisse de bibliophiles, Berne, 1923-24. In view of the textual parallels between the two 
works, I have chosen to use Steinschaber’s text to illustrate the discussion of the UHB fragments for 
analytical purposes, noting contrasts with Ars where appropriate. Although I have been unable to
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considering the Christian themes raised in the denunciation episode, I will examine 
the five UHB fragments, arguing that they present a uniquely sensitive reading of the 
marvellous heroine in Christian, mortal terms.189
The event which incites Raymondin’s public outburst, Geoffroy de Lusignan’s
incineration of the monastery and monks of Maillezais, situates Melusine’s reaction to
this horror within an acceptable, Christian framework which then informs
interpretation of Raymondin’s public denunciation.190 Melusine, whose distress is
raised more by Raymondin’s excessive mourning than by Geoffroy’s actions, presents
an idealised Christian model of grief. As she explains to her husband,
‘[C]est moult grant follie a vous ... de vous ainsi demener de chose qui 
aultrement ne peut estre et qne [s/c] on ne peut amender ne y remedier 
[V]ous vous arguez contre la voulente du createur qui tout a fait et deffera 
touteffoys quil vouldra a son plaisir ... vueillez laisser le dueil’
(Steinschaber 150v).
Melusine advocates a moderate level of sorrow and acceptance of God’s inscrutability 
in terms which resonate with Jean d’Arras’ exordium.191 The fairy’s measured 
response to this crisis is juxtaposed against that of Raymondin whose own immoderate 
emotional display aligns him with the demonic influence which he assigns to his 
wife’s character.102 Despite his subconscious recognition of the validity of her words, 
Raymondin, who “fut si oultre et percie dire que raison naturelle estoit fouye de luy” 
(Steinschaber 150v), blames Melusine’s marvellous nature for Geoffroy’s murderous 
deed. In alluding to Geoffroy’s actions, Raymondin further declares that ‘“ tous ceulx 
qui sont enforcenez dire sont es commandemens des princes denfer’” (Steinschaber 
15lv). He thus indirectly characterises his own irrational anger as sinful, an affective 
trope readily recognisable in the later Middle Ages.193 This passage establishes two
explore this issue above, if the manuscript is dated to around 1480 or shortly after, the original UHB 
manuscript may have been copied from Steinschaber’s or a similar edition.
189 An expanded version of this case-study will appear as “Gesture, emotion, and humanity: depictions 
of Melusine in the Upton House Bearsted fragments” in J. Rider (ed.), Grief, Guilt and Hypocrisy: The 
Emotional Life o f Women in Medieval Romance Literature (publisher yet to be confirmed).
190 Until this point, Melusine’s emotions are implicitly, rather than explicitly, conveyed (Sturm- 
Maddox, “Alterity and Subjectivity”, p. 124).
191 Moderation in one’s expression of grief was also promoted in conduct manuals such as Anne de 
France’s teachings for her daughter, produced two decades after the production of the original UHB 
manuscript (see Anne de France, Anne de France: Lessons for my daughter, trans., ed. and intro. S.L. 
Jansen, D.S. Brewer, Cambridge, 2004, p.64).
192 On attitudes towards excessive grief in the Middle Ages, see J.C. Vaught, “Introduction,” in J.C. 
Vaught (ed.) with L.D. Bruckner, Grief and Gender:700-1700, Palgrave, New York, 2003, pp. 1-14, p.4 
and, with a particular focus on feminine expressions of extreme grief, K. Goodland, ‘“Us for to wepe 
no man may lett’: Resistant Female Grief in the Medieval English Lazarus Plays,” in L. Perfetti (ed.), 
The Representation o f Women ’s Emotions in Medieval and Early Modern Culture, University Press of 
Florida, Gainesville, 2005, pp.90-118.
193 Brownlee, “Melusine’s Hybrid Body”, p.29. On anger as a sin, see The Book o f Vices and Virtues. A 
Fourteenth Century English Translation o f Somme le Roi o f Lorens d ’Orleans, ed. W.N. Francis, EETS
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interrelated premises against which subsequent miniatures in the original UHB 
manuscript could be read. First, it demonstrates Melusine’s proximity to mortality, as 
she expresses a Christian model of bereavement and acceptance of the divine will. 
Second, with Melusine thus embodying Christian values in opposition to 
Raymondin’s diabolic expression of anger, the betrayal itself acquires the taint of a sin 
which critically impacts on the heroine’s own chances of salvation.
Anguish and shock give way to compassion and pity as Melusine and the court come 
to terms with the destruction of her hopes for mortality in the first two of our 
fragments (Figs.31-m, UHB 194v-r respectively). Figure 31 visualises the fairy’s 
‘douleur’ (Steinschaber 151 v) on hearing Raymondin’s accusation by depicting 
Melusine swooning into a courtier’s arms. The confused dismay of the court is 
indicated by individuals’ raised arms and clenched hands, common signs of distress 
and despair in the European Middle Ages.194 Although saddened and distressed, in 
both the text and the imagery the courtiers continue to treat Melusine as their noble 
lady, seeking to refresh her with water, despite the prospect of her otherworldly 
nature.195 Raymondin’s own response and gestures, in a model example of the 
culturally determined nature of gestural expression, also convey distress and remorse. 
Although modem audiences might interpret Raymondin’s crossed arms as a reflection 
of the character’s aggressive, self-righteous denunciation, Gamier’s study of medieval 
gesture suggests that this position more likely conveyed the character’s personal 
distress.196 This reading is consistent with the text, which reveals Raymondin’s 
immediate repentance on seeing his wife faint.197 Further, pictorial additions to the 
textual detail in the form of two tears upon Raymondin’s left cheek (on the viewer’s
o.s. 217, Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, London, 1942, pp.25-6. On anger in the Middle 
Ages, see the contributions to B.H. Rosenwein (ed.), Anger’s Past: The Social Uses o f an Emotion in 
the Middle Ages, Cornell University Press, Ithaca and London, 1998.
194 M. Barasch, Gestures o f Despair in Medieval and Early Renaissance Art, New York University 
Press, New York, 1976, pp.58ff; Gamier, Le Langage de l ’image, I, pp. 120 and 223-5. On the depiction 
of gestures in medieval literature generally, see J.A. Burrow, Gestures and Looks in Medieval 
Narrative, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2002.
195 “Adonc les barons du pays et les dames furent moult doulens et redresserent la dame en son seant et 
luy arouserent le visaige deaue froide” (Steinschaber 15 lv).
196 Gamier, Le Langage de l ’image, II, p. 152. As external movements were suggestive of shifts in 
emotional experiences, Raymondin’s discomposure may further be reflected in his falling (or fallen?) 
cap and the raising of his left arm. The external sign of disorder provided by Raymondin’s apparent loss 
of his cap could also hint at his angry denunciation and/or the social disorder, notably the departure of 
the lady of Lusignan, arising from his anger.
197 After Melusine “chait toute pasmee par terre ... adonc fut Raimondin plus courouce que deuant/ car 
lors il fut refroide de son ire/ Et commenca a faire moult grant dueil et pour peu quil naffoloit et se 
repentist moult de ses parolles” (Steinschaber 15lv).
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right), reiterate and heighten the level of remorse he experiences in this scene. Grief 
and sorrow are thus the predominant emotions evoked by the movements of each of 
the characters surrounding, and including, Melusine in Figure 31: each figure’s own 
attention and/or emotional responses draw those of audiences towards the personal 
anguish of the fairy for whom mortality is now impossible.
198
Christian themes of sin, penitence, forgiveness, compassion, and pity pervade the
atmosphere in our second miniature in which the merveilleux is almost absent
(Fig.3m, 194r). His hands pressed palm-to-palm in an attitude of prayer, Raymondin
kneels as he begs Melusine’s forgiveness and implores her to remain:
[RJaimondin fut moult doulent... [et quant il] vit Melusine deuant luy il 
sagenoilla et iongnist les mains en disant/ ‘Ma chiere dame ... vueillez ce 
meffait pardonner et ... vueillez auec moy demourer’ (Steinschaber 
152v).199
In addition to restoring the balance of power within their relationship, whereby 
Melusine occupied the position of authority symbolised by her centrality in this 
illustration, Raymondin’s supplicatory stance conveys his repentance and desire to 
make amends for his betrayal, visually construed as a sin.200 The prominence of tears 
upon each figure also contributes to the Christian atmosphere of this scene and its 
characterisation of Melusine. Raymondin’s tears signify his sincere contrition, and 
reiterate the nature of his transgression as a sin against Melusine. Moreover, the 
subtle depiction of the hero’s tears accentuates the authenticity of his contrition in 
contrast with the exaggerated description of this event in the romance. Melusine 
and her ladies are also pictured with tears, the understated nature of which enhances 
the pathos of the text from which they are absent.203 The heroine’s personal distress is 
suggested by her clenched hands, and yet her compassion for Raymondin’s affliction 
is indicated by her slightly inclined, saddened face. Melusine’s physical attitude is
198 This contrasts with depictions of the accusation scene in earlier copies of the RP in which anger is 
Raymondin’s predominant emotion compared with the near indifference displayed in the Steinschaber 
woodcut. See BN mss fr. 12575, 79r (Fig.4b), and fr.24383, 24v (Fig.4k), and Steinschaber, 15lr.
199 On gestures of prayer in the Middle Ages, see R.C. Trexler, “Legitimating Prayer Gestures in the 
Twelfth Century: The De Penitentia of Peter the Chanter” and J.-C. Schmitt, “Between text and image: 
the prayer gestures of Saint Dominic,” each published in History and Anthropology, 1 (1984), pp.97- 
126 and 127-62 respectively.
200 Gamier, Le Langage de l ’image, I, pp.l 13, 212-13; Koziol, Begging Pardon and Favor, pp.62-3, 
182.
201 Payen, Le Motif du repentir, pp.534ff; T. Lutz, Crying: The Natural and Cultural History o f Tears, 
W. W. Norton & Company, New York and London, 1999, p.44.
202 According to the text, Raymondin’s “larmes luy chayoient des yeulx a si grant habondance que sa 
poetrine estoit arousee” (Steinschaber 152v).
203 While Melusine is described as anguished and grieving, neither she nor the courtiers are actually 
described with tears at this point. Only after Melusine and Raymondin have fainted together (Fig.3n) 
are the courtiers described as crying (Steinschaber, 152v-153v). In other words, the depiction of tears in 
Figure 3m thus anticipates the text.
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textually underlined by her response that although she is unable to remain with 
Raymondin, ‘“ ie vous pardonne de bon cueur’” (Steinschaber 153r).204 Intertwined 
with her charitable compassion for Raymondin’s expressions of grief and remorse, I 
propose that the fairy’s tears may have been read as an expression of compunction. 
Medieval society had long understood tears as the spiritual articulation of sorrow for 
the sins of oneself as well as of others.205 In their dynamic encounter with the UHB 
text and illustrations, readers could naturally draw on cultural beliefs to interpret the 
narrative dialogue before them. In view of the Christian ambiance informing this 
sequence of fragments, Melusine’s tears were thus arguably open to interpretation as 
tears of compunction, as well as of grief and compassion.“06 In conjunction with the 
text, the composition of this second miniature emphasises Melusine’s possession of 
Christian compassion, pity, and the charitable capacity to forgive Raymondin’s sin, 
despite its marvellous consequences for herself.
Melusine’s participation in and imminent departure from the human realm is 
conveyed in Figure 3n (UHB 196v), a partial miniature heavy with Christian 
symbolism. Whereas the romance narrates that “[Ilz] eurent tous deux si grant douleur 
quilz chaierent tous deux pasmez sur la terre de la chambre” (Steinschaber 153v), the 
illustration depicts the couple after they have fallen to the ground, in parallel with one 
another, horizontally across the centre of the miniature. Sepulchral in its connotations, 
this spatial configuration evocatively presages both the heroine’s imminent departure 
from the mortal world and her husband’s subsequent penitential entrance into a 
hermitage.207 Uniquely among the manuscripts, this illumination also allegorises the 
end of Melusine and Raymondin’s mortal life together through their effigy-like pose 
which simultaneously alludes to the couple’s humanity. Such allusions are less 
pervasive in Steinschaber’s rendition of this scene in which the mourning couple lie 
on a bed with eyes open: while the pair’s distress is central, the scene is not coloured 
by theological overtones (Steinschaber 153r). In its composition of this scene, Figure
204 On charity in the RM, see de Looze ‘“La fourme du pie toute escripte’”, pp. 131, 133.
205 S.J. McEntire, The Doctrine o f Compunction in Medieval England: Holy Tears, Edwin Mellen Press, 
Lewiston, 1990, p. 173.
206 Arguably, this portrait of grief and pity counteracts what Hahn has referred to as the fairy’s 
“strangely inhuman” failure to register either compassion for the death of her son, or humility for her 
own serious transgression against her father (S.L. Hahn, “Constmctive and Destructive Violence in 
Jean d’Arras’ Roman de Melusine” in A. Classen (ed.) Violence in Medieval Courtly Literature: A 
Casebook, Routledge, New York, 2004, pp.187-205, p.201).
207 Gamier, Le Langage de Timage, I, p.l 16. A common trope for religious enclosure was the entrant’s 
death to the secular world, for discussion of which see A.K. Warren, Anchorites and Their Patrons in 
Medieval England, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1985, pp.92-8.
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3n underscores the liminal status of the fairy as she prepares to depart the mortal 
world and forego salvation in exchange for a wondrous, if penitential, immortality.
Unique among French manuscripts, the fourth fragment offers a crucial image which 
locates Melusine as courtly lady and ancestral mother within the realm of Christian 
human activity. Occupying the centre of the miniature, Melusine dictates a will as one 
of her final actions as Lusignan mother, directing the manner in which Lusignan 
estates should be bequeathed to her sons (Fig.3o, UHB 196r).208 As Livingstone has 
shown for the medieval Chartrain, the distribution of lands as charitable gifts or 
bequests by married noblewomen was far from unusual, although custom probably 
dictated particular customs in different regions.204 Also included among Melusine’s 
final commands is the order to murder her son Horrible. Although such an action 
appears highly un-matemal in nature, Melusine’s rationale for this action, that ‘“ il 
destruiroit tout ce que jay ediffie ne iamais guerres ne fauldroient au pays de Poetou 
ne de Guienne’” (Steinschaber 154v), demonstrates a longer-term concern for the 
prosperity of her family’s heritage.210 In contrast with the RM  text, the depiction of the 
fairy’s bequests within an explicit will-making scene also underscores Melusine’s 
affiliation with orthodox Christianity.211 As Claire Sehen explains, such bequests in
the pre-Reformation world were “not merely secular ... as they carried an implicit, if
212not explicit, request for prayers and commemoration” on the part of the recipients.
A multivalent reading of this scene which incorporates the human and spiritual 
interests of the heroine is strengthened by Melusine’s subsequent plea to her court that 
it ‘“ il vous plaise a prier nostre seigneur deuotement pour moy quil luy plaise a moy 
alleger ma penitence’” (Steinschaber 156r). The depiction of Melusine’s determined 
exposition of her final wishes thus affirms her affiliation with the human world in 
important ways. The portrait of Melusine’s verbal demonstration of her maternal
208 Steinschaber’s edition includes a wood-cut of this scene which is quite differently composed: 
Raymondin, lying on a bed diagonally across the image, is the focus of courtiers’ and audiences’ 
attentions, while Melusine is almost marginalised from the scene as she stands near the end of the bed 
dictating to a seated scribe (Steinschaber 154r).
209 A. Livingstone, “Aristocratic Women in the Chartrain” in Evergates (ed.), Aristocratic Women in 
Medieval France, pp.44-73. Several of the essays in this collection discuss similar phenomena. See also 
D. Herlihy, “Land, Family and Women in Continental Europe, 701-1200”, Traditio, 18 (1962), pp.89- 
120.
210 Spiegel, “Maternity and Monstrosity”, pp.l 14-15, Colwell, “Melusine: Ideal Mother or Inimitable 
Monster?”, p. 195.
2,1 In the RM, Melusine’s pronouncements concerning the distribution of lands among her sons and the 
fate she intends for Horrible are made publicly to Raymondin and their barons, but they are not dictated 
to a scribe (Steinschaber 154v-155r).
212 C.S. Sehen, Charity and Lay Piety in Reformation London, 1500-1620, Ashgate, Aldershot, 2002,
p.21.
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concern for Lusignan longevity asserts the fairy’s identification as the dynasty’s 
matriarch. Furthermore, on a spiritual level, when read in conjunction with the fairy’s 
bequests and her explicit plea for prayers, the representation of the will-making scene 
emphatically aligned Melusine with conventional mortal concerns regarding the 
Christian afterlife.
Melusine’s motherhood dominates her marvellous qualities in the denouement to this 
sequence of UHB images (Fig.3p, UHB 197r). Watched by two nurses in bed, 
Melusine is depicted as a fully human figure seated by the fire with one of her sons, 
while a second baby lies in a crib behind her. Uniquely among French manuscripts of 
the RM , this miniature fleshes out the sparse detail in the romance which explains that 
following her serpentine flight from the court, Melusine “venoit tous les iours visiter 
ses enfans et les tenoit au feu et les aisoit de tout son pouoir” (Steinschaber 158v). 
This fragment sustains the original manuscript’s vision of Melusine at this point in the 
narrative as a fairy whose prevailing characteristic during the final stages of the 
romance was her humanity. It thus strikingly contrasts with earlier illustrations in two 
RP manuscripts in which the hybrid monstrosity of the heroine is elaborated with 
Melusine breastfeeding a son in semi-piscine and semi-dragon forms.213 The 
breastfeeding motif is also present in Steinschaber’s edition wherein Melusine is 
portrayed as a fully human breastfeeding mother (Steinschaber 158r). In Figure 3p, 
Melusine has a downcast expression, her head is slightly lowered, and she appears to 
be staring into the distance as she tightly clasps her son’s leg. These gestures are 
expressive of the fairy’s sorrow and despair, and reinforce the reluctant nature of 
Melusine’s departure from her family. This is a reflective and comparatively static 
scene in contrast with the previous images, a fact which more closely directs audience 
attention towards the fairy’s sorrow and maternal concerns.
The pictorialisation of the trauma experienced by Melusine, Raymondin and the court 
depicted in the UHB fragments offered audiences an exceptional reading of the 
conflict arising from the fairy’s unstable position between the marvellous otherworld 
and the mortal Christian world to which she aspires. Precisely at a textual moment 
when the heroine’s monstrosity and marvellous nature are revealed to the literary 
court, these images presented historical readers with depictions of the heroine in
213 BN mss fr. 12575, 89r (Fig.4d), and fr. 24383, 30r (Fig.41). On depictions of breastfeeding in the 
verse manuscripts, see Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp.71-4, and Leglu, “Nourishing Lineage” 
esp. pp.71-4.
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which her humanity is accentuated, not only through her own gestures and emotions, 
but also through those of her husband and courtiers.214 The miniatures are unusual for 
their focus upon the fairy’s emotions, for as Sturm-Maddox has observed, medieval 
readers “do not expect, conventionally, to be privy to the thoughts or emotions of 
fairies” because the distance between their interior world and that of the reader, and 
other characters, contributes to their inherent mystery. However, the UHB 
fragments’ close attention to Melusine’s emotional experiences following her 
denunciation may reflect a late medieval shift towards the characterisation of fairies 
with recognisable emotions and motivations. Ferlampin-Acher, for example, has 
identified a world of fairy characters whose affective experiences render them 
increasingly human in the fourteenth-century prose romance, Perceforest.216 Indeed, 
such a development is consistent with the rationalisation of fairies, in which their 
ambivalent unknowability is diminished by their contextualisation within Christian, 
demonic, or intellectual discourses.217 Melusine’s final transformation ensures that her 
ambivalent characteristics are never fully subsumed by the human in the text of the 
romance, but the fairy’s humanity nevertheless remains central in the extant UHB 
fragments.
We should not assume, however, that the original UHB manuscript uniformly 
diminished the wondrous, supernatural elements of the romance. Indeed, other visible 
UHB fragments depict Geoffroy with his boar-like tooth, giants, and scenes depicting 
arrows emanating from a mysterious source, hinting at the manuscript’s complex 
portrayal, and perhaps aestheticisation, of the merveilleux,218 Further, in view of the 
manuscript’s close relationship with the Steinschaber edition, it is highly likely that 
the original manuscript in which the UHB fragments appeared also contained images 
of a monstrous Melusine in flight.219 Nonetheless, even this probability does not 
contradict the interpretation proposed here concerning the fairy’s expression of human 
affect. After her transformation into an airborne serpent, Melusine is referred to in the 
narrative as “la dame ... transmuee en guise de serpent”, whose lamentations were so 
wondrous that the court “en plouroit de pitie/ et apperceuoit on bien quelle se partoit 
... par constrainte” (Steinschaber 156v). As Sturm-Maddox remarks, in this passage
214 Brownlee, “Melusine’s Hybrid Body”, pp.30-3; see also Sturm-Maddox, “Alterity and Subjectivity”, 
pp. 126-8 on the ‘retrospective’ creation of Melusine’s affective life in the later stages of the romance.
215 Sturm-Maddox, “Alterity and Subjectivity”, p. 121.
216 Ferlampin-Acher, Fees, bestes et luitons, pp.166-8.
217 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, Pt 4.
2IX See App. B, entry on the UHB fragments, item nos. 11-12 and 14 in the table of illustrations.
219 See Steinschaber, 155v.
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“the emphasis falls precisely but paradoxically on an inner life that can be read by 
all” .220 Thus, even had the UHB manuscript included an illustration of the transformed 
heroine, it is reasonable to suggest that the impact of the previous images (and the 
following depiction of the maternal Melusine), in conjunction with the passage above, 
continued to promote the fairy’s human sentiments alongside, and perhaps above, her 
otherworldly nature.
The paradox presented by the fairy whose affective life humanises her at the moment 
when supernatural immortality becomes her destiny is reflected in another aspect of 
the UHB miniatures. Throughout the images, Melusine’s emotional response to 
Raymondin’s condemnation is depicted within a sombre Christian framework which 
compelled readers to recognise her human, maternal despair. By emphasising the 
humanity of the fairy to such an extent, the original UHB manuscript acknowledged 
and conveyed, more than earlier manuscripts, the paradox inherent throughout the 
romance wherein the marvellous phenomenon incarnates Christian ideals. The 
humanisation of the fairy in these fragments could be viewed as part of a religiously 
motivated rationalisation of the fairy, whose otherworldly ambivalence is suppressed. 
However, in view of the consistency with which Christian ideology suffuses the 
portrait of Melusine in these later fifteenth-century fragments, the UHB miniatures 
offer, instead, a unique reading where the human, Christian, and the merveilleux 
coalesced in the tension between sin and salvation.
C onclusion
Analysis of representations of Melusine and the merveilleux within fifteenth-century 
manuscripts of the RM  illustrates the heterogeneity characterising late medieval 
reception of the heroine, her fairy nature, and her role in the romance. In different 
ways, the volumes studied above reflect the diversity of attitudes towards marvels 
expressed throughout the later Middle Ages. The significance of Melusine and the 
merveilleux in our selection of manuscripts varies according to the particular themes 
prioritised in individual volumes. Whereas the paradoxic relationship between the 
marvel, the attainment of Christian insight, and salvation is privileged in the earliest 
RM  manuscript, Ars, and the later fifteenth-century UHB fragments, chivalric and 
crusading interests inform the use of the merveilleux in the Mad and Har volumes.
220 Stunn-Maddox, “Alterity and Subjectivity”, p. 128.
221 See Pickens, “The Poetics of Paradox”, pp.65-8, and de Looze, ‘“La founne du pie toute escripte’”, 
pp.128-34.
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Manuscript B and, to a lesser extent, parts of Har, deflect audience attention from the 
marvellous qualities embodied by Melusine through the disposition of textual, 
paratextual, and/or structural devices. Indeed, in its presentation of the fairy marvel 
and her relationship with surrounding characters, B's diminution of the marvellous 
topos demystifies Melusine to the extent that her character arguably no longer fulfils a 
symbolic role, but serves a predominantly narrative function only. Manuscript B 
perhaps best represents the literary shift in approaches to the merveilleux, whereby 
later romances are thought to have reduced the symbolic marvel to a literary conceit, a 
development manifested pictorially in the aestheticisation or ornamentation of the 
marvellous object. Equally, in their marginalisation of the symbolic merveilleux 
throughout much of the narrative, the Mad and Har volumes reflect fifteenth-century 
elite audiences’ intense interest in pseudo-historical accounts of chivalric adventure. 
The fluidity in verbal and visual depictions of Melusine and the merveilleux 
throughout these manuscripts not only highlights the mouvance inherent in medieval 
manuscripts, but illustrates the necessity of observing Poirion’s warning to pay heed 
to overlapping and potentially competing chronological models of analysis when 
investigating literature produced over a lengthy period.
Despite the diverse reception of Melusine and the merveilleux across our period, the 
fairy’s identification as Lusignan founder and, particularly, mother is consistently 
prioritised in the paratextual and decorative strategies structuring individual copies of 
the RM. Given the narrator’s declared intention to recount the foundation of Lusignan 
by a fairy, this consistency is not necessarily surprising. However, the manner in 
which this occurs varies considerably among the manuscripts studied above. 
Melusine’s construction of Lusignan is visually echoed in the depiction of the 
monastery at Montferrat in Ars, thereby establishing a relationship between the 
dynastic patrimony and the spirituality attained by the monks and, later, Raymondin. 
Although Har dissociates the merveilleux from Melusine in the early stages of the 
romance, the manuscript decoratively, if not paratextually, locates Melusine as the 
individual responsible for the construction of Lusignan. Furthermore, Melusine is 
accorded a particularly strong relationship with her crusading sons, Urians and Guion, 
in textual interpolations and titles. The fairy’s status as the ancestor of Lusignan 
crusaders is moreover underlined in the volume’s final title presaging her serpentine 
appearance before the renowned Lusignan crusader, Peter, king of Cyprus. Although 
crusade is a significant narrative element in most of the RM  manuscripts, Melusine’s
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motherhood is reconceptualised in Har with specific reference to her production of 
crusading progeny. The fairy’s maternal sentiments for her children are visually 
glossed in the final UHB fragment depicting her cradling one of her youngest sons. 
This miniature both underlines the fairy’s proximity to humanity, whilst 
simultaneously drawing attention to one of her primary roles in the RM, the creation 
of a great lineage. Even when a redaction suppresses the ambivalence of the marvel, 
as in B, the fairy’s maternal function remains paramount in the titles. The exception to 
our manuscripts’ concern with Melusine’s ancestral function is the RM  in Mad. 
Certainly, the distribution of illustration spaces across the episodes narrating the 
mortal-fairy union, the construction of Lusignan, and Melusine’s delivery of Urians 
suggests the importance of these scenes to dynastic themes within this volume. 
However, the focusing of attention towards the ways in which Melusine advances 
Raymondin’s character culminates in the narrator’s attribution of responsibility for the 
noble Lusignan lineage to the hero. Unlike other copies of the RM, the redactor of the 
romance in Mad thus denies the fairy the credit for the establishment of the great 
dynasty. Regardless of the motivations informing these diverse approaches to the 
fairy’s establishment of the Lusignan dynasty, the continuing engagement with or 
disengagement from representations of Melusine as Lusignan ancestor evident in the 
RM  manuscripts demonstrates the extent to which the fairy’s dynastic role remained a 
pivotal element of the RM  across our period.223 Whether this was as consistent a 
feature among representations of Melusine in the RP will be one of the issues 
considered in the next chapter.
222 In view of the deletion of much of the crusading material from its redaction, Mad is exceptional in 
its de-emphasis upon this aspect of the narrative.
223 Lack of certainty concerning patronage of these volumes hinders greatly my ability to speculate 
about the reasons shaping particular representations of the fairy. However, Chapter Six will consider 
some reasons informing Jean de Crequy’s patronage of the Har volume, while App. H, Part B, 
“Constructing a reading community: the prose Mad manuscript and networks between the houses of 
Brittany and Luxembourg” will hypothesise about audiences to whom the Mad volume’s presentation 
of the /?ALmay have appealed.
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Chapter Four. A m etam orphic figure and fam ily foundation: the 
problem atisation o f  M elusine in R om an  d e  P arth en ay  m anuscripts
Introduction
Coudrette’s adaptation of Melusine into the poetic RP subjects the prose tale of the 
fairy’s foundation of Lusignan and Parthenay to numerous modifications. These vary 
in scale and significance, but do not substantially alter the main elements structuring 
the narrative of Melusinc’s fateful union with Raymondin and the expansion of the 
Lusignan dynasty.1 2The RP does, however, subtly revise its portrait of Melusine by 
sharpening the focus upon the fairy’s metamorphic body. This chapter explores the 
transformation imposed upon Melusine in the RP and her subsequent reception within 
later medieval manuscripts of the poetic romance. The first section (4a) investigates 
the effects upon reception of Melusine’s character produced by the RP 's omission of 
Jean d’Arras’ prologue and Coudrette’s revision of subsequent narrative material. This 
section argues that the new redaction of Lusignan’s foundation problematises 
Melusine’s role as dynastic founder. The romance accomplishes this by offering a 
portrait of the fairy which considerably heightens the tension between her function as 
Christianised mythic ancestor and her potentially demonic nature. The second section 
of the chapter (4b) analyses the extent to which the enhanced tension surrounding 
Melusine arising from the reworked RP text was reflected in copies of the romance 
throughout the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. In so doing, it will also consider 
the broader questions of Melusine’s status in these works and her representation in 
relation to the dynastic themes of the romance.
4a. M elusine: a p o e tic  revision
Coudrette’s poetic portrait of Melusine offers a complex rereading of the Lusignan 
fairy. One of the few Melusine scholars to devote close attention to the RP, Matthew 
Morris rightly points out that “Melusine’s Christianity is pivotal to both versions of 
the romance” and that the RP also “relates a story of sin’s heritage”. In advancing 
these themes, the clerical poet omits some, but certainly not all, elements of the
1 For an overview of the modifications to the RP, see Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. 
Morris, pp.32-40. Textual revisions not discussed in this Chapter include the deletion of Raymondin’s 
recovery of his Breton patrimony, Geoffroy’s battles in the Mediterranean, his dealings with the dame 
de Valbruyant, and the radical abridgement of Guion’s Armenian adventures.
2 Couldrette, A Bilingual Edition, ed., trans., and intro. Morris, pp.36 and 44 respectively. On 
Melusine’s embodiment of Christian ideals, see Chapter Three, section 3a above.
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* 3magical and marvellous prevalent throughout the RM. However, the contention that, 
along with Jean d’Arras, Coudrette “wanted to make it clearly understood that 
Melusine was totally devoid of any demonic attachment” is not substantiated in the 
RP 's textual detail and narrative reorganisation.3 4 Certainly, Melusine’s spiritual role in 
relation to her husband is alluded to by her identification with the “fontaine ... clere” 
(11.497-8) where she encounters Raymondin and founds Lusignan, for this 
identification recalls Coudrette’s earlier Augustinian understandings of the fountain as 
a source of enlightenment and eternal life.5 Nonetheless, I propose that the fairy’s 
Christian status is occasionally obscured for readers of the RP, primarily as the result 
of Coudrette’s omission and structural revision of key narrative features present in the 
RM. In addition, revisions to the portrait of Melusine are frequently couched in poetic 
descriptions of and characters’ responses to the fairy’s mutable figure. To a greater 
extent than in the RM, the poetic Melusine’s body becomes the matrix within which 
tensions between her role as Christian founding mother and perceptions of her 
demonic affiliations are unravelled. The following analysis will consider the 
implications for reception of the RP of Coudrette’s deletion of Jean d’Arras’ prologue 
and remaniement of the Presine-Elinas episode, before exploring scenes which 
illustrate the problematisation of Melusine’s physical form.6
Coudrette’s poetic revisions to the structure and content of the prose Melusine 
romance significantly impact upon Christianised readings of the fairy throughout the 
RP. As discussed in the previous chapter, Jean d’Arras’ prologue established an 
interpretive framework which positioned fairies as creatures belonging to God’s 
natural world. Further, the passage outlined Gervase of Tilbury’s explanation that the 
transformative nature of certain fairies was a mode of divine penance for unknown 
misdeeds {RM 1-5). This material is completely omitted from the RP. Second, Presine 
and Elinas’ marriage, the entombment of the king, Presine’s punishment of her
3 For example, the RP suppresses the marvellous ambiance of the Presine-Elinas tale in the radical 
abridgement and relocation of this episode to the end of the romance. In addition, the poetic Melusine 
does not bestow magical rings upon Raymondin and her crusading sons (as in RM 27, 84). See also 
Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, pp.35-6, Berthelot, “Le merveilleux dans Le 
Roman de Melusine", p. 1.
4 Couldrette, A Bilingual Edition, ed., trans., and intro. Morris, p.9.
5 “Toute science vient de Dieu:/ C’est la clere fontaine ou puise/ Tout faiseur le fit qu’il avise” (11.130- 
2). Couldrette,^ Bilingual Edition, ed., trans., and intro. Morris, pp.44-9, Saint Augustine, Confessions, 
trans. R.S. Pine-Coffin, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1961, VI.16, pp.131-2, XIII.4, p.314. On the 
symbolism of the fountain in medieval (romance) literature, see Gallais, La Fee a la fontaine, pp.312ff; 
and Guerreau-Jalabert, “Fees et chevalerie”, pp. 136-8.
6 I do not intend to offer an extensive comparison between the texts of the RM and the RP\ rather, 
comparisons are intended to be illustrative only.
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daughters, and her revelations concerning Melusine’s potential attainment of mortality 
and salvation (RM 5-14) are excised from the introduction of the poetic romance. 
Coudrette only partially incorporates these explanatory details in several scenes after 
Melusine’s serpentine departure.7 8 Melusine’s son, Geoffroy, occupies two such 
scenes, first discovering that Elinas had been immured “par trois filles qu’il ot”
o
(1.4771), before finding Presine’s plaque in Elinas’s tomb. The plaque reveals that
after Elinas’ daughters learnt that he had transgressed Presine’s fairy-interdiction,
La mainsnee en flit moult courcie,
Qui fu Mellusigne appellee ...
Ses deux seurs a mis a raison 
En contant toute l’achoyson,
Et dit que moy qui suys leur mere
Me vourroit vengier de son pere (11.4946-7, 4949-52).
Thus, Melusine and her sisters “leur pere encloirent” (1.4958) in the mountain. In
response to this act, Presine decreed that Melusine “Le samedi serpent seroit”
(1.4984). She qualifies the punishment with the condition that should Melusine marry
a loyal husband, his fidelity would ensure that:
Mellusigne tous diz vivroit 
Ainsi comme femme mortelle 
Et pure femme naturelle,
Puis mourroit naturellement 
Comme les aultres proprement,
Que quant ilz ont vescu le cours 
De nature, finent leurs jours (11.4992-8).9
The alternate fate outlined for Melusine in the RM, that a faithless husband would 
condemn her to torment until Judgement Day (RM 13), is not disclosed. Although the 
poetic Melusine reveals that Raymondin’s public betrayal has condemned her to a 
purgatorial future and deprived her soul of divine solace (11.3925-64), she does not 
explain this in penitential terms as a result of her own transgression. Only when 
Melior explains her own relationship with the Armenian king is the link made, albeit 
obliquely, between Presine’s curse, Raymondin’s indiscretion, and Melusine’s 
serpentine destiny (11.6093-110). Coudrette’s RP thus repositions and only partially 
inscribes two crucial passages from the RM which foreground much of the Melusine­
narrative in a Christianised context.
Coudrette’s omission and restructuring of the RM 's prologue and exposition of the 
Presine-Elinas narrative remove from the RP important hermeneutic tools which
7 Hosington, “Melusines de France et d’Outremanche”, pp.200-1.
8 For interpretations of Geoffroy’s discovery of his ancestry as a fulfilment of anthropological 
‘initiation’ themes, see Maddox, “Levi-Strauss in Camelot: Interrupted Communication in Arthurian 
Feudal Fictions”, pp.35-53, and Pillard, “Iconographie melusinienne”, p. 146.
9 Melusine’s history is again recounted when Geoffroy informs his father of his discovery (11.5471- 
502).
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rationalise Melusine’s actions and transformations. Audiences of the prose romance 
understand from these passages that Melusine’s metamorphoses enact a penance 
which will cease should she attract a loyal husband. New RP audiences do not 
necessarily share this prior knowledge: their ignorance of the fairy’s background 
opens a space in which doubts could emerge about the nature of her pre-marital taboo 
and the form of her weekly transfiguration. Melusine’s absence on Saturdays 
particularly challenged her claims to Catholic orthodoxy, for Saturday had long been 
regarded in classical, Judeo-Christian, and medieval Latin traditions as a “jour de 
l’equivoque et de la mediation” between divine and earthly worlds.10 Moreover, the 
developing stereotype of witches’ night-gatherings, which predominantly occurred on 
Friday evenings, conceivably refracted upon the poetic Melusine’s Saturday bathing 
as a result of demonologists’ appropriation of the Jewish terms ‘synagogue’ and, later, 
‘sabbath’ (Shabbath) to describe these events.* 11 Without the RAPs preliminary 
Christianisation of fairies and its penitential rationalisation of Melusine’s absences, 
RP audiences may have turned to traditional pagan and contemporary cultural beliefs 
to understand the nature and source of the fairy’s powers and her demand for weekly 
solitude.
Melusine’s hybrid bathing offers another episode whose interpretation was liable to 
shift in the absence of the aforementioned passages. For example, the poetic 
Raymondin responds to the transformed Melusine as a demonic figure from whom he 
seeks divine protection: “Quant Raimon l’a apperceiie, ... se print il a seigner [cross 
himself]/ Et se doubta moult grandement./ Dieu reclama devoctement” (11.3077, 3080- 
2).12 Whereas audiences recognise the prose Melusine’s hybrid form as a penance 
which has twice been rationalised earlier in the RM, RP readers do not necessarily 
benefit from such an exegesis. Raymondin’s wonder-struck and horrified reaction to 
his wife as a satanic creature therefore arguably imposes a stronger influence upon
10 J.-J. Vincensini, “Samedi, jour de la double vie de Melusine. Introduction ä la signification mythique 
des recits ‘melusiniens’” in Boivin and MacCana (eds), Melusines continenlales et insulaires, pp.77- 
103, (p. 100 for quotation), E. Zerubavel, The Seven Day Cycle: The History and Meaning o f the Week, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago and London, 1985, p. 17.
11 M. Bailey, “The Medieval Concept of the Witches’ Sabbath”, Exemplaria, 8.2 (1996), pp.419-39, 
Cohn, Europe’s Inner Demons, pp. 100-1, 226ff, R. Kieckhefer, Magic in the Middle Ages, Canto 
Edition, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2000 (1st ed. 1989), pp. 195-7.
12 Raymondin’s fear is consistent with medieval perceptions of bodily transformations as magical 
illusions created by Satan. Such transformations came to be associated with witchcraft practices, while 
hybridisation was a source of consternation among scholars and theologians. See J. Delumeau, La Peur 
en Occident (XlW-XVIf siecles): Une cite assiegee, Fayard, Paris, 1978, pp.249ff, Cohn, Europe’s 
Inner Demons, pp.213-14, 219, Bynum, “Metamorphosis”, pp.996ff, Kieckhefer, Magic in the Middle 
Ages, p. 197. See also the discussion and notes in Chapter Three, “The merveilleux in later medieval 
mentalites and discourse”.
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audiences’ own responses to her transformation than it may have done, had readers 
enjoyed access to the contextual passages introducing the R M U Coudrette’s revision 
of two interrelated passages which are vital for the validation of Melusine as fairy 
dynastic founder within a Christian context thus eliminates from the RP important 
interpretive guides which critically inform reception of the fairy’s actions and her 
hybrid figure.
Melusine’s unstable form potently represents the source of the fairy’s power which 
permits her establishment of the Lusignan dynasty.14 However, heightened tension 
between Melusine’s corporeal form and her alleged spiritual affiliations intensifies the 
RP 's ambivalence towards the fairy as Christian dynastic founder. By analysing 
portraits of and characters’ variable responses to Melusine’s mutable figure, the 
following section explores the occasionally discordant relationship between the fairy’s 
self-professed Catholicism and her physical embodiment of that faith. The following 
scenes will be considered: the fairy-mortal encounter and wedding, Melusine’s hybrid 
bathing, and the prelude to and aftermath of Raymondin’s public denunciation, 
including Melusine’s nursing of Thierry and Raymonnet. These episodes highlight the 
poetic romance’s fluid portrait of Melusine as potentially belonging to each of the 
demonic and Christian realms.15
From Melusine’s introduction in the RP, attention is drawn to her multivalent form 
through Raymondin’s equivocal reading of her physical appearance. Although 
Melusine is presented as “la plus gente,/ La plus cointe, la plus jolie” among the ladies 
by the fountain (11.502-3), when Raymondin first sees her, he “cuide que fantosme 
soyt” (11.518) and takes on a deathly hue. As discussed in the previous chapter, Walter 
Map’s work illustrates later medieval understandings of fantasma as illusory, 
deceptive, and implicitly demonic apparitions.16 Melusine is thus associated with the 
diabolic realm early in the RP. Raymondin soon revises his impression of the ghostly 
fairy: “quant il vit le corps humain/ De la dame ... Ou si grande beaute avoit,/ II 
entr’oublia ses ennuis” (11.538-41). The extent of Raymondin’s sudden enthrallment 
by Melusine’s beauty is illustrated by his declaration that:
13 On fear as a response to marvels, see Bynum, “Wonder”, p. 15 and Kelly, The Art o f Medieval French 
Romance, p. 179.
14 Brownlee, “Melusine’s Hybrid Body”, p. 18.
15 Of course, the demonic realm is inevitably entwined with, because derived from, the divine realm of 
God. I am using these terms to distinguish the nature and source of Melusine’s powers.
16 Walter Map, De Nugis cnrialium, p. 161.
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... vo philosomie,
Ou j ’aperyoy si grant beaulte,
Si me fait croire en verite 
Que je me doy asseürer 
Et qu’encor pourray recouvrer 
Par vous aucun bon reconfort 
De mon dueil, de mon desconfort;
Car de si belle creature 
Ne peut fors que bonne aventure 
Venir, eür et trestouz biens (11.568-77).
Raymondin’s admiration for Melusine’s physiognomy translates into his faith that she
will comfort him and bring him prosperity. His attitude reflects conventional medieval
ideals derived from theological teachings of Saint Bernard, among others, according
to which external form reflected an individual’s interior condition.17 In this case,
Raymondin interprets Melusine’s exterior beauty as a sign of her benevolence.
However, his subsequent words allude to the difficulties associated with this perhaps
naive reading of the lady: “‘Je ne croy que corps terriens/ Puisse si grant beaulte
avoir,/ Tant de doulceur, tant de savoir/ Comme a en vostre gent corps’” (11.578-81).
On the one hand, Raymondin’s words praise the unparalleled nature of Melusine’s
beauty and wisdom. On the other, in conjunction with his earlier interpretation of her
as a ghostly apparition, Raymondin’s rhetorical disbelief that a mortal body (or
18person) could possess such qualities alerts readers to Melusine’s equivocal status. 
Coudrette’s depiction of the mortal-fairy encounter thus illustrates the semiotic 
fluidity inherent within Melusine’s figure: in the absence of the prose passages 
rationalising the fairy’s existence, traditional medieval tropes enabled readers to 
understand Melusine through her wondrous form in terms that were both demonic and 
Christian.
Melusine’s uncertain status in this episode is further conveyed by her own speech. The 
fairy allays Raymondin’s fears by affirming his perception of her as a source of 
comfort: “‘Je suis, apres Dieu, tes confors’” (1.615). She further asserts her Christian 
status in the following terms: “‘Je te promets bien que je croy/ En sainte catholique 
foy’” (11.621-2), before reciting the primary tenets of the Catholic faith (11.623-31). 
Harf-Lancner suggests that such proclamations of faith were “une forme attenuee de
17 Saint Bernard wrote, “‘The body is an image of the mind which, like an effulgent light scattering 
forth its rays, is diffused through its members and sense, shining through in action, discourse, 
appearance, movement”’. Cited from Saint Bernard, Sermones in Cantica, LXXV. 11, in J.-P. Migne 
(ed.), Patrologiae cursus completus, series Latina, 221 vols., Paris, 1844-64, vol.183, col. 1193 by U. 
Eco, Art and Beauty in the Middle Ages, trans. H. Bredin, Yale University Press, New Haven and 
London, 1986, p.10 and n.l 1. According to Eco, an equivalence between inner and outer beauty was 
possible due to “the unity of [medieval people’s] moral and aesthetic responses to things”, p. 16.
IS On the interchangeability of ‘corps’ for ‘personne’, Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. 
Roach, p.358.
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christianisation”, a rhetorical means of expressing a fairy’s submission to the Christian 
God which emerged within the broader process of rationalising fairies’ existence in 
medieval literature.19 However, Melusine’s profession of faith is almost immediately 
juxtaposed with her demand that after they marry, Raymondin never seek out ‘“ Quel 
part le mien corps tirera/ N’ou il yra ne qu’il fera’” on Saturdays (11.657-8). In 
addition to the cultural ambivalence associated with Saturdays, I propose that for 
readers familiar with medieval Latin mortal-fairy tales, such as those discussed in 
Chapters Two and Three, this condition hints at a possible discordance between 
Melusine’s Christian claims and her ontological identity as represented by her 
physical form which requires weekly seclusion.20 Melusine’s discourse thus 
potentially contributes to the RP's blurred location of the fairy between a Christian 
and an otherworldly realm.
The RP's focus upon Melusine’s labile figure further emerges from its account of
responses to the fairy at her wedding. Melusine is described thus:
La demoiselle fut tant belle 
Et si richement atoumee 
Que trestouz ceulx qui la joumee 
La virent, distrent pour certain 
Que ce n’estoit point corps humain,
Mais sembloit mieulx corps angelique (11.1126-31).
Melusine’s beauty and the rich quality of her apparel elevate the bride’s physical 
status beyond the realms of mortal appearance to a position comparable with that of 
otherworldly, ethereal angels.21 Although not common, comparison between fairies 
and saintly or angelic figures was not new in the early fifteenth century: since the
emergence of the primary fairy types identified by Harf-Lancner, the fairy godmother 
and the fairy lover, whose roles were to protect, guide, and shape the Christian destiny 
of their proteges, literary fairies had subsumed qualities traditionally assigned to the
. I'Xguardian angel."' In his account of the marriage ceremony which legitimates the
19 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.386ff (quotation from p.386).
20 For instance, recall Chapter Two’s discussion of the Plantagenet family’s descent from a beautiful 
woman who was unable to be present during the consecration of the Host (Broughton, The Legends o f 
King Richard I, pp. 11-13, 78-9).
21 As Elliott observes, twelfth and thirteenth-century theologians began to conceptualise angels and 
demons as non-corporeal entities (D. Elliott, Fallen Bodies: Pollution, Sexuality, and Demonology in 
the Middle Ages, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1999, Ch.6, esp. pp. 128-42).
22 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.384-6, Lewis, Discarded Image, pp. 135-6.
23 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp.76-7, Gallais, La Fee a la fontaine, p. 14, M. Meslin, 
“Etres sumaturels”, in M. Meslin (ed.), Le merveilleux: L ’imaginaire et les croyances en Occident, 
Bordas, Tours, 1984, pp. 108-39, esp. pp.118-25, and D. Keck, Angels and Angelology in the Middle 
Ages, Oxford University Press, New York and Oxford, 1998, pp.68-70, 161-5. In Part One, Keck 
provides a useful overview of the development of thought upon angels, including the influence of 
Pseudo-Dionysius on Bonaventure and Aquinas.
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ancestral mortal-fairy union, Coudrette arguably alludes to Melusine’s spiritual role in 
his emphasis upon her ethereal beauty.
The RP's characterisation of Melusine as a figure indecisively positioned between 
maleficent and divine forces is epitomised in the scenes surrounding Raymondin’s 
discovery of his bathing wife. Upon piercing the door to the bathing chamber, 
Raymondin witnesses Melusine who:
... se baignoit;
Jusqu’au nombril la voit si blanche 
Comme la nege sur la branche,
Le corps bien fait, fricque et joly,
Le visage fres et poli;
Et a proprement parier d’elle,
Oncques ne fut point de plus belle.
Maiz queue ot dessoubz de serpent,
Grande et orrible vrayenient:
D’argent et d’asur fut burlee ;
Fort s’en debat, l’eaue a croulee (11.3066-76).
Raymondin initially perceives his wife in terms commonly used to describe courtly 
ideals of feminine beauty: the fairy’s upper body is as white as snow, and her face is 
radiant with a clear complexion.24 Melusine’s luminous face and body reflect ideals 
which had circulated in western European literature for around a millennium. 
Interestingly, her luminosity also recalls Coudrette’s earlier comparison of Melusine’s 
figure with angelic bodies, themselves long synonymous with light and truth.26 To this 
point, the fairy’s beautiful appearance corresponds with her claims to Christian 
confession. However, Melusine’s pale beauty and “bien fait” body starkly contrast 
with the large, “orrible” serpentine tail, striped in the hues of Lusignan silver and blue, 
which beats the water fiercely. The fairy’s idealised upper body thus sits uneasily
24 S.-G. Heller, “Light as Glamour: The Luminescent Ideal of Beauty in the Roman de la Rose”, 
Speculum, 76.4 (2001), pp.934-59, esp. pp.936-8, D. Regnier-Bohler, “Imagining the Self’ in P. Aries 
and G. Duby (eds), A History o f Private Life. II. Revelations o f the Medieval World, trans. A. 
Goldhammer, Belknap Press (Harvard University Press), Cambridge Mass., 1988, pp.311-93, pp.358-9. 
On the brilliance associated with fairies, see Lewis, Discarded Image, pp. 131-3.
25 D.S. Brewer, “The Ideal of Feminine Beauty in Medieval Literature, especially ‘Harley Lyrics’, 
Chaucer, and some Elizabethans”, Modern Language Review, 50.3 (1955), pp.257-69, pp.257-8.
26 Explaining that the order of angels known as the seraphim derives from the Hebrew word, seraph, 
which denotes ‘burning’, Keck notes that “For Aquinas, their heated nature suggests their own rising 
and ascending to God as well as the burning light whereby they illuminate and move others” (Angels 
and Angelology, pp.59 and 220, n.54). On fairies’ luminosity and associations with light, see Harf- 
Lancner, Les Fees an Moyen Age, p.386, Gallais, La Fee ä la fontaine, p.14, A. Planche, “Les robes du 
reve: robe de roi, robe de fee, robe de fleurs, robes du ciel” in M. Pastoureau (ed.), Le vetement: 
Histoire, archeologie et symbolique vestimentaires au Moyen Age, Le Leopard d’Or, Paris, 1989, 
pp.73-91, pp.77-80, Lewis, Discarded Image, pp. 131 -2. On the importance of light to medieval 
conceptions of beauty, see Eco, Art and Beauty, Ch.4 and Heller’s overview of the topic in “Light as 
Glamour”, pp.934-59.
27 Filleau, Dictionnaire historique et genealogique des families de Poitou, VI, p.290.
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above the serpentine tail which resonates with diabolic allusions to creatures such as
28the Edenic serpent and lustful sirens of classical tradition.
Raymondin’s reaction to the sight of Melusine further reveals the polarisation of
responses to which her figure is subject in the RP. Whereas Raymondin’s immediate
response to his hybrid wife in the RM  was to be “moult doulenf ’ (242) for his own
transgression, the hero’s response in the RP reveals a more negatively charged
reception of Melusine:
Quant Raimon l’a apperceiie,
Qui oneques ne l’avoit veiie 
En tel estat ainsi baignier,
Adonc se print il a seigner 
Et se doubta moult grandement.
Dieu reclama devoctement,
Mais nonpourtant tel paour ot,
Pour pou ne pouoit dire mot (11.3077-84).
Echoing his emotions on first encountering the fairy by the fountain, Raymondin’s 
initial reaction to Melusine’s metamorphosed body is extreme fear, expressed in his 
gesturing the sign of the cross, call to God, and speechlessness. The very nature of his 
response as an invocation of divine aid suggests Raymondin’s spontaneous 
interpretation of Melusine’s form in demonic terms. Two attempts to restore 
Melusine within the human world follow Raymondin’s shocked response. First, the 
hero laments his perceived loss of Melusine, describing her as “‘Mon euer, m’amour 
et me [sic] plaisance’” (1.3174), terms which relocate her within a courtly milieu. 
Melusine’s participation within this environment is affirmed by her return to 
Raymondin, when “El se despoulle toute nue” (1.3184) before joining him in bed in 
fully human form. Melusine’s nakedness, which temporarily dispels fears concerning 
her monstrous, diabolic nature, reinforces Raymondin’s idealisation of her in courtly 
t e r m s . T h e  scenes surrounding Raymondin’s surveillance of the bathing fairy thus 
exemplify the radical extremes characterising the poetic Melusine’s portrait as 
demonic creature or benevolent wife and lover.
The RP's portrait of Melusine as an ancestral founder whose unstable affiliations with 
both the diabolic and Christian realms are reflected in the fairy’s physical form is
2X For iconographical studies of serpents and sirens in medieval tradition, see Clier-Colombani, La Fee 
Melusine, Ch.9, pp. 120-50, and J. Leclercq-Marx, “Du monstre androcephale au monstre humanise: A 
propos des sirenes et des centaures, et de leur famille, dans le haut Moyen Äge et ä l’epoque romane”, 
Cahiers de civilisation medievale, 45 (2002), pp.55-67.
29 Delumeau, La Peur, pp.249ff and see n. 13 above.
30 As Planche points out, nudity in the private act of bathing or the sphere of the bedchamber “est 
comprehensible ä des temoins qui ne connaissent ni le maillot de bain ni le linge de nuit” (“Les robes 
du reve”, p.79).
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perpetuated in the dramatic scenes surrounding Raymondin’s public betrayal. 
However, crucially for the text’s dynastic program, the poem also attempts to restore 
Melusine as ideal wife and mother to a greater extent than Jean d’Arras’ RM. The 
denunciation episode commences when Raymondin reflects upon his wife’s 
otherworldly status as a “‘fantosme’” (1.3810). Unlike the RM, which devotes only 
one line to Raymondin’s recollection of the fairy’s hybrid form itself, her corporeal 
duality is underscored in the RP,31 In effect, Raymondin re-discovers Melusine in his 
memory, this time subordinating her beauty to her serpentine monstrosity:
‘Ne la vy je pas en son baing?...
De la teste jusqu’au nombril,
Femme estoit moult belle et moult gente,
Maiz au dessoubz estoit serpente.
Serpente ? Voire, voirement 
Queue avoit, burlee d’argent 
Et d’asur, dont se debatoyt 
Tant que l’eaue toute crouloit.
Moult grant hideur au euer me fist;
Ne fust homme qui la vei’st 
En l’estat comme je la vy,
Qui ne s’en fust tantost fuy,
Car e’estoit chose espouentable.
Dieu me gart d’euvre de deable,
Mais me tiengne en foy catholique’ (11.3811, 3814-27).
In contrast with the original discovery, these lines pass over the fairy’s beauty to focus
at length upon her bestial form. Audiences are invited to share Raymondin’s memory
of the serpentine tail which generated ‘“ moult grant hideur au euer’”, an experience
which plausibly intensified their awareness of Melusine’s monstrosity. Raymondin’s
reinterpretation of the scene also reiterates the demonic nature of the threat that he
perceives in Melusine, as manifested in the hero’s renewed plea for divine protection
from “‘euvre de deable’”. Hosington argues that, in contrast with the RM, the poetic
Raymondin’s subsequent public denunciation of the fairy softens the demonic
implications of his words by omitting explicit references to Melusine as a “fantosme”
' l lpractising ‘Tart demoniacle”. In view of Raymondin’s heightened emphasis upon 
the fairy’s threatening form and his perception of her alignment with Satanic forces 
before the accusation, I do not agree that the RP diminishes the fairy’s potential 
diabolism in this scene. Rather, the graphic description of Melusine’s monstrous form 
reproduced by Raymondin, coupled with his fervent expressions of fear, strongly 
promote the RP’s troubled portrait of the dynastic founder whose corporeality 
conflicts with her avowed Catholicism.
31 “‘Et ne vy je leur mere, le samedy que mon frere de Forests m’acointa les males nouvelles, en forme 
de serpent du nombril en aval ?”’ (RM253).
32 Hosington, “Melusines de France et d’Outremanche”, p.203. See also R M 253.
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The speeches declaimed in the aftermath of Raymondin’s critical betrayal both 
acknowledge Melusine’s unstable position within the Christian world but also 
represent attempts to redefine the fairy as an acceptable mythical ancestor. Melusine 
concedes her uncertain relationship with demonic forces when she explains 
enigmatically that had Raymondin kept his oath, “‘L,anemy,,, would have remained 
unaware of her condition (1.3945). As Harf-Lancner clarifies, fairies belonged to the 
Otherworld which was synonymous with the world of the dead. Gallais concurs, 
arguing that a battle for good and evil is enacted within the body of hybrid mortal- 
otherworldly fairies who seek mortality and salvation. Melusine’s words reflect such 
beliefs in the control over the fairy world enjoyed by the Devil, a world to which she 
is damned by Raymondin. However, this acknowledgement is counter-balanced by her 
partial disclosure that Raymondin’s infidelity has denied her the opportunity to attain 
mortality and salvation (11.3951-61), and condemned her to a purgatorial existence, 
“‘En paine, en doulour, en tourment/ Jusques au jour du Jugemenf” (11.3963-4). 
Audiences are not yet offered reasons for Melusine’s punishment, but it is 
conceptualised here within a Christianised framework. Unique to the RP, 
Raymondin’s lament for the loss of Melusine reinforces the fairy’s alignment with 
divine influences when he acknowledges that it was she ‘“ Dont tout bien et honneur 
avoie,/ Par qui j ’estoie soustenu,/ Par qui tout bien m’estoit venu,/ Par qui, soubz 
Dieu, avoye vie’” (11.4334-7). By attributing to Melusine responsibility, second only 
to God, for his mortal salvation, the hero affirms the truth of the fairy’s claims that she 
alone, after God, could offer Raymondin solace for his misadventures (11.614-15). In 
conjunction with Melusine’s final speech, Raymondin’s eulogistic regrets reassert the 
fairy’s conformity with Christian doctrine precisely after her potentially demonic 
nature has been disclosed to the court.
The final scene in which Melusine plays a significant role in the RP validates her 
status as Lusignan ancestor by projecting her motherhood in strongly Christian terms. 
After her serpentine departure, Melusine returns to the nursery of her two youngest 
sons, Thierry and Raymonnet. Following her visits, Thierry grew at an astonishing 
pace: “II amendoit plus en un moys/ Qu’un aultre ne fei'st en troys” (11.4393-4). The 
reason was “Pour sa mere qui en pensoit/ Et de son lait le nourrissoit” (11.4395-6). As
33 Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, pp. 174-5, Gallais, La Fee a la fontaine, pp.42-3. See also 
Lewis, Discarded Image, pp. 136-8 for perceptions of fairies’ bonds with the worlds of the Dead and/or 
the Devil.
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Leglu and Clier-Colombani observe, the RP distinguishes itself from the RM by this 
episode’s explicit depiction of Melusine’s maternal nursing.34 This detail is attributed 
to Thierry’s status as the founding father of Parthenay, and is thought to have 
appealed to Guillaume l’Archeveque as the seigneur of that land. Despite the 
prevalence of wet-nursing in elite households, maternal nursing was consistently 
promoted by authors such as Bartholomaeus Anglicus and Juan Luis Vives as a means 
of ensuring the transference of maternal qualities and virtues to the child through the 
transmission of the mother’s milk.36 Despite Melusine’s ambivalent status, and hence 
the potential that her milk could transfer some of her anomalous characteristics, 
Thierry’s exceptional growth, a quality commonly produced by fairy mothers and 
nurses, reflects positively upon Melusine’s fecundity.37 A final textual indication that 
Melusine’s nursing contributed to her image as a worthy maternal model arises in the 
litany where Coudrette invokes the “Glor'ieuse Vierge pucelle,/ Mere de Dicu .../ Qui 
alaitas/ Le Filz de Dieu de ta mamelle” to comfort the noble Parthenay line (11.7043- 
6). The poet’s appeal here recalls common Marian iconography from the later 
Middle Ages which underlined the Virgin’s role as mother and nurse of Christ.39 
Coudrette’s invocation of the Virgin lactans reminds audiences of the fairy’s own 
maternal behaviour, and retrospectively affirms the spiritual value attached to 
Melusine as mythic ancestor.
34 For discussions of motherhood in medieval culture, see J.C. Parsons and B. Wheeler (eds), Medieval 
Mothering, Garland Publishing, New York and London, 1996, and D.D. Berkvam, Enfance et maternite 
dans la litterature franqaise des X I f  et XII f  siecles, Honore Champion, Paris, 1981.
35 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.70, 73-4, Leglu, “Nourishing Lineage”, pp.71-4, 81. As 
demonstrated in Chapter Three, at least one illustrated prose manuscript included a depiction of 
Melusine’s nightly returns to her young sons, although she is not portrayed in the act of breast-feeding; 
rather, she is holding one of her sons (see Fig.3p, UHB fragment 197r).
36 Alexandre-Bidon and Lett, Les enfants au Moyen Age (cited in Chapter One), p.30, M. Goodich, 
“Bartholomaeus Anglicus on Child-Rearing”, History o f Childhood Quarterly: The Journal o f 
Psychohistory, 3.1 (1975), pp.75-84, p.80, Jehan Loys Vives, Livre de Tinstitution de la femme 
Chrestienne tant en son enfance que marriage et viduite, aussi de l ’office du mary, trans. P. de Changy, 
Sklatine Reprints, Geneva, 1970, p.237, Isidore of Seville, The Etymologies of Isidore o f Seville, eds. 
S.A. Barney et al, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2006, XI.i.77, p.236.
37 Lancelot is perhaps the most outstanding example of children or youths raised by fairies. See Clier- 
Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.72, and Baumgartner, “La Dame du Lac et la Melusine de Jean 
d’Arras” in Boivin and MacCana (eds), Melusines continentales et insulaires, pp. 181-92.
38 Leglu, “Nourishing Lineage”, p.75.
39 C.W. Atkinson, The Oldest Vocation: Christian Motherhood in the Middle Ages, Cornell University 
Press, Ithaca and London, 1991, Chs.4-5, P. Schine-Gold, The Lady and the Virgin: Image, Attitude and 
Experience in Twelfth-Century France, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1985, Ch.2, M. Warner, 
Alone o f all Her Sex: The Myth and Cult o f the Virgin Mary, Vintage, London, 2000 (1st ed. Weidenfeld 
and Nicolson, London, 1976), Ch.13, and P.A. Quattrain, “The Milk of Christ: Herzeloyde as Spiritual 
Symbol in Wolfram von Eschenbach’s ParzivaF in Parsons and Wheeler (eds), Medieval Mothering, 
pp.25-38.
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In conclusion, Coudrette’s revision of the Melusine narrative problematises the fairy’s 
status as a Christianised mythic ancestor. The elimination of passages rationalising the 
fairy within an orthodox religious framework exposes the character to a wider range 
of potentially ambivalent readings than those prescribed by the prologue in the RM. 
The uncertain nature of Melusine is reflected in the RP's intense focus upon the 
fairy’s bodily form, which is identified alternately in demonic or Christian terms. As 
Ferlampin-Acher observes, “des le debut, l’attention du lecteur est attiree sur ce corps 
qui ... se transfonnera monstrueusement”.40 However, despite the emphasis upon 
Melusine’s physical alterity, the poem also includes unique details which underscore 
the fairy’s spiritual orthodoxy, including allusions to her angelic qualities and 
Raymondin’s explicit, if belated, recognition of her divine role in his life. It is possible 
that the poet’s apparent concern to balance the demonic element of the fairy’s 
transformations with affirmations of her Christian qualities reflects an attempt to 
address the hermeneutic gap left by the elimination of Jean d’Arras’ interpretive 
metatext. In creating a new work for a different patron, Coudrette reframed the 
prologue and epilogue of the RP to appeal to the l’Archeveque family. Perhaps 
recognising the interpretive implications arising from his textual innovations, the poet 
may have turned his attention towards enhancing certain elements of the fairy’s 
portrait in order to validate her role as the dynastic ancestor of the Parthenay house. 
Although we cannot know Coudrette’s exact intentions, the poet’s persistent focus 
upon Mclusine’s form demonstrates the continuing ambivalence accompanying 
otherworldly, shape-shifting ancestors in the fifteenth century.
4b. M elusine in the Rom an de Parthenay m anuscripts
The following section investigates representations of Melusine within a selection of 
RP manuscripts, and asks to what extent the poem’s polarised textual approach to the 
fairy is reflected in individual volumes. It will also consider the extent to which the 
dynastic, memorial concerns elaborated in Chapter Two’s discussion of the work’s 
patronage emerge from our corpus of manuscripts. The following analysis is based 
upon a study of five of the twenty extant RP manuscripts, eighteen of which were 
consulted during my research.41 The earliest complete copy of the RP, Carpentras, BM 
ms 406 (Dv), dated by Eleanor Roach to the beginning of the fifteenth century, has 
been chosen as the ‘control’ manuscript against which subsequent volumes’ textual,
40 Ferlampin-Acher, Merveilles et topique merveilleuse, p.144.
41 I was unable to consult copies of the RP in Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, ms W17, and 
Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales, ms 5030 C.
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paratextual, and decorative programs will be compared.42 It therefore receives a more 
developed consideration than subsequent manuscript case-studies which focus on 
differences from, rather than similarities to, the RP in Dv. In her comprehensive 
bibliographical introduction to the RP manuscripts, Roach argues that textual variation 
between the RP manuscripts is not sufficient to permit the identification of more than 
one narrative tradition. However, her close linguistic comparison of the individual 
texts reveals the existence of two groups whose variants coincide with the RP 
contained in either manuscripts Dv or Oxford, Bodley ms 445 (Bv)43 These 
observations guided my selection of the remaining manuscripts for this chapter, as 
outlined below.
The choice of the four additional copies of the RP explored in this chapter was 
finalised after a two-stage selection process. Initially, six copies were chosen for 
comparative analysis with Dv: Oxford, Bodley ms 445 (Bv), Paris, BN mss fr. 1458 
(Mv), fr. 12575 (Qv), fr. 18623 (Rv), fr.24383 (Uv), and Paris, Bibliotheque de 
TArsenal, ms 3475 (Hv). These were selected according to several criteria. Notably, 
the six volumes provided the analysis with two examples of the RP from the early 
fifteenth century (QvBv), the mid-fifteenth century (RvMv), and the end of the 
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries (UvHv). These volumes belonged in equal 
proportions to the two linguistic sets identified by Roach, with BvRvMv belonging to 
the Bv group, and QvUvHv to the Dv group.44 The six manuscripts further offered a 
variety of paratextual material for analysis. In terms of iconography, two volumes are 
illuminated (QvUv), two are incomplete but were intended to be illustrated (BvMv), 
while another two are complete and were not intended to be decorated (RvHv).45 
Paratextually, Qv was the only RP manuscript containing a table of contents and 
chapter titles, while Mv was the only volume for which annotations were consistently 
inserted alongside illumination blanks, marking decorative instructions and/or 
rubrication guidelines. The manuscripts’ diachronic spread and derivation from the 
different textual clusters permitted a limited consideration of changing representations
42 Morris disputes Dv's status as the oldest extant version of the RP, suggesting instead that Qv, 
produced between 1420-30, holds this status. However, the grounds upon which Roach’s attribution is 
rejected are not discussed (Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, p.54, n.102).
43 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, pp.220-1, 232, Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, 
p.56. Although Morris’ more recent critical and bilingual editions of the RP complement Roach’s work 
from a thematic and contextual perspective, they do not provide new bibliographical data.
44 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p.221.
45 The use of the word ‘complete’ refers to the overall textual narrative of the RP in these volumes, not 
to the completion of all large capitals or the inclusion of every line of of text.
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of Melusine in terms of, but not determined by, the potential for chronological 
patterns within or across linguistic groups. However, in view of the word limits 
imposed upon the present thesis, two manuscripts have been excluded from the 
following study on structural grounds: Rv and Mv.46 Readers interested in these 
manuscripts’ projections of the poetic Melusine romance may consult the entries for 
these volumes in the Bibliographical Analysis of RP manuscripts provided in 
Appendix D, and the Table of Concordance of RP manuscripts in Appendix E.
With the exception of Roach’s research, there has been a dearth of published material 
considering the RP manuscripts in any detail. Morris’ recent critical and bilingual 
editions each contain useful historical and cultural background, while his critical 
edition also compares short passages from three manuscripts with his own edited text 
based on manuscript Rv to illustrate linguistic variance.47 Morris has also raised the 
possibility of the RP 's censorship, which he proposes as an explanation for the work’s 
failure to be printed during our period.48 As with the RM, the poetic Melusine 
manuscripts have attracted most attention from scholars in the realm of iconography. 
Guy-Edouard Pillard and Francis Eygun offered early overviews of the imagery in 
Uv and Qv, which were substantially enlarged upon by Harf-Lancner and Clier- 
Colombani, whose conclusions about the trends in Melusine iconography drawn from 
the corpus of RM and RP manuscripts together have been noted earlier.44 Manuscript 
depictions of Melusine’s maternity have also informed Catherine Leglu’s recent study 
of the fairy’s breast-feeding in the RP.>0 Thus far, however, scholars have not
46 Rv was eliminated on the grounds that its copy of the RP shared a strikingly structural consistency 
with Dv, evidenced by the distribution of large initials (see App. E). The RP in Rv promotes the 
biographical-historical elements of the narrative, with particular respect to Raymondin’s character. This 
compilation volume’s historical themes will be discussed further in Chapter Five. Mv was removed 
because it shares a structural idiosyncrasy with Qv which underlines the Parthenay family’s centrality in 
the RP.
47 Unfortunately, Morris’ Bilingual Edition betrays editorial confusion in that, whereas the translation is 
said to be based on BN ms fr. 19167, a comparison of the French original facing the translation with that 
contained in the Critical Edition reveals that the French original is actually the copy in BN ms fr. 18623. 
This observation was verified against my personal microfilm copy of BN ms fr. 18623 and Morris’ own 
transcription of the RP's opening lines from BN ms fr. 19167 in his Critical Edition. Compare 
Couldrette, A Bilingual Edition, ed., trans., and intro. Morris, pp.xvii-xviii and 52 with Couldrette, A 
Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, pp.55-8.
48 Morris, “Jean d’Arras and Couldrette: Political Expediency and Censorship”, pp.35-44 (cited in the 
Introduction). The question of the RP's censorship will be raised in Chapter Five.
49 Pillard, “Iconographie melusinienne”, pp. 141-50, F. Eygun, Ce qu’on peut savoir de Melusine et de 
son iconographie, Pardes, Puiseaux, 1951, pp.33ff, and discussions earlier in this thesis on pp.46 and 
154.
70 Leglu, “Nourishing Lineage”, pp.71-82.
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attempted a comparative study of the RP manuscripts which integrates both 
illuminated and undecorated texts.51
The analytical method employed to explore and assess the RP manuscripts’ 
representation of Melusine replicates that used in the previous chapter. However, 
unlike the RM, the poetic romance is rarely structured by chapter titles or illustration 
captions. Consequently, other forms of material organisation acquire a particular 
significance in the analysis, notably large initials. As devices which both structurally 
demarcate passages, allowing for pause and reflection upon a stanza, and semiotically 
prioritise the event which they preface, large initials arguably facilitate retention and 
reception of the beginnings and endings of narrative sections by their initiation of 
primacy, isolation, and recency effects. Narrative sections or stanzas vary greatly in 
length in the RP: Nonetheless, Molino and Gardes-Tamine suggest that even when 
stanzas in a narrative poem (such as the RP) vary in length, they possess a unity which 
“repose ... exclusivement sur la cohesion de la pensee ou du theme” .54 These scholars 
thus understand stanzas as narrative units based around a theme or idea. Certainly, as 
Tony Hunt has remarked, the identification of a passage as a cohesive unit is a 
subjective activity dependent on the analyst’s prioritisation of one theme or research 
question over another. Moreover, he warns of the variable, occasionally arbitrary 
interpretive skills exercised by scribes shaping medieval verse.55 Nonetheless, capital 
letters or large initials create passages which presented audiences with an a priori 
structure: stanzas were bounded by the introductory initial and the actual or 
metaphoric blank or pause created by the initial of the subsequent stanza. The 
following analysis therefore pays special attention to the distribution of initials and the
51 I acknowledge that the inclusion of three manuscripts with an iconographic program, complete or 
otherwise, among the five volumes studied below, is not representative of the place occupied by these 
copies among the extant corpus of twenty RP manuscripts.
52 See the relevant discussion in Chapter One, subsection “Layout”, above.
53 For an indication of the varying stanza lengths in the RP, see the Table of Concordance of RP 
manuscripts in App. E. The approximate length of stanzas can be calculated by deducting from the line 
number of one stanza the line number which commenced the previous stanza (of course, this does not 
take into account substantial lacunae or interpolations, which are discussed where appropriate in the 
Chapter). See also n.57 below.
"4 J. Molino and J. Gardes-Tamine, Introduction d Vanalyse de la poesie. Vol. II. De la strophe a la 
construction du poeme, Presses universitaires de France, Paris, 1988, p. 13.
55 T. Hunt, “The Structure of Medieval Narrative”, Journal o f European Studies, 3 (1973), pp.295-328, 
pp.317-8. On these issues, see also J. Culler, “Narrative Units” in R. Fowler (ed.), Style and Structure 
in Literature: Essays in the New Stylistics, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1975, pp. 123-41, p. 123, and G. 
Torrini-Roblin, “Oral or Written Model? Description, Length, and Unity in the First Continuation” in 
N.J. Lacy and G. Torrini-Roblin (eds), Continuations: Essays on Medieval French Literature and 
Language in Honour o f John L. Grigsby, Summa Publications, Birmingham Alab., 1989, pp. 145-61, 
pp. 154-9.
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narrative units they create: by framing narrative passages, initials provide an 
opportunity to explore the nuances in narrative and thematic emphasis which emerge 
from stanzaic innovation in the poetic Melusine manuscripts.
Carpentras, BM  ms 406 (Dv): Negotiating the fairy and building a dynasty
Dv's early fifteenth-century transcription of the RP deploys different strategies to 
offer audiences a predominantly sympathetic portrait of the fairy which deflects 
attention from her alterity. Preceded by Jean de Vignay’s Jeu des esches, moralise in 
this neatly penned, two-column compilation, the RP remains unadorned except for an 
introductory three-line red and black filigree capital and red two-line capitals shaping 
the remainder of the work. These initials are the only mode of paratextual organisation 
informing the RP, and so acquire particular structural and semiotic significance. 
Analysis of the RP's organisation in Dv suggests that the early stages of the romance 
avert attention from the fairy’s ambivalence, especially as it is represented by her 
corporeal form, while highlighting episodes when she promotes her own Christian 
status or advances the Lusignan dynasty. Moreover, passages narrating characters’ 
doubts concerning Melusine’s otherworldly nature and/or influence are structured so 
that these uncertainties do not occupy key positions in relevant stanzas. Further, if the 
fairy’s hybridity is an essential feature of the romance, the structure of the RP from 
the bathing episode onwards attenuates the monstrosity inherent in her changeable 
form through the stanzaic emphasis on the fairy’s expression of human affect and 
repeated assertions of Raymondin’s culpability.
Early passages in this copy of the RP allude to but focus away from the fairy’s 
otherworldly nature. Dv's account of Melusine and Raymondin’s first meeting 
occupies four stanzas (11-14).56 Interestingly, Raymondin’s doubts concerning 
Melusine and her appearance emerge towards the end of stanzas. As discussed earlier, 
this position encouraged audience reflection upon the narrative by its proximity to the 
ensuing inter-stanza pause. However, the beginnings of two stanzas in this sequence 
recount words uttered by the fairy or convey perceptions of Melusine which 
repeatedly allay Raymondin’s concerns. Near the end of stanza 11, Raymondin’s 
growing awareness of the lady reproaching him is punctuated by his impression of her 
as a “fantosme” and his taking on “la couleur domme mort” in fear (11.518, 520,
56 As App. E illustrates, the RP in Dv is composed of eighty-seven stanzas (excluding the litany verses). 
1 will refer to the stanza numbers by digits rather than words to clarify their status in the text.
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49vb). However, the lady’s speech at the beginning of stanza 12 illustrates her 
familiarity with the standards of courtly society: she reprimands Raymondin for his 
lack of “‘doulceur et courtoysie’” in failing to salute the ladies, noting that such 
behaviour is dishonourable in one who is ‘“de noble nature”’ (11.530, 533, 49vb). On 
apprehending “le corps humain/ De la dame ... Ou si grande beaute auoit” (11.538-40, 
49vb), Raymondin recovers his poise and apologises. Raymondin’s experience of fear 
at the end of stanza 11 is thus subdued by Melusine’s courtly behaviour early in the 
next passage.
The hero experiences a second moment of uncertain surprise at the end of stanza 12 
upon hearing the lady recount his recent misadventure with Aymery. However, 
stanza 13 begins with a reference to “la dame au corps gentieulx” (1.589, 50rb), a term 
reiterating the lady’s gentle, courtly, and therefore to Raymondin, familiar status. This 
quality is immediately supported by her reference to “‘Dieu le Pere/ Et ... sa glorieuse 
mere’” (11.595-6, 50rb), after which Raymondin “Forment se print a asseurer” (1.597, 
50rb). Melusine’s success in reassuring Raymondin of her orthodoxy and benevolence 
is underlined by the hero’s growing relief at the end of stanza 13,59 and reflected by 
his promise to obey all her commands at the beginning of the following passage 
(11.645-8, 50va). The structure of the encounter thus promotes Raymondin’s 
acceptance of Melusine and her courtly conduct. The concluding lines of these early 
passages narrating the couple’s encounter focus upon Raymondin’s hesitant wonder 
concerning Melusine’s prescience. On the other hand, the immediate introduction in 
successive stanzas of courtly speech uttered by the fairy or verses illustrating 
Raymondin’s favourable reception of her physical form avert the hero’s (and 
audiences’) attention from her ambiguous condition and simultaneously elicit his trust 
in her. Certainly, competing primacy and recency effects offered audiences an 
opportunity to negotiate between the two impressions conveyed of Melusine.
57 Throughout this chapter, manuscript references will list line numbers which correspond to those on 
the right-hand side of each page of Roach’s edition, followed by the manuscript’s foliation. Roach’s 
system of verse identification does not exactly reflect the numbers of lines in Dv’s RP: as she notes in 
her edition, Roach corrects apparent lacunae with text from other manuscripts. However, I have chosen 
to use this system to facilitate readers’ easy reference to the text in this edition when referring to Dv and 
subsequent volumes. I have also used this numbering system to calculate the lengths of stanzas in Dv, 
on the grounds that although not exact, the figures produced are proportionately representative of the 
stanza lengths in this manuscript (see n.53 above). Transcription conventions follow the pattern used in 
Chapter Three and outlined at the commencement of the thesis. For Roach’s establishment of her 
edition, see Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, pp. 100-4.
58 “Raymon forment sesjouy/ Combien que moult esbahy fu/ Comment eile lauoit sceu” (11.586-8, 
50rb).
59 “Lors print Raimondin a muser/ Et se commence a aduiser/ Aux paroles que dire oy/ A son euer lors 
se resjouy/ Un pou et lui reuint couleur/ Et moult amendry sa douleur” (11.639-44, 50va).
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However, the semiotic priority attributed to the stanzas’ opening phrases arguably 
diverts attention from the fairy’s otherworldly attributes at the end of preceding 
stanzas.
After the encounter episode, the structure of the RP shifts its focus away from the 
fairy’s ambivalent status. Instead, concerns raised about and reflections upon 
Melusine’s identity are incorporated into lengthy stanzas containing multiple 
sequences of action which advance the Lusignan foundation. For example, stanza 16 
commences with Raymondin’s act of homage to the new comte de Poitiers, from 
whom he requests the land which will literally ground the Lusignan dynasty. It 
concludes with the count’s agreement to attend the couple’s wedding, his presence 
thus socially validating the fairy-mortal union. Almost half-way through the lengthy 
stanza of 200 lines, the vast expanse of ground encompassed by Raymondin’s hart’s 
hide excites the count who believes the phenomenon to be ‘“chose fayee’” (1.928, 
52vb). The count’s wondrous, if implicit query is unanswered as Raymondin replies 
“‘Je ne say quil men auendra’” (1.941, 52vb) before returning to the forest 
immediately afterwards.60 Despite the change in scene, the stanza continues 
seamlessly to follow Raymondin’s actions, thus suppressing a structural opportunity 
for audiences to reflect on responses to the wondrous mode of land acquisition.61 
Raymondin’s own surprise on seeing Mclusine’s expanded retinue in the forest 
inspires his silent reflection: “‘Dieu doint que la fin en soit bonne’” (1.971, 53ra). Such 
words subjunctively hoping for a positive outcome conversely acknowledge the 
possibility that a given conclusion to an event may not be as benign as hoped. 
However, Raymondin’s uncertainty about his relationship with Melusine is 
structurally passed over by the continuing action of the stanza, which narrates the 
hero’s return to Poitiers to invite the court to his marriage with Melusine. Courtly 
marvel greets his announcement, and the count demands “‘Qui est la dame que 
prenez/ Gardez que vous ne mesprenez/ Dont eile est et de quel lignage’” (11.1017-19, 
53rb). The hero’s inability to enlighten the count about his wife’s origins is deemed a 
“‘grant merueille’” (1.1027, 53va), but Raymondin’s repeated declarations that “‘Elle 
me plaist car je la vueil ... je le [s/c] vueil eile me plaist’” (11.1036, 1039, 53va) 
silence him on this matter before he consents to attend the ceremony.
60 Stanza 16 is the second longest narrative unit in Dv; the following stanza, to be discussed below, is 
the longest at 360 lines. The relative length of these passages is better appreciated when we realise that 
the average stanza in Dv’s RP is 81 lines (with a standard deviation of 53 lines).
61 Gasparri, Hasenohr, and Ruby, “De l’ecriture ä la lecture”, pp. 140-1 on the common use of initials to 
denote a change in scene.
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Similarly amazed responses to Melusine are subsumed within the following stanza 
whose primary focus is the legitimisation and expansion of the Lusignan dynasty. At 
360 lines, stanza 17 is the longest in Dv’s redaction, and contains a plethora of detail 
depicting the lavish ceremony and festivities, as well as Melusine’s construction, 
territorial expansion, and delivery of sons. Each of these events elicits expressions of 
marvel from the attendant spectators. As discussed in the previous chapter, 
expressions of marvel were typically characterised by an incomprehension of the 
wondrous object coloured by emotions ranging from fear to pleasure. Such responses 
were accompanied by uncertainty and curiosity to understand the nature of the given 
marvel.62 This stanza discourages audience reflection upon ambivalent expressions of 
marvel and uncertainty by interspersing them among different phases of action and 
description.
Stanza 17’s thematic focus on the fairy-mortal union is indicated by the primacy of the 
guests’ arrival in the forest at the head of the passage (11.1045-9, 53va). The court 
shortly “se prent a merueiller” (1.1050, 53va) about how they would be 
accommodated. At the sight of arrayed tents, a newly flowing spring, and the outdoor 
kitchens, “Chascun se merueille forment” (1.1064, 53vb), while many people suppose 
“que cest fayerie”, thereby proposing an explanation for the amazing spectacle 
(1.1065, 53vb). However, no further explanations are offered to clarify the nature of 
the events, and when confronted with Melusine’s angelic beauty and the grandeur of 
the festivities, guests repeatedly “forment se merueilloient/ De sa noblesse quilz 
veoyent” (11.1113-14, 54ra), while some reflect “‘Vecy merueille/ One ne vit homme 
la pareille’” (11.1143-4, 54rb). Audiences are not structurally permitted to reflect on 
the ceremony for the stanza describes elaborately the nature of the ensuing festivities, 
the wedding night, Melusine’s farewell gifts, and the court’s departure. Curiosity 
dominates the departing comte de Poitiers: had he dared, “Moult voulentiers lui 
[Raymondin] demandast/ De Melusigne qui eile est/ Moult il pense mais il se taist” 
(11.1298-300, 55va). Despite the definitive end of the wedding and its fortnight-long 
celebrations, the stanza maintains its continuity as it recounts Melusine’s construction 
of Lusignan, at which “Le pays sesmerueille fort” (1.1329, 55va). Once the 
foundations of the family seat have been established, this exhaustive stanza recounts
62 Bynum, “Wonder”, p. 15, Kelly, The Art o f Medieval French Romance, p. 179, Ferlampin-Acher, 
Merveilles et topique merveilleuse, pp.23-4.
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Melusine’s delivery of her two eldest sons, events which are symbolically interspersed 
with details of the fairy’s extensive building program in Poitou. The stanza concludes 
with the erection of “la ville de Partenay/ Et chastel joliz et gay/ Raimon est partout 
redoubte/ A grant honneur est tost monte” (11.1401-4, 56rb), lines which redirect 
audience attention towards Raymondin’s lordship as opposed to the fairy’s wondrous 
powers.
Thus stanzas 16 and 17 integrate expressions of doubt or uncertainty towards 
Melusine into long passages whose unifying theme is the establishment o f Lusignan 
via the acquisition of land and the legitimisation of the fairy-mortal union. In medieval 
narrative poetry, changes of scene or perspective were frequently marked structurally 
by a large initial and new stanza.63 The omission of structural pauses between separate 
actions, scenes, and expressions of doubt encourages a continuous reading in Dv 
which does not dwell on particular instances of diegetic curiosity about the fairy. The 
incorporation of ambivalent responses to Melusine within long stanzas containing 
several discrete units of action thus textually subordinates characters’ inferences about 
the fairy as an otherworldly figure to the dynastic themes informing the surrounding 
narrative.64 This occurs in two ways. First, as Evdokimova argues, if initials place 
“une charge semantique particuliere” or an emphasis upon introductory phrases, then 
sentences contained within the passage beneath the opening verses “s’averent 
‘inaccentuees’, privees d’une charge semantique particuliere”.65 In other words, 
textual units concealed beneath the level of the stanza capital are accorded a lesser 
thematic and/or narrative significance in the passage. Second, studies of modern 
versification suggest that the length of stanzas may influence the effectiveness with 
which they convey their content and meaning.66 The concept that shorter passages 
have greater mnemonic efficacy is also supported by medieval and contemporary 
understandings of cognition and memory.67 In this respect, expressions of uncertainty
63 Gasparri, Hasenohr, and Ruby, “De l’ecriture ä la lecture”, pp. 138, 140-2.
64 The main units of action in stanza 16 are: Raymondin’s acquisition of land (including his request of 
the comte, the purchase of the hart’s hide, the measurement of the land, observers’ astonishment, 
Raymondin’s thanks to the comte); Raymondin’s return to the forest where Melusine counsels him as to 
the appropriate manner in which they will be married; and Raymondin’s return to court to invite the 
comte and his family to the couple’s wedding.
65 L. Evdokimova, “La disposition des lettrines dans le ‘Bestiaire’ de Pierre de Beauvais et dans le 
‘Bestiaire’ de Guillaume le Clerc. La signification de la lettrine et la perception d’une oeuvre”, Le 
moyen franqais, 56 (2005), pp.85-105, p.86.
66 For example, M. Grimaud and L. Baldwin, “Versification cognitive: la strophe”, Poetique, 95 (1993), 
pp.259-76, p.267.
67 Carruthers, The Book o f Memory, 2nd ed., pp. 104-5, Crowder and Wagner, The Psychology o f 
Reading, Ch.7, esp. pp. 130-6.
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towards Melusine which are not distinguished structurally within a lengthy passage 
arguably become blurred for audiences under the abundance of textual detail 
promoting the stanza’s primary theme. Certainly, audiences may have chosen to pause 
at any point in the passage themselves, but by structurally minimising audiences’ 
opportunities to reflect upon and recall expressions of wonder towards Melusine, the 
poetic organisation of these stanzas invites a fluid rather than a fragmented reading. 
That the foundation of the Lusignan dynasty rather than Melusine per se was 
perceived as the central event in these passages is suggested by early, possibly scribal, 
marginalia signalling the births of the fairy’s eldest sons.68 In the longest two stanzas 
in Dv’s presentation of the RP, audiences thus encountered dense passages narrating a 
series of events which were essential to the foundation and prosperity of Lusignan and 
Parthenay. Within stanzas 16 and 17, ambivalent responses to Melusine are subsumed 
within continuous narrative detail. Such detail averts attention from diegetic 
ambivalence towards the fairy herself and, in conjunction with extant marginalia, 
directs it towards the growth of Lusignan.
Structurally, depictions of Melusine between the marriage and bathing episodes
prioritise equally, and often simultaneously, the fairy’s maternal and pioneering roles,
and her Christian devotion. For example, the juxtaposition of Melusine’s delivery of
children with her development of Lusignan territories, which dominates the first half
of stanza 18 (11.1405-72, 56rb-vb), underlines the dual functions performed by the
fairy in her role as dynastic founder. This portrait of Melusine’s maternal and
expansionist role is complemented by her piety in stanza 23. The passage begins by
recounting news of the Lusignan sons’ conquests in the eastern Mediterranean. On
hearing the report, Melusine and Raymondin recite their psalms “En loant Dieu le roy
de gloire/ Par qui ilz ont la victoire” (11.1885-6, 59vb). In addition to reciting psalms,
Adonques voult ediffier 
Pour Dieu loer et gracier 
Mellusine la noble dame 
Et pour le salut de son ame 
Mellusigne sans atarger
De Nostre Dame un beau monstier (11.1891 -6, 59vb).
Furthermore, she “Fonda pour lors mainte autre eglise” (1.1902, 59vb) throughout the
region, richly endowing them all. In this way, Melusine’s maternal gratitude for her
68 Alongside verses recounting the conception and birth of Urians and birth of Eudes in this stanza, the 
following notes are underlined in red ink, as are the corresponding lines of the poem: “le premier filz 
fut Vrien” (55rb), “Vrien premier” (55vb), “Oedes” (56ra). Audience attention is subsequently attracted 
to further underlined marginal notes highlighting the births of Guion, Anthoine (56rb), Regnault, 
Geoffroy, Fromont (56va) and Horrible (56vb). Additionally, underlined annotation to the prologue 
signals the patron’s first reference to Melusine’s name (11.75-6) with “le nom de la dame” (46va).
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sons’ success is lavishly expressed in a series of generous religious foundations. These 
are indirectly understood to enhance and commemorate the Lusignan family’s 
reputation and prestige, much as the Saint-Denys chronicler interpreted Jean de 
Berry’s motivations for building the Saint Chapelle at Bourges.69 The quotation 
further illustrates Melusine’s desire to function within a Christian world recognisable 
to late medieval readers: her foundations are as much thanks for her sons’ victories as 
a means by which she hopes to attain salvation for her soul through pious 
intercession.70 Stanza 32, short at only twenty-two lines, reiterates its portrait of 
Melusine as a devoted and devotional mother. The fairy’s speech alone occupies the 
stanza in which she thanks the Lord for the honours and successes He has endowed 
upon the Lusignan family. Referring to Fromont’s recent entrance into a monastery, 
she notes that he:
‘... touz les jours pour nous Dieu prie
A Mailleres est sa demeure
Ou Dieu prie quil nous sequeure
Plaise a Dieu que tant puist prier
Que ja ne nous vuille oublier’ (11.2964-8, 67va).
This passage illustrates Melusine’s appreciation of her son’s pious vocation, 
particularly his perceived access to God to whom he will pray for succour and 
remembrance. Dv’s stanzas 23 and 32 thus focus attention firmly upon the relationship 
between Melusine’s motherhood and her conventional participation within the 
Christian world of the romance.
Melusine’s capacity to inhabit diverse physical forms and invite polyvalent readings is 
revealed in three stanzas (33-35) whose structure actually downplays the ambivalence 
inherent in her mutability. Forez’ insinuations about Melusine’s either adulterous or 
fairy nature occur after approximately one quarter of stanza 33 has highlighted the 
celebrations for the Lusignan victories in central Europe (11.3017ss, 68ra). The stanza 
thus does not privilege either Forez’ words or Raymondin’s ensuing actions with its 
opening initial. Raymondin’s discovery of Melusine and his frightened response to her 
as a diabolic creature occupy the remainder of the passage. The final lines disclose 
Forez’ concern that Raymondin had found his wife “En aucun lieu deshonnouree”
69 Chronique du religieux de Saint-Denys, ed. Bellaguet, T.VI, p.35. For an exploration of the 
motivations underpinning noble charity, see J.T. Rosenthal, The Purchase o f Paradise: Gift Giving and 
the Aristocracy, 1307-1485, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1972.
70 On the salvific aspirations underlying religious foundations, see M. Lauwers, La memoire des 
ancetres, Le souci des morts: Morts, rites et societe au Moyen Age (Diocese Liege, XT -XIIT siecles), 
Beauchesne, Paris, 1997, pp.381ff; see also J. Chiffoleau, La comptabilite de Tau-deld: Les hommes, la 
mort et la religion dans la region d ’Avignon a la fin du Moyen Age (vers 1320-vers 1480), Ecole 
franqaise de Rome, Rome, 1980, pp.297-302 on post-mortem foundations.
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(1.3096, 68va), a concern he articulates by asking whether Melusine “‘failloit/ Enuers 
vous’” (11.3099-100, 68va). Forez’ uncertainty towards his mysterious sister-in-law 
concludes the stanza, the pause permitting audiences to assimilate the doubts 
expressed in conjunction with the foregoing description of the fairy’s hybridity.
The structure of the next two stanzas arguably counteracted the mnemonic value 
audiences attached to Forez’ words. These each begin by underlining different aspects 
of Raymondin’s responses both to Forez and his own misdeed, responses which 
effectively reinterpret the fairy by ignoring her monstrosity. For example, 
commencing stanza 34, Raymondin declares that Forez’ allegations about Melusine 
were lies, “‘Car eile est nette sanz diffame/ II nest point de plus preude femme’” 
(11.3107-8, 68vb).71 Raymondin reconceptualises her as a pure, blameless, honest 
woman, in contrast with Forez’ rumours of her infidelity. Raymondin’s remorse, 
which concludes this passage, is reiterated and mingles with self-pity in the opening 
lines of stanza 35 (11.3147-9, 69ra). Striking for the contrast it offers with Mclusine’s 
hybrid form is Raymondin’s description of the fairy as “‘Mon euer mon bien mamour 
ma vie’” (1.3154, 69ra), “‘la belle que tant amoye’” (1.3161, 69ra). Raymondin thus 
suppresses his vision of the fearsome serpentine tail in recalling his wife’s beauty and 
courtly role. The structure of stanzas 34 and 35, in which new audiences become fully 
aware of the physical form taken by Melusine’s otherness, thus deflects attention from 
her alterity to focus on her human qualities as idealised by her husband and lover.
Melusine’s hybrid nature and concerns for the longevity of the Lusignan dynasty are 
the key themes informing the climactic scene depicting Raymondin’s denunciation 
and the fairy’s subsequent transformation. Although no clear patterns emerge from the 
capitals introducing the ten stanzas narrating this event, a focus upon Melusine’s 
physical form and affective state alternates with her anxiety for the future of the 
Lusignan line in these passages. I will consider the presentation of this scene by 
grouping the stanzas thus: stanzas 44 to 46, which illustrate Raymondin’s turmoil after 
Geoffroy’s destruction of Maillezais, his public denunciation of Melusine, and her 
reaction to his deed; 47 to 49, in which Melusine foreshadows the consequences of 
Raymondin’s words for her family and articulates her own legacy; 50, in which
71 Raymondin’s anger is also directly connected with his own betrayal of his pre-marital vow: ‘“Vous 
mauez fait tel chose faire/ Qui me toumera a contraire’” (11.3109-10, 68vb).
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Melusine departs in serpentine form; and stanza 53, in which the fairy returns to nurse 
her youngest sons.
Raymondin’s reflection upon the diabolism he infers from Melusine’s monstrous form 
is juxtaposed with his wife’s expressions of Christian orthodoxy and articulations of 
courtly values in our first three passages. The short first stanza (44) is dedicated to the 
hero’s attribution of blame for Maillezais to ‘“celle femme faee/ Celle diffamee 
serpente’” (11.3798-9, 73vb). These words directly contradict his earlier faith in her 
flawless nature by reference to her serpentine figure. He further dwells on the 
“‘espouentable’” spectre of her serpentine tail which he characterises as an ‘“ euure de 
deable’” (11.3825-6, 74ra). Significantly, Melusine interrupts Raymondin’s reflections 
at the end of stanza 44, and dominates the introduction of the second passage. The 
fairy attempts to reassure Raymondin that because ‘“ Dieu est tout misericors’”, 
Geoffroy can repent and be reconciled with God “Sil a bonne contriction/ Et puis 
vraye confession’” (11.3814-16, 74ra). These statements reiterate Melusine’s 
familiarity with Catholic rites and beliefs. However, towards the end of the stanza, 
despite recognising the sagacity of her Christian words, Raymondin’s angry pride 
focuses on the quality which most associates her with demonic forces when he 
declares: ‘“ Ha serpente ta lignie/ Ne fera ja bien en sa vie’” (11.3879-80, 74rb). 
Poignantly, the direct implications of his denunciation arc flagged for readers at the 
end of the passage in words which pinpoint, not Melusine’s, but Raymondin’s sinful 
nature: “il a fait mal et pechie/ Mellusine tantost perdra/ Ne jamaiz ne la reuerra” 
(11.3894-6, 74rb-va). The third stanza recounts Melusine’s physical and emotional 
responses to this betrayal. Recovering from her swoon at the start of stanza 46, 
Melusine laments her attraction to Raymondin before contextualising her otherworldly 
fate within a Christian framework: “‘adez peine souffreray/ Peine auray jusquau 
desrien jour/ Quil plaira a nostre Seigneur/ A venir juger mors et vifz’” (11.3930-3, 
74vb). Denied her chance for mortality and salvation, the disclosure of Melusine’s 
fairy condition to “‘Lanemy’” (1.3945, 74vb), who will control her destiny until the 
Day of Judgement, plaintively concludes the stanza. Throughout these three passages, 
Melusine’s corporeal alterity, which Raymondin defines as her diabolism, is 
contrasted with her expression of courtly, Christian values. However, as the fairy’s
72 This stanza is 32 lines in length.
73 Due to the irregularity of the line numbering at this point in Roach’s edition of the RP, these line 
numbers exceptionally refer to the versification enumerated on the left-hand side of the column in 
Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, p.236.
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own discourse in the third stanza suggests, her various physical identities are 
interdependent with her spiritual affiliations and, in fact, coexist within an 
overwhelmingly Christian framework.
Punctuated by outbursts of human sentiment, Melusine’s voice dominates stanzas 47
to 49 as the RP sharpens its focus upon the consequences of Raymondin’s betrayal for
Lusignan. Melusine’s frank attribution of blame to Raymondin for Lusignan’s
imminent social decay is prominent at the beginning of the first passage, before she
explains the fate of her sons, Horrible and Geoffroy.74 Crucially, at the end of this
stanza she reveals that as long as the castle Lusignan exists, she will reappear three
days before a new lord takes control of the land. Declaring that she named the castle
after herself, Melusine thus underlines the inextricable bond between herself, her
descendants, and the land.75 The fairy’s discourse piteously concludes stanza 47 as she
adds “‘Mais je pers soulas et lyesce/ Puis quil conuient que je le laisse’” (11.4063-4,
75va). Unusually, the pause between this passage and the next stanza appears in the
middle of a sentence, which begins with a reflection on the early stage of her
relationship with Raymondin.76 Short at nineteen lines, stanza 48 is dedicated to the
fairy’s reflection upon the emotional losses she incurs as a result of her husband’s
betrayal. Regrets for her courtly and affective life are emphasised in the repetition of
lines juxtaposing the couple’s past with their future:
No soulas se toume en annoy
Et en tristeur nostre liesce
Nostre grant vigueur en foiblesce
Nostre plaisir en desplaisance
Nostre bon eur en meschance
Nostre bien en maleurete
En doubte nostre seurete (11.4072-8, 75vb).
Melusine’s emotional regrets conclude stanza 48 by reiterating Raymondin’s 
responsibility for their present sorrow.77 The manuscript continues the fairy’s 
discourse on Raymondin’s culpability for her inability to attain salvation into the 
beginning of the forty-ninth stanza.78 The repetition and positioning of this material at
1A Melusine prophesies the territorial decay to be experienced by their descendants, orders the death of 
Horrible as a prerequisite for the preservation of the Lusignan heritage which she has constructed, and 
explains that Geoffroy’s destruction of Maillezais will be rectified by his restoration and re-foundation 
of the monastery (11.3965-4038, 75ra-va).
75 Ll.4039-62, 75va.
76 On the relationship between large initials, new stanzas, and sentences, see Middleton, “Coloured 
Capitals”, pp. 166-7.
77 ‘“Cest seullement par vous Raimont/ Et pour vostre genglerie/ Que vous perdrez la vostre amie”’ 
(11.4084-6, 75vb).
78 Melusine’s opening couplet expresses the inevitability of her departure, after which she declares: ‘“Et 
Dieu te pardoint les meffaiz/ Dons tu as enuers moy tant faiz/ Car par toy soufferray tourment/ Jusquau 
au jour de jugement/ Jestoye par toy exemptee/ De tristour et en joye entree’” (11.4089-94, 75vb).
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the beginnings and ends of consecutive stanzas promote a reading sympathetic with 
the plight of the heroine whose fate was dependent on her husband’s wavering loyalty. 
After the couple swoon in response to their shared sorrow, Melusine urges Raymondin 
to care particularly for Thierry, the heir of Parthenay, before reminding him of the 
permanence of her exile. Emotion bounds the conclusion of this passage as the court 
shares in the mourning experienced by the couple.79 Concern for Lusignan’s fate thus 
dominates Melusine’s discourse in stanzas which simultaneously prioritise her 
dynastic prophecies and her human grief. In conjunction with the structural emphasis 
placed upon her husband’s guilt, such repeated expressions of sorrow strongly elicit 
audience sympathy.
Human affect competes with monstrosity for attention in stanzas 50 and 51, passages 
which narrate Melusine’s aerial transformation and the court’s subsequent responses. 
The opening lines of the first passage are devoted to the fairy’s extensive farewells to 
her husband and Lusignan. Melusine’s strong love for her husband is eloquently 
expressed in a twenty-six line refrain which takes the form: ‘“ Adieu mon euer adieu 
mamour/ Adieu ma joye souueraine/ Adieu ma plaisance mondaine’” (11.4174-6, 
76va), each subsequent adieu simultaneously reflecting the depth of Mclusine’s love 
and grief, and heightening the tension in the scene. Melusine’s courtly farewells are 
immediately juxtaposed with the monster into which she transforms as she “cest en 
serpente muee”, her tail “Grande et longue ... Dont tous sesbahissent forment” 
(11.4208-10, 76vb). Contrasting with Raymondin’s fearful reaction to Melusine’s 
hybrid form, ‘surprise’ is the only response evinced by the court to the airborne 
serpent suggesting that they do not regard her as a demonic creature. Circling the 
exterior towers, the creature emits “vn cry merueilleux/ Moult estrange et moult 
douloureux/ Et moult piteux” (11.4217-19, 76vb). The pathos of Melusine’s wondrous 
but humanly mournful cries is paralleled by Raymondin’s exclamation at the end of 
the stanza, “‘helas que feray/ Jamaiz au euer joye naray’” (11.4225-6, 76vb). 
Raymondin’s grief dominates the following short stanza (51) of flourished adieux 
which structurally complements Melusine’s earlier farewells and reconceptualises the 
transformed Melusine in courtly, almost divine terms. Stanzas 50 and 51 thus 
surround the brief account of Melusine’s wondrous metamorphosis with mournful
79 LI.4097-170, 75vb-76va.
80 Ll.4231-52, 76vb-77ra. On Raymondin’s final reinterpretation of Melusine, see the relevant 
discussion in section 4a of this Chapter.
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expressions of sentiment which arguably overwhelm, both textually and structurally, 
the monstrous ambivalence exhibited by the fairy’s serpentine form.
The final scene in which Melusine plays an important active role underlines her 
maternal role. Stanza 53 commences by referring to the torment Raymondin 
experiences on losing his wife. However, the opening couplet segues neatly towards 
Melusine in the third line which introduces the fact of her nightly return to her 
children’s nursery: “Ainsi se tourmente Raimont/ En pleurs et en lermes se font/ Pour 
Mellusigne la face/ Qui depuis vint maint vespree/ En la chambre” of the young 
Thierry and Raymonnet (11.4371-5, 78ra). As discussed in section 4a, Melusine’s 
nurturing of her sons, especially Thierry, heir to Parthenay and ancestor of the RP's 
patron, reaffirms her status as Lusignan mother. Structurally, while Melusine’s 
nursing occupies most of the opening thirty lines of this stanza, it follows the pattern 
of earlier passages by moving fluidly from its narration of Melusine on to Geoffroy, 
whose adventures in Northumberland are not allocated a separate passage. Thus, while 
recency principles do not apply to Dv’s presentation of Melusine’s breastfeeding, her 
maternal role is prioritised by the location of this scene near the beginning of the 
stanza.
In conclusion, the RP in Dv presents its portrait of Melusine in multi-faceted ways. 
Early initials frequently draw attention to Melusine’s participation in the mortal world 
through an emphasis on the possession of Christian courtly qualities which 
characterise her assurances to Raymondin, her maternal cares, and her emotions. With 
the exception of passages narrating the couple’s early meeting, expressions of 
uncertainty and ambivalence towards the heroine are subsumed into lengthy stanzas. 
These stanzas deflect attention from diegetic hesitations concerning the fairy and 
focus instead on those actions which create the Lusignan and Parthenay, dynasties: the 
acquisition of territory, the legitimisation of the union, and the expansion of the family 
and its holdings. The significance of the Lusignan progeny in this section of the work 
is indicated by scribal annotations signalling Melusine’s delivery of her sons in the 
manuscript’s margins. When Melusine’s hybridity dominates the narrative, the 
stanzaic structure prioritises Raymondin’s recollection of the fairy in a manner which 
selectively concentrates upon her noble, mortal attributes. Initial patterns are blurred 
in the passages following Raymondin’s public betrayal in which Melusine’s form 
becomes the source of his discontent. Nonetheless, Melusine’s explanation of her fate
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in Christian terms, coupled with her own grief and continuing expressions of care for 
Lusignan structurally dominate the passages surrounding her final aerial 
transformation. Whilst the fairy’s polymorphic form necessarily occupies an 
ambivalent space within the narrative, the organisation of the poem in Dv subtly 
promotes a reading of Melusine which underlines her idealised ancestral and Christian 
qualities.
Paris, B N  ms fr . 12575 (Qy): The matriarch ofParthenay  —  a paradoxic reading
Manuscript Qv offers a paradoxical portrait of Melusine whose alterity is both 
suppressed and exploited in a narrative primarily concerned with the Lusignan- 
Parthenay dynasties. Produced in the 1420s in Burgundian Flanders, Qv contains the 
earliest extant illuminated copy of the RP, which is also the only version of the poetic 
romance to include a table of contents. The table divides the text into six parties (parts 
or sections) with eighty-four chapters. Rubricated Roman numerals cross-reference 
chapter divisions in the text with titles listed in the opening table, while rubrics also 
occasionally denote divisions between parties in the text. Illuminated initials 
between two and four lines high mark stanzaic breaks throughout the narrative, while 
one nine-line initial distinguishes the narrative from the end of the prologue. 
Illustrated by three individuals from the workshop of the Master of Guillebert de 
Metz, the volume contains sixteen illuminations which are frequently identified by a 
rubricated phrase from the relevant chapter heading.8’ The earliest known owner of 
the volume was Philippe de Cleves, seigneur de Ravestein (fl.c. 1456-1528), a member 
of the Burgundian Netherlandish aristocracy whose arms decorate 4v.84The text of the 
RP in Qv is closely related to that in Dv, prompting an examination of (7v’s
81 For a list of titles, see the entry for Qv in App. D.
82 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier” p.72. For example, “Cy commence la quinte partie” (90r).
83 Flarf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.69. On the Master of Guillebert de Metz, see G. Dogaer, 
Flemish Miniature Painting in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries, B.M. Israel, Amsterdam, 1987, 
pp.33-7, and L.M.J. Delaisse, Le siede d ’or de la miniature flamande: le mecenat de Philippe le Bon, 
Palais des Beaux-Arts, Bruxelles, 1959, pp.21-7.
84 Morris suggests that Philippe’s aunt, Marie de Cleves (and subsequently her husband Charles 
d’Orleans) was an early owner of this manuscript on the basis of a faded heraldic blazon located 
beneath the contents table (4v). However, as Korteweg’s study of Cleves’ library has shown, the blazon 
(“ecartele de Cleves et de la Marek ä la fasce echiquetee, avec Bourgogne ä la maniere de Jean sans 
Peur sur le tout; timbre d’un heaume ä tete de boeuf bouclee et couronnee”) and the surrounding ‘Q’ 
emblems in Qv (see Fig.6a) correspond with arms and devices used by Philippe de Cleves in several of 
his manuscripts after his father’s death in 1492. See Morris, “Jean d’Arras and Couldrette: Political 
Expediency and Censorship”, pp.38-9, Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, p.60 and 
n.109, Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, pp.207-8, A. Korteweg, “La Bibliotheque de Philippe de 
Cleves: Inventaire et manuscrits parvenus jusqu’ä nous” in J. Haemers, C. van Hoorebeeck, and H. 
Wijsman (eds), Entre la ville, la noblesse et I ’etat: Philippe de Cleves (1456-1528). Homme politique et 
bibliophile, Brepols, Tumhout, 2007, pp. 183-221, pp. 191-2, 204, and (for the description of the arms 
above) Chestret de Haneffe, Histoire de la maison de la Marcky compris les Cleves, p.55.
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paratextual and decorative registers for clues about its reception and projection of 
Melusine. Overall, these devices direct audience attention to the deeds of the Lusignan 
sons. Simultaneously, the manuscript offers audiences an intriguing multivalent 
reading of the Lusignan and Parthenay matriarch which alternately subordinates and 
exalts the marvellous nature inscribed in her bodily form. As the present study 
demonstrates, Qy*s redaction ultimately conceptualises the fairy’s polymorphous 
figure as an integral feature of her maternity of the Parthenay lineage.
The prioritisation of the dynastic themes in £)v’s redaction of the RP is evident from 
the work’s opening title, its contents table, illumination composition, and stanzaic 
restructuring. The incipit which commences the Table of Contents introduces the 
focus of the work: “Cy commence la table de ce liure Lequel est intitule de listoire de 
Luzignen” ( lr ) . 86 As Lücken explains, incipits and explicits containing the formulation 
“histoire de Lusignan” imply a chronicle-style narration concerned with “les hauts 
faits d’une famille noble bien connue”, primarily represented by “des personnages qui 
sont tous masculins”. Qv fulfils these expectations by deploying a network of 
paratextual, textual, and iconographic devices to advance a dynastic reading of the 
RP. The prominence of the genealogical themes in Qv may explain the volume’s 
tentative and ostensibly contradictory depiction of the fairy’s role in this redaction. 
For much of the romance, the paratextual and decorative registers deflect attention 
away from her fairy nature, focusing instead upon her participation in the Christian 
world of her husband. It is only after Raymondin’s final betrayal that Melusine’s 
plural nature attains significance in the volume’s iconography. These observations 
will be explored in three stages by analysing Melusine’s role in the chapter titles until 
Raymondin’s accusation, the wedding scene, and the episode depicting the 
denunciation and its aftermath.
85 There are fewer miniatures dedicated to the Lusignan sons than would be expected by the characters’ 
prominence in either the text or the contents table. See App. D, and also Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et 
le sanglier”, p.73.
86 The pre-eminence of Lusignan in this title is reflected in the rubricated incipit beneath the patron- 
author image: “Cy commence le prologue du liure de Luzignen” (5r).
87 Such titles contrast with those which identify Melusine as the subject of the work. On the other hand, 
the names ‘Melusine’ and ‘Lusignan’ are almost interchangeable. See, for example, the RP, 11.1132-3, 
and 4053, and Lucken, “Roman de Melusine ou Histoire de L usignanT pp. 141 and 140 respectively 
for the quotations.
88 As this study is predominantly concerned with the representation of Melusine, I am unable to 
demonstrate QVs particular concern with the Lusignan sons in detail here; evidence for this proposition 
is outlined in the entry on this manuscript in App. D.
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The content and structure of the titles prefacing the RP substantially efface Melusine 
from QVs paratext. Seven of the thirteen titles framing the first partie treat Aymery or 
his heir, Raymondin occupies six titles, while Melusine occupies only four chapter 
headings:
Comment Meluzigne vint premierement a Raimondin a la fontaine Et 
comment eile laraisonner viij
Le veu que Raimon fist a Mellusigne pour lespouser ix ...
Comment le conte de Poitiers vint aux nopces de Raimon et Mellusigne xij 
Des espousailles Raimon et Mellusigne xiij (lr-v).
Melusine is identified as an active subject in just one of these titles, while the 
remaining three position her passively within the context of her impending marriage to 
Raymondin.89 The only allusion to her fairy nature occurs in the reference to the 
fountain, while Melusine’s prescience concerning Raymondin, her protestations of 
faith, advice concerning the acquisition of land, and the condition upon which the 
couple will marry are subsumed in the innocuous phrase “comment eile laraisonner” 
(how she spoke with him) (lr). Instead, Raymondin’s character acquires narrative 
prominence via his agency in promising to marry Melusine, his receipt of land,90 and 
by the primacy of his name when paired with Melusine’s in the final titles quoted 
above. Interestingly, Melusine is attributed the responsibility for the establishment of 
Lusignan in the opening title of the second partie: “La fondation du chastel de 
Luzignen par Mellusigne xiiij” (lv). However, the passive construction accentuates 
the subject, the castle of Lusignan, rather than the indirect agent, Melusine. In this 
way, the fairy’s active responsibility for the dynasty’s territorial foundation is subtly 
obscured by the titles in the opening sections.
This pattern of diverting attention away from the otherworldly nature of the fairy is
repeated in the titles comprising the fourth partie, several of which treat Raymondin’s
preliminary transgression of his vow:
Comment le conte de Forestz mut dissencion entre Raimon son frere/ et 
Mellusigne sespouse xxxiiij
Comment Raimon se courrouca au conte de Forestz xxxv 
Comment Raimon se doubta de perdre Mellusigne xxxvj (2v).
The titles avoid the substance of Forez’ rumour-mongering and ignore the immediate
consequences of his words: despite the significance of this scene for the plot of the
RP, Raymondin’s jealous surveillance of the bathing Melusine, her hybrid form, and
his fearful response are structurally diminished by titles which gloss over the mythic
x9 As Fries points out, the passive condition typically characterises the role of romance heroines: “to 
romance males belong the active” verbs (M. Fries, “Female Heroes, Heroines, and Counter-heroes: 
Images of Women in Arthurian Tradition” in T.S. Fenster (ed.), Arthurian Women: A Casebook, 
Garland Publishing, New York, 1996, pp.59-73, p.63).
90 “De la terre que le conte de Poitiers donna a Raimon xj” (lr).
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substance of the scene.91 On the other hand, by concentrating attention upon 
Raymondin’s anger and fears for the loss of Melusine, the titles partially reflect the 
text of the RP in presenting the hero as the character through whom the action is 
perceived and interpreted. The titles thus project his character’s importance in the 
work in contrast with that of Melusine.
If the devices framing ^ v ’s early portrait of Melusine overshadow her fairy nature, 
they nonetheless emphasise her participation in the Christian world of the romance. 
One of the few titles signalling Melusine’s contribution to the narrative acknowledges 
her construction of religious houses in Poitou: “De leglise Nostre Dame et autres que 
Mellusigne fonda en Poitou xxj” (2r). This title is subsequently cited twice in the text, 
while a four-line capital draws attention to the chapter narrating Melusine’s 
foundations (41 r). " Although the oblique construction privileges the church of Notre 
Dame in the phrase, the title nonetheless grants Melusine the status of an active 
subject, affirming the explicit connection between the fairy and her foundations. In 
conjunction with the rubric above, Qv’s repeated references to Melusine’s 
endowments thus firmly associate the fairy’s maternity with her Christian 
aspirations.93 The volume further foregrounds Melusine’s pious qualities in an 
illumination captioned “Des espousailles de Raymon et de Mellusigne” (Fig.4a, 26v). 
The scene depicts a couple standing outside a chapel as a bishop binds gold cloth 
around their wrists, signifying their union. Identified by a caption within the 
miniature, Melusine is richly dressed, her bowed head ornamented with a golden 
circlet. Her unbound golden hair, typical of romance heroines, may well have evoked 
the luminosity associated with the textual description of Melusine’s angelic form.94 
This miniature is important for Qv’s portrait of Melusine. The first image depicting 
the fairy, it represents her union both with the mortal world and with Raymondin, and
91 As Harf-Lancner suggests, it is as if a serious argument disrupts the couple, rather than the 
transgression of the fairy-vow (“La serpente et le sanglier”, p.72).
92 The chapter title is twice alluded to in the following phrases: “Cy sensuit le xxje chapitre de ce liure” 
(40v) and “Comment Mellusigne fonda leglise Nostre Dame” (41r). In addition to prioritising this 
passage, the four-line capital signals the commencement proper of the third partie after five lines of 
narratorial metatext.
93 This title’s focus upon the fairy’s religious foundations contrasts with an earlier title alluding to the 
demographic and territorial expansion of Lusignan: “Les natiuitez des enfans de Luzignen Et la 
fondation de la Rochelle & dautres villes et chasteaux xv” (lv). Although Melusine’s delivery of 
Lusignan sons is implicit, this title deflects attention from her responsibility for the territorial 
advancement of the family, focusing more upon the family itself.
94 Heller makes the point that “‘Blond’ may have connoted less a specific shade (straw-colored, yellow, 
peroxide-white, etc.) than the impression of sheen and brightness”, since the experience of a colour in a 
given circumstance, rather than its ‘objective’ colour, shaped its meaning (“Light as Glamour”, pp.939 
(for quotation) and 941).
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suppresses allusions to her otherworldly nature. The miniature thus prioritises its 
identification of Melusine as a legitimate wife and mother over her status as fairy. 
This is reinforced by two inscriptions etched along the sides of the chapel. In their 
expanded form, they read “Super hanc petram edificata est ecclesia” and “Petra autem 
erat Christus”, echoing the words Christ spoke to Simon Peter in the Gospel of 
Matthew.95 Referring to the foundation of the Church upon the life of Christ, the 
inscription reinforces the concept that the origins of the Lusignan dynasty lay within a 
marriage based upon Christian foundations rather than fairy magic.96
In contrast, manuscript Qv integrates the fairy’s plural nature with her maternal role in
its paradoxical depiction of the climax which divides Melusine from the human realm.
The titles and illuminations structuring Raymondin’s betrayal and its aftermath
propose diverse readings of the fairy throughout this episode. Tersely structuring the
climactic denunciation and its aftermath, the following sequence of titles barely
alludes to Melusine’s alterity:
Comment Raimon complaint ses males auentures xlj97 
Listoire comment Raimon tencha sa femme Mellusigne xlij 
Comment Mellusigne parle des choses auenir xliij 
Comment Mellusigne prist congie a Raimon son mary xliiij 
Listoire comment Mellusigne se party et senuola xlv 
Comment Orrible de Luzignen fu mis a mort xlvj 
Listoire comment Mellusigne visitoit son fdz Thierry xlvij (3r).
Interestingly, although Melusine occupies the important subject position in four of
these chapter headings, a position which asserts the primacy of her role in this
episode, the only reference to her physical alterity appears in the verb “senuola” (flew
away). Rather, the titles impose an order upon Melusine’s wide-ranging speech to
Raymondin, emphasising her prophecies and guidelines for her sons’ future, and her
farewells to Raymondin. Melusine’s maternal role is privileged by the final title which
foreshadows her return to her sons: “Listoire comment Mellusigne visitoit son filz
Thierry” .98
Early in this episode, the decorative register and accompanying stanzaic structure 
emphasise the fairy’s continuing engagement with and affection for the mortal realm.
95 Matthew 16.18: “And I tell you, you are Peter [Gk: Petros], and on this rock [Gk: petra] I will build 
my church”.
96 For a medieval gloss of this passage, see St. Thomas Aquinas, Catena Aurea. Commentary On the 
Four Gospels Collected out o f the Works o f the Fathers, 2nd ed., John Henry and James Parker, Oxford 
and London, 1864, vol.l, St Matthew Pt. 2, pp.584-5.
97 As I was unable to decipher the original text of this line, which was damaged, I owe this reading to 
Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.72.
9X The manuscript’s emphatic concern with the Parthenay branch of Lusignan, to be considered below, 
is indicated by the title’s specific reference to Thierry, the first Lusignan lord of Parthenay.
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The first miniature occurs several lines into the poetic chapter entitled “Listoire 
comment Raimon tencha sa femme Mellusigne xlij” (Fig.4b, 79r):" Melusine is 
portrayed falling into the arms of her courtiers, while Raymondin sits opposite her to 
the right upon a raised throne, his left arm supporting a sword. The illustration thus 
foreshadows the fairy’s physical and emotional reaction to Raymondin’s angry 
denunciation (79v), and depicts the courtiers’ empathy for their lady by their attempts 
to assist her and questioning glances towards Raymondin. As scholars have observed, 
Melusine is depicted as the pathetic victim of her husband’s irrationality.100 The 
following stanzas, which correspond with titles 43 and 44, highlight the fairy’s 
attachment to the human realm by drawing attention to her maternal function and 
emotional vulnerability. Title 43, “Comment Mellusigne parle des choses auenir xliij” 
(3r), informs a stanza-chapter which incorporates three stanzas from Dv (47-49). Just 
under 200 lines long, this lengthy stanza is unified by Melusine’s orations concerning 
her family’s destiny (11.3965-4150, 81r-84v).101 The fairy’s own emotions are 
privileged in the forty-fourth chapter, entitled “Comment Mellusigne prist congie a 
Raimon son mary xliiij” (3r). This chapter opens with an interpolated large capital 
(1.4151, 84v) which introduces the fairy’s plea for prayers before she makes her 
lengthy adieux to Raymondin and the court. In contrast with Dv 's stanza 50, which 
incorporates the farewells alongside her jump and transformation, Qv's new passage 
concludes with Melusine’s valedictory speech.102 These structural revisions 
complement the aforementioned illumination in their focus upon the pathos of the 
fairy’s emotion during her final moments of humanity.
In contrast, Melusine’s fairy condition is pictorially underlined in two illuminations 
whose interpretation of the heroine markedly contrasts with that hitherto promoted in 
manuscript Qv. The manner of Melusine’s dramatic departure from Raymondin is 
partially hinted at in the title, “Listoire comment mellusigne se party et senvola xlv”, 
whose corresponding number heralds a new stanza distinguishing the very moment of 
the fairy’s departure (1.4202, 85v). ' At the top of the following leaf, a large 
illumination depicts Melusine’s metamorphosed figure flying above the chateau of
99 The roman numeral ‘xlij’ alluding to the title cited above occurs half-way down the right margin on 
78v near a two-line illuminated initial.
100 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.72, Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.59.
101 In this stanza, Melusine forecasts the decline of Lusignan, the necessary murder of Horrible, and 
Geoffroy’s rehabilitation prospects, and dictates instructions for the care of her youngest sons.
102 For analysis of Melusine’s flight from the window, see the next paragraph.
103 The new stanza corresponding with the chapter title noted above commences “Sans plus parier a fait 
ung sault” (1.4202, 85v).
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Vouvant (Fig.4c, 86r).104 As Clier-Colombani observes, this portrait resonates with the 
supernatural, its silvery sky a backdrop to a fully dragonesque Melusine, who is tinted 
with green and sports a Lusignan-blue tail.105 The wonder experienced by the court on 
seeing the fairy’s monstrous form is indicated by the pointing gestures of witnesses at 
the chateau’s windows. The serpent flies towards the left of the frame, but turns her 
bestial head, open-mouthed, towards the chateau. This image precedes the textual 
reference to the fairy’s marvellous cries of distress (11.4215-19, 86r), leading Clier- 
Colombani to suppose that “L’illustrateur a done voulu insister ä la fois sur la 
mortstruösite de Melusine et sur le desespoir qui l’agite”.106 She notes further that this 
image is the earliest representation of the Melusine-monster turning its head as if in 
regret towards the fortress and court she leaves behind. In this regard, Melusine’s 
monstrosity vies with her grief for attention in this striking miniature.
The final illumination of the fairy highlights each of her human, maternal, and 
monstrous characteristics. Indeed, the volume exploits Melusine’s plurality to 
emphasise simultaneously the source of her maternal power and the dynastic concerns 
of the RP. Preceding chapter 47, entitled “Listoire comment Mellusigne visitoit son 
filz Thierry” (3r), audiences encountered a more muted depiction of the monstrous 
Melusine than that described above (Fig.4d, 89r).108 Located in the centre of the 
image, Melusine is conceived as a siren with a piscine tail as she rests gently on a bed 
to breast-feed her son, Thierry.109 The luminosity surrounding Melusine recalls earlier 
textual descriptions praising the heroine’s fair complexion and angelic figure. It 
further enhances the otherworldly atmosphere of the image evoked at first glance by 
her hybrid figure, a visual innovation on the part of the illuminator or his patron, since 
the RP omits precise description of Melusine’s form.110 In this scene, Melusine’s 
corporeal form signifies her fairy nature. Not only has her otherworldly condition 
materially benefited the Lusignan family in the narrative’s past, but it continues to
104 Raymondin returns to Vouvant after verifying the destruction of Maillezais (11.3776-7, 77v). 
Melusine thus flies from Vouvant towards Lusignan (cf Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.60).
105 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.60.
106 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.60.
107 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.60.
108 Despite the marked stylistic differences between Figures 4c-d, Harf-Lancner notes that they were 
produced by the same artist (“La serpente et le sanglier”, p.79).
109 On the tradition of piscine sirens, see E. Faral, “La queue de poisson des sirenes”, Romania, 74 
(1953), pp.433-506, and Leclercq-Marx, “Du monstre androcephale au monstre humanise: A propos 
des sirenes et des centaures”, pp.58ff. See also Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp. 120-50.
110 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.71. As noted in section 4a, the text directly refers to 
Melusine’s breastfeeding. We can thus assume that her upper body was understood to be in human 
form.
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promote her family’s interest: as discussed in section 4a, Melusine’s milk contributes 
to Thierry’s prodigious growth. Just as a fairy’s milk traditionally contained wondrous 
nurturing properties,111 since the thirteenth century scholars such as Thomas de 
Cantimpre had recognised similar virtues associated with sirens’ milk.112 Not only 
does 0 v ’s illustration of the sirenic Melusine thus affirm the heroine’s maternal and 
nurturing qualities, but her monstrous piscine figure emblematises the otherworldly 
source of her wondrous powers. In this respect, the manuscript’s final portrait of the 
fairy encapsulates the plurality inherent in her bodily form and nature to promote the 
mythical reputation of the Lusignan and Parthenay dynasty. It also partially averts 
attention from the fully serpentine monster depicted in the previous Figure.
Melusine’s maternal concern for her son Thierry, the future lord of Parthenay,
illustrated in Figure 4d and the corresponding chapter title, is reiterated in an
important instance of textual emendation. Contributing to Qv's particular
advancement of Melusine’s mythic foundation of Parthenay, scribal revision to the
passage recounting the fairy’s nightly visits to her sons excises Thierry’s brother,
Raymonnet, from the narrative. In this volume, Melusine
... nourrisoit doulcement 
Thierry qui estoit son maisne filz 
De le visiter estoit ententifz 
Coyement mais mot ne sonnoit 
Leuoit alaitoit et recouchoit (89v).'1'
Titles from the contents table further direct attention towards the mythic and historical
Parthenay lines. Thierry’s inheritance of Parthenay and his marriage are the subject of
two chapter headings,114 while the historical Parthenay family is the focus of the final
titles listed in the contents table:
Des successeurs de Thierry de Luzignen lxxix 
De Jehan seigneur de Partenay iiijxx 
Du seigneur de Mathefelon iiijxx.j.
De la dame de Pierregort iiijxx .ij. (4v).
111 See the relevant discussion in section 4a above.
112 On sirens’ maternal qualities, see Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p. 103 and Leclercq-Marx, “Du 
monstre androcephale au monstre humanise: A propos des sirenes et des centaures”, pp.61-6. Leclercq- 
Marx suggests that the presence of breast-feeding piscine-sirens in western European Romanesque 
sculpture was “une des consequences de Vhumanisation dont elles furent ... progressivement 1’objet” 
(p.64), a development which coincides with the trend towards the aestheticisation of monsters and 
Melusine noted earlier in this study.
1,3 The full passage in Dv reads thus: “Ou len nourrissoit doulcement/ Coyement et mot se sonnoit/ 
Thierry moult souuent leuoit/ Thierry son filz et Raimonnet/ Chauffoit alaistoit recouchoit” (11.4376-80, 
78ra). Raymmonet is further written out of Qv (as he is in Dv) when, on greeting Geoffroy on the 
latter’s return from Northumberland, he is described as Geoffroy’s “pere” and not “frere”, as in most 
other volumes (1.5259, Qv 105r, Dv 84va).
114 “Comment Raimon ordonna Thierry de Luzignen a seigneur de Partenay lviij” and “Du mariage 
Thierry seigneur de Partenay lx” (3v).
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Unlike Dv, this volume structurally draws attention to the l’Archeveques’ putative 
descent from the mythical Thierry. Such a focus may reflect a particular interest in or 
connection with the Parthenay family on the part of Qv's patron. Unfortunately, we 
are unable to analyse the text corresponding to these titles since the folios containing 
11.6660-7074 (between 131 v-132r), which include Coudrette’s panegyric to his 
patron’s family, his conclusion, and the early stanzas of the litany, have been removed 
from the manuscript.11^ Notwithstanding, the available paratextual, iconographic, and 
textual evidence in Qv foster a reception of the RP which emphatically identified 
Melusine with the Parthenay-TArcheveque branch of the Lusignan dynasty.
In sum, throughout much of the RP in Qv, the fairy Melusine occupies a role 
secondary to that enjoyed by her husband and Lusignan offspring. Textual, 
paratextual, and decorative strategies throughout the volume denote the work’s 
primary concern with the emergence and adventures of the Lusignan family rather 
than the fairy herself. However, analysis of Melusinc’s position in the structural and 
decorative registers of the RP reveals paradoxical readings of the fairy which are 
nonetheless unified in their idealisation of her as the mythic mother of Lusignan and, 
more particularly, Parthenay.
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley ms 445 (Bv): The mythic and marvellous historicised
Different paratextual strategies deployed in manuscript Bv's transmission of the RP 
promote readings of the romance centring upon the Lusignan offspring on the one 
hand, and the fairy foundations of the dynasty on the other. An early fifteenth-century 
compilation containing a Calendar of the use of Paris, the RP, and the romance La 
Chastelaine de Vergi respectively, the manuscript is complete except for the omission 
of illustrations and large initials in the RP itself. The RP is formally structured by the 
illustration blanks and their accompanying four-line initial spaces, and by alternating 
two-line red and blue decorated capitals.116 In addition, the RP bears evidence of 
scribal annotations, which predominantly take the form of nota or nota bene
115 On the grounds of his argument that Marie de Cleves and Charles d’Orleans owned Qv, Morris 
proposes that these leaves were excised by members of the Orleans household. Although, as discussed 
above (n.84), this couple do not appear to have owned the volume, Morris’ suggestion that the passages 
admiring the Parthenay family may not have appealed to subsequent owners of Qv seems likely 
(Morris, “Jean d’Arras and Couldrette: Political Expediency and Censorship”, pp.38-9).
116 The identity of the patron and early audiences of the text are unknown, but it appears from glossed 
names within the volume that the manuscript had travelled to England by the mid-sixteenth century. 
See the entry for Bv in App. D and Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, pp. 189-93.
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abbreviations.117 While the nota may reflect the scrivener’s response to the RP, the 
marginalia become an interpretive device which arguably influenced subsequent 
historical reception of the romance. Examination of the RP 's layout and projected 
decorative program suggests that Melusine’s delivery of eight sons was prioritised in 
this volume. The scribal marginalia, on the other hand, draws attention to two 
complementary themes in the romance. The first highlights the marvellous topos of 
the fairy interdiction and the pre-marital vow, a topos which, as Chapter Five will 
demonstrate, closely links it with the Chastelaine's tale of betrayed love. The second 
group of annotations significantly integrates the RP 's historical discourse, represented 
on one level by the Lusignan births, with the merveilleux. These features will be 
considered in turn.
As the dominant paratextual feature shaping the RP 's mise-en-page, the incomplete 
decorative program privileges the narrative status of Melusine’s production of sons 
over other episodes in the romance. It thus simultaneously draws attention to the 
fairy’s maternal role, the RP 's dynastic themes, and the marvellous physical traits 
characterising the Lusignan progeny. Of the eleven large blanks spared for 
illumination, nine are interspersed throughout the narrative recounting Melusine’s 
delivery of her first eight sons (11.1351-472, 32v-36v). The insertion of eight blanks 
into Dv's stanzas 17 and 18 produces eight new stanzas whose form is unique to this 
manuscript.119 These brief passages typically herald the birth of an individual son, 
while the first three also treat Melusine’s construction work. For example, the birth of 
Guion and Melusine’s foundation of La Rochelle, Pons, and Saintes, are included in a 
single passage in Bv (11.1405-20, 34r-v), whereas in Dv these events merely introduce 
stanza 18 (56rb). In Bv's stanzas, Mclusine’s maternal function, complemented by her 
pioneering role, is central. Further, the new passages typically commence with a 
physical description of the newly-born son, thus privileging the marvellous physical 
anomalies distinguishing each Lusignan offspring.120 However, illustrative of editorial
117 For the likelihood that the scribe was responsible for the nota marginalia to which I refer in this 
section, 1 am indebted to the advice of Dr Bruce Barker-Benfield, Bodleian Library.
Ils The first of the eleven spaces precedes the prologue (7r), while the second marks the transition from 
prologue to narrative denoted by the introduction of Aymery of Poitiers (lOr), a feature it shares with 
Qv (8r). See Apps. D and E for the location of planned miniatures in Bv.
119 Since the blank beneath the stanza on Fromont’s birth at the bottom of 36r is immediately followed 
by another larger space at the top of 36v which precedes Horrible’s birth, this blank was probably not 
intended for an illustration. Nonetheless, its presence attracts the eye to the page.
120 For example, the following lines begin new stanzas in Bv: “En cel an ot vn autre enffant/ Odes ot 
nom mes son semblant/ Et son vis comme feu luisoit” (1.1389, 33v); “[TJantost apres chose certaine/ Ot 
vn filz appelle Anthoine/ Mais en vne joe apporta/ Vn grif dun lion quil porta” (1.1421,34v).
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concerns to devote separate stanzas and, perhaps, miniatures to individual Lusignan 
sons is the atypical and awkward division of couplets between stanzas. " Although 
one cannot claim definitively that each space would have dedicated a portrait to each 
son, their insertion above short passages generally only recounting a Lusignan birth 
makes this a strong probability.
The absence of the illustrations themselves does not detract from the structural import 
of the visual gaps surrounding the genealogical Lusignan narrative. First, the 
concentration in the number of the blanks themselves draws audience attention to the 
passages accompanying the empty spaces. Given the absence of miniature spaces 
throughout the rest of the volume, the stanzas recounting individual Lusignan births 
arguably benefit from the isolation effects created by their neighbouring spaces. 
Further, in ‘aerating’ individual pages, the large blanks facilitate negotiation of the 
newly structured text.123 The prominence accorded to individual Lusignan progeny as 
a result of the incomplete decorative register is reinforced by subsequent revisions to 
Dv’s stanzaic structure whereby newly-inserted large capitals distinguish phases of 
action undertaken by particular sons.124 In this respect, Dv’s layout and subsequent 
mise-en-texte guide attention towards the RP 's dynastic themes embodied by 
Melusine’s sons.
Melusine’s fairy nature, represented by the vow imposed upon Raymondin, is the 
subject of a series of scribal annotations and structural revisions in Bv's redaction of 
the RP. Notably, Raymondin’s pre-marital oath, his public betrayal and its 
consequences are consistently identified as pivotal episodes in this volume.125 For 
example, as in Dv, Raymondin’s verbal undertaking to obey Melusine’s commands 
begins the equivalent of stanza 14 in Bv, a structural position which prioritises the
121 The line “[P]uis porta Gieffroy au grant dent” (1.1446, 35v), which begins a new stanza, is the 
second verse of a couplet, the first line of which concludes the previous stanza (“A lescouter 
soigneusement”, 1.1445, 35r). This pattern is repeated for 11.1457-8 which are split between 35v-36r in 
order to assign Fromont’s birth a new stanza. Middleton’s study of Erec et Enide manuscripts suggests 
that large capitals are most consistently given to the first verses in couplets, although he notes that 
sentence may also determine stanzaic structure, as appears to the case in the examples cited above 
(Middleton, “Coloured Capitals”, pp.164, 166).
122 Figure 4e (34v-35r) illustrates the visual and structural effect upon a page of the empty decorative 
spaces.
123 On the ‘aeration’ of manuscripts, see Chapter Three, n.164 above.
124 For example, in contrast with Dv, capitals inserted at 11.1473, 1813, 1909, and 2197 create new 
stanzas indicating the beginning of the Cypriot, Armenian, Luxembourgeois and Bohemian adventures 
of Urians, Guion, Anthoine, and Regnault (36v, 43r, 44v, 50r), while Geoffroy’s adventures in 
Northumberland are also distinguished by the insertion of an initial at 1.4403 (91 r).
125 See also my discussion of this issue regarding the compilation as a whole in Chapter Five.
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hero’s words (11.645-8, 19r).126 However, unlike Dv, the stanza concludes after the 
narrator reveals that despite Raymondin’s vow to grant Melusine privacy on 
Saturdays, nonetheless “il en menti/ Done depuis grant douleur souffri/ Et sen perdi sa 
dame chiere” (11.681-3, 20r). The stanza’s truncation thus produces a coherent passage 
centred upon Melusine’s marital pre-condition.127 Raymondin promises to abide by
n o
Melusine’s request at the beginning, in the middle of the passage, and again near 
the stanza’s revised end, but the conclusion’s prophetic verses emphasise the 
fatality of his vow. The scribe alerts audiences to the significance of this stanza’s 
contents by adding a nota alongside the lines commencing the fairy’s condition: ‘“ Que 
me prendres en mariage/ Et que jamais jour de vo vie’” (11.652-3, 19v). Through 
stanzaic reorganisation and marginal annotation, Bv invites audiences to recognise the 
narrative significance of Raymondin’s vow, thereby highlighting one of the traditional 
fairy motifs characterising the Melusine romance.130
The narrative status assigned to Raymondin’s public betrayal of his oath is suggested 
by a series of scribal nota which accompany revisions to the RP's stanzaic 
arrangement. The climactic episode begins with a shortened, unified stanza which 
narrates Raymondin’s denunciation of Melusine. Uniquely among manuscripts 
considered in this study, the passage colourfully opens with Raymondin’s critical 
address, “ ‘Haa serpente’” (1.3879, 81 r), simultaneously highlighting Melusine’s 
transgressive form and Raymondin’s betrayal. The short stanza underlines the causal 
link between Raymondin’s declaration and its sorry outcome with the narrator’s 
concluding observation that “Melusine tantost perdra/ Ne jamais ne la reverra” 
(11.3895-6, 81 v).131 Scribal annotation further glosses Raymondin’s culpability in a 
nota inscribed alongside Melusine’s subsequent plaint, ‘“ Et ta langue desraisonnable/ 
Mont mise en paine pardurable’” (11.3927-8, 82r). Raymondin’s responsibility for the 
fairy’s purgatorial destiny is affirmed for audiences by the insertion of a further nota 
alongside Melusine’s explanation that “‘Lennemy ne le [her fairy condition] sauoit
126 “‘Lors respondi sans nul delay/ Ma chiere dame ie feray/ De tres bon euer sans retarder/ Tout ce que 
vouldres commander’”.
1-7 In Bv, the stanza concludes at 1.688 (20r) compared with Dv, which concludes at 1.769 (51va) (given 
my use of Roach’s numbering system, App. E notes the beginning of the new stanza at 1.771, as Roach 
completes this stanza with an additional line (1.770).
128 “Remondin le voult jurer/ Ainsi fut il il le jura/ Mais en la fin se pariura” (11.666-8, 19v).
129 “Remon secondement jura/ Que ia ne sen parjurera” (11.679-80, 20r).
Ij0 On the tradition of founding fairy-mortal unions upon one or more conditions, see Lecouteux, “La 
structure des legendes melusiniennes”, pp.296-9, 299-301, Harf-Lancner, Les Fees au Moyen Age, 
pp.94-101.
131 The stanza is eighteen lines long (11.3879-96, 81r-v).
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pas/ Mais sitost que reuelc las/ La sceu’” (11.3945-7, 82v).132 A scribal nota also 
glosses the fairy’s prophetic warning that she will appear “‘Entour le chasteau de 
Lesignen/ Touiours deuant en cellui an/ Que le chasteau changera maistre’” (11.4045- 
7, 84r). In elucidating the fate awaiting her as a result of Raymondin’s disloyalty, 
Melusine also illustrates the relationship between her fairy nature and her historical, 
dynastic function, a relationship signalled for audiences in the marginalia. Scribal 
annotations thus consistently focus attention upon Raymondin’s betrayal of his oath 
and his responsibility for her fate, while also pointing to the interconnection between 
the ftP’s fairy and historical themes.
The significance of Pv’s emphasis upon Raymondin’s oath lies in its focus upon the 
sight and exposure of Melusine’s serpentine figure. Accompanying verses treating the 
pre-marital vow and Raymondin’s treachery, scribal marginalia and structural 
revisions each direct audiences’ attention towards Melusine’s changeable form, 
thereby giving prominence to the fairy-mythic elements of the romance. However, as 
her form is the physical and visual embodiment of the power enabling her to nurture 
the Lusignan lineage, such thematic prominence simultaneously serves the romance’s 
dynastic themes by valorising the Lusignan ancestor’s otherworldly and mythical 
status. As noted above, marginal glosses also flag the fairy’s historical destiny realised 
as a result of Raymondin’s transgression. Although Melusine does not explicitly 
describe her future banshee-form, her continuing physical attachment to the fate of the 
dynasty is underlined by the scribal nota.
A second group of scribal marginalia further asserts the bonds between the 
merveilleux and the historical Lusignan family in this copy of the ftP. Geoffroy’s 
discovery of his fairy-mother’s ancestry is punctuated by two nota. These are 
inscribed alongside the record of the fates Presine imposed upon “Melior sa fille 
moienne” and “Palestine leur seur ainsnee’’ (11.4999, 5023, 102r-v). Melior is 
distinguished by a second marginal nota accompanying the lines, “Ont perdu pais et 
auoir/ Et leur est venu mescheance” (11.6196-7, 124r). These lines recount the destiny 
of the Armenian branch of Lusignan kings whom Melior condemned to nine 
generations of political decay, the last of whom, Leon, the poet claims to have seen
132 The volume evinces a concern with death in that a nota accompanies Melusine’s rationale for the 
loss of the Maillezais monks in the aphorism ‘“Tu scez quon dit communement/ Pour un pecheur 
perissent cent’” (11.4019-20, 83v), while a nota bene is inscribed alongside the poet’s comment that “II 
nest homme qui lui [death] eschappe” when recounting the death of his patron (1.6715, 133v).
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(1.6198, 124r). Together these nota establish links between the mythical past of the 
fairies, the distant past whence originated the decline of the Lusignan-Armenian 
kings, and the recent past embodied by Leon d’Armenie. The scribe thus highlights 
thematically unified events which have occurred over great temporal and spatial 
distances, thereby integrating the RP 's otherworldly and dynastic themes. Such a 
move reflects the volume’s concern with the romance’s historicity, illustrated by a 
final nota inscribed alongside Coudrette’s insistence upon the RP's veracity: “Ne 
cuidez que ce soit menconge” (1.6869, 136v).134 Similarly to the volume’s 
accentuation of Melusine’s fairy body and its advancement of Lusignan line, this 
second group of marginal annotations locates the wondrous fairy sisters, notably 
Melior, within a temporal framework which asserts the fairies’ relationship with the 
historical past.
The structural and paratextual organisation of the RP in manuscript Bv thus offers 
audiences alternate, complementary readings of the ancestral romance. Supplemented 
by emendations to the stanzaic arrangement, the structure of the work is 
idiosyncratically shaped by an incomplete pictorial program which privileges 
Melusine’s delivery of Lusignan offspring. Thus the work promoted the ancestral 
themes of the romance. On the other hand, scribal notations, supported by structural 
revisions, promoted the romance’s mythical themes in different ways. A strong 
emphasis is laid upon the taboo Melusine imposed upon Raymondin which centred 
upon her weekly transformations. Marginal nota underline for audiences the narrative 
importance of the vow and its consequences after Raymondin’s betrayal. Such 
emphasis necessarily directed audiences’ attention to Melusine’s metamorphic 
condition. However, it is Melusine’s figure which emblematises her dynastic powers, 
and her concern for Lusignan prosperity after her final transformation is marked for 
readers by scribal annotations. The inevitable association between the merveilleux and 
the historical themes in the RP was further underlined by the second group of scribal 
annotations which drew a link between the wondrous, the distant, and the recent past. 
Bv 's redaction of the RP thus offers alternate yet intertwined interpretations of the 
themes of dynasty and fairy. This conclusion is supported by the romance’s explicit:
133 For discussion of the different temporal modes within the Melusine tale with respect to the RM, see 
Pairet, Les mutations des fables, pp. 137-65, and Harf-Lancner, “Le Roman de Melusine et le Roman de 
Geoff,roy”, pp.350-2.
134 A modest textual revision further suggests an editorial concern for the veracity of the romance: a 
description of the Poitevin count’s seal used to validate Raymondin’s acquisition of land is modified 
from “Qui bei estoit et de grant compte” (1.874, Dv 52rb) to “La cronique ainsi le conte” (23v), thereby 
promoting the historicity of Raymondin’s receipt of the land constituting Lusignan.
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“Explicit listoire de la face de Lusignen” (142r), a title which retrospectively 
underscores the dialectic between the wondrous and historical dynastic pillars of the 
romance.
Paris, B N  ms fr.24383 (Uv): Melusine ’s multiple forms in the many worlds o f the RP
More emphatically than other redactions, manuscript f/v’s copy of the RP focuses 
attention upon Melusine’s polymorphous engagement within fairy, mortal, and 
monstrous realms. A compilation containing the RP and a French annalistic history 
covering the period 1403-1454, Uv was produced between C.1480-C.1490, probably 
around Bruges.135 Each text is written in two columns in the same hand, and the RP is 
structured by fourteen large illuminations, an eight-line introductory initial, and 
alternating two-line red and blue capitals.136 The stanzaic organisation of the RP in Uv 
broadly resembles that in Z9v; although the scribe occasionally omits phrases from or 
interpolates corrections into the work, these do not strongly alter the verbal portrayal 
of Melusine. In this respect, the decorative program in Uv assumes great importance 
for analysis of the volume’s reception of the fairy. Of the fourteen miniatures, nine 
contain two scenes, effectively producing twenty-three decorated subjects.138 Depicted 
in ten separate images, Melusine occupies an unusually high proportion of the 
volume’s iconography. Harf-Lancner has drawn attention to this manuscript as 
exemplifying her observations concerning the aestheticisation and omamentalisation 
of the merveilleux and monstrous within the Melusine romances across the fifteenth 
century. The following analysis refines this perspective by exploring how the 
various portraits of Melusine reflect the textual accounts of her physical participation 
in the fairy, Christian-human, and monstrous-marvellous realms in the RP. In order to 
explore the extent to which the marvel-inducing qualities inherent in Melusine were 
transformed into decorative, as opposed to symbolic, characteristics of the heroine, I
135 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.69 and email communication from Dr. H. Wijsman, 
Leiden University, 27 April 2007. The historical text is also present in another southem-Netherlandish 
compilation volume containing the RP, Cambridge, University Library, LI.2.5 (Roach, “La tradition 
manuscrite”, p. 193).
136 There is one exception to this generalisation: a three-line initial is located at 1.1719, 14ra, which 
introduces Urians’ response to the Cypriot king’s offer of his kingdom and daughter to the oldest 
Lusignan son.
137 See App. E’s Table of concordance for the stanzaic similarities between Dv and Uv.
138 The entry for Uv in App. D contains a table enumerating and briefly describing the miniatures in this 
volume. I will note where these are diptychs in the table by drawing attention to left (L) and right (R) 
sides of the miniature. See also Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.209 and Harf-Lancner, “La 
serpente et le sanglier”, p.73 and n.24.
139 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, pp.73, 81.
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will also consider the depiction of other characters’ responses to the fairy where
• . 140appropriate.
Melusine’s fairy status is pictorially affirmed in the bipartite miniature which 
introduces her early encounter with Raymondin (Fig.4f, 5v). On the left, accompanied 
by two ladies in a rocky outcrop on the edge of the forest, Melusine is seated beside a 
spring as she points accusatorily to the mounted Raymondin in remonstration for his 
failure to salute the women. Betraying none of the fright excited by his perception of 
Melusine as a ghost in the following text (1.518, 5vb), the pictorial Raymondin raises 
his hand in belated greeting. To the right, Melusine stands and grasps Raymondin’s 
hand in farewell as he rides towards the town in the background. Melusine’s fairy 
nature is evoked by this diptych in three important ways. As noted with reference to 
the prose Ars manuscript, the presence of three ladies together commonly connoted a 
fairy group. Their location in a forest, on the margins of civilisation and beside a 
water-filled fountain also underlined the women’s otherworldly qualities.141 In 
contrast with the fairies in the earlier Ars volume who wear white shifts, the Uv 
Melusine is richly attired. In conjunction with her golden blonde hair, Melusine’s 
ermine-trimmed gold dress conceptually projects a light and radiance which convey 
both her otherworldly nature and the elevated level of her wealth and influence.142 
Melusine’s stance before her ladies and her determined gesture of rebuke indicate her 
authority in this scene.143 In the depiction on the right, Melusine is subjected to an 
inferior position as she reaches up for Raymondin’s hand. As Clier-Colombani 
suggests, her almost submissive gesture and position on the other side of the forest, 
from which Poitiers may be seen in the distance, may signify the fairy’s desire for and 
gradual movement towards the courtly, civilised society represented by the town.144 
From a retrospective position, audiences could also read in her stance a dependence on 
Raymondin for her integration into the mortal world and salvation.
Melusine’s absorption into Raymondin’s Christian world is visually articulated in two 
miniatures: a single illustration of the wedding, and a diptych representing the fairy’s 
receipt of and response to the news of her sons’ victories in the eastern Mediterranean.
140 As discussed in Chapter Three, an integral feature of the literary merveilleux was its capacity to 
elicit curiosity from marvelling spectators.
141 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp.31, 37-8.
142 Heller, “Light as Glamour”, p.939, Planche, “Les robes du reve”, pp.78-80.
143 Gamier, Le Langage de Vimage, I, pp. 165-9.
144 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.31.
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Located below the verbal account of the marriage ceremony and festivities, the 
wedding portrait accurately locates the event in an interior setting (Fig.4g, lOr). 
Interestingly, the portrait deflects attention away from the richly ornamented chapel 
and forest which so dazzled courtly guests: in contrast with the poetic description of 
the chapel as “richement appareillie/ de riches joiaux bien gamye” (11.1119-20, 9vb), 
the interior is depicted sombrely, without decoration.145 Melusine is dressed in the rich 
golden fabric of the earlier miniature, her blonde hair unbound and topped with a 
golden coronet. The bride’s robe, hair, and coronet are added visual details which 
gloss the poetic observation that Melusine was “tant belle/ et si richement atoumee” 
that all who saw her “dirent pour certain/ que ce nestoit point corps humain/ mais 
sembloit mieulx angelique” (11.1126-7, 1129-31, 9vb). Despite this portrait of the 
fairy’s beauty, the placid faces of the guests fail to express any of their wondrous 
surprise outlined in the text.146 The subdued atmosphere averts attention from the 
extravagance described in the preceding and subsequent text, thereby (temporarily) 
prioritising the solemnity of the fairy-mortal union. In contrast with the fairy’s 
previous location on the forest’s margins, but complementing her earlier profession of 
faith, the interior setting of the wedding supplements the Christian framework of the 
imagery which simultaneously validates and symbolises the fairy’s entrance into the 
mortal world.
Manuscript TV’s projection of Melusine as an idealised Christian mother is illustrated 
in a diptych depicting the fairy’s receipt of news of her sons’ victories (Fig.4h, 16r). 
The first of several miniatures whose position in the volume does not accompany the 
relevant text, the image appears approximately one folio or around 230 lines after 
Melusine and Raymondin “oyrent les nouuelles/ de leurs deux filz bonnes et belles” 
(11.1881-2, 15ra), and in the midst of the Luxembourg action.147 The left of the diptych 
portrays Melusine’s receipt of the news, while the right-hand scene depicts her 
praying aloud before an altarpiece representing the Crucifixion. This miniature draws 
an explicit link between Melusine’s spiritual aspirations and her maternal role by
14:1 I have only used capital letters to indicate the beginning of a new line where these are so marked in 
this manuscript as I prefer to respect the ‘sentence’-like units denoted within lengthy stanzas by these 
upper case characters.
146 “[N]y a personne qui la seoient/ qui ne dye vecy merueille/ oneques ne vit homme la pareille” 
(11.1142-4, lOra)
147 Whether the location of this particular miniature was due to a scribal or an artistic error is uncertain. 
As much as it represents Melusine’s grateful prayers for the successes of her elder sons, the image may 
also have been read as the fairy praying for the sons whose battle takes place in the text surrounding the 
illumination.
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manifesting her gratitude for the Lusignan progeny’s success in the form of devotional 
prayer. As discussed above, Melusine’s devotion subsequently found material 
expression in the form of religious foundations. The sincerity of Melusine’s claims to 
orthodox piety is moreover underlined for audiences in the composition of the right- 
hand ‘panel’ of the diptych: the fairy’s humble stance before an altarpiece echoes 
contemporary devotional portraits in books of Hours and panel paintings whose 
proliferation reflected the popular lay trend towards personalised spiritual
148expression.
However, manuscript TV’s fluid representation of Melusine becomes evident in its 
depiction of her hybrid form. Oddly located around 500 lines or three folios before the 
action which it complements, the diptych of Melusine’s bathing both intensifies and 
attenuates different aspects of her monstrous transformation (Figs.lb and 4i, 19r).149 
To the left, Forez walks away from his angry brother, Raymondin, whose central 
position reflects his participation in each pictorial subject. To the right, a transformed 
Melusine rests in her bath behind a closed door which imperfectly shields her from 
Raymondin’s gaze. Melusine’s pale upper body, partially effaced by an unknown 
reader, dominates the image, as the fairy turns her face modestly downwards while her 
right arm crosses her chest as if to hide her breasts. The light emitted from her body 
seemingly affirms the text’s subsequent praise for Melusine’s snow-white 
complexion: “Jusques au nombril [Raymondin] la vit si blanche/ commc la neige sur 
la branche ... oneques ne fut point de plus belle” (11.3067-8, 3072, 22vb). Melusine’s 
lower body arguably evoked a greater range of responses. On the one hand, the fairy’s 
textual monstrosity is intensified by the addition of dragons’ wings and the green and 
yellow tints to her wings and tail.150 Importantly, these colours heighten the 
otherworldly, threatening ambiance of the image through their connotations with the 
realm of fairies and marginality, as well as their implicit associations with social and 
structural disorder.151 On the other hand, in common with other illustrated copies of
148 For example, A.G. Pearson, “Margaret of Austria’s Devotional Portrait Diptychs”, Woman’s Art 
Journal, 22.2 (2002), pp. 19-26, p. 19 and H.W. van Os, with E. Honee, H. Nieuwdorp, and B. 
Ridderbos, The Art o f Devotion in the Late Middle Ages in Europe, 1300-1500, trans. M. Hoyle, 
Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1994, esp. pp.78-81 (the whole volume explores artefacts of late 
medieval personal piety). Melusine’s worship before the Crucifixion image may not be coincidental, 
Christ’s sacrifice as a result of betrayal arguably foreshadowing the fairy’s own destiny.
149 Again, the rationale for locating this illustration in the midst of text recounting Anthoine and 
Regnault’s victory in Prague is unknown.
150 Melusine’s tail is described as “Dargent et dasur fut burlee” (1.3075, Uv 22vb).
151 Pastoureau, “Formes et couleurs du desordre”, pp.62-73, Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, 
p.79 (on greens and white as fairy and otherworldly colours).
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the Melusine romances, the hybrid fairy is not portrayed as vibrantly monstrous as in 
the text, which asserts that her tail beat the water firmly. Further, as Clier- 
Colombani observes, Raymondin’s terror and self-reflexive making of the cross are 
not transposed into the illustration; rather his angered face is directed towards his 
brother, as audiences later learn, for having incited his betrayal.153 Finally, it may also 
be that the red toque atop Melusine’s head reflected her continued participation in the 
civilised world even as she inhabited her monstrous form each Saturday.154 The 
portrait’s emphasis upon Raymondin’s irate response to his brother, rather than his 
fearful reaction to his transformed wife supports Harf-Lancner’s contention 
concerning the omamentalisation of the monstrous merveilleux in this manuscript: the 
beautified hybrid creature has lost its capacity to terrify pictorial and, consequently 
perhaps, historical audiences.155 Nonetheless, engaged readers who subsequently 
encountered the textual report of Melusine’s transformation necessarily continued to 
negotiate between the verbal layers of detail and those visual features which both 
intensify and attenuate the portrait of the monstrous fairy.
Melusine’s protean movement between physical realms is conceptualised in the 
portrait of her return to Raymondin’s chamber following his betrayal (Fig.4j, 23r). 
Opposite a depiction of Raymondin’s banishment of his brother, Forez, the 
despondent hero lies in his chamber, one hand supporting his flagging head in a 
gesture of grief.156 Standing beside him is Melusine. Semi-naked aside from her 
ubiquitous toque and a sheet or towel draped around her hips, hiding her lower body, 
the fairy appears to have returned to her human form.17'7 Foreshadowing an imminent 
textual episode, this scene offers an intimate glimpse of their affectionate relationship 
as Melusine leans over the bed, extending her arms to reassure and comfort her 
husband. Melusine’s pictorial status as a loving, loyal wife in the human world is 
reinforced in text below the miniature wherein Raymondin defends her to Forez as
152 “[M]ais queue ot dessoubz de serpent/ grande et horrible vraiement/ dargent et dasur fut burlee/ fort 
sen debat leaue a troublee” (11.3073-6, Uv 22vb).
153 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp.49, 52.
154 The significance of the toque is uncertain, as Melusine also wears this in the miniature depicting the 
encounter by the Fountain. Clier-Colombani suggests that the red cap may symbolise blood, and 
Melusine’s inherent impurity arising from her transgression, thus functioning as a sign peculiarly 
belonging to the fairy (and her tainted nature) (La Fee Melusine, p. 171).
155 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.81. See also Ferlampin-Acher, “Le monstre dans les 
romans des XIIIe et XIVe siecles”, pp.70, 83.
156 Gamier, Le Langage de l ’image, I, pp.181-4.
157 The sheet prevents us from seeing her legs, but we may infer from the absence of the wings that her 
tail had also disappeared. This miniature has also suffered from a reader’s attempts to efface the 
depiction of Melusine’s breasts. Unfortunately, we are unable to hypothesise when this occurred.
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“nette sans diffame” and the most “preude femme” (11.3107-8, 23ra). In view of this 
miniature’s location between illuminations depicting Melusine’s hybrid bathing, and 
the accusation and departure episodes (discussed below), I suggest that manuscript Uv 
facilitates pictorially readings of Melusine which simultaneously accommodate her 
humanity alongside her alterity, thereby respecting the fairy’s textual mutability.
Melusine’s dual participation in the mortal and monstrous realms is variously 
illustrated by the final two bipartite miniatures considered in this case-study.1^  The 
first of these visually establishes the causal connection between Geoffroy’s 
destruction of Maillezais and Raymondin’s subsequent denunciation of his wife 
(Fig.4k, 24v).im) The left-hand panel foreshadows Geoffroy’s violence, while the 
right-hand image depicts the consequences of his actions in the form of Raymondin’s 
fatal betrayal: a distressed Melusine swoons into the arms of a lady-in-waiting in the 
centre of the room. Raymondin stands opposite, his right foot and hand forward with 
extended index finger reflecting his accusatory attitude. Similarly to the prose UHB 
fragments and the poetic Qv manuscript, Melusine’s grief in the centre of this image 
elicits audience sympathy for her plight. This is intensified by the concerned response 
of the male and female courtiers whose downcast eyes centre upon their lady as they 
support and refresh her with water. Unusually among illustrated prose and verse 
manuscripts, the depiction of Geoffroy torching Mallezais emphasises his own large, 
boar-like tooth. The tooth is physical evidence of his own hybrid ancestry and 
establishes a visual link between the corporeal alterity shared by Melusine and her 
sons.160 Thus, although the miniature empathises with the fairy’s grief and 
demonstrates her status in courtly society, the portrait of Geoffroy reminds audiences 
of Melusine’s own otherworldly nature.
The final depictions of Melusine in Uv reaffirm her continuing physical engagement 
in the human and monstrous/marvellous fairy realms (Fig.41, 30r).161 Located beneath 
Melusine’s final adieux, departure, and aerial transformation, the twin images in this 
two-part miniature accompany and foreshadow the textual narrative. Melusine’s 
temporary departure from her courtly world is depicted on the left. Perhaps reflecting 
an artistic attempt to render the transformation itself, Melusine is portrayed in hybrid
158 See also Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.81.
159 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.61.
160 As noted in the previous Chapter, the UHB fragments also include an image of Geoffroy’s 
exceptional tooth.
161 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.81.
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form in mid-air. She possesses a human upper body, and a lower body characterised 
by the green and yellow dragons’ wings and serpentine tail, and a pair of green claws. 
She looks down from the air towards a distraught Raymondin, whose hands are raised 
and mouth is open as if begging her to stop. Melusine, whose hands are clenched 
across her breasts as if in anger, looks down upon her husband, perhaps reproving him 
one final time, or perhaps in illustration of her final “cry merueilleux” (1.4217, 30rb). 
Clier-Colombani has also suggested that the fairy may be indulging in a final glance at 
her mortal life before disappearing.162 In this respect, although the hybridisation of 
Melusine could be interpreted as a visual attempt to normalise, partially, the 
monstrous serpent by endowing her with human features, such imagery equally 
enables the artist to pictorialise the fairy’s expression of various human emotions on 
her departure from the mortal world.
The right-hand miniature in Figure 41 depicts Melusine’s return to her maternal role in 
the human world as she breastfeeds her sons under the watchful, yet unquestioning 
eyes of two nurses. Her hybrid dragon-siren form is a visual addition to the text which 
amplifies the fairy’s monstrous alterity, but it is consistent with t/v’s promotion of 
Melusine as a being who inhabits multiple realms in various physical guises. Indeed, 
as the final portrait of the Lusignan founder, this quiet depiction of the fairy in a 
contented maternal pose emphasises the inextricable conjunction between Melusine’s 
alterity, her ancestral role, and the pseudo-historical human world. This interpretation 
is underlined textually by the maternal fairy’s contribution of marvellous qualities to 
her son, Thierry, the l’Archeveque ancestor whose prodigious growth was noted in 
section 4a above.
Throughout manuscript f/v’s presentation of the RP, the iconography explores 
Melusine’s polymorphous engagement in the mortal, marvellous and/or monstrous 
realms. Although the decorative portrait of the fairy frequently corresponds with 
textual descriptions of her form, elsewhere the volume intensifies the RP’s narrative 
account of the fairy’s transformations. However, when the decorative program does 
amplify the text’s attention upon the fairy’s monstrous figure, the iconography does 
not equally promote the ambivalence, be it fear or surprise, frequently experienced by
162 Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.62.
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characters responding to one or other of Melusine’s forms.163 Rather, the expressions 
of those characters who are depicted in miniatures alongside Melusine remain blank or 
respond to phenomena other than the fairy herself. In this way, similarly to prose 
manuscript B, which frequently effaced the responses of many characters to Melusine, 
this volume visually suppresses many of the possible reactions to the fairy identified 
in section 4a above. Manuscript t/v’s presentation of Melusine thus bears out Harf- 
Lancner and Ferlampin-Acher’s conclusions that the monstrous merveilleux, 
emblematised by the fairy, underwent a conceptual shift in later medieval literature. 
As discussed in the previous Chapter, monstrous marvels lost their capacity to inspire 
fear but retained their aesthetic fascination for audiences through the multiplication of 
their monstrous qualities.164 However, pictorial suppression of diegetic wonder does 
not necessarily mean that audiences of Uv would not have incorporated textual 
expressions of marvel into their own negotiation of the monstrous depictions of 
Melusine. Nonetheless, the RP 's decorative program provides audiences with an 
alternative narrative to consider during the dialectical reading process. I would thus 
agree with Harf-Lancner that Uv exemplifies the aestheticisation of the monstrous 
merveilleux within later Melusine manuscripts. As she points out, the depictions of the 
hybrid Melusine contrast “la beaute radieuse de la femme et la bestialite de la fee” to 
produce “un beau monstre”.165 The manuscript thereby manifests a contemporary 
interest in the monstrous as decorative object.16'’ In conjunction with the iconographic 
simplification of characters’ responses to the marvellous Melusine, Uv's exploitation 
of the fairy’s corporeal engagement in each of the worlds present in the RP marks a 
distinct shift in the hitherto predominantly dynastic emphasis placed upon the 
romance and its ancestral heroine in manuscripts Qv and Bv.]61
Paris, Bibliotheque de l  Arsenal, ms 3 4 7 5  (Hr): Melusine as tragic romance heroine
163 The characters’ lack of fear or surprise is also noted by Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, pp.49, 
62.
164 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, pp.85-6, Ferlampin-Acher, “Le monstre dans les romans 
des XIIIe et XIVe siecles”, p.83. Comparison between Qv and f/v’s depiction of Melusine’s 
transformation suggests a transition in attitudes towards wonders: whereas in Qv characters are depicted 
pointing and gazing upwards towards the dragon in surprise, f/v’s more intimate scene emphasises 
Raymondin’s distress rather than shock (Figs. 4c and 1.).
165 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.81.
166 This interest is further evident in the volume’s depiction of Geoffroy’s great tooth, unique among 
French RP manuscripts.
167 Despite the above findings, 1 do not suggest that the Lusignan sons’ adventures are not flagged for 
audience attention in Uv (for example, there are two miniatures dedicated to Urians’ defence of and 
marriage into the Cypriot realm (13r, 14r), and Geoffroy’s battle with the Northumberland giant (33v, 
36r)). In proportional terms, however, the sons’ adventures do receive less pictorial attention than in the 
text itself.
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Manuscript ZZv contains the latest extant copy of the poetic Melusine romance, penned 
towards the end of the fifteenth or in the early sixteenth century.168 Produced in 
northern France, ZZv’s romance is written in a hybrid gothic-cursive hand in long lines, 
and stanzas are structured by two-line blanks left for capital letters. Early in the 
volume, the scribe revises the poet’s reference to “Ceste euvre que vueil reveler” 
(1.140) to describe it as “Le liure je veuil releuer [sic] renouueller” (3r), and indeed, 
the RP is renewed or updated in several ways. Concluding at 1.6786 (104r), the text 
omits much of the romance’s epilogue and all of the litany; the presence of an explicit 
indicates that this revision was intentional.169 As Roach observes, the volume also 
modernises the language of the text and, exceptionally among our volumes, includes 
textual interpolations of varying lengths throughout the work.170 These do not produce 
new narrative events but typically elaborate or intensify characters’ perceptions and/or 
emotions, frequently foregrounding Melusine’s character and appearance to a greater 
extent than earlier redactions.1,1 This emphasis upon Melusine both reflects and is 
reflected by the title bestowed upon the work on the opening leaf: “Ensuit le Romant 
de Melusine la faee” (lr). This title not only ascribes to Melusine narrative primacy 
within the romance, but by identifying the work as a ‘romant’ and Melusine as a 
‘faee’, it deflects attention from the dynastic, pseudo-historical themes privileged in 
earlier volumes.172 These readings are explored with reference to the fairy-mortal 
encounter, courtly responses to the fairy, Melusine’s construction of Lusignan, and the 
couple’s farewells.
ZZv’s narration of the fairy-mortal encounter illustrates the manner in which this 
redaction enhances its portrait of Melusine. On becoming aware of Melusine in the 
forest, Raymondin “Fort cuide que fantasie soit” (1.518, 8v). The adverb, Fort, 
replaces Lors in Dv (49vb), while fantasie replaces fantosme. Whereas in Dv, the hero 
initially perceives Melusine as a potentially demonic figure, ZZv’s Raymondin 
comprehends the fairy as a less threatening, dream-like illusion. Indeed, ZZv affirms 
Raymondin’s favourable assessment when the hero declares:
168 See the entry on Hv in App. D.
169 “Qui fecit sit bene finem Sit benedictus Amen” (104r).
170 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p.225. These textual features influenced Roach’s decision not to 
include Hv's variants in her critical edition. However, these variants are precisely what lend the work 
its individuality and historical interest.
171 Hv's pattern of elaboration illustrates a trend present in much fifteenth-century literature towards the 
intensification of experiences through heightened, often hyperbolic, description (Rasmussen, La prose 
narrative franqaise, pp.46ff). Although I have not been able to explore this phenomenon in the RM 
manuscripts, it is a marked feature of the prose redactions in Har and B.
172 Lucken, “Roman de Melusine ou Histoire de LusignanT', p.140.
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‘Par ma foy je ne vous cognoiz 
*Ne je ne vous viz oncques mais 
Mais voz belle philozomie 
*Et vostre doulce courtoisie 
Ou japarsoy si grant beaute 
Si me fait croyre en verite...
... quencor porray recouurer
Par vous au be cun bon rconfort [s/c]’
(11.567, *, 568, *, 569-70, 572-3, 9v).173
Although the repetition of mais suggests scribal confusion or error, the first four lines 
elaborate upon Dv’s version of this passage.174 The interpolated lines awkwardly draw 
attention to Raymondin as he works through his impressions of the lady: he does not 
know Melusine, nor has he seen her before, but her beautiful figure and sweet 
courtesy elicit his trust. In amplifying Raymondin’s response to Melusine’s form, the 
passage emphasises the ‘belle’ quality of Melusine’s face, while its interpolated 
allusion to Melusine’s conduct or ‘courtoisie’ heightens Raymondin’s overall 
impression of the lady. Such revisions and interpolations indicate how the volume’s 
elaboration of Raymondin’s responses enhance //v ’s representation of Melusine.
Modest textual revisions to the scenes surrounding the couple’s wedding and 
construction of Lusignan equally hint at a favourable projection of Melusine within 
this manuscript. When responding to the comte de Poitiers’ enquiry concerning the 
wondrous demarcation of Lusignan prophesied by Melusine, Raymondin replies, “‘Je 
scay quil men aduiendra/ Et que tout bien men aduiendra”’ (11.941-2, 15r). Perhaps the 
product of the scribe’s eye skipping forward to the second line of this couplet, in their 
repeated assertion of Raymondin’s certainty of a prosperous future, these verses 
contrast with those they replace from Dv.175 Whereas //v ’s lines affirm Raymondin’s 
unqualified trust in Melusine, Dv’s couplet demonstrates the hero’s uncertainty 
concerning the influences acting upon him, underscored by his fervent hope that all 
would be well. Raymondin’s new affirmation of trust in his lady’s beneficence is 
almost immediately followed by an interpolated line promoting her beauty. Audiences 
learn that Raymondin “Vint a la fontaine de serf soy/ *Qui est tant belle comme soy/ 
Illecques sa damme trouua/ *A laquelle saraisonna’’ (11.945, *, 946, *, 15r). In 
contrast, Dv presents this action thus, “A la fontaine de soif va/ Illecques sa dame 
trouua” (11.945-6, 52vb). Manuscript Hv thus alters the rhyme scheme of the earlier
173 Asterisks denote scribal interpolation.
174 Dv reads: ‘“ Par ma foy je ne congnois mie/ Vo nom maiz vo philosomie/ Ou japercoy si grant 
beaulte’” (11.568-70, 50ra).
175 “‘Je ne say quil men auendra/ Mais se Dieu plaist bien men vendra” (11.941-2, 52vb). When I suggest 
that these lines replace those from Dv, I do not suggest that Dv was the model for manuscript Hv, rather 
that they have been substituted during the transmission process for those in Hv.
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couplet in order to insert clumsily a line comparing the beauty of the fountain with the 
lady, before returning to the pattem of the traditional text. A further example of this 
textual phenomenon occurs in the stanza recounting Melusine’s construction of 
Lusignan. When discussing the building work, Dv reveals that “Mellusigne si 
deuisoyt/ Louurage ainsi con le faisoit” (11.1319-20, 55va). In Hv, these words are 
expanded thus: “Melusine au gent corsage/ Chacun jour deuisoit louurage/ Ainsi 
conme [sic] on le fasoit/ Par quel moyen estre deuoit” (21 r). Once again, an expanded 
couplet introduces praise both for the fairy’s gentle figure and for the rectitude with 
which Melusine planned the construction of the fortress. In each of these examples, 
lines have been altered or expanded with brief interpolations to promote different 
aspects of Melusine’s character: Raymondin’s comments affirm to the count (and 
audience) his faith in the wondrous events occurring around him, implicitly expressing 
his trust in his future wife, while the surrounding narrative is shaped to accommodate 
new phrases evoking the fairy’s beauty and wisdom. Although minor in themselves, 
such revisions contribute to an increasingly flattering reading of Melusine.
Not all the textual interpolations or revisions identified in Hv reflect positively on the 
heroine. For example, Hv is the only manuscript to accentuate the malign undertones 
of Forez’ insinuations about the fairy to Raymondin by asserting that her actions are 
evil: ‘“ Et que sauez vous quelle fait/ *Je vous dy que cest tres mal fait’” (1.3029, *, 
47r).177 However, any impact of this phrase on reception of Melusine was arguably 
diminished by the structural organisation of this episode. Unlike Dv, Hv omits capitals 
which create new stanzas introducing the passage in which the accusation is made. 
The accusation and Raymondin’s furtive surveillance occur in the central third of a 
long stanza three folios in length (11.2955-3146, 45v-48v). Preceded by an account of 
Melusine’s joy for her sons’ successes and the subsequent celebration, Forez’ 
accusation and the bathing scene are followed by a reflection upon Raymondin’s 
remorse for his actions. In effect, this is a lengthy stanza containing a great amount of 
dramatic content and it is unlikely that Forez’ line would have received extra attention 
on the basis of the structure of the passage. A further instance of negative 
amplification emerges when Raymondin declaims publicly that Melusine is a ‘“ Faulce 
serpente’” (1.3879, 59v). This elaborates Dv 's invective which labels her simply as a 
‘“ serpente”’ (Dv 74rb), potentially implying Raymondin’s greater sense of Melusine’s
176 See also Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, “Appendice, MS H”, p.385.
177 The addition of this line is consistent with the general pattern of descriptive amplification in Hv.
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own betrayal of him. These examples illustrate that the scribal revisions present in 
Z/v’s portrait of Melusine were not all unequivocally favourable.
Manuscript Hv intensifies the emotion colouring its portrait of Melusine and 
Raymondin in their final moments together. This occurs through the interpolation of 
three passages of speech which elevate the tension surrounding Melusine’s dramatic 
departure from her husband and court. One of these is assigned to the fairy, while the 
other two are allocated to Raymondin. The first passage is appended to the lengthy 
adieux uttered by Melusine from the windowsill. Her farewells in earlier manuscripts 
take the repetitive form indicated by the following text for twenty-seven lines: 
‘“ Adieu mon euer adieu mamour/ Adieu ma joye souueraine/ Adieu ma plaisance 
mondaine’” (11.4174-6, Dv 76va, Hv 64r). Each adieu is coupled with a reference to 
either Raymondin or an aspect of Lusignan linking her with her ancestral function. 
Towards the end of this sequence, a further eighteen lines are inserted into Z/v’s text 
which continue this pattern (between 11.4198-9, 64v-65r). Typified by the following 
examples, the new verses primarily farewell people of different ranks and 
occupations:
‘*Adieu bourgoys adieu marchans
* Adieu les pastoureaulx des champs
*Adieu escuiers damoiselles
* Adieu vous dy jeunez pucelles ...
* Adieu abbez adieu prelas
*Adieu dy gens de tous estas’ (64v).
In contrast with her earlier adieux, these interpolated lines may be understood as 
reflections upon her wider role as the dame de Lusignan, for it is in this capacity that 
she would have enjoyed a relationship with the diverse range of people encompassed 
by her valediction, including shepherds, merchants, and abbots (“‘gens de tous 
estas’”). Although the new passage considerably lengthens the overall stanza 
containing the adieux and Melusine’s metamorphosis, the rhythmic repetition of these 
lines arguably created a memorable reading or listening experience by its 
intensification of the tension and pathos characterising the fairy’s farewells.
The interpolated passages which elaborate Raymondin’s adieux to Melusine and 
subsequent lamentations heighten the hero’s grief while simultaneously returning 
attention towards his own reception of the departed fairy. After Melusine’s flight, a 
short stanza is devoted to Raymondin’s sorrowful farewells characterised by verses
178 For convenience, I have transcribed these passages in App. D. They are also reproduced in 
Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, “Appendice, MS H”, pp.385-7.
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which imitate those spoken by Melusine. Prefaced by an Adieu, Raymondin addresses 
his wife in terms which symbolise the material and emotional prosperity she endowed 
upon him.179 Hv introduces fourteen verses into this passage between 11.4248-9 (65v- 
66r), several of which reflect upon the fairy’s beauty: ‘“ *Adieu la belle aulx doulx 
yeulx ... * Adieu diz belle au cler viz’” (65v). They thus continue the volume’s 
tendency to enhance impressions of Melusine’s fair form. While such rhythmic verses 
underline Raymondin’s mournful disposition, they equally project a reading of 
Melusine in which her courtly, mortal, and fairy qualities are idealised in stark 
contrast with the immediately preceding description of her metamorphosis. Later, 
when lamenting his loss of Melusine, Raymondin regrets that Fortune has led him into 
a situation ‘“Ou jay perdu toute Hesse/ Ou jay perdu toute richesse’” (11.4341-2, Hv 
67r). Hv elaborates upon this theme by interpolating a further fourteen lines imitating 
this pattern between 11.4343-4 (67r-v). While the lines reveal Raymondin’s distressed 
identification of his wife as the source of his ‘“plaisirs”’ and “‘deliz’” (67v), they also 
project an affirmative portrait of Melusine as protective and wise. For instance, //v’s 
Raymondin describes his wife as ‘“ tous mes confors’”, ‘“ tout mon conseil’”, “‘mon 
gouuernail’” (67v). Indeed, Melusine’s pivotal role in Raymondin’s life is recognised 
by his conception of her as “‘toute noblesse’” and, importantly, “‘ma medicine’” 
(67v). In regretting the joy and affection shared by the couple, Raymondin 
underscores the significance of Melusine not just as his lover but as the benevolent 
hand guiding his path since the death of his uncle, Aymery. Thus, while this passage 
demonstrates the depth of Raymondin’s grief and his perception of his loss, it 
simultaneously offers an additional portrait projecting the fairy as an exemplary 
noblewoman and wife. Considered together, these interpolated passages enlarging 
upon Raymondin’s expressions of grief for Melusine’s departure not only refine 
audiences’ understanding of how the hero conceptualised his loss, but they contribute 
significantly to F/v’s enthusiastic projection of the fairy herself.
Manuscript //v ’s transmission of the RP thus conveys a romance which enhances its 
representation of Melusine both qualitatively and quantitatively through an 
amplification of the fairy’s physical, behavioural, and emotional virtues. By 
constantly, if modestly, drawing attention to Melusine’s idealised physical and courtly 
qualities, Hv perhaps seeks to deflect attention from the inherent conflict between her
179 For example, ‘“Adieu toute begneurete/ Adieu mon bien et ma seurte/ Adieu vous dy dame et 
maistresse/ Adieu mon bien et ma richesse’” (11.4233-6, Hv 65v).
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polymorphous fluidity, her claims to Catholic belief, and her dynastic role. This 
redaction of the RP also intensifies the emotional experiences of its central characters 
by introducing elaborated expressions of grief into passages whose repetitive and 
rhythmic pattem complement, by heightening, the narrative tension. Importantly, 
the elaboration of Raymondin’s lamentations serves a dual purpose: not only do these 
passages enhance audiences’ awareness of the nature and extent of his grief, but they 
provide a further opportunity for the editor/scribe to expand upon Raymondin’s 
positive re-evaluation of the fairy as a beloved wife and wise mistress after his 
denunciation of her as a “False serpente”. Audiences are thus offered greater detail 
about the nature of the couple’s relationship from Raymondin’s perspective at the 
same time that they encounter strongly affirming portraits of Melusine as Lusignan 
matriarch which are absent from other volumes.
Conclusion
Evident in revisions to the poetic treatment of her corporeality, later medieval 
manuscripts of the RP responded to Coudrette’s problematisation of Melusine’s status 
as Christian ancestral mother in several ways. The small sample of manuscripts 
analysed, which represent only one-quarter of the extant corpus, prevents the 
formulation of firm conclusions framed in terms of diachronic patterns. However, 
while each redaction offers unique responses to and reconceptualisations of the 
dynastic fairy, approaches to Melusine’s form and nature appear to have altered 
between the first and second halves of the fifteenth century. The promotion of a 
legitimate Lusignan heritage underscores the arrangement of the poetic narrative in 
the early Dv such that diegetic ambivalence towards the fairy remains embedded in 
and, therefore, to an extent, obscured by lengthy passages in which the foundation of 
the dynasty is a unifying theme. Manuscript Qv also privileges narrative concerned 
with the expansion of the Lusignan dynasty and evinces an interest in commemorating 
the Parthenay line. However, although Melusine’s contribution to the dynasty is 
subordinated in Qv, depictions of the marriage and titles which draw attention to her 
religious foundations locate her within a familiar Christian milieu. Moreover, the 
volume paradoxically projects the fairy’s monstrous mutable nature as an integral 
characteristic underwriting her maternal role. Editorial interest in the pivotal vow and 
its transgression, the very subject of which is Melusine’s unstable corporeal form, is
180 For an additional interpolated passage which elevates the grief experienced by mourners at 
Aymery’s funeral, but which I have not been able to discuss, see Coudrette, Le Roman de Melusine, ed. 
and intro. Roach, ‘Appendice, MS H’, pp.385-6.
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disclosed in manuscript Bv. Similarly to Qv, the fairy’s metamorphosis is flagged for 
audiences of Bv in marginalia which explicitly valorise this troubling phenomenon by 
associating it with the dynastic continuity of the Lusignans across the mythic, distant, 
and recent pasts. These early manuscripts each betray uncertainty in their approaches 
to Melusine. While Dv obscures ambivalence towards the fairy within lengthy stanzas, 
Qv and Bv each structurally prioritise the dynastic narrative within the RP. However, 
decorative strategies and scribal annotations in these works draw attention to the 
wondrous instability inscribed upon Melusine’s form.
To an extent, the two later-fifteenth-century copies of the RP mark a shift in reception 
of the romance and Melusine. Although dynastic themes remain an integral part of the 
romance in Uv and Hv, decorative and textual revisions direct attention towards the 
character of Melusine herself as much as, if not more so, than to the memorial 
concerns underpinning the text. The representation of the fairy in Uv is predominantly 
shaped by a decorative register which exploits Melusine’s corporeal engagement in 
the multiple worlds of the romance to underline her fairy, Christian, and monstrous 
characteristics. Whilst the work revels in the decorative opportunities made available 
by the text, including those passages where Coudrette’s text is vague about Melusine’s 
shape, Uv's miniatures frequently suppress the verbal ambivalence expressed by 
Raymondin and other characters towards Melusine’s hybrid qualities and powers. Uv 
thereby simplifies its projection of the marvellous topos represented by the fairy, 
rendering the figure of Melusine, in Harf-Lancner’s words, “un beau monstre” whose 
demonic potential, if not effaced, is diminished within the volume’s iconographic 
program. From its introductory title, manuscript Hv positions Melusine the fairy at the 
thematic heart of its narrative. Numerous textual revisions and interpolations 
throughout this work amplify Melusine’s human qualities, in particular her beauty, 
conduct, and emotions. The enhancement of her mortal virtues, which implicitly 
reflect upon her spiritual qualities, textually weakens the ambivalence inherent in the 
metamorphic fairy, and ultimately serves to present her as a tragic romance heroine. 
Perhaps reflective of shifting literary interests, these two volumes echo the 
contemporaneous UHB fragments’ projection of the emotions experienced by 
Melusine and Raymondin in what may have been textual and visual strategies 
employed to heighten sympathy for the heroine, thereby counterbalancing perceptions 
of her demonic monstrosity.
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Despite these shifts in material and textual representations of the poetic Melusine, one 
significant aspect of her role is consistently distinguished among four of the five RP 
manuscripts: her maternal nursing of Thierry de Parthenay. Aside from manuscript 
Dv, all the volumes considered above separate the episode of Melusine’s nightly 
returns to care for her sons from the subsequent narrative of Geoffroy’s adventures in 
Northumberland with a large initial or stanzaic break. 181 By distinguishing the scene 
as a discrete unit whose conclusion encouraged audience reflection upon the maternal 
image, RP editors regularly valorised the text’s depiction of the nursing fairy. Perhaps 
more than any other element of the narrative, this scene epitomises the heroine’s 
essential function within the RP: her fertile motherhood of an expansive dynasty and, 
in particular, her maternal nurturing of the Parthenay branch of the house of 
Lusignan. 182 Coudrette’s revised portrait of Melusine may have heightened some of 
her ambivalent qualities as a mythical ancestor, potentially enhancing the repute of her 
descendants with an attractive lustre of danger. Nonetheless, the character’s status as 
the mother of Thierry, future seigneur de Parthenay, is privileged in several 
manuscripts of the poetic romance. One may thus suppose that Guillaume 
l’Archeveque was successful in his ambition to ensure the commemoration of his 
family long after its extinction. Certainly, the epilogue detailing the connections 
between l’Archeveque’s family and Melusine’s offspring was not included in each 
new transcription of the RP. However, all volumes considered here retained their 
explanatory prologues recounting the seigneur de Parthenay’s commission more or 
less in toto. In this regard, despite the fluidity with which Melusine was depicted 
across the RP manuscripts, her ancestral function as the source of the Lusignan and 
Parthenay lines remained a priority in decorated and undecorated manuscripts 
throughout the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries.
181 This finding also applies to the manuscripts excluded from this Chapter, Mv and Rv. See App. E for 
more details.
182 Leglu, “Nourishing Lineage”, pp.81-2.
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C h ap te r  Five. T h e  M elu s in e  ro m an ces  an d  co m p ila tio n  m a n u sc rip ts :
a q u e s tio n  o f c o n te x t1 2
In trodu ction
Chapter Five explores the intertextual relationships created between the Melusine 
romances and texts accompanying the romances in compilation manuscripts. By 
understanding the different types of associations shared between works within 
Melusine compilations, we may gain additional insights into the diversity with which 
the romances were projected and potentially received by medieval audiences. In view 
of the large body of manuscript evidence to be analysed (discussed below), I have 
restricted my aims to examining the relationship between texts within Melusine 
compilations by focusing on the predominant themes and discourses emerging from 
individual volumes. I ask both how individual items within a compilation and the 
volume as a whole reflect contemporary interests, thereby following Gerhke’s 
approach in her study of hagiographic compilations in which she investigates the 
possible functions fulfilled by particular collections of texts.3 The Chapter also asks 
whether identifiable thematic links between a compilation’s contents are reinforced by 
revisions to the Melusine text, and interrogates connections between layout and 
decorative programs which may be shared by the texts within a single volume.4 
Analysis of the thematic, discursive, and material relationships between contents in 
the Melusine compilations offers an opportunity to reflect upon the manner in which 
the romances’ compilation context may have guided readings of the RM  or RP.
' Throughout this chapter, the term compilation is used to refer to any manuscript containing more than 
one text. In adopting this approach, I concur with scholars who are wary of applying the term 
miscellany to compilations too readily on the grounds that it presupposes “an arbitrary principle of 
organization for manuscripts in which there may be a perfectly clear organizing principle” (Nichols and 
Wenzel, “Introduction” (cited in the Introduction) p.3. Furthermore, using compilation permits me to 
employ the adjective miscellaneous without confusion where appropriate. My application of the term 
compilation thus differs from that used by Malcolm Parkes in his discussion of the extraction and 
rearrangement of passages in new volumes for scholarly purposes (“The Influence of the Concepts of 
Orciinatio and Compilatio" (cited in the Introduction), pp.35-69).
2 Nichols and Wenzel, “Introduction”, p.2. For studies demonstrating how compilation analysis can 
enrich both modern understandings of individual texts and the relationship between texts in manuscripts 
containing multiple items, see Gehrke, Saints and Scribes, Huot, From Song to Book, Nichols and 
Wenzel (eds), The Whole Book (each cited in the Introduction), as well as S. Fein (ed.), Studies in the 
Harley Manuscript: The Scribes, Contents, and Social Contexts o f British Library MS Harley 2253, 
Medieval Institute Publications, Kalamazoo, 2000, a special volume of The Yearbook o f English 
Studies, (33) 2003, which is dedicated to studies of compilations, and R. Hanna III, Pursuing History: 
Middle English Manuscripts and Their Texts, Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1996, Ch.l.
3 Gerhke, Saints and Scribes, p.3.
4 Gehrke, Saints and Scribes, p.10, Huot, From Song to Book, pp. 11-12, Nichols and Wenzel, 
“Introduction”, p.6.
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This Chapter analyses ten compilation manuscripts, which typically include one or 
two texts alongside the Melusine romance. In addition to the romances, I analyse 
around fifteen texts in total. To ensure the relevance of my analysis to the later 
medieval period, the compilations were selected according to the criterion that the 
contents within a volume were probably bound together in the fifteenth century. This 
defining characteristic was determined on the basis of codicological and 
palaeographical features, including a volume’s binding, quiring, and hand.5 The RP 
features much more prominently among the compilations than the RM, a finding 
perhaps due to the length of the prose romance.6 After a preliminary reading of the 
additional texts, the compilations were classified according to the four thematic 
groupings which structure the rest of this Chapter; these deal with issues of gender and 
speech, political and personal governance, intercession, political and territorial 
legitimacy. I conclude with a brief consideration of a miscellaneous group of 
compilation texts. 1 do not suggest that these themes were the only subjects identified 
by audiences within the manuscripts, nor that they governed the selection of texts for 
specific compilations. Indeed, the potentially serendipitous nature of textual collation 
must be remembered when considering how works were bound together.7 Rather, 
these themes reflect some of the predominant issues which emerge from the 
completed compilation. Where I have had extensive access to the compilation in 
question, references will be drawn from the volume itself; otherwise references will be 
made to critical editions of particular works.
The contents of the Melusine compilations are diverse. Some volumes contain 
additional romances, while others include material drawn from a variety of traditional
5 For tables listing Melusine compilations and my rationale for their inclusion in or exclusion from this 
Chapter, see App. G.
6 BN ms naf. 21874 (prose D) is the only representative from the prose corpus.
7 R. Hanna III, “Miscellaneity and Vemacularity: Conditions of Literary Production in Late Medieval 
England” in Nichols and Wenzel (eds), The Whole Book, pp.37-51, p.47. Although I incline towards 
Huot and Gerhke’s view that most compilations were probably deliberate creations (on the grounds of 
the high cost of manual literary output), I do not intend to hypothesise about principles guiding the 
inclusion of texts in a compilation since we cannot know a compiler’s intent (Huot, From Song to Book, 
pp. 11-12, Gerhke, Saints and Scribes, p.2). For recent debates on the distinction between anthologies 
and miscellanies on the basis of principles of inclusion within volumes, see T. Stemmier, “Miscellany 
or Anthology? The Structure of Medieval Manuscripts: MS Harley 2253, For Example” in Fein (ed.), 
Studies in the Harley Manuscript, pp.l 11-21 and S. Lerer, “Medieval English Literature and the Idea of 
the Anthology”, PMLA, 1 18.5 (2003), pp. 1251-67. For the range of principles which may have guided 
compilation content, see, for example, S. Huot, “The manuscript context of medieval romance” in 
Kruger (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Romance, pp. 60-77, pp.63ff, W. Azzam and O. 
Collet, “Le manuscrit 3142 de la Bibliotheque de FArsenal. Mise en recueil et conscience litteraire au 
X lir siede”, Cahiers de civilisation medievale, 44 (2001), pp.207-45, p.209, and Stemmier, 
“Miscellany or Anthology?”, p.l 13.
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genres, including annalistic history, conduct literature, and philosophy. I propose that 
the heterogeneous nature of the compilation contents complements Stouff and 
Vincensini’s observation that the Melusine romances themselves incorporate material 
from assorted literary discourses.8 These contents thus “call into question the 
boundaries between genres that single-genre manuscripts would seem to establish” 
and encourage “the dialectical reading of the romances in question against the horizon 
of expectations of the genre(s) alongside which they are placed” .9 Simon Gaunt argues 
that this mode of critical analysis will enable sholars to identify where horizons of 
expectations invoked by the particular romance are both reflected within and 
contested by accompanying inter-generic texts. 10 Examining intertextual relationships 
between individual items within the compilations will simultaneously enhance our 
understanding of the ideas shaping transmission and reception of the Melusine 
romances, while permitting historical reflection upon the problems addressed by the 
compilations themselves.
The M elusine rom ances in their com pilation contexts
Secrecy and loyalty: the gendered problematics o f unruly speech
The maintenance of secrecy and loyalty through controlled speech is a dominant 
theme emerging from the poetic items in manuscript Bv.u This early fifteenth-century 
volume contains a calendar of the use of Paris, followed by the RP and the thirteenth- 
century poem, La Chastelaine de Vergi, each probably penned in the same hand. La 
Chastelaine begins beneath the RP 's explicit and shares most of the Melusine 
romance’s formatting features, thereby lending the two works visual continuity. La 
Chastelaine recounts the dilemma of a knight who, compromised by a conniving 
duchess, is compelled to reveal to the duke his secret love affair with the eponymous 
heroine. The secret is twice repeated, by the duke and the duchess; the tragic
x Stouff, Essai, pp.l 19-50, Vincensini, “Le Roman de Melusine”, pp. 122-3.
9 Gaunt, “Romance and other genres”, p.49 (for quotations), Gehrke, Saints and Scribes, p. 162.
10 Gaunt, “Romance and other genres” pp.50-1.
11 The compilation of later fifteenth-century texts in BN ms fr. 19167 including, in order, Roman de la 
Belle Helene de Constantinople, the RP, Roman de Pierre de Provence et la Belle Maguelonne de 
Naples, and a slightly later song, also evinces an interest in themes of secrecy and loyalty. Although the 
common hand and formatting characteristic of the three romances suggests the texts’ shared provenance 
and the possibility that they were bound together in the medieval period, I have not had sufficient 
access to this volume, or a copy thereof, to include it in this Chapter. See Roach, “La tradition 
manuscrite”, pp.211-14.
12 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, pp.l89-92. The function of the Calendar in this volume will be 
discussed in the final section below. This is not necessarily consistent with materialist preferences for 
considering the ‘the whole manuscript’ but I am trying to discern the predominant themes and issues 
which emerge from the primary texts in each compilation.
13 Unlike the RP, La Chastelaine was not intended to be illustrated, nor is it characterised by the scribal 
nota present in the poetic Melusine text.
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consequences arising from this sequence of revelations include the heroine’s death, 
the knight’s suicide, and the duke’s subsequent execution of the duchess. 14 La 
Chastelaine was popular throughout the later Middle Ages, and its inclusion among 
diverse manuscript compilations suggests its potential for multiple readings. 15 The 
heroine herself was referred to by later medieval writers, including Eustache 
Deschamps, Froissart, Christine de Pizan, and Martin le Franc as an idealised, tragic 
lover, and by the Knight of the Tower as a model of excessive and foolish love. 16 
Although typically classified as romances, the latter two texts in B challenge unitary 
generic classifications for their incorporation of a variety of literary and historical 
themes, including courtly love and crusade, as well as hagiographic and moral 
tropes.1; Also interwoven throughout the RP and La Chastelaine is a prevailing 
concern with the disloyal revelation of a secret bond joining the central couple. 
Although framed differently, each text’s treatment of this topos problematises later- 
medieval assumptions about the relationship between gender and unruly speech.
The importance of vows of secrecy in the RP and La Chastelaine is highlighted 
through paratextual and metatextual commentary in manuscript Bv. As discussed in
14 On the work’s origins, see G. Raynaud, “La Chastelaine de Vergi”, Romania, 21 (1892), pp. 145-93, 
esp. pp. 151-3, La Chastelaine de Vergi, ed. F. Whitehead, 2nd ed., Manchester University Press, 
Manchester, 1961 (1951), pp.ix-xliii, pp.ix-xix, J. Frappier, “La Chastelaine de Vergi, Marguerite de 
Navarre et Bandello”, Melanges 1945: II Etudes Litteraires, Publications de la Faculte des lettres de 
l’Universite de Strasbourg, Les Belles Lettres, Paris, 1946, pp.89-150, p.96, La Chastelaine de Vergi: 
Edition critique du ms. B.N. f  fr. 375 avec Introduction, Notes, Glossaire et Index, suivie de Vedition 
diplomatique de tons les manuscrits connus du XI1L et du XIV  siede, ed. R.E. Stuip, Mouton, The 
Hague and Paris, 1970, pp.64-5, P. Clifford, La Chastelaine de Vergy and Jean Renart: Le Lai de 
l ’Ombre, Grant and Cutler Ltd, London, 1986, p. 10.
15 For discussions of compilations containing the Chastelaine and some variant readings based on 
manuscript presentation, see La Chastelaine, ed. Stuip, pp.33-47, S. Huot, “The Chastelaine de Vergi at 
the Crossroads of Courtly, Moral, and Devotional Literature” in J.T. Grimbert and C. Chase (eds), 
Philologies Old and New: Essays in Honor o f Peter Florian Dembowski, Department of Romance 
Languages, Princeton University, Princeton, 2001, pp.269-79, and Bordier, Maquere, and Martin, 
“Disposition de la lettrine”, pp.231-50.
16 Raynaud, “La Chastelaine de Vergi”, pp. 155-59; E. Deschamps, CEuvres completes de Eustaches 
Deschamps, eds. le marquis de Queux de Saint-Hilaire and G. Raynaud, 11 vols., SATF, Firmin-Didot 
et C,e, Paris, 1873-1903, II, Item CCV, p. 182; J. Froissart, Le Paradis d ’Amour in Le Paradis d ’amour/ 
L ’orloge amoureus, ed. P.F. Dembowski, Droz, Geneve, 1986, pp.63-4, 11.P971-1004, esp. P992, and 
Item IX in Section “Lay Amoureus” in J. Froissart, The Lyric Poems o f Jehan Froissart: A Critical 
Edition, ed. R.R. McGregor, University of North Carolina Department of Languages, Chapel Hill, 
1975, p. 122, 11.157-61; C. de Pisan, Le debat des deux amants in CEuvres Poetiques de Christine de 
Pisan, 3 vols., ed. M. Roy, Finnin Didot et Cie, Paris, 1886-96, II, pp.49-109, esp. p.72,11.769-79; M. le 
Franc, Le Champion des Dames, ed. R. Deschaux, Honore Champion, Paris, 1999, III, pp.29-30, 
11.11585-608; The Book o f the Knight o f the Tower, trans. W. Caxton, ed. M.Y. Offord, EETS, ss 2, 
Oxford University Press, London, 1971, p. 172. For le Franc’s attitude towards Melusine, see Chapter 
Six’s discussion of reading communities at the ducal Burgundian court below.
17 Huot describes La Chastelaine as “virtually a mini-compendium of the conventional characters and 
behavior patterns typical of the literature of the court, all threaded through the unifying motif of love 
and desire”, and remarks that medieval readers seem to have regarded it “as a kind of hybrid or liminal 
text” (Huot, “The Chastelaine de Vergi”, pp.269 and 272). On La Chastelaine as a rationalised version 
of Melusinian fairy-tale types, see La Chastelaine, ed. Whitehead, pp.xii, xix.
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the previous Chapter, scribal annotations highlight passages focused upon Melusine’s 
imposition of the taboo and Raymondin’s public revelation of his wife’s hybrid 
transformations. La Chastelaine promotes secrecy in love in its opening and closing 
lines.19 Observing that disloyal revelations of a secret love affair “souuent tel meschief 
auient/ Que lamour faillir en couuient/ A grant doulour & vergoingne” (11.15-17, 
142r), the narrator explains that such sorrow was the fate of the Chastelaine dc Vergi 
whose love for a Burgundian knight was conditional on the secrecy of the affair (11.18- 
28, 142r-v). Should it become public, the Chastelaine would know of the knight’s 
change of heart. When they reveal the affair, the knight and duke each insist upon and 
receive an oath of discretion, subsequently broken, from the duke and duchess 
respectively (11.323-39, 147v-148r, 11.635-44, 153r). The epilogue assigns blame for 
the tragedy to the knight who “dist ce que celer deuoit/ Et que deffendu lui auoit/ 
Sarnie” (11.947-9, 158r). Further, the narrator expounds that “par cest exemple dit en 
doit en/ Celer samour par moult grant sen/ Car le descouurir rien ne vault” (11.951-3, 
158r). However, the explicit appended to the work emphasises the loyalty of the 
lovers: “Cy fine ung piteux rommans/ Qui est de deux loyaulx amans/ Cest de la dame 
du Vergier/ Et dun beau gentilz cheualier” (158r).21 Applying her Foucauldian 
conceptualisation of secrecy as a means of structuring and limiting the dissemination 
of knowledge among particular networks, Karma Lochrie argues that practices of 
confession construct unequal power relationships between the individual who is the 
subject of the secret and the one to whom the secret is revealed.22 As the RP and La 
Chastelaine each underline, the secrets of Melusine and the Chastelaine are 
subordinate to the voluntary discretion of those who know their secrets. In these texts, 
men are predominantly the keepers of the secrets, notably Raymondin, the knight, and
18 Significantly, scribal nota accompany both Melusine’s injunction that Raymondin not look for her on 
Saturdays (1.653, 19v), and the fairy’s attribution of blame for her distress to her husband’s irrational 
speech (11.3927-8, 82r).
19 For discussions of the sincerity of the meta-narrative in La Chastelaine, see J.-C. Payen, “Structure et 
sens de ‘la Chatelaine de Vergi’”, Le Moyen Age, Ser.4, no.28 (1973), pp.209-30 and T. Hunt, “The Art 
of Concealment: La Chatelaine de Vergi”, French Studies, 47.2 (1993), pp. 129-41.
2(1 References to line numbers are drawn from La Chastelaine de Vergi, ed. Whitehead, and Coudrette, 
Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach. All quotations are from Bv.
21 In this transcription, I concur with Roach in the reading of ‘piteux’ in place of Raynaud’s ‘precieux’ 
(Roach, “La tradition manuscrite, p. 191, Raynaud, “La Chastelaine”, p. 149). The conclusion perhaps 
reflects editorial awareness of the conflict inherent in the knight’s dual obligations to the secrecy 
imposed by courtly love and the feudal loyalty owed to the duke, for he confesses his affair on the 
understanding that only such an admission will prove his impartiality towards the duchess and loyalty 
to his lord (11.212-368). See Payen, “Structure et sens”, p.228 and P. McCracken, “The Queen’s Secret: 
Adultery in the Feudal Court”, Romanic Review, 86.2 (1995), pp.289-306.
22 K. Lochrie, Covert Operations: The Medieval Uses o f Secrecy, University of Pennsylvania Press, 
Philadelphia, 1999, pp. 1-7, 2Iff.
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the duke, although Raymondin’s brother in the RP, and the duchess in La Chastelaine 
each play pivotal roles in revealing concealed information.
By publicising information which Melusine and the Chastelaine wish to be kept 
private, malicious and careless speech in the form of gossip generates circumstances 
which provoke tragic conclusions in the RP and La Chastelaine. Raymondin’s 
discovery of Melusine’s transformations is provoked by rumours reported by his 
brother, Forez: ‘“On dit partout ie le vous dy”’, asserts Forez, that Raymondin has 
been publicly shamed by not seeking out his wife’s location on Saturdays (1.3023,65r), 
and that “‘Chascun ... dit publiquement’” that he has been bewitched (1.3019, 65r). 
Concerning Melusine’s behaviour, “‘On dit partout ... Quelle est toute desordonnee/ 
Et qua vn autre sest donnee’”, while “‘Autres dient quen faierie/ Va’” (11.3030-2, 
3034-5, 65v). While gossip about Melusine leads Raymondin to uncover her true 
condition, it is Raymondin’s own angry and irrational declamation which discloses her 
status publicly to the court.24 Scribal nota draw attention to Melusine’s identification 
of Raymondin’s revelation as directly responsible for her exile: “‘Ton fol parier ... Et 
ta langue desraisonnable/ Mont mise en paine pardurable’” (11.3926-8, 82r). She later 
explains to her husband that “‘vostre grant jenglerie’” has produced their sorrow 
(4085, 85r).2> Standard medieval literary and physiological tropes drew on notions of 
women’s open, permissive sexuality to project females as loose-tongued gossips 
whose thoughtless chatter threatened masculine autonomy and social stability, a 
humorous example of which is Chaucer’s Wife of Bath.26 However, manuscript Bv's 
RP highlights Raymondin’s responsibility as the guilty gossip whose irrational and 
idle speech denies Melusine the opportunity to attain salvation and contributes to the 
subsequent decay of the Lusignan lineage.
Slanderous gossip also catalyses the sequence of disastrous revelations disclosed in La 
Chastelaine. Her advances rebuffed by the knight, the duchess impugns the hero’s
23 On gossip as a means of establishing and destroying networks of information and secrecy, see 
Lochrie, Covert Operations, pp.56-74, and P. Meyer Spacks, Gossip, University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago and London, 1986, pp.4-6.
24 Prior to his denunciation, Raymondin is described as “courouciez ... Raison adonc se part de lui” 
(11.3868, 3870, 81r).
25 See Lochrie, Covert Operations, pp.67ff for a discussion of different words used to describe various 
forms of gossip in Middle English (ME), including ‘janglen’, closely related to ‘jenglerie’.
26 See Lochrie, Covert Operations, Ch.2 for an extended discussion of gender and gossip with reference 
to later medieval England. See also S.H. Rigby, “The Wife of Bath, Christine de Pizan, and the 
Medieval Case for Women”, The Chaucer Review, 35.2 (2000), pp. 133-65, and J.E. Salisbury, 
“Gendered Sexuality”, in V.L. Bullough and J.A.Brundage (eds), Handbook o f Medieval Sexuality, 
Garland Publishing, New York and London, 1996, pp.81-102, p.87.
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loyalty to her husband (11.114-40, 144r-v), who then demands to know the identity of 
the knight’s lover: ‘“ Se vous ne me dictes quaillours/ Amez vne autre par amours ... 
Comme pariures vous en allez/ Hors de ma terre sans delay’” (11.261-2, 266-7, 146v). 
On receiving the duke’s promise of absolute discretion (11.315-39, 147v-148r), the 
agonised knight confesses his love for the Chastelaine. The duke insists on knowing 
(“‘me dictes done’”, 1.344, 148r) how the affair has been concealed, the details of 
which he misguidedly entrusts to his wife on the proviso that should she disclose the 
secret, her life would be forfeit. Despite the duchess’ false promises to conceal the 
affair (11.620-29, 152v; 1.644, 153r), pride and jealousy that the knight loves a woman 
of inferior status inform her decision to “parier a celle quelle het/ De celle oeuure 
quelle scet” in order to distress the Chastelaine (11.669-70, 153v). The duchess’ 
revelation encourages the Chastelaine to believe that she is no longer loved by the 
knight, ignorant as she is of the reasons why he revealed the secret: magnanimously 
pardoning him, she dies of grief (11.730-839, 154v-156r). The duchess’ slander thus 
leads the duke to uncover the lovers’ secret, thereby subjecting them to his discretion. 
In spite of his oath of silence, the duke’s disclosure of the secret affair to the duchess 
arguably creates the circumstance where the duchess can publicise the secret, thus 
verbally destroying her rival. The cycle of gossip and slander revolves around the 
duchess, whose envious speech is punished by execution. However, as the person to 
whom the secret is entrusted by the subject of the secret, and who subsequently 
betrays his oath, the duke is the pivot upon which the privacy of the Chastelaine and 
her knight’s secret hinges. Just as Raymondin’s recognition of his culpability is 
reflected in his entrance into a monastery, the duke’s ultimate decision to join the 
Knights Hospitaller and “passer oultremer” (1.941, 158r) on crusade may represent an 
attempt to atone for his own verbal misdeeds.28
In its presentation of the RP and La Chastelaine, manuscript Bv projects the plight of 
heroines whose requirement for secrecy is compromised by the disloyal speech uttered 
predominantly by their male partners. In each work, gossip and slander, predicated on 
uncertainty, fear, anger or jealousy, circulate disinformation about the subjects of the
27 S.R. Guthrie, “Chivalry and Privacy in Troilus and Criseyde and La Chastelaine de Vergy”, The 
Chaucer Review, 34.2 (1999), pp. 150-73, esp. p. 162.
2X Although he initially blames Forez for his betrayal of Melusine, Raymondin eventually accepts 
responsibility for his actions after her departure in the RP: ‘“Cest bien raison car cest par moy/ Moy 
mesmes me suy deceu/ Jay la fosse faicte ou ie suy cheu’” (11.4262-4, Bv 88r).
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secret or vow, generating distrust in characters such as Raymondin and the duke. In 
addition to highlighting consequences arising from reliance upon gossip and imperfect 
sources of information, the RP and La Chastelaine each raise questions about the 
problems inherent in secrets themselves.' Secrets elicit the curiosity in these texts that 
motivates the dramatic action surrounding Melusine and the Chastelaine. In each text, 
the hidden nature of secrets is presented as incompatible with the social, public 
environment of the courts in which these narratives are set. As Reiss’ overview of 
medieval moral, devotional, and secular literature on secrecy suggests, “That which is 
secret and private would seem to be opposed to the public or common good and
31contain a hint or suggestion of sin”.
29
Reflecting the polysemic nature of these texts, each work also underlines the betrayal 
of the heroines’ secrets through uncontrolled, frequently masculine speech. Although 
the spiteful duchess embodies medieval stereotypes of the gossiping, inconstant 
woman, collectively the RP and La Chastelaine promote the fidelity of the heroines 
who become victims of uncontrolled or disloyal masculine discourse. They thus resist 
traditional notions of feminine inconstancy and treacherous loquacity in their 
application of these qualities to male characters. Such concerns echo Christine de 
Pizan’s earlier critique in her Epistre an dieu d ’Amours (c.1399) of faithless, 
gossiping knights and noblemen who disclose the identities of their loyal lovers, as 
well as her promotion of women’s constancy in works such as the Cite des Dames 
(c. 1405).32 Such themes may be regarded as continuations of her defence of women 
during the epistolary querelle des femmes,33 However, when considered in conjunction 
with the accompanying calendar of saints’ days, the poetic texts in Bv may be 
interpreted from an alternate perspective. Although the duke and Raymondin are
29 L. de Looze, “The Untellable Story: Language and Writing in La Chastelaine de Vergi”, The French 
Review, 59.1 (1985), pp.42-50, esp. pp.45, 47.
30 As Hunt notes of La Chastelaine, “it is concealment which actually creates the conflict in the first 
place” (“The Art of Concealment”, p.135).
31 E. Reiss, “Chaucer’s deerne love and the Medieval View of Secrecy in Love” in E. Vasta and Z.P. 
Thundy (eds), Chaucerian Problems and Perspectives. Essays presented to Paul E. Beichner C.S.C., 
University of Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame, Ind., and London, 1979, pp. 164-79, p.170.
'2 De Pisan, Epistre au dieu d ’Amours in CEuvres poetiques, ed. Roy, II, pp.1-27, esp. pp.1-8, and T. 
Fenster, “Did Christine Have a Sense of Humor? The Evidence of the Epistre au dieu d ’Amours” in E.J. 
Richards et al (eds), Reinterpreting Christine de Pizan, University of Georgia Press, Athens and 
London, 1992, pp.23-36; De Pizan, The Book o f the City o f Ladies, trans. Richards, 11.47. lss, pp.l64ff. 
See also Lochrie’s exploration of the dynamics of masculine gossip in Covert Operations, pp.75-92.
33 On the querelle, see D.F. Hult, “The Roman de la Rose, Christine de Pizan, and the querelle des 
femmes” in C. Dinshaw and D. Wallace (eds), The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Women’s 
Writing, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2003, pp. 184-94, 277, and E. Hicks (ed.), Le Debat 
sur le Roman de la Rose, Honore Champion, Paris, 1977 for a critical edition of key texts contributing 
to the debate.
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portrayed as responsible for the tragedies arising from their misjudged speech, the 
men each redeem their sins by seeking a pious, penitential end. These men’s 
recognition of their flaws and willingness to atone perhaps suggests that the 
compilation could be read in a secularised hagiographic light, consistent with other 
compilations containing La Chastelaine and devotional materials.34 In this respect, I 
suggest that we apply Huot’s interpretation of La Chastelaine to this compilation more 
broadly, and regard it as offering elite audiences “sentimental entertainment” and 
“cautionary moral exempl[a]” coloured by concerns with gendered stereotyping which 
were circulating among noble and educated milieux in the decades immediately 
preceding the production of Bv.
Didactic literature: governance o f self and society in R P  compilations
Sound governance and self-regulation emerge as important themes from three 
volumes containing the RP alongside didactic treatises, notably the Böece de Confort, 
the Jeu des esches, moralise, and a vernacular Facetus text.36 As the following case- 
studies demonstrate, despite their diversity and varying levels of abstraction, the 
treatises expound ideas which frequently overlap with thematic concerns and narrative 
episodes presented in the RP. In addition to sharing themes promoting social order and 
self-control, our didactic texts possess other common features. For example, they 
exemplify the late medieval trend of translating Latin works into the vernacular for 
educated noble audiences, exemplified by the patronage of Charles V .37 In addition, 
the Böece and the Jeu were written or translated during periods of social disruption or 
personal crisis, and thus arguably convey distinct messages responding to the
t o
author/translator’s specific personal, social, or political circumstances. As we have 
seen, the RP was composed during a period of dynastic crisis for the l’Archeveque
34 Huot, “The Chastelaine de Vergi”, pp.272-3.
35 Huot, “The Chastelaine de Vergi", p.269. Huot’s study of La Chastelaine compilations illustrates this 
text’s relationship with other works alongside which the RP was collated, including Boethius’ De 
Consolatione philosophiae. Although I am unable to pursue this here, a study of the intertextual 
relationship between works throughout the corpus of Melusine compilations could provide additional 
insights into the transmission and reception of the Melusine romances to those elicited by the present 
study’s focus on individual compilations.
36 ‘Didactic’ is used in a broad sense to cover material treating philosophical, ethical, moral, and 
practical issues in various contexts.
37 R.H. Lucas, “Mediaeval French Translations of the Latin Classics to 1500”, Speculum, 45.2 (1970), 
pp.225-253, Sherman, Imaging Aristotle (cited in Chapter One), pp.3-12; for a particular emphasis on 
scholarly translations, see R. Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics, and Translation in the Middle Ages: 
Academic Traditions and Vernacular Texts, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1991.
,x The Böece de Confort was written during the author’s imprisonment, and the Jeu was translated in 
the early years of the Hundred Years War (J. Marenbon, Boethius, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 
2003, pp.9-10; C.S. Fuller, “A Critical Edition of Le Jeu des esches, moralise, translated by Jehan de 
Vignay”, PhD Thesis, Catholic University of America, 1974, pp.49, 67, and 77ff).
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family, whose succession was uncertain around 1400. Further, Coudrette claims that 
his poem derives from three texts, two of which were vernacular translations of a 
Latin history, presumably of the Lusignan family (RP 11.102-13). The romance was 
thus composed in similarly unsettled conditions to the treatises which accompany it in 
these compilations, and draws on translations of older Latin sources. In view of the 
influence of the late-classical Boethius on medieval thought and literature, I will 
consider the volume containing the translation of his De Consolatione philosophiae 
first, followed by the compilations containing the Jen and the Facetus respectively. 
Although the RAfs  educative potential was recognised by Stouff and Morris has 
explored the poetic romance’s lesson concerning “the heritage of sin and mercy of 
grace”, this Chapter suggests that there remains greater scope for investigating the 
RP's expression of practical, spiritual, and moral didacticism, traditional 
characteristics of medieval romance.39
A French translation of Boethius’ De Consolatione philosophiae precedes the RP in 
the bipartite compilation, Amiens, BM ms 411 (Av), which dates from the second half 
of the fifteenth century.40 Written in prosi-metric Latin by Boethius in the early sixth 
century when he was incarcerated on treason charges, the Consolation is a meditation 
on the spiritual comfort to be gained from philosophical reflection.41 One of thirteen 
French vernacular translations of this highly popular philosophical tract,42 our 
recension was written entirely in verse by a Benedictine or Dominican monk around 
or shortly after 1380,43 and is classified as X according to continuations of the
39 Stouff, Essai, pp.l 19-50, Couldrette, A Bilingual Edition, ed., trans., and intro. Morris, p.44, Kelly, 
The Art o f Medieval French Romance, p.92.
40 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite” pp. 186-9; see the entry on Av in App. D for further details.
41 For discussion of Boethius’ ability to write the Consolation while in prison, see Marenbon, Boethius, 
pp.98-9 and P. Walsh’s Introduction to Boethius, The Consolation o f Philosophy, trans. and intro. P. 
Walsh, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1999, pp.xi-1, esp. pp.xvii-xix.
42 M.M. Noest, “A Critical Edition of a Late Fourteenth Century French Verse Translation of Boethius’ 
De Consolatione Philosophiae: The Böece de Confort", Carmina Philosophiae, 8-9 (1999-2000), 2 
vols, I, pp.v-xviii and 1-114, II, pp.l 15-331, esp. I, pp.v-vii, and for an introduction to the extensive 
bibliographical literature emerging on the French translations of the Consolation, see Noest’s notes to 
his Introduction to the edition, published separately as “Notes for Introduction to A Critical Edition o f a 
Late Fourteenth Century French Translation o f Boethius ’ De Consolatione Philosophiae: The Böece de 
Confort”, Carmina Philosophiae, 11 (2002), pp.9-15. It is beyond the scope of this discussion to asses 
current numbers of known manuscripts containing translations, but over twenty years ago, Nigel Palmer 
estimated the figure at around 155 (see N.F. Palmer, “Latin and Vernacular in the Northern European 
Tradition of the De Consolatione Philosophiae” in M. Gibson (ed.), Boethius: His Life, Thought and 
Influence, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1981, pp.362-409, esp. pp.364 and 400, n.12).
43 On the authorship of this redaction, see A. Thomas and M. Roques, “Traductions franqaises de la 
Consolatio philosophiae de Boece”, Histoire litteraire de la France, 37 (1938), pp.419-88, p.488, J.K. 
Atkinson, “A Critical edition of the medieval French prose translation of De consolatione of Boethius 
contained in MS 898 of the Bibliotheque municipale, Troyes”, PhD Thesis, 3 vols, University of 
Queensland, 1976,1, p.95, R.A. Dwyer, Boethian Fictions: Narratives in the Medieval French Versions
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Thomas-Roques system 44 Entitled “Boece de Confort” in the incipit (1, Prol. 1.6), 
several manuscripts, including Av, also bear the title “Boece/ Royal nomme de 
consolacion” (Av 2rb) 45 This label may allude to the translator’s stated aspiration that 
the work contribute to the recently-crowned Charles Vi’s harmonious rule, and 
perhaps indicates the elevated audience he wished to attract (I, Prol. 11.125-56).46 The 
popularity of this version alone throughout our period is illustrated by the at least 
thirty-five extant manuscripts.47 Scholars of late antiquity and the medieval period 
have long studied the many facets of this neo-platonic treatise;48 here I will explore 
the intersection between the Consolation's metaphysical themes and those expressed 
in the RP.
Fortune and individual free will are important themes raised in the Consolation which 
converge with the RP in different ways. One of Boethius’ most enduring legacies was 
his elaboration of Fortune as a two-faced mistress on whose wheel one experienced 
heights of joy and troughs of despair.49 Blaming a change in Fortune for his decline in 
status from that of exalted Roman official to political prisoner, the Boethius-narrator 
comments wryly, “Qui plus hault monte qu’il ne doit,/ Quant sa fortune se remue,/ De 
plus hault chiet qu’il ne vouldroit” (I.i, 11.218-20). Boethius’ awareness of Fortune’s 
vagaries is echoed by Raymondin in the RP. In a passage subsequently glossed for 
attention by a sixteenth-century reader, after murdering his uncle, Raymondin 
exclaims:
‘... faulse Fortune,
Tu m’as este feile et enfrune! ...
A Fun es doulce, a 1’autre amere;
Nul ne se doit fi'er en toy.
o f the Consolatio Philosophiae, Medieval Academy of America, Cambridge, Mass., 1976, p. 15, Noest, 
“Böece”, 1, pp.x-xi and Noest, “Notes for Introduction”, pp. 14-15, n.55.
44 Thomas and Roques, “Traductions franqaises”, pp.487-88, Dwyer, Boethian Fictions, pp.15, 130. 
Influenced by Delisle’s early mistaken attribution of this version to Charles d’Orleans, it is sometimes 
referred to as the Pseudo-Charles d’Orleans translation (L.V. Delisle, Inventaire general et methodique 
des Mamiscrits franqais de la Bihliotheque Nationale, II, H. Champion, Paris, 1878, pp.341-6).
4:1 Throughout the remaining discussion of Av, references to the Consolation will be made to the book, 
chapter and line numbers as they appear in Noest’s two volume edition cited in n.42 above. Volume I 
contains the Consolation through to the end of Book 2, Ch.viii. Chapter numbers given in Arabic 
numerals denote prose passages in Boethius’ Latin text.
46 Noest, “Böece”, I, p.xi.
47 Noest, “Böece”, I, pp.xii-xiv.
4X For a thoughtful recent study, see Marenbon, Boethius, Chs.6-8. For early seminal works on 
Boethius’ influence, see P. Courcelle, La Consolation de Philosophie dans la tradition litteraire. 
Antecedents et Posterite de Boece, Etudes Augustiniennes, Paris, 1967, and H.R. Patch, The Tradition 
of Boethius: A Study o f His Importance in Medieval Culture, Oxford University Press, New York, 
1935. For modem trends in Boethius studies, Carmina Philosophiae, the relatively recently-established 
journal produced by the International Boethius Society, is a good starting point.
49 H.R. Patch, The Goddess Fortuna in Mediaeval Literature, Octagon Books, New York, 1967 (orig. 
pub. 1927), pp.43-9, 17-77, Courcelle, La Consolation, pp. 135-9.
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Tu faiz d’un petit homme roy 
Et d’un tres riche, povres homs’ (11.429-30, 436-9).50 
Despite Raymondin’s recognition of Fortune’s inconstancy, a trait underlined in the
Consolation,51 he later perceives Fortune to be acting constantly against him.
Regretting his treacherous surveillance of the bathing Melusine, he briefly
acknowledges his own fault, before lamenting ‘“ Par toy, Fortune douleureuse,/
Perdray ma pensee joyeuse/ Qui m’avoit fait tel com je suys”’ (RP 11.3 1 55 -7).52 This
comment reflects upon his perceived loss of both Melusine and the status he acquires
through the fairy’s benevolence. After inspecting the ruins of Maillezais, the sight of
which catalyses his denunciation of Melusine, Raymondin later declaims, “‘Ha ...
Fortune dervee!/ Tu ne m’as pas este privee./ Pas dessus touz m’as enhay,/ Las!
pourquoy m’as tu envay?”’ (RP 11.3785-8). Despite his early acknowledgement of
Fortune’s fickle character, Raymondin persists in his belief that he is the unhappy
object of her malevolent whims.
Parallels between the edifying roles of Lady Philosophy and Melusine can be 
discerned in each character’s exposition of an individual’s responsibility for their own 
Fortune. Materialising before the Boethius-narrator, Philosophy engages in a 
predominantly Socratic-style dialogue punctuated with examples from mythical and 
classical history.53 She explains that the ephemeral nature of Fortune’s material, 
worldly pleasures does not endow genuine happiness.54 Instead, “‘Felicite est biens 
souvrains,/ Dieux est de trestous biens tres plains,/ Dont cleremcnt en verite/ Dy que 
Dieu est felicite’” (III. 10, 11.5723-6). Thus God, as the highest good, is revealed as the 
source of the truest happiness. Although God is omniscient, Philosophy insists that 
free will may be exercised by “Toute creee creature/ Raisonnable” (V.2, 11.9651-2).55
50 See also Couldrette, A Bilingual Edition, ed., trans., and intro. Morris, pp.47-9. A later reader has 
marked this passage in Av with “Raimondyn plevre voyan son mre quil auoit tue Et se complaint a la 
fortune” (101 v), while a narratorial allusion to this scene has also been glossed with “Inuective contre 
la fortune” (beside lOOr). Compilation Av has been substantially glossed by a sixteenth-century hand, 
the precise date of which is unable to be determined, hence they have not been incorporated into the 
present discussion. Nonetheless, a study of the compilation which does take into account the glossing 
throughout the volume may yield further insights about the reception of the manuscript in the sixteenth 
century.
51 As Lady Philosophy explains to Boethius, “Fortune souvent se desguise/ Et change son 
gouvemement,/ Assez tost abat et debrise/ Celui que tenoit hautement” (I.v, 11.1157-60).
52 Raymondin briefly acknowledges his guilt in the lines “‘Helas! Mellusigne, aujourduy/ Par ma faute 
vous ay perdue’” (RP 11.3150-1).
53 Boethius, The Consolation o f Philosophy, trans. and ed. V.E. Watts, Folio Society, London, 2000 
(orig. pub. Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1969), p.27.
54 “[L]i biens mondains/ Ne peut estre dit souverains,/ Puis qu’ilz n’ont estable valeur,/ Felicite n’est 
pas en leur” (11.4,11.2617-20)
55 For Philosophy’s discussion of divine Providence and Fate, in which God’s providential omniscience 
is outlined, see IV.6. For shifts in later medieval attitudes towards free will, see S. Varvis, The
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In this way, individuals can choose a virtuous or a destructive path, which God will 
reward or punish appropriately (V.6, 11.11027-62). Boethius concludes that instead of 
valuing Fortune, the ideal reader or individual “Son euer en Dieu reposeroit ... Et 
tousdis en luy trouveroit/ Plente de biens et habondance” (V. Epil., 11.11071, 11073-4). 
The translator’s epilogue concludes by reiterating his Christian interpretation of 
Boethius’ primary message that people not permit themselves to be overwhelmed with 
despair in troubled times, but rather exercise patience and seek knowledge how best to 
love and serve God (V, Epil. II, 11.11085-96).
Melusine’s role as a spiritual guide for Raymondin and her identification with 
Christian enlightenment, themes explored in Chapters Three and Four of this thesis, 
are highlighted by the RP's juxtaposition against the Consolation in Av. Just as 
Philosophy leads Boethius towards spiritual solace, Melusine inspires Raymondin’s 
ultimate admission that he, rather than Fortune, was responsible for his earthly 
condition, a point also noted by Morris.'6 She instils this concept most firmly in the 
traumatic scenes depicting their final moments together. Regretting the demise of their 
love, Melusine initially utters ‘“ C’est par Fortune la perverse,/ Qui Fun monte et 
l’autre rcnverse’” (11.4081-2). Immediately, she reconsiders this judgement: 
“‘Renvcrse? Dieu! et je fail moult./ C’est seullement par vous, Raimont,/ Et pour 
vostre grant genglerie/ Que vous perdrez la vostre amie’” (11.4083-6). Raymondin is 
slow to acknowledge his culpability. If, on Melusine’s departure, he concedes, ‘“ Se je 
sens au euer grant ennoy,/ C’est bien raison, car c’est par moy;/ Moy mesmes me suis 
deceti/ J ’ay fait la fosse ou suis cheii’” (11.4261-4), he shortly afterwards blames 
Forez’ rumour-mongering and the will of Faulse Fortune (11.4324, 4338-40). 
Nonetheless, Raymondin finally realises that it was ‘“ Par mon pechie et par mon 
vice’” (1.5387) that he lost Melusine, deciding that “‘Se Jhesu Crist m’ame garisse,/ 
De ce monde me vueil oster ... Mes pechiez confessez iray,/ Et de bon euer les 
gehiray ... Pour acquerir mon sauvement” (11.5388-9, 5391-2, 5402). Reflecting the 
Consolation s message that only recourse to God will bring solace to the afflicted, 
Raymondin confesses to the pope his desire to enter the Montserrat hermitage to 
“‘Dieu servir et honnourer’” (1.5606). In different ways, Melusine and Lady 
Philosophy guide their narrative partners to understand that acting upon one’s free will 
ultimately determines one’s fortunes and that entrusting oneself to God brings the
‘Consolation' o f Boethius: An Analytical Inquiry into His Intellectual Processes and Goals, Mellen 
Research University Press, San Francisco, 1991, Ch.4.
56 Couldrette, A Bilingual Edition, ed., trans., and intro. Morris, p.49.
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greatest comfort. It is thus possible to see the narrative of Raymondin’s journey in the 
RP as a mythic-historical exemplification of philosophical principles outlined in the 
preceding text.
Manuscript Av's collation of material arguably appealed to historical audiences on 
several levels.57 A leading Boethius scholar, Glynnis Cropp, has suggested that the 
Consolation held wide appeal for French audiences whose concerns with death and 
mortality were heightened by continued threats arising from political and social 
instability, repeated outbreaks of the plague, and the unpredictable results of 
crusading. The Consolation, she reasonably proposes, provided such literary 
consumers with a means of attaining relief through its exhortations to trust in divine 
wisdom, exhortations exemplified by Raymondin’s pious decision at the end of the 
RP.5* In addition to its exposition of moral and spiritual themes, manuscript >4v’s 
collation of works would also have appealed to readers with historical interests. As 
Dwyer observes, “The medieval French translators of Boethius regularly elaborated, 
occasionally at great length, the historical citations scattered throughout the 
Consolatio,\ 59 With specific reference to the translator of the present Consolation, 
Noest comments that he “clearly envisages an audience which, in his view, should be 
informed about the world of Antiquity”.60 Among the colourful examples cited by 
Philosophy in our recension are tales of Nero and Seneca, Orpheus and Eurydice, 
Ulysses’ encounter with Circe, while the narrative of Hercules’ labours receives a 
particularly lengthy treatment.61 In their evocation of love-driven, valorous, and tragic 
deeds, such tales complemented the mythic historicism present in the RP 's accounts of 
the Lusignan sons’ adventures on crusade in the east, and battles with giants, at home 
and in England. In a period which witnessed renewed interest in the historical lessons 
of the classical past, audiences of compilation Av could thus engage with the
57 On the influence and reception of the Consolation in the Middle Ages, Marenbon, Boethius, Ch.9.
58 G.M. Cropp, “Le Livre de Boece de Consolacion: From translation to glossed text” in A.J. Minnis 
(ed.), The Medieval Boethius: Studies in the Vernacular Translations o f De Consolatione Philosophiae, 
D.S. Brewer, Cambridge, 1987, pp.63-85, here pp. 69-71.
59 Dwyer, Boethian Fictions, p.33.
60 Noest, “Böece”, I, p.xvi
61 For the following episodes, see the cited Book and Chapter references in Noest, “Böece”, II: Nero 
and Seneca, III.5; Orpheus and Eurydice, Ill.xii (Dwyer notes that the translator of our version 
considerably expanded this episode with ‘historical’ detail such as Orpheus’ birthplace, Boethian 
Fictions, p.64); Ulysses and Circe, IV.iii; Hercules, IV, vii.
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exemplary tales offered in both the Consolation and the RP alongside the spiritual 
counsel offered by the volume.62
The early fifteenth-century manuscript Dv pairs the RP with a work of political and 
moral edification, the Jeu des esches, moralise. One of three French translations of 
Jacobus de Cessolis’ Libellus de moribus hominum et officiis nobilium (c. 1276-1325), 
the Jen was rendered into vernacular prose by Jean de Vignay, a translator who 
enjoyed the royal patronage of Philippe VI and Jeanne de Bourgogne.63 Produced 
during the early phase of the Hundred Years War, the Jeu was first translated between 
1335-50 (possibly c. 1340) and was dedicated to Jean le Bon while he was due de 
Normandie.64 The Jeu deploys the rhetorical conceit of a chess manual designed to 
instruct a tyrannical ruler, to present the future king Jean with an idealised, 
prescriptive account of society from which he will learn “choses profitables et 
honnestes ... qui tendent a l’informacion de bonnes meurs”.65 Belonging to the 
regimine principum genre exemplified by Giles of Rome’s popular treatise, the Jeu 
offers practical and moral counsel on the governance and conduct of kings, queens, 
and other ranks of society represented by chess pieces which had long been enjoyed 
by elite audiences as both a pastime and a learning aide.66 The wide popularity of the 
Jeu throughout the later Middle Ages is suggested by its forty-eight known 
manuscripts.67 Additionally, Christine de Pizan adapted Vignay’s model in the third 
part of La Mutacion de Fortune (1401-3), while Caxton translated parts of the French
62 On French interest in classical texts, including histories, see, for example, Sherman, Imaging 
Aristotle, pp.303-7, F. Simone, “Une entreprise oubliee des humanistes frangais: de la prise de 
conscience historique du renouveau culturel ä la naissance de la premiere histoire litteraire”, in A.F1.T. 
Levi (ed.), Humanism in France at the end o f the Middle Ages and in the Early Renaissance, 
Manchester University Press, Manchester, 1970, pp. 106-31, B. Guenee, Histoire et culture historique 
dans l'Occident medieval, Aubier Montaigne, Paris, 1980, pp.304-5.
63 On Jean de Vignay, see Fuller, “Jeu”, pp.26, 38-47, C. Knowles, “Jean de Vignay: Un traducteur du 
XIVe siecle” Romania, 75 (1954), pp.353-83. On the second major French translation of this work, see 
Jacques de Cessoles, Le Jeu des Eschaz moralise. Traduction de Jean Ferron (1347), ed. A. Collet, H. 
Champion, Paris, 1999. The third version was produced by an unidentified translator from Lorraine. 
The Jeu in Dv omits parts of Chs. 9-10 and 22-23 (Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p. 194).
64 Fuller, “Jeu”, pp.49 and 332, and Knowles, “Jean de Vignay”, pp.368-9.
65 Fuller, “Tew”, p. 138.
66 C.F. Briggs, Giles o f Rome’s De Regimine Principum: Reading and Writing Politics at Court and 
University C.1275-C.1525, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999, Fuller, “Jeu", pp.l3ff, and 
H.J.R. Murray, A History o f Chess, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1962 (orig. pub. 1913), Pt II, esp. Chs.II- 
III.
67 Most of the copies of Vignay’s Jeu were produced in the fifteenth century. The work was printed by 
Antoine Verard and Michel le Noir in Paris in 1504 and 1505 respectively, and was moreover inserted 
into around ten manuscripts which also drew substantially on Ferron’s translations. See Fuller, “Jeu”, 
p.4, 103, 109, 125-6, and 125, n.l, and Knowles “Jean de Vignay”, pp.379-80.
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text in his Game and Playe o f Chesse (c.1474 and 1483).68 The Jen 's success has been 
reasonably ascribed to Vignay’s liberal insertion of contemporary political allusions 
and historical exempla throughout the work.69 Although several passages and themes 
contained in the Jen resonate with ideas expressed in the RP, of particular interest for 
its political and historical import is Vignay’s discussion of royal succession and the 
origins of French independence.70
As Carol Fuller observes, Vignay interpolates a lengthy passage discussing the royal
succession and French independence into his treatment of “la forme de la royne et de
ses meurs et de son estat”.71 The translator asserts that:
une ... chose est donnee au roy par nature et confermee du pueple et des barons 
de France. C’est avoir touz jours roys par succession [s/c] de ligniee sanz ce 
que femme puisse ne ne doie venir a heritage du royaume. Mais doit apartenir 
au plus prochain hoir masle sanz succession de la femme.72 
Furthemore, “ceste constitucion” was reputedly established “mult avant le temps
Charlemaine”.73 Thus, drawing on natural law, ‘popular’ consent, and the authority of
the distant past, Vignay proclaims the invalidity of female succession to the French
crown which, as discussed below, was later understood in terms of Salic Law. Vignay
then demonstrates the antiquity of the tradition of French sovereignty from imperial
authority. First, he narrates the Trojan foundation of the Frankish kingdom by
Hector’s son, Francio, a tale probably deriving from the royal history, the Grandes
Chroniques74 He next outlines how Frankish kings won their franchise from the
Empire, subsequently defending it successfully against later imperial encroachments
upon their autonomy.75 Overall, this passage defends the alleged historical, legal, and
68 Fuller, “Jeu”, pp.85-6, S. Solente, “Le ‘Jeu des Echecs, Moralises’ source de la ‘Mutacion de 
Fortune”’, in Recueil de travaux offert a M. Clovis Brunei, 2 vols., Societe de l’Ecole des Chartes, 
Paris, 1955, II, pp.556-65, C. Knowles, “Caxton and His Two French Sources”, Modern Language 
Review, 49.4 (154), pp.417-23, and Jacobus de Cessolis, The Game o f Chess translated and printed by 
William Caxton c.1483, intro. N.F. Blake, Scolar Press, London, 1976. Chess was a common theme and 
symbol throughout medieval literature.
69 Fuller, “Jew”, p.103.
70 Compilation Dv was owned by an unidentified “Regnault ... chevalier de l’Ordre hospitalier du 
sainct esprit” c.1516 (Dv 99v). In view of the thematic links between Vignay’s elaboration of knightly 
conduct, and the RP's narration of crusading and errant knights, chivalry also appears to be a motif 
unifying this compilation, but I have not been able to discuss this above.
71 Fuller, “Jew”, pp.78-9, 158 (for quotation). All citations will refer to Fuller’s edition of the Jew.
72 Fuller, “Jew”, p. 158. For the reader’s ease, I have omitted Fuller’s use of diacritical notations.
73 Fuller, “Jew”, p.158.
74 “[Ajucunes anciennes histoires dient que le due Francio quant il ot conquis ceste terre il li mist son 
nom et la nomma France” (“Jew”, pp. 158-9, and relevant notes on pp.302-3). For a version of the 
Francio episode from the Grandes Chroniques, see R. Levine (trans.), France Before Charlemagne: A 
Translation from the Grandes Chroniques, Edwin Mellen Press, Lewiston, 1990, pp. 15-17.
75 In return for ridding the Roman Emperor of a destructive tribe on the Italian peninsula, the Franks 
were granted freedom from payment of an imperial tribute. “Et pour la franchise qu’il avoient conquise 
a l’espee il la nommerent Franche et tindrent par tres lone temps leur franchise bien et paisiblement et 
par le temps de plusseurs empereres sanz estre empeeschiez en nulle chose”. As Fuller notes, this story
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customary basis of Valois claims to the French throne after the extinction of the 
Capetian line in 1328 in opposition to the claims asserted by Edward III from 1340.76 
Vignay bolsters the solidity of the Valois reign by the mythical tradition of French 
sovereignty in the face of external threats to the realm’s independence.
The nature of Vignay’s commentary on regal succession as an interpretation of Salic 
Law has been broached briefly in modem scholarship. Although Fuller suggests that 
Vignay’s advocacy of male succession reflected contemporary understandings of the 
provisions of the Salic Law governing regal inheritance, Craig Taylor argues that 
“There is no reliable evidence that [Salic Law] was invoked during the complex 
debates surrounding the succession to the last Capetian kings”.77 Pointing out that the 
Salic Law appears to have been rediscovered in the library at Saint-Denys in the 
1350s, he demonstrates that official court writers only began to exploit its provisions
7 8concerning agnatic inheritance in polemic from the early fifteenth century. ' Referring 
to Vignay’s passage above, Taylor thus suggests that “there is no evidence to assume 
that this was an allusion to the Salic Law itself rather than an attempt to assert the
7Q . . .immemoriality of the custom” of masculine regal inheritance. Keeping in mind this 
scholar’s cautionary observation, the Jeu may nonetheless continue to be regarded as 
political propaganda for the translator’s patrons: Vignay’s advocacy of masculine 
succession was implicitly supported by his account of France’s mythical foundations 
and acquisition of franchise, a theme which underlined Valois opposition to external 
claims to the throne.80 However, I also suggest that in the context of compilation Dv, 
Vignay’s awareness or ignorance of the provisions of Salic Law is not relevant to
also appears to have been drawn from the Grandes Chroniques (“Jeu”, pp. 158-160 (160 for quotation), 
302-3). On the early medieval origins of the tales of the Trojan foundation of the Franks and their 
liberation from imperial authority as recounted by Fredegar and the eighth-century Liber Llistoriae 
Francorum, see Wood, “Defining the Franks” (cited in Chapter Two), pp.l 12-17.
76 On the events leading to Edward Ill’s decision to press his claims to the French crown from 1340, see 
A. Curry, The Hundred Years War, Palgrave Macmillan, Houndmills, 2003 (1st ed. 1993), pp.38-50, C. 
Taylor, “Edward III and the Plantagenet Claim to the French Throne” in J.S. Bothwell (ed.), The Age o f 
Edward III, York Medieval Press in assoc, with the Boydell Press, Woodbridge, 2001, pp.l 55-69.
77 Fuller, “Jew”, pp.78-9, 302, C. Taylor, “The Salic Law and the Valois Succession to the French 
Crown”, French History, 15.4 (2001), pp.358-77, p.359.
7X Taylor notes instances where the Salic Law was cited in later fourteenth-century texts, but shows that 
these did not refer to the De allodio provisions concerning agnatic inheritance of landed property. The 
application of these provisions to the Crown was introduced into the debate by Jean de Montreuil 
c. 1409-1414. Only in the 1464 treatise Pour ce que plusieurs was the notion that men were unable to 
inherit the crown through the female line introduced (“The Salic Law and the Valois Succession”, 
pp.359,361-6).
79 Taylor, “The Salic Law and the Valois Succession”, p.361, n.14.
s0 Fuller, “Jew”, pp.78-9. As Taylor points out with regards to medieval legal customs, “immemoriality 
was an important element in the creation of a custom as it offered the idea of perpetuity, of ‘bon vieux 
droit’” (“The Salic Law and the Valois Succession, p.370).
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reception of this copy of the Jeu. Rather, although the copy of the text in manuscript
Dv was produced in the early fifteenth century, subsequent audiences were able to
contextualise this extract in relation to official justifications for Valois succession
which referred explicitly to Salic Law, such as those produced by Jean Juvenal des
Ursins, Noel de Fribois, or in the Pour ce que plusieurs tract, throughout the fifteenth 
81and sixteenth centuries.
From a political perspective, the texts in compilation Dv share and project the 
importance of particular historical and dynastic lessons. In different ways, each text 
draws on mythical traditions of dynastic foundations: the Jeu highlights the illustrious 
Trojan origins of the Frankish kingdom while the RP narrates the foundation of the 
Lusignan dynasty whose own prestigious contribution to the grandeur of the French 
realm on crusade remained prominent in elite cultural memory. “ In evoking such 
foundation myths, these texts assert the longevity of the French kingdom, its tradition 
of succession, and Lusignan and Parthenay lineages. Such longevity axiomatically 
illustrates the past glory of these families. Further, for Valois and loyalist audiences it 
legitimises the prominent status sought by the ruling family in the present, whilst 
promoting the status of the Parthenay branch of the Lusignan dynasty into the future. 
Entwined with dynastic status in each text is the concept of succession by 
primogeniture. As noted in Chapter Two, Coudrette laments the fragmentation of 
Parthenay, and praises the integrity of the Perigord heritage which “Tousjours est 
venu ... A hoir marlle [male]” (11.6952-3, Dv 97rb). The poet’s contemporary 
commentary on the reasons for the decay of a baronial family’s heritage complements 
Vignay’s mini-treatise on agnatic succession, and doubtless resonated for French 
readers in a period wracked by conflict occasioned, in part, by disputes over regal 
succession and inheritance. In effect, the compilation argues in favour of masculine 
inheritance and dynastic integrity, its thematic unity supported by the visual 
consistency which the uniform two-column layout and tidy bastard-script used 
throughout the texts lends to the volume as a whole. Audiences of the Dv therefore 
encountered in the pro-Valois didactic Jeu and the RP a pair of texts which conveyed 
historical and political messages promoting the unity of France and its territories. The 
intertextual relationship between these texts thus further challenges standard scholarly
81 Taylor, “The Salic Law and the Valois Succession”, p.366, K. Daly and R.E. Giesey, “Noel de 
Fribois et la loi salique”, BEC, 151.1 (1993), pp.5-36, and Taylor (ed.), Debating the Hundred Years 
War (cited in Chapter One), pp. 1-31 on Pour ce que plusieurs.
82 See Chapter Two’s discussion of crusade literature at the Valois court above, and Chapter Six’s 
exploration of this theme at the court of Philippe le Bon below.
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conventions which hold that the RP was identified as a pro-Lancastrian text by 
contemporary audiences, an interpretation refuted in Chapter Two above.
Practical counsel concerning personal conduct emerges as a prevailing motif from the 
compilation of texts within Carpentras, BM ms 407 (Ev). Appended to the RP is one 
of three French translations of the Facetus text entitled “les enseignemens facet” 
(113r), a didactic tract whose pragmatic content contrasts with the theoretical counsel 
offered in the Jeu and the Consolation. ~ Probably rendered into French by a clerical 
translator, the Facetus is an anonymous late thirteenth or early fourteenth-century 
adaptation of a Latin poem which was possibly written by a Master of the University 
of Paris in the late twelfth century. In the prologue the narrator declares his intention 
to “parle bien de courtoisie,/ De noblesse et de seignourie,/ Comment on se doibt 
maintenir/ Pour saige et courtois devenir” (11.15-18) in order to redress lacunae in the
i 85teachings of a work known to modem scholars as Pseudo-Cato’s Distichs. 
Traditionally, scholars have believed that the Facetus literature, which contained 
extensive advice on service in elite halls, was typically read by young schoolboys or 
aristocratic youths who were soon to enter noble service. Certainly, the structuring 
of the text in couplets facilitated easy memorisation for youthful audiences, and the 
volume contains leaves bearing evidence of writing practice, consistent with a 
youthful, possibly schoolboy audience (120r).87 More recently, Anna Dronzek has 
suggested that while such works often provided instruction on behaviour in a noble 
hall, the increasing social mobility of the wealthy urban elite provided a new audience
83 J. Morawski (ed.), Le Facet en franqoys. Edition critique des cinq traductions des deux Facetus latins 
avec Introduction, notes et glossaire, Societe scientifique de Poznan, Poznan, 1923, pp.xxviii-xxix. 
‘Facetus’ in medieval Latin could mean courtly as well as witty (A.G. Elliott, “The Facetus: or, The Art 
of Courtly Living”, Allegorica, 2.2 (1977), pp.27-57, p.27).
84 Morawski (ed.), Le Facet, pp.xiii-xiv. All references to the poem in Ev draw on Morawski’s edition. 
Compilation Ev, which is attributed the sigla B in Morawski’s edition, omits seven quatrains and three 
lines from the printed text (Morawski (ed.), Le Facet, p.xxx).
85 Morawski (ed.), Le Facet, pp.xvi-xvii, S. Glixelli, “Les Contenances de table”, Romania, 47 (1921), 
pp.1-40, p.2. On the Distichs in Latin and the vernacular, see J. Gillingham, “From Civilitas to Civility: 
Codes of Manners in Medieval and Early Modem England”, Transactions o f the Royal Historical 
Society, 12 (2002), pp.267-89, esp. pp.271,279-80, 283, and I.A. Brunner, “On Some of the Vernacular 
Translations of Cato’s Distichs” in S.Z. Buehne, J.L. Hodge and L.B. Pinto (eds), Helen Adolf 
Festschrift, Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., New York, 1968, pp.99-125.
86 Morawski (ed.), Le Facet, pp.x, xvi, M.T. Brentano, Relationship o f the Latin Facetus Literature to 
the Medieval English Courtesy Poems, University of Kansas, Department of Journalism Press, 
Lawrence, 1935, p.23. On poetic rules for conduct around the table, including service, see Glixelli, “Les 
Contenances de table", pp.1-40.
87 Brentano, Relationship o f the Latin Facetus Literature, p.2. In Ev, the Facetus’ prologue explicitly 
directs its text to female as well as male audiences (“il nest nul homme tant soit femme/ Qui puisse 
estre du tout aduis” 113r). However, I do not think that this enhanced the appeal of the text for female 
readers, given that the advice remains strongly directed towards men and male activities, and includes, 
for instance, advice about dealing with women and wives.
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for this form of didactic literature: such conduct manuals arguably appealed to these 
audiences “who looked to suit behavior to newfound economic or social status”. 
Although Dronzek comments that noble boys would not have required such a work 
because they were constantly surrounded by role models, it seems unwise to assume 
that elite children did not receive some formal instruction on public behaviour such as
89that provided by the Facetus.
The Facetus provides a succinct yet comprehensive overview of the behavioural 
principles to be adopted by youths in an elite household, numerous examples of which 
are illustrated by the preceding narrative in the RP. Although Morawski suggests that 
the advice on one’s comportment at the table is of most interest, maxims on a range of 
social, moral, practical, and devotional topics are threaded throughout the Facetus?{) 
For example, it promotes ancestral knowledge, a key theme throughout the RP, as 
important for the ability to demonstrate one’s status: “Ayes tousjours en ton memoire/ 
De ton estat le droit histoire:/ Dont vins, de quoy, et ou iras,/ Ainsi chastier te pourras” 
(11.129-32).91 Such advice doubtless continued to appeal to the aristocracy as well as 
to the emerging urban elites. Continuing a theme discussed earlier in this section, 
moral philosophy warning against the dangers of pride is presented in terms of 
Fortune’s fleeting whims: “ce qu’elle [Fortune] t’aura donne/ Te sera en peu d’heure 
oste” (11.395-6), a lesson learnt by Raymondin in the RP.
One of the Facetus’ many examples of practical advice on public behaviour treats the 
control of one’s anger. The instructional poem warns “Se tu es horns de grant valeur,/ 
Ne t’en vente pas, e’est foleur”, for only “bon usage” of one’s tongue earns a wise 
man praise (11.333-4, 336). Two stanzas later, the reader is counselled not to reignite 
“ire passee ... Car qui la fait, il a grant tort:/ II resveille le chat qui dort” (11.341, 333- 
4). The colourful metaphoric consequences arising from ill-considered expressions of 
anger are amply illustrated by the destructive effects of the irrational actions and 
speech enacted by Geoffroy and Raymondin, each of whose rage contributes to death 
and sorrow for the Lusignan family. Common to the precepts offered by the Facetus is 
the “linking of social actions to moral consequences”, a structural feature Mark Amos
88 A. Dronzek, “Gendered Theories of Education in Fifteenth-Century Conduct Books” in K. Ashley 
and R.L.A. Clark (eds), Medieval Conduct, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2001, pp. 135- 
59, p. 139.
89 Dronzek, “Gendered Theories of Education”, p. 139.
90 Morawski (ed.), Le Facet, p.xvii, Gillingham, “From Civilitas to Civility”, p.271.
91 On this theme, see RP 11.36-46.
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suggests serves “as an effective way to indoctrinate children into a certain set of social 
behaviors by depicting these standards as serving a greater, moral good”. Although 
in the examples above, the Facetus emphasises the consequences of certain actions 
upon the individual, they are nonetheless expressed in terms of the individual’s 
implicit position within wider society. They thereby demonstrate the positive and 
negative effects of behaviours in relation to a person’s social standing. With reference 
to the entire compilation, audiences engaging with the RP after having familiarised 
themselves with the lessons in the Facetus could also understand the actions of 
individual characters and their consequences as illustrative of the moral guidance 
provided in the latter text.
The function of the RP in manuscript Ev was not confined to exemplification of the 
teachings of the Facetus. As young readers progressed through the work, they would 
have been entertained by the historical legend’s tales of crusades, giants, pagans, and 
hidden treasure. Further, paratextual decoration of an intermittent sequence of large 
initials also seems likely to have elicited amusement from an audience. Placed 
alongside passages treating the mythical elements of narrative surrounding Melusine, 
Raymondin, and Geoffroy, four large initials incorporated into the layout at the tops of 
leaves have been designed as multi-coloured ink caricatures depicting homed 
dragonesque and serpentine figures. For example, introducing Melusine’s return to 
Raymondin after he has discovered her hybrid form, a capital E depicting a yellow 
dragonesque face replete with a red tongue and horns occupies the space of several 
characters horizontally across the line of text (1.3187, 49v). These bold images attract 
the eye and draw attention to the otherworldly nature of the passages they highlight.
In conjunction with the title assigned to the RP at the conclusion of the romance, 
“Explicit Mellusigne” (113r), these features suggest that the romance could be read as 
much for recreational pleasure as for its illustration of pseudo-historical exemplary 
precepts. Indeed, the manuscript’s combination of literary diversion with pragmatic 
instruction doubtless rendered youthful audiences’ engagement with the compilation’s 
didactic principles more palatable.
92 M.A. Amos, “‘For Manners Make Man’: Bordieu, De Certeau, and the Common Appropriation of 
Noble Manners in the Book o f Courtesy” in Ashley and Clarke (eds), Medieval Conduct, pp.23-48, 
p.36.
93 Similar figures decorate the narration of Melusine and Raymondin’s welcome to a messenger who 
brings news of Geoffroy’s defeat of the giant, Guedon (11.343Iff, 53v), Raymondin’s regret for his 
betrayal of Melusine following her transformation and disappearance (11.4250ff, 68r), and Raymondin’s 
confession to the pope of his betrayal of Melusine (11.5578ff, 88r).
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Practical and moral governance of self and society are thus themes common to several 
compilation manuscripts incorporating the RP. In different ways, Boethius’ 
Consolation, the Jeu des esches, moralise, and the Facetus share with the RP concerns 
about social structure and stability, and the proper regulation of the individual within 
that idealised society. Although political, military, and personal conflicts experienced 
throughout the fifteenth century continued to attract audiences to literature idealising 
social order such as could be found in these compilations, I do not suggest that readers 
gleaned only serious messages from such volumes.94 Indeed, manuscript Ev 
demonstrates how entertainment and ethical treatises coexisted in a manuscript 
context for traditional elites and emergent wealthy classes. Further, given the 
popularity of chess among educated and aristocratic audiences until the end of the 
fifteenth century, the moralised Jen arguably held dual appeal both for its treatise on 
government, illustrated with contemporary political commentary, and for its 
elaboration of chess pieces for those seeking relaxation and enjoyment.95 Rather, I 
suggest that such compilations testify to the complexity of medieval reading practices 
and to medieval audiences’ accommodation of plurality within and across texts.
The poems o f Francois Villon and the RP: intercession, charity, and fallibility
The RP precedes a unique collection of poetry composed by Francois Villon in BN ms 
fr.20041 (Tv).96 Probably compiled in the 1470s or 1480s, the volume is thought to 
have been produced by professional scribes.97 Although Tv is one of around sixteen 
manuscripts to contain one or more items of Villon’s poetry before 1520, alone it 
contains a greater proportion of his work than any other known manuscript. 
Additionally, it is the only manuscript to contain several Villon pieces alongside only
M As Lynette Muir notes, “In a world at war it is the fate of literature to become escapism, propaganda 
or instruction” (L.R. Muir, Literature and Society in Medieval France: The Mirror and the Image 1100- 
1500, Macmillan, Houndmills, 1985, pp.209 (for quotation) and 210, and Boutet and Strubel, 
Litterature, politique et societe dans la France du Moyen Age, Part II.
95 Fuller, “Jeu”, pp.8-22, Murray, A History o f Chess, Part II, Chs. I-II.
96 Villon’s poetic texts in this volume are the untitled Epitaphe Villon, known to modem scholars as the 
Ballade des pendus (107v), Le Petit Testament Villon (widely referred to as Lais, 108-112r), Sensuit 
lappel dudit Villon (or Question au clerc du guichet, 112v), Le Grant Testament Villon (or Le 
Testament Villon, 113r-52r), Espitre (or Epitre ä mes amis, 152r-v), and Probleme (or Ballade de 
Fortune, 152v-53v). In this study, I use the titles copied in the manuscript (named first in the foregoing 
list) to refer to individual items, rather than their modem titles or those found in other manuscripts or 
editions. As the Ballade des pendus is untitled in this volume, I have made an exception in using this 
title, while the Petit Testament and the Grant Testament will hereafter be referred to as PT and GT.
97 F. Villon, Le Testament Villon, eds. J. Rychner and A. Henry, Librairie Droz, Geneva, 2 vols., 1974, 
I, pp. 16-18. Rychner and Henry note that the volume is neatly presented and that although some 
linguistic errors are evident, the scribe of the GT appears to have made fewer alterations to the text than 
appear in other copies of this text. They hypothesise that the scrivener’s inattentiveness to careless 
errors in the text may be due to his professional, rather than personal, relationship with the work.
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one other text, rather than within a larger collection of lyric poetry. The volume’s 
contents are presented uniformly in single-column formatting throughout the 
manuscript. This feature lends the compilation a visual unity which complements the 
many shared thematic concerns arising from the RP and the Villon collection. For 
such reasons, Rychner and Henry remark that this volume “donne Fimpression d’avoir 
recueilli l’ceuvre de Villon pour elle-meme, en vertu d’un choix delibere” .99 Among 
the themes and motifs prevalent throughout the manuscript are the workings of 
Fortune and the evocation of the camivalesque and grotesque to reflect social 
disorder. 100 Conversely, the compilation also evinces an interest, be it sincere or 
satirical, in the restoration of social order. 101 An additional theme evoked throughout 
the compilation is intercession, a theme upon which I have chosen to concentrate in 
order to contain the scope of the present discussion. As I hope to demonstrate, 
throughout the compilation, the deployment of intercession as a narrative and/or 
thematic device provides the works with a characteristically late medieval filter 
through which to reflect upon human fallibility and injustice.
98
98 R. Peckham, Francois Villon: A Bibliography, Garland, New York, 1990, pp.7-22, F. Villon, Deux 
manuscrits de Francois Villon (Bibliotheque nationale, fonds franqais 1661 et 20041), reproduits en 
phototypie avec une notice sur les manuscrits du poete, eds. A. Jeanroy and E. Droz, Librairie E. Droz, 
Paris, 1932, pp.vii-xvii, Villon, Le Testament, eds. Rychner and Henry, I, p. 16.
99 Villon, Le Testament, eds. Rychner and Henry, I, p.16. Surprisingly, I have identified only one study 
which analyses the Villon material in this manuscript as a collection: R. Van Deyck, “Une methode 
syntaxique en diachronie: Comment reduire les structures de la parole de Francis Villon, dans la 
version du Manuscrit Coislin, ä celles de l’idiolecte?”, Communication and Cognition, 10.1 (1977), 
pp.97-112. Nancy Freeman Regalado has briefly noted the biographical presentation of the Villon texts 
in Tv, a point worthy of exploration in light of their inclusion alongside the pseudo-biographical RP 
(“Gathering the Works: The ‘Oeuvres de Villon’ and the Intergeneric Passage of the Medieval French 
Lyric into Single-Author Collections”, L ’Esprit Createur, 33.4 (1993), pp.87-100, p.97).
100 In view of the extensive scholarship on Villon’s work, the citations in the following notes are best 
regarded as starting points for further research. In addition to Peckham, Francois Villon: A 
Bibliography, passim, see the updated bibliographies posted online at the Societe Francois Villon 
website, under the heading ‘Societe Franqois Villon, Bulletin’:
<http://globegate.utm.edu/french/globegate_mirror/villon.html>, viewed 21 Nov 2008. On Fortune in 
Villon’s work, see for example G. Cropp, “Fortune and the poet in ballades of Eustache Deschamps, 
Charles d’Orleans and Franqois Villon”, Medium Aevum, 58 (1989), pp. 125-32. The best introduction 
to the camivalesque in this poetry is J. Dufoumet, Villon: Ambiguite et carnaval, Editions Sklatine, 
Geneva, 1992, and F. Villon, Poesies, ed. J. Dufoumet, GF-Flammarion, Paris, 1992, (orig. pub. 
LTmprimerie nationale, Paris, 1984), pp.21ff.
1111 On social order and disorder in the prose Melusine romance and Villon poems, Spiegel, “Maternity 
and Monstrosity”, pp. 100-24, and E.B. Vitz, The Crossroad o f Intentions: A Study o f Symbolic 
Expression in the Poetry o f Francois Villon, Mouton, The Hague, 1974, Ch.4.
102 Intercession is construed here as an individual’s attempt to divert another from a particular course of 
action or to alter a particular state of affairs. It thus encompasses both pious acts of intercession in the 
form of prayer, as well as other actions performed for effect in the secular realm. (It thus extends the 
literary pious definition proposed by Rita Devereaux in “Reconstructing Byzantine Constantinople: 
Intercession and Illumination at the Court of Philippe le Bon”, French Studies, 59.3 (2005), pp.297- 
310, p.299).
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The theme of intercession recurs throughout the RP and is applied to both spiritual and 
secular contexts. As noted in Chapter Four, Melusine constructs a monastery in 
honour of Our Lady before richly endowing “mainte [autre] eglise” across Poitou 
(1.1902). She performs these actions “Pour Dieu loer et gracier ... Et pour le salut de 
son ame” (11.1892, 1894). Later, she refers to her son, Fromont, a monk at Maillezais, 
who ‘“ touz les jours pour nous prie ... prie qu’il [Dieu] nous sequeure./ Plaise a Dieu 
que tant puist prier/ Que ja ne nous vuille oublier’” (11.2964, 2966-8). Melusine’s 
endowments and her appreciation of Fromont’s prayers reflect contemporary 
understandings of such behaviour as intercessory acts which, in their appeal to God or 
the Virgin, would assist her soul’s salvation and her family’s prosperity. Religious 
foundations were a multi-purpose form of charity: they enhanced a donor’s prestige 
and helped to remit sins committed in the earthly life, but they also invited future 
commemoration and prayers which hastened the founder’s soul through the trials of 
Purgatory towards Heaven after death.1 3 The installation of Fromont at Maillezais 
could also be regarded as establishing a specifically Lusignan communication link 
with the heavens, his pious vocation arguably enhancing the efficacy of his filial 
orisons.104 In the context of the laity’s desire to redress their sins and expeditiously 
attain salvation, Melusine’s endowments and hopes for Fromont’s prayers are firmly 
located within an accepted ideology whereby divine assistance in this world and the 
next could be sought through prayer and pious activity.
In addition to its reflection of contemporary notions of pious intercession, the RP is 
founded upon reciprocal intercessory bonds which underpin Melusine and 
Raymondin’s relationship. At their initial encounter, Melusine promises to fulfil 
Aymery’s prophecy that a man would prosper after committing a murder: all that the 
count foresaw ‘“ Sera acompli par mon d if” (1.592). Indeed, Melusine’s ability to 
comfort and protect Raymondin from the judicial and social consequences of having 
killed Aymery is ranked after that of God: “‘Je t ’ayderay a conforter:/ Je suis, apres 
Dieu, tes confors./ Tu aras de bien assez, fors/ Que tu me croyes vraiemenf” (11.614-
103 J. Le Goff, The Birth o f Purgatory, trans. A. Goldhammer, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
1984, pp.11-12, 326-7, Lauwers, La memoire des ancetres, pp.381 ff (cited in Chapter Four), V. 
Harding, The Dead and the Living in Paris and London, 1500-1670, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 2002, p. 121; for the relationship between the doctrine of Purgatory and foundations such as 
chantries, see H. Colvin, “The origin of chantries”, Journal o f Medieval History, 26.2 (2000), pp.163- 
73.
104 Melusine is not explicitly stated to be the patron of Maillezais in the RP. However, the installation of 
Fromont in the monastery may have been regarded as lending the Lusignan family spiritual benefits 
similar to those generated by the sponsorship of a new foundation (J. Burton, Monastic and Religious 
Orders in Britain 1000-1300, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1994, pp.215-19).
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17). Contingent upon her aid is Raymondin’s oath never to uncover the fairy’s 
location or activity on Saturdays. Raymondin’s inactivity in this respect will win him 
Melusine’s favour, his active betrayal will cause his social destruction (11.649-78). As 
Raymondin later recognises, it is Melusine ‘“ Dont tout bien et honneur avoie ... Par 
qui, soubz Dieu, avoye vie’” (11.4334, 4337). While Melusine’s intercession to conceal 
Raymondin’s ill-considered transgression does not restore justice or the social order, it 
functions here as a plot device facilitating the foundation of the Lusignan dynasty and 
Melusine’s salvation.
The significance and manner of Raymondin’s reciprocation of Mclusine’s intercession
is revealed in the climax and denouement of the romance by the fairy herself. When
reproaching Raymondin for his public denunciation,10'^  Melusine partially discloses
the nature of Raymondin’s intercession in her life:
‘Se verite eusses tenue,
Jusqu’a la mort m’eusses eüe 
Ainsi que femme naturelle ...
Jusques en la fin de mes jours ...
Et apres le souverain roy 
Eust empörte fame de moy,
Quant eile fut du corps partie 
Et eusse este ensevelie,
Puis a grant honneur enterree’ (11.3951-3, 3955, 3957-61).
Explaining that ‘“ par toy soufferray tourment/ Jusques au jour du Jugemenf ” (1.4091-
2), Melusine also discloses that “‘J’estoye par toy exemptee/ De tristour et en joye
entree’” (11.4093-4). Raymondin’s betrayal thus denies Melusine the prospect of
transforming into a mortal, Christian woman and condemns her to “‘peine
pardurable’” (1.3928) until the Day of Judgement. As Presine’s tablet later clarifies,
were Raymondin to abide by the “riulle” (1.4991) that he never discover nor disclose
her true condition, “Mellusigne touz diz vivroit/ Ainsi comme femme mortelle ... Puis
mourroit naturellement”, thus overcoming her own transgression against her father,
Elinas (11.4992-3, 4994). Raymondin’s discretion, which would have ensured
Melusine’s salvation, may be construed as a mode of passive intercession based upon
implicit faith, which was to redress her act of filial vengeance. Weakness in the form
of irrational anger and pride incites his public revelation (11.3869, 3873), an act of
intercession which irrevocably disrupts their lives, consigning Melusine to an exile of
perpetual torture.
105 The betrayal itself was catalysed by the destructive intercession of Forez who encouraged 
Raymondin to uncover Melusine’s secret (11.304-41).
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Raymondin is offered a further opportunity to intercede on Melusine’s behalf in a 
manner which simultaneously assures his own salvation. Responding to his wife’s 
plea, “‘prie pour moy”’ (1.4151), Raymondin decides to enter a hermitage.106 
Confessing his betrayal to the Pope, he explains that “a Dieu vouldra supplier/ Que ses 
[Melusine’s] maulx lui vueille alegier/ Et sa penitence abregier’” (11.5598-600). 
Raymondin’s desire to pray for the alleviation of his wife’s penance implies that 
Melusine’s exile evoked the trials of Purgatory rather than the eternal pains of Hell, 
for belief held that only those souls in Purgatory could have their sins remitted 
through intercessory prayer. The pontiff accedes to Raymondin’s act of contrition 
as suitable penance for his own sin, one which would earn him ‘“vostre sauvement’” 
(1.5613). Thus, following the literary and historical models of pious knights such as 
Lancelot and the twelfth-century Pierre Bernard, Raymondin enters Montferrat 
hermitage where he “moult devotement vesqui” (1.5636) in charitable prayer for 
Melusine’s soul and, indirectly, his own.108 By performing this act of charity for 
Melusine, he reciprocates, however partially, Melusine’s earlier benevolent 
intercession on his behalf.
As Jean Frappier observes, the theme of intercession informs much of Francois 
Villon’s poetry: it is “eher ä Villon, intimement lie ä sa psychologie comme ä sa 
foi”.109 Intercessory motifs frame the collection of Villon’s work in manuscript 7v, 
two of his strongest pleas for intercession, the Ballade des pendus and the Espistre 
appearing at the beginning and towards the conclusion of the anthology. The 
relevance of this theme for reception of the manuscript is illustrated by a 
contemporary reader’s annotation of passages, some of which are highlighted below, 
with nota or bon no tauo Whether the intercession invoked by Villon is intended to 
benefit the poetic narrator or other individuals, it is frequently used as a means of 
rectifying social or moral injustices and inequities. Although a full exploration of this 
motif across Villon’s work in Tv is beyond the scope of this study, I hope to outline 
some of the ways the poet conceptualised intercession and its role in his world.
106 Following his discovery of Melusine in her bath, Raymondin had also remorsefully determined to 
become a hermit or recluse (11.3170-1).
107 Le Goff, The Birth o f Purgatory, pp.6-7, 44-5, 306.
108 Kennedy, “The Hermit’s Role in French Arthurian Romance”, pp.71-5, Kaeuper, Chivalry and 
Violence, p.59. Pierre entered the eremitical order of Grandmont after having been a knight, and later 
became one of the order’s Masters.
109 J. Frappier, “Pour le commentaire de Villon: UEpitre a ses amis", Romania, 87 (1966), pp.379-84, 
p.379.
110 Similar annotations in the RP were not observed.
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Charitable prayer for divine mercy is the predominant motif in the Ballade des 
pendus, a theme which reappears intermittently throughout the rest of the manuscript. 
The Pendus offers a haunting vision of a gibbet from which decaying cadavers plead 
for spectators’ intercession to relieve them from the tortures of Hell in their poignant 
refrain, “priez dieu que tous nous vieille absouldre”.111 By identifying with the 
audience through their repeated addresses to their “Freres”, the blackened, rotting 
bodies remind poetic and historical audiences of the decay destined for all, echoing 
the message of contemporary danse macabre imagery.112 In this respect, they beg: “se 
pitie de nous pouures auez/ Dieu en aura plustoust de vous mercy” (11.3-4, 107v), 
thereby encouraging the living to assist their own eternal life and that of the dead 
through charitable prayer. Having been criminals, the cadavers acknowledge and thus 
seek forgiveness for their mortal weaknesses: as Gros explains, “Les ‘freres humains’, 
faillibles par definition, sont appeles ä prier pour le pardon de plus faillibles 
qu’eux”.113 Drawing on the fraternal relationship between the viewer and the 
condemned, Vitz argues convincingly that the ballad expounds Villon’s conception of 
the essential equality of humankind, wherein “men are brothers in a still deeper sense: 
they are responsible for one another’s soul”. Salvation is to be achieved less through 
moral rectitude than “by mutual intercession of men for one another ... by their act of 
charity, performed in faith and hope of salvation, in the imitation of Christ”.114 The 
Pendus thus promotes the dissolution of socially constructed barriers, such as those 
distinguishing the criminal from the law-abiding, in its advocacy of Christian pity, 
mercy, and charity for the eternal lives of all humankind.115
111 LI. 10, 20, 30, 35, 107v. Quotations from the Villon portion of Tv will be taken from the facsimile 
copy reproduced in Jeanroy and Droz (eds), Deux manuscrits. I have cited line numbers from the 
following critical editions which each use Tv as their textual base: Villon, Le Testament, eds. Rychner 
and Henry, and F. Villon, Le Lais Villon et les poemes varies, eds. J. Rychner and A. Henry, 2 vols., 
Librarie Droz, Geneva, 1977. On this poem, see for example G. Gros, “De la Ballade des pendus ä la 
Complaintes des trepasses de Jean Molinet: Permanence d’un theme” in La Priere au Moyen-Age 
(litterature et civilisation), CUERMA, Aix-en-Provence, 1981, pp.315-35.
112 D.A. Fein, Francois Villon and his Reader, Wayne State University Press, Detroit, 1989, p.103, 
Vitz, The Crossroad o f Intentions, p.54. This theme is also expressed in the GT, 11.1744-66, Tv 146r-v.
113 “[T]outeffoiz vous sauez/ Que tous hommes nont pas bon sens rassis/ Intercedez doneques de cueur 
et [?] assis” (11.13-15, 107v), cf the edited text in Villon, Le Lais, eds. Rychner and Henry, I, pp.66-7; 
G. Gros, “De la Ballade des pendus ä la Complaintes des trepasses de Jean Molinet: Permanence d’un 
theme” in La Priere au Moyen-Age (litterature et civilisation), CUERMA, Aix-en-Provence, 1981, 
pp.315-35, p.329.
114 Vitz, The Crossroad o f Intentions, p. 130.
115 On Villon’s ambivalence towards traditional conceptions of social order, see Vitz, The Crossroad of 
Intentions, pp. 122ff.
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Poignant expressions of intercession are also present within the frequently parodic 
Grant Testament (GT), a text which occupies the greater part of the Villon collection 
in Tv. Although the GT is characterised by multiple voices which vary in tone and 
intention,116 the work both utters and betrays compassion for traditional expressions of 
personal devotion.117 Perhaps the most poignant example of the testator’s sensitivity 
towards sincere expression of faith emerges in the ballad known to scholars as Ballade 
pour prier Notre Dame. A literary legacy, the ballad is bequeathed to the poetic 
Villon’s “pourc mere/ Pour saluer nostre maistresse” {GT 1.865-6, 129r) and is 
presented as a prayer to the Virgin in the voice of an old, poor, and illiterate 
woman.118 Acknowledging her status as both a “humble crestienne” and “pecheresse” 
(11.875, 879, 129r-v), the woman begs Mary, “A vostre filz dictes que je suis 
scienn[c?]e/ De luy soient mes pechiez aboluz” (11.883-4, 129v). Referring to the 
Virgin’s intercession on behalf of the cleric, Theophilus, “Lequel par vous fut quicte 
et absoluz” (1.887, 129v), the woman touchingly punctuates her own plea with the 
refrain, “En ceste foy je vueil viure et mourir”.119 Itself a mode of intercession, this 
ballad expresses a hesitant optimism that even the weak and marginalised who 
genuinely believe in Christ may be saved with divine assistance. The testator’s 
empathy extends beyond his fictional family to encompass all humanity towards the 
conclusion of the GT. Reflecting on the egalitarian nature of death with respect to 
status and vocation in a passage marked “bon nota” by the volume’s annotator,120 the 
narrator himself seeks intercession on behalf of humankind: “Or sont ilz mors Dieu ait 
leurs ames ... Plaise au doulx Jhesus les assouldre” (11.1760, 1767, 146v). For Vitz, 
such sentiment reflects the poet’s sense of Christian life as “the struggle of the soul to 
turn itself to God”: rather than relying on the Church, regarded as “an obstacle rather
116 N.J. Lacy, “In Defense of Villon’s Lais”, The French Review, 72.6 (1999), pp. 1000-9, p.1003, T. 
Hunt, Villon’s Last Will: Language and Authority in the Testament, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1996, 
p.l. For this reason, we should be wary of too closely interpreting the works in terms of the poet’s 
(auto)biography, and of imposing unitary interpretations upon the poems. For a critique of the 
biographical approach, see especially Vitz, The Crossroad o f Intentions, pp. 15-20, a critique endorsed 
by Lacy, cited above, p .l007, n.5.
117 According to Fein, “Villon never comes close to profaning the truly sacred”, an assertion which is 
arguably open for debate in the writings of this poet (D.A. Fein, A Reading o f Villon’s Testament, 
Summa Publications, Inc., Birmingham, Alabama, 1984, p.80).
IIS The narrator of the ballad describes herself thus: “Femme je suis pourecte et ancienne/ Qui riens ne 
scay oncques lettres ne leuz” (11.893-4, 129v).
119 LI.882, 892, 902, 909, 129r-v. For the miracle of Theophilus, see Rutebeuf, Le Miracle de 
Theophile, miracle du XIIT siede, ed. G. Frank, H. Champion, Paris, 1949.
120 Beside the line “Aient este seigneurs ou dames” (1.1762, 146v). This passage recalls the message of 
the Pendus on the indiscriminate nature of death and decay.
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than mediator to grace and salvation”, humankind depended upon the charity of its
121peers for eternal deliverance.
Secular intercession informs Villon’s Epistre a ses amis, simply named Espitre in our 
volume and his Appel or Question au eiere du guichet, 122 Understood to reflect 
Villon’s anxiety whilst he was tortured and held prisoner at Meung-sur-Loire for an 
unknown crime in the summer of 1461, the Espitre addresses a variety of the 
narrator’s demi-monde companions, begging them to liberate him from prison. ~ The 
Espitre's narrator experiences a similar sense of social marginalisation and despair to 
the cadavers of the Pendus, evident in the opening lines which echo the Office for the 
Dead, “Aiez pictie aiez pictie de moy” (1.1, 152r).124 He explains that “En fosse giz ... 
En ceste exil”, where he is made to fast twice a week, and where “Apres pain sec non 
pas apres gasteaux”, he endures boiling water forcibly poured down his throat (11.3-4, 
27, 152r-v). A tortured image in which “fosse” equates with the grave, this passage 
attracted the notice of the volume’s annotator.12^ Appealing thus to his addressees’ 
sympathies, the narrator concludes each stanza with the question: “Le lesserez la le 
poure Willon [szc]”).126 Shortly after penning the Espitre, the historical Villon was 
freed from prison in October 1461 by the newly crowned Louis XI, an act of 
intercession which he humbly acknowledged in the G T U1 Finally, probably written 
after the historical Villon won an appeal in January 1463 against a death sentence for 
his uncertain role in a murder, the Appel depicts the narrator’s glee with the success of 
his appeal.128 Reflecting on the “tricherie” and “fausserie” which led to the sentence 
(11.7, 15, 112v),129 he repeatedly asks the clerk of the Chätelet prison, “Estoit il lors
121 Vitz, The Crossroad o f Intentions, p. 131.
122 These were written around mid-1461 and 1463 respectively. For accounts of Villon’s life, see 
Villon, Poesies, ed. Dufoumet, pp.7-10, P. Champion, Francois Villon: Sa vie et son temps, 2 vols., 
Honore Champion, Paris, 1933.
123 Frappier, “Pour le commentaire de Villon”, pp.379-81, Villon, Poesies, ed. Dufoumet, p.9.
124 Frappier, “Pour le commentaire de Villon”, p.383. As Frappier, and Rychner and Henry note, this 
passage also recalls the Old Testament’s Book of Job XIX.21 (Frappier, cited previously in this note, 
and Villon, Le Lais, eds. Rychner and Henry, II, p.l 11).
12:1 Vitz, The Crossroad o f Intentions, p.53. A nota appears beside 11.2-3, Tv 152r. Without having had 
the opportunity to study the nota in detail, my impressions are that they are frequently concerned with 
death. For a treatment of death in Villon’s work, see also Dufoumet, Villon: ambiguite et carnaval, 
Ch.5.
126 LI.10, 20, 30, 36, Tv 152r-v. On the irony of Villon’s appeal to his bohemian, carefree companions 
for assistance, see Frappier, “Pour le commentaire de Villon”, pp.379-83.
127 Villon, Poesies, ed. Dufoumet, p.9, Champion, Francois Villon, II, pp. 121-2. As Villon writes in the 
GT: “le roy me deliura ... et ... vie me recouura/ Dont suis tant que mon cueur viura/ Tenu vers luy 
musmilier/ Se que feray jusques il mourra/ Bien fait ne se doit oublier” (11.82, 84-8, 114v).
128 Champion, Francois Villon, II, pp.240-4.
129 Cf Villon, Le Lais, eds. Rychner and Henry, I, pp.74-5.
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temps de me taire”?130 For the poetic Villon, secular intercession is depicted as a 
necessary instrument in the unjust world of judicial corruption.
Throughout compilation 7v, personal prayer and intercession are promoted as 
idealised means by which humanity can attain salvation. Each section of the 
manuscript expresses an understanding that sin, however great, may be redeemed 
through the charity of others. In this, the volume reflects conventional medieval 
devotional trends which, in their emphasis on personal spirituality, urged a reflection 
upon and imitation of the life and compassion of Christ. ' Although as Dufoumet 
notes, one does not do justice to Villon’s poems by focusing selectively on one or 
other aspect of his work, a point which applies equally to the RP, the theme of 
intercession runs strongly throughout this manuscript. Perhaps, in addition to the 
attraction of the camivalesque and grotesque or the compilation’s reflections upon 
Fortune, order and disorder, intercession, coupled with charity and compassion, may 
have provided one of the many thematic and narrative layers contributing to the 
appeal and enjoyment of this exceptional Melusine volume for medieval audiences.
Political legitimacy and territorial control: the R P  in biographical and historical collections
The Valois recovery of territories lost to the Plantagenets during the Hundred Years 
War dominates the contents of historical texts included in the present group of three 
compilations. Two of the three volumes were mentioned in Chapter Four: Rv is a 
compilation dating to c.1460 in which the RP follows a fragmentary prose biography 
of the legendary constable of France, Bertrand du Guesclin, and a ballad celebrating 
the same by Eustache Deschamps. Produced two decades later, manuscript f/v’s RP is 
followed by a prose annalistic account of French history between 1403 and 1454. A 
third, later fifteenth-century volume, Cambridge University Library, ms LI.2.5 (Cv) 
includes a transcription of the same chronicle after its redaction of the RP, along with 
copies of correspondence exchanged in 1488 between Philippe de Cleves, seigneur de 
Ravestein and Maximilien, archduke of Austria and King of the Romans, which will 
be dealt with briefly in the next section.133 Considered collectively, the du Guesclin 
fragments and the prose chronicle complement each other as inclusions alongside the
130 LI.8, 16, 24,28, Tv 112v.
131 On later medieval devotional trends, see R. Kieckhefer, “Major Currents in Late Medieval 
Devotion” in J. Raitt (ed.), Christian Spirituality: High Middle Ages and Reformation, Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, London, 1987, pp.75-108. On this theme in Villon’s work, see Vitz, The Crossroad o f 
Intentions, pp. 128-31.
132 Villon, Poesies, ed. Dufoumet, p. 13.
133 For further details on these volumes, see relevant entries in App. D.
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RP, for they provide narratives of the first and second stages of the French crown’s 
reassertion of control over lost territory, notably Poitou in the fourteenth century, and 
Guyenne and Normandy in the mid-fifteenth century.134 After establishing the pro- 
Valois nature of the biography and chronicle, I will consider the compilations from the 
interconnected perspectives of Poitevin security and the legitimacy of Valois authority 
over contested regions within the realm. Given the RP 's emphasis on territorial 
integrity and the period of French recovery in which these manuscripts were 
produced, I suggest that the intertextual relationships which emerge from these 
compilations promote a particularly pro-Valois conception of recent and mythological 
political and military history.135
Two biographical texts praising Bertrand du Guesclin commence manuscript Rv. 
Simply referred to as the “livre de messire Bertran du Guescin” [sic] at the conclusion 
of the following ballad (Rv 43r),136 the now fragmented prose life was originally 
commissioned c.1387 by the constable’s close companion, Jean d’Estouteville, and 
was a popular translation of the lengthy poetic biography composed in the early-mid 
1380s by an otherwise unknown Picard, Cuvelier. Concluding the section is a 
mournful ballad penned by Eustache Deschamps on “les armes lesquelles portoit 
monseigneur B. du Guesclin” (42v), one of several texts the noted poet composed in 
honour of his Breton friend.13* The extant passages of the biography outline the end of
134 For overviews of the conflict and French recovery, see Curry, The Hundred Years War (cited earlier 
in this Chapter) and more briefly, A. Curry, “France and the Hundred Years War, 1337-1453” in D. 
Potter (ed.), France in the Later Middle Ages 1200-1500, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2003, 
pp.90-116. For a French perspective, see E. Perroy, The Hundred Years War, Indiana University Press, 
Bloomington, 1959.
135 On the recovery of France in the later fifteenth century, see for example, B. Chevalier, “The 
Recovery of France, 1450-1520” in C. Allmand (ed.), The New Cambridge Medieval History. Vol. VII, 
C.1414-C.1500, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1998, pp.408-30 and P.S. Lewis (ed.), The 
Recovery o f France in the Fifteenth Century, trans. G.F. Martin, Macmillan, London, 1971.
136 For a printed edition of an early prose version of du Guesclin’s life, see Fr. Michel (ed.). Chronique 
de Du Guesclin, collationnee sur l ’edition originale du X V  siede, et sur tous les manuscrits, avec une 
notice bibliographique et des notes, Bureau de la Bibliotheque choisie, Paris, 1830. In view of the 
discrepancies between this work and the text in Rv, all references will be drawn from the manuscript. 
For introductions to du Guesclin’s life, see R. Vernier, The Flower o f Chivalry: Bertrand du Guesclin 
and the Hundred Years War, Boydell Press, Woodbridge, 2003, and M. Jones (ed.), Letters, Orders and 
Musters o f Bertrand du Guesclin 1357-1380, Boydell Press, Woodbridge, 2004, Introduction, esp. 
pp.xv-xxxii, F. Gies, The Knight in History, Robert Hale, London, 1984, Ch.7.
137 On d’Estouteville and du Guesclin, see Jones (ed.), Letters, Orders and Musters, Doct.626, pp.231 - 
4, Vernier, The Flower o f Chivalry, pp.9-10, 194; Gies, The Knight in History, p. 157. According to 
Vernier, J.-C. Faucon recently produced “the definitive text of Cuvelier’s chronicle” {The Flower o f 
Chivalry, p.206), but I have not been able to consult this item (see Cuvelier, La Chanson de Bertrand 
du Guesclin de Cuvelier, ed. J.-C. Faucon, Pref. de P. Menard, 3 vols., Editions Universitaires du Sud, 
1990-93).
I3X For a printed version of this ballad, see Deschamps, Oeuvres completes, X, Piece xxix, pp.xxxvi- 
xxxvii. On Deschamps and du Guesclin’s shared links with the house of Orleans, Deschamps, Oeuvres 
completes, ed. Raynaud, XI, p.29. Jones describes du Guesclin’s anus thus: “{Argent) a double-headed
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the first phase of Breton civil conflict and du Guesclin’s capture by John Chandos in 
13 64,139 before expanding on du Guesclin’s military engagements in Spain on behalf 
of Henry, count of Trastamara.140 Du Guesclin’s return to France and his appointment 
as Constable in 1370 is followed by an account of his success evicting English 
partisans from Poitou and Auvergne until 1373 (28v-42r). A textual lacuna covering 
the period c. 1373-80 means that the extant volume omits Bertrand’s role in the Breton 
rebellion against Charles V during this period, but the work includes the final 
moments of the Constable’s life and his interment at Saint-Denys in 1380 (42v).141
As early examples of the patriotic fervour which was to surround the constable in 
subsequent historical writing, the biography and Deschamps’ armorial ballad celebrate 
Bertrand’s personal qualities and military prowess, whilst consciously identifying his 
actions with the interests of the crown.142 As Richard Vernier observes, one of 
Bertrand’s enduring traits in popular culture was his steadfast loyalty to Charles V, 
instances of which are scattered throughout the last quarter of the extant biography.142 
In 1370, Charles V reportedly affirms “que par la ligne droicte nous soyons roy 
couronnez”, before proposing that only du Guesclin is sufficiently loyal and 
experienced as to merit the appointment as Constable of the rightfully Valois kingdom 
(27v). Bertrand echoes the king’s justification of his birthright when he asserts that “le 
roy Charles et [57'c] droit hoir de la couronne et que de lui nest nul plus vroy 
catholique en dieu”, before declaring that shame would befall those who were not 
prepared to defend Charles’ domains in Guyenne (40v). The emotional bond shared 
between Bertrand and his king is demonstrated after the constable’s death when 
Charles’ “grand affection” and respect for Bertrand inspire his decision to inter the 
constable’s remains in the royal chapel at Saint-Denys (42v).144 Manuscript Rv’s
eagle displayed {sable), beak and members (gueules), a bendlet (in French usually described as un 
baton or cotice en bande) overall {gueules)" {Letters, Orders and Musters, p.xl).
139 Rv 2r-7v. For background to the Breton Civil War, see M. Jones, Ducal Brittany 1364-1399: 
Relations with England and France during the reign o f Duke John IV, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 
1970, Ch.l and J. Bell Henneman, Olivier de Clisson and Political Society in France Under Charles V 
and Charles VI, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1996, Ch.2.
140 Rv 8r-25v. See Vernier, The Flower ofC hivalry, Chs.4-6, and for an overview of French and English 
involvement in Aragonese and Castilian from the mid-1360s, J. Sumption, The Hundred Years War. 
Volume II. Trial by Fire, Faber and Faber, London, 1999, pp.525-39 and Ch.l2.
141 Vernier, The Flower o f Chivalry, Ch.8 for the final years of du Guesclin’s career.
142 Vernier, The Flower o f Chivalry, pp. 195-6, 211-12, and J.-C. Faucon, “Un imagier de la Guerre de 
cent ans”, Litteratures, 9-10 (1984), pp. 13-22, p.21 for a similar observation on Cuvelier’s poetic work.
143 Vernier, The Flower o f Chivalry, pp. 17 and 200. Kenneth Fowler challenges perceptions of du 
Guesclin’s loyalty in a brief article, “Bertrand du Guesclin -  Careerist in Arms?”, History Today, 39.6 
(1989), pp.37-43.
144 Froissart, Chroniques, ed. Luce et al, IX, pp.232-3. As Allmand notes, Louis IX had decreed that 
only anointed kings would be buried in Saint-Denys, a fact which underlines the extent to which
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scribe underlines the mutual association between Charles and Bertrand in a pious 
explicit. Produced in startling red ink, the final lines inform audiences that Charles did 
not long outlive his constable, and request that Christ “les ames de eulx vueille 
receuoir en sa gloire perdurable. Amen” (42v).145 Deschamps’ ballad reiterates these 
sentiments, praising Bertrand’s loyalty and prowess against the English “liepars felon” 
on behalf of “Lescu dazur a troys flours de lis dor” (43r), and elevating him to the 
status of a tenth Worthy.146 Bertrand du Guesclin was thus strongly associated with 
the Valois monarchy and its victories against Edward Ilfs  forces in France around the 
same time when the Melusine romances were composed.
The second main text to be considered, a prose chronicle narrating French history 
between 1403 and 1454, is contained in two manuscripts.147 Discussed in Chapter 
Four, manuscript Uv dates from the 1480s, its illuminations suggesting a provenance 
around Bruges. Manuscript Cv may derive from the north to north-eastern border 
regions between France and the southern Low Countries and probably dates to the 
1470s-1480s.148 In view of t/v’s superior textual copy of the chronicle, the following 
discussion will be based on this manuscript.149
The content and structure of the chronicle indicate that the text’s primary purpose was 
to recount the successful Valois conquest of Plantagenet-held territories on the 
continent (Uv 49ra-55ra). Events surrounding the Armagnac-Burgundian conflict 
dominate the early, brief entries which are frequently presented from the Burgundian 
and, from 1415, an English or Anglo-Burgundian viewpoint. This feature is consistent 
with the medieval historiographical practice noted by Allmand whereby military 
events were typically depicted from the perspective of the aggressor.1M1 From 1429- 
1430 onwards, the focus shifts towards the French participants, gradually at first but
Charles V identified du Guesclin’s services with the prestige and interests of the French Crown (C. 
Allmand, The Hundred Years War: England and France at war c. 1300-c. 1450, Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, 1988, p. 144).
14:1 The lengthy explicit reads: “Et de vie a trespassement ala le bon roy Charles qui tant fut saiges ou 
moys de septembre ensuiuant Apres son bon connestable en lan mil CCC iiiivx ans de la resurrection 
nostre seigneur Jhesu Crist. Qui les ames de eulx vueille receuoir en sa gloire perdurable. Amen. Et sic 
est finis. Deo gratias. Finis” (42v).
146 The chivalric concept of the Nine Worthies as we know it emerged in Jacques (or Jean) de 
Longuyon’s early fourteenth-century Vceux du paon. Du Guesclin was a popular tenth addition to the 
chivalric heroes in later medieval French culture (M. Keen, Chivalry, Yale Nota Bene, Yale University 
Press, New Haven, 2005 (orig. pub. 1984), pp. 121 -4, Vernier, The Flower o f Chivalry, pp. 195-6).
147 As far as I am aware, the work remains unedited. For other manuscripts containing this item, see 
Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p. 193.
I4X See App. D for more details about each of these volumes.
149 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p. 193.
150 Allmand, The Hundred Years War, p. 151.
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then more sharply. Notable in this early shift are the victories led by Joan of Arc, “vne
pucelle au roy de France”, who “leua le siege dOrleans” (50va) and who “apres mena
le Roy de France pour couronner a Rains” (50vb).151 The short entries characterising
the 1430s reflect the relative stalemate between English and French forces, while the
brevity of entries for years 1444 until 1448 corresponds to the period when the Truce 
1of Tours was upheld.
From the 1440 entry onwards, the chronicle increasingly incorporates more historical 
detail effectively creating a crescendo of successful French military engagement in 
which Charles VII and his military leaders are paramount. ‘ In 1441, for example, 
Charles VII successfully besieged Creil, after which “le Roy sy gouuema si bien quil 
... print dassault” the town of Pontoise (51vb-52ra). The Dauphin “soubzmist tout le 
paiz dArmignac a son obeissance” in the 1444 entry (52va), while in 1448, Maine fell 
to the Valois (53ra). The entries for 1449 and 1450 narrate the successful assault on 
English strongholds in Normandy, the chronicler exulting after the fall of Rouen, 
Harfleur, and finally Formigny, “ainsi fut Normendie conquise” (53vb).154 The 
conquest of Normandy acts as a preliminary narrative climax emerging from the 
progressive sequence of successful French engagements, and signals the gradual 
restoration of royal domains to the Valois crown. A lengthy account of the battles in 
Guyenne occupies much of the 1451 entry which concludes triumphantly: “Et ainsi en 
pou de temps fut mise Guienne a la main et obeissance du Roy de France” (54va). 
This premature statement is subsequently validated by the “grant subgection” of the 
rebellious Bordelaise in 1453 (54vb): “ainsi fut tout le paiz de Guienne conqueste”
151 Joan’s capture and death are only allocated one sentence in the 1430 entry: “la pucelle ... saillit sur 
les Bourguignons et ... fut prise et fut mise en la main de messire [?] Jehan de Luxembourg qui la 
vendit aux Anglois qui depuis la firent morir a Rouen” (50vb). As the chronicle ends in 1454, there is 
no reference to the subsequent rescission trials of 1455-1456, perhaps suggesting that the chronicle was 
itself completed in 1454. On the trials held to clear Joan’s name in the 1450s, see M. Warner, Joan o f 
Arc: The Image o f Female Heroism, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1983 (Weidenfeld and Nicolson 1981), 
pp. 193-4.
152 Curry notes that the years from 1420 until 1444 saw the “longest continuous period ever of open 
warfare between English and French”, but that from 1429, the English did not win any significant 
battles or strongholds, focusing more on defence. Curry, The Hundred Years War, pp.94-9 (p.94 for 
quotation).
153 For overviews of military engagements from the 1430s onwards, see D. Seward, The Hundred Years 
War: The English in France 1337-1453, Constable, London, 1978, Chs. 10-11, and M. Vale, “France at 
the end of the Hundred Years War (c. 1420-1461)” in Allmand (ed.), New Cambridge Medieval History, 
VII, pp.392-407.
154 On the Lancastrian defence of Normandy in the 1430s-1440s, see C.T. Allmand, Lancastrian 
Normandy 1415-1450, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1983, pp.37-49.
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(55ra).155 This moment occupies one of the final sentences in the chronicle, and 
functions as the climax of the historical text. Throughout the entries from 1440 until 
1454, the care taken to elaborate the details of the French victories from 1440 creates 
a narrative in which the French are dominant and their victory appears inevitable. This 
is enhanced by the fact that the final fifteen years of the chronicle occupy three and a 
half folios in Uv (51vb-55ra) in contrast with the two and a half folios occupied by the 
period from 1403 until 1439 (49ra-51vb). The chronicle alongside which the RP 
appears in volumes Uv and Cv thus echoes the earlier biography of du Guesclin in its 
narrative emphasis on the Valois recovery of its territory.
In their advocacy of Valois sovereignty over contested territory, the politicised texts 
accompanying the RP in manuscripts Rv, Uv, and Cv urge a further review of modem 
approaches to the RP as pro-Lancastrian propaganda. I suggest that the production of 
these compilations affirmed Valois aims in a period when Charles VII and Louis XI 
sought to re-assert and extend their authority over royal domains recovered during and 
after the Hundred Years War. In support of this hypothesis, I will explore two 
interrelated themes recurring throughout the biography, the prose chronicle, and the 
RP: the imposition of authority over French lands, and the legitimacy of that 
authority.156
Control over and security within Poitou and Guyenne are important features of each of 
the main texts under discussion. In Rv, the romance’s Poitevin setting is underlined in 
a unique title, “les hystoires de Raymond conte de Poitiers et de mellusigne sa femme 
et de leurs enfans” (43v). Erroneously elevating the hero to comital status, the title 
establishes an expectation that the RP will offer a second biographical narrative which 
is firmly located in Poitou to accompany the du Guesclin life.157 Throughout the 
mythical account of the foundation and development of Poitou, the romance exhibits a 
concern with territorial integrity and security. In Chapter Two, the poet’s concern that 
the l’Archeveque patrimony should be transmitted in toto was explored in relation to
155 On the defence of Guyenne in the 1440s and early 1450s, see M.G.A. Vale, English Gascony 1399- 
1453: A Study o f War, Government and Politics during the Later Stages o f the Hundred Years’ War, 
Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1970, Ch.4.
156 As a part of the traditional duchy of Aquitaine, Poitou was one of the counties ceded to the English 
after the Treaty of Bretigny in 1360, and was briefly subsumed into the traditional Plantagenet duchy of 
Guyenne (Perroy, Hundred Years War, pp. 138-9 and Map 3 above). As discussed in Chapter Two, it 
had been predominantly recovered by du Guesclin and Berry’s forces by the end of 1372.
157 On the use of titles to lend romances a pseudo-historical tone, see Zink, “Le roman de transition”, 
p.301, and Lucken, “Roman de Melusine ou Histoire de Lusignanl La fable de Thistoire”, pp. 140-1.
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the dynastic crisis facing the patron of the RP around 1400. Within the text, Melusine 
also demonstrates anxiety for the future security and prosperity of the region when she 
determines that her son, Horrible, must die: ‘“ S’il vit, jamaiz ne fauldra guerre/ En 
tout le pays poitevin/ Et n’y croistra ne pain ne vin,/ Car tout le pays gasteroif ” (RP 
11.3992-95). Such lines arguably resonated for later fifteenth-century readers familiar 
with the ravaging of French lands, people, and crops by bored and often unpaid 
companies of mercenary soldiers. They further echoed the prose chronicle’s 
allusions to the pillaging which often accompanied successful sieges and assaults in 
manuscripts Uv and Cv.159 In its thematic concern to preserve the lands surrounding 
Lusignan and Parthenay from destruction and fragmentation, the mythical tale of the 
foundation of Poitevin dynasties thus complements the historical accounts of the 
recovery of Poitou by the Valois in the du Guesclin life and in the climactic finale of 
the prose chronicle.
The legitimacy of territorial claims over French land is a theme which provides a 
further clue to understanding one of the functions fulfilled by these compilations. 
First, I will consider the RP. The question of legitimacy in the RP arises in the episode 
recounting the fate of Palestine, Melusine’s sister.160 Palestine was condemned to 
guard her father’s treasure on Mount Conigo in Aragon. Only a descendant of her 
parents could conquer the mountain and win the treasure, with which he could then 
conquer the Holy Land (Terre de Promission) (RP 11.5023-40). The RP 's narration of 
the adventures of an English knight who tries unsuccessfully to conquer Mount 
Canigou has been interpreted as a plot device introduced by Guillaume l’Archeveque 
to appeal to his former allies.161 Indeed, the understanding that the RP promoted 
Lancastrian entitlements to contested lands on the Continent informs Morris’ 
argument that the absence of early printed editions of the poetic romance was due to
158 F. Autrand, Charles V le Sage, Fayard, Paris, 1994, pp.491-518, Allmand, The Hundred Years War, 
pp.73-6, and R. Boutruche, La crise d ’une societe: Seigneurs et paysans du Bordelais pendant la 
Guerre de Cent Ans, Les Belles Lettres, Paris, 1963 (orig. pub. 1947), pp. 169-70.
159 In its 1451 entry, the chronicle notes that the townspeople of Bayonne rendered up a prisoner and 
monies “afin quilz ne fussent prisonniers ne pilliez” (Uv 54va).
160 The RP omits the passages from the prose romance which assert that Lusignan would remain for no 
more than thirty years “en main d’ome qui ne feust extraiz de la dessus dicte lignie [ie the line founded 
by Melusine] de par pere ou de mere” (RM 308), probably because Guillaume l’Archeveque was not 
asserting his rights to this fortress in contrast with the due de Berry.
161 Stouff, Essai, p.9, Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, pp.27-31. See also the 
discussion of this passage in Chapter Two above.
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the censorship of Louis XI and his successors who sought to suppress such enemy 
claims.162
I propose instead that later fifteenth-century audiences approaching the compilations 
in Rv, Uv, and Cv interpreted this passage within the intertextual context of assertions 
of Valois sovereignty over French domains. Well before the expulsion of English 
forces in 1453, Charles VII and, from 1461, Louis XI had employed legists as well as 
military forces to justify and enforce royal prerogative over territory within the realm. 
From the 1410s onwards, court officials, such as Jean de Montreuil and Jean Juvenal 
des Ursins, produced legal arguments which increasingly cited the principle of 
inalienability or ‘modernised’ interpretations of the Salic Law to promote the justice 
of Valois claims to the crown and its lands.163 Further, France enjoyed special status 
as a “holy kingdom” whose kings were touted as defenders of the faith by those, 
including La Pucelle, who defended the crown in the fifteenth century.164 Within this 
ideological context, victory over enemy forces illustrated French enjoyment of divine 
favour and the validity of the Valois at the head of the French realm. From this 
perspective, later fifteenth-century audiences could plausibly interpret the failure of 
the English knight in the RP to win Palestine’s treasure and thereby conquer the 
Promised Land as an analogy for the defeat of English claims to the sacred realm of 
France, the knight’s descent from a line other than that of Presine and Elinas a 
reflection of the projected invalidity of Plantagenet-Lancastrian claims to the French 
royal succession.165 In contrast, the success of du Guesclin and Charles VII in 
recovering significant portions of Guyenne (and Normandy) in the biography and 
chronicle could be ascribed to legitimate, because divinely sanctioned, entitlement.166
I6: Morris, “Jean d’Arras and Couldrette: Political Expediency and Censorship”, pp.37-42.
163 P. Saenger, “Burgundy and the Inalienability of Appanages in the Reign of Louis XI”, French 
Historical Studies, 10.1 (1977), pp.1-26, esp. pp.5-7, Taylor, “The Salic Law and the Valois 
Succession”, pp.358-77, C. Taylor, “War, Propaganda and Diplomacy in Fifteenth-Century France and 
England”, in C. Alllmand (ed.), War, Government and Power in Late Medieval France, Liverpool 
University Press, Liverpool, 2000, pp.70-91, K. Daly, “Mixing Business with Leisure: Some French 
Royal Notaries and Secretaries and their Histories of France, c. 1459-1509” in Allmand (ed.), Power, 
Culture, and Religion in France, pp.99-115. See also the discussion on the emerging use of Salic Law 
on pp.269-70 above.
164 In 1429, Joan of Arc declared that ‘“All those who fight against the holy kingdom of France fight 
against King Jesus ... and they will win nothing’” (cited in C. Beaune, The Birth o f an Ideology: Myths 
and Symbols o f Nation in Late-Medieval France, trans. S.R. Huston, ed. F.L. Cheyette, University of 
California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1991 (orig pub. Naissance de la nation France, Gallimard, 
Paris, 1985), p. 193. On the French crown’s identification with the Christian faith itself, see Beaune, 
cited above, pp. 172-93, and E.H. Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies: A Study in Mediaeval Political 
Theology, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1957, pp.249-58.
165 Indeed, readers of the RP in the period between the recovery of Poitou in the 1370s and the French 
defeat at Agincourt may have interpreted this passage similarly.
166 Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies, pp.253-5.
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In this respect, I suggest that the RP’s tale of the legendary establishment of Poitou by 
the Lusignan Melusine allegorically affirmed the predominant message conveyed in 
the life of Du Guesclin and the prose chronicle that only the Valois could legitimately 
lay claim to and protect the realm of France. The complementary nature of these 
compilations, whose political messages echo those emerging from the volume 
containing the Jeu discussed above, coincides with political ideology expounded 
during the reigns of Charles VII and Louis XI, precisely the period in which these 
volumes were produced: they thus arguably projected a particularly Valois conception 
of the recent and mythical pasts to contemporary audiences.167
The Melusine romances and accompanying ‘miscellanea ’
The final section considers briefly the relationship between the Melusine romances 
and five small groups of texts whose apparent lack of thematic or narrative affinity 
with the romances informs my cautious use of ‘miscellanea’ as a term classifying the 
additional contents.16* The compilations in question are BN ms naf.21874 (D), a mid- 
fifteenth century book containing the RM  preceded by a contemporary list of 
inauspicious days produced in a different hand; manuscript Bv, whose Calendar of the 
use of Paris precedes the RP and the Chastelaine de Vergy, discussed above; 
Grenoble, BM ms 368 (Gv), dating from the second half of the fifteenth century, 
which contains a prayer and a medical recipe;169 and Cv, whose copy of 
correspondence between Philippe de Cleves and archduke Maximilien from mid-1488 
was mentioned above. Although the texts in three of the compilations reflect a concern 
with faith and fate, overall the contents of these volumes suggest their owners’ need 
for convenient storehouses of information rather than their desire to extract particular 
political or didactic messages from individual items within the manuscripts.
Fate and faith emerge as competing themes in manuscript D. Preceding the RM  is a 
single leaf on which are listed a series of “jours qui sont en lan moult perilleux” (D
167 Although this argument does not explain the apparent absence of the RP from the printing presses in 
our period, it suggests that reasons for this phenomenon perhaps should be sought elsewhere than in the 
romance’s pro-Lancastrian message.
I6X As observed in this Chapter’s n.l, we should not be too hasty in assuming that because we as 
modem scholars are unable to discern a rationale for the inclusion of particular items within a 
compilation, the medieval compiler similarly did not recognise common themes or issues throughout 
the texts. On the other hand, “happenstance acquisition” may have been as responsible for medieval 
compilations as “motivated selection” (Gerhke, Saints and Scribes, p.2, Hanna, “Miscellaneity and 
Vemacularity”, p.47 (for quotations)).
169 This volume is itemised as no. 863 in P. Fournier, E. Maignien and A. Prudhomme (eds), Catalogue 
general des manuscrits des bibliotheques publiques de France, VII, Grenoble, Ministern de 
lTnstruction Publique et des Beaux-Arts, Paris, 1889, pp.258-9.
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Ir).170 Thirty-two days throughout the calendar are cited, on which one was advised 
against falling ill, giving birth, marriage, travel, commercial transactions, construction 
work, and other routine activities.171 Frequently known as Egyptian days, medieval
172unlucky days derived from ancient customs blended with astrological observations. 
Reflecting the Church’s uncertainty towards this widespread element of popular 
culture, such days were ascribed to pagan practices and Biblical origins, although 
theologians from Saint Augustine onwards criticised the astrological predictions for 
their lack of rational (or Christian) foundations.171 An underlying determinism informs 
such lists in their insistence that the inauspicious prognostication “est chouse vraye et 
... est souuent approuuee[?]” (D Ir) and, unlike a contemporary Middle English list of 
unlucky days studied by John Hirsch, our calendar is not qualified by an explicit 
expressing the scribe’s ultimate faith in God.174
The pairing of the fatalistic list of unlucky days, normally included in household or 
commonplace volumes, with the RM, a text in which individual free will, personal 
responsibility, and Christian faith are paramount, raises questions about the 
relationship between these texts and their reception. The determinism implicit in the 
list reflects the inflexible, if two-fold, destiny imposed on Melusine by her mother. 
Whereas Melusine is offered the opportunity to redeem her misdeeds, and she 
exercises a high degree of free will to facilitate that end throughout the romance, her 
fate is determined ultimately by Raymondin’s will (or whim?) and actions.176 The 
forecasting implicit in the list also echoes Aymery’s astrological vision of the future 
which he attributes to God’s ineffable will (RM 20-1). Audiences could also have
170 I use the capital ‘1’ to distinguish the unnumbered fly form the subsequent folios. The list only 
contains inauspicious days (cf d’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, p.48).
171 This list of activities bears close resemblance to that included in a fifteenth-century English 
leechbook in W.R. Dawson (ed.), A Leechbook or Collection o f Medical Recipes o f the Fifteenth 
Century: The Text o f Ms. No. 136 o f the Medical Society o f London, Macmillan, London, 1934, pp.16, 
328-9; see also Kieckhefer, Magic in the Middle Ages, pp.87-8.
172 J. Loiseleur, “Les jours egyptiens: leurs variations dans les calendriers du Moyen-Age”, Memoires 
de la Societe nationale des antiquaires de France, 33 (1872), pp. 198-253, V. Flint, The Rise o f Magic 
in Early Medieval Europe, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1991, pp.321-3.
173 Loiseleur, “Les jours egyptiens”, pp.203-5, Flint, The Rise o f Magic, p.323, J.R. Veenstra, Magic 
and Divination at the Courts o f Burgundy and France: Text and Context o f Laurens Pignon’s Contre 
les Devineurs (1411), Brill, Leiden, 1998, pp.184-9.
174 J.C. Hirsch, “Fate, Faith and Paradox: Medieval Unlucky Days as a Context for ‘Wytte hath 
Wonder’”, Medium Aevum, 66.2 (1997), pp.288-92, p.289.
175 R.H. Robbins, “English Almanacks of the Fifteenth Century”, Philological Quarterly, 18.4 (1939), 
pp.321-31, pp.321-2. On commonplace and household compilations, see J. Boffey and J.J. Thompson, 
“Anthologies and Miscellanies: Production and Choice of Texts” in Griffiths and Pearsall (eds), Book 
Production and Publishing in Britain 1375-1475, pp.279-315, pp.292-5.
176 Melusine’s religious foundations (discussed earlier in this Chapter) may be viewed in terms of her 
attempts to attain mortality and salvation.
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drawn connections between the unlucky days and the misfortune associated with 
Raymondin’s betrayal of Melusine’s Saturday taboo. On the other hand, as argued in 
Chapter Three, Raymondin’s acknowledgement of his responsibility for Melusine’s 
fate is a significant element of the RM. The narrative importance of Raymondin’s self­
enlightenment on this point, reflected in his penitential entrance into the monastery at 
Montferrat, counter-balances the inevitability of human destiny implied in the 
traditional list of inauspicious days.177 While the inclusion of the calendar of medieval 
unlucky days in volume D may have served a pragmatic function, the additional text 
both corresponds with and acts as a counter-point to the themes of fate and Christian 
free will threaded throughout the RM.
In contrast with D, Bv and Gv juxtapose the RP with conventional Christian texts and 
a household medical recipe, arguably creating multi-purpose household volumes. 
Produced in the same hand as the following texts, a calendar of the use of Paris 
precedes the RP and the Chastelaine de Vergy in manuscript Bv.17H Typically included 
in liturgical volumes, including books of hours and psalters, such calendars fulfilled a 
practical function in informing the laity of significant Church festivals. Manuscript 
Gv is characterised by a prayer inscribed beneath the passage recounting Geoffroy’s 
approach towards the giant Grimault in Northumberland.180 Decoratively written in 
the shape of a cross, the prayer evokes France “qui a present est desolee”, beseeching 
God that “le tres noble roy puissant/ Qui sur les francois est regnant” can restore the 
land from its current state of misery (93r). Although undated, the poem and the end of 
the romance are identified as having been penned at “Poissy”, north-west of Paris 
(93r, 139r). Inscribed in a different, partially-legible hand on the verso of the final leaf 
of the RP is a medical recipe for “pilloilles” (139v). We are unable to identify this 
manuscript with known centres of reading in Poissy such as the royal Dominican 
monastery; although the contemporary prayer seeking the recovery of France suggests
177 For a similar intertextual phenomenon in a contemporary English compilation, see Hirsch, “Fate, 
Faith and Paradox”, pp.289-90.
178 Our calendar is distinguished as Parisian by its inscription in the vernacular, and the inclusion of key 
local saints’ feasts including: 11 January, Saint Guillaume (de Bourges, the patron of the University of 
Paris) (lr); 28 January (sic, the correct date is 29), Saint Germain de Paris (3r); 22 April, Invention of 
Saint Denis (2v); 26 and 31 July, Saints Marcel and Germain FAuxerrois (4r); 25 August, Saint Louis 
(Louis IX) (4v); and 9 October, birth of Saint Denis (5v). The entries in Bv have been crossed 
referenced with P. Perdrizet, Le Calendrier parisien a la fin du Moyen Age d ’apres le breviaire et les 
livres d ’heures, Les Belles Lettres, Paris, 1933, pp.35-6.
179 Perdrizet, Le Calendrier, p. 16 and V. Leroquais, Les Livres d ’heures. Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque 
nationale, 2 vols., Protat Freres, Paris, 1927, I, pp.vi-vii, xvff. Leroquais suggests that they were less 
common in books of hours than other devotional books such as Psalters and breviaries.
180 Gv, 93r.
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that its origins lay in the Hundred Years War, its inclusion in this later fifteenth-
century manuscript perhaps corresponds with the ongoing conflict between Louis XI
181and Charles the Bold, much of which took place north of Paris.
Contemporary conflict may also have informed the inclusion of copies of 
correspondence between leading Flemish aristocrat, Philippe de Cleves, and archduke 
Maximilien at the end of Cv (162-5v). Written in a different hand to the preceding RP 
and prose chronicle discussed above, the letters justify Cleves’ defence of Ghent 
against Maximilien in mid-1488 in terms of the service he owed to the city’s natural 
overlord, Maximilien’s son, Philippe le Beau. " Also reproduced by Jean Molinet in 
his chronicle, the letters appear to have circulated among the Flemish elite from 1488 
onwards.183 Although it is noteworthy that the correspondence maintains the political- 
historical themes evoked in the RP and, more particularly, the prose chronicle, I am 
unable to determine whether the inclusion of the letters alongside these texts was 
influenced by political motivations. Regardless of the exact reasons why the letters, 
recipe and prayer, and calendar were included within the Melusine volumes, the 
resulting compilations illustrate medieval manuscripts’ multi-purpose function as 
repositories of valued information or personal expression, and suggest how they could 
serve the pragmatic and devotional, as well as recreational needs of their audiences.
In sum, although I have characterised the additional texts in volumes D, Bv, Gv, and 
Cv as ‘miscellanea’, three of the five items discussed associate the Melusine romance 
with Christian tradition in direct or indirect ways. However, this common element 
should not be overemphasised in our consideration of the reception effect of such texts 
on the RM or RP. Indeed, we may be more cautious in suggesting that audiences
1X1 For manuscripts connected with the royal female house of Saint-Louis de Poissy, see J.M. Naughton, 
“Manuscripts from the Dominican Monastery of Saint-Louis de Poissy”, PhD Thesis, University of 
Melbourne, 1995; for accounts of armed disputes between Charles the Bold, his Hapsburg successors, 
and Louis XI, in the later fifteenth century, see P.M. Kendall, Louis XI: The Universal Spider, Phoenix 
Press, London, 2001 (orig. pub. W.W. Norton, New York, 1971), pp.207-53, 276-7, 280-4, R. 
Vaughan, Charles the Bold: The Last Valois Duke o f Burgundy, Boydell Press, Woodbridge, 2002 
(orig. pub. Longman, London, 1973), pp.53-5, 66-73, 76-83, and D. Potter, War and Government in the 
French Provinces: Picardy 1470-1560, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1993, pp.29-64.
1X2 For discussion of the power struggle between Maximilien and the Flemish Estates after the death of 
Marie de Bourgogne in 1482, see W.P. Blockmans, “Autocratie ou polyarchie? La lutte pour le pouvoir 
politique en Flandre de 1482 ä 1492, d’apres des documents inedits”, Bulletin de la Commission Royale 
d ’Histoire, 140 (1974), pp.257-38, and H. Pirenne, Histoire de Belgique, 7 vols., Maurice Lamertin, 
Brussels, 1920-53, III, pp.49-55. For further details about Philippe de Cleves, see Chapter Six.
1X3 J. Molinet, Chroniques de Jean Molinet, eds. G. Doutrepont and O. Jodogne, 3 vols., Palais des 
Academies, Brussels, 1935, II, pp.46-56. Roach observes that included among these letters is a passage 
which may have been dictated by one of Cleves’ officials, and which reflects on the interchange 
between Philippe and Maximilien (Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p. 193).
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deployed fragmentary reading practices when selecting passages from the 
compilations according to their practical, pious, or entertainment requirements. Rather 
than considering these books as unified entities, each of these volumes may have been 
treated as mini-compendia containing diverse texts and forms of knowledge which 
were produced to accommodate “an expanding reading audience who were requiring 
the written word for a complex of informational, devotional, and leisure-time 
purposes” . 184
Conclusion
Study of the Melusine compilations reveals that late medieval audiences encountered 
the romances alongside a diverse range of literary material. Indeed, reception of the 
romances was contextualised not simply by similar works containing the marvellous, 
dynastic, or courtly romantic themes which have often been the subject of 
contemporary scholarship, including the preceding chapters of this thesis. Rather, the 
heterogeneous narrative and thematic content within the romances identified by Stouff 
and Vincensini was highlighted by the intertextual relationships emerging from within 
compilations which presented the Melusine works in company with philosophical, 
didactic, historical, biographical, and assorted ‘miscellaneous’ texts. The polygeneric 
and multivalent nature of these compilations explains the wide appeal of the romances 
to later medieval elite audiences.
The compilations offer insights into the socio-cultural frameworks which informed 
reception of the Melusine romances and the purposes for which the romances could be 
deployed. Notably, the location within Dv, Rv, Uv, and Cv of the RP alongside 
historical and didactic works promoting the legitimacy of Valois sovereignty and 
territorial control within France casts a distinctly pro-Valois light on the poetic 
romance, traditionally conceived as a pro-Lancastrian text. Had Guillaume 
l’Archeveque been identified with the English cause, one might interpret these 
compilations as projecting readings upon the RP which sought to resist the text’s 
enemy sympathies. However, as Chapter Two argued, there is little evidence to 
support such propositions about Guillaume’s allegiances. Rather, these compilations 
suggest that the RP quickly acquired the political capital invested in its prose
1X4 Boffey and Thompson, “Anthologies and Miscellanies”, p.292. A further manuscript which may fit 
into this category is Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, W317, a later fifteenth-century compilation 
containing the RP with a contemporary library inventory transcribed on the verso of the final leaf of the 
romance (Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p. 198).
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predecessor throughout the fifteenth century. In addition to political readings, the 
compilations invited readings focused upon the metaphysical or spiritual elements 
inherent in the romances. Av and Tv paired the RP with Boethius’ philosophical 
treatise and the colourful work of Francois Villon. Although space precluded a full 
discussion of the narrative in each of these additional groups of texts, these 
compilations expressed contemporary attitudes towards Fortune, free will, individual 
responsibility, and the significance of intercession within a Christian world-view. 
Punctuated by colourful tales of crusade and mythic characters or satirical depictions 
of medieval society, such compilation offered audiences optimistic models of 
Christian hope for life in the mortal world and the spiritual after-world. The querelle 
des femmes may provide a backdrop against which to understand the collation of texts 
in Bv, in which traditional gendered models of unruly (female) speech are subverted. 
Alternately, the depiction of flawed men who acquire insight, experience remorse and 
end their days in penitence perhaps offered audiences secularised models of piety. In 
contrast, the inclusion of medical recipes, calendars of saints’ days and unlucky days 
within Melusine volumes may suggest the compilations’ function as a store-house of 
practical information.
The foregoing discussion has sought to illuminate the ways in which compilation 
contents created an intertextual framework within which the Melusine romances could 
be read. I do not suggest that the above readings and themes are the only models 
within which the volumes were read, nor that they were necessarily intended to be 
read in these ways. However, several motifs explored in the Melusine compilations 
resonate strongly with medieval concerns about life, destiny, spirituality, political 
power and control, and gendered relations which were present throughout the fifteenth 
century. Drawing on Vincensini’s observation that the multi-layered nature of the 
romances contributed to their “exemplarite culturelle”, I suggest the plurivocal quality 
of the romances permitted them to be associated with the diverse thematic and 
discursive material discussed above and that it therefore strongly contributed to their 
enduring popularity among elite audiences throughout the later medieval period. 
These findings thus urge scholars to broaden their analytical horizons beyond the 
marvellous and the dynastic when investigating the Melusine romances.
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C h ap te r Six. F ren c h  co n n ec tio n s : m a n u sc rip t ow ners, re a d in g  
c o m m u n itie s , an d  recep tio n  o f the  M elu sin e  ro m an ces
Introduction
Chapter Six completes my investigation into the historical reception of the Melusine 
romances by identifying owners of Melusine manuscripts and exploring the place of 
the romances within their owners’ cultural lives. As Appendix H demonstrates, many 
manuscripts reveal the names of owners of the Melusine romances, but due to the lack 
of supporting evidence, a positive identification of these owners has not always 
proved possible; such readers have not been included in the present investigation. 
Although I had initially intended to focus solely on owners of extant manuscripts, 
during the course of my research the names of owners of now lost Melusine 
manuscripts came to light; where these owners have been identified they have also 
been included in this study. 1 Of the ten manuscript owners considered below, all 
belong to the royal and imperial houses of Valois and Hapsburg or to the upper 
nobility in France and the Burgundian Netherlands in some degree. The gendered ratio 
of owners slightly favours men with six identified male owners to four female owners. 
Although personal manuscript possession is the basis for the inclusion of subjects 
within this Chapter, it is important to recall from Chapter One that an individual’s 
ownership of a text did not preclude the circulation of the work among the owner’s 
spouse, family, and social network. Hence, where appropriate, I will also consider 
romance owners’ wives and family when exploring their relationship with the RM  
and/or RP. While ownership of a volume does not guarantee that an owner read their 
book, unless there is evidence to suggest that s/he did not engage with the romance, it 
is a working assumption that the Melusine owners discussed in this Chapter were at 
least familiar with the contents of their library.
One of the most striking preliminary features of our corpus of owners is the way 
individuals cluster around different, yet interconnected, courtly centres.2 Notably,
1 As my original focus was on owners of extant manuscripts, a thorough investigation of medieval 
library catalogues, inventories, and wills for hitherto unidentified owners was beyond the scope of my 
research. Additionally, it has been beyond the scope of this study to provide full biographical accounts 
of each of the subjects discussed below. The notes cited provide starting points for further research into 
the lives and cultural interests of the Melusine owners studied in this Chapter.
2 For the term court as it is applied in this chapter, I follow Peter Amade: “historians now understand 
European courts less as mere households than as political, cultural, and social networks animated by the 
distribution of patronage and moored to a strong institutional base whose principal beneficiaries 
profited from the public right to display their authority” (P. Amade, Realms o f Ritual: Burgundian 
Ceremony and Civic Life in Medieval Ghent, Cornell University Press, Ithaca and London, 1996, p. 13). 
On courtly culture, see also M. Vale, The Princely Court: Medieval Courts and Culture in North-West
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groups of owners circulate among the courts of Blois and Orleans, the Touraine-based 
royal court of Louis XI and his successors, and Savoy. However, this phenomenon is 
most strongly marked for northern French and Flemish owners in the Burgundian 
court of Philippe le Bon, and the later fifteenth and early sixteenth-century 
Burgundian-Netherlands under Hapsburg rule. Stanley Fish’s observations that 
members of a community share interpretive strategies or ways of creating meaning as 
a result of their shared environment and experiences are thus relevant to known 
Melusine owners who participated within and across these courtly milieux.* 34 In a 
recent discussion of the influence of a reader’s location on reception, David N. 
Livingstone followed Fish’s lead by emphasising “the inescapably collective character 
of interpretation and the way in which any individual reading is located in the reader’s 
membership of a community sharing some foundational assumptions and interpretive 
strategies” .5 Some caution is warranted, however: as the following study reveals, 
whereas shared interpretive strategies may lend cohesion to a reading community’s 
collective reception of the Melusine legend, they do not preclude individuals within 
the geographic community producing unique readings in contrast with those of other 
readers. Nor are interpretations immutable over time: markedly different receptions of 
the romance were possible across the ducal and imperial Burgundian Netherlands. In 
addition, bonds between readers from different courtly centres which affiliate them 
with an alternate community, such as one created by marriage alliances, can create a 
further layer of meaning which may or may not coincide with those of readers within 
their immediate courtly network.6 Thus, if the following study acknowledges 
Livingstone’s emphasis on the geography of reading by organising the material 
according to predominant courtly location and approximate chronological order 
according to the manuscript owners (and their manuscripts, where appropriate), its 
approach to individual readers recognises the limitations imposed by deploying place 
as the sole category of analysis. Instead, the analysis deploys courtly locale as a frame 
within which readers created meanings of the Melusine romance.
Europe 1270-1380, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2000, and M. Gosman, A. MacDonald, and A.
Vanderjagt (eds), Princes and Princely Culture 1450-1650, 2 vols., Brill, Leiden, 2003.
3 See Maps 1, 5 and 6.
4 Fish, “Interpreting the Variorum" (cited in Chapter One), pp. 167-73.
3 D. N. Livingstone, “Science, text and space: thoughts on the geography of reading”, Transactions o f 
the Institute o f British Geographers, 30.4 (2005), pp.391-401, p.395.
6 On resisting readers, and the dynamic and intersecting nature of different interpretive communities, 
see Fetterley, The Resisting Reader,passim, and Fish, “Interpreting the Variorum", pp. 172-3.
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Chapter Two’s analysis of the patronage of the Melusine romances argued that the RM 
and RP's projection of their patrons’ identification with the prestigious Lusignan 
dynasty derived, in part, from Jean de Berry and Guillaume l’Archeveque’s desire to 
perpetuate their status as great noblemen. As Kaminsky has shown, possession of 
property both reflected and constituted noble status in the later Middle Ages. Berry 
and l’Archeveque’s bond with Lusignan and Parthcnay was thus an essential element 
of their constructed identities. The prose and poetic Melusine romances are based 
upon a complex of issues pertaining to land-ownership, including lineage and 
inheritance, legitimacy of tenure, noble identity, and female rule. This Chapter argues 
that these themes coincide with a range of historical concerns informing the lives of 
many identifiable Melusine owners throughout the study period. While entertainment 
should not be ignored as a factor motivating interest in the Lusignan legend, I thus 
propose that the romances offered a recreational reflection and/or an idealised 
representation of a range of interrelated political, ancestral, and territorial questions 
and problems experienced by their medieval audiences.
Problems surrounding seigneury or landlord-ship figured prominently among the 
concerns of many of the noble readers discussed below.7 Until relatively recently, 
historians traditionally viewed the later Middle Ages as a period which witnessed the 
crisis and decline of the nobility in opposition to the centralising of royal power and 
the rising influence of the urban bourgeoisie. Instead, scholars now understand the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as a time of flux in which the nobility experienced 
varying degrees of instability, but from which it emerged strongly. 8 9 Most commonly 
cited in support of each of these positions is the combined effect of the Hundred Years 
War and repeated outbreaks of the plague on seigneurial income. On the one hand, 
higher wage costs and lower returns for produce are argued to have diminished 
nobles’ ability to maintain their status by means of conspicuous consumption.4
7 Although not the only criteria for establishing noble status, ownership of property (a seigneurie) with 
jurisdictional rights, and the ability to live off the income deriving from the estate were commonly 
accepted minimum qualifications for determining one’s membership of the noblesse. See Kaminsky, 
“Estate, Nobility, and the Exhibition of Estate”, p.697 (and passim more generally), and Mourier, 
“Nobilitas, quid est?”, pp.255-69 (cited in Chapter Two).
x Kaminsky, “From Lateness to Waning”, pp.85-124, J.R. Major, From Renaissance Monarchy to 
Absolute Monarchy: French Kings, Nobles, and Estates, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore 
and London, 1994, Ch.3, D. Bohanan, Crown and Nobility in Early Modern France, Palgrave, 
Houndmills and New York, 2001, pp.7ff, Caron, Noblesse et pouvoir royal, pp.278-83, 287-90.
9 G. Bois, “Noblesse et crise des revenues seigneuriaux en France aux XIVe et XVe siecles: essai 
d’interpretation” in P. Contamine (ed.), La Noblesse au Moyen Age XF-XV siecles. Essais ä la 
memoire de Robert Boutruche, Presses universitaires de France, Paris, 1976, pp.219-33, Boutruche, La 
crise dune societe, pp.247ff. These authors nonetheless recognise that economic vicissitudes were 
neither equally distributed across France, nor constant.
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However, this phenomenon primarily affected the petty noblesse while larger fief- 
holders profited in at least two ways. First, some nobles began to lease out their 
demesne lands to peasants, thereby earning a fixed income from the rents without the 
anxiety of having to sell the produce themselves.10 Second, the sale of smaller fiefs 
permitted aspirant peasants or wealthier nobles to consolidate a number of properties 
into larger estates. For example, forty fiefs were identified in the county of Bigorre in 
1313, whereas there were only eighteen just over a century later.* 11 Affluent seigneurs 
could therefore emerge strongly from the economic downturn with an enhanced 
‘estate’ in all senses of the word.
In addition to the economic climate of the later Middle Ages, other factors both 
strengthened and destabilised the nobility in France. The number of older noble 
families consistently declined through a process of natural extinction, a feature 
exemplified by the county of Forez where, Perroy suggests, “roughly speaking, the 
nobility los[t] half its members within any given century”. Compensating for the 
decline in numbers of older noble families across the period, the elevation in status of 
new noble families through the purchase of fiefs, marriage, royal or regional office, 
war service or accrued wealth meant that the proportion of nobles within France 
remained steady at around 1-1.6% of the population across the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries.13 Major has discussed how different testamentary strategies were adopted to 
ensure the continued association of a family name with a patrimonial estate through 
means other than a direct male heir where none existed.14 Even so, as the Parthenay 
case discussed in Chapter Two and revisited below reveals, such strategies did not 
always ensure that a noble estate was appropriated by the intended heir, a situation 
which could result in protracted litigation.
10 Kaminsky, “From Lateness to Waning”, pp. 102-4, 114.
11 Major, From Renaissance Monarchy, p.75.
12 E. Perroy, “Social Mobility among the French Noblesse in the Later Middle Ages”, Past and Present, 
21 (1962), pp.25-38, p.31. For comparison, see the discussion of noble extinction and recruitment in 
K.B. MacFarlane, The Nobility o f Later Medieval England, The Ford Lectures and Related Studies, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1973, pp. 142-76, esp. pp.146-7. As well as dynastic extinction, decline in 
numbers of the nobility could be due to war, impoverishment, declining lifestyle, or formalised 
derogation of noble status, on which, see E. Dravasa, “‘Vivre noblement’: Recherches sur la 
derogeance de noblesse du XIVe au XVIe siecles”, Revue juridique et economique de Sud-Ouest, 16 
(1965), pp. 135-93.
13 On the renewal of noble numbers, see Perroy, “Social Mobility”, pp.32-6, Major, From Renaissance 
Monarchy, pp.69-75, R.H. Lucas, “Ennoblement in Late Medieval France”, Mediaeval Studies, 39 
(1977), pp.239-60. For the population figures, Contamine, “The French Nobility and the War” (cited in 
Introduction), pp. 138-9, and Kaminsky, “Estate, Nobility, and the Exhibition of Estate”, p.696.
14 Major, From Renaissance Monarchy, pp.86-90, and Nassiet, “Parente et successions dynastiques” 
(cited in Chapter Two), pp.621-44.
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Relatedly, a noble’s possession of an estate, however legitimate, was not necessarily 
guaranteed, particularly during periods of war. In his study of the impact of the 
Hundred Years War on the Bordelais region, Robert Boutruche illustrated the 
transitory nature of landholding which was dependent upon, to name just two factors, 
political factions and administrative (in)efficiency.15 As Louis XI’s reign also 
illustrated, royal whim and political pressure could dictate the unexpected transfer of 
estates, including during periods of peace, as several Melusine owners below 
discovered to their cost.16 Following Kaminsky’s argument that real estate was a 
concrete manifestation of status, the insecurities confronting nobles over their 
possession of land arguably intersected with their constant preoccupation to maintain 
their status and noble identities through an appropriate lifestyle and exercise of 
property rights.17 Equally threatening in theory for noblemen was the prospect of 
women ruling estates, an image epitomised by Melusine and a concern amplified in 
John Knox’s later diatribe, First Blast o f the Trumpet Against the Monstrous Regiment 
o f Women (1558).18 Nonetheless, although “women’s enjoyment of property 
threatened to destabilize the male lineage”, as Gareth Prosser remarks: “At any given 
moment much of the landed wealth of the noblesse was in the hands of heiresses and 
widows, though proportions varied according to local custom”.19 Further, as the cases 
of Anne de France and Marguerite d’Autriche illustrate below, contemporary kings 
and nobles very occasionally recognised and endorsed women’s intelligence and 
ability to govern princes and territories.
The nobility’s relationship with its landholdings was thus challenged in various ways 
towards the end of the Middle Ages. If landlords’ economic position and status were 
occasionally improved by judicious transactions during periods of decline and the 
noblesse was numerically bolstered by consistent social mobility, political and 
military events, and dynastic extinction could nonetheless threaten a noble’s property 
and his noble standing. Although seigneurie and noble identity are not the only points
15 Boutruche, La crise dune societe, pp.23 5-45.
16 See especially the discussions relating to Jean, comte de Dunois and Pierre d’Amboise below.
17 Kaminsky, “Estate, Nobility, and the Exhibition of Estate”, pp.702-9, G. Prosser, “The later medieval 
French noblesse”, in Potter (ed.), France in the Later Middle Ages, pp. 182-209, pp.l89ff, Dravasa, 
‘“Vivre noblement’”, pp. 139-41.
Ix J. Knox, “The First Blast of the Trumpet Against the Monstrous Regiment of Women (1558)” in J. 
Knox, The Political Writings o f John Knox: The First Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous 
Regiment of Women and Other Selected Works, ed. and intro. M.A. Breslow, Folger Books, Associated 
University Presses, Cranbury, London, and Mississauga CA., 1985, Ch.l.
19 Prosser, “The later medieval French noblesse", p.190. For studies of female seigneurie in medieval 
France and Flanders, see K. Lo Prete, “Adela of Blois: Familial Alliances and Female Lordship” and 
K.S. Nichols, “Countesses as Rulers in Flanders” in Evergates (ed.), Aristocratic Women in Medieval 
France, pp.7-43 and 111-37 respectively.
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of intersection between the Melusine romances and readerly interests, they are 
nonetheless pervasive, as the following studies suggest.
Owners o f  M elusine rom ances and their reading com m unities
B lois-0 rleans-Dunois
Jean, bätard d’Orleans, and Pierre d’Amboise and his wife, Anne de Bueil, are 
Melusine owners whose main residences were located within and around the duchy of 
Orleans.20 With Jean’s wife, Marie d’Harcourt, these owners shared anxieties about 
land tenure and the preservation of status which are echoed throughout the RM and 
RP. I will first outline the socio-political bonds linking Jean and Pierre before 
investigating how these seigneurial themes resonated for each couple.
Jean d’Orleans, comte de Dunois from 1439, and Pierre d’Amboise, seigneur de 
Chaumont enjoyed a multi-faceted relationship which spanned over four decades. 
From the 1420s, the pair shared a feudal bond whereby Jean, as his half-brother 
Charles d’Orleans’ representative and administrator in the county of Blois, recruited 
regional barons, including d’Amboise, for military service.21 They were companions- 
in-arms, fighting together in campaigns at Orleans and Patay in 1428-1429. During 
the 1430s, they served together as councillors of Charles VII, a king whose own 
fondness for the Melusine legend was apparent when he wore the “armes de 
Lusignan” during the tournaments at Chalons in 1445.2’ Jean and Pierre participated 
in the Dauphin Louis’ rebellion against his father known as the Praguerie in 1440. 
However, it appears that Jean’s involvement arose from the insinuations of the due de 
Bourbon, with whom d’Amboise was allied, that Charles VII was not serious in his
:n Jean d’Orleans favoured Chäteaudun in Dunois and Beaugency in Orleans, while Pierre and Anne 
predominantly lived at the family seat of Chaumont-sur-Loire in Blois (J. Thibault, “Un prince 
territorial au XVe siecle: Dunois, bätard d’Orleans”, Bulletin de la Societe archeologique et historique 
de I’Orleanais, n.s.14, 116 (1997), pp.3-45, pp.22-4, R. Gamier, Dunois: Le Bätard d ’Orleans (1403- 
1468), Editions Fernand Lanore, Paris, 1999, pp.258-9; L. Bosseboeuf, Le Chateau de Chaumont dans 
Vhistoire et les arts, Maison Alfred Marne et fils, Tours, 1906, Ch.IX.
21 P. Champion, Vie de Charles d ’Orleans (1394-1465), Honore Champion, Paris, 1911, pp.179-80, 
189-90 and 190, n.2, 299, Bosseboeuf, Le Chateau de Chaumont, p. 156.
22 Jean Chartier, Chronique de Charles VII, roi de France, 3 vols., ed. V. de Viriville, P. Jannet, Paris, 
1858,1, pp.68-9, Memoires concernant la Pucelle d ’Orleans in J.F. Michaud and J.J.T. Poujoulat (eds), 
Nouvelle collection des memoires pour servir ä Vhistoire de France depuis le X l l f  siecle jusqu ’a la fin 
du XVIIF, 32 vols., F’Editeur du commentaire analytique du code civil, Paris, 1836-39, III, pp.86 and 
93ff, Bossebeouf, Le Chateau de Chaumont, p. 157, M. Prevost, “Amboise, Pierre d’” in J. Balteau, M. 
Barrous, and M. Prevost (eds), Dictionnaire de biographie firanqaise, II, Fetouzey et Ane, Paris, 1938, 
col.523-4.
23 G. du Fresne de Beaucourt, Histoire de Charles VII, 6 vols., Librairie de la Societe bibliographique, 
Paris, 1881-1891, II, pp.299, 567-8, 570, III, p.41-2, IV, p. 101, d’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, 
I, p.41 (for quotation). For the king’s reliance on Dunois at different periods during his reign, see 
Beaucourt, cited above, vols. Ill, pp.41-2, VI, p. 16 and n.4.
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efforts to liberate Jean’s brother, Charles d’Orleans, from English captivity. On 
discovering Bourbon’s antipathy towards the king, Dunois extricated himself from the 
baronial rebellion, and returned to the king’s inner circle of advisors.24 Dunois is 
traditionally regarded as a particularly loyal subject to the crown, despite his 
involvement, once again alongside Pierre d’Amboise and other prominent nobles, in 
the organisation of the Ligue du Bien Public in 1465 A A noted orator, Jean was a key 
figure in the negotiations for peace between the noble factions later that year, and was 
subsequently received back into the royal council.26 In contrast, Pierre was not readily 
restored to the favour of either Charles VII or Louis XL after these rebellions; 
furthermore, he seems to have engaged actively in prolonging the tensions between 
Louis XI and his brother, the due de Berry (later Normandy) in 1465-1466.27 By the 
time of Dunois’ death in November 1468, he and Pierre d’Amboise and, possibly, 
their families, had long enjoyed a multi-layered relationship by virtue of their regional 
and feudal ties, and their membership of an elite network which circulated around 
royal authority.
By January 1468, Jean d’Orleans owned “ung livre de Meluzine, et d’autre choses, en 
pappier” among the collection of around fifty-four books he housed at Chäteaudun in 
the Dunois. Although we do not know whether this compilation volume contained a 
copy of the RM  or the RP, Jean and his wife Marie shared several interrelated 
concerns revolving around dynastic affiliation and patrimonial claims which, coupled 
with anxieties regarding seigneurial position and territorial tenure, coincided with 
themes central to each of the Melusine redactions.
24 Beaucourt, Charles VII, III, pp.114-35, M.G.A. Vale, Charles VII, Eyre Methuen, London, 1974, 
pp.76-82, and “Memoire des plaintes et demandes faictes au conseil du Roy estant ä Montferrant, par 
les dues d’Alenqon et de Bourbon, tant pour eulx que pour monseigneur le Daulphin, et demandes et 
responces du Roy et de monseigneur le Daulphin” in d’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, III, piece 
justificative I, pp.4-92, esp. pp.7-8.
25 Thibaut, “Un prince territorial”, pp.8, 11; for a convenient account of the Guerre du Bien Public, see 
Kendall, Louis XI, pp. 129-86, P. de Commynes, Memoirs: The reign o f Louis XI 1461-83, trans. M. 
Jones, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1972, pp. 62-97, 100-111.
26 Chartier, Charles VII, ed. de Viriville, II, pp. 105-6; for his role as a negotiator “de la part des 
seigneurs”, see P. de Commynes, Memoires sur Louis XI (1464-1483), ed. J. Dufoumet, Gallimard, 
Paris, 1979, p.81; Gamier, Dunois, p.326-33.
27 Vale, Charles VII, pp.81 -2, Beaucourt, Charles VII, III, pp.119-22, 127-32, 425, Commynes, 
Memoires, ed. Dufoumet, pp.66-7, Jean de Troyes, Les chroniques de Jean de Troyes in Michaud and 
Poujoulat (eds), Nouvelle collection des memoires, IV, p.274, Jean de Bueil, Le Jouvencel par Jean de 
Bueil, intro. C. Favre, 2 vols., SHF, Librairie Renouard, Paris, 1887-89, I, pp.ccxlvi-cclx, and H. Stein, 
Charles de France, frere de Louis XI, Auguste Picard, Paris, 1921, pp. 164, 198-9, n.2.
28 Jarry, Jean, batard d ’Orleans, p.62. See also BN ms naf. 9647, 268v. Dunois’ library was typical for 
an erudite nobleman, containing a mixture of devotional, historical, philosophical, recreational, and 
administrative books, in French and Latin.
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Ancestry and inheritance claims underpinned the mutual interest of Jean d’Orleans 
and his wife in the Parthenay heritage in the mid-fifteenth century. In 1439 Dunois 
married Marie d’Harcourt, a granddaughter of Jeanne l’Archeveque, the second 
daughter of Guillaume l’Archeveque, seigneur de Parthenay and patron of the RP. 
Guillaume’s son had twice illegitimately sold Parthenay to Jean de Berry and the 
Dauphin Charles in 1405 and 1416 respectively, reserving usufruct for himself, while 
in 1415, the crown had granted Arthur de Richemont the barony on the condition that 
he recover it from Jean l’Archeveque, then a supporter of Burgundy.' Although 
unsuccessful in the short-term, Richemont was subsequently confirmed in this grant in 
1425 and later in 1435 and 1436.31 Since 1407, Guillaume l’Archeveque’s daughters 
and their families had engaged in legal action against both the crown and Jean 
l’Archeveque demanding their share of the Parthenay estates, which Guillaume had 
provided would be divided among his daughters and their descendants, should his son 
not produce an heir. However, the l’Archeveque sisters and their families, including 
Jean d’Orleans who acted for the Harcourt family, were unsuccessful in their legal
' l lsuits. From 1444, Jean’s personal interest in the Parthenay claim doubtless increased 
when he purchased the portion of the seigneury claimed by his wife’s cousin, Jeanne 
de Chalon, the comtesse de Tonnerre, who descended from Marie l’Archeveque, the 
elder daughter of the RP’s patron. Jean d’Orleans and Marie d’Harcourt’s ownership 
of the RP, then, can be understood in terms of the claims of Marie’s family (and later 
of Dunois himself) to a share of the Parthenay heritage by virtue of its descent from 
the l’Archeveque dynasty. Aside from this practical concern for patrimonial territory, 
copies of either the RM  or the RP arguably held appeal for the mythic prestige they 
could lend to each side of the couple’s ancestry: whereas Marie was descended via 
Parthenay from Lusignan’s founding mother, Jean could also claim a distant
29 See App. I, Tables 3 and 4 for genealogical tables of the l’Archeveque-Parthenay family, and for 
Jeanne l’Archeveque’s descendants. See also G. Martin, Histoire et genealogie de la Maison 
d ’Harcourt, Imprimerie Mathias, La Ricamarie, 1994, pp.58-9 and Ledain, Histoire de la ville de 
Parthenay, p.252. I have been unable to consult the relevant volumes of G.-A. de La Roque de La 
Lontiere, Histoire et genealogie de la maison d ’Harcourt, 4 vols., S. Cramoisy, Paris, 1662.
30 For the following details concerning the fate of Parthenay under Jean l’Archeveque (d. 1427), see 
Ledain, La Gatine historique, pp. 166-82.
31 Ledain, La Gatine historique, p. 182, Cosneau, Le connetable de Richemont, pp.487-93. For Arthur’s 
involvement with Parthenay, see also App. H, Part B, “Constructing a reading community”.
32 Ledain, La Gatine historique, pp.159, 167, 181-3, and Ledain, Histoire de la ville de Parthenay, 
p.252 (and see the relevant discussion in Chapter Two above).
33 BN, ms naf. 9647, 208r - an acquittal in which Dunois acknowledged receipt of letters of sale for the 
said portion of Parthenay [parchment, copy?].
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association with Melusine through his descent as an illegitimate son of Bonne de 
Luxembourg’s grandson, Louis d’Orleans.34
When not engaged in the defence of the French crown, Jean d’Orleans was occupied 
with the acquisition and preservation of noble estate. As an illegitimate son, albeit of a 
prince, he was not entitled to inherit a particular estate, title, or monies and hence
t  c
needed to win, purchase, or otherwise acquire these signs of nobility. However, from 
around 1424 when he was 21, Jean’s service to both Charles VII and his half-brothers, 
Charles d’Orleans and Jean d’Angouleme, was compensated with extensive grants of 
lands, titles, and pensions. As Thibault has shown, before approximately 1450, many 
grants of land were located in economically and militarily strategic positions around 
the Loire, the geographic clustering of which helped to secure the region for the king 
and the absent due d’Orleans.36 Moreover, after his brother granted him the county of 
Dunois in 1439, Jean controlled his own apanage; as Thibaut suggests, he thereby 
acquired “l’assise sociale et territoriale d’un grand seigneur”.37 Dunois sought to 
maintain his seigneurial authority in several ways, including the attachment of his 
administrators to his person rather than to their regional position. This relationship 
enabled Jean to transfer his officials when relinquishing and taking control of new 
estates, thereby facilitating his smooth transition as the lord over the newly acquired 
land.38 Further, books of accounts and feudal recognisances were available for 
Dunois’ ready consultation at Chäteaudun, while this stronghold, Beaugency, and 
Clery were each subject to continuous extension and refurbishment.39 Jean and Marie 
also established a foundation at Chäteaudun which was consecrated as a Sainte- 
Chapelle in 1465, the significance of which lay in the fact that only princely chapels 
were generally permitted the title of Sainte-Chapelle.40 The prominent status acquired 
by Dunois was acknowledged by his pre-eminent position as a peer of the realm at the
34 See App. I, Table 1 and 5 for Orleans’ descent from Bonne de Luxembourg and for a genealogical 
table of the house of Orleans.
35 The Etablissements de Saint Louis. Thirteenth Century Law Texts from Tours, Orleans, and Paris, 
trans. and intro. F.R.P. Akehurst, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1996, pp.65-6, R.C. 
Famiglietti, Tales o f the Marriage Bed from Medieval France (1300-1500), Picardy Press, Providence, 
1992, pp.98-100. As Thibaut observes, his illegitimacy did not hinder Jean’s participation in political 
and military affairs (“Un prince territorial”, pp.6-7).
36 Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, pp.6-7, 15, 20-3, 35-7, Gamier, Dunois, pp.143, 223, 255.
37 Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, p.24.
38 Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, p.21.
39 Jarry, Jean, batard d ’Orleans, pp.22-33, Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, pp.22, 42-3, Gamier, 
Dunois, pp.245, 258, 272, 293-6.
40 Jarry, Jean, batard d ’Orleans, pp.25-6, Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, p.43, Gamier, Dunois, 
pp.336-7, J.-M. Perouse de Montclos, Chateaux o f the Loire Valley, trans. P. Aston, Könemann, 
Cologne, 1997, pp. 151 -5.
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funeral of Charles VII, and by Louis XI’s arrangement for Jean’s son and heir, 
Francois, to marry the king’s sister-in-law, Agnes de Savoie in 1466.41
In 1458 the family honour and seigneurial standing of Dunois and his wife were 
mutually reinforced when Charles VII gifted Parthenay and its appurtenances to the 
couple and their male heirs to enjoy after the death of Arthur de Richemont, then due 
de Bretagne. This territorial donation reflected Charles’ recognition that Dunois “nous 
a merueilement scruy ... [en] noz conseils comme en noz guerres”.42 However, shortly 
after his accession to the throne, in September 1461 Louis XI revoked his father’s 
donation of Parthenay and its estates, which were described by Caron as “les plus 
riches terres de Dunois”.43 Dunois was also excluded from the royal council in this 
period, and suffered the loss of Beaugency to the crown in 1465.44 In combination 
with Dunois’ unease at Louis’ encroachment upon Orleans authority in the Italian 
region of Asti, Thibault attributes these factors as reasons for the count’s decision to 
join the Ligue du Bien Public, a loose coalition of nobles whom the new king had 
disaffected by diminishing their political and territorial power-bases.45 As a central 
negotiator for peace, Jean ensured the “restitution de toutes ses terres et seigneuries” 
following the Treaties of Conflans and Saint-Maur, along with pensions and offices he 
had held during the reign of Charles VII.46 The significance of Parthenay and its 
estate(s) for Dunois is illustrated in a holographic will he produced in 1468 in which 
the count identifies himself as “Jehan, conte de Dunois et de Longueville, seigneur de 
Partenay, grant chamberlan de France”.47 As Thibault amply demonstrates, Dunois 
possessed many other significant lands, including the principality of Chätellailon in 
the bailiwick of La Rochelle, the county of Tancarville, and the viscounty of Melun.48
41 Chartier, Chronique de Charles VII, ed. de Viriville, III, p.l 15, Gamier, Dunois, p.331. Agnes was a 
daughter of Anne de Lusignan, the princess of Cyprus, and due Louis de Savoie, connections which 
lent the family an additional thread of affiliation to the Melusine romances.
42 BN, ms naf 9647, 203-5v (203v for quotation), a contemporary paper copy of the donation, dated 22 
October 1458. See also Beaucourt, Charles VII, VI, pp.348, 491-2 and Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, 
pp.36-7.
43 Caron, Noblesse et pouvoir royale, p.217, Gamier, Dunois, p.319, Thibaut, “Un prince territorial”, 
p.l 1, Commynes, Memoirs, trans. Jones, p.80.
44 Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, p.31.
4:1 Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, pp.10, 31, Commynes, Memoires, ed. Dufoumet, pp.50, 67, T. 
Basin, Histoire de Louis XI, trans. and ed. C. Samaran, 3 vols., Les Belles Lettres, Paris, 1963-72, I, 
pp.43-5, 167.
46 Commynes, Memoires, ed. Dufoumet, pp.73, 81, Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, p .ll; for the 
quotation, see the copy of the clauses which served as the grounds for the Conflans and Saint-Maur 
treaties printed in Philippe de Comines, Memoires de Philippe de Comines in Michaud and Poujoulat 
(eds), Nouvelle collection des memoires, IV, p.23, n. 1.
47 Jarry, Jean, batardd’Orleans, p.47.
48 Thibault, “Un prince territorial”, p.37.
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Dunois’ preference for the lesser Parthenay title as a mode of self-identification thus 
indicates the importance he attached to the Gätinais lands and offers a further clue 
towards understanding the count’s interest in the Melusine romance. Possibly 
motivated in part by a desire to overcome the taint of illegitimacy, Jean’s acquisition 
of wealth and landed status parallel Raymondin’s idealised socio-political elevation in 
the Melusine romances.49 In this regard, Jean d’Orleans and Marie d’Harcourt’s 
possession of a copy of the Melusine romance resonated with several interconnected 
aspirations, notably patrimonial preservation and the promotion of family prestige, 
aspirations which the acquisition of Parthenay no doubt helped to realise.
Pierre d’Amboise, seigneur de Chaumont, and his wife, Anne de Bueil’s ownership of 
manuscript D, which contains the RM  and the list of inauspicious days discussed in 
Chapter Five, is consistent with their family’s active engagement in the patrimonial 
politics and cultural practices prevalent among the elite milieu. Indeed, the couple’s 
ownership of a book itself is not surprising. Following their marriage in 1428, they 
participated in the higher levels of noble society in Blois and the Touraine: as noted 
earlier, Pierre was a royal councillor and chamberlain during the 1430s, and held 
several administrative titles, including that of Governor of Touraine in 1440.50 They 
enjoyed a privileged relationship with the Orleans household, as well as with the due 
dc Bourbon, for whom Pierre was a trusted intermediary during the settlement of the 
marriage of the duke’s daughter with Charles, comte de Charolais in 1454.51 Further, 
the family’s cultural interests are suggested by Anne de Bueil’s brother, Jean V de 
Bueil, comte de Sancerre’s having composed the semi-autobiographical and romantic 
account of chivalric life, Le Jouvencel.52 The couple’s wealth and status are also 
suggested by the fact that of their seventeen children, nine entered the church and 
successfully attained positions of authority: the most famous of these was Georges,
53Cardinal d’Amboise, the respected councillor of Louis XII.
49 For discussion about Dunois’ possible legitimisation, see Gamier, Dunois, p.296 and Thibault, “Un 
prince territorial”, p.30, n. 1; Le Goff, “Melusine matemelle et defricheuse”, p.601.
50 Bueil, Le Jouvencel, intro. Favre, I, pp.lxxxv, n.3, Prevost, “Amboise, Pierre de”, cols. 523-4.
51 Gamier, Dunois, p.232 (Pierre promised to contribute to the ransom for Charles d’Orleans if 
necessary); G. Chastellain, CEuvres de Georges Chastellain, ed. K. de Lettenhove, 8 vols., Heussner, 
Brussels, 1862-66, Chronique, III, pp.7-8, 27-8. A Pierre d’Amboise is known to have transcribed a 
Troylus for Marie de Cleves, duchesse d’Orleans in 1454, but I have been unable to determine whether 
the seigneur de Chaumont and this scribe are the same person (Champion, Vie de Charles d ’Orleans,
p.120).
52 Le Jouvencel is dated to the early-mid 1460s (Bueil, Le Jouvencel, intro. Favre, I, pp.cccix-cccx).
53 See App. I, Table 6 for a partial genealogical table noting those among Pierre d’Amboise and Anne 
de Bueil’s offspring who entered the Church, and Bosseboeuf, Le Chateau de Chaumont, pp. 160-3. For 
the Cardinal’s own extensive collection of books, see Delisle, Cabinet des manuscrits, I, pp.245-58.
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Territorial acquisition and maintenance of status were ongoing concerns for Pierre and 
Anne, who oversaw their family’s rise to prominence in regional and royal political 
affairs. Pierre d’Amboise and his wife held lands across Blois, Touraine, Bourbon, 
and Berry.54 With Jean de Bueil, they were active in pursuit of their patrimonial 
entitlements: between c. 1447-52, they successfully engaged in litigation against their 
close ally, the house of Bourbon, to assert their hold over estates in the Auvergne to 
which Anne and Jean claimed they were legitimately entitled as heirs of their uncle, 
Beraud, the dauphin d’Auvergne.^5 However, the security of Pierre and Anne’s 
privileged position was threatened during Louis XI’s reign when d’Amboise joined 
the Ligue du Bien Public. Louis retaliated in May 1465 by confiscating Chaumont and 
its estates, and declared that he had “‘fait demolir et abattre son chastel dudit lieu de 
Chaumont et autres de ses maisons’”, before granting the seigneury and 
accompanying lands to Marie, duchesse d’Orleans.^6 Following Pierre’s alliance with 
Louis XI’s brother, Charles de France, the king commanded in 1466 that “la place de 
Chaumont-sur-Loire qui appartient ä messire Pierre d’Amboise seigneur dudit lieu de 
Chaumont, feust mise en feu et en flambe et arrasee, ce qui fut fait”.57 In early 1466 
Louis began legal proceedings against Pierre, presumably for treason, and repeatedly 
refused to grant him letters of pardon throughout the year.58 Although I am unable to 
determine when Pierre was pardoned, he had recovered Chaumont by the later 1460s, 
commencing an extensive program of building works, the evidence of which remains 
today, and engaging his son Charles to act as his procureur in 1469 and 1470.59 Given 
the significance of the seigneurial seat as a sign of noble identity, Pierre’s 
reconstruction of Chaumont undoubtedly reflected his desire to reassert the family’s 
social and political legitimacy and standing, which had been critically challenged by 
the confiscation and destruction of his patrimonial estates. Pierre and Anne’s concern 
to establish the validity of their rights to estates with which they claimed dynastic 
affiliations, the security of which was demonstrably uncertain, thus echoes both the
’4 Bosseboeuf, Le Chateau de Chaumont, pp. 157, 167.
55 Bueil, Le Jouvencel, intro. Favre, I, pp.cxlv, clxxiii-clxxix, and II, pieces justificatives XXXI-XXXII, 
pp.358-64.
56 A letter dated 31 May 1465, cited in Bosseboeuf, Le Chateau de Chaumont, p. 170.
57 De Troyes, Les chroniques de Jean de Troyes, p.274 (for quotation), Bueil, Le Jouvencel, intro. 
Favre, I, p.cclvi, n.6. On Pierre’s involvement with Charles, see Basin, Histoire de Louis XI, ed. 
Samaran, I, pp.231, 253, Bueil, Le Jouvencel, intro. Favre, pp.ccl, ccliii, cclvi and notes therein, Stein, 
Charles de France, pp. 164, n.2, 169, and pp.549-51, piece justificative XII.
58 Bueil, Le Jouvencel, intro. Favre, I, pp. cclvi, cclix and nn.3-4, Stein, Charles de France, pp. 198-9, 
n.2.
59 Perouse de Montclos, Chateaux o f the Loire Valley, p. 156, Bosseboeuf, Le Chateau de Chaumont, 
pp. 171-2.
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motivations underpinning the due de Berry’s patronage of the RM in the 1380s and 
important motifs and episodes within the RM itself.
In addition to the appeal of the RM's dynastic and territorial themes, the contents of 
compilation D coincided with cultural practices in which members of the extended 
d’Amboise family are known to have engaged. A significant element of the RM 
centres around prophecies, be they the product of fairy knowledge disseminated by 
Presine and Melusine or the result of astrological science practised by the count 
Aymery (RM 12-13, 20-1, 31). To a degree, these narrative elements are 
complemented by the inclusion of a list of inauspicious days at the beginning of 
volume D. As the previous Chapter explained, deterministic prognostications of this 
kind derived from a blend of popular tradition with astrological observations. Despite 
the Church’s widespread official condemnation of such fortune-telling, members of 
the nobility and clergy nonetheless continued to be attracted to such arts.60 In 1446 
Anne de Bueil’s brother, Jean, was reported to have consulted a Franciscan monk 
named Jehan Canyvet, a “docteur notable en astrologie”, over a decade earlier. After 
Jean questioned the monk about his continued influence in royal circles, Bueil was 
advised to avoid the royal court “car sa bonne fortune selon sa nature n’y estoit point”, 
and his downfall was prophesied for ten years hence. Although Jean appears to have 
reacted sceptically to this horoscope, he nevertheless sent his servant back to Canyvet 
to “savoir au certain qu’il devroit faire pour sa meilleure salvation”.61 This anecdote is 
interesting on several levels, but for my purposes it illustrates that members of Anne 
de Bueil’s immediate family were willing to accommodate this potentially unorthodox 
form of knowledge into their Christian belief system. In this respect, the insertion of a 
list of unlucky days into the RM  volume owned by Anne de Bueil and her husband 
manifestly coincides with cultural interests and beliefs evinced by members of their 
family. The result is a compilation whose treatment of themes of prophecy and fate 
was consonant with the cultural practices of the owners’ family.
In different ways, and for different reasons, the Melusine romance resonated with the 
lives of these interconnected readers who lived in the neighbouring regions of
60 Veenstra, Magic and Divination, pp.141-3, 184-9; Kieckhefer, Magic in the Middle Ages, pp.122-5, 
127-8.
61 Bueil, Le Jouvencel, intro. Favre, I, pp.cxxxi-cxxxii, II, piece justificative XIX, esp. pp.335-8, 
(pp.336-7 for quotations). Although this information is revealed during court proceedings investigating 
Jean de Bueil in 1446, his consultation with the astrologer is not presented as an abnormal act. Indeed, 
the witness providing these details notes that he himself consulted another Franciscan astrologer on the 
question of former master’s position at court.
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Orleans, Dunois, and Blois. Concerns to establish the legitimacy of dynastic claims to 
lands and maintain tenure of those estates are common to each pair of noble owners 
who were confronted with threats to their patrimony, and consequently to their social 
status. The couples’ active engagement in the recovery and reconstruction of dynastic 
territories echoes the expansion of Lusignan undertaken by both Raymondin and 
Melusine in their copy of the RM. Moreover, the themes of prophecy and shifting 
fortunes threaded throughout compilation D not only evoke the instability experienced 
by Pierre and Anne but equally resonate with their family’s cultural practices more 
broadly.
Valois Burgundy under Philippe le Bon
Crusading ambitions and dynastic prestige interchangeably shaped the use of the 
Melusine legend among members of the ducal court of Burgundy in the mid-fifteenth 
century. These shared interpretive lenses informed the colourful literary and 
decorative interpretations of the legend produced by leading members of the 
Burgundian court, Philippe le Bon, Jean V de Crequy, and the family of Louis de 
Luxembourg, comte de Saint Pol.62 This section explores how and why these elites 
expressed and transmitted alternate versions and visions of the Melusine legend which 
then circulated widely among the court. It begins with a discussion of the Burgundian 
duke’s intensified promotion of crusade in the early 1450s and illustrates the 
exploitation of the Lusignan family to support his aspirations at the famous Banquet 
du Faisan in February 1454. This forms the background to a consideration of Jean de 
Crequy’s patronage of the contemporary Har manuscript, the illuminated copy of the 
RM  which privileges the Lusignan sons’ crusading adventures analysed in Chapter 
Three, later absorbed into Philippe le Bon’s library.63 The public and private 
demonstrations of the Luxembourg family’s affiliation with the serpentine Melusine 
conclude this section, with particular emphasis on Louis de Luxembourg’s use of the 
legend at a great feast held in Cambrai, in March 1454.64 To differing extents, these
62 Charles le Temeraire is listed in App. H as an owner of Melusine romance in Har, however, to 
contain the scope of the discussion, I have only focused upon his father’s interest in the romance figure 
in this Chapter.
63 Barrois, Bibliotheque protypographique, p. 186, Item no. 1269 (from an inventory of the ducal 
household at Bruges c.1467). See also p.230, item no. 1627 (inventory of ducal Chambre des Joyaulx, 
Ghent, July 1485).
64 Louis de Luxembourg is not known to have owned a Melusine romance himself. However, as 
discussed below, his sister Jacquetta and brother Jacques each owned or commissioned texts outlining 
the Luxembourg’s descent from Melusine via her son, Anthoine. I thus include Louis’ deployment of 
the Melusine motif at the Feast of the Unicom as an illustration of the extent to which the character was 
embedded in Burgundian culture. For Louis’ known book collection, see H. Wijsman, “Le connetable 
et le chanoine. Les ambitions bibliophiles de Louis de Luxembourg et sa signification pour les ecrits
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individuals’ conscious identification with the Lusignan talc represent an instances of 
their ‘performance of self: by disseminating their association with the illustrious 
crusading family among the Burgundian court, the duke, Crequy, and Saint Pol each 
sought to project and consolidate, by enhancing, their own political, cultural, or 
dynastic credentials.65
Crusade fervour at the Burgundian court was led by the duke, Philippe le Bon. As 
historians of ducal Burgundy have shown, throughout his life Philippe supported 
crusading initiatives and send relief to beleaguered Christian colonies such as 
Rhodes.66 To gamer support for his ambitions at home, in 1430 he created the Ordre 
de la Toison d’Or (Golden Fleece), the primary goal of which was the defence of the 
Christian faith and Holy Church.67 At a 1451 chapter of the Order held in Mons, the 
duke announced his intention to form a crusade expedition, but distractions such as 
rebellion in the province of Ghent and conflict in Luxembourg temporarily halted 
these plans between 1451-53.68 By 1454, a year after the Turkish conquest of the 
Christian stronghold of Constantinople, Philippe had secured peace throughout his 
expanding realm and turned his attention once more to the East.69 Considered to be at 
particular risk in this period was Cyprus, the Lusignan-ruled island traditionally 
regarded as the last Christian outpost for pilgrims en route to the Holy Land.70 From
autographes de Jean Mielot”, in Le livre au fit de sespages. Actes de la 14e journee d ’etudes du Reseau 
des medievistes beiges de langue franqaise, (Archives et Bibliotheques de Belgique, no. 18), Brussels, 
2008, pp. 125-59, forthcoming, I thank Dr Wijsman for sending me a copy of this paper prior to 
publication.
65 On the social constitution of public identity, see Kaminsky, “Estate, Nobility, and the Exhibition of 
Estate”, p.702 and Crane, The Performance o f Self pp.1-7, 175-8.
66 Rhodes received aid in the 1420s and 1440s, while in the 1450s, Philippe negotiated with 
neighbouring French, imperial, and central European governments and papal leaders for a collective 
expedition to recover lost Christian landmarks. For these and other measures, see Paviot, “Burgundy 
and the Crusade” (cited in Chapter Three), pp.70-80, Pirenne, Histoire de Belgique, II, pp.254-6, n.2, 
and R. Vaughan, Philip the Good: The Apogee o f Burgundy, intro. G. Small, Boydell Press, 
Woodbridge, 2002 (orig. pub. Longman, London, 1970), pp.268-74, 358-72.
67 F. de Gruben, Les chapitres de la Toison d ’Or a I ’epoque bourguignonne (1430-1477), Leuven 
University Press, Leuven, 1997, pp.3, 6.
6X La Marche, Memoires, II, pp.53-4, 185.
69 On Philippe’s consolidation of power, W. Blockmans and W. Prevenier, The Promised Lands: The 
Low Countries Under Burgundian Rule, 1369-1530, trans. E. Fackelman, trans. rev. and ed. E. Peters, 
University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 1999, pp.103-40, Vaughan, Philip the Good, pp.282-5 
and Ch.10. See Map 5 for the extent of the ducal Burgundian territories in the fifteenth century.
70 For background on the Cypriot situation in this period, see N. Housley, “Cyprus and the Crusades, 
1291-1571” in N. Housley, Crusading and Warfare in Medieval and Renaissance Europe, Variorum, 
Ashgate, Aldershot, 2001, Ch. VI (orig. pub. in N. Coureas and J. Riley-Smith (eds), Cyprus and the 
Crusades: papers given at the International Conference ‘Cyprus and the Crusades’, Nicosia, 6-9 
September, 1994, Nicosia, 1995, pp. 187-206), P. Edbury, “The Lusignan Kingdom of Cyprus and its 
Muslim Neighbours”, in P. Edbury, Kingdoms o f the Crusaders: From Jerusalem to Cyprus, Variorum, 
Ashgate, Aldershot, 1999, Ch.XI, pp.223-42 (orig. pub. in Kupros apo tin proistoria stous neoterous 
chronous, Nicosia, 1995, pp.223-42) and G. Hill, A History o f Cyprus, 4 vols., Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, 1948-52, II, pp.469-96, III, pp.497-547.
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1426 Cyprus had been constrained to acknowledge the suzerainty of and pay tribute to 
the Egyptian Mamluks, and it was constantly threatened and pillaged by forces of the 
Sultan and Grand Karaman in the following decades.71 From the early 1450s, renewed 
fears arising from a change of leadership among the Mamluks led to papal grants of 
revenue from indulgences to Cyprus. From 1452, the Cypriot Jean II delegated an 
envoy to collect the proceeds from these indulgences around the Dutch regions 
neighbouring ducal Burgundy. Contemporary chivalric literature also reflected 
western interest in the fate of Cyprus, with the 1440s romance, Cleriadus et 
Meliadice, positing a beleaguered Cyprus as the site where Cleriadus demonstrates his 
chivalric worth by defeating the invading Saracens. ' Philippe le Bon’s renewal of the 
crusading project thus coincided with a period of heightened concern for the 
protection of Lusignan Cyprus.
To excite admiration and unified support for his crusade enterprise, Philippe hosted 
the Banquet du Faisan in Lille in February 1454, at which a spectacular array of 
entremets and tableaux vivants were displayed to appeal to collective political and 
religious ideals.74 The descriptive accounts of the pageantry provided by Olivier de La 
Marche and Mathieu d’Escouchy reveal that the following tableau was prominent 
among the displays:
un chasteau ä la fa9on de Lusignan: et sur ce chasteau, au plus-haut de la 
maistresse tour, estoit Melusine, en forme de serpente: et par deux des 
moindres tours de ce chasteau sailloit quant on vouloit eaue d’orange, qui 
tomboit es fosses.75
Thus a dragonesque Melusine perched atop a model of Lusignan occupied a central 
position among the elaborate collection of marvels upon which spectators gazed. The 
decor and entertainments were designed to elicit wonder in the spectators, not only for 
their own sake, but as a reflection of the power of Philippe le Bon and to inspire the
71 Edbury, “The Lusignan Kingdom of Cyprus”, p.223, Hill, A History o f Cyprus, II, pp.480-1, 488, 
492,111, p.511, 515-17.
72 Housley, “Cyprus and the Crusades”, pp. 189-90, Hill, A History o f Cyprus, III, pp.523-5.
73 Housley, “Cyprus and the Crusades”, pp. 190-1.
74 La Marche, Memoires, II, pp. 167-94, d’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, II, pp. 130-64. 
Catherine Emerson discusses sources for this event in “Who Witnessed and Narrated the ‘Banquet of 
the Pheasant’ (1454)? A Codicological Examination of the Account’s Five Versions”, Fifteenth- 
Century Studies, 28 (2003), pp. 124-37. For analysis o f the motifs employed in this regard, see A. 
Lafortune-Martel, Fete noble en Bourgogne au XV* siecle. Le banquet du Faisan (1454): aspects 
politiques, sociaux et culturels, Bellarmin, Montreal, 1984; for an historical appraisal o f the Feast, see 
M.-T. Caron, “17 fevrier 1454: le Banquet du Voeu du Faisan, fete de cour et strategies de pouvoir”, 
Revue du Nord, 78 (1996), pp.269-88. I have not been able to consult Caron’s Les voeux du faisan, 
noblesse en fete, esprit de croisade: le manuscrit franco is 11594 de la Bibliotheque Nationale de 
France, Brepols, Tumhout, 2003.
75 La Marche, Memoires, II, p. 168 (for quotation). See also d’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, II, 
p.134.
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guests to join his enterprise.76 The awesome impact of the event is evident from an 
observer’s reflection that ‘“ I believe that nothing so sublime and splendid has ever 
been done before”’.77 As a striking feature of Philippe’s spectacle or dream-like 
“fantasie”, as La Marche describes it, the serpentine Melusine functioned as a 
complex visual synechdoche which reminded spectators of her sons’ Christian 
conquest of the East. Melusine’s inclusion affirms the aims of the duke through the 
symbolic projection of her mythical descendants’ victories over Muslim invaders in 
Cyprus, Armenia, and Bohemia, whilst the legendary' ‘fact’ of their success 
paradoxically derived from her own marvellous nature.79 In addition to signifying the 
crusade intentions of the duke, the Melusine figure also evoked Philippe’s own 
Luxembourg ancestry, an affiliation which semiotically validated his recent
O A
imposition of authority over that duchy in 1451. Crucially, the use of Melusine as a 
propaganda device, which guests were intended to recognise immediately and from 
which they were to draw positive inspiration, demonstrates the extent to which the 
Melusine and Lusignan motifs were inscribed into the Burgundian court’s mentcilite. 
Thus employing Melusine and the marvellous aesthetic in conjunction with a host of 
contemporary literary, historical, and iconographical tropes, Philippe capitalised on 
cultural cuidances to rally a community behind his Christian-imperialist aims, the 
success of which may be glimpsed in the knightly vows to undertake crusade 
proclaimed towards the end of the evening.81
76 La Marche, one of the organisers of the event, describes Philippe’s intention: “pour emouvoir les 
signeurs et nobles hommes de ses pais et ses sujets ä servir Dieu ... de leur voulonte et devotion, et sans 
contrainte, prit conseil de publier son emprise par voye de grande assemblee” (Memoires, II, p. 159); 
Daston and Park, Wonders and the Order o f Nature, pp. 106-7.
77 J. de Pleine, Letter to unknown recipient, 22 February 1454, cited and translated in Vaughan, Philip 
the Good, pp. 144-5 (145 for quotation).
78 La Marche, Memoires, II, pp. 183-4. The qualities of dreams and illusions alluded to by La Marche’s 
words evoke the ambiance of the literary merveilleux (Ferlampin-Acher, Merveilles et topique 
merveilleuse, pp. 104-6, 211-12).
79 Although Baumgartner argues that the sons’ successes are dissociated from Melusine and the 
marvellous rings, which are not mentioned after the fairy initially gives them to her sons, Gaullier- 
Bougassas points out that the sons nonetheless acquire status and power from their mother which are 
not natural to other men, and they continue to benefit from the protection afforded by the rings 
(Baumgartner, “Fiction and Flistory”, p.194, Gaullier-Bougassas, La Tentation de I ’Orient, p.335).
80 For the duke’s descent from Bonne de Luxembourg, see App. I, Tables 1 and 7. On Burgundy’s 
control over Luxembourg, see Blockmans and Prevenier, The Promised Lands, pp. 104-7 and Vaughan, 
Philip the Good, pp.274-85. For further analysis of the Melusine motif at the Banquet, notably its 
associations with the ocean and the grotesque, see Lafortune-Martel, Fete noble, pp. 145-8.
81 Gail Orgelfinger argues that although the vows were staged, they nonetheless contained “a core of 
sincerity and a true resolution to live up to each knight’s chivalric duty to defend his faith” (“The Vows 
of the Pheasant and Late Chivalric Ritual” in H. Chickering and T.H. Seiler (eds), The Study o f 
Chivalry: Resources and Approaches, Medieval Institute Publications, Western Michigan University, 
Kalamazoo, 1988, pp.611-43, p.613). On Ferlampin-Acher’s conception of cuidance as a form of 
subjective belief, see the discussion in Chapter Three, 3a above.
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As one of Philippe’s preferred councillors and an active participant at the Banquet du 
Faisan, Jean V de Crequy’s interest in the crusading themes of his copy of the RM  in 
the Har manuscript appears to have been as sincerely held as it was a politically-astute 
public conviction. Crequy’s personal interest in his manuscript’s contents and desire 
to be identified with the themes of the romance are suggested by the illuminated 
initials displaying his heraldic emblem of the crequier, a cherry tree, which 
accompany each miniature (Fig. 3h, Har 99rb). ~ Moreover, ducal inventories from 
1467 and 1485 reveal that this manuscript was originally bound in gilded leather 
decorated with enamelled clasps depicting the Crequy arms. Crequy’s interest in 
commissioning the prose Melusine romance with a specific focus on crusade and 
Cyprus can be seen as the product of interwoven personal, cultural, and political 
concerns.
The Burgundian scribe David Aubert admiringly observed that Crequy preferred to 
own and study “livres et chroniques sur toutes riens”.85 Jean’s inclination towards 
historical writings and his identification with crusade in particular were arguably 
nurtured at a young age by two family myths recounting the crusading adventures of 
Crequy ancestors from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.86 In adulthood, Jean’s 
pious concerns are illustrated by La Marche, who records that around 1450, “revint du 
voyage de Jerusalem, et de la retouma par Romme pour gaigner le sainct pardon,
82 Chastellain describes Crequy as one of “les plus principaux” among Philippe’s privy council 
(Chastellain, Chronique, ed. de Lettenhove, III, p.425, IV, p. 157). For background on Crequy, see R. 
Lesage, “Un grand seigneur bourguignon: Jean de Crequy, chevalier de la Toison d’Or (1400-1471)”, 
Bulletin historique du Haul Pays, 12 (1995), pp.35-51, B. Schnerb, “Jean V, seigneur de Crequy et de 
Canaples” in R. de Smedt (ed.), Les Chevaliers de l ’Ordre de la Toison d ’Or au XV’ siecle: Notices 
bio-bihliographiques, Peter Lang, Frankfurt, 1994, pp.63-4, Pere Anselme de Sainte-Marie, Histoire 
genealogique et chronologique de la maison royale de France, rev. P. Ange and P. Simplicien, 9 vols., 
3rd ed., La Compagnie des Libraires Associez, Paris, 1726-33, VI, pp.781-3. At the Banquet, Jean 
escorted the ladies carrying the feast’s avian symbol, he vowed publicly to undertake crusade, and he 
read aloud a missive produced by the figure of Holy Church praising the court’s crusading ambition (La 
Marche, Memoires, II, pp. 181, 200-1, d’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, II, pp. 159, 174-5, 229).
84 The crequier was a typical inclusion among Jean’s commissions (see M. Gil, “Le mecenat litteraire 
de Jean V de Crequy, conseiller et chambellan de Philippe le Bon: exemple singulier de creation et de 
diffusion d’oeuvres nouvelles ä la cour de Bourgogne”, Eulalie: Mediatheques, librairies et lecteurs en 
Nord-Pas-de-Calais, 1 (1998), pp.69-95, pp.94-5).
84 Barrois, Bibliotheque protypographique, p. 186, Item no. 1269, and p.230, Item no. 1627.
85 Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale, ms 9066 (Croniques et conquestes de Charlemagne), lOr cited in 
Doutrepont, La litterature franqaise, p.41. For a similar observation, see Chastellain’s Deprecation 
pour Messire Pierre de Breze in CEuvres, ed. de Lettenhove, VII, pp.37-65, p.52. Crequy’s known 
historical tastes did not prevent his apparent willingness to be associated with the more ludic nature of 
the Cent nouvelles nouvelles, to which he is recorded to have contributed the fourteenth tale (Cent 
nouvelles nouvelles, ed. F.P. Sweetser, Droz, Geneva, 1966, pp.97-104).
86 M. Dusevel, A. Goze, Baron de Melicoq et al. (eds), Eglises, chateaux, bejfrois et Hotels-de-ville, les 
plus remarquables de la Picardie et de PArtois, Alfred Caron, Amiens, 1849, pp.9-11, and H. de 
Laplane, Fressin, Crequy et leurs seigneurs, Fleury-Lemaire, Saint-Omer, 1873, pp.9-10.
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messire Jchan, signeur de Crequi, un moult-noble et vertueux chevalier”.87 This 
journey may well have introduced our subject to Cyprus and its troubles for, as
Housley observes, the island remained a vital “stepping-stone” for pilgrims and
88crusaders, providing a convenient location for re-supply and intelligence-gathering. 
As a foundation member of the Toison d’Or from 1430, and a keen participant in other 
forms of chivalric revival during the period, Crequy may also have felt a genuine 
conviction to fulfil one of the key missions of his order. In such a context, Jean’s 
interest in the crusading themes in the RM can be ascribed to the intersection of his 
own family traditions and pious concerns with the chivalric imperative to identify 
publicly with the crusade project.90
On a politico-cultural level, Crequy’s own personal influence as an innovative 
bibliophile at the Burgundian court should not be ignored when considering his 
patronage of the RM. )] It appears that several historical works he commissioned were 
later copied for the duke and other readers, while some of his personal manuscripts, 
such as the Har volume, entered the ducal library.92 Interestingly, Crequy was also 
asked by the poet Martin le Franc to promote to Philippe le Bon his Le Champion des 
Dames, a text in which Melusine is identified with werewolves and fairies as “fols 
espris” who, “Pires que la gent sarrazine”, destroy men.93 Although Le Champion was 
a popular work, the extent to which this alternate reading of the Lusignan fairy was
X7 La Marche, Memoires, II, p.36. 
xx Housley, “Cyprus and the Crusades”, p. 187.
x9 Enguerrand de Monstrelet, La Chronique d ’Enguerran [s/c] de Momtrelet en deux livres avecpieces 
justificatives 1400-1444, ed. L. Douet-D’Arcq, 5 vols., Jules Renouard, Paris, 1857-62, IV, pp.373-4, 
Jehan de Waurin, Recueil des croniques et anchiennes istories de la Grant Bretaigne, a present nomme 
Engleterre, eds. W. Hardy and E.L.C.P. Hardy, 5 vols., Rerum Britannicum Medii Aevi Scriptores, or 
Chronicles and Memorials of Great Britain and Ireland During the Middle Ages, Rolls Ser. 39, 
Longman and Trtibner, London, 1864-91, IV, p.262, and Chastellain, Chronique, ed. de Lettenhove, 
III, p.327, n.3.
90 On crusading activity as a feature of noble and chivalric identity, see Kaminsky, “Estate, Nobility, 
and the Exhibition of Estate”, pp.705-8, and Keen, Chivalry, pp.51-63.
91 Gil, “Le mecenat litteraire de Jean V de Crequy”, pp.75-88, C.C. Willard, “Patrons at the Burgundian 
Court: Jean V de Crequy and His Wife, Louise de la Tour”, in D.G. Wilkins and R.L. Wilkins (eds), 
The Search for a Patron in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, Edwin Mellen Press, Lewiston, 1996, 
pp.55-62. As Gil suggests, Crequy’s innovation is illustrated by his patronage of modernised prose 
versions of earlier poetic and Latin romances and chronicles, including Gilles de Chin and Les quatre 
fils Aymon.
92 For example, Philippe owned the Brussels copy of the Croniques et conquestes de Charlemagne 
produced by Aubert for Crequy which was cited in n.85 above. In addition to the Har RM, Philippe also 
acquired Crequy’s copies of Roman de Florent et Octavien and Beuve de Hantonne. For these and other 
examples, see Gil, “Le mecenat litteraire de Jean V de Crequy”, pp.75-88, and P. Charron and M. Gil, 
“Les enlumineurs des manuscrits de David Aubert” in D. Queruel (ed.), Les manuscrits de David 
Aubert ‘escripvain’ bourguignon, Presses de l’universite de Paris-Sorbonne, Paris, 1999, pp.81-100, 
pp.82-4.
93 Gil, “Le mecenat litteraire de Jean V de Crequy”, pp.71-2, Willard, “Patrons at the Burgundian 
Court”, pp.60-1, le Franc, Le Champion des Dames, ed. Deschaux, IV, pp. 128-9,11.17753-64.
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absorbed into the Burgundian court is uncertain.94 Nonetheless, Le Franc’s request 
clearly indicates the contemporary perception of Crequy’s cultural authority.
As discussed in Chapter One, recitation of recreational literature was popular at the 
Burgundian court.95 For Crequy and his peers listening to the romance and looking at 
its illuminations, HaCs decorative attention towards battles around Cyprus visually 
evoked the insistent pressure confronting the island-realm from the Egyptian 
Mamluks. The volume’s emphasis on the conflict surrounding Cyprus, and especially 
its final chapter recounting Melusine’s appearance before its Lusignan ruler, 
reinforced the imminent prospect of the loss of the Christian island and its king. In this 
context, the manuscript as a whole functioned both as a reminder of the precarious 
political situation in Cyprus, and as a literary stimulus to act specifically on behalf of 
the Lusignan realm. Given the fluid and public circulation of popular literature at the 
ducal court, the rich personal emblems identifying Jean with his volume would have 
been recognised and appreciated by contemporary and future readers. In this respect, 
Crequy’s patronage of the RM  in the Har manuscript was arguably coloured by a 
concern to maintain or heighten his already considerable prestige at court: by 
commissioning a work which appealed to one of his lord’s most cherished ambitions, 
Jean identified himself as a supporter of and subject to the ducal will.
Louis de Luxembourg, the comte de Saint Pol’s recreation of the Lusignan legend at a 
festive banquet in 1454 was consistent with his family’s proud tradition of its descent 
from the mythical Melusine. The dynastic affiliation between the house of 
Luxembourg, Melusine, and Lusignan was both the stuff of legend and the historical 
product of marriage alliances. According to legend, Sigefroy, the first count of 
Luxembourg married Melusine in the tenth century, only to destroy their union by his 
subsequent transgression of a taboo.96 As Jean-Claude Loutsch has shown, the 
Luxembourg and Lusignan houses were historically related, albeit distantly, in their 
common descent via the Dreux family from Ermesinde de Luxembourg, comtesse de 
Longwy (d. mid-1100s). The legend of the metamorphic ancestor had been absorbed 
into Luxembourg tradition by the thirteenth century at the latest, when branches of the
94 Nine manuscripts of the Le Champion have survived (le Franc, Le Champion des Dames, ed. 
Deschaux, I, p.x).
95 Coleman, Public Reading and the Reading Public, pp. 118-21.
96 J. Newcomer, The Grand Duchy o f Luxembourg: The Evolution o f Nationhood 963 A.D. to 1983, 
University Press of America, Lanham and London, 1984, p.228, Stouff, Essai, p.85.
97 Loutsch, “Le cimier au dragon” (cited in Chapter Two), pp. 195-7.
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family used the image of a winged dragon as an heraldic symbol on seals and crests. 
Throughout the fifteenth century, members of the northern Saint Pol branch of the 
house of Luxembourg descended from Pierre I, comte de Saint Pol (d. 1433), 
continued to enjoy and exploit their fantastic ancestry." Pierre’s eldest daughter and 
Louis’ sister, Jacquetta, who married the Lancastrian bibliophile and regent in France, 
John, duke of Bedford in 1433, owned an “Histoire de la noble fortress de Lusignen 
en Poitou” when she lived in England, her autographed ex libris a sign of her personal 
attachment to the volume.100 Around 1471 Clement de Sainghin produced a 
genealogical narrative for Louis and Jacquetta’s brother, Jacques, seigneur de 
Richebourg, in which the house of Luxembourg was said to derive from the ‘“ comte 
Remondin de Forest et de Merleusine, fille du roy Elinas d’Albanie’”. Sainghin 
reports that one of the couple’s sons, Anthoine, “‘par sa grant proesse secouru si 
victorieusement la dicte dame de Luxembourg ... [et] fu marie a icelle dame. De 
laquelle il eult generation continuee jusques au present’”.101 At the funerals of Louis’ 
son, Pierre II in 1482, and his great-nephew Jacques II de Luxembourg-Fiennes in 
1517, the helmets of the deceased were crested with the icon of a spread-winged 
Melusine ascending from her bath.102 The legend of the dragonesque Melusine and her 
chivalric son, Anthoine, was thus firmly woven into the dynastic memory of the 
Luxembourg Saint Pol family, its prestige demonstrated by the family’s public 
identification with the legend at ceremonial feasts and funerals.
98
9X Loutsch, “Le cimier au dragon”, p. 189. On Luxembourg-Saint Pol heraldry, see also S. Lefevre, 
Antoine de la Sale: La fabrique de l ’oeuvre et de Fecrivain. Suivi de l ’edition critique du Traite des 
anciens et des nouveaux toumois, Droz, Geneva, 2006, “Annexe. Sous le signe de Melusine et de 
l’etoile de Balthazar: Les Luxembourg-Saint-Pol’, pp.343-63. I am grateful to Hanno Wijsman for 
bringing this work to my attention.
99 For Pierre I, comte de Saint Pol, see D. Richardson, Plantagenet Ancestry: A Study in Colonial and 
Medieval Families, ed. K.G. Everingham, Genealogical Publishing, Baltimore, 2004, pp.782-3, Pere 
Anselme, Histoire genealogique, III, p.726. For an outline of the Luxembourg-Saint Pol family, see 
App. I, Table 8.
100 “Liber iste, elegantissimus figuris illuminatus, olim pertinebat ad D. Jaquettam Luxemburgicam, 
Ducissam Bedfordiae, ut ilia propria manu in fine libri testatur” (Smith, Catalogue o f the Manuscripts 
in the Cottonian Library 1696, (cited in the Introduction), pp.74-75, quotation p.75). For more on the 
volume, see C.C. Willard, “The Duke of Berry’s Multiple Copies of the Fleur des histoires d ’Orient” in 
B.H. Bichakjian (ed.), From Linguistics to Literature. Romance Studies Offered to Francis M. Rogers, 
John Benjamins B.V., Amsterdam, 1981, pp.281-92, esp. p.283. On Jacquetta’s descent from Melusine 
as a quality informing accusations of witchcraft against her, and for the use of Melusine as an 
alchemical symbol in fifteenth century England, see J. Hughes, Arthurian Myths and Alchemy: The 
Kingship o f Edward IV, Sutton Publishing, Stroud Gloucs., 2002, pp.l 10-111, 196-7. I hope to address 
some of Hughes’ speculative claims in further research.
101 Cited from BN ms fr. 5471, 2r-v by Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, pp.343, 349 (for quotation). For 
more on Jacques’ literature and its connections with Melusine, see App. H, Part B, “Constructing a 
reading community”.
102 Pierre’s helmet was recorded as crested with “Te timbre de Melusine quy est une cuve d’argent lyees 
de cercles d’or et dedans un serpent ä aisles et le tout d’or’” (cited from BN ms naf. 6889, 313r by 
Loutsch, “Le cimier au dragon”, pp. 195, 197 (for quotation), n.39).
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In his account of the Feast of the Unicom held at Cambrai in March 1454, Mathieu 
d’Escouchy records Louis’ own attempts to demonstrate his affiliations with the 
Lusignan ancestor and her family. Declaring his intentions to host a tournament and 
banquet at the end of the Banquet du Faisan, Louis equipped a large park and jousting 
arena in readiness for the anticipated courtly crowd, and spared no expense in 
preparing a magnificent feast. As the central and only documented entremets, in the 
hall “y fut faicte au plus prez fhistoire de Merlusine et ses enfans, en grans 
personnaiges”.103 To the disappointment of the count, none of the ducal household 
attended the tournament or the feast: he had hoped that the event would be attended by 
the “due de Bourgoigne en personne, acompaingnie de son filz le comte de Charolois, 
et de leur noble chevallerie ... [car] estoit icellui de Saint-Pol en grant desir et 
voulente de ä icelle feste recevoir et reverender lesdis due, son filz et ses gens”.104
This intriguing event raises questions about the relationship between the count and the 
duke, and about the purposes for which the count displayed a large tableau depicting 
Melusine and her sons a month after the duke’s Banquet du Faisan. It appears that 
Louis’ renowned pride and typically presumptuous behaviour were responsible for 
what La Marche implies was Philippe’s effective prohibition against his court’s 
attendance at Cambrai.Itb Chroniclers relate two incidents which illuminate the 
reasons for the duke’s disaffection from the count, each of which demonstrate the 
count’s impertinent social ambitions. The first of these incidents was the count’s vow 
at the Banquet du Faisan.106 Although promising to take up the cross, Louis’ vow was 
attenuated by the stipulation that his actions be supported by the French king, Charles 
VII, without reference to the duke.107 Caron explains that by referring to the king 
alone and failing to acknowledge the authority of his immediate lord, Philippe le Bon, 
Louis effectively appropriated ducal status for himself.108 As La Marche observed, “ne 
se contenta point le due du voeu ... pource qu’il [Saint Pol] ne se monstroit point suget 
tel qu’il estoit”.109 A second factor explaining Philippe’s discord was that Louis had 
arranged a marriage between his eldest son, Pierre, and Isabelle, daughter of the due
103 D’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, II, p. 241.
104 D’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, II, pp.240-1.
105 According to La Marche, “ne voulut souffrir le due que nul de son hostel y alast” {Memoires, II, 
p.209). On Saint Pol’s self-importance, see Chastellain, Chronique, ed. de Lettenhove, IV, p. 134, and 
Commynes, Memoires, ed. Dufoumet, p. 144.
106 La Marche, Memoires, II, p.209, Caron, “Le Banquet du Vceu du Faisan”, pp.285-6.
107 D’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, II, p. 165 records the wording of the vow.
108 Caron, “Le Banquet du Voeu du Faisan”, p.285.
109 La Marche, Memoires, II, p.209.
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de Bourbon, without Philippe le Bon’s consent. 110 Despite Bourbon’s approval, 
Philippe asserted that he had the right to dispose of Isabelle as she had resided in his 
household for most of her childhood. By March the duke had begun arrangements for 
the girl to marry his son Charles, probably distancing himself from Louis in the 
process. 111
Louis’ tournament and feast may thus have represented a means of recovering ducal 
favour and social credibility. The Lusignan figures may have been selected to achieve 
this goal for a few interrelated reasons. By imitating Philippe’s choice of entremets, 
Louis may have sought to project himself as a loyal subject. Louis’ exploitation of the 
Lusignan model may thus have reflected the count’s political desire to restore his 
social capital. However, such socio-political motivations may have been partially 
undercut by his own family’s close affiliation with the Lusignan legend. On the one 
hand, Louis’ use of his ancestral myth may also have been designed to affirm his 
social standing, at the same time that he sought to demonstrate his subjection to 
Philippe le Bon. On the other, if this was the case, Louis would have implicitly 
competed with his duke’s public identification with Luxembourg at the Pheasant 
banquet. Although no definite answers can be provided explaining Louis de 
Luxembourg’s decision to display models of the Lusignan family at his Feast of the 
Unicom, the count’s immediate personal and political circumstances suggest that he 
may have ascribed several multivalent, potentially conflicting meanings to the 
representation of Melusine and her sons.
If the transmission of the Lusignan legend at the Burgundian court was facilitated by 
collective or shared understandings of the work as an emblem for crusade, the strength 
of the legend is also characterised by its multivalency for individual members within 
that community. The heightened attention attracted by the plight of the Christian East 
in the mid-fifteenth century generated Philippe le Bon’s extravagant Banquet du 
Faisan, Crequy’s commission of the RM  in Har, and Louis de Luxembourg’s Unicom
110 La Marche, Memoires, II, p.209, Caron, “Le Banquet du Voeu du Faisan”, pp.286-7.
1,1 La Marche, Memoires, II, pp.209-10, Caron, “Le Banquet du Vceu du Faisan”, pp.286-7, Vaughan, 
Philip the Good, pp.342-3. Explaining the absence of the court, Mathieu d’Escouchy also notes that the 
comte d’Etampes, Jean de Bourgogne, was angered for some unknown reason pertaining to Louis’ 
command of the vanguard during the Ghent rebellion, observing that “neantmoins n’aimoient pas Fun 
l’autre” (d’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, II, p.240, Caron, “Le Banquet du Voeu du Faisan”, 
p.286). Since, however, according to d’Escouchy, both Jean and Louis are said to have feared angering 
the duke by bringing their discord to Philippe’s attention, such grounds alone do not seem sufficient to 
motivate the duke’s absence.
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banquet. Moreover, the interpretation of the Lusignan legend presented in each 
example promoted more than their patrons’ concern for the crusading enterprise. In 
unique ways, the public association posited between these men and their manifestation 
of the legend conveyed different messages about Philippe, Jean, and Louis. In addition 
to her politico-religious function, Melusine’s symbolic presence at Philippe’s banquet 
contributed to the ambiance of wonder which amplified the duke’s authority. Crequy’s 
devotional and historical concerns were served by his lavish production of the Har 
volume, the circulation of which at court augmented his cultural status as a prominent 
bibliophile. The comte de Saint Pol’s deployment of the Melusine figures was highly 
ambivalent, and was arguably driven by political need as much as dynastic pride. As 
public statements, these reiterations of the Lusignan legend ultimately contributed to 
the dynamic production of identity for these eminent Burgundian noblemen.
The Burgundian Netherlands under Hapsburg ride
Acquiring the status of a contemporary classic, the Melusine romances continued to 
appeal to influential members of the Hapsburg court which succeeded the Valois 
dynasty in the Burgundian Netherlands. Indeed, two of the three readers under 
consideration in this section, Charles de Croy and Marguerite d’Autriche, each owned 
more than one copy of the romance in either prose or poetic form. Along with Philippe 
de Cleves, seigneur de Ravenstein, who owned manuscript Qv discussed in Chapter 
Four, these elite figures have acquired a deserved reputation as prolific patrons and 
purchasers of literature, both printed and in manuscript. Following a preliminary 
discussion elucidating the ties binding Cleves, Croy, and Marguerite, this section will 
explore how the Melusine romances correlated with noble concerns evinced by these 
figures in the domains of ancestry, military and recreational pursuits, inheritance and 
government.
The networks shared by these owners of the Melusine romances had been established 
at birth. Philippe and Charles’ families had been intimates of the last two Valois dukes 
of Burgundy112 and, during the early years of the regency in the Netherlands of 
Marguerite d’Autriche’s father, Maximilien I (King of the Romans from 1486 and
112 See Vaughan’s Philip the Good, pp.289-92, Vaughan, Charles the Bold, pp.240-1, and Vale, “A 
Burgundian Funeral Ceremony” (cited in Chapter Two), pp.920-2 for Cleves’ father’s position within 
the ducal court; for the occasionally unsettled relationship between the Croys of Chimay and the dukes, 
see Philip the Good, pp.336-40 and Charles the Bold, pp.247-50. Although Philippe grew up at the 
Burgundian court, Charles de Croy was raised at the court of Bavaria (Vaughan, Charles the Bold, 
p. 147, Pere Anselme, Histoire genealogique, V, p.653).
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elected Emperor from 1508), they were trusted military commanders who supported 
his efforts to suppress Flemish resistance to his authority in the 1480s.113 In mid-1488, 
following the archduke’s violation of the peace treaty of which Philippe had been 
named guarantor, Cleves joined the Flemish cities and, with French aid, sustained a 
four-year campaign against Maximilien’s forces. Throughout this period, Charles de 
Croy attempted to negotiate a peace with Cleves, a task which he accomplished with 
others in October 1492.114 From this time known as the seigneur de Ravenstein, 
Philippe de Cleves reclaimed his confiscated Flemish lands, numbered among 
Philippe le Beau’s councillors, and participated in the cultural life of the Hapsburg 
court, which included frequenting the ducal Burgundian library.1'5 By 1498 he had 
entered French service, and served as Louis XII’s Governor in Genoa from around 
1500.116 In 1507 Philippe returned to the Low Countries, from which time he slowly 
regained his former status, and from 1515 enjoyed an intermittent presence on the 
privy council of the future emperor, Charles Quint, alongside Charles de Croy and his 
cousin through his Burgundian ancestry, Marguerite d’Autriche.117
Throughout this period, Charles de Croy’s status as a valued member of the imperial 
court remained constant. In 1486 his family’s county of Chimay was elevated to the 
status of an imperial principality by Maximilien, and Charles entered the Ordre de la
113 Molinet, Chroniques, eds. Doutrepont and Jodogne, I, pp.438-41. On Maximilien’s attempts to 
assert his authority over the Flemish Estates after 1482, Blockmans, “Autocratie ou polyarchie?” (cited 
in Chapter Five), pp.257-368, Pirenne, Histoire de Belgique, III, pp.49-55, and Blockmans and 
Prevenier, The Promised Lands, pp. 199-203. For Cleves’ role in this period, J. Haemers, “Philippe de 
Cleves et la Flandre. La position d’un aristocrate au coeur d’une revolte urbaine (1477-1492)”, in 
Haemers, van Hoorebeeck, and Wijsman (eds), Entre la ville, pp.21-99. Maximilien had been acting as 
the effective emperor since his father’s death in 1493 (J.R. Hale, Renaissance Europe 1480-1520), 
Fontana Library, Collins, London, 1971, p.77).
114 Haemers, “Philippe de Cleves et la Flandre”, pp.48-77, Blockmans, “Autocratie ou polyarchie?”, 
pp.298-307, Molinet, Chroniques, eds. Doutrepont and Jodogne, II, pp.32, 216, 255-64, 319-28, La 
Marche, Memoires, II, pp.457-64. As noted in Chapter Five, copies of correspondence in which 
Philippe justifies his allegiance to the Flemish cities are located in Melusine compilation Cv. These 
were included by Molinet in his Chroniques cited above (II, pp.46-56).
115 Philippe’s father, Adolphe, seigneur de Ravenstein, had died in September 1492. Molinet, 
Chroniques, eds. Doutrepont and Jodogne, II, pp.316, 323, Haemers, “Philippe de Cleves et la 
Flandre”, pp.76-8, and n.381, J.-M. Cauchies, “Philippe de Cleves en son temps: feodalite et service des 
princes” in Haemers, van Hoorebeeck, and Wijsman (eds), Entre la ville, pp.7-20, pp. 14-18; on 
Philippe’s loans from the ducal library, see H. Wijsman, “Politique et bibliophilie pendant la revolte des 
villes flamandes des annees 1482-1492: Relations entre les bibliotheques de Philippe de Cleves et de 
Louis de Bruges et la Librairie des dues de Bourgogne” in Haemers, van Hoorebeeck, and Wijsman 
(eds), Entre la ville, pp.245-78, pp.265-7.
116 H. Cools, “Philip of Cleves at Genoa: The Governor who Failed” in Haemers, van Hoorebeeck, and 
Wijsman (eds), Entre la ville, pp.101-15, P. Coles, “The Crisis of Renaissance Society Genoa 1488- 
1507”, Past and Present, 11 (1957), pp. 17-47, esp. pp.24-39, J. Paviot, Philippe de Cleves, Seigneur de 
Ravestein, L ’instruction de toutes manieres de guerroyer (...) sur mer. Edition critique du manuscrit 
franqais 1244 de la Bibliotheque nationale de France, Honore Champion, Paris, 1997, pp. 19-23.
117 Paviot, Philippe de Cleves, p.24, H. Claude, “Quelques lettres inedits de Philippe de Cleves”, Revue 
du Nord, 49 (1967), pp.293-306, p.298 and n.8, Pirenne, Histoire de Belgique, III, pp.83, 96.
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118 • .Toison d’Or in 1491. He was a signatory to the marriage contract of Marguerite 
d’Autriche and Philibert II de Savoie in 1501, and was appointed as the godfather and 
governor of Philippe le Beau’s heir, Charles; he held the latter position from 1506 
until 1509, after which he was appointed governor of Philippe’s daughters.119 Charles 
received diplomatic appointments throughout the 1510s and remained a member of 
the privy council until he retired from public life c. 1520-1521. The trio’s political 
affiliations extended into the realm of culture: Philippe de Cleves and his wife enjoyed 
access to Marguerite’s extensive library, while Charles both sold and donated books to 
the archduchess. Philippe, Charles, and Marguerite were thus members of a lasting 
network in which political and cultural interests were fluid and frequently intersected.
The seigneur de Ravenstein’s ownership of the RP contained in manuscript Qv reflects 
the nobleman’s keen attention to questions of ancestry and identity. This particular 
redaction of the Melusine also marks the convergence between Philippe’s literary- 
historical and chivalric-martial interests. The RP was one of at least 156 books owned 
by Cleves which were inventoried at his Ghent residence after his death in 1528. As 
Korteweg reveals, inventories of Cleves’ possessions were commissioned by 
Marguerite d’Autriche who, along with the Emperor Charles, was one of the two main 
beneficiaries of their cousin Philippe’s estate.12' Despite the extensive list of works
118 Molinet, Chroniques, eds. Doutrepont and Jodogne, I, pp.509-10, II, pp.222-5, E. Dony, “Les 
archives du chateau de Chimay”, Bulletin de la commission royale d ’histoire, 86.1 (1922), pp. 11-162,
p. 18.
119 G. Guillaume, “Croy, Charles de”, Biographie nationale, L’Academie Royale des Sciences, des 
Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, Brussels, 1873, IV, cols.564-6, col.565, Molinet, Chroniques, 
eds. Doutrepont and Jodogne, II, pp.469-70, A.-J. Michaux, Chronologie historique des seigneurs de la 
terre et pairie d ’Avesnes, Societe archeologique et historique de rarrondissement d’Avesnes, Office 
d’edition et de diffusion du livre d’histoire, Paris, 1994 (orig, pub., C. Viroux, Avesnes, 1844), p.379, 
M. le Glay (ed.), Correspondance de l ’Empereur Maximilien f  et de Marguerite d ’Autriche sa fille, 
gouvernante des Pays-Bas, de 1507 a 1519, 2 vols., SHF, Jules Renouard, Paris, 1839,1, pp. 145-6.
120 Michaux, Chronologie historique, p.381, R. Bom, Les Croy. Une grande lignee hennuyere d'homme 
de guerre, de diplomates, de conseillers secrets, dans les coulisses du pouvoir, sous les dues de 
Bourgogne et la maison d ’Autriche (1390-1612), Les Editeurs d’Art Associes, Brussels, 1981, p. 119, 
Le Glay (ed.), Correspondance, II, p.314, n.l.
121 It appears that Franfoise de Luxembourg, Philippe’s wife, enjoyed correspondence with Marguerite, 
and occasionally borrowed books from her. See M. Bruchet, Marguerite d ’Autriche, Duchesse de 
Savoie, L. Danel, Lille, 1927, pp.45, and 175, n.3, Claude, “ Quelques lettres inedites”, p.298, Debae, 
La Bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, p.xiii. Debae notes that numerous items included in 
Marguerite’s collection originating from Cray’s library seem not to have been included in her 1516 
inventory, which suggests that she may have acquired them separately from the 1511 sale of the Cray 
books (pp.xiii-xiv).
1-2 See Korteweg’s reconstruction of the library in “La bibliotheque de Philippe de Cleves”, (cited in 
Chapter Four), pp. 183-221. For reproductions of portions of the inventories, see J. Finot, Inventaire 
sommaire des archives departementales du Nord anterieures a 1790, Series B, L. Danel, Lille, 1895, 
VIII, pp.422-35 and G. Denhaene, “Les collections de Philippe de Cleves, le gout pour le nu et la 
Renaissance aux Pays-Bas”, Bulletin de I ’Institut historique beige de Rome, 45 (1975), pp.309-42, 
pp.325-42.
123 Korteweg, “La bibliotheque de Philippe de Cleves”, p. 183.
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identified in the Ghent inventories, Elyne Olivier explains that data gleaned from 
extant catalogues must be regarded as partial, for similar lists of Philippe’s property 
do not appear to have been compiled for several of his residences.124 In this respect, 
we cannot be certain that Ravenstein’s copy of the Lusignan romance, described in the 
inventory as “le livre de Melluzine couvert de velours noir” with gilded clasps, 
necessarily represents the volume now in Paris. Nonetheless, Korteweg’s research 
into Philippe’s library and his ownership suggests that Cleves acquired Qv sometime 
after he returned from Italy in 1507.126
The poetic Melusine romance coincided in several ways with the Cleves family’s taste 
for ancestral tradition12, Philippe’s uncle, the due de Cleves, had hosted a ceremonial 
tournament based on the motif of the Chevalier au Cygne, the Cleves’ dynastic myth, 
as part of a sequence of events preceding the Banquet du Faisan in early 1454. " As 
Malcolm Vale has shown, the staging in 1492 of the funeral of Philippe’s father, 
Adolphe, seigneur de Ravenstein, was strongly directed towards demonstrating the 
deceased’s descent from the house of Cleves and, on his maternal side, the ducal 
house of Burgundy.129 Indeed, Vale points out that Adolphe’s Burgundian heritage 
was privileged over that of his paternal ancestry, thus illustrating that cognatic descent 
could be considered as significant for nobles as agnatic lineage.130 Philippe’s interest 
in his own genealogy may be suggested by his possible patronage or ownership of a 
lavishly illustrated Chronique des haulx et nobles princes de Cleves dated to around 
1470s-1481, which treated the family’s ancestry from the Chevalier au Cygne. 
Wijsman speculates that Ravenstein may also have commissioned a copy of this work
124 E. Olivier, “Philippe de Cleves, le gout et les particularismes artistiques d’un noble bourguignon ä 
travers le Recueil de mandements, d ’inventaires et de pieces diverses concernant la succession de 
Philippe de Cleves” in Haemers, van Hoorebeeck, and Wijsman (eds), Entre la ville, pp. 143-59, p.149. 
12:1 References to individual books in Cleves’ inventories will follow the numbers used in Korteweg’s 
catalogue in her ‘Annexe: Edition de l’inventaire de la bibliotheque de Philippe de Cleves’ in “La 
bibliotheque de Philippe de Cleves”, pp.198-213. The Melusine volume is no.53.
126 Korteweg’s dating is based on Cleves’ use of decorative Qs to personalise his volumes, which he 
tended to favour after 1507 (“La bibliotheque de Philippe de Cleves”, pp. 191-2). These are located 
beneath the contents table in manuscript Qv (4v) (see Fig.6a).
127 Oliver has noted the strength of this preference among Cleves’ portraiture (“Philippe de Cleves, le 
gout et les particularismes artistiques”, pp. 153-4).
I2X D’Escouchy, Chroniques, ed. Beaucourt, II, pp.l 16-20.
129 Adolphe’s mother was Marie de Bourgogne, sister of Philippe le Bon (see App. I, Table 9). Adolphe 
later married as his second wife Anne de Bourgogne, an illegitimate daughter of Philippe le Bon (Vale, 
“A Burgundian Funeral Ceremony”, pp.920-38, Vaughan, Philippe le Bon, pp.290-1).
130 Vale, “A Burgundian Funeral Ceremony”, pp.930-1. Vale’s observations correspond with those 
made in Chapter Two concerning the under-recognised importance of cognatic descent for the 
construction of noble identity (see Chapter Two, p.101 above).
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r* 131for presentation to his cousin, the French king Louis XII at the end of the century. 
Philippe’s appreciation of his family legend may be further inferred from his 
possession of “quatre pieces de toille ou est la paincture du Chevalier au Cygne”.
Philippe de Cleves’ interest in the RP and its account of the foundation of 
Luxembourg may also be explained by his close relationship with the family of his 
wife, Fran^oise de Luxembourg, granddaughter of both Louis de Saint Pol and Anne
I T T
de Lusignan, duchesse de Savoie and daughter of Janus I of Cyprus. "  Fran^oise and 
Philippe married in 1487, and the strength of their union is suggested by Fran^oise’s 
presence during the siege of Ecluse (Sluys) in 1491-1492, and in Italy at the turn of 
the century.134 Philippe’s pleasure in his marriage is implied by the contents of 
inventories of his property. These reveal that the couple owned tapestries and silver- 
plate bearing each of their arms which were displayed at their residences in
I T C
Wynendaele and Ghent. When renovating the chapel at Enghien in 1512, 
Ravenstein had the letters F and P incorporated into the panelling,136 and c.1524 he 
commissioned a funerary monument commemorating Fran^oise and himself to be 
installed in the Dominican church in Brussels.137 The most touching testimony to 
Philippe’s affection for Frangoise and her family is found in his will, dated May 1526,
131 T. Kren and S. McKendrick, Illuminating the Renaissance: The Triumph o f Flemish Manuscript 
Painting in Europe, J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles, 2003, pp.306-8 and Wijsman, “Politique et 
bibliophilie”, p.268 and n.88. Compare these studies with Korteweg, “La bibliotheque de Philippe de 
Cleves”, pp. 184-5, and n.10.
132 Finot, Inventaire, p.430.
133 Franqoise was descended from Anne de Lusignan via her mother, Marguerite de Savoie. Her father 
was Pierre II, comte de Saint Pol (H. Wijsman, “Les manuscrits de Pierre de Luxembourg (ca 1440- 
1482) et les bibliotheques nobiliaires dans les Pays-Bas bourguignons de la deuxieme moitie du XVe 
siecle” Le Moyen Age, 1 13 (2007), pp.613-37, p.617, and App. I, Table 8 below). For the marital 
interrrelationships between the Luxembourg-Saint Pol family and the ducal house of Savoy, see 
Wijsman, “Le connetable et le chanoine”, (pre-publication copy of article, unpaginated).
134 Cauchies, “Philippe de Cleves et la Flandre”, pp.42-3, Molinet, Chroniques, eds. Doutrepont and 
Jodogne, II, p.309 (Phillipe was accompanied by “mademoiselle Francoise de Luxembourg, son 
espeuse, fille du comte Pierre de Saint-Pol, laquelle fut participante et compaigne ä touttes aventures, 
tribulations, menaces et invasions qui leur furent entrejectez et faites durant le tampz de ce terrible 
effroy”); for Franqoise’s presence in Italy, Jean d’Auton, Chroniques de Louis XII, ed. R. de Maulde la 
Claviere, 4 vols., SHF, Renouard, Paris, 1889-95, II, p.78, n.l.
135 Finot, Inventaire, pp.424, 428.
L'6 Korteweg, “La bibliotheque de Philippe de Cleves”, p. 192 and illustration 7. Although it appears 
that Philippe also had the letters P and F inscribed in a copy of a Legende doree, Korteweg observes 
that this was exceptional among Cleves’ preferred ownership marks, arguing convincingly, if 
unromantically, that it was the product of his desire to cover up the previous owners’ initials (pp. 192-3, 
and n.45).
137 Philippe, his father, and his wife were each entombed in this church (J. de Chestret de Haneffe (ed.), 
Testament de Philippe de Cleves et de la Marek, seigneur de Ravestein, Hayez, Brussels, 1899, pp.2, 6, 
F.V. Goethals, “De Cleves” in his Histoire des lettres, des sciences et des arts, en Belgique et dans les 
pays limitrophes, II, La societe nationale de la propagation des bons livres, Brussels, 1840, pp. 15-109, 
p. 102, Vale, “A Burgundian Funeral Ceremony”, pp.929-30).
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three years after her death. He directs that a series of tapestries be given to his sister-
in-law, Marie de Luxembourg, comtesse de Vendöme in consideration o f :
la grand amour et affection, aussi l’honneur, bonne aliance et amitie qu’avons ä 
la maison de Luxembourgh, de la quelle feue nostre tres chere et bien aymee 
compaigne ... aussi pour donner occasion ä ceulx de ladite maison d’avoyr 
memoire et souvenance de nous et de ladite deffuncte.138 
Philippe’s careful attention towards his alliance with Franqoise indicates pride in and
attachment to his Luxembourg family. Such signs not only denote possession of the
objects in question: they commemorate Philippe, Franqoise, and their union after their
deaths, a significant aspiration for a couple who remained childless. ' Philippe thus
imitates his father’s stress on his maternal heritage in highlighting the dynastic
prestige accruing to himself through his wife’s lineage.
In addition to its account of the illustrious origins assigned to Franqoise’s ancestry in 
the RP, manuscript Qv further reflects its owners’ consciousness of identity in 
possibly two material ways. First, Ravenstein inserted two large crowned Qs beneath 
the table of contents in Qv, in the centre of which was painted his heraldic crest and 
helmet, symbols which doubly projected his personal association with the volume 
(Fig.6a, 4v).140 Second, an illumination depicting Anthoine de Lusignan and 
Chrestienne de Luxembourg places the subjects behind two unpainted escutcheons 
(Fig.6b, 49r). Although the shields may have remained blank from the manuscript’s 
production, Philippe is known to have erased heraldic emblems and signs of former 
owners from his manuscripts to replace them with his own.141 It is tempting to 
suppose, although it remains speculation, that Philippe planned to insert his own 
heraldic amis alongside those of his wife. The honour Philippe derived from his 
Luxembourg family, coupled with Franqoise’s own ancestry and the importance 
Ravenstein attached to dynastic tradition suggestively illuminate the presence of the 
RP in the Cleves’ library.
138 De Chestret de Haneffe (ed.), Testament, p.ll.  On Marie de Luxembourg, see D. Potter, “The 
Luxembourg Inheritance: The House of Bourbon and its Lands in Northern France during the Sixteenth 
Century”, French History, 6.1 (1992), pp.24-62, pp.27-34.
139 Philippe apparently fathered three illegitimate children by three different women (De Chestret de 
Haneffe, Histoire de la maison de la Marck, pp.55-6).
140 Cleves’ anus were “un ecu ecartele de Cleves et de la Marck ä la fasce echiquetee, avec Bourgogne 
ä la maniere de Jean sans Peur sur le tout; timbre d’un heaume ä tete de bceuf bouclee et couronnee” 
(Korteweg, “La bibliotheque de Philippe de Cleves”, p. 191, De Chestret de Haneffe, Histoire de la 
maison de la Marck, p.55).
141 Korteweg, “La bibliotheque de Philippe de Cleves”, pp. 186-7, Wijsman, “Les manuscrits de Pierre 
de Luxembourg”, pp.619-22. He seems to have done this with several of Louis and Pierre II de 
Luxembourg’s books.
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The crusading and chivalric adventures recounted in the RP also coincided with 
Philippe de Cleves’ literary interests and military experiences. As Olivier notes, 
Philippe’s library was characterised by a preference for works of history, and he 
owned a broad selection of classical works, recent chronicles, and regional 
histories.142 Further, his ownership of parts of the Godefroy de Bouillon crusade cycle, 
Le siege de Rhodes, Le voyaige de Jherusalem, and Guillaume de Tyr’s Histoire des 
croisades, alongside tales of Alexander and Troy indicate a predilection for works on 
crusade and histories of the eastern Mediterranean, a concern equally evident in the 
Lusignan adventures in the 7?P.143 Such martial tastes were shaped by Cleves’ 
extensive military career, which included a failed attempt at crusade when his fleet 
was shipwrecked off Cythera in 1501.144 Despite this disaster, Philippe retained 
decorative mementos, notably paintings of Mytilene and Cerigo [Cythera], and 
portraits of unspecified Muslim leaders, and his personal knowledge of the region 
arguably enhanced his appreciation for the battles engaged in by the Lusignans in the 
RP.X45 The importance Philippe attributed to crusade enterprises is also represented in 
a detailed treatise he composed on the art of land and naval warfare around 1516.146 In 
this work, he urges Charles V to undertake crusade, assuring him of western 
Christendom’s willingness to take up the cause and promising that ‘“je vouldroye bien 
estre si heureux de pouvoir mourir au service de Dieu’”.147 As seen in Chapter Four 
and developed in App. D, manuscript Qv's copy of the RP highlights the Lusignan 
sons’ chivalric adventures in its contents table, the titles and iconography of which 
highlight not only the foundation of Luxembourg but also the recovery of Cyprus and 
Armenia by Urians and Guyon. In this respect, Philippe’s copy of the Melusine legend
142 Olivier, “Philippe de Cleves, le goüt et les particularismes artistiques”, p. 151. For a selection of 
these, see Korteweg, ‘Annexe’, nos. 11 (“Suetonius des emperez/rs”), 12 (“Quinte Curse dAlexa^dre”), 
31 (“Godeffroy de Buillon”), 2 (“Trois volusmes de Monstrelet”), 3-4, 62 (several volumes of 
Froissart’s Chroniques), 61 (“lhistoire des Pisans”).
143 Korteweg, ‘Annexe’, nos. 31, 76, 114, 153, 12, 16, 139.
144 D’Auton, Chroniques de Louis XII, ed. de Maulde la Claviere, II, pp.18, 108, 149-201, Molinet, 
Chroniques, eds. Doutrepont and Jodogne, II, pp.507-12, Paviot, Philippe de Cleves, pp. 20-3.
145 Finot, Inventaire, pp.426, 432 (“deux tableaux du grant Turcq et le Soudan” p.432), Olivier, 
“Philippe de Cleves, les gouts et les particularismes artistiques”, pp. 154-5.
146 The lengthy title ascribed to the work in its first printed edition (Paris 1558) is Instruction de toutes 
manieres de guerroyer tant par terre que par mer et des choses y  servants redigee par messire 
Philippes, duc[sic] de Cleves, comte de la Marche et seigneur de Ravestain. On which, see Paviot’s 
introduction to and abridged edition thereof in Philippe de Cleves, P. Contamine, “L’art de la guerre 
selon Philippe de Cleves, seigneur de Ravenstein (1456-1528): innovation ou tradition?”, Bijdragen en 
mededelingen betreffende de geschiedenis der Nederlanden, 95 (1980), pp.363-76, and L. Sicking, 
“Philip of Cleves’ Instruction de toutes manieres de guerroyer and the Fitting Out of Warships in the 
Netherlands during the Hapsburg-Valois Wars” in Haemers, van Hoorebeeck, and Wijsman (eds), 
Entre la ville, pp.l 17-42.
147 Cited from BN ms fr. 1244 (no foliation given) by Contamine, “L’art de la guerre selon Philippe de 
Cleves”, p.372.
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blends elements from his recreational pursuits with his military career. In its appeal to 
several of Philippe’s cherished concerns, the RP may thus be considered an artefact 
representative of the seigneur de Ravenstein’s personal and cultural life.
Charles de Croy’s ownership of both a prose and poetic Melusine manuscript is 
consistent with literary and chivalric interests shared by his peers, while the romances’ 
account of a dynasty’s social elevation bears a striking parallel with the advancement 
of the Chimay branch of the Croy family in the fifteenth century. Charles represented 
the third generation of a bibliophilic family whose library numbered around 6000 
volumes by the early 1600s. The collection was established by Charles’ grandfather 
Jean who shared Jean V de Crequy’s status as a literary advisor to Philippe le Bon. 
Charles inherited the library from his father Philippe in 1482; although I have been 
unable to identify an inventory of the late-medieval collection, around 80 extant 
manuscripts have been traced which contain Charles’ ex libris.]49 Approximately 
fourteen of these contain Charles’ title ‘prince de Chimay’, but we cannot use this 
appellation to date confidently his acquisition of a given work: as Bayot explains, he 
or a secretary signed copies of Philippe de Croy’s commissions in this way.150 In 1511 
Charles sold a collection of 78 manuscripts to Marguerite d’Autriche, the reasons for 
which sale remain unknown. Among the collection was a flawed copy of the RM 
signed “C’est le livre de Mellusine lequel est a Monseigneur Charles de Croy, comte 
de Chimay Charles” (1 r).151 Charles later acquired Valenciennes, BM ms 461, a 
compilation containing the RP, which is signed “monseigneur Charles de Croy prince 
de Chimay seigneur d’Avesnes, Waurin, Lillers seigneur venerable etc” (3r).152
l4x Bom, Les Croy, pp.73-4, A. Bayot, Martin le Franc. L ’Estrif de fortune et de vertu. Etude du 
manuscrit 9510 de la Bibliotheque royale de Belgique, provenant de l ’ancienne ‘librairie’ des Croy de 
Chimay, Societe des bibliophiles et iconophiles de Belgique, Rousseau, Paris, 1928, p.22-3, P. de Win, 
“Jean de Cröy, seigneur de Tours-sur-Mame, Ier comte de Chimay” in de Smedt (ed), Les Chevaliers 
de l ’Ordre de la Toison d ’Or, pp.60-2, Doutrepont, La litterature franqaise, p.499.
149 Bayot, Martin le Franc, pp.26-7 (for an extensive but incomplete list of Croy’s surviving 
manuscripts, pp.52-6). I have been unable to locate a more recent estimate of Chimay’s extant 
manuscripts. An additional item which emerged during research which is not listed by Bayot is a copy 
of Laurence de Premierfait’s translation of Boccaccio’s Des cas des nobles homines et femmes, Item 
HM 937 in C.W. Dutschke with R.H. Rouse et al, Guide to Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in 
the Huntington Library, Huntington Library, San Marino, 1989,1, pp.283-5.
150 Bayot, Martin le Franc, pp.25-6.
151 Brussels, Bibliotheque royale de Belgique, ms 10390. Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite 
d ’Autriche, pp.xiii, 382-3. For an overview of this manuscript, which contains significant lacunae, see 
d’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.50-2.
152 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, pp.216-19. The full inscription is “Ce livre de meluzine et de 
labregement du sage de troye et le liure de cacherie venerie et faulconnerie appartient a monseigneur 
Charles de Croy Prince de Chimay seigneur davesnes Waurin Lillers seigneur venerable etc”. ‘Croy’ is 
also written above the text on 3r. The compilation’s contents, in order, are the RP, an Abregement du 
siege de Troie, Abregement des chroniques de Troie, and Modus et Ratio.
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Charles obtained Waurin and Lillers as part of an inheritance from his uncle by 
marriage, Philippe de Waurin, around 1518, which suggests that he may have acquired 
the Valenciennes manuscript from this period onwards. ' Unlike Charles’ prose 
redaction of the Lusignan romance, his copy of the RP does not contain significant 
narrative lacunae, which may indicate that it was a conscious replacement for the 
Melusine romance sold in 1511.
Charles de Croy’s possession of two Melusine romances at different times reflects the 
literary tastes evident in his large collection. Like Philippe de Cleves’ collection, 
Charles’ extant manuscripts betray a marked preference for historical texts, and his 
library included a variety of regional and ‘French’ chronicles.154 Notable among these 
volumes were historical works focused upon the central and eastern Mediterranean, 
including a poetic Histoire de Godefroi de Bouillon, a compilation containing Les faits 
des romains and an Histoire de l ’empereurs de Rome, Les batailles puniques, and 
multiple copies of La destruction de Troie. He also owned different redactions of 
‘universal histories’ such as those produced by Baudouin d’Avesnes and Jean Mansel. 
The first three items in Charles’ poetic Melusine compilation, the RP and two 
accounts of Trojan history, each direct attention towards the eastern Mediterranean, 
thereby exemplifying Croy’s historical interests. In addition to the Melusine 
romances’ evocation of crusade and mythical history, their accounts of chivalric 
adventures, marvellous topoi, and romantic liaisons echoed the knightly tales narrated 
in Croy’s compilation of Romans de la table ronde, as well as his copies of Olivier de 
Castille, Enfances Ogier le Danois, and Bovon de Hanstone. Along with the Melusine 
romances, these historical and chivalric works each circulated widely at the 
Burgundian court and demonstrate Charles’ participation in the court’s literary 
culture.155
The Melusine romances’ portrait of a family’s astonishing social elevation offers 
another perspective from which to consider their place in the Croy library. The
153 Michaux, Chronologie historique, p.381, Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp.xiii- 
xiv. Philippe de Waurin was the grandson of the chronicler, Jean de Waurin, some of whose 
manuscripts were inherited by Charles.
154 For example, the Chroniques martiniennes, La geste des Lorrains, Giles le Bouvier’s Chronique de 
Charles VII, the Grandes chroniques de France, and Froissart’s Chroniques (Bayot, Martin le Franc, 
pp.52-6). Unless otherwise indicated, general discussion of titles owned by Charles de Croy draws on 
Bayot’s list of surviving manuscripts.
155 Doutrepont, La litterature franqaise, Chs.1-2, 7, Morse, “Historical Fiction”, pp.48-64, J. Devaux, 
“Introduction. L’identite bourguignonne et l’ecriture de l’histoire”, Le Moyen Age, 3-4 (2006), pp.467- 
76 (this edition of Le Moyen Age is devoted to late-medieval Burgundian historical culture).
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Lusignan family’s upward mobility through the ranks of nobility, illustrated by the 
disparity between Raymondin’s early status as a younger son of a count and his sons’ 
marriage into European royalty, is a model which paralleled the remarkable 
advancement of the Croy family in the fifteenth century. Charles’ grandfather, Jean, 
seigneur de Tour-sur-Marne, acquired both fortune and notoriety during Philippe le 
Bon’s reign. Along with his elder brother, Antoine, Jean was greatly distrusted by the 
duke’s son who resented their influence upon his father and their uncertain political 
allegiances; in March 1465, they and their families were exiled from the Low 
Countries for their apparent role in a French plot against the comte de Charolais.156 
Prior to this, Jean had acquired from Thibaut de Soissons, seigneur de Moreuil, the 
seigneury of Chimay, a property which was confiscated along with the Croys’ estates 
following their banishment.157 After restoring the Croys to his favour in August 1468, 
the new duke Charles marked his goodwill towards Jean’s son, Philippe, when he 
allowed him to take control of Chimay from his ageing father, and raised the 
seigneury to the status of a county in 1473.158 Philippe also entered the Ordre de la 
Toison d’Or in the same year.159 As noted above, Philippe’s son, Charles was 
rewarded for his service to Maximilien by the latter’s elevation of Chimay to the 
status of a Principality of the Empire, and he himself entered the Toison d’Or in 
1491.160 Although the fortunes of the Chimay branch of the Croy house fluctuated 
over time, by the end of the fifteenth century the family had attained a stable, 
privileged position at the imperial court.
Several volumes of Charles de Croy’s library betray a concern with social mobility 
and noble status. Such concern may have been fuelled partly by the comte de Saint 
Pol’s public, if unsuccessful, rejection of Jean de Croy’s nephew as a suitable husband 
for his eldest daughter, Jacqueline, in the mid-1450s.161 According to Mathieu
156 See App. I, Table 10 for a table of the Croy family in the fifteenth century. G. Guillaume, “Croy, 
Jean de”, Biographie nationale, IV, cols.559-62, esp. cols.561-2, Vaughan, Philip the Good, pp.336-9, 
377-8, Vaughan, Charles the Bold, pp.248-9, Pirenne, Histoire de Belgique, II, pp.260-3, G. Small, 
George Chastellain and the Shaping o f Valois Burgundy: Political and Historical Culture at Court in 
the Fifteenth Century, Royal Historical Society, Boydell Press, Woodbridge, 1997, p.205, Chastellain, 
Chronique, ed. de Lettenhove, V, pp. 108-212 (for the role of the Croys in the period leading up to 
1465, a year which is missing from Chastellain’s chronicle).
157 Jean probably acquired Chimay in the 1450s as he is known as the seigneur de Chimay from this 
period. Bayot, Martin le Franc, p.22, Pere Anselme, Histoire genealogique, V, p.651, Guillaume, 
“Croy, Jean de”, col.561.
158 Vaughan, Charles the Bold, pp.247-50 (Antoine was only restored to his properties in 1473).
159 W. Ossoba, “Philippe de Cröy, comte de Chimay, seigneur de Sempy et de Quievrain” in de Smedt 
(ed.), Les Chevaliers de VOrdre de la Toison d ’Or, pp. 149-50.
160 Molinet, Chroniques, eds. Doutrepont and Jodogne, I, pp.509-10, II, pp.222-5.
161 See App. I, Table 10.
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d’Escouchy, Louis de Luxembourg was justified in his refusal “pour ce que ladicte 
damoiselle estoit saillie de si noble lieu comme des fleurs de lys ... et ledit de Croy 
n’estoit sailly que de simple baniere”.162 Although Charles would not have recalled 
the incident personally, his interest in questions of ancestry and nobility is attested by 
the inscription of his ex libris in several significant volumes.163 In particular, he 
possessed a copy of Fillastre’s Histoire de la Toison d ’or, a Christianised account of 
the origins of Philippe le Bon’s chivalric order of which Charles and his forebears 
were members.164 Further, he owned treatises on the nature of nobility, including an 
Enseignement de vraie noblesse, a multi-volume compilation which contained a 
translation of Lulle’s Livre de l ’ordre de chevalerie, Mielot’s translation of the 
Controverse de noblesse, and the Debat de trois chevaleureuxprinces}65 With respect 
to his family’s history, Charles owned two illustrated copies of the Roman de Jean 
d ’Avesnes, which narrates the chivalric adventures and social advancement of the 
eponymous local hero to comital status.166 Echoing the themes of the Melusine 
romances, Jean d ’Avesnes underlined the mythic foundations of an historical title 
acquired by Charles by virtue of his marriage to Louise d’Albret, vicomtesse de 
Limoges and dame d’Avesnes, c. 1495-96.167 Finally, in its laudatory remarks upon the 
honour and prestige accruing to the houses of Dreux, Perigord and Navarre, the RP
162 D’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, II, pp.306-10 (quotation pp.306-7). See also La Marche, 
Memoires, II, p.208, Jacques du Clerq, Memoires de Jacques du Clerq, escuier, sieur de Beauvoir en 
Ternois, in Michaud and Poujoulat (eds), Nouvelle collection de memoires, III, pp.620-1.
163 Charles was probably bom in the 1450s. In a study which requires caution, Georges Martin suggests 
that Charles was bom c.1455 (G. Martin, Histoire et genealogie de la maison de Croy, G. Martin, La 
Ricamarie, 1980, pp.93-4, R. Wellens, “Charles de Cröy, premier prince de Chimay, baron de 
Quievrain” in de Smedt (ed), Les Chevaliers de VOrdre de la Toison d'Or, pp.203-4, Guillaume, 
“Croy, Charles de”, col.564 ).
164 See de Smedt (ed.), Les Chevaliers de TOrdre de la Toison d ’Or, pp.v-viii for Order members and 
the dates of their initiation; on Fillastre, see Devaux, “Introduction. L’identite bourguignonne et 
l’ecriture de 1’histoire”, p.470 and n.16. In the early 1490s, Charles also commissioned a copy of the 
Statute Book of the Ordre de la Toison d’Or which is strikingly introduced with a large depiction of the 
Croy crest and helmet (M. Smeyers and J. Van der Stock, Flemish Illuminated Manuscripts 1475-1550, 
Ludion Press, Ghent, 1996, pp.35-6, and Fig. 37). For the possible influence of Charles’ concern to 
preserve his family’s historical memory on his patronage of Gonthier Chastellain, the son of the 
Burgundian chronicler with whom Charles’ own father was on good terms, see Small, George 
Chastellain, pp.215-16.
165 On such treatises on nobility at the Burgundian court, see C.C. Willard, “The Concept of True 
Nobility at the Burgundian Court”, Studies in the Renaissance, 14 (1967), pp.33-48, and Maurice 
Keen’s response to Willard’s arguments concerning the humanist nature of these works in “Some Late 
Medieval Ideas about Nobility” in M. Keen, Nobles, Knights and Men-at-Arms in the Middle Ages, 
Hambledon Press, London, 1996, Ch.ll, pp. 187-207 (orig. presented as a Creighton Lecture, 
University of London, 4 Nov. 1965).
166 D. Queruel, “‘Jean d’Avesnes’ ou la litterature chevaleresque ä la cour des dues de Bourgogne au 
milieu du XVe siede”, Perspectives medievales, 14 (1988), pp.41-4. I was unable to access Queruel’s 
edition of this romance (see D. Queruel (ed.), L ’istoire de tres vaillans princez monseigneur Jehan 
d ’Avennes, Presses universitaires du Septentrion, Villeneuve d’Ascq, 1997). The Croys probably also 
owned a copy of the ancestral romance La Manekine, which was adapted by Jean Wauquelin to include 
the family in its narrative, noted above in Chapter Two (Morse, “Historical Fiction”, p.49).
167 Michaux, Chronologie historique, pp.374-5, Bayot, Martin le Franc, p.23.
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itself evoked Louise d’Albret’s ancestry, for her father, Alain d’Albret, held the 
comital titles of Dreux and Perigord, while her brother, Jean, was the King of 
Navarre.168 The significance of such literature promoting and commemorating family 
identity may have been heightened for Charles and Louise following the premature 
deaths of each of their four sons.169 In their favourable depiction of a provincial 
family’s rise to fame and status, the Melusine romances thus resonated with the 
experiences of the Croy family and its rapid promotion at the Burgundian court in the 
later fifteenth century. Coupled with the texts’ pseudo-historical narrative, their model 
of social success perhaps broadened the romances’ appeal to Charles de Croy and his 
family.
The cultural interests of Marguerite, the archduchess of Austria and dowager duchess 
of Savoy, were to some extent the product of the complex dynastic networks she 
established during her cosmopolitan youth, combined with the responsibilities and 
anxieties she confronted as a political ruler from the early 1500s.170 In exploring the 
relationship between Marguerite’s ownership of the Melusine romances and her 
cultural tastes more broadly, the following discussion briefly reviews the archduchess’ 
book collection, before exploring the connections between her upbringing and early 
marriages, her political role, and her cultural preferences.
In view of Marguerite’s extensive manuscript and printed book collection, which 
numbered almost 400 volumes before her death in 1530, one must be wary of over- 
deterministically ascribing reasons for her possession of two copies of the Melusine 
romance.171 This point is illustrated by the fact that she commissioned only some 
thirty to forty items herself, including predominantly books of hours, music albums,
168 RP, 11.68152-38 (Dreux), 6851-61 (Navarre), 6931-44 (Perigord). Michaux, Chronologie historique, 
p.375, Pere Anselme, Histoire genealogique, V, p.654, D. Bryson, Queen Jeanne and the Promised 
Land: Dynasty, Homeland, Religion and Violence in Sixteenth-Century France, Brill, Leiden, 1999, 
pp.43-53.
169 Michaux, Chronologie historique, p.388, Pere Anselme, Histoire genealogique, V, p.654.
170 By 1523, Marguerite’s formal title was ‘“Archiducesse d’Autriche et de Bourgoigne, ducesse de 
Savoye, contesse de Bourgoigne, de Charrolais, de Romont, de Baugey, de Villars, dame de Salins, de 
Malines, de Chastelchinon, de Noyer, de Chaulcins, de la Parriere, des pays de Bresse, de Vaud, de 
Faucigny’” (cited in D. Eichberger and L. Beaven, “Family Members and Political Allies: The Portrait 
Collection of Margaret of Austria”, The Art Bulletin, 77.2 (1995), pp.225-48, p.225, n.4). She is 
referred to in my study variously as the archduchess, the (dowager) duchess of Savoy, or the Governor 
or Regent (positions which she held in the Netherlands with varying levels of power between 1507- 
1515 and 1517-30, Eichberger, “Margareta of Austria” (cited in Chapter One), pp.51-4).
171 Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp.ix.
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and missals.172 On the other hand, although Marguerite acquired the bulk of her 
library through inheritance, donation, and purchases, her possession of two prose 
Melusine romances was consistent with the themes prominent among her entire 
collection, which betrays a decided preference for historical and chivalric works.173 
The first of these Melusine volumes was a copy of the first Spanish (Castilian) edition 
of the RM (1489).174 Referred to as “ung moien livre, qui ce nomme De l ’histoire de 
Melusine, en latin” in Marguerite’s comprehensive inventory of 1523-1524, this work 
may have been acquired as early as between 1497 and 1499, when she was living in 
Spain.17> As noted earlier, she obtained a copy of the French RM  from Charles de 
Croy in 1511.176 As I will suggest, Marguerite’s multicultural experiences as a 
youthful bride at different European courts offered her various opportunities to
r • 1 77become familiar with the Melusine romances.
Between the ages of three and twenty-one, Marguerite had been joined in marriage to 
three influential noble houses of Europe. Born in 1480, she was sent to France as 
the young bride of Charles VIII in 1483. Despite her repudiation by Charles in 1491, 
Marguerite remained in France until 1493, during which time she had access to the 
libraries of Anne de Beaujeu, who oversaw her education, and Anne’s mother, 
Charlotte de Savoie (d. 1483). As will be discussed below, these collections included 
at least one French manuscript copy of the RM.]1> On returning to the Low Countries,
172 Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp.xiv, M. Debae, La librairie de Marguerite 
d ’Autriche, Bibliotheque royale Albert Ier, Brussels, 1987, pp.xviii-xix.
173 Debae observes that although the most luxurious manuscripts in Marguerite’s collection were 
devotional, didactic, or legal in nature, her library was numerically dominated by secular literature (La 
bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp.xvi-xvii).
174 On which, see Corfis, “Empire and Romance”, (cited in Introduction), pp.559-75.
175 Inventories of Marguerite’s possessions were compiled in 1516 and 1523-24. Neither are complete 
but they each contribute to an appreciation of her cultural life. Le Glay reproduced much of the 1516 
inventory in his edition of Correspondance, II, pp.467-89, while Henri Michelant reproduced the later 
catalogue in “Inventaire des vaisselles, joyaux, tapisseries, peintures, manuscrits, etc., de Marguerite 
d’Autriche, regente et gouvemante des Pays-Bas, dresse en son palais de Malines, le 9 juillet 1523”, 
Bulletin de la Commission royale d ’histoire, 3rd ser., 12 (1871), pp.5-78 and 83-136 (I have only had 
access to the first half of this work). For the reference to the Spanish Melusine romance, Michelant, 
“Inventaire”, p.47, and Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp.363-5.
176 This is described as “ung aultre moien, qui ce nomme Melusine” (Michelant, “Inventaire”, p.49); 
Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp.382-3.
177 For early biographies of Marguerite, see E.E. Tremayne, The First Governess o f the Netherlands 
Margaret o f Austria, intro. M. Hume, Methuen, London, 1908, and F. Thibaut, Marguerite d ’Autriche 
et Jehan Lemaire de Beiges, Sklatine, Geneva, 1970 (Paris, 1888).
178 Eichberger, “Margareta of Austria”, p.49.
179 Debae, La librairie de Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp.xi-xii, S. Jansen, The Monstrous Regiment of 
Women: Female Rulers in Early Modern Europe, Palgrave Macmillan, New York, 2002, pp.83-4, 
Legare, ‘“La librairye de Madame’”, (cited in Chapter One), pp.214-15, and Legare’s “Charlotte de 
Savoie’s Library and Illuminators”, (also cited in Chapter One), p.71. For discussion of Anne and 
Charlotte’s collections, including their copies of the Melusine romance, see the next section of this 
Chapter.
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Marguerite was accompanied by three French books, including a luxurious Neapolitan 
illuminated Bible moralise, 180 These works illustrate the inter-courtly avenues of 
transmission by which Marguerite acquired literature in her youth. Between 1493 and 
1497, the archduchess spent much time with her godmother, Margaret of York, from 
whom she was to inherit five devotional texts in 1503.181 In 1497 Marguerite travelled
to Spain to marry Juan of Castile, heir to Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of
182Castile’s empire. Misfortune struck with Juan’s death in September that year. 
Marguerite remained in Castile for two more years, her affectionate relationship with 
Isabella and Ferdinand reflected in her returning to the Netherlands in 1499 with gifts 
including over a dozen French and Castilian manuscripts and incunabula, possibly 
including the Spanish RM.]83
Shortly after returning to her godmother’s home in Malines, Marguerite married 
Philibert II, due de Savoie in late 1501184. Illuminating her choice of the motto 
‘fortune misfortune fort une’, the duchesse de Savoie’s husband, with whom she
185enjoyed an extremely close relationship, succumbed to pleurisy in late 1504. 
Marguerite remained in the duchy until 1506, returning to the Netherlands following 
the death of her brother, Philippe le Beau. Maximilien subsequently appointed his 
daughter as governor of her nieces and nephew (with Charles de Croy) in 1506, 
procurateur general in 1507 and, from 1509, regente et gouvernante of the Low 
Countries.186 On her return to Malines, Marguerite brought thirty volumes from the 
Savoyard library, including the recently completed Tres Riches Heures commissioned 
by Jean de Berry c. 1414.187 In addition to the unique image of the winged Melusine in 
the March calendar illumination in this manuscript, Marguerite had also enjoyed
1X0 Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, p.x, Legare, ‘“La librairye de Madame’”, p.215.
181 Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, p.xiii.
182 Marguerite also suffered a miscarriage (Jansen, The Monstrous Regiment o f Women, pp.84-6).
1X3 Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp.x-xi, Legare, “‘La librairye de Madame’”, 
pp.215-16, B. Franke, “Female Role Models in Tapestries”, in Eichberger (ed.), Women o f Distinction, 
pp. 155-65, pp. 160-1, Le Glay, Correspondance, II, pp.485-6.
184 Malines is known as ‘Mechelen’ in Flemish (see Map 6 for the Netherlands in the sixteenth century).
185 Molinet, Chroniques, eds. Doutrepont and Jodogne, II, pp.488-97, Jansen, The Monstrous Regiment 
o f Women, pp.86-8, Debae, La librairie de Marguerite d ’Autriche, p.xiii.
186 When her nephew, Charles, came of age in 1515, Marguerite temporarily lost her regency status, 
apparently as the result of her exertion of authoirty as a woman over the exclusively masculine order of 
the Toison d’Or. However, by 1519, Charles had reappointed his aunt as regent with complete 
restoration of her powers. For discussions of this episode, see Eichberger, “Margareta of Austria”, 
pp.52-3, and A. Pearson, Envisioning Gender in Burgundian Devotional Art, 1350-1550: Experience, 
Authority, Resistance, Ashgate, Aldershot, 2005, pp. 172-3.
187 Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, p.xii and La librairie de Marguerite d ’Autriche, 
p.xvi; Les Tres Riches Heures du Duc de Berry. Musee Conde, Chantilly, Intro. J. Longnon and R. 
Cazelles, pref. M. Meiss, Thames and Hudson, London, 1969, (repr. 1973), pp.12, 22.
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access to the possibly two Melusine romances housed in the ducal collection. By 
the time Marguerite returned to the Low Countries, she had spent almost two decades 
living in the sophisticated courts of France, Spain, and Savoy, an experience which 
expanded her cultural horizons along with her dynastic alliances, and which plausibly 
offered the young widow several opportunities to become familiar with the tale of 
Melusine and Lusignan.
Inventories of Marguerite’s collections compiled in 1516 and 1523-24 reveal that the 
archduchess of Austria’s tastes were strongly shaped by a continuing affection for her 
dynastic and companionate affiliations with Spain and Savoy. In addition to 
displaying portraits of Isabella and Ferdinand and several Spanish tapestries, she 
owned bed linen depicting the arms of Aragon, and kept a small portrait of Juan in her 
study.189 Further, Marguerite possessed pieces of blue and gold silk bed-linen 
“donnees ä Madame par dom Diego dc Cabrera”.190 She also kept manuscripts and 
decorative furniture depicting the Spanish-Burgundian genealogy and heraldry in her 
public library.191 In conjunction with her Spanish books, the Castilian and French 
copies of the RM in the Malines library arguably reminded their owner of her 
experiences and relationships with the Spanish court. First, the RM presents the house 
of Aragon in a benevolent light for the royal family’s adoption of Bemardon, son of 
the Lusignan comte de la Marche. Second, it establishes this Lusignan descendant as 
the forefather who revives the nearly-extinct house of Cabrera by marrying its female 
heir (RM 292-3). In this way, the romance promoted the future repute of the Cabrera 
family, with which Marguerite demonstrably enjoyed good relations, by associating it 
with the illustrious Lusignan name. The Melusine romances thus recall several lines of 
affiliation binding Marguerite within a network of cultural exchange at the Spanish 
court.
188
IXX Edmunds, “The Library [s/c] of Savoy (II)”, p.281 records “ung livre appelle melusine" in an 
inventory of Philibert I’s possessions compiled in 1482; additionally “le livre de melusine a lestampe 
[printed] en papier couvert de postz et a moytie de peau verde et lautre moytie jaune” was recorded in 
an inventory of ducal property at Chambery compiled in October 1498 (in “The Medieval Library of 
Savoy (III)”, p.274). As we cannot be certain that the Melusine text mentioned in the 1482 inventory 
was not also a printed edition, the Savoy household has not been included in Chapter Six.
1X9 Eichberger and Beaven, “Family Members and Political Allies”, pp.235-6, Michelant, “Inventaire”, 
pp.67-8, Le Glay, Correspondance, II, pp.485-6.
190 Le Glay, Correspondance, II, p.488: “quatre toyes doreilliers faites et ouvrees d’or et de soye bleu ä 
losanges qui ont estees donnees ä Madame par dom Diego de Cabrera”.
191 Michelant, “Inventaire”, pp.59-60, Eichberger and Beaven, “Family Members and Political Allies”, 
pp238-43.
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The Hapsburg archduchess’ alliance with the house of Savoy left an even stronger 
mark on her artistic and literary collections and patronage. Moreover, it was the basis 
upon which Marguerite sought to enforce her dowager rights to lands both in the 
duchy and beyond the continent in Cyprus. Significantly, the Regent frequently chose 
to decorate her newly-commissioned volumes with the dowager arms of Savoy, a 
clear indication of her continuing identification with the duchy.192 Among the books 
which accompanied her return from Savoy in 1506 were two historical works, the 
Chroniques de Savoie and De Ame, le premier due de Savoie, the latter bearing the 
ducal crest on its cover, and a genealogy of the house of Savoy.193 Marguerite’s 
attachment to Philibert was also reflected in devotional diptychs, marble and wooden 
busts portraying the couple,194 and a commemorative chapel in the newly founded 
church and monastery of St. Nicolas in Brou (Bourg-en-Bresse), where she insisted 
that her remains be laid beside her husband’s tomb.195 Philibert’s descent from Anne 
de Lusignan, the daughter of Janus I, king of Cyprus, provides an alternate lens 
through which to consider Marguerite’s reception of the Melusine legend. In addition 
to its chivalric content, the romance’s account of the foundation of Lusignan and its 
expansion to Cyprus corresponded closely with her interest in her husband’s ancestry. 
Furthermore, it should not be forgotten that as a descendant of the Valois house of 
Burgundy, Marguerite herself could claim genealogical affiliation with Melusine 
through Antoine de Lusignan’s foundation of the house of Luxembourg. Marguerite’s 
marriage into the ducal house of Savoy with its Cypriot Lusignan ancestry thus added 
another dynastic filter through which her ownership and reception of the Melusine 
romances can be interpreted.196
Marguerite’s efforts to assert her authority as the dowager duchess of Savoy may shed 
further light on her possession of the Melusine romances. After she returned to the 
Low Countries, the Regent struggled with due Charles III de Savoie to establish her
192 Debae, La bibliotheque de Marguerite d ’Autriche, p.xv.
193 Michelant, “Inventaire”, pp.43-5, 59.
194 Pearson, Envisioning Gender, pp. 163-5, Eichberger and Beaven, “Family Members and Political 
Allies”, pp.239-41, and D. Eichberger, “Margaret of Austria’s portrait collection: female patronage in 
the light of dynastic ambitions and artistic quality”, Renaissance Studies, 10.2 (1996), pp.259-79,
p.266.
195 Brou is a suburb of Bourg-en-Bresse, located in the department of Ain in eastern France. For the 
location of Bourg, see Map 1. Bruchet, Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp. 145-50, and pp.437-40 for Piece 
justificative, Preuve XCIX, Extrait des Chroniques de Guillaume Paradin, (Chronique de Savoye, revue 
et nouvellement augmentee par M. Guillaume Paradin, doyen de Beaujeu, Lyon, 1560, in folio), Debae, 
La librairie de Marguerite d ’Autriche, p.xv. For discussion of Marguerite’s cultural interests and 
patronage, see the contributions to Eichberger (ed.), Women o f Distinction, and Thibaut, Marguerite 
d ’Autriche et Jehan Lemaire de Beiges, pp.65-133.
196 For genealogies of the Savoy-Lusignan and Cypriot Lusignan houses, see App. I, Tables 11 and 12.
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entitlements to her dower lands, a symbolic component of which was the Savoy title 
to Cyprus.197 In 1459 the last legitimate Lusignan heir to Cyprus, Charlotte, married 
Louis de Savoie, comte de Geneve, the second son of due Louis and Anne de 
Lusignan.198 Her status as queen had been threatened by her illegitimate half-brother 
James from 1460, and by 1464 she had lost her remaining power base on the island. In 
1485 Charlotte formally ceded Lusignan claims to sovereignty over Cyprus to the 
house of Savoy, four years before the Venetian republic seized control of the island.199 
Charles III de Savoie had designs on the Cypriot title which informed his alliance with 
the anti-Venetian signatories to the Traite de Cambrai in 1508, and his subsequent 
entreaty to Charles V to seek the end of Venetian rule on the island in 1519.200 
Nonetheless, correspondence between Marguerite and her officials indicates that the 
duke appears to have been prepared to grant the dowager duchess sovereignty over 
Cyprus for the term of her life in 1509 despite his continuing efforts to impose his 
own claims. Within the context of Marguerite’s determination to assert her 
authority over lands to which she claimed her Savoy marriage entitled her, the 
widow’s ownership of the Melusine romances perhaps appealed to several of her 
dearly-held personal and political ambitions. As a celebration of her beloved 
Philibert’s mythical ancestry, the RM  captures thematically Marguerite’s desire to 
affirm her lordship over Cyprus, the land ruled by her husband’s Lusignan forebears. 
Moreover, Melusine’s somewhat ambivalent, yet successful, model of female 
governance may have resonated not only with the Hapsburg archduchess’ practical 
experiences, but also with the rule of princes/princesses treatises and female exempla 
literature in her collection.202 Indeed, her multiple copies of the RM  conceivably
197 Using her influence with Emperor Maximilicn to arrive at the Traite de Strasbourg (August 1507), 
Marguerite was accorded sovereign rights over Bresse, Faucigny, and the Pays de Vaud (Le Glay, 
Correspondance, I, pp.45-6, Bruchet, Marguerite d ’Autriche, pp.91-100 (all of Bruchet’s Ch.7 is 
relevant to Marguerite’s administrative activities as the dowager duchess of Savoy).
198 Charlotte was also Anne de Lusignan’s niece.
199 Hill, A History o f Cyprus, III, Chs.10-13, J.G. Joachim, “Caterina Comaro and the Throne of 
Cyprus” in D. Hunt and I. Hunt (eds), Caterina Comoro, Queen o f Cyprus, Trigraph, London, 1989, 
pp.35-146.
200 Bruchet, Marguerite d ’Autriche, p.78 and n.9, Hill, History o f Cyprus, III, p.616.
201 Bruchet, Marguerite d ’Autriche, Pieces justificatives, Preuve XXIX, pp.355-7, and Preuve XXXIII, 
pp.361-2.
202 Marguerite owned Christine de Pizan’s La cite des dames and two copies of Livre des trois vertus 
(or The Treasure o f the City o f Ladies, Boccaccio’s Des cleres femmes (On Famous Women), alongside 
two copies of Giles of Rome’s Le gouvernement des princes, two French copies of Vignay’s 
translation of the Jeu des esches, moralise and a third in Castilian, and a L ’enseignement des roys et 
princes (Michelant, “Inventaire”, pp.37-8, 40, 42-3, 45, 49, 50-1). Franke also explores allusions to 
wise female government in Marguerite’s collection of tapestries (“Female Role Models in Tapestries”,
pp. 161-2).
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echoed Marguerite’s political aspirations in unison with her personal desire to 
commemorate her loved ones and their ancestry.
Although the Melusine romances continued to resonate with the late medieval-early 
modem Hapsburg court’s desire for historical accounts of chivalric adventures, they 
nonetheless equally corresponded with individual readers’ personal experiences and 
aspirations. The Lusignan romance, with its tales of mythical dynastic foundation, 
social elevation, and Christian expansionism, appealed to these noble manuscript 
owners who recognised from first-hand knowledge the vagaries of fortune acting upon 
their lives, and for whom the ancestral and socio-political ideals expressed in the RM 
continued to be relevant.
Touraine-Bourbon — the royal court and duchy o f Bourbon
Charlotte de Savoie, the queen of France, and her daughter Anne de Beaujeu, 
duchesse de Bourbon, are the final owners of Melusine manuscripts discussed in this 
chapter. An inventory compiled after Charlotte’s death in 1483 records her possession 
of over one hundred books. Among these was “ung liure de merlurine en prose en 
pappier couuuert de cuir noir”. Although she was not mentioned in her mother’s 
will, Charlotte’s books nonetheless passed to Anne, for a catalogue of books at the 
Bourbon home in Aiguesperce compiled in 1507 notes the presence of “Le livre de 
Melusine, en prose, escript ä la main, en pappier, couvert de cuyr noir”.204 A 
subsequent inventory of the over three hundred books held in the Bourbon chateau at 
Moulins in 1523 reveals two copies of the romance, one of which was Charlotte’s 
black leather-bound volume. Charlotte and Anne are ascribed radically different 
personalities by medieval and modem observers. Charlotte has been described as 
“bonne”, “honneste”, and charitable, yet timid and unattractive,206 while Anne, whose 
intellect was praised by her father Louis XI, is regarded as avaricious and power-
203 Contemporary copy of the inventory in BN ms fr. 15538, 77r. For a reproduction of the inventory, 
see A. Tutey, Inventaire des biens de Charlotte de Savoie, Reine de France (1483), publie pour la 
premiere fois d ’apres le manuscrit original depose ä la Bibliotheque imperiale, A.D. Laine et J. 
Harvard, Paris, 1865. Delisle reproduced the books contained in this inventory in Cabinet des 
manuscrits, I, pp.91-4. For a recent tabulation of Charlotte’s collection, see Legare, “Charlotte de 
Savoie’s Library”, pp.69-79.
204 Y. Labande-Mailfert, Charles VIII et son milieu (1470-1498): La jeunesse au pouvoir, Librairie C. 
Klincksieck, Paris, 1975, p.42, Anne de France, Les enseignements, ed. Chazaud, pp.214, 223 (for 
quotation).
205 Anne de France, Les enseignements, ed. Chazaud, p.251. The second Melusine item is referred to 
only as a paper manuscript, so we cannot be sure which of the two romances it contained. For an early 
consideration of the Bourbon library, see Delisle, Cabinet des manuscrits, I, pp. 170-75.
206 Basin, Uistoire de Louis XI, III, p.347, de Troyes, Les chroniques de Jean de Troyes, p.291, 
Commynes, Memoires, ed. Dufoumet, p.515.
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seeking by some, and wise and virtuous by others." The literary preferences of these 
women also differed markedly. Charlotte’s possession of the RM is somewhat 
anomalous among her collection which was dominated by devotional and spiritual 
material, including numerous literary and dramatic hagiographies.208 Anne’s 
household collection from 1523 reflects a preference for secular works, notably 
classical and contemporary histories and romances.209 Despite these differences in 
character and literary tastes, I suggest that Charlotte and Anne’s ancestry from Anne 
de Lusignan, Charlotte’s mother, and their shared concern with education provide 
lenses through which to consider their ownership of the Melusine romances. The 
model of female governance offered by Melusine of Lusignan perhaps also resonated 
with the interests and experiences of Anne de Beaujeu, who at different times was 
entrusted with the administration of the French realm and the duchy of Bourbon.
The Lusignan heritage was integral to the lives of Charlotte and her daughter, Anne. 
Charlotte de Savoie was bom c. 1438-1439 to Anne de Lusignan, daughter of Janus I, 
king of Cyprus, and Louis I de Savoie.210 Although she married the dauphin Louis in 
1451, before leaving Savoy she had probably been exposed to the Melusine legend in 
one of at least two forms.211 It is uncertain whether a copy of the Melusine romance 
was present in the ducal library by the mid-fifteenth century,21" but Jean de Berry’s 
Tres Riches Heures is thought to have been circulating in Savoy by around 1430.213 
Although the volume was only completed in the 1480s, the semi-painted miniature of 
Lusignan and the winged Melusine in the March calendar image was perhaps
207 Kendall, Louis XI, p.259, Labande-Mailfert, Charles VIII et son milieu, pp.33-5, Anne de France, 
Anne o f France: Lessons for my Daughter, trans., ed., and intro. Jansen, (cited in Chapter Three, pp.4- 
8) .
20x Hasenohr, “L’essor des bibliotheques privees”, p.252, Legare, “Charlotte de Savoie’s Library”, 
pp.41-2. Charlotte owned a few romances, including the Roman de Cleriadus et Meliadice, Pierre de 
Provence et la Belle Maguelonne, and Paris et Vienne (Legare cited above, pp.72-3).
209 Among many other works, Anne owned a compilation containing Sallust and Lucan’s Des faietz des 
Rommains, multiple volumes of Titus Livius’ histories, and La premiere guerre punique, several copies 
of Froissart’s Chroniques, Les chroniques de Normandie, a poetic Destruction de Troie la grant, and a 
compilation containing the Rommant de Heracle and Godeffroy de Beul lion (Anne de France, Les 
enseignements, ed. Chazaud, pp.235-9).
210 App. I, Tables 11 and 12.
211 Beaucourt, Histoire de Charles VII, V, Ch.5 for the events surrounding the marriage.
212 The earliest recorded copy in the Savoyard library was inventoried around 1482 in Lyon (Edmunds, 
“The Library of Savoy (II)”, p.281, and n. 188 above).
213 On its transmission either via inheritance directly to Berry’s grandson, Amedee VIII de Savoie, or 
on the death of Amedee’s mother, Bonne de Berry, c. 1434-1435, see Edmunds, “The Medieval Library 
of Savoy (I)”, p.321 and n.10, Les Tres Riches Heures, intro. Longnon and Cazelles, p.22 (cf J. 
Dufoumet (ed.) Les Tres Riches Heures du due de Berry, Bibliotheque de l’lmage, Paris, 1995, p.7 and 
E. Pognon (ed.), Les Tres Riches Heures du Duc de Berry, trans. D. Macrae, Miller Graphics, Fribourg, 
1979, p.15 who propose that the manuscript may have remained in the royal collection before moving 
to Savoy, but who do not provide evidence for this suggestion).
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accessible to the young child (Fig. 6c).214 Anne was bom in 1461, shortly before Anne 
de Lusignan’s death in late 1462. Certainly, the prose Melusine romance could 
appeal to Charlotte and Anne’s pride in their fantastic ancestry. However, the work’s 
crusading themes and its concluding allusions to political crisis in Cyprus may equally 
have reminded these women of the contemporary conflict facing the Lusignan kings 
on the Christian outpost in the mid-later fifteenth century. As noted above, Charlotte 
de Lusignan had been chased from the kingdom in the 1460s, after which she travelled 
to solicit support from Savoy and the West for her cause.216 The transferral of the 
island to Venetian control during the 1470s-1480s represented a double blow to the 
Lusignan-Savoy houses as it witnessed the extinction of Lusignan rule in Cyprus and 
the loss of the symbolically and strategically significant Christian realm. It is 
uncertain how personally these events affected Charlotte or her daughter: Louis, 
Charlotte de Lusignan’s husband and the French queen’s brother, visited the royal 
French and ducal Burgundian courts in 1465 to enlist assistance, thereby circulating 
the circumstances confronting their Cypriot relations to Louis XI’s queen and 
family. For Charlotte and Anne as descendants of the Lusignan-Savoy union, the 
prose Melusine romance may thus have represented a pseudo-historical defence of 
their family’s claims to Cyprus, and simultaneously reflected an image of their 
illustrious ancestry at the height of its influence.
Louis Stouff long ago pointed to the didactic elements in the RM as a potential source 
of enjoyment for late medieval readers, a theme which perhaps informed Charlotte de 
Savoie and her daughter’s ownership and engagement with the romance.218 As Legare 
and Jansen have observed, each woman’s library included a generous proportion of 
instructional or conduct literature addressed to both sexes.219 Charlotte owned an 
Instruction d ’un jeune prince, a Gouvernement des roys et princes, as well as the Livre 
que fit le chevalier a la Tour pour enseigner ses fillies, and a well illustrated copy of 
Christine de Pisan’s Livre des troys vertuz. Her daughter’s collection included three 
Regime des princes in Latin and French, as well as another four works on the
214 Tres Riches Heures du Duc de Berry, intro. Longnon and Cazelles, commentary on Plate 4, March, 
for the view that the castle and the Melusine-dragon were painted by the Limbourg brothers in the 
1410s.
215 Hill, A History o f Cyprus, II, p.495.
“16 Hill, A History o f Cyprus, III, pp.580-8.
217 Hill, A History o f Cyprus, III, pp.595-6.
218 Stouff, Essai, pp.l 19-50.
219 Legare, “Charlotte de Savoie’s Library”, p.42, Anne de France, Anne o f France: Lessons for my 
Daughter, trans., ed., and intro. Jansen, pp.l0-16.
220 Delisle, Cabinet des manuscrits, I, p.92, Legare, “Charlotte de Savoie’s Library”, pp.71-3.
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instruction of princes, and two copies of the Livre des trois vertus. " Although 
Charlotte may not have been directly involved with the instruction of her son Charles, 
she was sufficiently concerned about his education to secure around thirty volumes 
from the deceased Louis XI’s collection for the young king, including several Latin 
devotional works, vernacular histories, and some administrative materials. Further, 
the queen promoted education outside her household: in addition to regular payments 
to various book-artisans,223 her account records include payments to a Jean Aguillon 
for maintaining a young gentleman named Louis Robert for five months, during which 
time Aguillon taught him to write. She made further payments to a Jehan de Chastelus 
to support his studies in Orleans. Anne de Beaujeu was responsible for the 
education of both her own family and other young girls, including Marguerite 
d’Autriche between 1483 and 1493. The significance Anne attached to pragmatic 
instruction is highlighted in her own composition of a didactic manual for her only 
daughter and heir, Suzanne de Bourbon, between c.1497 and c. 1 5 0 3 - 1 5 0 5 . In 
addition to providing traditional advice concerning Christian and female virtues, for 
instance, Anne urged her daughter to be humble to all people regardless of rank and to 
be wary of flatterers and false counsellors, wisdom which closely echoed Melusine’s 
advice to her crusading sons (RM  84-7, 152-3). In its promotion of conventional 
practical and moral advice for the late medieval nobility, both through the fairy’s 
counsel and the exemplary behaviour of the Lusignan crusaders, the RM  continued to
221
221 Anne de France, Les enseignements, ed. Chazaud, pp.237, 240-2. Anne would have acquired some 
of Charlotte’s collection, as well as adding her own choices to it.
222 P. Champion, Louis XI, 2 vols., Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion, Paris, 1927, II, p.225, 
Delisle, Cabinet des manuscrits, I, pp.77-9.
223 These have been identified in AN, KK 68, 1 lOr-v, 11 lv, 112r, 115v. Some of the relevant extracts 
have been reproduced in Legare, “Charlotte de Savoie’s Library”, pp.48-52.
224 “A Jehan Aiguillon notaire demourant a Amboise la somme de xij / x st a luy ordonnee par ladite 
dame pour auoir nourry et entretenu en sa maison Loys Robert jeune gentil homme par lespace de cinq 
mois entiers et pour luy apprendre a escripre” (AN, KK 69, 68v-69r). The entry for Jean Chastelus 
directly follows this item on 69r.
225 Branthome, CEuvres completes (cited in Chapter One), eds. Merimee and Lacour, X, pp.271-3, 
Jansen, The Monstrous Regiment, p.60.
226 Anne de France, Les enseignements, ed. Chazaud, xxxii, P. Matarasso, Queen ’s Mate: Three women 
o f power in France on the eve o f the Renaissance, Ashgate, Aldershot, 2001, p. 191, Anne de France, 
Anne de France: Lessons for my Daughter, trans., ed., and intro. Jansen, pp.8-10. For other didactic 
tracts produced by and for the Bourbon house, see E. Lequain, “La maison de Bourbon, ‘escolle de 
vertu et de perfection’. Anne de France, Suzanne de Bourbon et Pierre Martin”, Medievales, 48 (2005), 
pp.39-54.
227 Anne de France, Anne o f France: Lessons for my Daughter, trans., ed., and intro. Jansen, pp.26-8, 
34-5, 43-4, 54-6. As Jansen notes (p. 15), much of Anne’s teaching echoes contemporary advice 
manuals for princes as much as for princesses.
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present an entertaining yet relevant model of chivalry and courtesy to later fifteenth- 
century readers.228
Anne’s regency for her brother during the 1480s-1490s, and her responsibility as the 
primary administrator of the duchy of Bourbon from 1503 broadened her experiences 
as a female ruler and landlord in a manner which echoed and amplified the mythical 
Melusine’s role as territorial governor in the RM. Between Louis XI’s death in August 
1483 and mid-1492, Anne guided her younger brother Charles VIII through the early 
years of his reign.229 Despite Breton accusations in 1485 that Anne ruled 
autocratically with little care for existing political institutions, justice, the Church or 
the people, evidence that the Regent’s authority as a female ruler was not 
unchallenged, assertions of her immoderate regency were not entirely justified. For 
example, Anne was attentive to problems of administration and social stability, 
repressing military disorder and pillaging in the provinces, and imposing sumptuary
231legislation in response to demands from the Estates Generalf
Anne’s involvement in the administration of Bourbon indicates her ambitions to 
consolidate and strengthen her family’s hold over their lands. A condition of Anne’s 
marriage to Beaujeu in 1473 was that the duchy of Bourbon would return to the crown 
if the male line was extinguished. However, on the accession to the throne of Louis 
d’Orleans in 1498, Anne successfully overturned this clause in exchange for 
consenting to Louis XII’s annulment of his marriage with Anne’s sister, Jeanne de 
France.232 After Pierre’s death in 1503, Anne devoted herself to the administration of 
her lands and to preparing Suzanne for her responsibilities as the duchesse de 
Bourbon. Around 1521-1522, Anne ratified a testamentary agreement between 
Suzanne and her cousin and husband, Charles, due de Bourbon, whereby the couple 
would reciprocally bequeath their possessions to the other partner in order to retain the
22s Geoffroy is the exception to the Lusignan sons’ model behaviour; interestingly, he does not receive a 
discourse on princely conduct from his mother.
2‘1) Despite challenges from the dues de Bretagne and d’Orleans, Anne secured the endorsement of the 
Paris Parlement to act on Charles’ behalf in 1484, and ruled with the assistance of her husband, Pierre 
de Beaujeu, from 1488 the due de Bourbon, who headed the royal council. For accounts of Anne’s 
involvement in French government, see Jansen, The Monstrous Regiment o f Women, pp.54-64, 
Matarasso, Queen’s Mate, passim, C. de Cherrier, Histoire de Charles VIII, Roi de France d ’apres des 
documents diplomatiques inedits ou nouvellement publies, 2 vols., 2nd ed., Didier et Cie, Paris, 1870, 
pp.l 13-84, J.S.C. Bridge, A History o f France from the death o f Louis XI, Voll. Reign o f Charles VIII, 
Regency o f Anne o f Beaujeu, 1483-1493, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1921.
230 Cherrier, Histoire de Charles VIII, I, pp.l32-3, Matarasso, Queen ’s Mate, pp.26-54.
231 Cherrier, Histoire de Charles VIII, I, pp.l42-4
232 Louis wished to marry the newly widowed Anne de Bretagne (Cherrier, Histoire de Charles VIII, I, 
p.60, Jansen, The Monstrous Regiment o f Women, p.61).
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duchy within the Bourbon family. In this way, on Suzanne’s death in 1521, the duchy 
was intended to devolve to Charles, due de Bourbon. Anne’s actions thus 
exemplified her advice to Suzanne that “When it comes to the government of their 
lands and affairs, ... [widows] must depend only on themselves; when it comes to 
sovereignty, they must not cede power to anyone”.234 In her efforts to govern the 
realm and her anxieties to retain the ducal domains within the control of the house of 
Bourbon, Anne’s seigneurial activity is directly comparable with the stated goals and 
actions of the mythical Lusignan ancestor. In light of her concerns to preserve the base 
upon which her family’s power derived, Anne’s administrative and political 
experiences plausibly added a further dimension to her enjoyment of her two Melusine 
manuscripts.
Charlotte de Savoie and Anne de Beaujeu were women with different personalities 
whose kinship and patronage of education nonetheless offered them shared 
perspectives from which to approach their copies of the RM. Alongside its didactic 
and ancestral themes, the RM also offered Anne a fictional model of female 
governance, one whose concern for dynastic integrity and territorial consolidation 
coincided with her own family interests. The exchange of the RM  within the network 
of the French royal family’s female line thus arguably promoted a range of both 
shared and individual responses to the romance.
Conclusion
This chapter’s study of the relationship between the Melusine romances and the 
cultural lives of identifiable owners of the romance manuscripts suggests that the 
romances appealed to a range of private and public concerns shared among medieval 
readers across interrelated courtly communities. Geographic proximity and political 
networks demonstrably promoted shared reception of Melusine as a symbol of crusade 
at the Burgundian court, while ancestral themes connected with the Luxembourg and 
Cypriot houses inherent in the prose and poetic works arguably informed ownership 
and reception of the romances within the Burgundian, Hapsburg, French royal courts 
and the Orleans-Touraine communities in different ways. Prominent among socio­
political and cultural interests shared by Melusine owners across France and the 
Burgundian Netherlands were concerns emanating from issues surrounding seigneury,
233 Caron, Noblesse et pouvoir royal, pp.59-64.
234 Anne de France, Anne o f France: Lessons for my Daughter, trans., ed., and intro. Janesen, p.64.
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Status, and nobility. Whether based upon their own ancestral claims to land or a desire 
to recover patrimonial heritage, owners such as Dunois, and the d’Amboise and Croy 
families who each suffered the vicissitudes of fortune in their social elevation 
conceivably recognised within the Melusine romances idealised images of wealth and 
territorial acquisition which were fundamental to noble status and socio-political 
influence in the later Middle Ages. One of the romances’ central motifs, female rule, 
also converged with the experiences of rulers such as Marguerite d’Autriche and Anne 
de France, while the moral and pragmatic didacticism threaded throughout the texts 
also intersected with interests shared by several male and female readers across our 
communities. The significance of the Melusine romances may thus be attributed in 
part to their continuing relevance to the interests as well as the entertainment 
requirements of their later medieval elite audiences.
I suggest that another factor contributing to the popularity of the Melusine romances 
was the ease with which manuscripts circulated throughout our courtly reading 
communities. This Chapter’s investigation of manuscript ownership underlines 
scholarly understandings of the fluidity of literary circulation whereby volumes could 
be given, bought, sold, inherited, borrowed or otherwise appropriated from a given 
library. Moreover, the practice of aurality, particularly at the Burgundian court, 
supplemented by that milieu’s predilection for extravagant feasts and lavish 
decorations such as symbolic entremets, further facilitated the dissemination of 
particular readings of the Melusine tale in accordance with the preferences of the duke 
or his retinue. Each of these processes arguably combined with the romances’ 
continued pertinence to elite culture to embed the Melusine tales within late medieval 
noble imaginations.
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Conclusion: Reflections on receptions of Melusine
This study has explored the historical reception of the RM and RP from the dual 
perspectives of the French romance manuscripts and the patrons and owners of the 
manuscripts between c.1380 and c.1530. I argue that the popularity and cultural 
significance attained by the Melusine romances were the product of two converging 
factors: the romances’ transmission within a medium, the manuscript, which readily 
accommodated audiences’ changing tastes and requirements; and, paradoxically, the 
romances’ persistent expression of a broad cross-section of concepts of enduring 
relevance to the later medieval nobility. The thesis has demonstrated that the Melusine 
romances in their manuscript form provided a flexible framework within which 
myriad concerns, attitudes, and ideas about a range of practical and abstract issues 
pertinent to the late medieval elite were reflected. My research thus both supports 
Vincensini’s observation that the prose romance’s heterogeneous narrative projected a 
multi-dimensional world familiar to noble audiences, and broadens it to include the 
RP within its purview. Central to the romances’ ability to adapt to the requirements of 
their audiences over time was the dynamism characteristic of manuscript culture 
throughout the medieval period. As this thesis has shown, not only were the two 
romances subject to mouvance across individual manuscripts, but the various 
compilation contexts in which a romance was located could also inform reception on 
discursive and/or thematic levels. Complementing the textual mouvance within 
individual manuscripts, study of ownership of Melusine volumes suggests that the 
fluid transmission of the RM  and RP among the French nobility, and the cultural 
displays inspired by the romance, further contributed to the dissemination and 
lodgement of the Melusine tale within medieval imaginations. The romances’ 
enduring popularity is also attributable to the fact that, although the fifteenth century 
was a period of change, the concerns and interests of the nobility which were 
embedded in the RM  and RP remained remarkably consistent throughout this period. 
Indeed, analysis of the manuscripts, their patrons, and their owners suggests that 
reception of the Melusine romances was informed by oft-recurring themes, many of 
which were broadly dynastic and seigneurial, political, or metaphysical in character.
Analysis of different manuscript copies of the RM  and RP, and the compilations in 
which the romances were included, supports contemporary understandings of the 
inherently labile nature of manuscript culture and demonstrates the richly textured
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ways in which the romances were projected and read by late medieval noble 
audiences. By offering detailed case-studies of the readings of the romances projected 
in individual decorated, undecorated, and incomplete copies of the romances, this 
work has developed upon the existing literary and art-historical research on the 
manuscripts. Study of selected RM  manuscripts reveals that although the merveilleux, 
a central theme of the romance’s paratext, is an integral element common to several 
manuscripts, other themes could also occupy a central position within a given 
redaction of the text. Notably, the Har and Mad manuscripts each focus attention 
away from the fairy Melusine and her relationship with Raymondin to highlight the 
text’s crusade narrative and its account of the Lusignan foundation of Luxembourg 
respectively. My analysis of the RP manuscripts produced similar findings. Although 
Coudrette’s portrait of Melusine heightens the tension between her Christian and 
otherworldly characteristics in relation to the prose fairy, the heroine retains her 
wonder-inducing features. However, among the poetic manuscripts, the early Dv, Qv, 
and Bv volumes structurally and visually direct audiences towards the central 
Lusignan narrative while diverting attention from the ambivalent qualities which 
contribute to the fairy’s wondrous nature. Nonetheless, even in volumes prioritising 
the expansion of the Lusignan dynasty by the fairy’s sons, such as Qv, Melusine’s 
otherworldly nature is acknowledged as a fundamental aspect of her successful role as 
founding ancestor.
This study of discrete copies of the poetic and prose romance has also expanded the 
art-historical findings of Clier-Colombani and Harf-Lancner concerning the gradual 
diminution or aestheticisation of Melusine’s wondrous and monstrous qualities. My 
research suggests that the aestheticisation or simplification of Mclusine’s marvellous 
characteristics also occurred in undecorated manuscripts such as prose B and the 
poetic Hv. The textual revisions to the romances evident in these later fifteenth- 
century redactions eliminate much of the instability characterising both the fairy and 
other characters’ responses to her, thereby recasting Melusine in predominantly 
narrative rather than potentially allegorical terms (a point discussed below). Such 
revisions may reflect shifts in later medieval literary tastes away from symbolic 
literature or audiences’ familiarity with the fairy whose nature therefore no longer 
excited curiosity. I propose that further comparative research of the RM and RP 
manuscripts has the potential to offer additional insights into both the diversity of
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readings promoted within individual copies of the texts, and changing audience 
attitudes towards the literary merveilleux in the Melusine romances.
Compilation manuscripts containing the RM and RP offer a highly productive field for 
exploring medieval reception of the Melusine romances. This observation arises from 
the thematic and/or discursive relationships created by the collation of the romances 
with a broad spectrum of literary material. Certainly, this study recognised the 
possibility that chance informed the compilation of, for instance, a medieval recipe or 
a collection of letters with a Melusine text in particular manuscripts. While thus 
acknowledging the importance of caution when analysing intertextual relationships 
created by compilations, my primary focus on the manuscript which audiences 
encountered after the volume’s production permitted the formulation of hypotheses 
concerning the intertextual relationships projected by the completed volume. From 
this perspective, my research suggests that the Melusine romances were associated by 
audiences with texts as diverse as philosophical and metaphysical reflections upon the 
world, such as in manuscripts Av and Tv, didactic tracts of varying levels of 
abstraction such as those contained in volumes Dv and Ev, and works of political 
history, such as in Rv, JJv, and Cv. In addition, the tale of loyalty and betrayal inherent 
in the Melusine romances is brought to the fore by a series of scribal annotations in 
Bv, a composite compilation containing the RP and La Chastelaine de Vergy as well 
as a Parisian calendar of saints’ days. As well as perhaps evoking secularised 
hagiographic themes and models, this last manuscript may also reflect another 
historical factor potentially guiding the collation of texts alongside the Melusine 
romances: pragmatism. The compilation of the Melusine romances with such an 
eclectic assortment of texts underlines the romances’ resonance with different aspects 
of medieval culture. Such volumes therefore implicitly support Vincensini’s view that 
the multi-generic nature of the RM, which I extend to include the RP, itself 
contributed to the romances’ wide appeal.
This study of Melusine reception also offers the opportunity to reflect on literary 
transmission and its contribution to the diffusion of the romances within elite culture 
throughout our period. The dynamism of manuscript culture applies as much to 
individual works’ textual mouvance as to the fluid circulation of the literary artefact. 
Noble libraries were in a continuous state of flux as manuscripts were inherited, 
borrowed, lent out, or sold to interested readers or collectors. The participation of the
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Melusine volumes within this cycle is illustrated by the movement of Har between the 
households of Crequy and Philippe le Bon, as well as Charles de Croy’s sale of an RM 
to Marguerite d’Autriche and his subsequent acquisition of the RP in compilation Vv. 
Inherited copies of the RM  were transmitted between Charlotte de Savoie and the 
house of Bourbon through her daughter Anne. The dissemination of romances in 
manuscript form, including the Melusine texts, was arguably broadened by the 
practice of aurality, popular at the Burgundian court. These forms of literary 
circulation within a courtly arena were complemented by the transmission of works 
between noble milieux, a phenomenon exemplified by Marguerite d’Autriche’s 
patterns of acquisition. Intercourtly diplomacy and alliances complemented marital 
relationships as a means of extending cultural networks, as the lives of Dunois, Pierre 
d’Amboise, and Louis de Luxembourg suggest. The free circulation of literature 
within and across courtly communities facilitated the dissemination of texts such as 
the RM and RP, arguably contributing to their popularity among elite audiences.
The varied modes of accessing literature practiced in the Burgundian Netherlands 
contributed to the implantation of the Melusine romances within the mental horizons 
of the ducal court. Philippe le Bon’s installation of entremets evoking the Melusine 
myth, complete with dragonesque icon, was designed to resonate with spectators’ 
understanding of the legend as, in this case, an emblem of crusade. Comprehension of 
this symbolism therefore relied on an a priori familiarity with the legend, readily 
available in the Har manuscript owned by both Jean de Crequy and, later, Philippe 
himself.1 The ingrained nature of the legend among this particular group of nobles was 
also due to the Luxembourg family’s persistent allusions to their ancestry from 
Melusine in manuscript, armorial, and decorative arts. The confluence of ways in 
which the legend circulated within this courtly environment is suggestive of the 
manner how and extent to which the Melusine tales attained a strong position in elite 
culture across late medieval France.
The continued production and circulation of RM  and RP manuscripts throughout the 
fifteenth and early sixteenth century indicates their persistent appeal to the interests 
and tastes of late medieval noble audiences. As my research illustrated, prominent 
among the themes expressed in individual copies of the Melusine romances and the
1 This does not assume that Crequy’s library was necessarily the only source for the Melusine legend at 
the Burgundian court, or that the romances were the only means by which the legend was disseminated.
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compilations into which they were inserted are those echoing contemporary dynastic 
and seigneurial concerns, political perspectives, and metaphysical anxieties.
The dynastic narrative of territorial expansion and ancestral lineage which informs the 
Melusine romances arguably contributed to much of the texts’ appeal from their 
composition in the late fourteenth into the early sixteenth century. During this period, 
the ranks of the elite experienced considerable flux as nobles welcomed newcomers 
into, and farewelled old members from, their cohort. Arising from such social 
mobility, nobles increasingly sought to display their elevated status, often with 
reference to their prestigious ancestry and/or the assertion of seigneurial control over 
landed domains, concepts which were emblematised within the narrative of the 
Lusignan foundation. This study concurred with existing scholarship maintaining that 
as the patron of the RM, Berry sought to preserve control of Lusignan by means of his 
projected descent from the Lusignan house of Luxembourg. Additionally, I argued 
that Melusine’s prolific territorial development resonated with Berry’s own 
predilection for territorial acquisition and monumental construction, the RM thereby 
reinforcing the duke’s self-image as a great nobleman with reference to his fairy 
ancestor.
Revising established views of Guillaume TArcheveque’s patronage of the RP, my 
thesis identified the origins of the poetic romance in Guillaume’s anxiety about the 
imminent extinction of the Parthenay line. Drawing on Kaminsky’s arguments 
concerning the equivalence between territorial estate and socio-political status, I 
suggested that Guillaume anticipated the devolution of the seigneury of Parthenay 
away from the agnatic branch of the l’Archeveques and feared his family’s 
corresponding loss of status. By promoting the family’s descent from Melusine, the 
RP represented a means of perpetuating the memory of the illustrious family into the 
future. Later audiences of the romances demonstrably shared similar concerns. 
Notably Dunois and his wife, Marie, sought to promote their claims to Parthenay itself 
through Marie’s descent from Guillaume l’Archeveque. Dunois’ concern to acquire 
and consolidate landed domains was frequently thwarted, not only by the courts, but 
also by the whims of Louis XI. Further personalising their relationship with the 
Lusignan romances, both Marie and Dunois could claim Melusine as a distant 
ancestor. Concern for the establishment and preservation of elite status through the 
control of patrimony was also evident among other Melusine romance owners,
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particularly the d’Amboise, Croy, Cleves, and Saint Pol families, the latter of which 
descended from the house of Luxembourg. Indeed, intermarriage between the Saint 
Pol family, who promoted their affiliation with Melusine publicly, and the houses of 
Cleves, and Savoy, itself also related to the Lusignan monarchy of Cyprus, arguably 
contributed to the dissemination of the romance within these circles.
Analysis of individual prose and poetic Melusine manuscripts supports the 
identification of territorial control and dynastic repute as points of historical 
intersection between the concerns of noble audiences and the romances. Prose 
manuscripts Har and B each preface their narratives with an outline of the realms and 
regions conquered by the Lusignan sons, while Har also visually highlights the 
moments of conquest in several miniatures. My research also demonstrated how 
extensive textual revision to the RM  in Mad produced a reading which focuses upon 
one branch of the Lusignan dynasty by drawing special attention to the foundation of 
the house of Luxembourg. Among manuscripts of the RP, Qv's contents table, 
rubrication, and decorative program prioritise the expansion of the Lusignan dynasty 
within the narrative. Moreover, its titles structurally focus upon the relationship 
between Melusine and her Parthenay descendants. The incomplete decorative program 
in volume Bv also draws attention to the dynastic fecundity of Melusine by leaving 
large spaces alongside textual accounts of the births of her sons.
The identification of the romances as ancestral narratives is further indicated by the 
manuscripts’ almost uniform structural, paratextual, and/or decorative emphasis upon 
Melusine’s role as legitimised Lusignan wife and mother. Vital for the romances’ 
projection of a dynastic narrative is the consistency with which the wedding between 
Melusine and Raymondin is privileged decoratively, a point noted by Harf-Lancner, 
and/or paratextually. Scholars have noted the mythical importance of this scene in 
structuralist terms as representing the second stage of the melusinien topos. However, 
as exemplified in manuscript Qv, this scene Christianises Melusine’s entry into the 
mortal world and legitimises the Lusignan offspring as having been produced within a 
sanctioned marriage. Melusine’s maternal role, either in her hybrid fairy or mortal 
guise, also remains a key feature in manuscripts throughout our period. An exception 
among the prose manuscripts is Mad, in which Melusine’s status as the Lusignan 
ancestor is contested by the agnatic lines represented by Raymondin and Elinas. With 
respect to the RP manuscripts, each of the poetic volumes, with the exception of Dv,
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structurally draw attention to the fairy’s return to feed her infant sons. My study of 
undecorated manuscripts thus supports the observations of Harf-Lancner and Clier- 
Colombani that decorated RP manuscripts privilege Melusine’s maternity through 
depicting her breast-feeding her youngest sons. However, a miniature depicting 
Melusine’s return to nurse, if not breast-feed her sons, was also inserted into the 
original UHB manuscript of the RM, a finding which may encourage revisions to 
scholarly ideas that the scene was regarded by medieval audiences as particular to the 
genealogical message conveyed in the RP. The continuity with which Melusine’s 
Christian marriage and motherhood were privileged across RM  and RP volumes 
suggests their important literary function as a means to anchor the dynastic narrative 
within the Christianised expectations shared by later medieval elite society.
Embedded within the Melusine romances is a distinctly pro-Valois political theme 
which emerges from analysis of the patronage of the RM  and compilations containing 
the RP. Indeed, the romances were closely associated in French noble imaginations 
with the Valois monarchy’s claims to lands contested by the English crown during the 
Hundred Years War. This study concurs with scholarship explaining Berry’s 
patronage of the RM in terms of its assertion of his rights to Lusignan and Poitou at a 
crucial time in Lancastrian-Valois diplomacy. Loss of his apanage would not only 
have diminished Berry’s sensitive self-image, but it could potentially have 
destabilised further the already uncertain kingship of Charles VI. My research further 
suggests that the political capital invested in the RM  by early pro-Valois audiences 
was applied to the RP across the fifteenth century. The poetic romance is included 
alongside a selection of prose and verse historical and didactic texts which 
idiosyncratically assert the legitimacy of Valois control over French territory in Rv, 
Uv, Cv, and Dv, volumes in which historical and/or political propaganda interests 
predominate. As I suggested in Chapter Five, it is possible that the RP's tale of the 
legendary foundation of Poitou allegorically affirmed the stridently pro-Valois 
accounts of the recovery of Poitou, Normandy, and Guyenne with which it was 
compiled in Rv, Cv and Uv. Certainly, the persistent inclusion of the RP with such 
texts suggests the continuing association of the Melusine tale with Valois interests 
across the fifteenth century, thus explaining, in part, each romance’s continuing 
significance beyond the needs of its early patrons. Furthermore, such compilations 
challenge conventional views that the RP was considered by medieval audiences to
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advocate Lancastrian claims in France. They may also reflect the developing status of 
the Melusine works as broadly ‘nationalistic’ narratives.
Manuscript analysis reveals that the Melusine romances engaged in multifaceted ways 
with late medieval society’s preoccupation with metaphysical anxieties surrounding 
the relationship between human existence and salvation. My study followed Pickens’ 
and Morris’ interpretation of Melusine as a Christian entity whose function within the 
romances is to assist Raymondin to attain enlightenment while she struggles, 
unsuccessfully, for her own mortality and salvation. Examination of romance 
manuscripts suggests that this reading is supported in the decorative programs of Ars 
and the UHB fragments, while the fairy’s Christian aspirations are also visually 
highlighted in the poetic Uv. Fundamental to this interpretation is Melusine’s status as 
a literary marvel whose alternately beautiful and/or monstrous form elicits wonder 
from other characters, thereby encouraging spectators to question reality and penetrate 
beyond the exceptional exterior to perceive the Christian truth she embodies within. 
However, as discussed above, within individual redactions of the romances, 
Melusine’s wondrous qualities excited less diegetic curiosity across the period, 
arguably effacing some of her allegorical potential.
The romances’ dialogue with concerns about human salvation and enlightenment is 
also evident in compilation manuscripts. This is most notable in manuscripts Av and 
TV. This thesis drew attention to the parallels between Lady Philosophy and Melusine 
raised within Av's juxtaposition of the RP with Boethius’ Consolation, wherein each 
figure guides their literary partner towards heightened self-awareness and Christian 
understanding. From a different perspective, Tv’s collection of Villon poetry reflects 
upon the inevitability of death, corruption, and the fluctuations of Fortune, the latter of 
which are evoked in Raymondin’s frequent lamentations on his own unstable destiny 
as well as much contemporary literature. However, Villon’s work also underlines the 
importance of intercession, both secular and spiritual, and charity among humankind. 
These themes resonate with the RP in Tv in various ways, including the repeated 
references to Melusine’s pious foundations and intercessory orations, and especially in 
its conclusion wherein Raymondin devotes his life to intercessory prayer for his 
beloved wife. Such activities had long comprised significant elements of the late 
medieval elite’s spiritual culture. Whereas the close thematic relationship between the 
texts in Av promote self-reflection as a means of attaining enlightenment and
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salvation, the texts in TV produce a less stable vision of mankind’s relationship with 
society and God: alongside a perception of a world in which fame and fortune are 
fleeting, and decay is inevitable, is the possibility that salvation may be attainable 
through the compassion and intercession of both oneself and others.
The decline of the Lusignan family and Melusine’s ambivalent fate have led scholars 
to propose that the romances evoke the fatalistic powerlessness experienced by the 
nobility (and others) in the face of the numerous challenges posed by the recurring 
outbreaks of plague and the decimation incurred during the Hundred Years War. I do 
not suggest that such readings were not available to late medieval audiences, 
especially in view of the literature lamenting the decay of the mortal world produced 
throughout the period. Indeed, Deschamps’ lament for du Guesclin in Rv expresses 
pessimism for France’s fate following the demise of the heroic warrior. On the other 
hand, this study proposes that alternate messages may have been invested in and 
gleaned from the romances and their manuscripts. Certainly, Guillaume 
l’Archeveque’s patronage of the RP has been explained in terms of the extinction of 
the agnatic branch of his family and its imminent loss of land and repute. However, 
the RP itself was characterised by Coudrette as a means to disseminate his patron’s 
illustrious ancestry and status into the future, and therefore represents an instrument 
by which Guillaume could hope to counteract his family’s future loss of estate. It is a 
positive, active response to the future envisaged by the ageing seigneur, the success of 
which may be suggested by manuscripts such as Qv which draw attention 
paratextually and visually to the Parthenay line. The compilations discussed above 
also suggest that audiences may have drawn hopeful messages about their life and 
afterlife from the intertextual perspectives on salvation offered by their texts. Rather 
than the Melusine romances necessarily, or only, reflecting contemporary malaise, 
their juxtaposition with literature advocating philosophical reflection, intercession, 
and compassion may have invited readings which suggested that a more optimistic 
fate was available for those who practised sincerely Christian charity and 
contemplation during their time on earth.
Beyond dynastic and seigneurial, political, and metaphysical themes, nobles audiences 
could identify a number of additional issues within the Melusine romances pertinent to 
their milieu. The romances echoed the later medieval period’s persistent concern with 
crusade, exemplified by the production and circulation of the northern Qv manuscript
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and the Har redaction of the RM  at the Burgundian court. Appealing thus to the 
politico-religious interests of Philippe le Bon, the romances also echoed more 
personalised forms of piety, such as that represented by Jean de Crequy’s pilgrimage 
to Jerusalem. Jean de Crequy’s patronage of Har also illustrates how the work 
corresponded with audiences’ literary taste for historical chronicles throughout the 
period, a preference shared by Charles de Croy, Philippe de Cleves, and Marguerite 
d’Autriche as well as Philippe le Bon. The romances contain multiple layers of 
didactic narrative, lessons from which were reinforced by the inclusion of the RP 
alongside the moralised Jeu des esches and the Facet Enseignements in Dv and Ev. 
The moral and educational elements of the romances moreover corresponded to the 
concerns of owners such as Charlotte de Savoie, Anne de France, and Marguerite 
d’Autriche, each of whom were responsible for the intellectual development of young 
male and female minds. Relatedly, the authority exercised by Melusine arguably 
offered Anne and Marguerite a model of stability to which they, as contested female 
rulers, aspired. Finally, for my purposes, the inclusion in manuscript D of a list of 
inauspicious days, a mode of astrological forecasting, reflected the known cultural 
practices of the manuscript owners’ family. Although frowned upon by ecclesiastical 
authorities, some of whom nonetheless practiced such forecasting themselves or 
sought the services of others, such modes of prophecy remained an ambivalent yet 
consistent feature of noble courts in this period. Certainly, the themes of crusade and 
pilgrimage, education, government, and astrology, coupled with the dynastic, political, 
and religious concerns discussed above, do not exhaust the range of themes within the 
romances which intersected with noble lives throughout the later Middle Ages. 
Nonetheless, the continuing relevance of these concerns to the late medieval nobility 
exemplify how the Melusine romances attained and retained their popularity and 
significance.
In exploring the historical reception and cultural significance of the Melusine 
romances in later medieval France, this thesis has offered insights into noble 
mentalites and the relationship between elite audiences and their preferred forms of 
literate culture. In doing so, my study has demonstrated the importance of 
incorporating a blend of literary and historical approaches to the manuscript evidence. 
It is only by contextualising each set of findings produced by the two modes of 
analysis against each other that we may produce a nuanced understanding of how the 
changing literature responded to its patrons’ and audiences’ cultural needs over a
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lengthy period of time. My research thus offers a prequel to Bouquin’s history of the 
printed editions of the RM  from the 1470s until the nineteenth century. Future 
investigation into the presentation of Melusine in contemporary literature, such as le 
Franc’s Le Champion des Dames or the slightly later works of Rabelais, would offer 
additional insights into the later medieval reception of Melusine to those proposed by 
this thesis.“ First attested in its Poitevin context by Pierre Bcrsuire, Melusine’s legend 
permeated French consciousness across social strata and beyond literate culture from 
the fourteenth century onwards. The legend of the Lusignan fairy continues to 
circulate in the modern French mythic imagination, as I discovered to my delight in 
conversation with a gruff yet friendly provincial patron of a Parisian bistrot. After 
explaining why an Australian student was researching French history in France (and in 
French!), I asked whether the patron was familiar with the Poitevin legend: he replied, 
“Ouais, Melusine, je la connais”. How and why Melusine first entered the collective 
French psyche are questions to which this thesis has sought to respond.
2 See Chapter Six’s observation of Le Franc’s depiction of Melusine as a rapacious and destructive 
creature in Le Champion (p.315 above); on Rabelais and Melusine, see Le Roy Ladurie, “Melusine 
matemelle et defricheuse”, p.606. Models for such a study would be Badel’s Le Roman de la Rose au 
XIVs siecle and Desmond’s Reading Dido cited in the Introduction.
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Appendix A. Introduction.
Part A. N arrative sum m ary of the M elusine rom ances (based on the RA1)]
The half-fairy, half-human Melusine and her two sisters are punished by their fairy mother, 
Presine, for having incarcerated their mortal father, Elinas, within a mountain. Melusine is 
cursed to transform into a semi-serpentine creature each Saturday. Should she find a husband 
willing to grant her privacy on this day, together they will enjoy a prosperous union and 
establish a great dynasty. Her husband’s fidelity will ensure that Melusine will attain 
humanity and die a mortal woman. Should the husband uncover and betray her marvellous 
condition, Melusine will be condemned to a banshee-like existence: she will metamorphose 
into a flying serpent and will reappear as a monstrous portent announcing the death of an old, 
and accession of a new, lord of Lusignan. Furthermore, the great dynasty she had created 
would suffer social decline. Melusine’s sisters, Melior and Palestine, are sent to the Chateau 
de TEpervier and imprisoned in Mount Canigou respectively.
Raymondin, the younger son of an impoverished knight, is entrusted to the care of his uncle, 
Aymery, comte de Poitiers. When hunting one night, Aymery reads in the stars that a man 
destined to murder his overlord would become a great nobleman. Later that night, Raymondin 
inadvertently kills his uncle when trying to spear their quarry. He encounters Melusine who 
offers to relieve his distress on the condition that he marry her and abide by her desire for 
complete privacy every Saturday.
The couple marry and Melusine bears ten sons, eight of whom bear physical marks of their 
hybrid ancestry. The fairy acquires lands and develops Lusignan territories across France 
while several of her elder sons depart for crusade seeking fortune and glory. Triumphantly 
conquering Saracen, as well as enemy Christian forces, individual sons win the kingdoms of 
Cyprus, Armenia, and Bohemia, and the duchy of Luxembourg, each establishing great 
dynasties. A fifth son, Geoffroy ä la grand dent, wins renown as a fierce warrior and the slayer 
of giants in the Guerande and in Northumberland.
One Saturday, Raymondin is prompted by his brother, Forez, to betray his vow. He spies upon 
Melusine and discovers her bathing in the hybrid shape of a woman whose lower body is in 
the fonn of a serpent. Consumed by remorse, Raymondin initially conceals his knowledge of 
her metamorphosis. He and Melusine continue life together until Geoffroy, incensed that his 
brother Fromont had joined a monastery, incinerates the abbey, murdering his brother in the 
process. Raymondin publicly blames the event upon his wife’s demonic, serpentine nature. 
After defending her Christian and human heritage, Melusine distributes the Lusignan 
territories among her sons, bequeathing Parthenay to Thierry and Lusignan to Geoffroy. She 
then transforms into a fully seipentine figure and flies away from her husband and their court, 
returning secretly to care for her two remaining infant sons at night. In atonement for his 
transgression, Raymondin confesses his betrayal to the pope and spends the rest of his life in a 
hermitage at Montferrat; his death is marked by the reappearance of the aerial serpent, 
Melusine, over Lusignan.
The concluding passages recount the fate of Melior and Palestine. An Armenian king arrives 
at the Chateau de TEpervier to watch over the castle’s sparrow-hawk for three days and 
nights. Succeeding in this task, he disobeys Melior’s advice and demands her hand in 
marriage.1 2 Revealing that they are related, Melior predicts that the knight and nine generations 
of his Lusignan Armenian descendants will suffer social and political degeneration. Palestine 
[whose story is narrated in the RP  alone] guards her father’s treasure in Mt Canigou, protected 
by a menagerie of monsters. Only a member of her family can recover the treasure, and many 
knights die in the attempt. Geoffroy ä la grand dent plans to undertake the challenge but dies 
before embarking on his final adventure. Her story remains unresolved.
1 For discussion of how the RP differs to the RM, see Chapter Two and the notes therein.
2 Melior’s tale echoes the account of the Castle of the Sparrowhawk in Mandeville, The Travels o f Sir 
John Mandeville, pp.l 12-13.
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Part B. Lists o f known m anuscripts and incunabula o f the R om an  d e  M elu sin e
and the R om an  d e  P arthenay *
Roman de Melusine (RAI) * 3
1. Paris, Bibliotheque de VArsenal ms 3353 (Ars)*
2. London, BL, Harley ms 4418 (Har)*
3. Paris, BN ms fr.1482
4. Paris, BN ms fr. 1484 (B )*
5. Paris, BN ms fr. 1485
6. Paris, BN ms fr.5410
7. Paris, BN ms nouvelle acquisition franqaise 21874 (D)*
8. Brussels, Bibliotheque royale de Belgique, ms 10390
9. Madrid, Biblioteca nacional de Espana ms 2148 (Mad)*
10. Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, ms 2575
11. Upton House, Warwickshire (UK), Bearsted Collection, nos. 192-203 (UHB fragments)*
12. Morbihan, AD, Rosenzweig fragments4
13. Clumber sale, 6 Dec. 1937, Lot 952 [current location unknown]5
14. Lawrence J. Schoenberg Database of Manuscripts, University of Pennsylvania, Id. No. 
77715 [current location unknown]6
Roman de Parthenay (RP ) 7
1. Amiens, BM ms 411 (Av)*
2. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley ms 445 (Bv)*
3. Cambridge, Cambridge University Library, LI.2.5 (Cv)*
4. Carpentras, BM ms 406 (Dv)*
5. Carpentras, BM ms 407 (Ev)*
6. Baltimore, Walters Art Gallery, W 317
7. Grenoble, BM ms 368 (Gv)8*
8. Paris, Bibliotheque de PArsenal, ms 3475 (Hv)*
9. London, BL, Additional ms 6796
10. Paris, BN ms fr. 1458 (Mv)*
* An asterisk denotes that fuller bibliographical details about the manuscript are located in App. B for
RM manuscripts, and App. D for copies of the RP. I have added the appropriate sigla to manuscripts 
mentioned in the thesis.
3 This list draws on d’Arras, Melusine, ed. Stouff, pp.viii-xii, d’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. 
Vincensini, pp.42-63, Desaivre, Le mythe de la mere Lusine, Pt 3, and B. Woledge, Bibliographie des 
romans et nouvelles en prose franqaise anterieurs a 1500, Librairie Droz, Geneva, 1954, pp.61-2, as 
well as my own research.
4 D’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.62-3.
5 Sotheby’s London, The Magnificent Library the Property o f the Late Seventh Duke o f Newcastle 
removed from Clumber, Worksop and by order o f the Rt Hon. The Earl o f Lincoln. The Third Portion 
including twenty-nine highly important manuscripts, 6 Dec. 1937, lot 952, pp.247-8, PI.77-8, Coudrette, 
Le Roman de Melusine, ed. and intro. Roach, p. 14, n.l.
6 Lawrence J. Schoenberg Database of Manuscripts, <http://sceti.library.upenn.edu/sdm/>, viewed 21 
Nov. 2008.1 am grateful to Dr. Hanno Wijsman for bringing this database to my attention.
7 The following list draws on Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, pp. 186-220.
8 Fournier, Maignien, and Prudhomme (eds), Catalogue general des manuscrits, VII, item 863, pp.258- 
9.
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11. Paris, BN ms fr. 1459
12. Paris, BN ms fr. 1483
13. Paris, BN ms fr. 1631
14. Paris, BN ms fr. 12575 (Qv)*
15. Paris, BN ms fr. 18623 (Rv)*
16. Paris, BN ms fr. 19167
17. Paris, BN ms fr.20041 (7V)*
18. Paris, BN ms fr.24383 (Uv)*
19. Valenciennes, BM, ms 461
20. Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales, ms 5030 C
Additional manuscript
*** London, BL, Cotton Otho D.II. It is unknown whether the romance included in the 
original volume of contained the RM  or the RP.9
Inclinable editions of the Roman de Melusin A
1. Adam Steinschaber, Geneva 1478 (Steinschaber) [Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August 
Bibliothek, Lm 2° 17; Paris, BN, Res Y2 400; Paris, Bibliotheque Mazarine, Inc. 
1284]
2. Martin Husz, Lyon, for B. Buyer, 1478-1484 [no known location]"
3. Gaspar Ortuin and Peter Schenck, Lyon, 1485-1486 [Paris, BN, Res mY2 31]
4. Guillaume le Roy, Lyon, 1487 [Paris, Bibliotheque de PArsenal, Ars Fol. B. 955]
5. Mathieu Husz, Lyon, 26/3/1493-12/3/1494 [Chantilly, Musee Conde, VI.I 30]
6. Pierre le Caron, for Jean Petit, Paris, 1496-1500 [Nantes, Musee Thomas Dobre, impr. 
567]
7. Thomas du Guemier for Jean Petit, Paris, c.1503 [Paris, BN, Res. Y2 177; BN 
(Richelieu), Rothschild IV. 1.21]
l> Smith, Catalogue o f the Manuscripts in the Cottonian Library 1696, pp.74-5. I have not been able to 
consult this manuscript.
10 Bouquin, “Les aventures d’un roman medieval”, II, Annexe 4, Harf-Lancner, “Le Roman de 
Melusine et le Roman de Geoffroy a la Grand Dent", pp.429-31, M. Pellechet (ed.), Catalogue general 
des incunables des biliotheques publiques de France, Kraus-Thomson Organization Ltd, Nendeln, 1970 
(orig. pub. Paris, 1897), I, pp.305-6. No. 7 has been included for its proximity to 1500. There are no 
known editions of the RP from my study period.
11 A. Rau, “La premiere edition lyonnaise de Melusine”, Bibliotheque d ’humanisme et Renaissance, 18 
(1956), pp.429-31.
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Appendix B. Bibliographical sum m ary of R om an de 
M elusine  m anuscrip ts’
Paris, Bibliotheque de PArsenal, ms 3353 {Ars)
Date: c.1420-301 2
Provenance", precise provenance unknown - possibly produced in or around Paris.
Codicological details:
I+167+I (RM only contents)
C15 stamped brown calf-skin binding over timber boards with traces of clasps,
restored c. 1950s; cover plate c.313 x 225 mm (h x w); binding worn around edges
parchment fly leaves added during restoration
parchment -  creamy yellow and white-grey folios
leaves c.295-300 x 212-15mm (pages have been cropped)
pricking, ruling (lead point)
catchwords and signatures
20 quires of 8 leaves each, 21st quire of 7 leaves (4:3) 
professional bastard burgundian hand
Layout:
2 columns
justification c.203-4 x c.60 mm 
each column c.36 lines, c.5-6 mm apart
35 red chapter titles
One 5-line red and blue initial with tracery decoration (Ira)
3-line high initials commence text after a rubric or image
2-line high initials commence new paragraphs within chapters; these generally
alternate between red and blue
Red paraphs occasionally found in text
Decoration:
36 illustrations -  mainly in grisaille with some colour 
Illustrations typically 'A column height and full column width
aside from the first illustration at the beginning of the text, illustrations frequently
located before the rubric, less frequently after it
Simple black line border around vertical and lower edges of miniature
Table o f  rubrics and b r ie f  description o f  accom panying m iniatures in Ars
Rubrics Miniature subjects
Author (author-patron) scene (Ira)
1.Comment le Roy Elinas vint a la fontaine Et 
comment il parla a la dame et lot a femme (3ra)
Presine and Elinas sit by a fire in a 
forest(3ra)
2.Comment le Roy Elinas fu esbahi quant il les vit 
ainsi partir (4vb)
Presine punishes her daughters (4vb)
3.Comment Remondin occist le Conte son seigneur 
de lespie ~ Et cuidoit ferir le senglier si comme dit 
lystoire (9rb-va)
Raymondin spears the count and the 
boar (9va)
1 The Appendix contains bibliographical summaries of the RM manuscripts analysed in Chapters Three 
and Five. Manuscripts will be presented in the alphabetical order of their sigla.
2 See Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.68, n.10.
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R u b rics M in ia tu re  su b jec ts
4 .C o m m e n t R e m o n d in  tro u u a  les iii. d am es  su r la 
fo n ta in e  de  s o if  ( lO v a)
R a y m o n d in  r id es  to w ard s  th ree  la d ies  in 
th e  fo rest, o n e  o f  w h o m  ap p ro a c h e s  h is 
h o rse  (1 Ova)
5 .C o m m e n t les fo re s tie rs  e t les v en e u rs  ap p o rte n t 
le co rp s  E m e ry  e t le p o re  m o rt m e n an s  g ran s  p leu rs  
e t g ran d  c r iz  (1 3 ra )
P all b ea re rs  ca rry  A y m e ry ’s co ffin  in to  
the  c ity  (1 3 ra )
6 .C o m m e n t les m e su re u rs  m e su re n t en  e sq u arrie  
en  lo n g  e t en  le ce  q u e  le cu ir  de  c e r f  co m p re n t 
(1 6 rb )
W o rk e rs  m e a su re  o u t th e  b o u n d a ry  
a ro u n d  a ro ck  (1 6ra)
7 .C o m m e n t R e m o n d in  e s p o u sa  M e lu s ig n e  a g ran t 
n o b le sc e  (1 8 rb )
A  b ish o p  m a rrie s  M e lu s in e  and  
R a y m o n d in  b e tw e en  a p a v ilio n  an d  a 
c h a p e l (1 6 rb )
8 .C o m m e n t la n o b le  fo rte re sc e  de  L u seg n e n  en 
P o ito u  fu  fo n d ee  p a r  M e lu s ig n e  (2 2 v a)
M e lu s in e  d irec ts  w o rk e rs  b u ild in g  
L u sig n a n  (2 2 v a)
9 .C o m m e n t R e m o n d in  d e sc o n f it en  c h a m p  O liv ie r  
le f ilz  Jo sse lin  (31 vb)
T w o  a rm ed  k n ig h ts  jo u s t  a g a in s t each  
o th e r  (31 va)
10.C o m m e n t R e m o n d  e t ses p a re n s  d e sc o n f ire n t le 
c h a s te lla in  e t se s  a lie z  e t au tre s  p a re n s  de  Jo sse llin  
d e  P o n t le L eo n  (3 6 v a)
A n  a rm ed  m e lee  (3 6 v a)
11 .C o m m e n t R e m o n d in  re to u m a  a L u so g n en  [s/c?] 
E t s e sm e ru e ille  de  la  to u r  e t du  b o u rc  que 
M e lu s ig n e  au o it fa it fa ire  (3 9 v b )
R a y m o n d in  an d  h is  m en  o u ts id e  
L u s ig n a n  (3 9 v b )
12.C o m m e n t les d eu x  en fa n s  se p a rte n t du  po rt de 
L a  R o c h e lle  et a r r iu e re n t au  L y m a co n  en  C h y p p re  
(4 5 v b )
N av a l b a ttle  (4 5vb )
13.C o m m e n t le R oy  de  C h ip p re  tre sp a ssa  de  ce 
S iec le  (6 3 ra )
T h e  K in g  o f  C y p ru s  d ie s  in h is  c h a m b e r  
(6 3 rb )
14.C o m m e n t G u y o n  a rr iu a  au  C ru q  a  no b le  
b a ro n n ie  E t e sp o u sa  F lo rie  e t fu  R oy  d A rm en ie  
(7 4 rb )
G u io n ’s sh ip s  are  g ree ted  fro m  th e  sho re  
(7 4 rb )
15.C o m m e n t les d eu x  fre re s  se p a rte n t de  leu rs  
te n te s  et en tre n t en  L u sse m b o u rc  (8 6 v b )
T h e  b ro th e rs  rid e  in to  L u x e m b o u rg  
(8 7 v b )
16.C o m m e n t le m e ssa ig e  du  R oy  F ed ric  de 
B e h a ig n e  v in t q u e r ir  se co u rs  au  R oy  d A u sa iz  son  
f re re  c o n tre  les p ay e n s  q u i le te n o ie n t a sseg ie  
9 0 v a )
A  m e sse n g e r  d e liv e rs  h is n ew s  to  the 
k in g  (9 0 v a)
17.C o m m e n t le R o y  S e lo d u s  fis t a rd o ir  le co rp s  du  
R oy  F ed ric  de  B a h a ig n e  d eu a n t la  p o rte  de  P range  
(9 6 ra )
T h e  k in g  is p u t to  d ea th  o u ts id e  th e  c ity  
(9 6 ra )
18.C o m m e n t le R o y  d A u sa iz  f is t fa ire  lo b seq u e  du  
R o y  F ed ric  de  B e h a in g n e  ou  f iren t les ii. fre res  et 
p lu se u rs  a u tre s  b a ro n s  (9 9 rb )
M o u rn e rs  su rro u n d  th e  to m b  o f  F ed ric  
(9 9 rb )
19 .C o m m e n t les n o p ce s  fu re n t fa ic te s  de  R eg n au lt 
e t d E sg le n tin e  E t fu  co u ro n n e  d u  R o y a u m e  de 
B e h a ig n e  (1 0 2 rb )
A  B ish o p  m a rrie s  R e g n au lt an d  
E sg le n tin e  (1 0 2 rb )
2 0 .C o m m e n t le R o y  d A n tio c h e  e t la d m ira l de 
C o rd e s  e t G ie ff ro y  se  v in d re n t fe r ir  au  hau re  
e n s e m b le  p e lle  m e lle  ( 1 18ra)
A  n av a l b a ttle  ( 1 17vb)
2 1 .C o m m e n t G ie ff ro y  en tre  en  m e r  p o u r  a r r iu e r  au  
p o rt de  la  R o c h e lle  (1 2 8 v a)
G eo ffro y  an d  h is  m en  d ise m b a rk  and  
e n te r  the  c ity  (1 2 8 rb )
2 2 .C o m m e n t R e m o n d  v it M e lu s ig n e  b a ig n ie r  p a r  
le n h o rte m e n t de  so n  f re re  le co n te  de fo re s te  E t lui 
fa illy  d u  c o u v e n a n t qu il lui av o it p ro m is  (1 3 0 rb )
A  se m i-se rp e n tin e  M e lu s in e  b a th es  
m o d e s tly  (1 3 0 rb )
2 3 .C o m m e n t le jay an t tre n c h a  au  ch e v a l G ie ffro y G eo ffro y  w re s tle s  w ith  th e  g ian t (1 3 3 ra )
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R u b r ic s
les jarrez de la faulx Et comment Gieffroy lui 
escout des mains (133ra)
M in ia tu r e  s u b j e c t s
24.Coment Gieffroy ardy Fromont son frere et C 
[Cent] moines et labbe en labbaye de Malleres 
(135va)
Fearful monks watch while Geoffroy 
torches the abbey (135va)
25.Comment Melusigne se party de la fenestre et 
se mua en guise de serpente (139vb)
Melusine distributes rings (?) from a 
window to onlookers below (139vb)
26.Comment Melusigne se vint fondre ou chastel 
de Luseignen sur la Tour Poicteuine (140vb)
A dragonesque Melusine perches upon a 
tower, wings outstretched for flight 
(140va)
27.Comment Gieffroy brise et desrompt a vn coup 
de pie luis de la chambre ou le jayant estoit et 
comment il loccist (144ra)
Geoffroy plunges a sword into a giant 
(144ra)
28.Comment Remond sen va pour soy rendre 
hermite a Montferrat en Arragon (146va)
Hermits surround a monastery (146va)
29.Comment Gieffroy vint a Romme et se confessa 
au Pere Saint qui lui dist qui trouueroit son pere a 
Monferrat (148va)
Geoffroy confesses to the pope in the 
presence of onlookers (148rb)
30.Comment Gieffroy ala veoir son pere Remond 
en lermitaige a Montferrat en Arragon (149va)
Raymondin greets his son on the side of 
the mountain (149vb)
31.Comment les vj freres entrent noblement a 
Lussembourc a tres grant noblesce et leurs gens se 
logent dehors en paueillons (152rb)
Armed knights approach the city (152ra)
32.Comment la serpente se party de dessus la Tour 
Poicteuine (155va)
A dragonesque Melusine prepares for 
Right with outstretched wings watched 
by onlookers below (155va)
33.Comment on fait lobseque Remond a 
Montferrat ouquel furent le Roy dArragon la 
Royne et autre barons du pays (156vb)
Mourners surround Raymondin’s coffin 
(156vb)
34.Comment Gieffroy se vient combatre en la pree 
dessoubz Lusegnen au cheualier qui vouloit auoir 
treu sur le pommel de la Tour Poicteuine (160va)
Two armed knights do battle on foot 
outside the fortress (160va)
35.Comment lomme vestu de blanc vint au Roy et 
lui devisa laduenture du chastel (161vb)
The custom of the castle is explained to 
the king (161 vb)
Bibliography:
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edition critique d ’apres le manuscrit de la bibliotheque de l ’Arsenal avec les 
variantes de tous les manuscrits, ed., trans., and intro. J.-J. Vincensini, Livre de 
Poche, Librairie Generale Fran^aise, Paris, 2003.
Arras, Jean d’, Melusine, roman du XlVe siecle publie pour la premiere fois d ’apres le 
manuscrit de la Bibliotheque de 1’Arsenal avec les variantes de la Bibliotheque 
nationale, ed. L. Stouff, Publications de FUniversite de Dijon, Dijon, 1932.
Harf-Lancner, L., “La serpente et le sanglier: Les manuscrits enlumines des deux romans 
fran9ais de Melusine” , Le Moyen Age, 101.1 (1995), pp.65-87.
Martin, H., Catalogue des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque de l ’Arsenal, III,Topos Verlag AG, 
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P aris , B ib lio th eq u e  n a tio n a le  de  F ran ce , m s fr.1484 (B)
3
Date: from 1470s onwards'
Provenance:
Northern French or southern Burgundian-Netherlands (Picard dialect and Desaivre 
noted the following anus on the parchment fly preceding the RM: “des armoiries 
appartenant ä quelque abbaye royale de Flandre ou d’Artois : mi part id dextre d ’un 
lion rampant, arme et lampasse, a senestre aux fleurs de lys sans nombre surmonte 
d ’un crosse abbatiale”. This set of arms derives from medieval Burgundy, Hainaut or 
Flanders).3 4
Codicological details:
II (paper) + I (parchment, amis) + 1-199 (RM  1-197) + II (paper).
C19 brown calf-skin binding with dark red maroquin spine; gold-stamped border on 
cover plates; comers worn; cover plates c.312-13 x 219-20 mm 
Paper, no distinguishing watermarks on paper of RM.
Leaves c. 302 x 213-15 mm.
Pricking, ruling (leadpoint)
Catchwords
- 16 quires: 113, 2-312, 4 10, 5-1012, 118, 12-1612
Approx, one to three leaves missing between ff.l 19-20, and 187-88.
Cursive hand.
Glossing -  mainly consists of lines copied from the text in unpractised hands
Layout:
Incipit in red: “Cy commance le prologue le liure de Melusine en prose” (lr). 
long lines of text across the page, justification variable: c. 170-85 x c. 120-30 mm 
c.28 lines per page, 6-7mm apart
186 red titles penned in a smaller cursive hand than that of the text (see list below)5 
Chapters commence with a large red initial followed by one or two words in thick (as 
if ‘bolded’) gothic lettering of between 2-3 lines high
The only red capitals are those immediately following a rubric or dividing the 
prologue and epilogue, c.1-2 lines high; exceptions include the introductory letter of 
prologue (5 lines)
Chapters occupy one paragraph
Prologue contains two verbal signposts in red: “Allegance de David sus le prologue” 
(lv), “Noms de fairies comme lutins. fayes et les aultres bonnes dames” (2v)
A list of Melusine’s progeny under the heading “Des generacions” follows the 
prologue (4v). This list, copied below, abbreviates a similar passage found in Har 
Explicit: “Deo gracias amen” (199v)
Decoration:
a space of c. 15 lines is left blank after the prologue (4r).
a space beneath the ‘Des generacions’ passage is left of c.13 lines, followed by the 
rubric opening the Presine and Elinas story at the bottom of leaf (4v)
These spaces may indicate intended illustrations or they may simply fill in space 
which a 13-leaf, as opposed to 12-leaf quire accommodated.
3 The date is based on the text’s relationship with the Steinschaber edition of 1478. Although the 
manuscript text is more complete than the edition, scholars have noted that B or a manuscript relating to 
B may have provided the exemplar copy for Steinschaber’s edition (Harf-Lancner, “Le Roman de 
Melusine et le Roman de Geoffroy ä la grand dent”, pp.352-58, d’Arras, Melusine, ed. Stouff, p.ix, 
Vincensini, “Le Roman de Melusine”, p.l 19).
4 Desaivre, Le mythe de la mere Lusine, p.l46.
5 Cf d’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, p.45 (he gives number of titles as 168).
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List o f rubric^
1. lr: ‘Cy commance le prologue du liure de Melusine en prose’
2. 4v : ‘Des generacions’
3. 4v: ‘Commant Elmias6 7 alia chasier en une forest et eult soif et se rendit a vne fontaine ou il 
ouyt vne voix [5r] de femme luy resemblant voix angelique’
4. 5v: ‘Comine Elmias vent a la fontaine. puis demanda ala dame interrogant quelle eile estoit et 
de son estat’
5. 6r: ‘La responce de la dame au cheuallier et comme8 guieres ne seroit seulle’.
6. 6v: ‘Comme le Roy Thiaus9 suiuit la dame en la forest/ et son varlet pour luy dire sa voulente’
7. 8r : ‘Comment le Roy Thiaus perdit/ Pressuyre sa femme et ses troys filles.’
8. 8v: ‘Comment Pressuyre sen partie et sen alia en Auallon nominee lisle perdue et en menna 
ses troys filles.’
9. 9r: ‘Comment Melusine demanda a sa mere la tromperie que leur pere leur auoit fait et 
comment il en fut pugny.’
10. Hr: ‘Coment le Roy T'nyaus mourut en lisle perdue/. Et v—e [?] sa femme Pressuyre 
lenseuelit moult noblement en vne tombe’.
11. 1 lv: ‘Comment le conte de Poitou manda la noblesse de son pays pour faire son fils Bertran 
cheuallier’
12. 12v: ‘Comment le Roy Saint Guillaume relinquit toutes possessions mondaines et se fist de la 
religion des blans manteaulx’
13. 13r: ‘Comme le conte Raymondin commanda a ses veneurs quilz assemblassent les chiens et 
oyseaulx pour chassier’
14. 13v: ‘Comment Raymondin combatit le pore sanglier et comment il fait cheoir Raymondin a 
genoulz’
15. 16r: ‘Comment Raymondin tua son oncle le conte Hemery par fortune’
16. 17r: ‘ Comment Raymondin sen alia a lauenture par la forest et se rendit luy et son cheval a la 
fontaine nominee la Fontaine de Soif aultrement faire’
17. 17v: ‘Comment la dame mist la main a la rene du cheual Raymondin pour le faire parier a eile’
18. 20r: ‘Coment Raymondin promist a prendre la dame pour femme’.
19. 20v: ‘Comment la dame enuoya Raymondin a Poictiers en la maison du comte qui estoit mort 
a la forest.’
20. 21v: ‘Coment Raymondin monta a cheual pour aloy a Poitiers et la dame le mist a son droit 
chemin.’
21. 21 v: ‘Comment Raymondin cheuaucha tant quil fut a Poictiers et comment les vaneurs et 
aultres de la maison senquirent du comte sil auoit veu/’
22. 22r: ‘Comment fut aporte le comte Hemery mort de la chasse a grant compagnie et a gros 
deuf
23. 23r: ‘Comment la dame saillit de son pauillon pour venir au deuant de Raymondin 
acompaignee de dames et de damoyselles moult richement adomees’
24. 24r: ‘Comment par le conseil de la dame Raymondin demanda vng don au jeune comte et luy 
fut octroye par le dit compte.’
25. 24v: ‘Comment Raymondin arriua a Poictiers et la trouua les barons de la comte pour faire 
homage au comte’
26. 26r: ‘Comment Raymondin acheta vng cuir de serf et comment il le fist detailler a vng selber 
en pinces conroyes’
27. 27v: ‘Coment Raymondin sen print grant eure de Poictiers pour venir vers sa damme, la quelle 
le receut a moult grant joye la ou il lauoit laissee/’
28. 30r: ‘Coment vng cheualier ancien moult richement orne et acompaigne de douze aultres vint 
au deuant du comte qui estoit monte sur un pallefroy bayart moult bien pare’
29. 30v: ‘Comment Melusine enuoya lancien cheualier auecques pluseurs dames moult richement 
omees pour aller au deuant de la comtesse et de sa fille’
6 Many thanks are due to John Tillotson for his assistance in deciphering some of the titles whose 
visibility was hampered by the severe ink-bleed characterising this volume. I have followed the 
manuscript’s use of final points (hence the variation of this mark inside and outside quotation marks).
7 This could also be Elinias or Elimas.
8 The abbreviation ‘q’ is interpreted ‘com’ or ‘con’ as appropriate.
9 This could also be ‘Thians’ but I have written ‘Thiaus’ on the grounds that this is the spelling in the 
following rubric. On the variation to Elinas’ name in the manuscript, see d’Arras, Melusine, ed. Stouff, 
pp.ix, n.l and 5, n.3.
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30. 31 r: ‘Comment les comtes de Poictou et de Forest menerent Raymondin honnourablement en 
la chappelle en laquelle auoit des plus riches homements du monde’
31. 31v: ‘Comment apres disner pluseurs salerent armer pour tenir les joustes et comme la 
comtesse et sa filie et lespouse auecques pluseurs aultres furent mises sur un chauffault’
32. 33r: ‘Come apres que Raymondin et Melusine lespose apres ce que les dames les laisserent 
couches ensemble come Melusine remercia son amy et espoux Raymondin’
33. 33v: ‘Comment les comtes menerent Raymondin le lendemain de ses nopces a leglise en la 
chappelle ou il fut marie’
34. 34v: ‘Comment le comte de Poictou interu/na [?] Raymondin de quelle lignee estoit Melusine 
sa femme ne de quelle generacion.’
35. 35r: ‘Comment Raymondin respond au comte de Poictou benignement sur la responce de 
Melusine sa femme et que luy sembloit delle’
36. 35v: ‘Comment Raymondin retoume de conuoyer son oncle le comte de Poictou et venut [?] a 
la fontaine vers Melusine’.
37. 36r: ‘Comment Melusine fist venir teruillons massons et aultres ouuriers pour destranchier la 
röche et faire fondemens pour y commencer labitacion de la place’
38. 36v: ‘Comment Melusine demanda le conseil aux comtes barons et aultres pluseurs comment 
eile nommeroit sa place laquelle eile nomma Lusignen’
39. 37r: ‘Comment Melusine fist ung beau filz moult bien forme lequel auoit vng oeil roge et 
lautre pers. Et fut nome Vriam.’
40. 37v: ‘Comment Raymondin sen partit de Melusine pour aller deuers Alain vng ancien 
cheualier vers vng port nomme Carmenyhault pour avoir la succession de Bretaigne/’
41. 39r: ‘Comment Raymondin print congie de Melusine et sen partit acompaigne de deux cens 
gentilz homines qui tant cheuaucherent quil vindrent en Bretaigne’
42. 40r: ‘Comment Raymondin sen vint logier en la prarye deuant Quiemeinguigant auecques tout 
son ost/.’
43. 40v: ‘Comment les deux filz Alain cheualiers vindrent au deuant de Raymon pour lui prier de 
par Alain leur pere quil venist logier en sa ville’.
44. 41 r: ‘Comment Raymondin et Alain se festoierent ensemble en disant pluseurs nouuelles pour 
quoy il estoit venu’.
45. 42v: ‘Comment le Roy appella Alain en sesmerueillant moult de la venue de Raymondin et de 
sa belle compaignie’.
46. 43r: ‘Comment Raymondin desclare au Roy son couraige et affaire pour quoy il est venu au 
pays par deuers luy’.
47. 44v: ‘Comment le Roy des Bretons octroya a Raymondin a jeder son gaige contre Josselin et 
son filz’.
48. 45r: ‘Comment le Roy se courrouca contre le filz Josselin pource quil veult combatre et son 
pere contre Raymondin tout seul et le reprent de sa querelle’
49. 47r: ‘Comment apres la crie Raymondin et Oliuier monterent a cheual et comment Raymondin 
fist par troys foys le signe de la croix’
50. 49v: ‘Comment le Roy festoya grandement Raymondin et tous les barons du pays de Bretaigne 
et tous ses cousins’.
51. 50r: ‘Comme Melusine fit bastir la ville de Luzignen tandis que Raymondin fut en Bretaigne et 
clore de fortes murailles’.
52. 50v: ‘Comment le Roy manda querir les dames et les damoyselles dentours son pays pour 
festoier Raymondin’.
53. 51 v: ‘Le toumoyment fut a Nantes et dura bien quinze jours pour festoier Raymondin Et 
comment il remercia le Roy et ses barons’
54. 52r: ‘Comme vng homme vint a Alain Henry filz de Alain luy dire que il auoit trouue en la 
forest de Guerrande gens pour espier’
55. 53v: ‘Comment vne espie du boys vint dire au chastellain la venue de Raymondin et comme il 
entroit dedans le boys.’
56. 57r: ‘Comment Raymondin fist la paix des seigneurs du pays danguerrande qui estoient en 
grans discors Et comment il cheuaucha tant qui [sic] fut en la terre de Poictou.’
57. 58v: ‘Comment Raymondin fist grand feste a Melusine apres ce quelle fut hors de sainte 
denffanf
58. 58v: ‘Comment Melusine y eut vng beaul filz nomme Guion moult bei enffant qui auoit vng 
des yeulx plus grant et plus hault que lautre’.
59. 59v: ‘Comment Melusine eult ung filz nomme Regnault lequel nauoit que vng oeil et en veoit 
troys veuees qui suit xxj lieus’.
60. 59v: ‘Au viije an Melusine eult un beau filz nomme Geuffroy et auoit une dent que luy sailloit 
de la bouche plus dung posse’
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61. 59v: ‘Au ixe an Melusine y eut vng beau filz nomine Fromont qui auoit une petite tache velue 
au nez’.
62. 60r: ‘Le xe an eult Melusine vng beau filz moult bien forme qui auoit troys oeilx lung au front 
■kurt et occist troys de ses nourrisses’.
63. 60r: ‘Comment Melusine nourrit tant ses enffans que le premier nomine Vrian avoit xvij ans 
lequel estoit moult plaisant a merueilles.’
64. 61v: ‘Comment Vrian et Guion freres vindrent a leur mere pour demander congie de voyager 
pour congnoistre les pays et vouloir acquerir honneur’.
65. 62v: ‘Comment Melusine fist a prester nefs sur la mer et toute artillerie a ses deux filz Vrian et 
Guion moult bien acompaignes de barons et gentilz homes jusques a iim vc homines’
66. 65v: ‘Comment le grant maistre de Rodes et Vrian sa compaignerent en semble et annerent six 
gallees pour aller sur le souldan’.
67. 67v: ‘Comment Vrian appella le grant maistre de Roddes et le capitaine du lieu en demandant 
si souldain estoit jeune homme et respondirent que oy et si aultre foys auoit este celle part’
68. 69r: ‘Comment Hennine la fille du Roy enuoya par son messagier a Vrian vng fermailles dor 
et a Guion vng anel dor auecques vng dyamient.’
69. 70r: ‘Comment Vrian fist sonner les trompettes a laube du jour. Et oirent tous messe. Et 
comme il fist ordonner laduantgarde’
70. 73v: ‘Comment Vrian trouua ses gens loges a feu le pont et aussi le capitaine. qui amenoient 
gens dannes a grant nombre’.
71. 75r: Comment Vrian fist venir deuant sa tante tous les capitaines et leurs gens et mectre les 
pauillons au vent’.
72. 76r: ‘Comment la souldan sceut que le Roy estoit naure a mort par vne espie quil auoit en la 
cite et comment au soleil leuant assaillit la cite mout fierement et octroya au premier qui y 
entreroit son pesant dargenf.
73. 78r: ‘Comment le capitaine du Roy sen partit de lost acompaignie de xxx cheualiers pour dire 
les bonnes nouuelles en la cite ou estoit le Roy bien malade de son coup.’
74. 80r: ‘Comment le Roy commanda a tous ceulx de Cypre estre en bei arroy pour aller au deuant 
des deux freres pour faire honneur’.
75. 80v: ‘Comment Vrian et Guion freres vindrent moult honnourablement faire la reuerance au 
Roy et comme le Roy les receupt liemenf.
76. 84r: ‘Comment Vriam vint de vers le Roy en son lit acompaigne de la baronnye de Poictou en 
moult grant reuerance et Hermyne la fille du Roy aussi’.
77. 85r: ‘Comme apres la mort du Roy le Roy Vriam et Hermine sa femme allerent visiter leur 
Royaulme leurs bonnes villes et chasteaulx.’
78. 85v: ‘Comment Guion tinra sur mer et ses gens et tant alia quilz trouuerent nefz de Sarrasins 
lesquelx mirent en fuicte.’
79. 86v: ‘Comment le Roy dArmenie receupt moult liemment Guion et sa compaignie en son 
royaulme et Florie sa fille a moult grant joye.’
80. 87v: ‘Comme le Caliphe de Baudas et le Roy Brandimont de Tarse enuoie nouuelles comment 
le souldain auoit este desconfit.’
81. 89v: ‘Comment le capitaine du port tint se vailleaumment contre les Sarrasins quilz se 
retirerent au port appelle le Cap Saint Andre.’
82. 90v: ‘Comment les religieux du Cap Saint Andre firent assauoir a Limasson le capitaine 
comme le Caliphe de Bandas et le Roy Brandimont estoit descendu’.
83. 91v: ‘Comment le grant maistre de Rodes vint deuers le Roy Vriam pour luy dire nouuelles de 
son frere Guion. et luy raporta la grant vaillence de luy.’
84. 93v: ‘Comment le Roy Vriam mist ses gens en moult belle bataille pour combatre contre les 
Sarrasins et les vaillences quil fist’
85. 95r: ‘Comment Guion par sa vaillance fist fouir les Sarrasins et mort fait le Roy Brandimont 
de Tartre et comme il pilla la cite [?] aux Sarrasins’.
86. 96r: ‘Comment le Roy Vriam festoya le grant maistre de Rodes a Samagosse [sic] pour la joye 
que Hennine la Royne estoit en saincte ou la eult moult grans festoymens.’
87. 96v: ‘Comment le Roy dArmenie enuoya vers le Roy Vriam xvj. des plus grant barrons vestus 
de noir auecques certaines lectres closes.’
88. 98r: ‘Comment le Roy Guion et les embasadeurs vindrent a Cruly [?]. par nefz et la grant joye 
que auoient les manans de la cite [illegible word] de la venue de leur seigneur’.
89. 99v: ‘Comment six cheualiers arriuerent au port de la Rochelle a grant joye. pour aller a 
Leusignen vers Raymondin et Melusine porter lettres de Vriam’.
90. lOOv: ‘Comment Raymondin et Melusine Anthoine et Regnault freres eurent grant joye des 
bonnes nouuelles et des conquestes de Vrian et Guion’
91. 10 lr: ‘Comme le Roy dAussoy fist demander pour femme Christianne fille du due de 
Lucembourc et comme le pays et eile le reffusa’.
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92. 102v: ‘Comment Anthoine et Regnault freres jousterent en la prarie de Lusignen et comment 
ilz gaignerent le pris’
93. 103r: ‘Come Anthoine et Regnault vindrent en la contree de dannye en la duchie de 
Lucembourc pour trouuer leur aduersaire’.
94. 104r: ‘Comme Anthoine et Regnault freres prierent leurs pere et mere de leur aider a mettre en 
point pour gaingner honneur pour aler en guerre’
95. 104v: ‘Comment Melusine fist crier en Poitou et es marches voysines que tous celx qui 
vouldroient seruir pour vng an a gaiges Anthoine et Regnault de Lusignen.’
96. 105r: ‘Comment Melusine introduit ses deux enffans a aymer et seruir nostre createur et les 
commandements de leglise’
97. 106v: ‘Comment Anthoine et Regnault se logerent sur vne riuiere appellee Aesne et comment 
soingerent ala riue au premier — 10
98. 107v: ‘Comment Anthoine et Regnault vengerent loutraige fait a la duchesse de Lucembourg 
contre le Roy dAusoys’.
99. 109r: ‘Comment le cheualier arriua en lost deuers les deux freres et leur compta comme il 
auoit fait vn messaige et la response du Roy dAusoys et la deffiance’
100.114v: ‘Comment la duchesse de Lucembourc festoya les deux freres Anthoine et Regnault 
auecques le Roy dAussoys et la bonne chiere quelle fist’
101.116v: ‘Comment les barons du pays, requierent Anthoine pour auoir a femme leur duchesse de 
Lucembourc/ et loctroy dudit Anthoine.’
102.118r: ‘Comment le Roy Frederic manda vng messagier a son frere le Roy dAusoys qui estoit 
auecques le due Anthoine aucunes nouuelles que les Sarrasins estoient descendus en son pays.’
103.118v: ‘Comment Anthoine due octroya au Roy dAusoys a aler et son frere Regnault secourir 
son frere le Roy Frederic contre les Sarrasins’
104.119v: ‘Comment le Roy dAusoys arriua en son pays ou il fut bien receu de ses barons et leur 
compta son affaire et comment Anthoine et Regnault alloient secourir son frere Frederic/.’
105.120v: ‘Comment Aiglantine mena grant deuil de son pere le Roy Frederic car eile le vit mort et 
ardir [s/c] deuant la cite ou eile estoit’
106.12 lv: ‘Comment Aiglantine enuoya vng messaigier au deuant du Roy dAusoys et Anthoine le 
due et son frere Regnault/’
107.122r: ‘Comment le Roy dAusoys Anthoine le due et Regnault et le due Odde cheuaucherent en 
ordonnance tant quilz approucherent la cite que les Sarrasins asailloienf
108.123r: ‘Comment le diet Odde et le Roy dAusoys assaillerent les Sarrasins tant que dune part et 
daultre il y cut grant meurdre’
109.124r: ‘Comment Aiglantine eult moult grant joye de la destruction des Sarrasins et de la venue 
de son oncle le Roy dAusoys’.
110.124v: ‘Comment le Roy dAusoys fist faire lobseque de son frere le Roy Fredric et comment il 
manda au Roy Anthoine et Regnault a y estre.’
111.125r: ‘Comment Aiglantine fist la reuerance aux deux freres Anthoine et Regnault qui 
venoient a lobseque de son pere le Roy Fredric.’
112.127r: ‘Comment Regnault espousa Aiglantine la Royne. Et comment ilz firent moult grant 
chiere et pluseurs esbatements quilz firent’
113.128r: ‘Comment les barons du royaulme de Bahigne firent lommaige au Roy Regnault de 
Lusignen’.
114.129r: ‘Comment la duchesse sceut la venue de Anthoine due son mari et la joye que eurent 
ceulx du pays.’
115.130r: ‘Comment pluseurs barons de Bretaigne firent hommaige a Raymondin par la prouesse 
qui estoit en luy’.
116.130r: ‘Comme Geuffroy ala grant dant se combatit a vng cheualier qui ot maluays esperit 
contre Lussignen et comme il print congie de son pere et de sa mere’.
117.13lr: ‘Comment Geuffroy ala grant dant et vng cheualier sen partirent pour aduiser le chastel 
et veoir de quelle part il estoit plus fort’
118.132v: ‘Comment Glaude seigneur sen partit de la forteresse a tout vjxx bons combatans pour 
venir secourir son frere Geuffroy.’ [s/c]
119.132v: ‘Comment Glaude seigneur cuida gaingner le pas. Mais [133r] Geuffroy len garda bien’
120.133v: ‘Comment Geuffroy et Guion auecques xx de leurs homines gaignerent la forteresse et 
Clerebaut fut prins et tous ses aultres gens’.
121.135r: ‘Comment Geuffroy a la grant dent fist leuer vng fourches deuant la porte du chastel & 
fist pandre Glaude et ses ij freres.’
122.135v: ‘Comment la dame de Valbrouante [?] monta sur vng palefroy et ses deux enffans pour 
venir par deuers Geuffroy pour faire la paix de Guerin son marj’
1(1 This final abbreviated word is difficult to read because it is caught in the binding.
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123.136r: ‘Comment Geuffroy acorda a la dame femme de Guerin a la oir en ses deffances pour 
lamour delle et mes tous ses allies.’
124.137v: ‘Comme Geuffroy alia secourir son frere le Roy Vriam contre les Sarrasins et comme il 
promist a son pere et a sa mere de retoumer enfre [?]'1 vng an’.
125.138r: ‘Comment Geuffroy ala secourir ses freres et en mena auecques luy le cheualier de 
Chippre qui estoit venu querir secours.’
126.138v: ‘Comment le Caliphe de Baudas et le Soubdain de Barbarie le Roy dAnthioche et 
lamiral de Cordes auoient jure de crucifier les deux roys freres et ardre leurs femmes et 
enffans’
127.139v : ‘Comme le Roy Vriam monta au port de Limasson et comme la Royne le conuoya et 
son filz Henry jusques aux nefs plourans.’
128.140v: ‘Comment la Royne fist venir vng marinier pour faire mener Geuffroy vers son frere et 
print congie de la Royne et de son nepueu’
129.141 r: ‘Comment Geuffroy alia tant quil vint alia destrousse ou estoit son frere le Roy Guion et 
la grant maistre de Roddes et la y ot grant destrousse de Sarrasins’.
130.142v: ‘Comment le Roy Vriam entra sur le port de Jaffes et mist le feu es nauires des 
Sarrasins’
131.143v: ‘Comment Geuffroy fist —rent [?] ses cheuaulx a terre et comment le Roy Guion 
demanda au patron nouuelles du Roy Guion [sic] son frere’.
132.144r: ‘Comment les troys freres et le grant maistre de Roddes firent par lespace de trois jours 
grant feste ensembles et se reffraichirent eulx et leurs gens joyeusemenf 
133.145r: ‘Comment Geuffroy a la grant dant manda deffier le Caliphe et le Soubdain de Damas 
par vng tres chement [?] Sarrasin’.
134.145v: ‘Comment Geuffroy gaigna Jaffes en pou des temps et fist empörter ce que auoit de bon 
en son loges et fist mectre le feu de Damas’
135.146v: ‘Comment les exillez de Jaffes allerent en lost du Souldain luy reueler comment les 
Chrestiens auoient tous mis a lespee et ars la ville’
136.147v: ‘Comme Geuffroy racompta au grant maistre de Roddes comment il auoit gaingne 
Baruth par force et mis a mort la plus grant partie’
137.149v: ‘Comme Geuffroy donna a dos au Soubdain tellement quil sen saillit de la bataille et se 
retouma en lost des Sarrasins’
138.150v: ‘Comme Geuffroy remercia le jeune cheuallier nouveau lequel le auoit secouru Celui 
jour moult vaillamment.’
139.151 v: ‘Comment le Souldain raconta a ses gens comme Geuffroy lauoit soy et son cheual 
gecte par terre tant quil fut tant estourdj.’
140.152r: ‘Comment Geuffroy et ses gens recuillerent les deux Soubdains le Caliphe le Roy 
Anthenor et lamiral hors de leurs logis et sen passerent par a trailers leurs tantes.’
141.153v: ‘Comment les Sarrasins demanderent joumee de paix auecques le Roy Vriam et le grant 
maistre de Roddes et loctroyerenf
142.154r: ‘Comment les troys freres et le grant maistre de Roddes apres leur voyage du Saint 
Sepulcre vindrent a Jaffes et la prinrent congie du Caliphe et du Souldain.’
143.156r: ‘Comment le compte de Forest racompte a Raymondin son frere que Melusine luy faisoit 
deshonneur de fomicacion comme estoit pablique renommee le sabmedj.’
144.157r: ‘Comment Raymondin fut moult dolant et marrj contre son frere pource que lauoit 
exhorte en mal contre Melusine sa femme’
145.158v: ‘Comment Melusine sen vint coucher toute nue auecques Raymondin et commant il 
eurent pluseurs langaiges ensemble’
146.159r: ‘Comme Geuffroy arriua en Guerrande et demanda ou estoit le grant Guesdon et ou il se 
tenoit car il aportoit le pastiz de monseigneur son pere et le vouloit combatre’
147.159v: ‘Comment Geuffroy combatit le geant et le tira et couppa la teste/ et apres coma en son 
cor pour auoir ses cheualliers.’
148.162r: ‘Comment Geuffroy auoit tue le grant [sic] et comme il enuoya la teste dudit geant a son 
pere par ij. de ses cheualiers.’
149.162v: ‘Comment les habitans de Orbelande vindrent vers Geuffroy pour leur dire sil vouloit 
combatre vng jayant moult cruel’
150.164v: ‘Comment Raymondin eult la nouvelle de geuffroy son filz comment il auoit brule son 
oncle et les moynes de Maillefaiz’
151.166v: ‘Comment Melusine se complaint moult de Raymondin en luy regraitant ses douleurs//’
152.168r: ‘Comment Melusine remonstra pluseurs choses a Raymondin son marj et comment eile 
commanda tuer son filz Orrible apres son departement’
11 This may have been intended to be ‘entre’?
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153.169r: ‘Comme Melusine se recominanda a tous les barons dames et damoyselles eile estant sur 
la fenestre en plourant’
154.170v: ‘Comme Melusine sen alia en forme de serpent voulant en lair mouant si grant deul que 
dune lieue Ion loyoit en cris et douleurs’
155.172r: ‘Comment Geuffroy vint en Nobelande et comme les gens du pais vindrent au deuant 
pour la grant joye quilz auoient de sa dite venue’
156.172v: ‘Comment Geuffroy monta en la montaigne ou estoit le geant et trouua soubz vng arbre 
ou il se tenoit voulentiers comme il le combatit’
157.174r: ‘Comment Geuffroy alia en la caueme ou estoit le geant ou il vit pluseurs belles choses 
et lestature dung cheuallier portant vue’
158.175v: ‘Comme Geuffroy vint a Saint Marcellin en Forest vers le conte son oncle pour le tuer 
pour la desplaisance de sa mere Melusine’
159.176r: ‘Comment Raymondin pere de Geuffroy manda Thierry son frere vers Geuffroy pour 
venir parier a luy a Lusignen et Geuffroy sy alia voulentiers’
160.177r: ‘Comment Raymondin sen alia vers le Saint Pere le pape Benedie pour soy confesser de 
ce quil luy sembloit auoir pechie contre Melusine sa femme’
161.177v: ‘Comme Raymondin sen alia a Mont Sarrat et visita les sains hermitages et comme il 
voulut estre hermite en celui lieu ou il estoit mort vng des hermites’
162.178v: ‘Comment Raymondin fut vestu de labit des hermites et des grans joyaulx quil donna 
leans’
163.179r : ‘Coment Raymondin renuoya ses gens a Lusignen et comment il escripuit es barons quil 
estoit exil et quilz fassent hommaige a Geuffroy’
164.179r: ‘Comment Geuffroy voulut aller a Romme pour soy confesser au pere saint de ce quil 
auoit pechie enuers son pere et sa mere’
165.180r: ‘Coment Geuffroy se confessa au pape et comment le pape luy enjoignit faire refaire 
labbaye de Maillefaiz et y donnes rantes’
166.181 r: ‘Comment Raymondin Geuffroy vint a Mont Sarrat vers Raymondin son pere pour le 
veoir et visiter et moult en fut joyeulx Raymondin’
167.182v: ‘Comment Geuffroy et Thierry sen partirent pour aller loyer en la Champaigne sus vne 
riviere nominee Meuse.’
168.183r: ‘Comment Anthoine et Regnault eheuaucherent tant quilz trouuerent sur les champs 
Geuffroy et Thierry en moult belle compaignie et de la joye quilz firent’
169.184r: ‘Comment les quatre freres cheuauchoient sur les champs auecques leur compaignies’ 
170.185r: ‘Comme Geuffroy sen partit luy xe. au point du jour pour gaingner la porte en habiz 
degaingnueurs [?] et comme ilz tuerent les portiers et gaingneret [?] la ville’
171.185v: ‘Comment les quatre freres et leurs gens gaignerent la bataille et les misrent en fuicte et 
comme Geuffroy donna vng reuers au due dAulteriche’
172.188r: ‘Coment Geuffroy apres la mort de son pere ne voulut recongoistre de dix ans la recepte 
de son pays et comment ses recepueurs le prierent a receuoir ses comptes. Et comme il leur 
octroya jour’
173.189r: ‘Comme apres la mort Raymondin venoit tous les ans vne main sur la tour Poicteuine 
tenant le pomel de ladite tour’
174.189v: ‘Comment Geuffroy deffendit au receueur ne payer le trehu [?] au cheualier et comment 
il dist a ses freres quil vouloit sauoir qui estoit ce cheuallier’
175.190r: ‘Comme Geuffroy se combatit au cheualier qui saparrassoit chascun an sur le pommel de 
la tour Poicteuine ou ilz firent grans cops’
176.191 r: ‘Comment les freres de Geuffroy luy demandent quil auoit trouue. Et il leur dist comme 
il auoit trouue vng tres vaillant cheuallier’
177.191 v: ‘Comment le cheualier et Geuffroy combatirent lung contre lautre et comment Geuffroy 
promist au cheualier a fonder vne chappelle pour lame de son pere/’
178.192v: ‘Comment aduint a vng roy dArmenie qui fut beau jeune cheualier lequel alia veiller 
lesperuier par troys jours et troys nuys’
179.193r: ‘Comme le Roy vint deuant le chastel et la trouua vng viel homme vestu de blanc qui lui 
demanda quil vouloit’
180.194r: ‘Comme le viel home laissa le Roy et comment il sa musa a regarder les richesses du 
lieu’
181.194r: ‘Comment le Roy print grant plaisir a lire les escrptz [sic] des tiltres des cheualliers qui 
la estoient paincts’
182.195r: ‘Coment le Roy demanda a la dame du chastel son corps pour estre sa femme et comme 
la dame lui respondit’
183.195v: ‘Comment le Roy voulut auoir a femme la dame de lesperuier et comme eile luy 
remonstra sa folye car leglise ne seigneur pouroit consentir pour ce quil estoit de sa lignee et 
son mal eur’
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184.196r: ‘Comment le Roy dArmenie sen retouma sur mer tout triste et dolant de euer’
185.196v: ‘Comment la forteresse de Lusignen fut conquestee par Jehan filz de France due de 
Berry comte de Poitou’
186.197r: ‘Comment Melusine sapparut a Lusignen au temps que les Angloys tenoient la 
forteresse’
‘D esgenerations’: a transcription (4v)
Des generacions 
ET PREMIEREMENT en yssit
Vrien roy de Chippre Item Guyon Roy dArmenye ^ Item Regnault Roy de Bahaigne 
T| Item Anthoine due de Luxembourct 
Item Odon conte dAnnemarche 
Tf Item Raymon conte de Foreis 
U Item Geuffroy la grand dant seigneur de Lusignen 
Tf Item Thierry seigneur de Partenay 
Tf Item Fromon qui fut moyne de Maillesex 
Et Orrible lequel fut par conseil 
Estouffe
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Paris, B ibliotheque nationale de France, ms naf. 21874 (D)
Date.c. 1450-75
Provenance:
Central France[?]. This hypothesis is based on the ownership of this manuscript by 
Pierre d’Amboise, seigneur de Chaumont-sur-Loire, and his wife Anne de Bueil. 
According to Briquet, the watermarks (see below) suggest an origin for the paper 
support of south-south western France. This paper rarely travelled north of the Loire.
Codicological details:
1+1 (List of evil days)+271 (Roman de Melusine)+ I (numbered 272)
C15 stamped dark brown leather cover over timber boards; cover plates c.305 x 200 
mm; comers of binding worn and reinforced; traces of clasps on front and rear covers. 
Top of rear cover has a small piece of parchment with ‘Melusine5 inscribed in a hand 
contemporary with the binding. Stamp designs include a stag and fleur de lys.
Paper -  medium thickness, poor quality, some blotching. Watermarks (hand blessing 
with two fingers extended with a scalloped cuff) are close to Briquet 11475-76, but 
could also belong more generally to 11471-510.
Leaves c.290 x c.210 mm
Pricking (occasionally marked by ink spots), ruling (some lines in ink, some bear 
impressions of ruling); right justification is rarely maintained.
Signatures and catchwords
- 16 quires: 114, 2-516, 624, 714, 818, 916, 1022, 1 1-1220, 1318, 1416, 1514, 1611(6:5)
The first fly leaf contains a list of unlucky (nefaste) days written in a different hand to 
that of the Roman de Melusine
The front pastedown displays the arms of Anne de Bueil and Pierre d’Amboise; the
rear pastedown is parchment with undentified Latin text in a hand similar to Caroline
minuscule
Missing final page
Bastard cursive script
Layout:
long lines across the page 
justification c.210 x 136-7 mm 
c.22-26 lines per page, c.8-9 mm apart 
no rubrics
paragraphs divided by red initials 1 and 2-lines high; intermittently the capital is 
followed by several words in a thick gothic hand
Flourishes or repetition of words occasionally used to fill in blank space at the end of 
a line
Additions or corrections in red 
Decoration:
irregularly sized initials in red, followed occasionally by following words of 
paragraph in a gothic bolded script (as above)
Words which begin the romance are in 3 and 2-line high initials with decorative 
homblowers (probably doodled) depicting extending from the ascenders of these large 
letters (1 r)
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London, British Library, Harley ms 4418 {Hat)
Date: c. 1450
Provenance: around Amiens, produced for Jean V, sire de Crequy, de Fressin and de 
Canaples. Absorbed into the ducal Burgundian library by 1467.12 Probably acquired by either 
Robert Harley, first earl of Oxford and Mortimer (d. 1742) or Edward Harley, second earl of 
Oxford and Mortimer (d. 1741) before it was purchased by the crown in 1753.
Codicological details:
V + l+1+2-251+V (Roman de Melusine 1 -251 v)
Red-brown coarse hide binding from after 1600, gold thread and floral tooled design, 
dark green-blue pastedowns on inner covers, paper fly leaves with gilt edges; cover 
plate c.341 x 236 mm
Parchment, dark creamy or yellowy colour, some variation in consistency but 
generally good.
Leaves c.328-30 x c.235 mm (some cropping evident)
Pricking and ruling (leadpoint)
Catchwords and signatures
32 quires of mainly 8 leaves each: 11+5, 2-268, 27-28 (leaves misbound, quiring 
uncertain), 29-328
Interpolated passage entitled “Cy paries des noms et des estas des enfans qui furent 
nez au mariage de Raymondin et Melusine” which gives a fuller, earlier version of the 
‘Des generacions’ passage inserted into B as noted above (see Har 9ra-b).
Leaves missing after ff.7, 13,211,218.
ff. 10-11 and 205-220 have been misbound.13 They should be read in the following 
order: 11-10; 205, 212, 206-11, [lacuna], 219, 213-18, [lacuna], 220 and consecutively 
thereafter
The final paragraphs are missing, thus the text ends prematurely (251vb)
Bastard Burgundian hand
Layout:
2 columns, c. 202 x 60-3 mm 
each column c.26 lines, c.8 mm apart
After the Prologue, an almost complete Table of Contents lists 118 chapters (see list 
below). The full original text would have contained 120 chapters.
Individual chapters are denoted rubricated titles and are numbered. Some titles are 
missing as result of missing folios.
There are several combinations and layers of textual organisation: image, rubric and 
4-line illuminated initial containing Crequy arms; rubrics and 2-line illuminated 
initial; 2-line illuminated initials without rubrics; illuminated paraphs.
Decoration:
17 illuminations extant (Crequy Master or associated with the Crequy Master) 
illuminations are c.'A column in height and a full column width
columns containing illuminations also feature ink, painted, and illuminated tracery 
and foliage at each end o f the column. A vertical baguette decorated with gold, rose 
and blue is placed on the left or right hand sides of illustrated columns with small 
sections of illuminated traceiy.
illuminated baguettes frequently end paragraphs and often separate the end of a 
rubric’s line from its red chapter number
12 Barrois, Bibliotheque protypographique, p. 186, Item 1269 and p.230, Item 1627. See also d’Arras’ 
Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, esp. pp.55-6, and Gil, “Le mecenat litteraire de Jean V de 
Crequy”, p.86.
13 Ward notes that pages are missing after folio 9, but this confusion is due to the misbinding of ff. 10-11 
(H.L.D. Ward, Catalogue o f the Romances in the Department o f Manuscripts, The Trustees of the 
British Museum, London, 1883,1, pp.687-89, p.689).
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illuminated initials following illustrations or rubrics are decorated with the Crequy 
arms: or, a crequier gueules.
L is t o f  rubrics from  the Table o f  C ontents
1. Missing
2. Missing
3. [2ra] “la a la face a la fontaine .iii.14
4. Comment le Roy Elymas ala apres la dame et comment il lespousa et comment il lui failly de 
couuenance parquoy il la perdy .iiij.
5. Comment le Roy Elymans estoit dolant quant il ot perdu Presine sa femme v.
6. Comment Presine et ses trois filles sen alerent en Aualon nomine lisle Perdue .vj.
7. Comment Melusine et ses deux sereurs Melior et Palestine encloyrent Elymans leur pere en la 
montaigne de Brumblerenlyo et de la pugnicion que leur mere Presine en prinst. vij.
8. Comment le Roy Elymans moru et de la riche sepulture que Presyne sa femme lui fist faite 
•viij.
9. [2rb] Comment vng noble homme de Bretaigne occist le nepueu du Roy des Bretons et 
comment il espousa la suer du conte de Poitiers en la quelle fu engendre Raymondin. ix.
10. Cy parle du conte Aymery de Poitiers x.
11. Comment le forestier du conte Aymery lui vint annoncier quil y auoit vng grant senglier en la 
forest de Colombiers.xj.
12. Comment Haymery Raymondin et leurs gens alerent a la chace et comment Raymondin occist 
le dit Haymery par merueilleuse auenture et du dueil quil en maine xij.
13. Comment Raymondin sen va complaignant parmy la forest xiij.
14. Comment Raymondin trouua Melusine et du confort quelle lui donna xiiij.
15. [2va] Comment Melusine conseilla Raymondin de ce quil auoit a faire et comment il se party 
de lui pour retoumer a Poitiers xv.
16. Comment Raymondin sen va a Poitiers tout pensant xvj.
17. Comment le conte de Poitiers fu apporte tout mort et du grant dueil qui en fu mene xvij.
18. Comment Raymondin retouma a Melusine et du conseil quelle lui donna, selon son affaire 
xviij.
19. Comment les barons de Poitou firent hommage au jeune conte et de la requeste que 
Raymondin fist audit conte laquelle lui fu ottroye. xix.
20. Comment la terre que le conte de Poitiers auoit donnee auoit donnee [sic] a Raymondin fu 
mesuree selon (2vb) la longueur du euir de cherf et du beau ruissel qui y sourdy .xx.
21. Comment Raymondin retouma de Poitiers a Melusine et parlerent ensemblent vne espace Et 
puis comment Raymondin vint a Poitiers prier le conte et sa mere destre a ses noces. xxj.
22. Comment Raymondin espousa Melusine et de la grant feste que len fist aux noces xx ij.
23. Cy deuise les parolles que Raymondin et Melusine disoient en leur secret, xxiij.
24. Comment apres la feste des noces le conte de Poitiers sa mere et tous les barons se department 
et des riches dons et presens que Melusine leur fist, .xxiiij.
25. Cy parle de la requeste que les contes de Poitiers et de Forest firent a Raymon[3ra]din dont il 
fut courrouciez a laquelle il respondy courtoisement .xxv.
26. Cy parle de la grant feste que on fist au retour de Raymondin xxvj.
27. Comment la forteresse de Lusignen en Poitou fu fondee xxvij.
28. Comment et pour quelle raison la forteresse fu nomine Lusignen xxviij.
29. Comment melusine enfanta vng filz qui fu nomme Vrian et du conseil quelle donna a 
Raymondin pour rauoir son heritage qui estoit en Bretaigne. xxix.
30. Comment Raymondin se part de Melusine pour aller en Bretaigne. xxx.
31. Comment Raymondin parla a Alain son oncle et comment il vint en Bretaigne deuant le Roy. 
xxxj.
32. Comment Raymondin [3rb] se complaigny au Roy de sa terre que on lui auoit ostee et 
comment il reproucha de trahison Josselin du Pont de Lion xxxij.
33. Comment Raymodin se combaty en champ contre Oliuier filz Josselin et le trayna hors des 
lices. xxxiij.
34. Comment Josselin et Oliuier son filz furent pendus. xxxiiij.
35. Comment Raymondin donna a son cousin la baronne de Lion xxxv.
14 Based upon the titles included in the subsequent text in Har, the following headings probably 
occupied position nos. 1-3 above: “Cy commence son prologue lacteur de ce present liure” (Ira), “Cy 
parle des noms des enfans qui furent nez au maryage de Raymondin et Melusine ij” (9ra), “Cy parle du 
Roy Elymans et comment il parla ala dame faee a la fontaine iij” (9rb).
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36. Comment le chastelain de Derual nepueu de Josselin du Pont de Lion fist faire vng aguet de 
ses parens pour occire Raymondin. xxxvj.
37. Comment Raymondin se party du Roy de Bretaigne et sen vint au chastel de Lion xxvij.
38. Comment Raymondin [3va] fist anner ses ses [sic] gens et se mist en ordonnance quant il fu 
infonne de laguait que on auoit fait pour lui occire. xxxviij.
39. Comment Raymondin & ses gens se combatirent vaillamment contre le lignage Josselin et en 
orent la victoire et comment le chastelain de Derual et ses complices furent pendus. xxxix.
40. Comment Raymondin print congie de son lignage et sen vint a Guerande. xl.
4L Comment Hemy [sic] et Alain ala requeste Raymondin firent faire une pore xlj.
42. Comment Raymondin retouma a Lusignen et de la grant feste que on lui fist et comment 
Melusine enfanta son second filz qui ot nom Othon xlij.
43. Comment Melusine fist faire plusiers places et [3vb] comment eile acoucha de son tiers filz 
qui ot nom Guion et des aultres apres. xliij.
44. Comment Vrian et Guion parlerent aux .ij. cheualiers qui venoient doultremer et comprindent 
daler secourre le Roy de Cyppre contre les Sarrazins xliiij.
45. Cy parle du grant appareil que Melusine fist faire a Vrian, et a Guion ses filz pour aller oultre 
mer et comment ilz monterent en mer xlv.
46. Comment Vrian Guion et leurs gens desconfirent grant nombre de Sarrasins sur mer et 
comment ils arriuerent en lisle de Rodes. xlvj.
47. Comment Vrian et son arriua en Chypre, xlvij. [‘frere’ is inserted in the inner margin in a later 
hand]
48. Comment le cheualier enuoya vnes lettres au Roy de Chypre xlviij.
49. Comment Hermine la (4ra) fille du roy de Chypre enuoya joyaulx aux damoiseaulx Vrian et 
Guion et comment le message retouma a son maistre. xlix.
50. Comment Vrian et ses gens gaignerent le pont sur les Sarrazins et comment ils les 
poursieuirent et en occirent grant nombre 1.
51. Cy parle de la grant escarmouche que le Roy de Chypre fist en lost des Sarrazins et comment il 
fu naure a mort .lj.
52. Comment Vrian fist la moustre et comment il enhorta ses gens de bien faire et comment il se 
loga et tout son ost sur vne riuiere .lij.
53. Comment le Soudan fist assaillir la eite de Famagosse .liij.
54. Comment les Christiens assemblerent aux Sarra[4rb]zins et les occirent et desconfirent tous Et 
comment Vrian occist le Soudan, liiij.
55. Comment le capitaine de Lymasson vint en la eite parier au Roy et comment le Roy le renuoya 
a Vrian et a son frere et de leur response lv.
56. Comment Vrian Guion son frere le maistre de Rode Rodes [sic] et les plus grans de leurs ost 
entrerent en la eite .lvj.
57. Comment Vrian fu fait cheualier par la main du Roy et comment il espousa Hermine la fille du 
Roy et fu couronne a Roy de Chypre lvij.
58. Comment le roy de Chypre trespassa de ce siecle et comment le roy Vrian et Hermine sa 
femme visiterent leur pais lviij.
59. Comment Guion desconfit [4va] les galees des Sarrazins sur mer et comment il arriua en 
Hennenie lix.
60. Comment Guion et ses gens desconfirent les galees des Sarrazins sur mer et comment il 
enuoya .ij. galees et Cent Sarrazins prisonniers au Roy dErmenie. Ix.
61. Comment ladmiral de Cordes porta la nouuelle au Calyphe de Baudas de la desconfiture lxj.
62. Comment Guion et ses gens prindrent port et occirent et enchacierent les gardes des nefs lxvij
63. Comment Guion vint deuers le Roy Vrian. son frere et de lordonnance que le dit Vrian fist 
pour combatre le Calyphe et ses gens. lxiii.
64. De la grand bataille que les Christiens gaignerent sur les Sarrazins ou le Roy de Tarse fu occis 
et comment (4vb) le Calyphe de Baudas sen fuy. .lxiiij.
65. Comment Hermine Royne de Chypre enfanta vng filz qui fu nomine Hemy par nom de 
baptesme. .lxv.
66. Cy parle de lettres que le Roy dErmenie enuoya a Vrian Roy de Chypre en larticle de la mort 
lxvij.
67. Comment Guion fu Roy dErmenie et espousa Florie la fille du Roy trespasse. lxvij.
68. Comment les barons de Poitou qui estoient alez auecques Vrian et Guion reuindrent en Poitou 
et apporterent lettres a Raymondin et a Melusine de lestat de leurs deux filz, lxviij.
69. Comment le Roy dAnsay mist le siege deuant Luxembourc et comment aucuns des 
plusnotables de la cite se partirent pour aller querre secours. lxix.
70. [5ra] Comment les barons de Luxembouc vindrent a Lusignen et compterent a Anthoine et a 
Regnault qui leur promirent a faire secours et ayde et comment ils sen vont en belle 
ordonnance pour secourre la fille de Luxembourc. lxx.
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71. Comment les ambassadeurs deffierent le Roy dAnsay et comment tout lost des enfans de 
Lusignen se mist en ordonnance pour combatre les ennemis lxxj.
72. Comment Anthoine et Regnault enuoyerent ,iiij.c combatans pour estourmir lost Et comment 
lesdis Anthoine et Regnault vindrent ala bataille qui fut moult grande ou le Roy dAnsay fu 
prins et toutes ses gens desconfiz. .lxxij.
73. Comment Anthoine Regnault et les plus nobles [5rb] de leurs compaignie alerent a 
Luxembourc et de la grant feste que on leur fist et comment Anthoine espousa la fille de 
Luxembourc . lxxiij.
74. Comment nouuelles vindrent au Roy dAnsay que le Roy de Behaigne estoit assegies en la cite 
de Prague des Sarrazins et du secours que le due Anthoine lui promist faire, lxxiiij.
75. Comment le Roy dAnsay vint en son pais et assembla tout son pooir pour secourre son frere et 
comment lui et les deux freres de Lusignen Anthoine et Regnault se mirent a chemin et 
passerent panny Couloigne lxxv.
76. Comment le due de Bauiere enuoya au due de Luxembourc vng escuier et comment ledit due 
de Bauiere se acompaigna auec [5va] lost de Luxembourc pour aler secourre le Roy de 
Behaigne lxxvj.
77. Comment le Roy Ledric de Behaigne sailli hors de la cite contre Sarrazins et comment il fut 
occis et du dueil que Esglentine sa fille en maine lxxvij.
78. Cy parle de la grant bataille qui fut deuant Prague et comment le siege fu leue et le Roy 
Zelodus et tous les Sarrazins mors et desconfiz et comment les nobles de lost des Chrestiens 
entrerent en la ville. lxxviij.
79. De lobseque du Roy Ledric de Behaigne et comment Regnault de Lusignen espousa Esglentine 
et fu Roy de Behaigne lxxix.
80. Comment la feste des noces se departy et retouma chescun en son lieu et comment Anthoine et 
le Roy [5vb] dAnsay rapasserent parmy Couloigne ou ilz furent receuz a grant joie. iiijxx.
81. Cy parle de Raymondin de Melusine et de Gieuffroy au grant dent qui sen ala en Irlande iiij 
xx.j.
82. Comment Gieuffroy au grant dent se combaty lui deusieme [?] contre ses ennemis en vne 
quariere Et comment par le secours que lui vint les desconfist et fu la forteresse de Syon prise 
et les trois freres prisonniers et leurs gens pendus a vnes fourches iiij xx. ij.
83. Comment Glaude de Syon et ses deux freres furent pendus deuant Valbruiant et comment 
Guerin sen party pour aler querir conseil de son affaire, .iiij xx.iij.
84. Comment Guerin de Valbruiant vint a Montfrin et comment sa femme apres [6ra] ce quelle ot 
parle a Gieuffroy au grant dent vint a lui et lui compta ce quelle auoit exploittie pardeuers le 
dit Gieuffroy iiij xx.iiij.
85. Comment Guerin du Valbruiant et Guerard son nepueu vindrent parier a Gieuffroy au grant 
dent et furent pacifiez et acordez a lui iiijxx.v.
86. Comment Gieuffroy au grant dent se mist au chemin pour aler en Chypre veoir son frere 
iiijxx.vj.
87. Comment le Roy Guion dErmenie et le grant maistre de Rodes atout leur effort se mirent en 
mer. Iiijxx.vij.
88. Comment le Roy Vrian se party de Chypre pour aller vers le port de Japhes et comment 
Gieuffroy au grant dent arriua en Chypre et ala parier a la Royne Hermine et puis sen a[6rb]la 
aprez son frere et comment Chrestiens et Sarrazins aborderent lun contre laultre au port de 
Rodes. iiijxx.viij.
89. Comment Gieuffroy au grant dent arriua a la bataille et sy bien besoigna auec les Hennins et 
ceulx de Rodes que les Sarrazins furent tous occis et toumez en suite et comment le dit 
Gieuffroy sieui le roy dAntyoche et ladmiral de Cordes au port de Japhes a forces dannes. 
,iiijxx.ix.
90. Comment Gieuffroy Guion Roy dEnnenie et Vrian Roy de Cypre et les Christiens prindrent 
terre au port de Japhes. iiijxx.x
91. Cy parle du truchemant qui fu enuoye de par les Sarrazins en lost des Christiens et de la 
response quil ot iiijxx.xj.
92. Comment le truchemant [6va] retourna a ses gens et comment Gieuffroy prinst Japhes dassault 
et la mist en feu et en flambe. .iiijxx.xij.
93. Comment Gieuffroy desconfist Mille Sarrazins et comment Baruch fu prinse des Christiens 
iiij.xx.xiij.
94. Comment Gieuffroy au grant dent ala en lost des Sarrazins et occist le Roy de Damiette et 
plusieurs aultrez Sarrazins .iiijxx.xiiij.
95. Comment Gieuffroy au grant dent et ses gens desconfirent et occirent grant nombre de 
Sarrazins iiijxx.xv.
96. Comment Sarrazins furent desconfiz deuant Damas ou ladmiral de Cordes et bien xlm. 
Sarrazins furent occiz .iiijxx.xvj.
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97. Comment la paix fu faicte entre les Christiens et les Sarrazins et sen retournerent chascun en 
leurs lieux [6vb] et pais .iiijxx.xvij.
98. Comment Raymondin par lennortement de son frere le conte de Forest ala espier Melusine au 
samedy contre la couuenance qui lui auoit faitte dont il fu moult dolent. Iiij'fxviij.
99. Comment Gieuffroy au grant dent desconfit Guedon le jaiant et lui trencha la teste iiijxx.xix.
100. Comment Gieuffroy enuoya la teste du jaiant a son pere et comment Fromont frere fu moinne. 
.C.
101. Comment Gieuffroy fu courrouciez quant il sot que son frere estoit rendu moinne et comment 
il ardy labbeye labbe et le couuent de Maillesiez. C.j.
102. Cy parle des lamentations que fait Melusine a Raymondin pour ce quil lui a failly de sa foy et 
de son [7ra] serement .C.ij.
103. Cy parle des piteux regrez que fait Melusine a Raymondin. Et en la presence des seigneurs 
dames et damoiselles du pais et comment eile se party en fourrne de serpente. .C.iij.
104. Comment Gieuffroy se combaty au jaiant et lui fist guerpir la place, [bar] C.iiij.
105. Comment Gieuffroy entra ou cauain du jaiant ou il trouua de merueilleuses choses et comment 
il occist ledit jaiant et deliura les gens du pais de prison. C.v.
106. Comment Gieuffroy aprez ce quil ot occiz le jaiant retouma en Guerande et puis comment il 
chaca le conte de Forest son oncle pour occire lequel chey du sommet dune haulte tour en 
[7rb] bas et se tua C.vj.
107. Comment Gieuffroy retouma a son pere Raymondin et lui requist pardon de ses meffaiz et 
comment le dit Raymondin se party pour aler en pelerinage C.vij.
108. Comment Raymond ala a Rome et se confessa au Pape, [no chapter no.]
109. Comment Raymond se rendy hennitte a Montferrat C.vij. [szc - this chapter no. is incorrect, 
see no. 107 above]
110. Comment Gieuffroy au grant dent ala a Rome et se confessa au Pape et puis comment il vint 
en Arragon pour querir son pere C.viij.
111. Comment Gieuffroy vint veoir son pere en lermitage de Montferrat et comment il retouma a 
Lusignen. C.ix.
112. Comment Gieuffroy et ses freres vindrent a Luxembourc. C.x.
113. Comment Gieuffroy prinst soutillement Fribourc. C.xj.
114. [7va] Comment les vj. freres de Lusignen leuerent le siege de deuant pourentrer ou furent prins 
le due dAutriche le conte de Fribourc et vj. aultres C.xij.
115. Comment la serpente sapparut au tour de Lusignen. iij. jours deuant le trespassement de 
Raymondin et comment ledit Raymond trespassa et de son obseque ou furent Gieuffroy et iiij. 
de ses freres. C.xiij.
116. Comment Gieuffroy pour tenir sa terre franchement se combaty au cheualier au desrain estage 
de la tour de Lusignen .C.xiiij.
117. Comment lendemain Gieuffroy se recombaty au cheualier et lui quitta ledit cheualier les .x. 
sols de rente parmy aucunes promesses que Gieuffroy lui fist C.xv.
118. Comment le roy dEnnenie ala au chastel de lespreuier et veilla .iij. jours et iij. nuis lespreuier 
et de lauenture quil y trouua .C.xvj.
119. Comment la serpente sapparu par [7vb] nuit audeuant du lit Sersuelle auant que Lusignen fust 
rendue au due de Berry C.xvij.
120. Comment la serpente sest apparue a plusieurs seigneurs et meismes au Roy de Chypre et de la 
conclusion que lactcur prcnt en la fin de son liure C.xviij.
Cy fine la table et commence le liure”
Table o f  m iniatures and accom panying rubrics in H ar
Rubrics M iniatures
1. C y  co m m e n c e  son  p ro lo g u e  la c te u r  de 
ce  p re se n t liu re  ( I r a )
A u th o r  p ray in g  b e fo re  an  a lta rp ie ce  fo r
a ss is ta n c e  ( I r a )
2. C o m m e n t H ay m e ry  R ay m o n d in  et 
leu rs  g en s  a le ren t a  la ch a ce  E t co m m en t 
R a y m o n d in  o cc is t le d is t H ay m e ry  p a r  
m e u e il le u se  au e n tu re  e t du  do e il qu il en 
m a in e  xij (1 7 rb )
R a y m o n d in  th ro w s  h is  a rm s up  in d e sp a ir  as  he  
s tan d s  o v e r  th e  b o d y  o f  A y m ery  an d  th e  b o a r  in 
th e  fo re s t 17rb)
3. C o m m e n t R a y m o n d in  e sp o u sa  
M e lu s in e  e t de  la g ran t fe s te  au x  n o ep c es
A  b ish o p  c e le b ra te s  the  m a rr ia g e  o f  M e lu s in e  an d  
R a y m o n d in  w a tc h e d  by  o n lo o k e rs  (3 6 rb )
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R u b r ic s M in ia tu re s
xx ij (3 6 ra )
4. C o m m e n t la fo rte re sse  de  L u sig n en  fu 
fo n d ee  .xxv ij. (4 3 v a)
M e lu s in e  o v e rse e s  the  c o n s tru c tio n  o f  L u sig n an , 
an d  is a c k n o w le d g e d  in g re e tin g  b y  th e  w o rk e rs  
(4 3 v a )
5. C o m m e n t R ay m o n d in  se co m b a ti en  
c h a m p  c o n tre  O liu ie r  f ilz  Jo sse lin  et le 
tra in n a  h o rs  d es  lices x x x iij (5 5 v b -5 6 ra )
R a y m o n d in  p lu n g e s  h is  sw o rd  in to  O liv ie r , w ho  
is ly in g  on  the  g ro u n d  (5 6 ra )
6. C o m m e n t R ay m o n d in  e t se s  g en s  se 
c o m b a tire n t v a illa m m e n t co n tre  le 
lig n a g e  Jo sse lin  e t en  o ren t v ic to ire  et 
co m m e n t le c h a s te lla in  de  D en ia l et ses 
co m p lic e s  fu re n t p e n d u z  x x x ix  (6 6 v a)
B a ttle  sc en e  -  a m e lee  w ith  k n ig h ts  f ig h tin g  in 
h a n d - to -h a n d  co m b a t on  fo o t (6 6 v a )
7. C o m m en t V rian  G u io n  e t leu rs  g en s  
d e sc o n f ire n t g ran t n o m b re  de  S arrraz in s  
su r  m e r et co m m e n t ils a r r iu e re n t a lis le  
d e  R o d es  .x lv j. (8 0 v a)
N av a l b a ttle  -  c o m b a t b e tw e en  k n ig h ts  on  b o a rd  
tw o  sh ip s  (8 0 v a)
8. C o m m en t V rian  e t ses g en s  g a ig n e ren t 
le p o n t su r les S a rraz in s  e t co m m en t ilz  
les p o u rs ie iu re n t e t o c c iren t g ran t n o m b re  
1 (8 8 v b )
K n ig h ts  in h a n d - to -h a n d  c o m b a t o n  a  b rid g e  
(8 8 v b )
9. C o m m e n t les C h r is t ie n s  a sem b le ren t 
au x  S a rra z in s  e t les o c c ire n t et 
d e sc o n f ire n t to u s  E t co m m e n t V rian  
o cc is t le S o u d an  .liij. (9 9 rb )
A rm e d  k n ig h ts  f ig h t S aracen  fo rc es  on  foo t 
(9 9 rb )
10. C o m m e n t G u io n  et se s  g en s  
d e sc o n f ire n t les g a lee s  d es  S a rra z in s  su r  
m e r  E t co m m e n t il en u o y a  d eu x  g a lee s  et 
c e n t S a rra z in s  p r iso n n ie rs  au  roy  
d E rm en  ie lx ( 1 13ra)
N av a l b a ttle s  -  k n ig h ts  f ig h t on  b o a rd  sh ip s  at 
c lo se  q u a rte rs  ( 1 13ra)
11. D e la g ran t b a ta ille  q u e  les C h ris tien s  
g a ig n e re n t su r  S a rra z in s  ou  le roy  de 
T a rse  fu  o cc is  e t c o m m en t le C a lip h e  de  
B au d as  sen  fuy  lx iiij ( 1 18vb)
B a ttle  scen e  -  a rm e d  k n ig h ts  f ig h t in h an d -to -  
c o m b a t on  foo t ( 1 18vb)
12. C o m m e n t A n th o in e  e t R e g n au lt 
e n u o y e re n t iii jc. co m b a ta n s  p o u r  
e s to u rm ir  lo st E t co m m e n t le sd is  
A n th o in e  e t R e g n au lt v in d re n t a la 
b a ta ille  qu i fu  m o u lt g ran d e  ou  le R o y  
d A n say  fu  p rin s  et to u te s  ses g en s  
d esco n fis . L xx ij (1 4 0 v a)
B a ttle  sc en e  -  a rm e d  k n ig h ts  f ig h t in h an d -to -  
h a n d  co m b a t on  foo t; p av ilio n s  in  th e  b a c k g ro u n d  
(1 4 0 v a )
13. C y  p a rle  de  la g ran d e  b a ta il le  qu i fu 
d e u a n t P rag h e  e t c o m m en t le s ieg e  fu 
leu e  e t le ro y  Z e lo d u s  e t to u s  les 
S a rra z in s  m o rs  et d e sco n fis  E t co m m e n t 
les n o b le s  d e  lo s t d es  C h ris t ie n s  e n tre re n t 
d ed e n s  la  v ille  lxxv iij (1 6 0 rb -v a )
C h ris t ia n  fo rc e s  r id e  th ro u g h  th e  c ity  g a tes  
(1 6 0 v a)
14. C o m m en t G ieu ffro y  au  g ran t d en t se 
co m b a ti lui ijc c o n tre  ses  e n n e m is  en  v n e  
c a ire re  [?] e t c o m m en t p a r  le  seco u rs  qu i 
lui v in t il le s  d e sco n fit e t fu  la  fo rte resse  
de  S y o n  p rise  e t les tro is  fre re s  
p r iso n n ie rs  e t leu rs  g en s  p en d u s  a v n es  
fo u rc h es  .iiijxx.ij.
A rm e d  k n ig h ts  in co m b a t on  fo o t o u ts id e  the 
fo rtre s s  o f  Syon  (1 7 4 ra)
15. C o m m e n t G ieu ffro y  au  g ran t d en t 
a r r iu a  a la b a ta ille  e t si b ie n  b e so ig n a
N av a l b a ttle  sc en e  -  a rm ed  k n ig h ts  f ig h tin g  on 
sh ip s  (1 9 0 rb )
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Rubrics Miniatures
auecques les Hennins et ceulz de Rodes 
que les Sarrazins furent mors desconfis et 
toumez en fuitte et comment ledit 
Gieuffroy sieui le Roy dAntioche et 
ladmiral de Cordes jusques au port de 
Japhes iiijL ix (190ra-b)
16. Comment Sarrazins furent desconfis 
deuant Damas ou ladmiral de Cordes et 
bien xlm Sarrazins furent occis par les 
Christiens. Iiijxx.xvj (204va)
Battle scene -  armed knights fight on foot outside 
the city walls of Damas (204va)
17. Cy parle des piteux regrez que fait 
Melusine a Raymond en la presence des 
seigneurs dames et damoiselles du pais et 
comment eile se parti en fourme de 
serpente C.iij. (204rb-va)
One descending and one ascending green dragon 
representing Melusine’s transformation and 
departure from court; ladies watch from an upper 
floor of the fortress (214va)
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M ad rid , B ib lio teca  N a c io n a l de E sp a n a , m s 2148 (M ad)
Date: c. 1460-1480s
Provenance:
Uncertain -  possibly northern French (Picard dialect). See Appendix H, Part B, for a 
discussion o f a a reading community to which this version of the RM  may have appealed.
Codicological details;15
- III+246+I
C l5 leather binding with original loops attached to covers, one of which is in poor 
condition.
Paper. Watermarks depicting a crowned fleur-de-lys with accompanying initials JB 
(for a good example, see 70v). Vincensini identifies the watermark as resembling nos. 
7251 and 7252 in Briquet (vol. III). From my comparison of the mark on 70v with 
these items, the mark in M  more closely resembles 7251 in that the central upright 
section of the fleur-de-lys is quite angular. Briquet argues that the initials were those 
of Jean Lebe, a paper maker from the Troyes region who was known to be working in 
the region in the 1460-1470s. The earliest example of the mark no.7251 has been 
dated 1467, Paris.16 
Leaves c. 270 x 200 mm 
Visible ruling, possibly lead point
Several pages misbound in mid-manuscript; correct order: 151, 152, 156, 157, 158, 
153, 154, 155, 159, 160. Although the romance has been heavily edited, there do not 
appear to be any leaves missing.17 
Cursive gothic script
Layout:
single column, long lines; justification c. 155-60 x 105-10 mm 
c.25-26 lines per full page of text
Spaces left for decoration, some portion of which may have been intended for 
rubrication
1 x 4-line space left for initial at the beginning of the text, otherwise spaces left for 2- 
3 line initials at beginning o f new paragraphs throughout the manuscript, whether 
following an illustration blank space or not.
!4-l line spaces left between paragraphs intermittently
Extensive textual abridgement of the adventures of Urians and Guion, Regnault and 
Geoffroy de Lusignan has occurred in this copy of the RM. For comparison of the 
foliation length o f these passages in Mad compared with other manuscripts, see 
Appendix C.
Decoration:
decorative program is incomplete, spaces left for capitals at beginning of paragraphs 
and numerous illustration spaces.
Blank spaces (aside from those for capitals) are confined to the first half of the ms, the 
last o f these occurring on 116v (for tabulation of spaces and locations, see below).
It is difficult to determine the exact number of spaces which were intended for 
illustrations. Although there are 32 blank spaces, several of these only occupy a small 
proportion of the page and precede a larger space on the subsequent page; the smaller 
spaces may have been left blank if the aesthetic preference was to introduce new 
paragraphs with an illustration, rather than inserting an image into the middle of a 
paragraph.
15 I have only consulted this item on a microfilm reproduction (Australian National University Library, 
Canberra, microform film +2281248), hence measurements have been taken from sources cited in the 
bibliographic section.
16 For the identification of Lebe, see Briquet, Les filigranes, I, p.390. For sketches of the watennarks 
themselves, see vol. Ill, sketch nos.7251-7260.
17 D’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.56-8.
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Table outlining location o f  decorative spaces in M ad
L o c a t io n A p p ro x , s iz e  o f  s p a c e C o n te x t
1. l r 18 lin es , 34  f.; to p  o f  fo lio P re face s  th e  p ro lo g u e
2. 5 r 18 lin es , 2 /3 -3 /4  f.; top  o f  
fo lio
P re fa ce s  E lin a s -P re s in e  e p iso d e
3. lO r 15 lin es , 14 f.; c e n tre  o f  fo lio C e n tre  o f  P re s in e -E lin a s  ep iso d e ; p re fa c e s  
P re s in e ’s d ep a rtu re  fo r  A v a lo n
4. 13v 15 lines, 2/3 f.; top  o f  fo lio P re fa ce s  E lin a s ’ d ea th  in to m b
5. 14r 9 -1 0  lines , 14 f.; en d  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  E lin a s -P re s in e  ep iso d e ; p re fa c e s  ta le  o f  
R a y m o n d in ’s. fa th e r
6 .1 6 v 7 lines , 14 f .; en d  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  e p iso d e  w h en  R a y m o n d in  en te rs  
A y m e ry ’s co u rt; p re fa c e s  th e  ac co u n t o f  A y m e ry ’s 
w isd o m
7 .1 7 v 16 lin es , 2/3 f. ; cen tre  o f  
fo lio
P re face s  th e  b e g in n in g  o f  th e  h u n t
8. 21 v 10 lines , 1 /3 -1 /2  f. ; en d  o f  
fo lio
C o n c lu d e s  A y m e ry ’s p ro p h ec y ; p re fa c e s
R a y m o n d in ’s a p p ro a ch  to w a rd s  th e  b o a r
9. 2 3 v 14 lin es , 1/2 f. ; en d  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  R a y m o n d in ’s d is tre ss  th a t he  h as  
m u rd e red  A y m ery ; p re fa c e s  h is  a im le ss  r id in g  
th ro u g h  th e  fo rest
10. 31 v 17 lin es , 2 /3  f.; top  o f  fo lio P re fa ce s  R a y m o n d in ’s re tu rn  to  M e lu s in e  a f te r  th e  
fu n e ra l o f  A y m ery  in P o itie rs
11. 3 5 r 17 lines, 2/3 f.; c e n tre  o f  
fo lio
P re fa ce s  R a y m o n d in ’s re tu rn  to P o itie rs  to  p ay  
h o m a g e  to  th e  co u n t, an d  to  ask  fo r g ift o f  land
12. 38v 14 lines, 14 f.; c e n tre  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  th e  m e a su re m e n t o f  L u sig n a n ; p re fa c e s  
R a y m o n d in ’s re tu rn  to  P o itie rs  to  re c e iv e  c h a r te rs  
fo r  h is  land
13. 41 r 13 lin es , 14 f.; en d  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  M e lu s in e ’s ad v ice  to  R a y m o n d in  to  ask  
th e  co u rt to  a tten d  th e ir  m a rr ia g e ; p re fa c e s  
R a y m o n d in ’s in v ita tio n  to  th e  co u rt
14. 43 v 13 lin es , 14 f.; en d  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  th e  c o u r t’s f irs t im p re ss io n  o f  th e  
m a rv e llo u s  a rra n g e m e n ts  p re p a re d  by  M e lu s in e  fo r 
the  w ed d in g ; p re fa c e s  th e  c o u r t’s w o n d e r
15. 4 4 r 8 lin es , 14 f.; en d  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  th e  c o u r t’s w o n d e r  an d  ex p re ss io n  o f  
h o p e  fo r a p o s itiv e  co n c lu s io n  to  th e  w ed d in g ; 
p re fac e s  w e lc o m e  o f  co u rt by  M e lu s in e ’s k n ig h t
16 .44v 16 lines , 14-2/3 f.; to p  o f  
fo lio
F o llo w s  b la n k  fro m  p re v io u s  fo lio ; p re fa c e s  th e  
w e lc o m e  o f  th e  co u rt by  M e lu s in e ’s k n ig h t
17. 4 6 r 16 lines , 14-2/3 f. ; c e n tre  o f  
fo lio
C o n c lu d e s  th e  k n ig h t’s w e lc o m e  o f  co u rt; p re fa c e s  
th e  lo d g in g  o f  the c o u n te ss  an d  h e r  d a u g h te r  p r io r  
to  th e  m a rr ia g e  c e rem o n y
18. 47 v 11 lin es , 1/3 f.; en d  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  th e  m a rr ia g e  fea s t; p re fa c e s  sp ace  on  
n ex t fo lio
19. 4 8 r 18 lin e s , 34  f.; to p  o f  fo lio F o llo w s fro m  b la n k  on  p re v io u s  fo lio ; p re fa c e s  
w ed d in g  fe s tiv itie s
20 . 55v 9 lin es , 1/3 f.; en d  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  th e  w e d d in g  e p iso d e  w ith  fa re w e ll o f  
co u rtly  g u es ts ; p re fac e s  sp a ce  o n  n ex t fo lio
21 . 5 6 r 16 lin es , 2 /3  f. ; to p  o f  fo lio F o llo w s  p re c e d in g  sp ace ; p re fa c e s  M e lu s in e ’s 
c o n s tru c tio n  o f  L u sig n an
22 . 58v 5 lin es , 14 f.; en d  o f  fo lio C o n c lu d e s  th e  b a p tism  o f  L u sig n a n ; p re fa c e s  a 
sp a ce  on  n ex t fo lio
23 . 59 r 16 lin es , 2 /3  f.; to p  o f  fo lio F o llo w s  p rev io u s  b la n k ; p re fa c e s  b irth  o f  U rian s
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Location Approx, size of space Context
and Melusine’s advice to Raymondin concerning 
the recovery of his Breton heritage
24. 64r 17 lines, 2/3 f.; top of folio Concludes Melusine’s advice to Raymondin about 
Brittany; prefaces Raymondin’s departure from 
Lusignan for Brittany
25. 66v 15 lines, 2/3 f.; centre of 
folio
Concludes Alain de Leon’s orders to sons to greet 
Raymondin; prefaces the sons’ invitation to 
Raymondin to visit Alain’s court
26. 70v 17 lines; 2/3 f.; centre of 
folio
Concludes the royal Breton court’s welcome to 
Raymondin and Alain; prefaces Raymondin’s 
explanation of his mission to seek revenge upon 
Josselin and his family
27. 78r 16 lines, 2/3 f.; centre of 
folio
Concludes Raymondin’s accusation concerning 
Josselin de Pont de Leon’s treachery towards his 
father and the Breton king, and Olivier de Pont de 
Leon’s willingness to fight Raymondin; prefaces 
Breton king’s council meeting and decision to 
permit judicial combat
28. 86v 7 lines, !4 folio; end of folio Concludes Raymondin’s victory, gift of land to 
Alain, and account of Melusine’s fortifications in 
Poitou; prefaces blank space
29. 87r 16 lines, 2/3 f.; top of folio Follows previous space; prefaces celebrations for 
Raymondin in Brittany and the discontent of 
Josselin’s family
30. 90r 13 lines, 'A f.; end of folio Concludes Raymondin’s departure of royal court 
at Nantes and return at Leon; prefaces 
Raymondin’s journey to Quemeniguigamp where 
they learn of plan to ambush Raymondin
31. 108r 16 lines, 2/3 f. ; centre of 
folio
Concludes the decision of Urians and Guion to 
crusade in the east; prefaces Melusine’s granting 
of permission and provisioning their journey
32. 116v 16 lines, 2/3 f.; centre of 
folio
Concludes the celebrations in Poitou arising from 
receipt of news of Lusignan successes in east; 
prefaces Anthoine and Regnault’s decision to 
leave Poitou for adventure.
Bibliography:
Arras, Jean d’, Melusine ou La Noble Histoire de Lusignan. Nouvelle edition critique d ’apres 
le manuscrit de la bibliotheque de l ’Arsenal avec les variantes de tons les manuscrits, 
presentation et notes, ed., trans., and intro. J.-J. Vincensini, Le Livre de Poche, 
Librairie Generale Fran^aise, Paris, 2003.
Aparicio, Pilar Hernandez, Servicio de Manuscritos, Incunables y Raros, Biblioteca nacional 
de Espana, Email correspondence, 31 March 2005, translated by G. Villalta-Puig.
Briquet, C.M., Les Filigranes: dictionnaire historique des marques du papier des leurs 
apparition vers 1282 jusqu’en 1600. A Facsimile o f the 1907 edition with 
supplementary material contributed by a number o f scholars, ed. A. Stevenson, 4 
vols., The Paper Publications Society, Amsterdam, 1968.
Inventario general de manuscritos de la biblioteca nacional de Madrid, VI, Ministerio de 
Educacion nacional, Madrid, 1962.
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U p to n  H o u se , B ea rs ted  C o llection , W arw icksh ire , M elu sin e  
F ra g m e n ts  192-203 (U H B  frag m en ts)
Date', c.1480 or later 
Provenance:
Central France (Anthoine Verard’s workshop was originally though to have been 
responsible for the manuscript from which these fragments were drawn, but this 
appears unlikely)18
Codicological details:
The 12 textual and decorated fragments are displayed in mounted frames so that each 
of the recto and verso sides of the folio can be seen, making 24 visible fragment sides 
Images can be seen either in full or partially on 16 sides, while some text is visible on 
11 sides, 
vellum
ruling, lead point 
neat bastard gothic hand
comparison of the textual fragments with Steinschaber’s 1478 edition o f the RM  
suggests that the manuscript shared a close intertextual relationship with the edition; 
given the slightly later date of the fragments, their original manuscript may have been 
copied from Steinschaber’s (or a very similar) edition, [see Appendix F for a 
comparison of the text of the UHB fragments with relevant passages from 
Steinschaber’s edition o f the RM].
Layout:
2 columns
The fragments may have derived from a small volume as the widest fragments, 
nos. 193, 195 are c. 157-8 mm across. On the verso sides of each of these, two columns 
of text are clearly visible, thus indicating that the approximate width of justification 
was around 158-60 mm at the maximum. Further, the proportions of the illustration 
fragments suggest that they too were designed to fit within a frame of this dimension. 
Red rubrics
Decoration:
Decorative capital letters c.3-5 lines, gold lettering within red-rose coloured frame. 
Decorative baguettes frequently end paragraphs
Gouache illustrations (see below for brief descriptions of the illustrations)
Illustrations are square and vary in size c. 145-60 x 100-150 mm 
Some illustrations occur near rubrics 
Illustration borders are black lines 
Floral edging around some margins
Probable order o f  U H B  M elusine fragm ents in  original m anuscript
Because of the uncertainty o f whether the illustrations consistently followed or preceded a 
rubric, I have not attempted to order the specific sides, unless they reflect the chronology of 
the text.
195r-v; 193r-v;194v-r;196v-r;197r-v; 198v-r?; 199r-v; 200r-v; 201r-v; 192v-r; 202r-v; 203r-v
ls I am grateful to M. Francois Avril, Bibliotheque nationale de France, for assistance concerning the 
fragments’ possible date and provenance (Email communication 12 Nov. 2007). The attribution to 
Verard was made in the catalogue for the 1937 auction from which Lord Bearsted purchased the 
illustrations. See Collection du feu  M. Ant. W. Mensing, Vente aux encheres publiques les 23, 24 et 25 
novembre 1937, Mensing et Fils, Amsterdam, 1937, Section 1, n° 6.
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Illustra tions a m o n g  th e U M B M elu sin e fragm en ts
N u m b er Approx. Size 
m m  (hxw )
Subject
1. 192r 152 x 144 Two armed knights jousting
2 . 193r 113 x 157 Geoffroy torches the abbey of Maillezais
3. 194r 130 x 150 Raymondin begs on his knees for Melusine’s forgiveness
4. 194v Melusine swoons into the arms of a courtier after 
Raymondin’s public betrayal
5. 195r 140 x 158 Geoffroy discusses Lusignan finances with his 
administrators, his protruding tooth visible
6. 196r 120x 150 Melusine dictates a will to a scribe while Raymondin turns 
away in grief
7. 196v CO? Melusine and Raymondin swoon together in grief
8. 197r 119 x 151 Melusine nurses one of her sons by the fire while two nurses 
watch from a bed behind her
9. 198r 132 x 151 Geoffroy discovers Presine’s tablet in Elinas’ tomb
10. 198v CC?? (the illustration is very cropped) -  Geoffroy leads a horse as 
he enters the giant Grimauld’s lair in Northumberland
11. 199r 100X 156 Geoffroy rescues the English prisoners after having killed 
Grimauld
12. 200r 100x 153 Geoffroy leads the dead giant away in a cart
13. 20lr 150x 147 Geoffroy watches as his uncle, the comte de Forez falls from 
a castle tower
14. 202r 100x 152 The King of Armenia is led toward the Chateau de l’epervier
15. 203r 120x 145 The King of Armenia reaches towards Melior, wishing to 
make her his wife after he successfully watched the 
Sparrowhawk for three days and nights
16. 203v c c ? ? (The image section of this fragment has been heavily 
cropped) -  the King of Armenia lies on the ground as he is 
attacked by arrows and stones from above
Bibliography:
Avril, F., Email communication, 12 Nov. 2007.
Collection du feu M. Ant. W. Mensing, Vente aux encheres publiques les 23, 24 et 25 
novembre 1937, Mensing et Fils, Amsterdam, 1937, Section 1, n° 6.
Upton House, The Bearsted Collection: Pictures, The National Trust, London, 1964.
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A p p en d ix  C. T a b le  o f  c o n co rd an ce  o f R o m a n  de  
M elu sin e  m a n u sc rip ts
The table below indicates where rubrics/chapter titles, illustrations, and paragraph divisions 
occur in each of the four complete RM  manuscript examined in Chapter Three. They are 
presented in the order in which they appear in the Chapter.
I = miniature (or space), R -  rubric/title. Where relevant, illustrations and rubrics will be listed 
in the order in which they appear in individual manuscripts (and will precede the foliation 
where they appear on the previous leaf). Unless otherwise indicated, an entry denotes a new 
paragraph in a manuscript. As throughout the thesis, capitalisation has been modernised and 
abbreviations expanded silently.
C onten ts/
Episode
Bibi, de 
1’Arsenal, ms 
3353 (Ars)
BL Harley ms 4418 
(Hai)
BN ms fr.1484
( B )
B N E ms 2148 
(Mad)
In c ip ii Ira : En toutes
choses
commencier
Ira: En toutes choses
2commencer
1 r : Cy commance 
le prologue du liure 
de Melusine en 
prose
la: [A]n toute 
choses
• 3commencier
Prologue
Author’s
patron
lral: En toutes
choses
commencier
IraIR: En toutes
choses commencer
IrR: EN TOUTES
4euures commancer
lrl: [A]n toutes
choses
commencier
Marvels: Bible lrb: David le 
prophete dit
lvb: Dauid le
prophete dist
Iv: Dauid le
prophete dit que
2r: [D]auide le 
prophete dit
Marvels:
Aristotle
lva: La
creature de
dieu
Missing [2ra-7vb
Table of Contents]
2r: La creature de 
dieu
2r: [L]a creature 
de dieu
Marvels
fairies:
Gervase
lvb: Laissons 
les atteurs
2v: Laissons ore
nos acteurs
3r: [L]aissons les 
acteurs estre
9raR: Et tout
premierement 
[insertion of careers 
of Lusignan sons]
4v: Des generacions 
ET
PREMIEREMENT
Elinas and 
Presine
Elinas hears
Presine
singing
2vb: 11 est
verite quil ot 
jadis
9rbR: 11 est vray quil 
y otjadis
R5rR: IL EST
VRAY quil fut 
jadis
5rl: [I]l est verite 
quil ot jadis
Elinas is
enchanted by 
Presine
I3rbR: Ainsi
com vous
pouez ouir
9vb: Ainsy que vous 
pouez oir
5vR: AINSI QUE 
que vous pourrez 
ouyr
6r: [A]insy co- 
mme vous auez
o y
I lra^|: Ores dont fu le 
Roy Elymans [ff.10-
II misbound]
Elinas returns 3va: Sire llva: Sire cheualier 6rR: SIRE 7r: [Slire
1 Episode headings will be indicative only, but more detail will be included for those episodes relevant 
to the discussion in Chapter Three.
2 There are four layers of textual division in Har. All combinations of illustration and rubric are 
followed by a 4-5-line illuminated initial decorated with Jean de Crequy’s heraldic symbol, the 
crequier. These features occupy the top of the textual hierarchy. Rubrics without decoration have a 2- 
line illuminated capital, while remaining illuminated 2-line capitals appear without rubrics. The fourth 
layer of textual organisation is indicated by paraphs, which precede a normal text-sized initial. The size 
of capitals has not been noted above as it is possible to gauge from the presence of an illumination or a 
rubric the size and relative significance of a textual division. Paraphs have been indicated using the 
symbol \
3 As large capitals have not been completed in this volume, square brackets will denote the intended 
letters.
4 Bolded text in B will be indicated by upper case lettering in the table.
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
P A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
to  P re s in e c h e u a lie r  fa it 
la  d a m e
d is t C H E U A L IE R  d is t 
la d a m e
c h e u a ll ie r  d is t  la 
d a m e
T h e y  m a rry ;  
E lin a s  b e tra y s  
P re s in e
3 v b : L y s to ire
n o u s  d it  q u e
lO raR : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t  e t r a c o n te
6 v  R :  L Y S T O IR E  
n o u s  r a c o m p te  q u e
7 v : [L jis to ire
n o u s  d it q u e  ta n t
1 Orb^J: A ta n t  e s t  v e n u  
le R o y
lOva^j: A d o n q u e s
re s p o n d y  la d a m e
12ra^|: Q u e  v o u s
fe ro ie  j e  lo n g
p a r le m e n t
E lin a s  a f te r
P r e s in e ’s
d e p a r tu re
4 v b  IR :
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  q u a n t
1 2 v a R : L is to ire  n o u s  
d it q u e  q u a n t
8 rR : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  q u a n t
9 v : [L jis to ire  d is t 
q u e  q u a n t E lin a s
A v a l o n :  
P r e s i n e  a n d  
h e r
d a u g h t e r s
P re s in e  a n d
d a u g h te r s  g o  
to  A v a lo n
5 ra : L y s to ire
n o u s  d it  q u e
1 3 ra R : L is to ire  n o u s  
d it  q u e
8 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  q u a n t
lO rl:  [L jis to ire
n o u s  d is t  q u e
M e lu s in e  a n d  
s is te rs  im m u re  
E lin a s ;  M e l . ’s 
p u n is h m e n t
5 rb : L o rs
M e lu s ig n e  lui 
d e m a n d a
1 3 rb R : L o rs
M e lu s in e  sa  p re m ie re  
[fo lio  m is s in g
b e tw e e n  f f .1 3 -1 4 ]
9 rR :  L O R S
M E L U S IN E  la  fille  
lu y  d e m a n d a
lO v: [L jo rs
M e lu s in e
d e m a n d a
M e l io r ’s
p u n is h m e n t
6 ra : E t tu
M e l io r  j e  tay  
o rd o n n e
12v: [E jt  tu
M e lio r  j e  ta y  
o rd o n n e
P a le s t in e ’s
p u n is h m e n t
6 ra : E t tu
P a le s tin e
12v: [E jt tu
P a le s tin e  tu  s e ra s  
e n c lo s e
14ra^[: A d o n q u e s
fu re n t  c e s  t ro is  f ille s
E l in a s ’ fa te 6 rb :
L o n g te m p s  fu 
ly  R o y s
1 4 v a R : L o n g  te m p s  
fu t le  R o y
1 I r R :  L O N G  te m p s  
a p re s  fu t le ro y
1 13 v l : [L jo n g
ta m p s  fu t le ro y
14vb^]: O r  a u e z  o y  
p a r ie r  d u  R o y
P o i t i e r s :  
c o m t e  d e  
P o i t i e r s  a n d  
R a y m o n d i n
R a y m o n d in ’s
a n c e s try
6 v a : L a  v ra y e  
h y s to ire  n o u s  
ra c o n te
R 1 5 ra R :  L a  v ra ie
h is to ire  n o u s  ra c o n te
1 lv R :  L A  V R A Y E  
h y s to ire  n o u s
ra c o m p te
I1 4 v : [L ja  v ra y e  
h is to ire  n o u s
ra c o n te
15rb^[: O r  a u in t  q u e  11 
o t e n tre  le c h e u a lie r  
e t la  d a m e
R a y m . liv e s  
w ith  u n c le
15 va^j: A d o n q u e s  le
c o n te  H a y m e ry
A y m e ry ,  
c o m te  d e
P o ite rs
7 rb : L y s to ire
n o u s  c e r t if f ie
1 6 ra R : L is to ire  n o u s  
d it e t c e r te f ie
1 2 v R : L Y S T O IR E  
n o u s  c e r t if f ie
16r: [L jis to ire
n o u s  c e r t if ie
16rb^[: L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  c e lle  c o n te
7 v a : A u  te m p s 16 v b R : O u  te m p s  q u e 1 3 rR : A U  T E M P S I1 7 r :  [A jv  te m p s
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
q u e  ly  c o n te s le c o n te  H a y m e ry q u e  le  c o m te q u e  le  c o n te
T h e  h u n t
b e g in s
7 v b : L e  C o n te  
E m e ry  se
1 7 rb R I: E t q u a n t le  
jo u r  fu  v e n u z
1 3 v R : E T  Q U A N T  
le jo u r  fu t v e n u
1 7 v l: [L ]e
la in d e m a in  m a tin
A y m e r y ’s
p ro p h e c y
8rb : M a is
R e m o n d in  q u i
18ra: M a is
R a y m o n d in  qu i
18v: [L ]o rs
R a y m o n d in  qu i
18ra^J: Q u e  v o u s
v a u d ro it  d e  ce  te n ir
18rb^J: A d o n c q u e s  le 
c o n te  q u i s c a u o it  
m o u lt
18vbH: A d o n q u e s
R a y m o n d in  q u i a u o it 
a lu m e
19 rb ^ l: H a  h a  fo l se  tu  
s c a u o ie s
19vb^|: A d o n c q u e s  v a  
d ire  R a y m o n d in
R a y m . k ills
A y m e ry  a n d  
th e  b o a r
R 9 v a l :  E n
c e s te  p a r tie
n o u s
2 0 ra : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t
1 6 rR : E N  C E S T E  
p a r tie  ra c o n te
I2 2 r : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  n o u s  d it
20vbH : E n  c e s te
d o u le u r  e t
la m e n ta tio n
21ra^[: A d o n c q u e s
se n  v ie n t  R a y m o n d in
R a y m . r id e s  to  
F tn  d e  S o i f
lO rb : L y s to ire  
n o u s  d is t q u e
2 1 rb R :  L is to ire  d it 
q u e  q u a n t
R a y m o n d in
R 1 7 v :L IS T O IR E  
d it q u e  q u a n t
I2 4 r :  [L jis to ire
n o u s  d it  q u e  
q u a n t
21va^ |: O r  e s t v ra y  
q u e  la  lu n e  lu is o it
E n c o u n t e r
b e t w e e n
M e l u s i n e
a n d
R a y m o n d i n
M e lu s in e  
p ro m is e s  to
h e lp  R a y m .
lO v a  IR : O r 
d it ly s to ire  q u e  
ta n t  p o r ta  le  
c h e u a l
2 1 v b R : O r  d is t
l is to ire  q u e  ta n t  p o r ta  
le c h e u a l
R 1 8 r :  O R  D IT
lis to ire  q u e  le 
c h e u a l  p o r ta  ta n t
2 4 v : [O jr  d is t
l is to ire  q u e  ta n t  
p o r ta
22vaT): A d o n c q u e s
e ile  le  p r in s t  p a r  la  
m a in
2 2 \ b %  A d o n c q u e s  
R a y m o n d in  sa u lt  ju s  
d u  c h e u a l
23rb^[: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t  R a y m o n d in  o y  
e t e n te n d y
23va]J: Q u a n t R a y ­
m o n d in  o y
R a y m . a c c e p ts  
M e l . ’s a id  a n d  
h e a r s  h e r
c o n d it io n
l l v b :  Q u a n t
R e m o n d in  
e n te n d y  les
p ro m e s s e s
24ra^j: Q u a n t
R a y m o n d in  e n te n d y  
le s  p ro m e s s e s
2 7 r: [Q jv a n t
R a y m o n d in  
e n te n d y  le
p ro m e s s e
24va^j: O r
R a y m o n d in  d is t e ile  
11 fa u lt  q u e
2 0 rR :  IL  F A U L T  
to u t p re m ie rm e n t  
q u e  v o u s
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B i b i ,  d e  
l ’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4 B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
R a y m . a c c e p ts ;  
M e l . ’s a d v ic e
12ra: A m is
d is t la  d a m e
R 2 5 ra R :  A m is  d is t  la 
d a m e
2 0 v R : A M IS  JE
v o u s  d ira y
2 8 r: [J ]e  v o u s
d y ra y
R a y m . re tu rn s  
to  P o it ie rs
12va: L y s to ire  
n o u s  d it q u e  
R e m o n d in
2 5 v b : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  R a y m o n d in
2 1 v R : A D O N C
R a y m o n d in  m o n ta
R a y m . fe ig n s  
ig n o ra n c e  o f  
A y m e ry ’s fa te
12va: O r  d is t 
ly s to ire  q u e
R e m o n d in
2 6 ra R : O r  d is t  l is to ire  
q u e  R a y m o n d in
2 1 v R : O R  D IS T
lis to ire  q u e
2 9 r: [O jr  d is t
l is to ire  q u e
R a y m o n d in
2 6 rb ^ j: A d o n c q u e s
c h e s c u n  s e sm e ru u e il
A y m e r y ’s 
fu n e ra l;  R a y m . 
re tu rn s  to  M e l.
13ra  IR :
L y s to ire  n o u s  
ra c o n te
2 6 v a R : L is to ire
ra c o m p te  q u e
2 2 rR :  E T
T A N T O S T  v in t
g ra n d  c o m p a ig n ie
3 0 r: [L jis to ire
n o u s  ra c o n te  q u e
27ra^J: O r  n e  v o u s  
v o e il  je  p r is
27rb^j: O r  e s t il b ie n  
v e r ite
R a y m . re tu rn s  
to  fo re s t.
13vb: L y s to ire  
d it q u e  ta n t  
c h e u a u c h a  
R e m o n d in
2 7 v a R : L is to ire  n o u s  
d it q u e  ta n t  c h e u a u c a  
R a y m o n d in s
3 1 v l :  [L jy s to ire  
n o u d i t  q u e  ta n t  
c h e u a u c h a  
R a y m o n d in
M e l. w e lc o m e s  
R a y m .
13vb: A in s i
c o m m e  j e  v o u s  
d y
2 7 v b : A in s y  c o m m e  
j e  v o u s  d y
2 3 rR : E T  Q U A N T  
la  d a m e  sc e u t la 
v e n u e
3 2 r: [A jin s y
c o m m e  j e  v o u s  
d is  c o n u o ie re n t
28ra^j: A d o n c q u e s
c o m m e n c a  la  d a m e
2 8 rb ]|: A d o n c q u e s  v a  
v e n ir  v n g  s ie n
c h e u a lie r
M e l. a d v is e s  
R a y m . h o w  to  
a c q u ire  la n d
14rb: L o rs  d is t  
la  d a m e  a 
R e m o n d in
2 8 v b : L o rs  d is t  la  
d a m e  R a y m o n d in
2 4 rR : L O R S  d is t  la 
d a m e  a R a y m o n d in
3 3 v : [L ]o rs  la
d a m e  d is t a 
R a y m o n d in
R a y m .
re q u e s ts  la n d
14vb: L y s to ire  
n o u s  d is t q u e
2 9 v b R : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  ta n t
2 4 v R : Q U A N T
R a y m o n d in  fu t
3 5 r l :  [L jy s to ire
d it  q u e  ta n t
3 0 r a f :  A d o n c q u e s
v in d re n t  le s  b a ro n s
30vb^j: A d o n c q u e s  se  
p a r ti r e n t  d e  la  d itte  
e g lis e
R a y m . b u y s
h a r t ’s h id e ;
la n d  is
m e a s u re d
15va: O r  d it 
l is to ire  q u e
q u a n t
3 1 rb R :  O r  d is t
lis to ire  q u e  q u a n t
2 6 rR : O R  D IT
ly s to ire  q u e  q u a n d
3 6 v : [O jr  d is t
l is to ire  q u e  q u a n t
S u rp r is e  o f
w o rk e rs  a n d  
c o u r t;  c o u n t
q u e s tio n s  
R a y m .
1 16 rb  R :
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  ly l iu re u r
3 2 rb : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  le s  l iu re u rs
3 8 v l :  [L jy s to ire  
d is t  q u e  c e u lx
32vbT): A in s i  q u e  ils  
p a r lo ie n t
33rb^j: A d o n c q u e s  le 
c o n te  q u i m o u lt
M e l. a d v is e s  
R a y m . a b o u t 
w e d d in g
16vb: E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire
3 3 v a R :  E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
2 7 v R :
R A IM O N D IN  q u i 
m o u lt  e s to it
4 0 r :  [E jn  c e s te  
h is to ire  a d u in t
33va^J: M o n  a m y
34ra^[: A ta n t  se  e n tre  
a c o le re n t
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C o n te n ts /
E p isode
Bibi, de 
1’A rsenal, m s 
3353 (Ars)
BL H arley  m s 4418 
(Har)
B N  m s fr.1484 
(B)
B N E  m s 2148 
( Mad)
Raym. invites 
court to
wedding
17rb: Or dist 
lystoire que
tant
34rb: Or nous dist 
listoire
I 41v: [0]r dist 
listoire quant tant
Count is
curious; court 
enters forest
17vb: En cel 
estat pensa ly 
contes
35rb: En ceste
maniere pensa le 
conte
42v: [E]n cest
estat pensa le 
conte
35vb1|: Adoncques
chascun se
esmerueilla moult
M arriage
I 44r: Et vient 
moult grans
foyson de gens5
The court is 
welcomed
IR 18va: En 
ceste partie
dist lystoire
R36rbl: En ceste
partie nous dist
30rR: ET QUANT 
le comte et ses gens
I 44v: [E]n ceste 
partie dist listoire
37ra^|: Ha sire dist le 
cheualier
Guests are
lodged; cere­
mony and feast
19ra: Et lors 
vint la
contesse
37rb: Et apres la
contesse
30vR: ET APRES 
vint la mere
46rl : [E]t lors 
vint la contesse 
la mere
3 IrR: APRES ce 
que la contesse eut
Celebrations 
and blessing of 
nuptial bed
19va: Apres ce 
que ilz orent 
disne
38ra: Apres ce que ilz 
orent disne
3 lvR: APRES ce 
quilz eurent disne
I48rl: [E]t quant 
il orent disne
38rb ]^: Atant est venu 
Raymondin
38va j^: La nuit
approca et
Mel. & Raym. 
reiterate their 
promises
20rb: En ceste 
partie dit
lystoire
39vbR: En ceste
partie nous raconte
33rR: LYSTOIRE
nous racompte que
51 r: [E]n ceste 
partie dist listoire
39vb^: Mon tres
chier seigneur et amy
40ra^|: Et adoncques 
Raymondin lui va 
respondre
Mel. farewells 
court; the
count asks
Raym. about 
bride
20vb: Lystoire 
nous dit en 
ceste partie
40vaR: Listoire nous 
dist en ceste partie
33vR: LYSTOIRE 
nous dit que auant
51v: [L]ystoire
nous dit en ceste 
partie
40vb^|: Or vous en 
lairons a parier
Raym. replies 
angrily
21va: Lystoire 
nous dit que 
Remondin
41vbR: Listoire nous 
dist que adonc
34vR: ADONC
Raymondin fut
53r: [LJistoire
nous dist que 
Raymondin
The count and 
Raym. part
21vb: Adont
respondy ly
Conte de
Poictiers
42ra^j: Adoncques
respondy le conte de 
Poitiers
35rR: BEAU
cousin dist le comte
54r: [A]dont
respondy le
conte de
Poic/tiers6
Raym. returns 
to Mel.
22rb: Lystoire 
nous raconte
R43ra: Listoire nous 
raconte
35vR: ET QUANT 
Raymondin fut
55r: [L]ystoire
nous Raconte
5 The capital here is not a large initial but it does begin a new paragraph after a space on the previous 
folio, and it precedes a space at the bottom of 44r.
6 The slash acts as a hyphen at the end of the line.
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
{ H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
r e to u rn e q u e  q u a n t
43 rb^ |: R a y m o n d in
ta n t  q u e  v o u s  te n d re z
L u s i g n a n
M e l. o v e rs e e s  
c o n s tn ic t io n  o f  
L u s ig n a n
IR 2 2 v b :  E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire
4 3 v a R I :  E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
3 6 rR : E T  A P R E S  
q u e  c h e c u n  fu t 
d e p a r ty  d e  la fe s te
I 5 6 r l :  [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r t ie  d y s t
l is to ire
4 4 rb ^ |: O r  e s t  v ra y e  
q u e  la  fo r te re s s e  e s t 
g ra n t
M e l. n a m e s
L u s ig n a n
2 3 rb :
S e ig n e u rs  d is t  
M e lu s ig n e
4 4 v a R :  S e ig n e u rs
d is t  la  d a m e
3 6 v R :
M E S S E IG N E U R S  
d is t  la  d a m e
5 7 v :
[M J e s se ig n e u rs  
d is t  M e lu s ig n e
4 5 ra^ |: O r
m o n s e ig n e u rs  d is t
M e lu s in e
45rb^[: A d o n c q u e s
r e s p o n d ire n t  to u s
U r ia n s  is b o m ; 
M e l. te l ls
R a y m . a b o u t 
h is  B re to n
h e r ita g e
2 3 v b : A p re s  ce  
q u e  la  fe s te  fu  
d e p a r t ie
4 5 v a R :  A p re s  ce  q u e  
la  fe s te  fu  d e p a r t ie
R 3 7 v : A P R E S  la  
fe s te  v n g  p o u
I5 9 r l :  [A ]p re s  ce  
q u e  la  fe s te  fu t 
p a s s e e
45vb^]: A d o n c q u e s
a p p e l la  M e lu s in e
4 6 ra^ |: A d o n q u e s
r e s p o n d y
R a y m .’s f a th e r 2 4 ra : A m is
d is t la d a m e
6 0 r: [B ]o n  d o u lx  
a m y  d is t  la  d a m e
46rb^f: 11 e s t  v ra y  q u e  
v o s tre  p e re
R 3 8 r :  A M Y S  IL
E S T  v r a y e . C a r  
v o s tre  p e re
46va^ |: L a  d ro i t  h o ir  
d e  B re ta g n e
46vb^J: Q u a n t  le
d a m o ise l
T h e  d e c e p tio n  
o f  R a y m .’s
fa th e r
2 4 v b : P a r  fo y  
d is t ly
jo u u e n c ia u lx
4 7 ra : P a r  m a  fo y  d is t 
le  jo u u e n c e l
61 v : [P ]a r  m a fo y  
b e a u  s e ig n e u r
d is t  le  n e p u e u
M e l. a d v is e s  
R a y m . to
re c o v e r  h is
p a tr im o n y
2 5 ra : A m is
d is t M e lu s ig n e
4 7 v b : A m is  d is t
M e lu s in e
6 3 r: [M ]a is  d is t  
M e lu s ig n e  j e
v o u s
4 8 r a ^ ] : O r  d o n q u e s  
to u t  p re m ie re m e n t
R a y m o n d i n ’ 
s  a d v e n t u r e s  
i n  B r i t t a n y
2 5 rb : A  c e  m o t 
r e sp o n d y
4 8 rb R :  A  c e  m o t 
R a y m o n d in
3 9 rR : A  C E  M O T  
re s p o n d  R a y m o n d in
6 4 r l :  [A ] ce  m o t
R e sp o n d y
R a y m o n d in
48vb]J: A d o n c q u e s
R a y m o n d in  r e s p o n d y
4 9 ra^ |: P a r  m a  fo y  
d ire n t  c e u lx
2 6 ra : Q u a n t le s  
d e u x
4 9 rb :  Q u a n t les
c h e u a lie r s
4 0 rR :  Q U A N T
C E S  D E U X
6 5 v : [Q ju a n t les  
d e u e x  [?]
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E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
c h e u a lie r s c h e u a lie r s  e u re n t c h e u a ll ie r s
4 9 v a^ |: A d o n c q u e s
a p p e l la  le
p re u d o m m e
2 6 rb : O r  d is t  
ly s to ire  q u e
ta n t
c h e u a u c h e re n t
4 9 v b R :  O r  d is t
lis to ire  q u e  ta n t
c h e u a u c e re n t
4 0 v R : T A N T
c h e u a u c h e re n t  les
6 6 v l :  [ 0 ] r  d y s t 
l is to ire  q u e  tan t
50ra^j: A d o n c q u e s
v in t  la n c ie n  c h e u a lie r
50rb^f: O r  d o n c q u e s  
d iso n s  q u e
2 7 ra : Q u a n t
A la in  o u y  c es  
p a ro le s
5 0 v b : Q u a n t A la in  o y  
c e s  p a ro lle s
4 1 rR :  Q U A N T
A L A IN  e n te n d y  c es  
p a ro lle s
6 8 v : [Q ju a n t
A la in  d e  L io n  o y
51 r b ^ j : P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t  R a y m o n d in
2 7 rb : A in s i
c o m m e  j e  v o u s  
d y
5 1 v a : A in s i  c o m m e  j e  
v o u s  d y
6 9 r: [A jin s y
c o m m e  j e  v o u s  
d y
51va^J: Q u e  v o u s
fe ro ie  j e  o re s  lo n g  
c o m p te
51vb^J: Q u e  v o u s
d iro ie  ie  p lu s
52ra^f: A ta n t  so n t
v e n u s  R a y m o n d in  e t 
A la in
2 7 v b : A la in
d is t  le R o y s
5 2 rb : A la in  d is t le  
R o y
4 2 v R : L E  R O Y
a p p e l la  A la in
7 0 v : [A jla in  d y s t 
le  ro y  j e  m e  
d o n n e
5 2 rb ^ j: H a  s ire  j e  su is  
p lu s  e s m e ru e il l ie z
2 8 ra : S ire
h a u lt  et
p u is s a n t  R o y s  
d is t  R e m o n d in
52va^J: H a  h a u lt  s ire  
e t p u is s a n t  R o y
7 1 v : [S ] ire
t r e s n o b le  
tre s h a u l t  e t tre s  
p u is s a n t  ro y
2 8 rb : N o b le  e t 
p u is s a n t  R o y
5 3 ra R :  N o b le  e t
p u is s a n t  R o y
4 3 rR :  N O B L E  E T  
P U IS S A N T  R o y
7 2 r: [N jo b le  e t 
p u is s a n t  ro y
2 8 v a : E t a d  ce
r e s p o n d y
R e m o n d in
5 3 rb : E t a d  c e
r e s p o n d y  R a im o n d in
7 2 v : [E ]t lo rs  ace  
m o t r e s p o n d y
53va^j: E t a d o n c q u e s  
q u a n t  Jo s s e lin
e n te n d y
54ra^J: P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t a d o n c q u e s  le 
d a m o ise l
2 9 rb : S ire  R o y  
m e s  p e re  a u o it 
lo rs  p r is
c o n g ie  d u  R o y
5 4 v a : S ire  R o y  m o n  
p e re  a u o it
7 4 r: [E ]t p o u r
v e n ir  a  m a
m a tie re
2 9 v a : Q u a n t
m o n  p e re  le  v it
5 5 ra : E t a d o n c q u e s  
q u a n t  m o n  p e re
7 5 r: [L ]o rs  q u a n t 
m o n s e ig n e u r  
m o n  p e re
2 9 v b : E t q u a n t 
le  R o y  d e s  
B re to n s
R 5 6 ra R I  :
A d o n c q u e s  q u a n t le  
R o y  d e s  B re to n s
4 4 v R :  E T  Q U A N T  
le  R o y  d e s  B re to n s
7 6 r: [E ]t q u a n t le 
ro y  d e  B re to n s  
a p p e rc e u t
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B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
a p p e rc o it
56rb^f: A d o n c q u e s
J o s s e lin  lu i r e sp o n t
56 v a^ |: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t O liv ie r  so n  f ilz
o y
3 0 rb : Q u a n t le 
R o y  e n te n d y
5 6 v a : Q u a n t le  R o y
o y
4 5 rR :  Q U A N T  le 
R o y  o u y  c e s
7 7 r: [Q ]u a n t le 
ro y  e n te n d y
56vb^|: L o rs  o y s s ie z  
g ra n t  m u rm u re
3 0 v a :
E n tre m e n t ie r s  
q u e  la
m u rm u re
5 7 ra : E n d e m e n tie r s
q u e  la  m u rm u re
7 8 r l :  [E ]n
d e m a n tie r s  q u e  
la  m u r //m u re
57rb*|[: O r  e n te n d e z  
b e a u lx  s e ig n e u rs
58rb^f: O r  e s t il v ra y  
q u e
I3 1 v b R :  O r
d is t la  v ra y e  
h y s to ire
5 8 v b : O r  d is t  la  v ra y e  
h is to ire  q u e  q u a n t le 
c ry
4 7 rR :  E T  Q U A N T  
le  c ri fu t fa it
8 0 v : [ 0 ] r  d is t  la  
v ra y  h is to ire  q u e  
q u a n t
5 9 ra ^ l: H a  tra h is tre
3 2 rb : E n  ce
p a r ty
6 0 ra : E n  ce  p a rti  q u e  
v o u s  o e z
8 2 v : [E ]n  c e s t
e s ta t  q u e  v o u s
6 0 rb ^ l: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t R a y m o n d in
3 2 v b : L o rs  d is t  
J o s se lin
6 0 v a R : L o rs  d is t
Jo s s e lin
8 3 v : [L ]o rs  d y s t 
J o s se lin
61ra^ |: E t a d o n c q u e s  
d is t le  R o y
61 rb^j: A p re s
c o m m e n c a  la  fe s te
3 3 rb : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire
R ö l v a R :  E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
lis to ire
4 9 v R : L E  R O Y
fe s to y a
8 4 v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
6 lva^ l: S ire  R o y
61 v b ^ j: A d o n c q u e s
a p p e l la  le R o y  H e m y
62ra^[: A d o n c q u e s
v in t  la n c ie n  c h e u a lie r
M e l. d e v e lo p s  
L u s ig n a n  to w n  
a n d  d e fe n c e s
3 4 ra : L y s to ire  
d it  q u e
e n tre ta n t
6 2 rb : L is to ire  d it  q u e  
e n tre ta n t
5 0 rR : L IS T O IR E
N O U S  d is t q u e  
ta n d is  q u e
8 6 r: [L Jy s to ire
d y s t  q u e  e n tre  
ta n t
3 4 rb : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire
6 2 v b R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
l is to ire
5 0 v R : L A  F E S T E  
F U T  b e lle  en  
b re ta ig n e
I 8 7 r l :  [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
63va^J: A d o n c q u e s
R e s p o n d y  p o u r  to u t
63va^ |: P a r  m a  fo y  v a  
d o n t d ire  le
c h a s te lla in
63vb^{: C y  se  ta is t  
ly s to ire
3 5 ra : L y s to ire  
d it  q u e  la
6 4 ra R : L is to ire  d it
q u e  la  fe s te
5 1 v R : L A  F E S T E  
D U R A  a  N a n te s
8 9 r: [L Jy s to ire
d is t q u e  la  fe s te
64va^j: A d o n c q u e s
R a y m o n d in  les
m e rc ia
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
l ’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  E l a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
(B)
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M u d )
3 5 rb : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire  q u e
R e m o n d in
6 4 v b R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
5 2 rR : L IS T O IR E
N O U S  ra c o n te
I9 0 v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
65ra^]: E n  c e  te m p s  
p e n d a n t
65vb1|: O r  v e r ra  len  
qu i o n c q u e s  a m a  
J o s se lin
IR 3 6 v :
L y s to ire  d it
q u e le
c h a s te lla in
IR 6 6 v b :  L is to ire
n o u s  d is t q u e  le 
c h a s te lla in
5 3 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d is t  q u e  v n e  
e sp ie
9 3 r: [L jy s to ire
d y s t  q u e
c a s te lla in
66vb^[: A d o n c q u e s
m o n ta  c h e s c u n
6 7 rb ^ l: A d o n c q u e s
p o ig n e n t  to u s
6 8ra^ |: O r  s e ig n e u rs  
j e  v o u s  d o y  b ien  
a m e r
68rb^[: A d o n c q u e s
fu re n t  c h e rc ie z  to u s  
p r iso n m e rs
68va^j: E t c o m m e n t 
d is t  le R o y
68vb^[: H a  n o b le  R o y
3 8 ra : P a r  m o n  
c h ie f  d is t  ly 
R o y s
6 8 v b : P a r  m a  fo y  d ist 
le R o y
9 7 r: [P ]a r  m o n  
c h ie f  d is t  le  R o y
3 8 rb : O r  d is t 
ly s to ire
6 9 ra R :  O r  d is t
l is to ire  q u e  q u a n t
9 7 r: [ 0 ] r  d is t
lis to ire  q u e  q u a n t
69ra^[: A d o n c q u e s
a p p e l la  R a y m o n d in
3 8 v a : L y s to ire  
d it  q u e  H e rv y  
e t A la in
6 9 v a R : L is to ire  d it 
q u e  H e rn y
9 8 r: [L jy s to ire
d y s t  q u e  H e n ry
69va^j: P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t A la in
70ra^ |: L o rs  se
t r a ire n t  H e rn y
70rb^[: A d o n c q u e s  ils  
is s ire n t  d e  la  G a re n n e
R a y m .  
r e t u r n s  t o  
L u s i g n a n
R a y m . re tu rn s ;  
w o n d e rs  a t
d e v e lo p m e n t  
o f  L u s ig n a n
3 9 rb : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  n o u s
te s m o in g n e  
ly s to ire
7 0 v b R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  te s m o ig n e
5 7 rR :
R A Y M O N D IN  a 
G u e r ra n d e  fis t
la c o rd
lOOr: [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  n o u s
te s m o in g n e
M e l. w e lc o m e s  
R a y m .;  E u d e s  
is  b o m
3 9 v b  IR :  E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire
7 1 v a : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t  l is to ire
101 r: [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d y s t
71va^f: A d o n c q u e s
c o m m e n c a
71 vb^j: O r  v o u s  d ira y  
j e  d e s  q u e u x
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M u d )
1 2 r b \ .  A d o n c q u e s  fu 
R a y m o n d in  m o u lt
e sb a h is
72vb^j: A ta n t  se  ta is t  
l is to ire
M el. d e v e lo p s  
P o ito u ;  G u io n  
b o m ; P a r t-
h e n a y  a n d
o th e r  to w n s
b u ilt
4 0 v b : L y s to ire  
c e r t if f ie  q u e  
q u a n t la  d a m e  
e u t j e u  so n  
te rm e
7 2 v b R : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t e t c e r te f f ie  q u e  
q u a n t
5 8 v R : Q U A N T  la 
d a m e  e u  g e u  so n  
te rm e
103r: [L jy s to ire
c e r t if ie  q u e  q u a n t
7 3 ra^j: E t au  s e c o n d  
a n  a p re z
5 8 v R : E T  L A N
A P R E S  e u s t  v n g
A n to in e  b o m ; 
M e l. fo u n d s
c h u rc h e s
41 rb: L y s to ire  
te s m o ig n e  q u e  
o u  c in q u ie s m e  
an
[O m its  b ir th  o f
A n th o in e ]
[O m its  b ir th  o f  
A n th o in e ]
104r: [L ]y s to ire
n o u s  te s m o in g n e
R e g n a u lt  b o m 41 rb : C y  n o u s  
d it ly s to ire  v i je 
an
7 3 v a : C y  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire  q u e  les
s e p t ie s m e  an
5 9 v R : SI N O U S
D IT  q u e  s e p tie sm e  
an
10 4 v : [ 0 ] r  n o u s  
d y s t  l is to ire  q u e  
o u  v i ie an
G e o f f ro y  b o m 4 1 v a : L y s to ire  
n o u s  d it q u e  la 
v i i je a n n e e
7 3 v a : L y s to ire  n o u s  
d is t  q u e n  le s e p t ie s m e  
[s/c ] an
5 9 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  le  v i i je
104 v : [L jy s to ire  
n o u s  d y t q u e
F ro m o n t  b o m 4 1 v a : L y s to ire  
te s m o ig n e  q u e  
la  ix e a n n e e
7 3 v b : L is to ire  d is t
q u e  la  ,ix .e a n n e e
5 9 v R : A U  ix e an  
M e llu s in e  e n fa n ta
105r: [L jy s to ire
te s m o in g n e  q u e  
la  ix e a n n e  a n n e
M e l. g iv e s
b ir th  to  8 th so n  
(H o r r ib le )
4 1 v a : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire
7 4 ra : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t l is to ire
6 0 rR : L E
D 1 S IE S M E  an  e u t 
M e llu s in e
105r: [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r t ie  d y s t
l is to ire  q u e
U ria n s  a n d
G u io n  sp e a k  to  
k n ig h ts  f ro m  
E a s t
4 1 v b : O r  n o u s  
d it la  v ra y e  
h is to ire
R 7 4 rb R :  O r  n o u s  d is t  
l is to ire
6 0 rR : O R  N O U S  
d it la v ra y e  h y s to ire
105v : [ 0 ] r  n o u s  
d it  la  v ra y e  
h is to ire
74va^[: O r  a u in t  q u e  
e n  c e lli  te m p s
7 5 rb^J: P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t V ria n
7 5 v b f :  O r  se  ta is t  
l is to ire  d e s  d e u x  
c h e u a lie r s
U r ia n s  a n d
G u io n  se e k
p e rm is s io n  to  
le a v e  on
c ru sa d e
4 2 v b : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire  q u e
V riie n s  e t
G u y o n
7 5 v b R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
6 1 v R :  L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  V ria n
1 0 8 r l:  [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r t ie  d is t  l is to ire
76rb^[: P a r  m a  fo y  
e n fa n s  d is t  M e lu s in e
76va^[: A d o n c q u e s
re u in t  M e lu s in e  a  se s  
d e u x  e n fa n s
76vb^f: A d o n c q u e s
re s p o n d y  V ria n
M e l. o rg a n is e s  
p ro v is io n s  fo r  
so n s
4 3 v a : L y s to ire  
n o u s  d it  q u e  
M e lu s ig n e
7 7 ra : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  M e lu s in e
6 2 v R : L IS T O IR E
D IT  q u e  M e llu s in e  
fu t
11 Or: [L ]y s to ire
n o u s  d it q u e  
M e lu /s ig n e
7 7 rb^[: O r  d o n c q u e s  a 
b r i e f  p a r ie r
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
{ M a d )
M e l. o ffe rs
c h iv a lr ic  
a d v ic e  to  so n s
4 4 ra :  E n fa n s
d is t M e lu s ig n e
7 7 v a : E n fa n s  d is t
M e lu s in e
11 l r : [E ]n f f a n s  
d y s t  M e lu s in e
77vb^J: E n fa n s  je
v o u s  e n c h a rg e
79ra^ |: O r  m e s  e n fa n s
80ra^j: A in sy  c o m m e  
v o u s  a v e z  o y  c h a s tia  
M e lu s in e
80ra^[: A d o n c q u e s
[8 0 rb ] ils  p r in d re n t  
c o n g ie
80rb^j: A d o n c q u e s
se n  p a r tire n t
R a y m o n d in
C r u s a d e
a r o u n d
C y p r u s
( U r i a n s )
4 5 v b IR :  
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  q u a n t
V r ie n s  e t
G u io n
8 0 v a  IR :  L is to ire  d is t 
q u e  q u a n t
115v : [L jy s to ire  
d it q u e  V r ie n  e t 
G u io n  [th e
fo l lo w in g  te x t  is 
ra d ic a lly  
a b r id g e d ]
81 ra^l: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t c e u lx  d e  la 
g a le e
4 6 v b : O r  d is t 
ly s to ire  q u e
ta n t
d e m o u re re n t  
le s  f re re s
8 2 ra R : o r  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire  q u e  ta n t 
d e m o u re re n t
R 6 6 r: L E  G R A N D  
m a is tre  d e  R o d d e s
82ra^j: A d o n c q u e s  le 
g ra n t  m a is tre
82rb^j: A d o n c q u e s
re n tre re n t
82vb^j: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t v n g  tre s
83rb^]: S ire  d is t  le 
c h e u a lie r
83va^J: A d o n c q u e s
V r ia n  c h e u a c a
83vb^[: O r  v o u s  la ira y  
v n g  p o u
4 8 v a : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  ly 
c h e u a lie r s
8 4 rb R : L is to ire  d it 
q u e  le  c h e u a lie r
4 8 v b : L y s to ire  
d it  q u e  U r i ie n  
a p p e l la  le
m a is t r e  d e
R o d e s
8 4 v b : L is to ire  n o u s  
d it q u e  e n s e m e n t  
V r ia n
6 7 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  V r ia n
8 5 va^]: P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t le  m a is tre
85vb^[: A d o n c q u e s
[8 6 ra ]  a  fa it  c r ie r  a
8 6 ra : L a  p e u s s ie z  o ir
86ra^[: O r  v o u s  la ira y  
v n g  p o u
86rb^f: O r  a u in t  q u e  
e n u iro n  le  p o in t  d u
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
jo u r
86va^]: A d o n c q u e s
s e s to u rm y  lo s t
87ra^j: A d o n c q u e s  le 
m e s s a g ie r  v in t au  
R o y
8 7 rb^ j: A d o n c q u e s
c o m m e n c a  m o u lt
87va^ |: A ta n t  se  ta is t  
l is to ire
5 0 v a : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  q u a n t 
la  d a m o is e l le  
o u y  la
n o u u e lle
R 8 7 v b R : L is to ire
n o u s  d is t q u e  q u a n t la  
d a m o is e l le
R 6 9 v : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d is t  q u e  q u a n t 
la  f i l le  d u  R o y
88rb^ |: A m is  d is t
H e n n in e
88va^J: A ta n t  is s ire n t  
S a r ra s in s
5 Ira :  E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire
8 8 v b IR :  E n  c e s te
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire  q u e  
V ria n
7 0 rR : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d is t  q u e  V ria m  
f is t
89rb^j: A d o n c q u e s
d is t V r ia n
89vb^[: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t le c a p p i ta in e
90ra^J: N o b le s
d a m o is e a u lx
9 0 v a ^ |: L o rs  V r ia n  se  
lo g a
91 rb^j: A d o n c q u e s  les  
C h r is t ie n s
92va^J: A ta n t  e s t
v e n u e  la r r ie re g a rd e
92vb^j: L a  v e is s ie z
S a r ra z in s  c o u r ir
93ra^j: A d o n c q u e s  ils  
lu i o u u r ire n t
7 3 v R : O R  D IR A Y  
D E  V r ia n  q u i 
tro u u a
94ra^[: E t a in s i p e n s a  
la  d a m o is e l le
5 4 rb : L y s to ire  
d it q u e
le n d e m a in  au  
p o in t d e  jo u r
9 4 rb R :  L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t e t  ra c o n te
7 5 rR : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e
94rb^f: A d o n c q u e s  le 
R o y  se  fe ry
94 v a^ |: A ta n t  e s t
v e n u z  le  S o u d a n
95ra^j: A ta n t  v in d re n t  
le s  p a ie n s
95vb^|: A d o n c q u e s  le 
c h e u a lie r
95vb^j: A d o n c q u e s
s e f fo rc a  la  m e s le e
96ra^j: A ta n t  la  n u it
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
a p p ro c a
9 6 v a^ |: 11 n e  p o t  e s tre
5 5 v b : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire
9 6 v b R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
97vb^[: A p re z  c es
p a ro lle s
5 6 v b : L y s to ire  
d it  q u e  le 
S o u d a n s
9 8 rb R :  L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  le  S o u d a n
7 6 rR : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  le 
S o u ld a in  a u o it
98va^l: A d o n c q u e s  o t 
le so u d a n
99ra^j: O r  c y  v o u s  
la ira y
5 7 rb : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire  q u e
q u a n t  V ry e n s
9 9 r b lR :  E n  c e s te
p a r t ie  n o u s  d is t
lis to ire
99va^f: A d o n c q u e s  ilz  
v o n t  d e u a le r
lOOrb^j: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t V r ia n  le v o it
5 8 v a : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire  q u e
a p re s  la
b a ta i lle  d u
S o u d a n t
R 1 0 1 R : E n  c e s te
p a r t ie  n o u s  d is t
lis to ire
R 7 8 v : L E
C A P IT A IN E  se  d e  
p a r ti t
5 9 rb : L y s to ire  
n o u s  d it q u e  le  
c a p p i ta in e
1 0 2 rb R : L is to ire
n o u s  d is t  q u e  tan t 
e r ra  le  c a p p i ta in e
102va^ |: P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t  V r ia n
6 0 ra : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire  q u e  le 
le n d e m a in
1 0 3 v a R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
8 0 rb R : L E  S A IR  
[?] c o m m a n d a  le 
ro y
6 0 v a : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  le s  
f re re s
R 1 0 4 v a R :L is to ir e  
n o u s  d is t
8 0 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  les
U r ia n s  m a r r ie s  
H e n n in e ,  
C y p r io t  
p r in c e s s
6 1 v a : L y s to ire  
d it  q u e  le R o y  
fu t m o u lt
d o u le n s
1 0 6 rb : L is to ire  d is t  
q u e  le  R o y  fu  m o u lt  
d o le n t
106va^ |: A p re z  c e s
p a ro lle s
1 0 7 ra f :  T e n e z  V ria n  
n e  re fu s e z  p a s
107rb^J: A d o n c q u e s
s e n c lin a  V r ia n
108ra^ |: Q u e  v o u s
fe ro ie
C y p r io t  k in g  
d ie s ,  U r ia n s  
b e c o m e s  k in g  
o f  C y p ru s
R 6 3 r b l :  E n
c e s te  p a r tie
n o u s  d it
ly s to ire  q u e  le  
le n d e m a in
1 0 8 v a R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
8 4 rR : E T  A P R E S  
la  m e s se  v in t  le ro y
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B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M u d )
108va^j:
A d o n c [1 0 8 v b ]q u e s  
v in t  H e n n in e
109ra^j: M e s  e n fa n s  
ie  v o u s  p r ie
109ra^f: L o rs  fu
m e n e e  H e rm in e
6 4 ra : L y s to ire  
d it  q u e  le R o y  
V ry e n  e t la 
R o y n e  
H e rm in e
10 9 v a : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e
8 5 rR : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  le
C r u s a d e
a r o u n d
A r m e n i a
( G u i o n )
6 4 rb : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  ta n t  
v a u c re re n t  n o z  
c re s t ie n s
1 lO rb R : O r  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire  q u e  ta n t 
v a u c re re n t
8 5 v R : O R  N O U S  
d it l is to ire  q u e  ta n t
llO rb ^ j: A d o n c q u e s
ils  e n u o y e re n t  v n e
llO v b ^ j: A d o n c q u e s
le m a is t r e  d e  R o d e s
llO vb^J: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t c e u lx
le n te n d ire n t
6 5 ra : L y s to ire  
d it  q u e  le R o y  
d A n n e n ie  
a u o it  u n e  tre s  
b e lle  fd le
111 va: L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  le R o y  
d E n n e n ie
8 6 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  le R o y
l l l v b ^ j :  A d o n c q u e s
fu  la  p u c e lle  m o u lt  
lie e
112ra^f: A d o n c q u e s
c o m m e n c a  la  fe s te
112rb^I: A d o n c q u e s
se n  p a r t  v n g  fre re
6 6 ra : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  le 
G a lla f f re  d e  
B a u d a s
1 1 3 ra IR :  L is to ire
n o u s  ra c o m p te
8 7 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  le 
C a lip h e
113 vb^f: O r  a u in t  q u e  
p a r  la  g ra c e
1 1 5 ra^j: A d o n c q u e s  le  
R o y  e t sa  fille
115 rb^l: O r  e s t  il
te m p s  q u e  ie  v o u s
6 7 v b : L y s to ire  
d it  q u e
la d m ira l  d e
B a u d a s
1 1 5 v a R : L is to ire
n o u s  d is t  q u e
la d m ira l
8 9 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e
la d m ira l
116ra^l: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t  le  C a lip h e  
le n te n t
9 0 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d is t  q u e  le 
c a lip h e
6 8 v a : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire  q u e  les
1 1 6 v b R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
l is to ire
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3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
(B)
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
S a rra s in s
117rb^J: A d o n c q u e s
c o m m e n c ie re n t
6 9 rb : O r  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e  le 
R o y  V r iie n  fu t 
lo g ie z
1 1 8 ra R : O r  d is t
lis to ire  q u e  le  R o y  
V ria n
91 v R : O R  D IT
lis to ire  q u e  le  R o y
118va^I: A d o n c q u e s
le m a is tre
6 9 v b : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  le  R o y  
V riio n
R I1 1 9 ra :  L is to ire
n o u s  d is t q u e  le R o y  
V ria n
1 1 9 v a^ : A ta n t  sen
p a r ty  le R o y
120va^j: G u io n  d is t le 
R o y
7 Ira :  L e  R o y  
v in t  a se s  g e n s
1 2 0 v b : L e  R o y
a d o n c q u e s  v it  se s  
g e n s
R 9 4 r: A D O N C  L E  
R O Y  se n  a lia  a se s  
g e n s
121 ra^l: A d o n c  lo s t 
s a n n a
122ra^J: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t le C a lip h e  v it
7 2 ra : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t
ly s to ire  q u e  la 
b a ta i lle
1 2 2rb : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t  l is to ire
9 5 rR : L A
B A T A IL L E  fu t
m o u lt  g ra n t
122vb^[: Q u a n t
la d m ira l  d e  D a m a s
12 3 rb ^ l: L e  R o y
V ria n
7 2 v b : O r  d is t 
ly s to ire  q u e  la 
R o y n e  
H e rm in e
1 2 3 v a R : O r  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
9 6 rR : L IS T O IR E
d it q u e  la  ro y n e  
e s to it
7 3 ra : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  en  
d e m e n tre s  q u e  
la  fe s te
1 2 4 ra R : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e
9 6 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  a in s i
124va^(: T re s  c h ie r
s e ig n e u r
124vbTJ: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t V r ia n
125 rb^l: A d o n c q u e s
o re n t  les  H e n n in s
G u io n  m a rr ie s
A n n e n ia n
p r in c e s s ,
F lo r ie ,  a n d
b e c o m e s  k in g
7 4 rb  IR :  E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e
c e u lx  d u  C ru q
1 2 5 v b R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
l is to ire
9 8 rR : C E U L X  D E  
C ru ly  fu re n t  m o u lt
126va]|: A d o n c q u e s
lu n  d e s  b a ro n s
126vb^[: A p re z  ces  
c h o s e s  le s  b a ro n s
N e w s  o f
L u s ig n a n
su c c e s s e s
7 5 rb : O r  d is t  
ly s to ire  q u e  les  
b a ro n s
1 2 7 rb R : O r  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
9 9 v R : L IS T O IR E
n o u s  d it q u e  les
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
l ’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
r e a c h e s  P o ito u
A n th o in e  an d  
R e g n a u lt  a sk  
p e rm is s io n  to  
le a v e
7 5 v b : L y s to ire  
d it q u e
A n th o in e  et
R e g n a u lt
1 28ra : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  A n th o in e  et 
R e g n a u t
lO O vR : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e
A n th o in e
116 v l :  [L jy s to ire  
d it  q u e  R e g n a u l t  
e t A n th o in e
12 8 rb ^ l: M o n s e ig n e u r  
e t v o u s  m a d a m e
128va^|: A d o n c q u e s
sen  v o n t
B a c k g ro u n d  to  
c o n f lic t  in
L u x e m b o u rg
7 6 rb : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it q u e  
e n s  e s  p a r tie s  
d e  A lle m a g n e
1 2 8 v b R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
l is to ire
101 rR : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it  q u e  es 
p a r tie s
117v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
129rb^|: A d o n c q u e s
fis t  so n  m a n d e m e n t
129rb^J: Q u e  v o u s
f 12 9 v a ]  fe ro ie  ie
I30 rb^ |: A d o n c q u e s
p re n t  le g e n ti l  h o m m e
13 Orb^I: A d o n c q u e s
m a n d e re n t
130va^]: A d o n c  v n g  
d e s  b a ro n s
7 7 v a : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  la  fe s te  
fu  g ra n d e
131 r a R : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  la  fe s te
1 0 2 v R : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it  q u e  la fe s t 
fu t
121 r: [L jy s to ire
d it  q u e  la fe s te  
fu t g ra n t
7 8 ra : M e s
se ig n e u rs  11 e s t 
v e r ite
131 v b : M e s  c h ie rs
s e ig n e u rs
1 0 3 rR : G O U T E  [ ?] 
c h e u a lle r ie  e s t
te rm e
122r: [M je s
c h e u a ll ie r s
s e ig n e u r
A n th o in e  an d  
R e g n a u lt  a sk  
p e rm is s io n  to  
a s s is t  in
L u x e m b o u rg ;  
M e l. c a l ls  m en  
to  a n n s
7 8 v b : O r  d is t 
ly s to ire  q u e
1 3 2 v b : O r  n o u s  d is t  
l is to ire
1 0 4 rR : O R  N O U S  
d it ly s to ire  q u e
1 2 3 v: [O jr  d y s t  
l is to ire  q u e
132vb^j: P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t m e lu s in e
N e w s  o f  a id  
s p re a d s  to
L u x e m b o u rg ;  
M e l. k n ig h ts  
so n s
7 9 ra : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire  q u e
d e d e n s l e j o u r
1 3 3 r b : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t l is to ire
1 0 4 v R : D E D A N S
le j o u r  q u e
M e llu s ig n e
124r: [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r t ie  q u e  d e d a n s  
l e j o u r
134ra^|: O r  v o u s
la ira y  a  p re se n t
M e l. o f fe rs
c h iv a lr ic  
c o u n se l  to
so n s ; th e y
d e p a r t
7 9 v a : E t lo rs  
a p p e lla
M e lu s ig n e  se s  
e n fa n s
1 3 4rb : A d o n c q u e s
a p p e lla  M e lu s in e
1 0 5 rR : A D O N T
a p p e l la  M e llu s in e
125v : [L jo rs
a p p e l la
M e lu s ig n e  se s  ij 
e n fa n s
L u x e m b o u r g
a d v e n t u r e
( A n t h o i n e )
134rb^J: O r  to u t
p re m ie re m e n t
135 ra^j: O r  m e s
e n fa n s
13 5 rb^l: A p re z  f ire n t  
s o n n e r
135va^j: L e n d e m a in
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B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
{B)
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
a p re z
135vb^]: A d o n c q u e s
v in t
136rb^J: P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t le c h e u a lie r
8 Ira :  L y s to ire  
d it en  c e s te  
p a r tie  q u e  c e lle
1 3 6 rb R : H is to ire  d is t 
e n  c e s te  p a r tie
1 0 6 v R : C E L L E
N U IT  se  lo g e re n t
128v : [L ]y
is to ire  d is t  e n  
c e s te  p a r tie
137 rb^l: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t ilz  e n te n d e n t
137rb^|: N e  d e m o u ra  
g u e re s
137vaT]: A d o n c q u e s
v in d re n t
8 2 ra : L o rs
re s p o n d y
A n th o in e
137va : O re s  re sp o n d y  
A n th o in e
1 0 7 v R : L O R S
R E S P O N D 1 T
A n th o in e
130v: [L Jo rs
re sp o n d i t
A n th o in e
138 ra^f: A d o n c q u e s
le n d e m a in  a p re z
138ra^|: A d o n c q u e s
ta n t  e x p lo i t tie re n t
138va^J: C o m m e n t
s ire  c h e u a lie r
138vb]|: P a r  m o n
c h ie f
139ra^|: A d o n c q u e s
c o m m e n c a  te l le  io ie
13 9 rb ^ l: O r  v o u s
la ira y
8 3 rb : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  ta n t 
e r ra  le
c h e u a lie r
1 3 9 v a : L is to ire  d is t  
q u e  ta n t  t ira  le 
c h e u a lie r
1 0 9 rR : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e  le 
c h e u a lie r
133v : [L Jy s to ire  
d is t  q u e  ta n t  
c h e u a u c h a
14 0 ra^ : A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t
140ra^|: L a  v e is s ie z  
b a n ie re s
8 3 v b : L y s to ire  
d it q u e  les
cccc
c o m b a ta n s
R I1 4 0 v b :  L is to ire
n o u s  d is t q u e  le s  iii jc 
c o m b a ta n s
135r: [L Jy s to ire  
d it  q u e  le s  i i ic 
c o m b a ta n s
141 ra^l: A ta n t  e s t
v e n u  A n th o in e
141va]J: A ta n t  e s t
v e n u  R e g n a u lt
8 4 v a : M a is  le 
R o y  qu i m o u lt  
p a r  fu  v a il la n s  
h o m e
141 vb : M a iz  le  R o y  
a d o n c q u e s
136v: [M Ja is  le 
ro y  d A n c a is  q u i 
fu t
141 v b ^ : A d o n c q u e s
se  r a s s e m b le n t
142ra^ |: A d o n c q u e s  la 
n o ise
142rbH:
M a d a m o is e l le  v e n e z  
v e o ir
143ra^|: A d o n c q u e s  le 
lie re n t
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E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
l ’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( # )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M u d )
143rb^j: Q u e  v o u s
v a u ld ro i t  o re s
8 6 rb : E t q u a n t 
le R o y  o u y  c e s  
p a ro le s
140v : [E ]t q u a n t 
le  ro y  o y  se s 
p a ro l/ le s
144  vb^j: A d o n c q u e s
se  [1 4 5 ra ]  m o n te re n t
8 6 v b : E n  c e s t 
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire
1 4 5 rb R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
lis to ire
142r: [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r t ie  d is t  l is to ire
8 6 v b  IR :
L y s to ire  q u e  
les  d e u x  f re re s  
se  p a r tire n t
145va : L is to ire  d is t  
q u e  les  d e u x  f re re s
142v : [L jy s to ire  
d it  q u e  le s  d e u x  
f re re s
146rb^l: D a m o is e l le
d is t A n th o in e
146va][: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t la  p u c e lle
8 7 v b : A ta n t  es 
v o u s  v e n u  v n  
d e s  m a is t r e s  
d o s te l
1 4 6 v b R : A ta n t e s t
v e n u z  v n g  m a is tre
1 1 4 v R : A T A N T
E S T  v e n u  v n g
m a is tre
144 v : [E ]t ta n to s t  
v o y  c y  v e n ir
147 rb^l: S e ig n e u rs
d a m o is ia u lx
147va]|: P a r  m o n
c h ie f  s ire  R o y
88 vb : D a m p
R o y  d is t
A n th o in e
148rb : D a m p s  R o is  ie 
n a y  p a s  to u t  d it
146v: [D ]a m p
R o y  d is t
A n th o in e
148vb^|: Q u e  v o u s
fe ro ie  ie  p lu s
149rb^[: A d o n c q u e s
v in t  le R o y
149va^j: A d o n c q u e s
d is t  le  R o y
A n th o in e  
m a r r ie s  
C h re s t ie n n e  
a n d  b e c o m e s  
d u k e  o f
L u x e m b o u rg
8 9 v a :
A n th o in e  f ra n s  
e t n o b le s
1 4 9 v a : A n th o in e
f ra n c  e t n o b le
R 1 1 7 r:
A N T H O IN E  fra n c  
e t n o b le
14 8 v : [A ]n th o in e  
e t f ra n c  e t n o b le
149vb]|: P a r  m o n
c h ie f
1 5 0 ra f :  A d o n c q u e s
fu  la  d a m o is e l le
150rbT(: B e a u lx
se ig n e u rs
1 5 0 v a^ : Q u e  v o u s
se ro it  c e s te  c h o se
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B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
{ H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
B o h e m i a n
a d v e n t u r e
b e g i n s
( R e g n a u l t )
9 0 v a  I R :  E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e  v n  
m e s s a ig e  v in t
1 5 1 ra R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
1 1 8 rR : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e  en  ce
15 l r :  [E ]n  o u ltre
d it l is to ire
[th e  fo llo w in g
e p is o d e
re c o u n t in g
R e g n a u l t ’s
a d v e n tu re s  in
B o h e m ia  a re  a lso
ra d ic a lly
a b r id g e d ]
151vaTJ: H a  d is t il 
fo r tu n e  c o m m e  tu  es 
p e ru e r s e
151 vb^J: H a  tre s  n o b le  
e t tre s  v a il la n t
s e ig n e u r
9 I ra :  M o u lt  fu  
d o u le n t  le  d u e  
A n th o in e
15 2 ra : M o u lt  fu
d o la n t  le  d u e
R : 1 19r: M O U L T  
fu t d o u la n t
152ra^ |: A ta n t  p r in s t  
le  d u e
9 1 v b : L a  v ra y e  
h is to ire  n o u s  
te s m o in g n e
1 5 2 v b R : L a  v ra ie
h is to ire  n o u s
te s m o ig n e
1 1 9 rR : T A N T
c h e u a u c h a  le  R o y
1 5 3 ra^l: L o rs  fa it  le 
R o y
9 2 ra : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d it
ly s to ire  q u e
q u a n t  le  d u e  
A n th o in e
1 5 3 v a : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
M is s in g  fo lio s
153va^|: A d o n c  se
d e s lo g a  lo s t
I54 ra1 |: O r  e s t  v ra y  
q u e n  v n e  n u itt ie
9 2 v a :
A n th o in e  fu  
m o u lt  d o u le n s
1 5 4 ra : A n th o in e
a d o n c  fu m o u lt  d o le n t
4499
154vbT|: Q u a n t ilz
e n te n d ire n t
1 5 5 ra^l: Q u a n t le d u e  
a n th o in e
9 3 rb : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t
ly s to ire
1 5 5 rb : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t  l is to ire
4499
9 3 v a : L e
la n d e m a in  p a r  
m a tin
1 5 5 v b : L e  le n d e m a in  
p a r  m a tin
4499
156rb^|: A d o n c q u e s
le s  c h e u a lie r s
156rbT): P a r  m o n
c h ie f
9 4 rb : A ta n t
e s te  v o u s  v e n u  
v n  a n c ie n
e s c u ie r
1 5 6 v b R : A ta n t e s t
v e n u  v n g  a n c ie n  
e s c u ie r
1 5 7 ra^l: P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t  le  d u e
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C o n te n ts /
E p iso d e
Bibi, de 
1’A rsenal, m s 
3353 (Ars)
BL H arley  m s 4418 
(H at)
B N  m s fr.1484 
(B)
B N E  m s 2148 
(M ad)
157 rb^ I: Par mon
chief distlescuier
158ra |^: Atant se
depart lescuier
158rb]|: Que vous
feroie
95rb: En ceste 
partie dit
lystoire que la 
puissance
158vaR: En ceste
partie dist listoire
Text recommences 
in this parag on 
120r
158vb ]^: Or auint par 
vng matin
159rb |^: Lors
commenca la
96ra 1R:
Quant ceulx de 
la cite sceurent 
la mort de leur 
Roy
159rb: Quant ceulx 
de la cite
120vR: ET QUEL 
dueil menoit
160ra I^: Adoncques
quant le Roy Zelodus
96vb: Le Roy 
Selodus fut
moult 
courroucie
R160vaRI: Le Roy 
Zelodus
160vb^: Or vous
diray du due
121vR: LE
MESSA1GE ala
tant7
97rb: Et quant 
le Roy Selodus 
appercoit
161 va: Et quant le 
Roy Zelodus
122rR: LE DUC
ANTHOINE 
cheuauchoit en
161 vb^ J: Adoncques
fist arrester Anthoine
162vaH: Atant est
venu le due
98rb: Atant es 
vous
larrieregarde 
que le Roy 
dAusaiz
162vb^|: Atant est
venue larrieregarde
123rR: ATANT
EST venue
larriergarde
163vbl|: Ado cques
vindrent au palais
98vb:
Aiglentine la 
pucelle fu
moult liee
163vbR: Esglentine
la pucelle
124rR:
AIGLANTINE la 
pucelle
99rb IR: 
Lystoire nous 
dit en ceste 
partie
164rb: En ceste partie 
nous dist listoire
124vR: LE ROY 
dAusoys fut moult
164vb]]: Adoncques
compta
7 This section is considerably different to the passage in Ars ms 3353. The content seems to have been 
abridged and possibly altered.
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C o n te n ts /
E p isode
Bibi, de 
1’A rsenal, m s 
3353 (Ars)
BL H arley  m s 4418 
(H ar)
B N  m s fr.1484 
(B)
B N E  m s 2148 
(M ad)
165rb: Esglentine qui 
estoit alencontre
125rR:
AIGLANTINE qui 
deuant estoit
lOOra: 
Seigneurs 
barons dist le 
Roy
165vb: Seigneurs
barons dist le Roy
166ra ]^: Adoncques
respondy le Roy
lOOvb: A ce 
respondy le
Roy
166vb: Ad ce
respondy le Roy
167ra^j: Adoncques
quant la pucelle
167va^: Adoncques
vint le Roy
lOlvb: Sire
due de
Lucembourc
168ra: Sire due de 
Luxembourc
168va l^: Ores a brief 
parier
Regnault
marries
Aiglantine and 
becomes king 
of Bohemia
102rb IR: En
ceste partie
dist lystoire
que laube du
jour
168vb: En ceste
partie dist listoire
127rR: CE JOUR 
LUT venu
lespousee
15lr: [E]n ceste 
partie dit listoire 
que lejour
169ra^l: Adoncques
fu moult noblement
169ra^J: Que vous
feroie
169vbH: De leurs
parolles
103rb:
Lystoire dit
que le due 
Anthoine
170rbR: Listoire nus 
dist que le due 
Anthoine
128rR: LE DUC
ANTHOINE
156v:[L]istoire 
nous dit que le 
due
170vb ]^: Adoncques
se partent
171 ra^l: Adoncques
quant ceulz de
Couloigne
104ra: La
duchesse 
Crestienne fu 
moult lie
171va: La duchesse 
Christienne fu moult 
lie
129rR: ET ATANT 
la duchesse sceut
158v: [L]a
ducesse fut
moult joyeuse 
[the subsequent 
account of
Geoffroy’s 
adventures is
also heavily
edited!8
8 D’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.56-8
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C o n te n ts /
E p isode
Bibi, de 
1’A rsenal, m s 
3353 (Ars)
BL H arley  m s 4418 
(Har)
B N  m s fr.1484
(B)
B N E  m s 2148 
(M ad)
L usignan
Raymondin’s 
political status; 
Geoffroy’s 
adventures in 
Ireland
104va: En
ceste partie dit 
lystoire que
Remondin
172rbR: En ceste
partie nous dist 
listoire
130rR: LISTOIRE 
nous dist que 9
153v: [E]n ceste 
partie dist listoire 
que Raymondin
Ireland 172va |^: Or saciez
que ce Gieuffroy
130rR: LA
VRAYE hystoire 
nous dit
172vb^j: Or est vray 
que pour lors
173 rb^l: Adoncques
prent congie deulx
173vaT|: Adoncques
Gieuffroy
173vb ]^: Adoncques
le message si
retouma
105va:
Lystoire dit
que quant
Gieffroy
R174ral: Listoire
nous dit que quant 
Gieuffroy
131 rR: ET QUANT 
Geuffroy eut ouy
155v: [LJystoire 
dit que quant 
Geuffroy
174rb |^: Adoncques
sen partent
106rb: En
ceste partie dit 
lystoire que ou 
millieu
175ra: En ceste partie 
nous dist
175va |^: Quant Guion 
le frere
176rb]|: Or diray cy 
aprez de Philibert
176rb |^: Or vous diray 
de celli
107rb: Moult
fu G laude
doulent quant 
il ouy les 
nouuelles
176vb: Moult fu
dolant Glaude
132vR: ATANT
SEN partit Glaude
176vb |^: Adoncques
sanna
176vb]|: Atant est
venuz
107vb: Or dist 
lystoire que
Gieffroy et
Phillibert
177va: Listoire nous 
dist que Gieuffroy
R133r: LISTOIRE 
nous dit que
108va:
Lystoire nous 
tesmoingne 
que tant
sapproucha 
lescuier
178va: Listoire nous 
racompte
133vR: LISTOIRE 
nous dit que tant
178vb |^: Adoncques
9 This paragraph/chapter omits reference to Melusine having two more children, Fromont and Thierry 
(these are the children named here in Ars, but this is erroneous -  they should be Thierry and Raymonnet 
as Fromont has already been bom).
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  { A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
{ H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
{ M a d )
d is t le s c u ie r
179ra^J: A ta n t  se  p a rt 
e t d e u a le
1 7 9 rb f :  O r  v o u s  d ira y  
d u  n o u e l
109ra :
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  G la u d e s  
s e sp lo u ra  
m o u lt  fo rt
1 7 9rb : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t  q u e  G la u d e
179vb^j: A ta n t  e s t
v e n u  G ie u f fro y
1 0 9 v b : E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e
G ie f f ro y  e t sa  
s e n t
R 1 8 0 v a R : E n  c e s te  
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
lis to ire
1 3 5 rR : E T
T A N T O S T  a
V a lb ru ia n t
1 lO va:
L y s to ire  n o u s  
te s m o in g n e  
q u e  ta n t
c h e u a u c h a  
G a m ie r
1 8 1 rb R : L is to ire
n o u s  d is t et
te s m o ig n e
181vb^]: O r  c y  se  ta is t  
v n g  p o u
1 3 5 v R : L A  D A M E  
d e  V a lb m y a n t  qu i
182rb5[: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t le  n o u u e l
c h e u a lie r
l l l r b :
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  ta n t o n t 
e rre
182va : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  tan t
1 3 6 rR : E T  Q U A N T  
G e u ff ro y  sc e u t
182vb^]: Q u a n t
[1 8 3 ra ] G ie u f fro y
112 ra : E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e
q u a n t G ie f fro y  
o u y  la d a m e
183rb : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t l is to ire
183vb]j: P a r  m a  foy
18 4 ra ^ l: A  ice lli
p o u rp o s
1 1 2 v a : E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e
G a m ie r
1 8 4 rb R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
18 4 v b ^ : A d o n c q u e s
n o u s  lu i d ism e s
G e o ff ,  re tu rn s  
to  L u s ig n a n
113 rb : Q u a n t
G ie f f ro y  o t
o y e  les
e sc u s a c io n s
185ra : Q u a n t
G ie u f fro y  o t o y e
185va5I: A d  c e  p o in t
R 1 3 8 r :  L O R S  E S T  
v e n u  v n g  c h e u a lie r
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
(B)
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
d e
18 6 ra ^ l: Q u a n t
G ie u f f ro y  so t
G e o ff ,  le a v e s  
fo r  th e  E a s t to  
c ru sa d e  w ith  
b ro th e rs
113vb : M o u lt
fu  G ie f f ro y
jo y e u lx
1 8 6 ra R : M o u lt  fu
G ie u f f ro y  jo ie u x
13 8 rR :  M O U L T
F U T  jo y e u lx
G e u ff ro y
G e o f f r o y  i n  
t h e  E a s t
186rb^ |: A d o n c q u e s  il 
fist so n  m a n d e m e n t
1 14rb:
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  le 
G a lla f f re
1 8 6 v a R : L is to ire
n o u s  d is t q u e  le 
C a lip h e
1 3 8 v R : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e
C a lip h e
187va^]: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t le  R o y  G u io n
1 15ra:
L y s to ire  n o u s  
d it  q u e  le  R o y  
U riie n
R 1 8 8 ra :  L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  le
1 3 9 v a R :
L IS T O IR E  n o u s  d it 
q u e  le R o y
188ra^ |: O r  e s t v ra y
189ra^|: Q u e  v o u s
fe ro ie  je o re s  p lu s
1 1 5vb : A  ce  
r e s p o n d y  la
R o y n e
1 8 9 ra R : A d  ce
re s p o n d y  la R o y n e
1 4 0 v R : A  C E  N E  
fa u ld re s  v o u s  p a s
189rb^]: A d o n c q u e s
a p p e l la  le m a is tre
190ra^j: L a  v e is s is
m o u lt  g ra n t  e f fro y
1 16va:
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  G ie f f ro y  e t 
sa  g e n t
1 9 0 rb R I :  L is to ire
n o u s  d is t q u e
G ie u f f ro y
R 1 4 1 v : T A N T
E R R A  G e u f f ro y
q u il
190va^|: A  ce  m o t se  
p a rt
190vbH: O r  to s t d is t  
G ie u f fro y
1 17rb : M o u lt
fu  la b a ta i lle  
fo r te
1 9 1 v a : M o u lt fu  la  
b a ta i lle  fo r te
191 va^]: A d o n c q u e s
le  R o y
192ra^ |: Q u a n t le R o y  
G u io n  le n te n t
1 4 2 v R : L E  R O Y  
V ria n  e n tra  s u r  la 
p o r t
I 1 1 8 R  ra : E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e
ta n t
1 9 2rb : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t l is to ire
1 18va:
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  en
d e m e n tre s
1 9 3 rb R : L is to ire
n o u s  d is t  q u e
e n d e m e n tie r s
1 4 3 v R : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e
1 1 9ra:
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  le s  f re re s
R 1 9 4 rb R :  L is to ire  d it 
q u e  le s  t ro is  f re re s
1 4 4 rR : C E S
T R O IS  jo u r s  a p re s
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
se  v a
f re s c h m e n t
194va^|: A ta n t  e s t
v e n u
1 9 5 rb ^ : Q u a n t le
t ru c h e m a n t
12 0 ra : E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e
ta n t  c h e u a u c h a
R 1 9 5 v b : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
1 4 5 rR : Q A N T  [ s i c ]  
c h e u a u c h a
196vaT]: O r  v o u s
1 * 1 - /'-I  • - n r '
d ira y  d e  G ie u f fro y
1 4 5 v R : A T A N T
G e u f f ro y  a s sa ill i t
1 2 0 v a :
L e n d e m a in  p a r  
m a tin
1 9 6 v a R : L e n d e m a in  
a u  m a tin
196vb^|: A d o n c q u e s
G ie u f f ro y
197ra^J: Q u e  v a u lt  le 
lo n g  p a r ie r
197va^J: A d o n c q u e s
fa it  g e tte r  G ie u f f ro y
121 r b : C y
n o u s  d it  la 
v ra y e  h is to ire  
q u e  le s  e x il l ie z
1 9 7 v b : C y  n o u s  d is t 
la  v ra ie  h is to ire
1 4 6 v R : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e  les
198ra^j: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t  le  tru c h e m a n t
198rbT|: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t  le  S o u d a n  d e  
D a m a s
122ra : En
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e
G ie f fro y
1 9 8 v b R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
l is to ire
1 4 7 v R : T A N T  e rra  
G e u f f ro y
199rb^|: A d o n c q u e s
o re n t  n o z  g e n s
c o n se il
1 22va :
L y s to ire  n o u s  
te s m o in g n e  
q u e  G ie f f ro y
1 9 9 v a : L is to ire  n o u s  
te s m o ig n e
2 0 0 rb ^ : A d o n c q u e s
se n  v ie n n e n t
1 2 3 rb : M o u lt
fu le  S o u d a n t 
d e  D a m a s
2 0 0 v b R : M o u lt  fu  le 
S o u d a n  d e  D a m a s
201rb ](: Q u a n t le
S o u d a n  p e rc o i t
1 2 3 v b : L a
b a ta ille  fu
m o u lt  h o r r ib le
2 0 1 v a : L a  b a ta i l le  fu  
m o u lt  h o r r ib le
1 4 9 v R : L A
B A T A IL L E  fu t
m o u lt
201va^ |: Q u i v a u lt  le 
lo n g  c o m p te
202ra^[: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t  le  S o u d a n
1 2 4 v a : O r  d is t 
ly s to ire  q u e  les 
1[?1 d e u x
2 0 2 v a : O r  d is t  l is to ire  
q u e  le s  ii. B a ro n s
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  { A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
b a ro n s
202vb^j: A d o n c q u e s
c u id a  G ie u f f ro y
12 5 ra : E n
c e s te  p e in e  e t 
e n  ce  p e ril
2 0 3 v a : E n  c e s t  p e r il  
e t p a in e
1 5 0 v R : E N  C E
P E R IL  e t p e in e
203va^ |: A d o n c q u e s
b r o c h e n t le s
204ra^ j: A d o n c q u e s
G ie u f f ro y  qu i se n t
2 0 4 r b t  O r  d ira y  d e  
G ie u f f ro y  qu i
1 2 5vb :
L y s to ire  d it
q u a n t le
S o u d a n s
2 0 4 v a R I :  L is to ire
n o u s  d is t  q u e  q u a n t  le 
S o u d a n
15 l v R :  Q U A N T
L E  S o u d a in  sen  fu t 
p a r ty
1 2 6 rb : E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e  le 
t ie rs  jo u r
2 0 5 ra :  E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t  l is to ire
1 5 2 rR : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e
2 0 5 rb ^ : A d o n c q u e s
e u s s ie z  o y
2 0 5  vb^]: A d o n c q u e s
c o m m e n c ie re n t
212ra^ l: L a  fu  m o u lt  
g ra n t  la fo u le
1 27ra :
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  m o u lt
2 1 2 v b R :  L is to ire  d is t  
q u e  m o u lt  fu re n t
1 5 3 v R : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e  les
1 2 7 v b : E n
c e s te  p a r tie
n o u s  d it
ly s to ire
2 0 6 v b : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
1 5 4 rR : L IS T O IR E  
N O U S  d it  q u e  
q u a n t
207ra^ |: A d o n c q u e s
e ile  fe s to y a  m o u lt
G e o ff .  r tn s
fro m  E as t
I1 2 8 v a R :  E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e
G ie f fro y
2 0 7 v a : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
207vb^ |: O r  a u in t  en  
c e lli  te m p s
2 0 8 ra ^ :  A d o n c q u e s
v in t  a  so n  p e re
G e o ff ,  le a v e s  
to  f ig h t g ia n t  
in  G u e r ra n d e
1 2 9 ra : D o n t
re sp o n d y
G ie f fro y
2 0 8 rb : A d o n c
re s p o n d y  G ie u f f ro y
L u s i g n a n
208vbH : A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t le s  b o n n e s  g e n s
F o re s t  re p o r ts  
ru m o u rs ;
R a y m . s e e k s  
M e l o n
S a tu rd a y
1 2 9 v a :
L y s to ire  n o u s  
te s m o in g n e  
q u e  R e m o n d in
2 0 9 ra R : L is to ire  n o u s  
te s m o ig n e  q u e
R a y m o n
1 5 6 rR : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d is t  q u e
R a y m o n d in
160r: [L ]y s to ire  
n o u s  te s m o in g n e  
q u e  R a y m o n d in
2 0 9 r b f :  O r
a d o n c q u e s  fu v ra y
2 0 9 rb ] |: P o u r  f in  d e  
c o m p te
209va^ |: L a s  o re s
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C o n te n ts /
E p isode
Bibi, de 
l’A rsenal, m s 
3353 (Ars)
BL H arley  m s 4418 
(Har)
B N  m s fr.1484 
(B)
B N E  m s 2148 
(M ad)
commence vne partie
209vb1]: Adoncques
quant Raymon oy ces 
mos
Raym. spies 
on a hybrid 
Mel bathing; 
Raym. blames 
Forest
130rbIR: En
ceste partie
nous dist
lystoire
21 Ora: En ceste
parties nous dist
listoire
157rR: LISTOIRE 
nous dit que quant
162v: [E]n ceste 
partie dist listoire
21 Orb^ J: Adoncques
quant Raymondin
Raym. regrets 
his action
130vb: Haa-
Melusigne dist 
Remond
21 Ira: Ha Melusine 
dist Raymon
163v: [H]a
melusnce10 dist 
Raymondin
211 va j^: Ainsi
comme vous oez
Mel. returns to 
Raym.; Geoff, 
searches for 
giant
13 lrb: Cy
nous dist la 
vraye histoire
211va: Or nous dist 
la vraie histoire
158vR: AN CELLE 
doulleur et misere
164v: [S]y nous 
dit la vraye 
histoire
159rR: CY NOUS 
dit listoire que 
Geuffroy
132ra:
Gieffroy si
comme dit la 
vraye histoire
Missing folios 159vR: ADONC
Geuffroy sanua
167r: [G]euffroy 
comme dit la 
vraye
Geoff, kills the 
giant
133raIR: Ainsi 
comme vous 
ouez
CO? 169v: [Ajinsy
comme vous
pouez veoir et 
oir
Geoff. sends 
giant’s head to 
Raym.; Raym. 
sends Geoff, 
news that Fro- 
rnont entered a 
monastery
133vb: Moult
furent esbahiz
171 r: [M]oult
furent esbahis
Geoff, learns 
of giant in 
‘Hollande’,* 11 
and of Fre­
mont’s 
vocation
134rb:
Lystoire nous 
certiffie
162rR: LES
NOUUELLES 
furent tantost
172r: [LJystoire
nous certefie
162vR: EN
ORBELANDE 
auoit adonc vng 
geant
Geoff.’s fury 
with Fremont
134vb: En
ceste partie dit 
la vraye
histoire
174r: [E]n ceste 
partie dist listoire
Geoff. des­
troys abbey
and kills
135vaIR: En
ceste partie dit 
lystoire que
175v: [E]n ceste 
partie dist listoire
10 An error for ‘Melusine’?
11 This is Arsenal 3353’s reading for the equivalent of ‘Northumberland’ in other manuscripts.
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
F ro m o n t G ie f f ro y
R a y m . is to ld  
o f  F r o m o n t ’s 
d e a th  ; R a y m . 
re v ile s  M el.
1 36ra : E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
q u e  R e m o n d  
se  s e o it  a 
d is n e r
1 6 4 v R : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e
176v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
M e l. le a rn s  o f  
R a y m .’s 
d is t r e s s
1 3 6 v b : E n
c e s te  p a r tie
d is t ly s to ire
178v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
2 1 9ra^]: O r
c o m m e n c e  le u r  d u re  
e t a m e re  d e p a r t ie
M e l. t r ie s  to  
c o m fo r t  a
fu r io u s  R a y m .
1 3 7rb :
M e lu s ig n e  la 
b o n n e  d a m e
2 1 9 v a : M e lu s in e  la 
b o n n e  d a m e
179v : [M Je lu s in e  
la  b o n n e  d a m e
2 1 9 v b ^ : A d o n c q u e s
e ile  p re n t  le p a r ie r
2 1 3  rb^ j: A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t R a y m o n
R a y m .
d e n o u n c e s  M e l 
a s  s e rp e n t
p u b lic ly ;  M e l. 
e x p la in s  h e r  
fa te
1 3 7 v b : H ee-
t r e s fa u ls e
se rp e n te
2 1 3 rb : H e  tre s fa u ls e  
se rp e n te
181 r: [H ]e
tre s m a u lu a is  
s e rp e n t p a r  d ie u
213va^J: A d o n c  q u a n t 
M e lu s in e  o y
1 6 6 v R : L O R S
Q U A N T  M e llu s in e  
o u y t c e lle
2 1 3 vb^]: H a  R a y m o n  
la jo u m e e
2 1 4 rb ^ l: A d o n c q u e s
e ile  c o m m e n c e
R a y m . e x p re s ­
se s  re m o rs e ,  
M e l. p a rd o n s  
h im , a n d  th e y  
fa in t  to g e th e r
1 3 8 v a :
L y s to ire  n o u s  
te s m o in g n e  
q u e  R e m o n d  
d u  m o u lt
d o u le n t .
R 2 1 4 v a R I :  L is to ire
n o u s  d is t  e t
te s m o ig n e
182r: [L ]y s to ire
n o u s  te s m o in g e  
q u e  R a y m o n d in
215raH : Q u i lo rs  v e is t  
d a m e s  e t d a m o is e l le s
215rb^[: A d o n c q u e s
M e lu s in e  re u in t  a  e ile
M e l. e x p la in s  
fa te , d is p o s e s  
o f  la n d s
a m o n g  so n s , 
a n d  a d v is e s
R a y m  h o w  to  
d e a l w ith
H o r r ib le
139ra : M o n
d o u lz  a m y  d is t 
la d a m e  a 
R e m o n d
21 5  r b : M o n  d o u lx
am i d is t  la  d a m e
1 6 8 rR : M O N
D O U L X  a m y  e t 
v o u s
183v : [M ]o n
d o u lx  a m y  d is t  la 
d a m e
2 1 6ra^j: M a  d o u lc e
a m o u r
M e l.s  sa d
e x p la n a t io n  o f  
h e r  h is to ry  a n d  
fa re w e lls ;  sh e  
ju m p s  f ro m
w in d o w  a n d
1 3 9 v b IR : E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e
q u a n t 
M e lu s ig n e
2 1 6 v a : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
l is to ire s
1 6 9 rR : E T  Q U A N T  
M e llu s in e  fiat su r  la
185r: [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r t ie  d is t l is to ire
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
t r a n s fo rm s
2 1 6 v b ^ : H e e  d o u c e  
c o n tre e
A  s e rp e n tin e  
M e l. f l ie s  to  
L u s ig n a n ; 
H o r r ib le  is
k ille d ;  R a y m . 
le a rn s  th a t
M e l. r e tu rn s  to  
so n s
1 1 4 0 v b R :
A in s i c o m m e  
je  v o u s  a y  d it
2 1 7 v b : A in s i  c o m m e  
j e  v o u s  d y
1 7 0 v R : A IN S I
Q U E  v o u s  a it d it 
se n  a la
187r: [A ]in s i
c o m m e  j e  v o u s  
a y  d it
2 1 8 rb ^ |: L o rs
c o m m e n c a  R a y m o n
G e o ff ,  a r r iv e s  
in ‘N o r th u m ­
b e r la n d ’
141 va :
L y s to ire  n o u s  
d is t e n  c e s te  
p a r tie
M is s in g  fo lio s 1 7 2 rR : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e
G e u ff ro y
189r: [L jy s to ire
n o u s  d it e n  c e s te  
p a r tie
G e o ff ,  v e rb a lly  
jo u s t s  w ith
g ia n t
1 4 2 rb : E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e  
G ie f fro y
1 7 2 v R : A T A N T
m o n ta  G e u f f ro y  la
190v: [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
142vb :
[M jo u l t  fu t le 
ja y a n t d o u le n t
192r: A7oult fu  le  
j a ia n t  d o u la n t
G e o ff , 
d is c o v e rs  
E l in a s ’ to m b
1 4 3 rb : L e
le n d e m a in  p a r  
m a tin
17 4 rR : C E
L E N D E M A IN
193r: [L ]e
la in d e m a in  b ie n  
m a tin
G e o ff ,  k i lls  th e  
g ia n t  a n d  free s  
h is  p r is o n e rs
lR 1 4 4 rb :  
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  G ie f fro y  
fu  m o u lt
d o u le n t
195r: [L ]y s to ire
d it q u e  G e u ff ro y  
fu t m o u lt  d o u le n t
G e o ff ,  re tu rn s ;  
b ro th e r  R a y m - 
m o n e t u p d a te s  
h im  a b o u t
M e l.;  G e o f f
d e s tro y s  F o re s t
1 4 4vb : E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e  
ta n t  e r ra  
G ie f fro y
1 7 5 v R : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e
G e u ff ro y
196v: [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
R a y m . d e c id e s  
to  g o  on
p ilg r im a g e
1 4 5rb : C y  
n o u s  d is t 
ly s to ire  q u e  
ta n to s t  a p re z
1 7 6 rR : L IS T O IR E  
N O U S  ra c o m p te
q u e
198r: [S ]y  n o u s  
d is t l is to ire  q u e  
ta n to s t
R a y m . c o n fe s ­
s e s  to  P o p e
14 6 ra : E n
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire
1 7 7 rR : A A N T  [sic] 
c h e u a u c h a
199v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
R a y m . v is i ts  
M o n tfe r ra t
1 4 6 v a  IR : E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e  
q u a n t R e m o n d
2 2 0 ra R :  E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire
R 1 7 8 r :  L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it q u e
2 0 0 v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire  
q u e
2 2 0 v a ^ : A ta n t  fu re n t  
le s  c h e u a u lx
220vb^|: A d o n c q u e s
ta n t  e n q u is t  R a y m o n
221 ra^j: A d o n c q u e s  le 
p r ie u r
R a y m . e n te rs  
th e  m o n a s te ry  
o f  M o n tfe r ra t
147rb : M o u lt  
fu  R e m o n d  
jo y e u x
221 rb : M o u lt  fu
a d o n c  R a y m o n
1 7 8 v R : M O U L T
fu t R a y m o n d in
2 0 2 r: [M ]o u lt  fu t 
R a y m o n d in
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
{ H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
G e o ff .
b e c o m e s  lo rd  
o f  L u s ig n a n
147va:
L y s to ire  d it
q u e  ta n t
c h e u a u c h e re n t  
les  g e n s
R e m o n d
R 2 2 2 ra R :  L is to ire
n o u s  ra c o m p te  q u e  
ta n t c h e u a u c e re n t
1 7 9 rR : L E S  G E N S  
d e  R a y m o n d in
2 0 3 r: [L jis to ire
d it  q u e  tan t 
c h e u a u c h e re n t
2 2 2 r a |:  Q u a n t les
b a ro n s  o re n t  v eu
2 2 2 r b \ .  Q u i lo rs  v e is t  
la d o u le u r
2 2 2 x b %  O r  v o u s  
la iray
R 1 7 9 v : O R  D IT
ly s to ire  q u e
223ra^]: A d o n c q u e s
lui p r ia
1 1 4 8 v a R : E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  
d is t  ly s to ire  
q u e  q u a n t 
G ie f fro y
2 2 3 rb : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t l is to ire
18 0 rR :  A IN S I  A L A  
G e u f f ro y  a  R o m m e
2 0 5 r: [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
149ra : A ta n t  se  
p a r t  le
c h a p e lla in  d e  
G ie f fro y
2 2 4 rb R : A ta n t  se  p a r t  
le c h a p e lla in
2 0 6 v : [A J ta n t se 
p a r ty  le
c h a p p e lla in
224vb^|: A d o n c q u e s
v a  d ire
22 5 rb ^ |: A d o n c q u e s
v a  v e n ir
R 1 4 9 v b l :  E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
q u e  le  
le n d e m a in
2 2 5 rb : E n  c e s te  p a r tie  
n o u s  d is t lis to ire
181 rR :
L E N D E M A IN  au  
m a tin
2 0 7 v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
2 2 5 v b ]|: A ta n t  e s t
v e n u  le c h a p e lla in
150va :
L y s to ire  n o u s  
te s m o in g n e  
q u e  G ie f f ro y
2 2 6 v a R : L is to ire
n o u s  d is t e t
te s m o ig n e
2 0 9 v : [L jis to ire
d is t  q u e
G e u f f ro y  d o n n a
2 2 7 v a ^ : G ie u f fro y
a u a n t so n  p a r te m e n t
1 5 Ira : C y  n o u s  
d it l is to ire  
q u e  les  f re re s
2 2 7 v b : C y  n o u s  d is t  
l is to ire  q u e  les  f re re s
1 8 2 v R : L E S
D E U X  fre re s  se  
p a r tire n t
21 l r :  [C ]y  n o u s  
d is t  l is to ire  q u e  
le s  f re re s
227vb^|: O r  v o u s
la ira y  v n g  p o u
2 2 8 ra ^ l: G ra n t fu  la  
jo ie
228rb^|: A ta n t  so it
v e n u z  d e u x
c h e u a lie rs
2 2 8 v b ]|: P a r  m a  fo y  
d is t le  R o y  R e g n a u lt
151vb : E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e  
ta n t v o n t 
A n th o in e  e t le 
R o y
2 2 8 v b : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
lis to ire
1 8 3 rR : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d is t q u e
A n th o in e
2 1 2 v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire
22 9 ra^ |: O r  e s t v ra y
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a r )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4  
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
q u e  G ie u f f ro y
229rb^ |: la  fu  m o u lt  
g ra n t  la  io ie
1 15 2 rb  R :
M o u lt  fu t g ra n t  
ly  e s c ro iz  
d e u a n t 
L u c e m b o u rc
2 2 9 v a : M o u lt  fu
g ra n s  li e s c ro is
2 1 3 r: [M ]o u lt fu t 
la  p re s s e  d e s  
g e n s
230vb^[: A d o n c q u e  le 
R o y  R e g n a u lt
15 3 ra : L e  
la n d e m a in  p a r  
m a tin
R 2 3 1 rb :  L e n d e m a in
p a r  m a tin
R 1 8 4 v : L E E  [sic ] 
L E N D E M A IN  au  
m a tin
2 1 5 r: [L ]e
le n d e m a in  p o u r  
m a tin
231 rb^j: T a n t
c h e u a u c e re n t  les  o s ts
231va^ |: A d o n c q u e s
fo n t fa ire
231va^ |: A  v o u s  d u e  
d A u s th e r ic h e
231 vb^j: C o m m e n t  a 
d ire n t  le s  a lle m a n s
2 3 2 ra^ |: O r  fu  v ra y  
q u e  la  n u it
1 53va : 
L y s to ire  d is t  
q u e  G ie f f ro y
2 3 2 rb : L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t q u e  a d o n c q s  
G ie u f fro y
R 1 8 5 v : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  d it  q u e
2 1 6 v : [L ]y s to ire  
d it q u e  G e u ff ro y  
se  p a r ty
2 3 2 v a ^ : A d o n c q u e s
G ie u f fro y
233ra^ j: A d o n c  q u a n t 
c e u lx  d e  le m b u c h e
154rb : E n  
c e s te  p a r tie  d it 
ly s to ire  q u e  le 
le n d e m a in
2 3 3 v a R : E n  c e s te
p a r tie  n o u s  d is t
l is to ire
R 1 8 6 r :  L E
L E N D E M A IN
2 1 8 v : [E ]n  c e s te  
p a r tie  d is t  l is to ire  
q u e  le  le n d e m a in
2 3 3 v b ] |: L o rs  se
c o u re n t  a rm e r
234rb^[: Q u e  v o u s
v a u ld ro i t
234rb^J: A d o n c q u e s
c e u lx  d u  to it
M e l u s i n e
r e a p p e a r s
S o n s  se e  M e l. 
r e a p p e a r  as
d ra g o n  o v e r  
L u s ig n a n
15 5 r b : C y  
n o u s
te s m o ig n e  
ly s to ire  q u e  
ta n t  c o m m e  
R e m o n d  
v e sq u i
2 3 5 rb R :  C y  n o u s  d is t 
l is to ire  q u e  ta n t q u e  
R a y m o n  v e sq u i
2 2 0 v : [C ]y  n o u s
te s m o ig n e
l is to ire
S o n s  le a rn
m e a n in g  o f
M e l . ’s r e tu rn ;  
th e y  g o  to  
M o n s e r ra t;  
R a y m .’s d e a th
1 5 5 v a  1R: 
A in s i  q u e  j e  
v o u s  d y  fu t 
M e lu s ig n e
2 3 5 v b : A in s y  q u e  ie 
v o u s  d y  fu  M e lu s in e
2 2  l r :  [A ]in sy
q u e  j e  v o u s  a y  
d it
236raH : O r  a p re se n t
236rb^j: A d o n c q u e s
se  tra is t  a u a n t
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C o n t e n t s /
E p i s o d e
B i b i ,  d e  
1’A r s e n a l ,  m s  
3 3 5 3  ( A r s )
B L  H a r l e y  m s  4 4 1 8  
( H a t )
B N  m s  f r .1 4 8 4
( B )
B N E  m s  2 1 4 8  
( M a d )
2 3 6 v a ^ |:  A d o n c q u e s
q u a n t G ie u f fro y
1 5 6 v a : L e  
la n d e m a in  v in t 
le  R o y  
d A rra g o n
2 3 7 rb :  L e n d e m a in
v in t  le  R o y  d A ra g o n
2 2 3 r: [L ]e
le n d e m a in  v in t  le 
ro y  d A ra g o n
2 3 7 v a ]j: A d o n c q u e s
e n tre re n t
O b s e q u ie s  fo r  
R a y m .;  s u m ­
m a ry  o f  L u s-  
ig n a n  c a re e rs
1 5 6 v b  IR : 
A in s i c o m m e  
j e  v o u s  d y  fu t 
fa it  lo b se q u e
2 3 7 v b : A in s i  c o m m e  
ie  v o u s  d y
2 2 3 v : [A jin s i
c o m m e  j e  v o u s  
a y  d it
2 3 8 rb^J: A d o n c  le  ro y
238va1 |: O r  v o u s
c o m m e n c e ra y
239ra^ j: L o rs
p r in d re n t  c o n g ie
S u m m a ry  o f
L u s ig n a n
c a re e rs
1 5 7 v b : C y  
n o u s  d it la  
v ra y e  h is to ire
2 3 9 v a R :  C y  a p re z
n o u s  d is t l is to ire
R 1 8 8 v : S I A P R E S  
n o u s  d it la  v ra y e
2 2 5 v : [C ]y  n o u s  
d is t  la  v ra y e  
h is to ire
G e o f f r o y  a t  
L u s i g n a n
2 4 0 rb :  C y  a p re z  n o u s  
d is t
158va : A  ce  
lu i re s p o n d e n t  
les  re c e u e u rs
2 4 0 v a : A  ce  lui
re s p o n d i r e n t  les
re c e p u e u rs
1 8 9 rR : A D O N C
L E  re c e u e u r  luy
2 2 7 r: [A ]d  c e llu i 
re sp o n d ire n t
158vb :
L y s to ire  n o u s  
te s m o in g n e
2 4 I ra :  L is to ire  n o u s  
te s m o ig n e
1 8 9 v R :
L O N G U E M E N T  
m u sa  [?] G e u f f ro y  
su r
2 2 8 r: [L js to ire
n o u s  te s m o in g n e
241 v a^ |: A d o n c q u e s
G ie u f f ro y
1 5 9 rb : A in s i 
c o m m e  v o u s  
o u e z
2 4 2 ra :  A in s i  c o m m e  
v o u s  o e z
1 9 0 rR : A IN S I
C O M M E  v o u s
o rre z
2 2 9 v : [A jin sy
q u e  v o u s  a u e z  o y
2 4 2 rb ] |:  O u  so n t d is t  
G ie u f f ro y
2 4 2 v a ] |:  A d o n c  sa n s  
p lu s  d ire
2 4 2 v b ^ |: O re s  v o u s  
d ira y  d e  la  b a ta i lle
160ra :
L y s to ire  n o u s  
te s m o in g n e  
q u e  q u a n t 
G ie f fro y
R 2 4 3 v a : L is to ire
n o u s  te s m o ig n e
1 9 1 rR : L IS T O IR E  
n o u s  te s m o ig n e
23 lv :  [L jy s to ire  
n o u s  d it q u e  
q u a n t G e u f f ro y
1 6 0 v a IR : 
L y s to ire  d it 
q u e  q u a n t 
G ie f fro y
2 4 4 ra :  L is to ire  n o u s  
d is t  q u e  q u a n t
1 9 1 v R : L O R S
q u a n t G e u f f ro y  v it 
le  c h lr
2 3 2 r : [L jy s to ire
d it  q u e  q u a n t 
G e u f f ro y
2 4 4 rb -v a^ f: E n te n d e z  
[2 4 4 v a j a  m o y
A d v e n t u r e  o f  
C h a t e a u  d e  
l ’e p e r v i e r
T h e  R o y
d ’A n n e n ie  
v is i ts  c h a te a u  
d e  l ’e p e rv ie r
161 rb :
L y s to ire  d it e t 
a u ss i lay  j e  
o u y  d ire
R 2 4 5 rb R :  L is to ire
n o u s  d is t  e t a u ss i lay  
ie  o y
R 1 9 3 r :
L O N G T E M P S  
a p re s  la  m o r t
2 3 4 v : [L jy s to ire  
d it  e t a u ss i la ie  
o ir  d ire
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C o n te n ts /
E p isode
Bibi, de 
1’A rsenal, m s 
3353 (Ars)
BL H arley m s 4418 
(H*r)
B N  m s fr.1484 
(B)
B N E  m s 2148 
(M ad)
245va1j: Adoncques
le roy qui estoit en sa 
fleur
245vb^[: Adoncques
apresta le Roy
A knight in 
white explains 
conditions of 
the castle
lölvblR : En 
ceste partie dit 
lystoire que 
quant le Roy
245vb: En ceste
partie nous dist
listoire
R193v: AUANT le 
Roy fut a lentree
235v: [E]n ceste 
partie dist listoire
The king reads 
the wall paint- 
ings
162rb: Ly 
preudoms se 
party du Roy
246va: Le preudoms 
se parti du Roy
194rR: LE
PREUDOMME se 
departit
236v: [L]e
preudhomme sen 
Party
The king en­
ters a chamber 
to spend the 
3rd night
162va: Moult 
pris le roy 
grant plaisir
247ra: Moult prinst le 
Roy tres grant plaisir
R194v: MOULT
prist le Roy grand
237r: [Mjoult
print le roy grant 
plaisir
Melior enters 
chamber and 
offers him a 
reward
162vb: Et par 
dessusleur 
escuz
The king def­
ies the condit­
ions and wis­
hes to marry 
Melior
163ra: Dont 
respondy le 
Roy qui tous 
fu esprans de 
lamour
247va: Adonc
respondy le Roy qui 
fu esprins
195rR: ADONC
LE roy qui fut 
moult
238r: Adont
respondy le roy12
Melior refuses, 
explains their 
kinship and the 
castle’s curse 
and leaves; the 
king is beaten
163rb: Et lors 
que la dame 
voit
248ra: Et lors quant 
la dame voit
195vR: ET LORS 
quant la dame
238v: [E]t lors 
quant la dame
248rb^j: Adoncques
quant le Roy lentent
The king’s
fortunes dec­
line; account 
of Leon
d’Armenie
163vb: Assez 
tost aprez fist 
le Roy
248vb: Assez tost
aprez fist le Roy
196rR: ASSES
TOUST apres le 
Roy
240r: [Ajssus
tost apres le roy
249rb1j: Cy ores me 
tairay
249rb^j: Or vus ay je 
dit et deuise
C onclusion
Author’s 
patrons; 
historical truth 
claims
164ra: Ceste 
noble
forteresse de 
Lusignen
249vaR: Ceste noble 
fortereresse [szc] de 
Lusignen
196vR: CESTE
NOBLE forteresse 
de
24 lr: [Cjeste
noble frortresse 
[j'/'c] de Lusigne
Creswell’s 
encounter with 
Mel.
164va: Et 
quant a moy 
jay oy dire
250ra: Et quant a 
moy veritablement
197rR: ET QUANT 
AMOY jay ouy dire
Mel.’s
departure from 
Creswell
164vb: En cel 
estat que je 
vous ay 
recorde
250vb: En cel estat 
que ie vous dy et ay 
recorde
242v: [E]n ceste 
estat que je vous 
ay re/corde
250vb^|: En celle
freeur dist Sersuelle
12 No guide letter -  the ‘A’ would have been the capital but it has been completed with the text.
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W itn e s s e s  to  
M e l . ’s
re a p p e a ra n c e s
165ra : E n c o re s  
e s t il v e r ite
2 5 1 ra R :  E n c o re s  e s t 
il v e r ite
198r: Il e s t v ra y  q u e  
a L u s ig n e n
2 4 3 r:  [E ]n c o re s
il e s t v e r ite
251 rb^(: I te m  Y u o n  
d e  G a l le s
198r: A u ss i Y u o n  
d e  G a lle s
198r: A u ss i
m e s s e ig n e u r  
P a rc e v a l  d e
C o lo g n e
T ru th  c la im s 1 6 5rb : C e s  
p re u u e s  e t 
a u tre s
2 5 1 v b R : C e s
p ro e u u re s  [?] e t
a u ltre s
198v: L es  v ra y e s  
c ro n ic q u e s  et
h y s to ire s
2 4 4 r: [C ]e s
p re u u e s  e t a u tre s
T ru th  o f  G o d ’s 
m y s te r ie s ;  p le a  
to  th e  r e a d e r  
a n d  p a tro n .
165vb :
C o m b ie n  q u e  
S a in t P o l
M is s in g 198v: S a in t p o l d is t 
a u x  R o m m a in s
2 4 5 r: [C ]o m b ie n  
q u e  S a in t P o l
E x p lic it  1 6 6 rb : 
D e o  g ra c ia s
E x p lic it  199v: D e o  
g ra c ia s  a m e n
E x p lic it  2 4 6 r  : 
A m e n
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A p p en d ix  D . B ib lio g rap h ica l su m m ary  o f R o m a n  d e  P a rth en a y
m a n u sc r ip ts1
A m ien s, B ib lio th eq u e  m u n ic ip a le , m s 411 (Av)
Date: second half C 15
Provenance: French, unable to establish precise provenance 
Codicological details:
I + 157+ I (lra-96va La consolation de philosophic, Boethius; 97 blank; 98ra-l 17ra 
RP)
1824 binding by Paul le Prince; half-binding - dark brown paper covers with fawn- 
brown leath spine with red cords; cover plates c.305 x 217 mm (h x w)
- Paper fly leaves contemporary with the b ind ing ................................................................
Paper support. Watermarks: close to Briquet 8609 (gothic P with floral device), found 
Chälon-sur-Saöne c.1473 and a variant nr Dijon 1463; Briquet 3921 (anchor with 
cross); similar to Briquet 1739 and 1741 but different dimensions (heraldic amis with 
3 fleurs-de-lys and a suspended ‘t ’), French, unable to be localized, found in northern 
France and Normandy from 1470s; similar to Briquet 9177 and 9183 (a Y crowned 
with a cross), variants found in Brittany, Flanders and Holland from 1470s 
Leaves: c.295 x 217-20 mm 
Ruling and some pricking
Catchwords and two sets of signatures (on basis of signatures, there may originally 
have been a third text bound with La consolation and RP)
13 quires: 1-71“, 8 lj, 9-1312 (leaf missing between ff.96-7.
Bastard script throughout, probably same hand
Layout:
2 columns for each text
Justification, c. 179-80 x 142 mm, each col. C. 178-80 x 64-5 mm for each text (ie they 
share a similar layout)
c.30 lines each col. throughout the vol., c.7 mm apart
RP: begins with 2-3-line blue initial; subsequent initials alternate blue and red 2-lines 
high; rare use of paraphs to indicate that text extends beyond a line; similar layout in 
La consolation which also has two 4-5 line capitals in red and blue (lr, 47v).
Decoration:
Initials -  see above 
No decorative program planned
Bibliography:
Briquet, C.M., Les Filigranes: dictionnaire historique des marques du papier des leurs 
apparition vers 1282 ju sq u ’en 1600. A Facsimile o f  the 1907 edition with 
supplementary material contributed by a number o f  scholars, ed. A. Stevenson, 4 
vols., The Paper Publications Society, Amsterdam, 1968.
Coyecque, E. (ed.), Catalogue general des manuscrits des bibliotheques publiques de France, 
XIX, Amiens, Topos Verlag AG, Vaduz and Liechtenstein, 1979 (Paris, 1893).
Gamier, J., Catalogue descriptif et raisonne des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque communale de 
la ville d ’Amiens, Amiens, 1843.
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
1 This Appendix contains bibliographical summaries of RP manuscripts analysed in Chapters Four and 
Five, including manuscripts Mv and Rv which were excluded from Chapter Four. Most of the technical 
infonnation was collated by Roach in “La tradition manuscrite”, pp. 185-233. I have supplemented her 
codicological information with more detailed description of structural devices such as rubrics and 
decorative programs, and have not indicated where I differ from her on points of detail such as 
measurement. The manuscripts are presented in the alphabetical order of their sigla.
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Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley ms 445 (Bv)
Date: first half C15
Provenance: unknown. The inclusion of a Parisian calendar of saints’ days may suggest 
northern France. Probably in England by the early-mid C l6, inscribed names include 
“Mayster Redmayn of my lorde of Norwiche house” (IIv); the item was donated to Sir 
Thomas Bodley by Sir Francis Clare in early C l7.
Codicological details:
III+II+158+III, modem foliation (l-6v Parisian calendar; 7r-142r RP; 142r-158r La 
Chastelaine de Vergi).
C l8 brown calf-skin binding, cover plates c.267 x 174 mm
the two fly leaves immediately preceding the calendar are contemporary with 
manuscript contents;
parchment, well-prepared with little discolouration to creamy-yellow leaves
leaves c.255-58 x 170-3 mm
ruling (ink), some pricking evident
catchwords
20 quires: l6, 2-198
Bastard script for each text (probably the same hand for all texts).
Layout:
I column,
justification c.169 x 88 mm (this applies to both romances) with 2 narrow columns of 
5 mm for the capitals of each line, and 2.5 mm for the space between capital and the 
line of text in the RP
The RP and La Chastelaine are each written in c.27 lines per col., c.6 mm apart 
La Chastelaine has red incipit and explicit
4-line initial spaces accompany illustration spaces (except lOr where initial space is 3 
lines), 2-line red and blue initials alternate throughout the text of RP. The alternating 
initials are decorated with black and red filigree tracery around the red and blue 
initials respectively. La Chastelaine has only red capitals, the calendar has ornate red 
and blue lettering at the head of pages with black tracery decoration, 
glossing (RP only)
Decoration:
II spaces have been left for illustrations (the tenth of which may have been left blank 
in order to insert an image above the new stanza on the following leaf), between 10- 
18 lines high x the width of the justification (for table of location of spaces, see 
below)
Illustrations concentrated in the early part of the manuscript but remain incomplete 
Initials -  see above
Table outlining location o f  decorative spaces in B v
Location Approx, size of space Context
1. 7r 18 lines, 2/3 f. Precedes prologue
2. lOr 11 lines, 1/2 f., top half 
of leaf
Precedes introduction to Aymery (1.145)
3. 32v 15 lines, 2/3 f., top half 
of leaf
Precedes birth of Urians (1.1351)
4. 33v 10 lines, 1/3-1/2 f., top 
half of leaf
Precedes birth of Eudes (1.1389)
5. 34r 14-15 lines, Vi f., top half 
of leaf
Precedes birth of Guion (1.1405)
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6. 34v 12 lines, Vi f., central 
section of leaf
Concludes Guion’s birth and Melusine’s construction; 
precedes Anthoine’s birth (between 11.1420-1).
7. 35r 13 lines, !4 f., central 
section of leaf
Concludes discussion of Anthoine and precedes birth 
of Regnault (between 11.1436-7)
8. 35v 14-15 lines, Vi f., top of 
leaf
Precedes birth of Geoffroy (1.1446)
9. 36r 9 lines, 3 f., top of leaf Precedes Fromont’s birth (1.1458)
10. 36r 11 lines, 1/3 f., lower 
section of leaf
Follows account of Fromont’s birth after 1.1464
11. 36v 13 lines, Vi f., top half of 
leaf
Precedes birth of Horrible (1.1465)
Bibliography:
Madan F. and J.J.E. Craster, A Summary Catalogue o f Western Manuscripts in the Bodleian 
Library at Oxford, Kraus Reprint, Munich, 1980, II, Pt. 1.
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233, pp. 189-92.
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Cam bridge, University Library, ms L I.2.5 (Cv)
Date: later CI 5
Provenance: probably northern France or Flanders (see watermarks below)
Codicological details:
11 + 170 (lr-148r RP\ 149r-161 v prose chronicle 1403-54 [see also Uv below]; 162-5v 
copies of correspondence between Philippe de Cleves and Maximilien, King of the 
Romans, mid-1488)
Cl 7 half binding: paper cover plates with comers and spine in a brown skin 
Paper fly leaves contemporary with the binding
Paper support. Watermarks: similar to Briquet 9182 (Y with a cross) -  northern, 
unable to establish provenance, found in Cologne 1467; similar to Briquet 1046 (arms 
with band) found in Bruges from 1474; close to Briquet 8568 (gothic P with extended 
stem) -  widely produced, found in Utrecht in 1466; close to Briquet 8527 (gothic P) -  
found widely across France and neighbouring regions for around 60 years; close to 
Briquet 8593 (gothic P with floral device) -  found in northern France from late 1450s- 
early 1460s; close to briquette 8571 (gothic P with extension) -  French origin but 
found in north and Flanders from 1460s-1470s.
Leaves: c.288 x 214 mm 
Catchwords and signatures 
- 15 quires: 1-512, 614, 710, 8-1312, 146, 159
Cursive script -  similar across the three groups of texts
Layout:
Single col.
Justification c. 195 x 95 mm 
23-27 lines per col.
Initials: RP -  one large initial of 11 lines introduces the text lr (see also Decoration 
below); alternating blue and red 2-line initials throughout text
Decoration:
One large historiated 11-line initial L introduces the RP (lr): depicts Melusine in a 
timber bath surrounded by curtains, with a serpentine tail which tapers into a snake 
head. She appears to be conversing with the head.
Initials -  see above.
Bibliography:
Briquet, C.M., Les Filigranes: dictionnaire historique des marques du papier des leurs 
apparition vers 1282 jusqu’en 1600. A Facsimile o f the 1907 edition with 
supplementary material contributed by a number o f scholars, ed. A. Stevenson, 4 
vols., The Paper Publications Society, Amsterdam, 1968.
Clier-Colombani, F. La Fee Melusine: Images, Mythes et Symboles, Le Leopard d’Or, Paris, 
1991.
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
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Carpentras, Bibliotheque m unicipale, ms 406 (Dv)
Date: Early C15 
Provenance: Unknown 
Codicological details:
I1I+98+III (2ra-45rb Jeu des esches, moralise by Jean de Vignay ; 46r-98v RP)
C l7-18 brown calf-skin binding with gold lettering on the spine, cover plates c.266 x 
222 mm
Paper fly leaves contemporary with the binding 
parchment, some discolouration 
leaves c.256-8 x 217 mm 
dry point ruling
- 14 quires, l3, 2-38, 46, 5-68, 73, 8-138, 146
Neat bastard script
Some later glossing of names and places
Layout:
2 columns,
justification: 210-12 x 160-65 mm; each col. c.72 mm wide.
Columns c.33-34 lines, c.6 mm apart
One 3-line red initial with filigree tracery at the beginning of RP, 2-line red initials 
throughout the rest of the romance
The Jeu shares same layout features as RP, and includes red rubrics and a table of 
contents
Decoration:
- one 3-line red initial at the beginning of the RP and 2-line red capitals throughout text
Bibliography:
Duhamel M. (ed.), Catalogue General des manuscrits des bib/iotheques publiques de France, 
XXXIV. Carpentras, Librairie Plon, Paris, 1901, pp.212-13.
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
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C arp en tra s , B ib lio th eq u e  m u n ic ip a le , m s 407 (E v )
Date: mid-C 15
Provenance: France (precise location uncertain)
Codicological details:
120 ff (1 r-113r RP\ 113r-120r Facet enseignements)
Late C l5 binding, worn tooled brown calf-skin leather on timber boards, 
contemporary parchment label with ‘remondin et meluzine’ attached to rear cover 
with small studs; cover plates c.300 x 210 mm
Paper support. Watermark: similar to Briquet 3797 (key with teeth and a trefoil­
shaped handle) -  possibly made in Midi or Piedmont region, found in Valence 1467 
with identical variants located in St. marcellin 1470, St. Vallier 1472, Grenoble 
c. 1474-1476.
Leaves vary in size due to cropping: 285-8 x 190 or more commonly 202-5 mm 
Irregular ink ruling and pages were also folded for justification 
Signatures 
8 quires: 1-716, 8X
Cursive script; appears to be the same hand throughout the volume 
Glossing- mostly scribbling
Layout:
Single column
Justification variable: 198-203 x 105-130 mm 
30-35 11. per col., 6-7 mm apart
Initials: 3-6 line capital introduces RP in red with green and yellow foliage and 
floriate decoration (lr); a green 3-line capital begins Facet text (113r); most stanzas 
separated by 2-line red capitals
Letters commencing lines in RP contain yellow or brown wash 
Decoration:
There is no program for illuminations or historiated initials per se. However, in 
addition to introductory and regular initials outlined above, there are several 
decorative initials scattered throughout the volume:
49v - ‘E’ at the top of leaf occupies six to seven characters across the line of text and 
has been extended to depict a a yellow dragonesque face with red tongue and horns 
53v -  ‘E’ at the top of leaf has been elongated into a yellow face with horns, black 
tongue and green teeth
68r -  depicts a similarly designed ‘E’ with green edging along the dragonesque 
tongue
74r -  descender strokes of ‘M’ are decorated in green and yellow
29v and 88r- decorated ‘L’ with serpentine-looking green extensions
light red and green floral decoration accompanies the explicit for each text (113r,
120r)
Bibliography:
Briquet, C.M., Les Filigranes: dictionnaire historique des marques du papier des leurs 
apparition vers 1282 jusqu’en 1600. A Facsimile o f the 1907 edition with 
supplementary material contributed by a number o f scholars, ed. A. Stevenson, 4 
vols., The Paper Publications Society, Amsterdam, 1968.
Carvin, D., La reliure medievale d ’apres les fonds des bibliotheques d'Aix-en-Provence, 
Avignon, Carpentras et Marseille, Centre Interregional de Conservation des Livres, 
Arles, 1988.
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
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Grenoble, Bibliotheque m unicipale, ms 368 [CGM 863] (GV)2
Date: second half C15
Provenance. France (precise location unknown), possibly Poissy as this location is named at 
the end of the RP (139r)
Codicological details:
II + 141+11 (lr-139v RP, c.230 lines deliberately excised from end, 93r contains a 
prayer for France beneath RP text; 139v medical recipe for making pills)
1966 binding in chestnut leather, cover plates c.306 x 230 mm
First and last paper fly leaves are contemporary with the binding, inner fly leaves 
older (indeterminate age)
- Paper support. Watermark: close to Briquet 14316 or 14317 (head of bull) -  French 
production, possibly Midi or Centre regions; widely produced and distributed 1430s- 
1460s
Leaves c.296 x 197 mm
Pricking, ruling of some margins but not individual lines 
Signatures
- 10 quires: 1-216, 314, 5-916, 1013
Three sets of pagination (an old system in roman numerals, ceases 90r; a modem 
system in Arabic numerals which counts 32-33 twice; a second system in Arabic 
numerals which begins at 90r and continues until the end -  this is correct).
RP in cursive script; recipe in different C15 hand; prayer may be in the same hand as 
RP but written with a paler ink, smaller hand, and finer script 
Cl 6-17 glossing, frequently of names
Layout:
Single column
Justification c. 180-90 x 100-3 mm (irregular) 
c.23-25 lines per col., c. 7 mm apart
2-line spaces left for stanza initials; these are followed by one or more words penned 
in an enlarged bold gothic script at the head of each stanza. The number and thickness 
of the enlarged characters increases towards the end of the volume
Decoration:
Initials -  see above
The large characters commencing stanzas begin to be decorated with ink floral 
designs towards the end of the volume 
No program for illustrations
Bibliography:
Briquet, C.M., Les Filigranes: dictionnaire historique des marques du papier des leurs 
apparition vers 1282 jusqu’en 1600. A Facsimile o f the 1907 edition with 
supplementary material contributed by a number o f scholars, ed. A. Stevenson, 4 
vols., The Paper Publications Society, Amsterdam, 1968.
Fournier, P., E. Maignien, and A. Prudhomme (eds), Catalogue general des manuscrits des 
bibliotheques publiques de France, VII, Grenoble, Topos Verlag AG, Vaduz and 
Liechtenstein, 1979 (Paris, 1889).
Marchand, S., Conservateur, Bibliotheque municipale de Grenoble, Email communication, 27 
Aug 2003.
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
2 Fournier, Maignien, and Prudhomme (eds), Catalogue general des manuscrits, VII, pp.258-9, item 
863.
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Paris, Bibliotheque de PArsenal, ms 3475 (H v)
Date: late C15 - early C16
Provenance: possibly northern France based on the watermarks in the paper? (see next 
section)
Codicological details:
11+106+11 (1 r-104r RP only contents)
C l8 binding in brown calfskin, gold thread decoration around cover borders and 
stamped emblem of Mme de Pompadour on the covers; cover plates c.188 x c.136 
mm
Fly leaves contemporary with binding
Paper support with several watermarks: Briquet 8606 (a gothic P with a floral device) 
-  found from 1470s in Burgundian Netherlands and north-north Eastern France; 
Briquet 14238 (head of a steer or bull), - found in Paris and Troyes in the late 1460s 
and early 1470s; (similar to) Briquet 12476, 12481 (pot with a handle) -  from the 
Champagne region, found in items from 1470s in northern France, Germany and 
Burgundian Netherlands; (similar to) Briquet 10021-22 (unicorn) -  found in northern 
France, Burgundian Netherlands from the late 1460s.
Leaves c. 133-5 x 188 mm 
Ink ruling
- 9 quires: l 10, 2-912
Hybrid gothic-cursive hand
Layout:
One column
Justification c.91 x c. 136-41 mm (depending on number of lines ruled)
Usually 33-34 lines per col., c.4 mm apart
3-4-line space left for introductory initial; remaining space for initials 2 lines 
Guide letters often inserted in initial spaces
Decoration:
no planned decoration
Interpolated passages
Passage 1: 16 lines interpolated between 11.4198-9
[64v] Adieu dy tous esbatemens [1.4198]
*Adieu chancons adieu soulax
* Adieu vous car je men vais 
*Adieu bourgoys et laboureulx
* Adieu vous dy jeunes et vieulx 
*Adieu bourgoys adieu marchans
* Adieu les pastoureaulx des champs 
*Adieu escuiers damoiselles 
*Adieu vous dy jeunes pucelles 
*Adieu dy tous gens de mestiers 
*Adieu adieu tous manouuriers 
*Adieu abbez [s/c] adieu prelas
* Adieu dy gens de tous estas
* Adieu aussi noblez euesques 
*Adieu legatz et archeuesques 
*Adieu dy gens de saincte eglise
* Adieu vous dy gens de franchise 
[65r] *Adieu des instrumens les sons 
*Adieu dammes adieu barons
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Adieu priz adieu tout honneur [1.4199]
Passage 2: 14 lines interpolated between 11.4248-9
[65v] Adieu vous dy ma damme gente [1.4248] 
*Adieu la belle que tant de pris
* Adieu vous dy damme de pris
* Adieu mon bien adieu ma joye 
*Adieu celle dont bien auoye 
*Adieu la belle aulx doulx yeulx
* Adieu tous mes esbatz et geulx 
*Aieu dy toute melodie
* Adieu Melusine mamye
* Adieu madame de valour
* Adieu damour chasteau et tour
* Adieu le portal de Hesse
*Adieu ma damme et ma maistresse 
*Adieu diz belle au der viz 
*Adieu ma damme adieu vous diz 
[66r] Adieu ma gloyre adieu ma joye [1.4249]
Passage 3: 14 lines interpolated between 11.4343-4
[67r] Ou jay perdue joye enterine [1.4343]
*Oy jay perdue joye treffme 
*Ou jay perdu toute plaisance 
[67v] *Ou jay perdue toute cheuance 
*Ou jay perdu tous mes esbas 
*Ou jay perdu tous mes estas 
*Ou jay perdu toute Hesse 
*Ou jay perdu toute noblesse 
*Ou jay perdue tous mes confors 
*Ou jay perdu tous mes depors 
*Ou jay perdu tous mes deliz 
*Ou jay perdu tous mes plaisirs 
*Ou jay perdu tout mon conseil 
*Ou jay perdu mon gouuemail 
*Jay tout perdu ma medicine 
Cestoit la belle Melusine [1.4344]
Bibliography:
Briquet, C.M., Les Filigranes: dictionnaire historique des marques du papier des leurs 
apparition vers 1282 jusqu’en 1600. A Facsimile o f the 1907 edition with 
supplementary material contributed by a number o f scholars, ed. A. Stevenson, 4 
vols., The Paper Publications Society, Amsterdam, 1968.
Martin, H. Catalogue des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque de VArsenal, III, Topos Verlag, 
Vaduz/Liechtenstein, 1981 (orig. pub. Paris 1887).
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
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P aris , B ib lio th e q u e  n a tio n a le  de F ran c e , m s fr.1458 (M v )
Date: second half C 15
Provenance: France
Codicological details:
V1+57+VI (lra-57vb RP, last 12 verses of romance missing from end of 57vb, as are 
the litany and explicit)
C l7 brown calf-skin binding with gold-stamped thread decoration; Gaston d’Orleans’ 
mark of 2 interlacing Gs on the spine. Cover plates c.296 x 214 mm 
Parchment, good quality, very smooth, pale cream-yellow leaves 
Leaves c.290-3 x 205-10 mm (some cropping evident)
Leadpoint ruling, mainly around justification, less commonly individual lines 
Catchwords
5 quires: 1-412,59, the final 3 leaves have been excised 
Bastard script
Layout:
2 columns
justification c.200-5 x 158-60 mm but this varies greatly. Based on lr, the inner 
column seems to be narrower than outer column (inner col. 69mm wide cf outer col. 
c.83 mm wide) 
c.32-5 lines, c.6 mm apart
One 3-line initial space precedes the Prologue, 2-line spaces for initials left blank 
throughout remainder of RP
The main form of glossing evident is the instructions for the illustrations (and perhaps 
rubrics); some words or comments annotated in a later hand
Decoration:
36 spaces left for illustrations (see table below for context and artists’ (and/or 
rubricators’?) instructions)
Illustrations intended to be approx, one col. width x 1A -3/4 col. in height 
Instructions for illustrator visible in inside margins for inner columns and outside 
margins for outer columns; neither captions nor rubrics appear to have been intended 
to be included, although several of the directions for artists read like rubrics (eg no.l 
in the table below).
See above for initials
Table o f  decoration spaces and  m arginal annotations in M v
Location and 
approx, size
Context Marginal annotations
1. Ira, top 2/3 
col.
Precedes the prologue (1.1) Comment le seigneur de Partenay 
commande a lacteur quil face le liure de 
Melusigne et comment il luy bailie vne 
liure3
2. 2va, lower 
Vi col.
Follows Aymery’s invitation of 
Forez & sons to the feast and 
precedes Aymery’s invitation for 
Raym. to live with him (b/w 
11.208-9)
—ns de Poictiers com— le conte de 
Forest & les — de Poictou & fist grant — 
re & comment il demanda — des 
enffans dudit conte — nomme
Raymondin
3. 3va, lower Follows the beginning of the hunt De Poictiers ala ala —dit ses gens et
3 Abbreviations have been silently expanded, although ampersands have been inserted to indicate 
abbreviated ‘et’. Hyphens indicate illegible words/letters, or words caught in the binding.
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L ocation  and 
approx, size
C ontext M arginal an n o ta tions
1/3 col. an d  p rec ed es  A y m e ry ’s p ro p h e tic  
re a d in g  o f  th e  s ta rs  to  R aym . (b /w  
11.334-5).
co m m e n t —d -t es  e s to ile s .
4 . 4 rb , lo w er 
1/2 col.
F o llo w s  R a y m .’s k illin g  o f
A y m ery  an d  p re c e d e s  h is  sad  ride  
to w ard s  th e  fo u n ta in  (b /w  11.426- 
7)
[N o  le g ib le  n o tes]
5. 5 ra , to p  2/3 
co l. (b en e a th  1 
line  o f  tex t)
F o llo w s  R a y m .’s rid e  to  fo u n ta in  
an d  p rec ed es  M e lu s in e ’s
m o v e m e n t to w a rd s  h im  (b /w  
11.496-7)
C o m m e n t R a y m o n d in  p a s se  d e u a n t la 
fo n ta in e  o u  il a u o it —  tro is  d a m e s  sans 
m o t —  &  lu n e  lar— este
6. 7 ra , lo w er  V2 
col.
F o llo w s  M e l.’s ad v ice  to  R aym . 
a b o u t h is b e h a v io u r  o n  re tu rn in g  
to  P o itie rs  an d  th e  a c q u is itio n  o f  
land ; p re c e d e s  a n o th e r  illu s tra tio n  
g ap  ( fo llo w s  1.770)
[N o  v is ib le  no tes]
7. 7 rb , to p  14 
co l.
P re c e d e s  R a y m .’s re tu rn  to
P o itie rs  (1.771)
[frag m en ts  o f  te x t illeg ib le ]
8. 7v b , lo w er 
1/3 co l.
F o llo w s  A y m e ry ’s fu n e ra l and  
p re c e d e s  illu s tra tio n  sp a ce  on 
n ex t le a f  (fo llo w s  1.844)
C o m m e n t R a y m o n d in  d e m a n d e  e t il—
9. 8 ra , top  % 
co l.
P re ce d es  R a y m .’s req u e s t fo r land  
fro m  co m te  de  P o ito u  (1.845)
[N o  v is ib le  n o tes]
10. 9 v a-b , top  
V2 w h o le  p ag e
P re ce d es  th e  a rr iv a l o f  th e  co u rt 
an d  c e le b ra tio n  o f  M el. and  
R a y m .’s m a rr ia g e  (1.1045)
D e P o ic tie rs  v in t au x  —y m o n d in  et 
co m m e n t — es fu ren t fa ic te s
11. 11 va,
lo w er V2 co l.
F o llo w s R a y m .’s re tu rn  to  M el. 
a f te r  fa re w e llin g  w e d d in g  g u es ts  
( fo llo w s  1.1306)
L u s ig n e n  fait d e s ra  —  b o is  e t fa ire  [?] 
le ch a s te a u  — en
12. l l v b ,  top  
V2 col.
P re ce d es  M e l.’s b u ild in g  o f  
L u s ig n a n  (1.1307)
—  e t c o m m e n t f is t fa ire  P a r te n a y
13. 13va-b ,
to p  h a l f  w h o le  
p ag e
P re ce d es  th e  f irs t s ta n z a  to  deal 
w ith  U rian s  an d  G u io n  in  C y p ru s  
in its e n tire ty  (1 .1525)
—lz a isn e  de M e lu s ig n e  — en  &  son 
fre re  G u io t a le re n t —  en  la  c ite  de 
F am a g o sse  —  rq u e  du  so u ld a n  &  il —
14. 15ra, lo w er 
1/3 co l.
F o llo w s  th e  C y p rio t k in g ’s o ffe r 
o f  h is  d a u g h te r  an d  k in g d o m  to  
U rian s  (a f te r  1.1718)
C o m m en t V rien  fu t m a rr ie  auec  
H erm in e  la  fille  d u  roy  d e  C y p re
15. 15rb, top  
14 co l.
P re c e d e s  U ria n s ’ a c c e p ta n c e  o f  
th e  k in g ’s p ro p o sa ls  (1 .1719)
[N o  n o te s  v is ib le ]
16. 16ra, lo w er 
2/3 col.
F o llo w s  ac c o u n ts  o f  U ria n s ’ 
m a rr ia g e  w ith  F lerm ine , th e ir  son 
an d  h is  e x p lo its , and  a re fe ren c e  
to  k in g  o f  A rm en ia ; p rec ed es  
G u io n ’s m a rr ia g e  w ith  A rm en ian  
p rin ce ss , F lo rie  (b /w  11.1812-12)
C o m m e n t G u io n  fre re  d U rie n  fu t m a rr ie  
a F lo rie  fill du  ro y  de A rm e n ie
17. 17va-b , P re ce d es  C h re s tie n n e  de — au t et A n th o in e  filz  — g n e  a lle ren t a
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L o c a tio n  and  
ap p rox , s iz e
C o n tex t M arg in a l a n n o ta tio n s
to p  h a l f  o f  
p ag e
L u x e m b o u rg ’s in v ita tio n  to
L u s ig n a n  b ro th e rs  to  e n te r  c ity  
a f te r  d e fe a t o f  th e  k in g  o f  A u ssa y  
(1.1982)
L u ce m b o u rc  —  q u e  du  R oy  d A u so y  —  
sie g e  et p r in d re n t le roy  . . .  la fille  du  
due
18. 2 0 ra , lo w er 
!4-2/3  co l.
F o llo w s  g a th e rin g  o f  fo rces  and  
A n th o in e  an d  C h re s tie n n e ’s 
d isc u ss io n  ab o u t a rm s  p r io r  to 
tra v e llin g  to  B o h e m ia ; p re c e d e s  a 
an  illu s tra tio n  sp a ce  (fo llo w s  
1.2298)
[N o  v is ib le  no tes]
19. 20 rb , top  
I/2  co l.
P re ced es  ac co u n t o f  k in g  o f  
T ra q u o ’s tre a tm e n t o f  th e  k in g  o f  
B o h e m ia  (1.2299)
C o m m en t le R o y  d A u —  &  R eg n au lt —  
de P rag u e  que  les —  au o ien t a ss ieg e  &  
—  de R eg n au lt &  —
20. 2 4 ra , lo w er 
1/3 col.
F o llo w s  th e  b irth  o f  tw o  m o re  
L u s ig n a n  so n s  to  M el. an d  R ay m ., 
an d  F ro m o n t’s d ec is io n  to  e n te r  
m o n a s te ry  (fo llo w s  1.2806)
[N o  v is ib le  no tes]
21. 24 rb , top  
V2 co l.
P re ce d es  F ro m o n t’s re q u e s t fo r 
p e rm iss io n  to  b ec o m e  a m o n k  
(1.2807)
C o m m e n t F ro y m e n t se- a son  pere  
d es tre  m —  &  c o m m e n t so n d it p e re  —  a 
M e lu s ig n e
22. 2 6 v a ,
lo w e r  2/3 col.
F o llo w s  R a y m .’s d isc o v e ry  o f  
M el. b a th in g ; p re c e d e s  h is 
b a n ish m e n t o f  F o rez  an d  rem o rse  
fo r h is  b e tra y a l (b /w  11.3100-1)
-e lu s ig n e  se — oit &  R ay m o n d  —  de 
p a r  vn  p e rtu is
23 . 2 8 ra ,
c e n tra l 2 /3  col.
F o llo w s  G e o ffro y ’s a rr iv a l in 
G u e rra n d e  to  f igh t g ian t; p rec ed es  
th e ir  b a ttle  (b /w  11.368-9)
[V ery  p a rtia l h e re , m o st is cau g h t in the 
b in d in g ] co m m e n t G eo ffro y  a la g ran t 
d en t —  tu a  le g ea n t G u esd o n
24 . 30v b ,
lo w e r  2/3 co l.
F o llo w s  F ro m o n t’s a t tem p ts  to  
d is su a d e  G eo ffro y  fro m
d e s tro y in g  m o n a s te ry ; p re c e d e s  
th e  la t te r ’s in c in e ra tio n  o f  the 
ab b e y  an d  its o c c u p a n ts  (b /w  
11.3608-9)
C o m m e n t G eo ffro y  fis t a rd o ir  lab a ie  de 
M a lle re s
25. 3 1 v b , c e n ­
tra l V2 co l.
F o llo w s  R a y m .’s w e lc o m e  o f  
m e ssen g e r ; p rec ed es  m e s s e n g e r ’s 
rep o rt ab o u t G e o f f ro y ’s
d e s tru c tio n  o f  ab b e y  an d  d ea th  o f  
F ro m o n t (b /w  11.3712-13).
C o m m en t R a y m o n d  sce t les n o u u e lle s  
de M a ille z a is  p a r  un  m e ssag ie r
26 . 35 rb ,
w h o le  col.
e x c e p t to p  3 
lin e s
F o llo w s  M e l.’s d is tr ib u tio n  o f  
lan d s  an d  h e r  ju m p  to  th e  w in d o w  
sill a f te r  R a y m .’s b e tra y a l;
p re c e d e s  h e r  fa rew e lls , d ep a rtu re  
and  tra n s fo rm a tio n  (b /w  11.4170- 
!)•
C o m m e n t —  s a u lt—  de la sa le  —  de 
R a v m —  d es  a u ltre s  —  de se rp e n t fs7cl - 
— R a y m o n —  g e s e d —
27. 37 rb , top  
% co l.
F o llo w s  ac co u n t o f  M e l.’s re tu rn  
to  n u rse  so n s; p rec ed es
G e o f f ro y ’s ad v e n tu re s  in
N o rth u m b e rla n d  (b /w  11.4399-
T h e  o n ly  v is ib le  an d  le g ib le  w o rd s  here  
are  ‘c o m b a t— ‘ an d  ‘g e a n t’
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L ocation  and 
approx, size
C ontext M arginal anno tations
400)
28. 41rb,
lower 34  col.
Follows G eoffroy’s discovery of 
E linas’ tomb; precedes his 
reading o f Presine’s table (b/w 
11.4914-15)
Annotations mainly cut o ff -  visible 
words include le tom be, helinas, m elus, 
p ressine , gean t
29. 44rb, 3/4 
col.4
Follows brother R aym onnet’s 
reception o f Geoffroy on his 
return from Northumberland and 
news o f Mel.; precedes
G eoffroy’s revenge on Forez (b/w 
11.5292-3)
Only partial annotations: comment G e— 
de la apres [?] — et vint aud— et le tua et 
— Ray—
30. 46rb,
lower 14-1 /3
col.
Follows account o f Thierry de 
Parthenay’s career and family; 
precedes a space on next leaf 
(after 1.5557)
fist faire -  deua— Raymon— a Rome —
- hum — sarra— M elus— & — G eoff—
- se—
31. 46va, top 
34  col.
Precedes G eoffroy’s
reconstruction o f M aillezais and 
R aym ondin’s undertaking a 
pilgrimage to Rome (1.5558)
[None visible]
32. 48vb,
lower 14 - 2/3 
col.
Follows G eoffroy’s pilgrimage 
and visit to his father; precedes 
tale o f Armenian king and Melior 
(after 1.5848)
Une — dArmenie — Veille -........ stel d-
33. 51 va,
lower 14 col.
Follows the conclusion o f 
Arm enian k ing’s failure at 
Chateau de l’epervier, and 
precedes an illustration space 
(after 1.6222)
Cheualier dAngleterre — taigne de 
cognigou [?] — le tresor du roy Helinas
— signe et vint en ... auoit vng monstre
— apart cy empres [this guideline reads 
like a rubric -  perhaps a title was 
supposed to precede the image on the 
next col.?]
34. 51 vb, % 
col.
Precedes tale o f Palestine on 
M ount Canigou (before 1.6223)
[No notes visible]
35. 54rb,
lower 14 col.
Follows failed attempt of 
Hungarian noble to conquer the 
mountain; precedes Geoffroy’s 
decision to undertake the 
adventure for the treasure (b/w 
11.6560-1)
[unable to read the visible fragments]
36. 56ra, lower 
14 col.
Follows poet’s praises for Thierry 
de Parthenay’s descendants and 
his own deceased patron; 
precedes an illustration space 
(follows 1.6786).
Messie [??] que sire ... Partenay 
trespassa et fut enseuelie ... Croix
37. 56rb, top 
14 col.
Precedes poet’s praises for 
patron’s son, Jean de Parthenay 
(before 1.67871
[illegible fragments]
4 There is a 6-line space at the end of 44ra but as there are not any visible annotations beside it, it may 
not have been intended for an illumination.
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M v ’s em phasis upon Parthenay an d  dynastic  them es
Manuscript Mv promotes a dynastic reading of the romance with particular attention to 
Parthenay by means o f its paratextual devices.
The volume’s first and final leaves contain decorative spaces and annotations which unify the 
RP  as a work concerned with the Parthenay heritage. Alongside an introductory illumination 
space (Ira), an explanatory note in the inner margin is visible: “Comment le seigneur de 
Partenay commande a lacteur quil face le liure de Melusigne et comment il luy bailie vne 
liure”. The rubric-like note foreshadows the prologue’s content whereby the Parthenay lord 
commissions the romance and lends the poet a useful source. By marking this detail for 
attention, the annotations and decorative space underline the particular identification of 
Parthenay with the romance.
Mv’s concern with the historical dynastic theme of the romance is reiterated at the conclusion 
of the manuscript. On 56r, two consecutive blanks occur at the end of the first and beginning 
of the second column. Alongside the first space, the following heavily abbreviated words are 
discernible: que sire — Partenay trespassa et fut enseuelie — Croix”. Occurring between
Dv’s stanzas 84 and 85, this annotation marks the end of the poet’s eulogy to his deceased 
patron, Guillaume TArcheveque, who was buried in Parthenay’s Sainte-Croix church.5 The 
second blank precedes Coudrette’s praise for his patron’s son, Jean. The blank spaces between 
the poet’s oration to his former and his new Parthenay patrons are unique to this volume 
among those studied for this thesis:6 together with the marginal note, they alert audiences to 
the thematic value assigned to the Parthenay family in this manuscript. This dynastic emphasis 
is further reinforced by the volume’s conclusion:
Cest le romant de Partenay
Aincj sire lappelle len
Cest le romant de Lusignen
Prenez lequel que vous voulrez
Car aincj nommer le porrez (11.7004-8, 57vb).
Whereas these lines precede Coudrette’s valediction and litany in Dv, in Mv they function as 
an explicit, offering audiences titles which both permit the future identification of the work, 
and also provide a retrospective filter through which to interpret the preceding narrative. Each 
o f Coudrette’s titles focuses upon one of the dynasties founded by Melusine, thus promoting 
the genealogical themes within the romance. The decorative, paratextual, and textual revisions 
to the conclusion o f the RP thus mutually reiterate the manuscript’s projection of the historical 
Parthenay line as the romance’s unifying concern.
A further feature o f the manuscript which draws attention to the poem’s association with 
Parthenay emerges after the account o f Melusine and Raymondin’s marriage. Consecutive 
illustration spaces on 1 lva-b are each accompanied by annotations highlighting the foundation 
of the Lusignan and Parthenay patrimony: “Lusigne fait desra ... bois et faire le chasteau ... 
en” (1 lva). The second note reveals the words “et comment fist faire Partenay” (1 lvb). These 
annotations clearly prefigure Melusine’s construction of both Lusignan and Parthenay.7 Direct 
allusion to the construction o f Parthenay in either rubrics or illustrations is unique to this 
redaction and affirms the manuscript’s special concern with the illustrious origins of this 
branch o f the Lusignan dynasty.
5 Ledain, La Gätine historique, p.164. The location of l’Archeveque’s burial is mentioned in the RP (11. 
6756-7, in Mv, 55vb).
6 The omission of this passage from Qv is regrettable: as the table of contents indicated, the original 
manuscript in Qv contained chapters explicitly concerned with Thierry de Lusignan’s Parthenay 
descendants which may have included imagery.
7 I propose that the original annotation may have read: “[Comment?] Melusigne fait desraciner le bois 
et faire le chasteau [de?] Lusignen”, drawn from a line in the next column which notes that “Fut tout le 
bois desracinez” (1.1308, 1 lvb).
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Thus in different ways, paratextual and decorative devices, however incomplete, draw 
attention towards the dynastic bonds between the RP and the historical Parthenay dynasty 
represented by Coudrette’s patron, Guillaume TArcheveque, across Mv.
Bibliography:
Omont, H., Anciens inventaires et catalogues de la Bibliotheque nationale, IV, Paris, 1913. 
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
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Paris, Bibliotheque nationale de France, ms fr.12575 ( Qv)
Date: 1410s-1420s
Provenance: Southern Netherlands.8
Codicological details:
1+132+1 (RP only contents)
C l9 half-binding with red shagreen spine and red marbled paper covers, cover plate c.
285 x 210 mm
Parchment, mid-pale cream
Leaves 274 x c.206-8 mm
Leadpoint ruling
- 17 quires + 2 folios: 14, 2-48, 57, 6-138, 147, 15-178
Leaves missing between ff. 104-5, after f. 132, and from 5th quire; ff. 110-111 are
reversed
Bastard script.
Layout:
single column in centre of folio, c. 180-2 x 110-12 mm 
each column c. 26-8 lines, c. 6.5 mm apart
red rubrics, illustration captions, and rubric numbers in Roman numerals 
Table of contents with red numerals at the end of each line which correspond with 
roman numerals throughout the text (see below for titles listed in contents table) 
Rubrics accompany illustrations
Large initials of various dimensions, gold on red and blue: one 9-line decorative 
initial which extends into the lower margin (8r); a 5-line capital introduces the text 
(5r); 4-line capitals on 41r and 58r; one 3-line capital (116v)
The first line of each verse is separated from the text by a vertical column of c. 6.5 
mm width
Decoration:
16 illuminations by the Master of Guillebert de Metz workshop (see below for table 
outlining miniature subjects, rubrics and/or captions). Painted by three different 
artists: Master of Guillebert de Metz painted miniatures 1-6; Artist B miniatures 7, 9- 
12; Artist C miniatures 8, 13-16.
Illustrations occupy approx, half a leaf in height, frequently extending beyond the 
justification of the text width
Marginal decoration varies in elaborateness; can include flowers, birds or fruits in 
addition to traditional vine-work
Illustrations framed in borders of rose, blue and gold, these may be rectangular or 
arched; these may be surrounded by an additional decorative border (eg 5r). 
Illuminated and decorated initials as above
Table o f  Contents: Parts and Chapter titles
(lr) CY COMMENCE LA TABLE9 de ce liure lequel est intitule de listoire de Luzignen 
Le prologue qui recommande science des ars liberaulx .i.
Du seigneur de Partenay qui fist composer ce liure. Ij
La supplication de laucteur de cest present liure iij
De la valeur du conte Aimery de Poitou et de sa clergie iiij
Du conte de Forestz comment il donna son filz Raimondin au conte de Poitiers v
8 See Harf-Lancner, “Le serpent et le sanglier”, pp.65-87, and L.M.J. Delaisse, “La periode pre- 
bourguignonne” in Le siecle cl’or de la miniature flamande: le mecenat de Philippe le Bon, Palais des 
Beaux-Arts, Bruxelles, p.24, no. 7.
9 Upper case lettering indicates large, ‘bolded’ script in the manuscript.
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Comment le conte Aimery ala chacier vj
La maniere de la mort du conte Aimery de Poitiers vij
Comment Meluzigne vint premierement a Raimondin a la fontaine Et comment eile 
laraisonner viij
Le veu que Raimon fist a Mellusigne pour lespouser ix
Les exeques du conte Aimery et de son filz qui lui succeda x
De la terre que le conte de Poitiers donna a Raimon xj
Comment le conte de Poitiers vint aux nopces de Raimon et Mellusine xij
(lv) Des epousailles Raimon et Mellusigne xiij
CY FINE LA PREMIERE PARTIE de la table de ce liure Et sensuit cy apres la seconde partie 
laquelle parle de Vrien de Luzignen/ et de Guion son frere ~
La fondation du chastel de Luzignen par Mellusigne xiiij
Les natiuitez des enfans de Luzignen Et la fondation de La Rochelle et dautres villes et 
chasteaux xv
De Vrien de Luzignen et de Guion son frere qui alerent cerchier auentures hors de leur pays 
xvj
Comment Vrien combaty les Zarazins en Cypre xvij 
Comment le Roy de Cypre donna a Vrien son royaume xviij 
Des fais de Griffon le filz du Roy Vrien de Luzignen xix 
Comment Guion de Luzignen fu Roy de Armenie xx
LA TIERCE PARTIE de la table parle dAnthoine et Regnaut de Luzignen
(2r) De leglise nostre dame et autres que Mellusigne fonda en Poitou xxj
Listoire de la bataille de Luxembourc des freres de Luzignen xxij
Comment Anthoine de Luzignen vint a la seignorie de Luxembourc xxiij
Comment Anthoine et Regnaut de Luzignen freres alerent auec le Roy dAussay secourir le
Roy de Behaigne xxiiij
Listoire des armes de Anthoine de Luzignen quant il fu venu a la seignorie de la duchie de 
Luxembourc xxv
La mort du Roy Frederic de Behaigne par les Zarrasins xxvj 
De leffroy et doubte qui en la cite de Prague estoit xxvij
Listoire de la bataille de Behaigne des deux freres de Luzignen ensemble le roy dAussay dune 
part/ Et du Roy de Traco auec les paiens dautre part xxviij
Comment le Roy dAussay tint parlement auec les Behaingnons pour creer vng roy ou pays 
xxix
Comment Regnaut de Luzignen fu Roy de Behaigne xxx
De Bertram de Luzignen qui fu Roy dAussay Et de Lohier son frere xxxj
(2v) LA QUARTE PARTIE parle de Fromont de Luzignen
Listoire comment pluseurs barons firent hommage a Raimon quant II les auoit soubzmis/ Et de 
Fromont de Luzignen qui se rendy moine xxxij
Des nouvelles qui vindrent a Raimon et a Melluzigne de la seignorie de leurs enfans xxxiij 
Comment le conte de Forestz mut dissention entre Raimon son frere / et Mellusigne sespouse 
xxxiiij
Comment Raimon se courrouca au conte de Forestz xxxv 
Comment Raimon se doubta de perdre Mellusigne xxxvj
De Geuffroy de Luzignen comment il ala contre Guedon le jaiant/ Et comment lui et le jaiant 
furent habillies pour combatre xxxvij
Listoire de la bataille Geuffroy de Luzignen dune part / et de Guedon le jaiant dautre part 
xxxv iij
Comment Geuffroy destruit labbaye de Mailleres xxxix 
Comment Raimon visita labbaie quant (3r) eile fu destruite xl 
Comment Raimon complaint ses m—s auentures xlj 
Listoire comment Raimon tencha sa femme Mellusigne xlij 
Comment Mellusigne parle des choses auenir xiiij 
Comment Mellusigne prist congie a Raimon son mary xliiij
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Listoire comment Mellusigne se party et sen vola xlv 
Comment Orrible de Luzignen fu mis a mort xlvj 
Listoire comment Mellusigne visitoit son filz Thierry xlvij
LA QUINT PARTIE de la table parle de Geuffroy de Luzignen
Comment Geuffroy de Luzignen sumomme a la grant dent ala en la terre de Northombrelant 
xlviij
Comment Geuffroy se combaty a Grimault le geant xlix 
Du Roy Elinas dAlbanie 1
Comment Geuffroy quist le geant Grimaut (3v) en une fosse lj 
De la tombe et sepulture du Roy Elinas de Albanie lij 
Des proprietez des trois filles du Roy Elinas dAlbanie liij 
Comment Geuffroy trouua le geant Grimaut et le occist liiij 
Comment Geuffroy donna la mort du geant a ses prisonniers lv
Listoire comment ceulx de Northombrelant menerent le geant aual le pays pour veoir sa 
grandeur lvj
Comment Geuffroy fist morir le conte de Forestz lvij
Comment Raimon ordonna Thierry de Luzignen a seigneur de Partenay lviij 
Comment Raimon ala en pelerinage au saint pere de Romme lix
Du mariage Thierry seigneur de Partenay Et comment Geuffroy reedifia labbaye de Mailleres 
lx
Comment Raimond deuint hermite a Mont/Sareth lxj 
Comment Geuffroy de Luzignen ala au saint pere lxij 
Comment Geuffroy visita Raimon son pere a Montsareth lxiij 
(4r) Le trespassement Raimon lxiiij 
De tous les freres de Luzignen lxv
LA SIXIEME et derreniere partie de la table de ce liure fait mention des deux suers 
Melluzigne
Listoire du chastel de faerie ou Royaume dArmenie lxvj
Dun Roy dArmenie qui ala veiller en ce chastel lxvij
La maniere et beaute des paintures du chastel lxviij
La description et maniere de la dame du chastel lxix
Comment le roy darmenie perdy sa requeste lxx
Listoire de la damoiselle Palestine suer de Mellusigne lxxj
Dun monstre qui gardoit le tresor sur la montaigne lxxij
Dun cheualier qui monta sur le mont du tresor lxxiij
Comment le cheualier se combaty a pluseurs serpens lxxiiij
Comment le cheualier vint au grant monstre (4v) sur la montaigne lxxv
De pluseurs cheualiers qui se sont efforcies de conquerre le tresor lxxvj
De Geuffroy de Luzignen qui voult conquerre le tresor lxxvij
La mort de Geuffroy de Luzignen Ixxxviij
Des successeurs de Thierry de Lusignen lxxix
De Jehan seigneur de Partenay iiijx
Du seigneur de Mathefelon iiijx .j.
De la dame de Pierregort iiijx .ij.
La conclusion du liure iijx. iij.
Une litanie par maniere de lay iiijx . iiij.
Cy fine la table du liure de Luzignen
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Table o f  m iniatures with accom panying rubrics a n d /o r  captions in Q v
M in ia tu re  su b jec t  an d  lo c a tio n R ub ric in  tex t (n ot  
n e c e ssa r ily  id en tica l w ith  
c o n te n ts  tab le  titles
C a p tio n s  ( if  any)
1. A u th o r-p a tro n  sc en e  (5 r, b e fo re  1.1) C y  co m m e n c e  le p ro lo g u e  dy  
liu re  de  L u z ig n en  (5 r)
L ’ac te u r  d e  ce 
liu re ; le se ig n e u r  de 
P arten ay
2. A y m e ry  c o n s u ltin g  b o o k s  o f  w isd o m  
an d  a s tro n o m ic a l in s tru m e n ts  (8 r, 
b e fo re  1.145)
A in si n o s tre  p ro lo g u e  fine 
q u a rt c h a p itre  (8 r ab o v e  m in .)  
C y  p a rle  du  co n te  ay m ery  de 
P o ito u  (8 r  b e lo w  m in .)
A IM E R Y
3. R a y m o n d in  s ta n d s  o v e r  d ead  
A y m e ry  an d  b o a r  in fo re s t (13 r, b e fo re  
1.396)
C y  p a rle  de  la m o rt du  bon  
c o n te  A im e ry  (13 r)
R ay m o n
4. M a rr ia g e  o f  M e lu s in e  and
R a y m o n d in  (2 6 v , b e lo w  1.1120)
D es  e sp o u sa il le s  de R ay m o n  
e t de  M e llu s ig n e  (26v )
M e llu s ig n e ; on
v ertica l an d
h o rizo n ta l ed g in g  
o f  ch ap e l is
w ritten : S u p er  hanc  
p e tra m  ed ific a ta  est 
eo d e lia , P e tra
au tem  era t C h ris tu s
5. U rian s  re c e iv e s  H e rm in e ’s h an d  at 
th e  b ed  o f  d y in g  k in g  o f  C y p ru s  (36 r, 
b e fo re  1.1644)
C o m m e n t le bon  R o y  de 
C h ip re  d o n n a  a V rien  son 
ro y a u m e / E t F len n in e  sa  f ille  
a fem m e (3 6 r)
Le roy  de C y p re ; 
H e n n in e
6 .G u io n  is g re e te d  b y  local o ffic ia ls  as 
h e  d ise m b a rk s  th e  sh ip  in A rm en ia ; 
F lo rie  w a tc h e s  fro m  a to w e r  in the  
b a c k g ro u n d  (3 9 v , b e fo re  1818)
C o m m e n t G u io n  de L u z ig n en  
fu  R o y  d A rm en ie  (39v )
C y p re ; A n n e n ie
(w ritten  on w a lls  o f  
c itie s  in the
b ac k g ro u n d )
7. T h e  R o y  d ’A u ssa y  an d  A n th o in e  
f ig h t in h a n d - to -h a n d  co m b a t w a tc h ed  
b y  a rm e d  so ld ie rs  (4 2 v , b e fo re  1.1961)
D e lis to ire  de  la b a ta ille  de 
L u ch e m b o u rc  (42v )
Le R oy  d A u ssa y ; 
A n th o in e
8. A n th o in e  an d  C h re s tie n n e  s tan d  
b e h in d  tw o  em p ty  e s c u tc h e o n s  (49 r, 
b e fo re  1.2297)
C e s t lis to ire  des a rm es  
A n th o in e  de  L u z ig n en  q u an t 
il fu t d eu e n u  due de 
L u ch e m b o u rc  (4 8 v -4 9 r)
9. T h e  a rm e d  L u s ig n a n s  k ill th e  k in g  o f  
T ra q u o  (5 3 r, b e fo re  1.2498)
C e s t lis to ire  de  la b a ta ille  
d e u a n t B e h a ig n e  (53r)
A n th o in e  et
R eg n au lt; le R oy  
de  T raq u o
10 .V a ssa ls  p ay  h o m a g e  to  R a y m o n d in  
o n  th e  left; F ro m o n t en te rs  m o n a s te ry  
o n  r ig h t (5 8 r, b e fo re  1.2757)
C y  se n su it la q u a rte  p artie  
(58 )
R a y m o n ; F ro m o n t; 
M a ille re s
11. G e o ffro y  fig h ts  g ia n t G u ed o n  (69 r, 
b e fo re  1.3323)
G u ed o n ; G eu ffro y
12. R a y m o n d  sits  on  ra ise d  th ro n e  
w h ile  M e lu s in e  sw o o n s  in to  a rm s  o f  
c o u r tie rs  in  fro n t o f  h im  (7 9 r, b e fo re  
1.3851)
M e llu s ig n e ;
R a im o n
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M iniature subject and location Rubric in text (not 
necessarily identical with 
contents table titles
Captions (if any)
13. A dragonesque Melusine flies 
towards the left as she glances back 
towards the people of Vouvant on the 
right (86r, before 1.4215)
14. A siren-Melusine breast feeds 
Thierry (89r, below 1.4370)
15. Armenian king approaches Chateau 
de l’epervier; Melior is inside (116v, 
before 1.5849)
16. Knight approaches a mountain on 
which sits Palestine; monsters surround 
mountain (123v, after 1.6222)
De Palestine la suer
Mellusigne (123v)
Q v’s prioritisation o f  Lusignan sons and dynastic themes
Manuscript Qv draws attention to the narrative o f the Lusignan descendants and dynastic 
themes in a variety of paratextual, decorative and textual ways.
Titles: In addition to the work’s title “lhistoire de Luzignen”, which suggests a family 
biography (as discussed in Chapter Four), the titles of sections Two, Three, Four, and Five 
outlined above denote concern for Urians and Guion, Anthoine and Regnault, Fromont, and 
Geoffroy respectively.10 Citing Part Four in the table, Harf-Lancner points out that not all 
section titles accurately reflect the attention devoted to a son in the rubrics within a given 
section." Part Four is, however, anomalous, and chapter titles in the second, third, and fifth 
parts do reflect a concern with the sons identified in each section’s headings.
The importance of the Lusignan dynasty in this volume is further suggested by titles 19 and 31 
which refer to offspring of Urians and Regnault, while Thierry de Lusignan, seigneur de 
Parthenay and his successors are highlighted in chapter titles 79 to 82 towards the end of the 
RP  (see above).
Decoration: The Lusignan sons are the subjects of seven of the extant sixteen illuminations, in 
disproportion to their narrative significance suggested by the Section titles. However, the 
composition o f several miniatures reinforces the volume’s emphasis upon Lusignan’s dynastic 
expansion. The most explicit illustrations o f this are the depictions of Urians and Guion (nos. 
5 and 6 in the table above). In the former, Urians accepts both the hand of the Cypriot king’s 
daughter and the Cypriot crown by the bedside o f the ailing king; in the latter, Guion is 
presented with a gold crown as he disembarks onto the shores of Armenia, while his (future) 
Armenian bride stands atop a castle in the distance. As Harf-Lancner argues, such images 
demonstrate the connection established in the romances between women, land, and 
war/conquest.12
10 Harf-Lancner notes that it is as if the first and sixth parts, which treat Melusine and Raymondin’s 
encounter and wedding and the fate of the fairy’s sisters respectively, act as prologue and epilogue to 
the primary action undertaken by the sons (“La serpente et le sanglier”, p.71).
11 The title of the fourth part indicates that it “parle de Fromont de Luzignen” (2v). The section contains 
sixteen chapter titles, only one of which refers to Fromont. Indeed, much of this section treats 
Raymondin’s betrayal. Harf-Lancner points out that the section is unified in that it is Fromont’s 
entrance into the Maillezais monastery which provokes Geoffoy’s destructive actions which in turn 
catalyse Raymondin’s betrayal of Melusine (“La serpente et le sanglier”, p.71).
12 Harf-Lancner, “La serpente et le sanglier”, p.75.
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The importance of lineage in Qv is also suggested by image no.8 in the table above which 
depicts Anthoine and Chrestienne de Luxembourg behind two empty heraldic escutcheons. On 
the previous folio, a large initial and rubric number denotes the episode in which Anthoine 
refuses to accede to his wife’s request that he wear the Luxembourg arms alone but agrees to 
wear the Luxembourg lion on his own heraldry (11.2263-2290, 48r-v). In this way, the volume 
highlights a scene in which Anthoine asserts and maintains his identity as a Lusignan despite 
his status as the due de Luxembourg
Textual presentation: Stanzaic reorganisation also underlines the volume’s promotion of 
narrative concerned with the Lusignans and their adventures, as Appendix E suggests. 
Notably, inserted capitals create new stanzas demarcating Melusine’s delivery of Urians and 
Eudes (1.1351, 30v, 1.1389, 31 r); the beginning of Urians and Guion’s adventures (1.1473, 
32v), the birth of Urians’ son, Griffon, and his career (1.1769, 38v); and the beginning of 
Anthoine and Regnault’s adventures (1.1907, 41v). By delineating these passages from the 
preceding text, Qv draws attention to episodes in which male Lusignan descendants occupy 
the central narrative position, frequently advancing the dynasty and its fame.
Thus paratextually, decoratively, and textually, Qv promotes the dynastic historical elements 
of the RP narrative.
Bibliography:
Delaisse, L.M.J., Le siede d'or de la miniature flamande: le mecenat de Philippe le Bon, 
Palais des Beaux-Arts, Bruxelles, 1959.
Dogaer, G., Flemish Miniature Painting in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries, B.M. Israel, 
Amsterdam, 1987.
Harf-Lancner, L., “La serpente et le sanglier: Les manuscrits enlumines des deux romans 
franqais de Melusine”, Le Moyen Age, 101.1 (1995), pp.65-87.
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
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Paris, Bibliotheque nationale de France, ms fr.18623 (ftv)
Date: 1460 (43r)
Provenance: French (possibly central France)13
Codicological details:
II+96+I14 (lr-42v: prose life o f Bertrand du Guesclin; 43r: a ballad on the arms of du 
Guesclin, attributed to Eustache Deschamps; 43v, 47r-96v RP)
C l9 brown marbled calf-skin binding with gold-stamped design; red morocco leather 
on spine; cover plates c.315 x 212 mm 
Paper fly leaves contemporary with binding
Paper support throughout ms with one watermark: close to Briquet 1548 (fleur-de-lis).
Production is unable to be identified with particular locale. Thick paper, medium
cream colour
Leaves c.213 x 306mm
Dry point ruling
8 quires and 2 leaves: original 1st quire missing, l 7, 210, 310, 4 12, 57, 6-816,+ ff.96-7.
Many leaves missing throughout
Bastard hand common throughout the volume
Layout:
Different layouts across the two texts: prose life of Bertrand du Guesclin is in long 
lines, as is the ballad; the RP is in 2 columns
Justification of RP c.212 x 155 mm; column sizes vary, c.66-82 mm wide; prose life 
varies c. 135-45 x 195 mm
each text c.36-8 lines per page or col. In RP, lines are c. 7mm apart, in prose life they 
are c.5-6 mm apart
Prose life of Bertrand du Guesclin is rubricated. The RP is not rubricated although a 
title in red is located on 43v, three and a half folios before the beginning of the 
romance (“Cy apres ensuyuent les hystoires de Raymond conte de Poitiers et de 
Mellusigne sa femme et de leurs enfans cy apres comme il aparaistra plus a plain”); 
the lines o f the ballad are written in alternating red and black-brown ink; the litany of 
the RP  is written in pairs of lines in alternating red and brown ink 
2-line red initials separate the verses in RP and follow the rubrics in the prose life, 
occasionally with yellow splash.
Errors neatly crossed out in red
Decoration:
See above for initials. No other decorative program likely to have been intended for the 
volume, although it is possible that some of the space on 43v-46v may have been left for an 
illustration before the RP.
R v fs prioritisation o f  Raym ondin and  historical them es
Paratext and modest structural and scribal revisions to the text of the RP contribute to a 
reading which subtly draws attention to Raymondin’s character and the historical themes of 
this compilation volume.
Paratext: a red title located three folios before the beginning o f the RP directs attention 
towards Raymondin as the source of the Lusignan dynasty: “Cy apres ensuyuent les hystoires 
de Raymond conte de Poitiers et de Mellusigne sa femme et de leurs enfans cy apres comme il 
aparaistra plus a plain” (43v). Raymondin occupies the primary subject position in the title 
and the preeminent status attributed to him in this manuscript is indicated by the
13 Couldrette, A Critical Edition, ed. and intro. Morris, p.68.
14 A fly leaf opposite the inner front cover does not appear to have been included in Roach’s essay (cf. 
Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p.209).
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misattribution of the title “conte de Poitiers” to his character. The elevation of Raymondin’s 
rank does not correspond with the text but invites audiences with interests in historical tales of 
courtly characters. The title also links the RP as a historical biography with the accompanying 
Vie de Du Guesclin.
Melusine is ascribed an inferior role as solely ‘femme’, without reference to her fairy nature 
which is responsible for the successes of the Lusignan dynasty. Melusine’s secondary position 
conforms with the subordinate role traditionally assigned to women in dynastic works, and 
may be related to the manuscript’s projection of its contents as masculine and biographical in 
nature.15
Structural organisation: Subtle revisions to stanzaic arrangement privilege Raymondin’s 
responses to events. An inserted capital at 1.535 immediately follows Melusine’s reproach to 
Raymondin in the forest. The resultant stanza (11.535-88, 50vb-5Ira) underlines Raymondin’s 
response to Melusine at the beginning and end of the passage. At first “Raymond lentend si la 
regarde/ Esbahy est quant la regarde” (11.535-6, 50vb), before being reassured by the fairy’s 
beauty. However, after she explains her knowledge of how Aymery was killed, the stanza 
concludes that Raymondin “moult esbahy fu/ Comment eile l’auoit sceu” (11.587-8, 5 Ira). 
Primacy and recency principles suggest that audiences would have been guided to focus more 
upon Raymondin’s response o f wonder and surprise than upon the fairy herself.
The RP's enhanced focus upon Raymondin’s response is also suggested by a stanzaic revision 
to the episode recounting his discovery of Melusine bathing. A stanzaic break created by an 
inserted capital occurs just after the narrator has described the hybrid fairy and before 
audiences encounter Raymondin’s reaction (1.3077, 68rb). While the description of the hybrid 
fairy attains mnemonic weight in terms of principles o f recency, primacy is accorded to 
Raymondin’s response on seeing his wife: “Quant Raymond la apperceue/ Qui oncques mais 
nauoit veue/ En cest estat ainsi baignier/ Adonc il se print a saignier” (11.3077-80, 68rb). The 
volume thus emphasises the Christian nature of Raymondin’s fear expressed in the gesture of 
crossing himself. Coupled with the remorse he experiences at the end o f the stanza on 
returning to Forez, this stanzaic revision heightens the textual emphasis placed upon 
Raymondin’s character and experiences.
This pattern is continued by the insertion o f two new capitals into Dv's stanza 35. The passage 
commences with Raymondin’s exclamation, ‘“ Helas helas’... Ou monde na si pouure horns/ 
En verite comme je suy’” (11.3147-9, 68vb). Lamenting his betrayal, he is amazed to hear 
Melusine’s reassurance upon her return to the bedchamber. The second new initial creates a 
stanza underlining the hero’s joyful reaction to his wife’s words of comfort: “Quant Raymond 
ce mot dire oyt/ Adoncques forment sesioyt/ Et pense que rien ne sauoit/ De tout le fait que 
fait auoit” (11.3205-8, 69rb). Truncated by a third initial, this stanza ends shortly with a phrase 
which again focuses upon Raymondin’s state o f mind: “Elle lembrace et le baise/ Dont 
Raymond est joyeux et aise” (11.3221-2, 69rb). Thus Rv’s revisions repeatedly emphasise 
Raymondin’s affective state by prioritising his responses and experiences at the beginning, 
and often at the end, of new stanzas. These passages thereby supplement the work’s title and 
previously existing stanzas in which Raymondin is the central focus.
Scribal revisions to the text: Scribal revisions to key passages of the RP further suggest this 
volume’s concern with Raymondin’s character compared with Melusine. Most notable is the 
account o f Melusine’s transformation and departure from Vouvant. Rv omits the sixteen 
verses which recount the fairy’s ascent from the castle window-sill into the air, 
transformation, and her shrieks o f despair (11.4207-23, 75vb). The extant conclusion to the 
stanza now reads:
Quant eile eut fine sa parole
Par celle fenestre sen vole
15 Spiegel, “Genealogy”, pp.47, 51, Duby, “The structure of kinship”, p.144. One cannot speculate too 
far about the absence of particular words from this title, but the omission of the family name, Lusignan, 
is interesting, and may have been a way of suppressing any allusions to a fairy world.
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Perdue lont Raymond parla 
*Com cil qui grand deul au euer al6 
En hault dist helas que feray 
Jamais joye au euer narray 
Moult se destroit moult se guesmente 
Ses cheueulx tire et se tourmente 
Mauldit soit leure quonque fut ne
Raymond si est tout forcenne (11.4205-6, 4224, *, 4225-30, 75vb-75ra).
In effect, in excising the passage detailing Melusine’s monstrous transformation, the volume 
immediately restores its focus upon Raymondin, notably his response to the tragic loss of his 
wife. In diminishing its attention towards the merveilleux in this copy of the RP, the 
manuscript re-directs audiences towards a consideration of Raymondin’s experiences.
In summary, the modest structural and textual revisions applied to the RP in manuscript Rv 
tend to privilege the role of Raymondin in the romance. The volume’s subtle but decided 
focus upon the hero’s emotions and responses reflects the title accompanying the work in 
which Raymondin, as the misnamed ‘conte de Poitiers’, is posited as the central character of 
the historical romance. In this regard, this manuscript’s presentation of the RP invites 
audiences to consider Raymondin as the dynastic heart of the romance at the expense of 
Melusine and the merveilleux. As I suggest in Chapter Five, the RP's structural interest in 
Raymondin ostensibly complements the historical and biographical nature of the Du Guesclin 
texts which it accompanies in this compilation manuscript.
Bibliography:
Briquet, C.M., Les Filigranes: dictionnaire historique des marques du papier des leurs 
apparition vers 1282 ju squ ’en 1600. A Facsimile o f the 1907 edition with 
supplementary material contributed by a number o f scholars, ed. A. Stevenson, 4 
vols., The Paper Publications Society, Amsterdam, 1968.
Couldrette, A Critical Edition o f Couldrette ’s Melusine or Le Roman de Parthenay, ed. and 
intro. M.W. M onis, Edwin Mellen Press, Lewiston, 2003.
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire 
des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
16 Asterisks denote interpolated lines.
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P aris , B ib lio th eq u e  n a tio n a le  de  F ran ce , m s fr.20041 (TV)
Date:CI5, after 1463, possibly 1470s 
Provenance: France (probably northern half of France)
Codicological details:
11+154+1 (lr-106v RP followed by a collection of Franyois Villon’s poetry: 107v 
Epitaphe Villon or Ballade des pendus', 108r-112r Lais or Le Petit Testament Villon', 
112v Lappel dudit Villon or Question au clerc du guichef, 113r-152r Le Grant 
Testament Villon or Le Testament Villon; 152r-v Espitre or Epitre a mes amis; 152v- 
53v Probleme or Ballade de Fortune).
C18 binding, brown calfskin, gold thread design with restored spine; cover plates 
c.217 x 183 mm
First and last fly leaves contemporary with spine, second leaf contemporary with 
binding
Paper support. Watermarks: close to Briquet 12476 (ewer with lid and handle), French 
production (possibly champenoise in origin), popular in Paris; close to Briquet 1552 
and 1557 (fleur-de-lys in escutcheon topped with cross and nails symbolizing 
Crucifixion) -  located in Paris, northern France and Flanders from late 1460s; close to 
Briquet 381 (anchor with extended emblems) -  found in Troyes from 1450s but 
identical variants distributed widely (eg Montepellier, Flanders, Brunswick); close to 
Briquet 12481 (ewer with handle topped with a cross) -  found in Paris 1468; close to 
Briquet 1809 (fleur-de-lys armorial) -  found in Paris 1471, with variants in and 
around Paris 1470s; close to Briquet 9186-7 (gothic Y with split descender, crowned 
with a cross) -  these and variants found around Paris, Rouen, Beauvais from 1460s. 
Leaves c.252 x 180-5 mm
No ruling -  justification seemingly achieved by folding edges of the leaves 
No signatures or catchwords
12 quires: 1-912, (because a leaf between 8-9 has not been counted, the ninth quire 
ends at 107v; a leaf has been inserted b/w 1 12-1 13), 106, 1 116, 1224.
3 different hands: scribe A, quires 1-10 and f. 130; scribe B, 107v; and scribe C, quires 
11-12
Some annotations of Villon texts with nota; glossing of RP seems later in date
Layout:
Single col. throughout (long lines)
Justification: RP c.200 x 85mm; Villon poems c.200 x 105 mm
Approx. 33 lines per page (this varies because of irregular mode of ‘ruling’ the
justification)
RP commences with 4-line red and blue capital with black filigree decoration; 2-line 
red or blue capitals alternate through the romance; Villon poems -  a 4-line space left 
for capitals introducing Le Petit Testament and Le Grant Testament (108r, 113r); 
otherwise Villon stanzas separated by a line and an elongated capital for which one 
line of space has been allowed in the stanza layout
Decoration:
Initials -  see above
No program of illustration planned for this manuscript 
Bibliography:
Briquet, C.M., Les Filigranes: dictionnaire historique des marques du papier des leurs 
apparition vers 1282 jusqu’en 1600. A Facsimile o f the 1907 edition with 
supplementary material contributed by a number o f scholars, ed. A. Stevenson, 4 
vols., The Paper Publications Society, Amsterdam, 1968.
Peckham, R.D., Francois Villon: A Bibliography, Garland, New York, 1990.
Roach, E., “La tradition manuscrite du Roman de Melusine par Coudrette”, Revue d ’histoire
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des textes, 7 (1977), pp. 185-233.
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Villon, F., Les Lais Villon et les Poemes varies, eds. J. Rychner and A. Henry, 2 vols., Droz, 
Geneva.
Villon, F., Deux manuscrits de Franqois Villon (Bibliotheque nationale, fonds franqais 1661 
et 20041) reproduits en phototypie avec une notice sur les manuscrits du poete, eds. 
A. Jeanroy and E. Droz, Librairie E. Droz, Paris, 1932.
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Paris, Bibliotheque nationale de France, ms fr.24383 (Uv)
Date: c. 1480-1490s
Provenance: Flemish, around Bruges17
Codicological details:
I+55+I (2ra-48vb RP; 49ra-55ra prose chronicle from 1403-54 as per Cv above)
C18 olive green morocco leather binding with gold stamped design; cover plates 
c.301 x 218 mm
paper fly leaves contemporary with the binding 
parchment, good quality, very smooth leaves; pale-mid cream colour 
Leaves c.295 x 222 mm 
- Ink and lead point ruling 
catchwords 
7 quires: 1-68, 77
Bastard script, corrections neatly noted in red, same hand for both texts
Payout:
2 columns
justification c. 197-205 x 161 mm, each column c.197 x 73 mm 
c.41 lines, c.5 mm apart.
RP  begins with an 8-line high initial which is blue within a dark red, gold decorated 
frame; heraldic amis may have been intended to fit within the escutcheon shape in the 
large capital, but appropriate emblems have not been inserted. It has been filled with 
red and gold stripes on a grey background.
Alternating red and blue 2-line initials present throughout remainder o f poem and 
chronicle
Capitals do not necessarily introduce every line of the column: they seem to introduce 
sentence units within the stanza; these often contain a red ink splash
Decoration:
14 miniatures in RP only; many of these are presented as diptychs with two, 
interrelated subjects (workshop unknown). (See below for table of miniature subjects 
and locations)
illustrations are approx, half a page in size (they fill the full width of the two columns’ 
justification and approx, half the justification in height)
Borders consist o f gold line within narrow black parallel lines; may be rectangular or 
arched at the top 
See above for initials
Table o f  m iniatures and  their location in Uv
Location Subject Context
1 . 2r Patron-author scene Precedes the prologue (above l.lra)
2. 4r Left (L):Aymery reads evening stars 
to Raymondin; Right (R) Raym. with 
clasped hands and distressed face 
stands over a dead Aymery
Precedes the hunt episode (1.269, 4ra)
3. 5v (L) Melusine with two ladies beside a 
fountain; Mel. reproaches Raym. who 
is on horseback; (R) Raym. takes 
leave of Mel. as he rides towards
Image is located in centre o f folio; 
precedes Raym.’s encounter with Mel. 
(1.497, 5va)
17 Email communication from Dr. Hanno Wijsman, Leiden University, 27 April 2007; Harf-Lancner, 
“La serpente et le sanglier”, p.69 (cf. Clier-Colombani, La Fee Melusine, p.209, which gives 1460 as 
the date of Uv).
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L ocation Subject C ontext
P o itie rs
4. 7 r (L ) R aym . a p p ro a c h e s  th e  co m te  de 
P o itie rs  fo r a g ift o f  land , b eh in d  h im  
s ta n d s  a m an  w ith  a h a r t ’s co rp se ; (R ) 
R ay m . o v e rse e s  th e  m a rk in g  o f  
b o u n d a ry  a ro u n d  fu tu re  L u s ig n a n  
es ta te s
P re ce d es  M e l.’s co u n se l to  R ay m . ab o u t 
h is  b e h a v io u r  on  re tu rn in g  to  P o itie rs , 
inch  h o w  to  a c q u ire  lan d  fro m  th e  co u n t 
(1.685, 7 rb )
5. lOr A  b ish o p  c e le b ra te s  th e  m a rr ia g e  o f  
M el. and  R aym .
Im ag e  is lo ca ted  b e n e a th  a c c o u n t o f  
m a rr ia g e  an d  the  b e g in n in g  o f  the 
fe s tiv itie s  (b en e a th  11.1135-74, 10ra-b)
6. 13r B a ttle  scen e Im ag e  lo c a te d  ab o v e  L u s ig n a n  v ic to ry  
in C y p ru s  an d  req u e s t o f  C y p r io t co u rt 
fo r  L u s ig n a n s  to  a tten d  th e  k in g  
(11.1589-1630, 13ra-b)
7. 14r A b ish o p  c e le b ra te s  m a rr ia g e  o f  
U rian s  an d  H e rm in e  b e s id e  th e  b ed  o f  
th e  d y in g  k in g  o f  C y p ru s
Im ag e  lo ca ted  b en e a th  tex t o f  U r ia n s ’ 
re sp o n se  to  C y p rio t k in g ’s re q u e s t th a t 
h e  m a rry  H erm in e , h is  d au g h te r , an d  
b ec o m e  k in g  o f  C y p ru s  (11.1715-62, 
14 ra-b )
8. 16r (L ) M el. re c e iv e s  n ew s  fro m  a 
m essen g e r; (R ) M el p ray s  b e fo re  an  
a lta r
P re c e d e s  th e  in v ita tio n  o f  L u s ig n a n s  
in to  L u x e m b o u rg , th e ir  a rr iv a l, and  
th e ir  w e lc o m e  (11.2012-59, 16ra-b)
9. 19r (L ) F o rez  w a lk s  to  th e  left aw ay  fro m  
R ay m ., w h o  is in th e  cen tre  o f  th e  
im a g e  and  w h o se  h an d  is p la ce d  n ea r  
a h o le  in a d o o r; (R ) on  th e  r ig h t o f  
th e  d o o r, M el. is b a th in g , she  had  
g reen  b a ts -w in g s  an d  a  ta il; h e r  h an d  
is p la ce d  ac ro ss  h er s to m ac h  b u t h e r  
b rea s t and  lo w er a b d o m en  h av e  b een  
e ra sed
Im ag e  is lo ca ted  b en e a th  tex t 
re c o u n tin g  th e  L u s ig n a n s ’ d e fe a t o f  the 
R o y  d e  T ra q u o  (11.2478-2525, 19ra-b)
10. 2 3 r (L ) R aym . p rep a re s  to  d raw  h is  sw o rd  
a g a in s t F o rez ; (R ) a  se m i-n ak e d  M el. 
re tu rn s  to  R ay m . in th e ir  ch am b e r. 
H er b rea s ts  h av e  b een  d e faced . R aym . 
lies fu lly  c lo th ed  on  b ed  w ith  
d e sp o n d en t ex p re ss io n .
P re ce d es  R a y m .’s b a n ish m e n t o f  h is 
b ro th e r  an d  n a rra to r ia l fo re sh a d o w in g  
o f  F o re z ’ fu tu re  (11.3101-39, 2 3 ra -b )
1 1 .24 v (L ) G eo ffro y  to rch e s  M a ille z a is  
m o n a s te ry ; (R ) M el. fa in ts  in to  th e  
a rm s  o f  a  lady  in w a itin g  w h ile  a 
c o u r tie r  th ro w s  w a te r  in h e r  face; 
R aym . s tan d s  p o in tin g  at h e r
Im ag e  fo llo w s  G e o f f ro y ’s en c o u n te r  
w ith  G u ed o n  (2 in te rp o la te d  lin e s+  
11.3307-50, 2 4 v a -b ); it th u s  p rec ed es  th e  
a c c o u n t o f  G e o f f ro y ’s d e s tru c tio n  o f  
m o n a s te ry  an d  R a y m .’s p u b lic  b e tray a l 
b y  tw o  fo lio s
12. 3 0 r (L ) A  se m i- tra n s fo rm e d  M el. w ith  
g reen  w in g s  an d  g reen  an d  y e llo w  
s tr ip e d  ta il h o v e rs  in th e  a ir  w ith  
h an d s  c la sp e d  as she  looks d o w n  an d  
sp e ak s?  (h e r  m o u th  is o p en )  to  th e  
sp e c ta to rs  lo o k in g  a t h e r  fro m  th e  
ca s tle  w in d o w ; (R ) th e  h y b rid  M el. 
n u rse s  o n e  o f  h e r  c h ild ren  (h e r  b rea s ts  
h av e  b een  e ra sed )
Im a g e  is lo ca ted  b e n e a th  M e l.’s 
fa re w e lls  an d  tra n s fo rm a tio n  (11.4ISO- 
22 2 , 3 0 ra -b )
13. 33v G eo ffro y  fo llo w s  g ia n t G rim a u lt in to  
th e  m o u n ta in
Im ag e  o c c u rs  in th e  m id d le  o f  tex t 
re c o u n tin g  G r im a u l t’s d isa p p e a ra n c e
446
L ocation Subject C ontext
into the mountain to hide from 
Geoffroy (11.4715-54,33v)
14. 36r (L) Geoffroy thrusts sword into 
Grimault; (R) Geoffroy leads giant 
away in a cart
Precedes Geoffroy’s defeat of the giant 
(11.5085-5124, 36ra-b)
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A p p en d ix  F . U p to n  H o u se , B ea rs ted  C o llection , M elu sin e  frag m en ts : 
c o m p ariso n  b e tw een  tex tu a l frag m en ts  an d  A dam  S te in sch ab e r’s 1478 
ed itio n  o f th e  R om a n  d e  M elu sin e
This appendix compares the text visible on the Melusine fragments in Upton House’s 
Bearsted Collection with relevant passages from Adam Steinschaber’s edition of the RM  dated 
1478 (Geneva). If one can date the fragments to c.1480 or later,1 then on the grounds of the 
very close textual relationship between these items, it may be that the original UHB 
manuscript was copied from a model of Steinschaber’s edition, or from a very similar printed 
or manuscript.
I have used Meyer’s facsimile edition of the 1478 edition of the RM  as the basis of my 
comparison.2 In order to compare easily the two sets of text, I have retained the spelling, 
capitalisation, and punctuation of the originals. Abbreviations have been expanded with 
italics. Bolded capitals indicate a large decorated letter in the UHB fragments or a space for a 
decorated capital in the edition.
1 Email from F. Avril, Bibliotheque nationale de France, 12 Nov. 2007.
2 J. d’Arras, L ’histoire de la belle Melusine de Jean d ’Arras, ed. W.J. Meyer, Societe Suisse de 
bibliophiles, Beme, 1923-1924.
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192va
Monseigneur oyes vos comptes si saurez 
comment vous viuez. II respondit en ceste 
maniere. Ne faictes vous a nully tort pour 
rente ne reuenue que Jaye et quel compte 
voulez vous que iaye quant vous et moy 
[smudged] sommes tous aises que mes 
fortresses sont bien retenues toutes mes 
besognes en bon point que vous me bailies 
argent quant ien demande et me faictes 
finance de ce que ie vueil auoir. Quel 
compte voulz vous que Jaye. Quant est de 
moy ie ne vueil aultre compte ouyr ne ie 
ne vous saroye aultrement requerre. 
Cuides vous que iaye euer de faire vne 
maison dor. Celle de pierre que 
monseigneur mon perre et madame ma 
mere mont laissee me souffist bien. Et e1 
ses recepueurs respondirent a luy. 
Aumoins monseigneur ne peut ung prince 
faire mains que de ouyr ses comptes vne 
fois chascun an et ne fut ores que pour la 
saluation de
192vb
le pommel —ste2 tous les ans. dix soublz. 
Ne le pouez vous faire si fort que il dure 
plus a dix ou de douze ans affin que on ne 
compte pas si souuent. Et incontinent ilz 
respondirent. Monseigneur ceste rent que 
nous payons tous les ans. Comment dist 
geuffroy ie ne tiens la fortresse de lesignen 
et le chasteau que de dieu mon create— 
tout puissant a celluy vouldroye bien estre 
quite pour chascun an pour dix soublz. A 
qui les payes vous. Sire par nos/re foy 
nous n- sauons pas. Et comment dist g— 
froy vous voulez auoir quittenc- de moy et 
aussi veulz ie auoir la quittance de celluy a 
qui vous pa— les dix soublz de rente pour 
le pommel de la tour. Et par la dent dieu 
dist geuffroy vous ne me aures pas de tel 
tour, car se puys aulcunement sauoir a qui 
il est il monstra comment
1 This may have been crossed out on the 
fragment.
2 Hyphens throughout indicate illegible or 
cropped words.
Steinschaber edition  
181v
Monseigneur oyez vos comptes si scaurez 
comment vous viuez/ 11 respondit en ceste 
maniere/ Ne faictes vous a nulluy tort pour 
rente ne reuenue que iaye et quel compte 
voulez vo us que iaye quant vous et moy 
sommes tous aises que mes fortresses sont 
bien retenues toutes mes besongnes en bon 
point que vous me bail-lez argent quant ien 
demande et me faictes finance de ce que ie 
vueil auoir/ Quel compte voulez vous que 
iaye. Quant est de moy ie ne vueil aultre 
compte ouyr ne ie ne vous scauroy 
aultrement requerre/ Cuides vous que iaye 
cure de faire vne maison dor/ Celle de 
pierre que monseigneur mon pere et ma 
dame ma mere mont laissee me souffist 
bien [182r] Et ses recepueurs respondirent 
a luy. Aumoins monseigneur ne peut vng 
prince faire mains que de ouyr ses comptes 
vneffois chascun an et ne fut ores que pour 
la saluation
182r
le pommel couste tous les an dix soubz Ne 
le pouez vous faire si fort que il dure plus 
de dix ou de douze ans affin que on ne 
compte pas si souuent/ Et incontinent ils 
respondirent Monseigneur cest rente que 
nous payons tous les ans/ Comment dist 
geuffroy ie ne tiens la fortresse de lusignen 
et le chasteau que de dieu mon createur 
tout puissant a celluy vouldroye bien estre 
quite pour chascun an pour dix soublz/ A 
qui les payez vous Sire par nostre foy nous 
ne scauons pas/ Et comment dist geuffroy 
vous voulez auoir quittance de moy et 
aussi veulx ie auoir la quittance de celluy a 
qui vous paiez les dix soublz de rente pour 
le pommel de la tour/ Et par la dent dieu 
dist geuffroy vous ne me aurez pas de tel 
tour/ car se ie puys aulcunement scauoir a 
qui il est il moustra comment
464
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193va
-ers labbaye et commenca a regarder -e 
grant meschief et le dommaige quil -uoit 
fait. Adonc commenca a gemir et a soy 
plaindre douleuresuemewt -n disant en 
ceste maniere. Ffaulx mauuais desloyal 
proditur ennemy de dieu Vouldroyes tu 
que on te -ist ce que tu as fait aux vrays 
seruiteurs de dieu certes now et moult - 
aultre laidure se disoit st [s/'c] si que nest 
homme qui peut penser le desconfort -t la 
de esperance quil prinst sil ne la -ooyt ouy 
ou veu et croy bien que de fin -nnuy il se 
fut occis de son espee pour le -esconfort 
quil prinst en soy se ne fut que les dix 
chaualiers y vindrent da-enture sur luy qui 
bien lauoient ouy en sa grant douleur 
garmenter gemir et plaindre Adoncques 
luy -ist lung des cheualiers. Ha ha sire -est 
trop tart repentir quant la follie
193vb
le salua moult courtoisement et raymondin 
luy rendit son salut et luy demanda quelles 
nouuelles dont il venoit. Sire dist le 
messaigier ce poise moy que ie ne les vou- 
puys dire1 aporter meilleures car ie les 
aporte piteuses il faul que nous le- sachons 
dist raymondin. Dieu en soit gratie et loue 
de ce quil nous enuoye. Et celluy luy dist 
monseigne— il est bien verite que geuffroy 
au grant dent vostre filz a pris en luy tell- 
merencollie et tel dueil de ce que fro-mond 
vostre filz cestoit rendu moyne a maillieres 
quil est ia venu de fait audit maillieres ou 
il a trouue au chappitre labbe et tous les 
moynes. Et sachiez pour verite quil a 
boute le feu dedens et les a tous ars et bien 
la moetie de labbaye. Quest ce que tu dis 
dist raymondin ce ne peut e-
1 Dire may be crossed out.
Steinschaber edition 
149r
Vers labbaye et commenca a regarder le 
grant meschief et le dommaige qz//l auoit 
fait/ Adonc commenca a gemir et a soy 
plaindre douleureusement en disant en 
ceste maniere/ Faulx mauuais desloyal 
proditeur ennemy de dieu vouldroyes tu 
que on te fist ce que tu as fait aux vrays 
seruiteurs de dieu certes non et moult 
daultre laidure se disoit si que nest homme 
qui peut penser le desconfort et ia 
desesperence qwz'l prinst sil ne lauoit ouy 
ou veu et croy bien que de fin ennuy il se 
fut occys de son espee pour le desconfort 
qui\ prinst en soy se ne fut que les dix 
cheualiers y vindrent dauenture sur luy qui 
bien lauoient ouy en sa grant douleur 
garmenter gemir et plaindre/ Adonques luy 
dist lung des cheualiers ha ha sire cest trop 
tart repenti quant la follie
149v
le salua moult courtoisement &2 raimondin 
luy rendist son salut et luy demawda 
quelles nouuelles et dont il venoit/ Sire dist 
le messagier ce poise moy que ie ne les 
vous puys apporter meilleures car ie les 
aporte moult piteuses il fault que nous les 
sachons dist raimondin/ dieu en soie grade 
et loue de ce qw/1 nous enuoye/ Et celluy 
luy dist monseigneur il est bien verite que 
geuffroy au grant dent vos/re fdz a pris en 
luy telle merencolie et tel dueil de ce que 
froimond vostre filz cestoit rendu moyne a 
maillieres qml est ia venu de fait audit 
maillieres ou il a trouue au chappitre labbe 
& tous les moynes/ et sachies pour verite 
quil a boute le feu dedens et les a tous ars 
et bien la moetie de labbaye/ Quest ce que 
tu dist dist raimondin ce ne peut estre
2 The ampersand denotes the abbreviation 
mark used in the edition to denote ‘and’.
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195va
se tardoient de gaires. Et adoncques se 
partirent les deux cheualiers et tirerent tant 
quilz vindrent a nyort ou ilz trouuerent leur 
dame et la saluerent de par son filz 
geuffroy et luy presenterent la teste du 
gayant dont eile fut moult joeuse et 
lenuoya la a la rochelle et fut mise sur vne 
lance ala porte guionnoise. et donna 
melusine aux deux cheualiers de moult de 
moult riches dons. Et eulx apres prindrent 
congie et sen allerent vers la tour de mo/? 
iouet ou geuffroy se tenoit voulentiers. Et 
cy se taist listoire de et parle dune autre 
chose, [decorated baguette]
Listoire nous dit que la nouuelle fut tantost 
espandue par moult de pays comment 
geuffroy a la grant dent auoit occis le 
gayant guedon en bataille et en furent 
moult esbahis tous ceulx qui en ouyre?7t 
parier et pour lors regnoit en 
northobelande vng gayant qui avoit nom 
grimault et estoit le plus cruel
195vb
mais lors en vouloient estre quittes. Dont 
ilz eslirent huit mesaigiers d— plus 
notables du pays et les enuoiere— deuers 
geuffroy. Et adoncques cheua-cherent tant 
quil vindrent a mo«t jo-et. et la le 
trouuerent et luy comp-rent leur messaige. 
Et quant geuffroy les entendit il leur 
respondit promptement. Beaulx seigneurs 
-  ie ne reffuse pas loffre que vous m-uez 
faicte non obstant se ie neusse -tenant eu 
nouuelles de vous sachie- bien que tout 
sans cela ie fusse orez alle combatre le 
gayant pour aulmo-ne et pour pitie du 
peuple que il destruit et aussi pour honneur 
acque— Sachies que ie mew iray tantost 
auecques vous sans nul delay et a laide de 
dieu ie pense a exillier le ga-ant. Et 
ceulx len mercierent moult. Lors vindrent 
les deux cheualiers q— auoit enuoie deuers 
son pere et le sal—rent moult
honnorablement de pa-
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se tardoient de gaires/ Et adoncques se 
partirewt les deux cheualiers et tirent tant 
quilz vindrent a nyort ou ilz trouuerent leur 
dame et la saluerent de par son filz 
geuffroy et luy presenterent la teste du 
gayant dont eile fut moult ioyeuse et 
lenuoya a la rochelle et fut mise sur vne 
lance a la porte guiennoise/ et donna 
melusine aux deux che [146v] ualliers de 
moult riches dons/ Et eulx aprez prindrent 
congie et sen allerent vers la tour de mon 
iouet ou geuffroy se tenoit voulentiers/ Et 
sy se taist listoire et parle dune aultre 
chose.
Listoire nous dist que la nouuelle fut 
tantost espandue par moult de pays 
co/nment geuffroy a la grant dent auoit 
occis le gayant guedon en bataille et en 
furent moult esbahys tous ceulx qui en 
ouyrent parier et pour lors regnoit en 
northobelande vng gayant qui auoit nom 
grimault et estoit le plus cruel
146v
mais lors en vouloient estre quites/ Dont 
ilz eslirent huict messagiers des plus 
notables du pays & les enuoierent deuers 
geuffroy/ Et adoncques cheuaucherent tant 
qz//lz vindrent a mon iouet et la le 
trouuerent et luy compterent leur messaige 
Et quant geuffroy les entendist il leur 
respondist promptement Beaulx seigneurs 
ie ne reffuse pas loffre que vous mauez 
faicte non obstant se ie neusse maintenant 
eu nouuelles de vous sachies bien que tout 
sans ce la ie fusse ores alle combatre le 
gaya?7t pour aulmosne et pour pitie de 
peuple que il destruict et aussi pour 
honneur acquerir/ Sachies que ie men iray 
tantost auecques vous sans nul delay et a 
laide de dieu pense a exillier le gayant/ Et 
ceulx len mercierent moult. [147v]
Lors vindrent les deux cheualiers quil 
auoit enuoie deuers son pere & le saluerent 
moult honnourableme/?t de par
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ainsi. Ma chiere dame mamie mow bien 
mow esperance mow honneur ie vous 
supplie en lonnewr de la glorieuse 
souffrance nostte seig
196vb
neant car il ne plaist mie iuge. [decorated 
baguette] Comment Raymondin et melus—  
chairent pasm ez1
197va
-deurs auec ses dix cheualiers. et -uant les 
barons du pays sceurent — venue ilz luy 
vindrewt alencontre -oult honnourablemewt 
et le receuprewt moult grant sollemnite luy 
disdrent - a  a sire de vostre joeuse venue -  
uons nous louer nostte seigneur -hesucrist. 
car sans vous ne pouons -stre deliurez du 
merueilleux mur -rier grimault le gayant 
par quoy ont ce pays est destruitt. Et a -  
oncques geuffroy leur respondit - t  
comment pouez vous scauoir -u e  par moy 
en pouez estre deliurez. Adonques il luy 
respondirent mon seigneur les saiges 
astronomo-ns nous ont dit que le gayant 
gri-ault ne pouoit mourir que par -os 
mains. Et aussi nous scauons -e certain que 
il le scet bien et se -ous allez deuers luy et 
vous luy -ictes vostre nom vous ne le 
scaurez - i  bien garder que il ne vous 
eschap
197vb
brumbleyo. et lors dis ore— guides a 
geuffroy monseigneur voiez la la 
montaigne ou il se tient et voiez vous bien 
se bla- sentier qui monte tout droit a- gros 
arbre. Par foy dist geuffroy ouy. par dieu 
monseigneur di— ilz cest le droit chemin 
que vous pouez faillir car poour vray dess- 
se grant arbre vient il souuent pour espier 
ceulx qui passent 1- chemin. Or y pouez 
aller si vou- voulez car nous ne pensons 
pa- aller plus auant et geuffroy leur -  
spondit en ceste maniere. Se ie -se  venu 
sur la fiance de vous et vostre aide ieusse 
ceste foys fai- Par mon chief dist lung 
vous —cte vray lors vindrent au pie- la 
montaige [sic] et lors descendit g-froy et 
sarma bien et bei et puy- monta a cheual et 
mist lescu au col et la lance au poing et 
puy
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ainsi/ Ma chiere dame mamie mon biew 
mow esperawce mon honneur ie vous 
supplie en lonneur de la glorieuse 
souffrawce de nox/re seigneur
153r
neawt car il ne plaist mie au vray iuge 
Comment raimondin et melusine chaierent 
pasmez.
158v
ambassadeurs auec les dix cheualiers/ et 
quant les barons du pays sceurent sa venue 
ilz luy vindrewt alencowtre moult 
hounourablemewt et le receuprent a moult 
grant solemnite et luy disdrent haa sire de 
vostre ioyeuse venue deuons nous louer 
nostre seigneur ihesucrist/ car sans wous ne 
pouons estre deliurez du merueilleux 
murtrier grimauld le gayant par quoy tout 
ce pays est destruict/ Et adoncqwes 
geuffroy leur respondist et comment pouez 
scauoir que par moy en pouez estre 
deliurez/ Adoncques ilz luy respondirent 
monseigneur les sages astronomiens nous 
ont dit que le gayant grimault ne pouoit 
morir que par vos mains/ et aussi nous 
scauons de certain que il le scet bien et se 
vous allez deuers luy et vous luy dictes 
vostre nom vous ne le scaurez si biew 
garder que il ne vous eschappe/
159r
brumbleyo/ et lors disdrewt les guides a 
geuffroy monseigneur voiez la la 
mowtaigne ou il se tient et voiez vous bien 
ce blanc sentier qui monte tout droit a ce 
gros arbre/ Par foy dist geuffroy ouy/ par 
dieu monseigneur disdrent ilz cest le droit 
chemin que vous ny pouez faillir car pour 
vray dessoubz cest grand arbre vient il 
souuent pour espier ceulx qui passent le 
chemin/ Or y pouez aller si vous voulez 
car nous ne pensons pas aller plus auant et 
geuffroy leur respowdist en ceste maniere 
Se ie feusse venu sur la fiance de vostre 
aide ieusse ceste foys failly/. Par mon 
chief dist lung vous dictes vray/ Lors 
vindrent au piet de la montaigne et lors 
descendist geuffroy et sarma bien et bei et 
puys monta a cheuau et mist lescu au col et 
la lance au poing et puys
1 Italicised words here denote a rubric.
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— du grant coup. Et adoncqwes geuf-oy le 
ferist de lespee sur la cuisse pae —lie 
maniere qui luy abbatit de demi—ou 
enuiron [ ?]. Adoncques quant — gayant 
vit ce il se recula vng peu -ntre mont et 
puys touma le dos - t  sen fouyt contre 
mont sur la mon-aigne et geuffroy aprez 
lespee au -oing. Mais quant le dit gayant -  
int ala montaigne il trouua vng -ertuis et 
tantost se lanca dedens et -  quoy geuffroy 
sesmerueilla moult -omment il fut si tost 
e/7 bas. Adoncqwes -vint au pertuys et 
bouta la teste -de/?s et luy sawbla que ce 
fut le tueau de -ne cheminee. Adoncques il 
retouma
198vb
boute en vng pertuys et sitost en-nuy quil 
ne sauroit quil estoit deu-nu. Et il luy 
demawderewt se il luy auoit — et geuffroy 
dist que si auoit [illegible words] dient qui- 
cestoit neant de le trouuer car il scauoit 
bien que il deuoit morir par la main de 
geuffroy. Or ne vo- doubtez dist il car ie 
scay bien par ou il est entre et pourtant ie 
le tr—ueray bien de main. Adoncques 
quant il luy oyrent dire ceste p- le ilz en 
eurent moult grant joy et disdrent que 
cestoit le plus v-lant cheualier du monde.
1 The top of this fragment is water-damaged 
and not entirely legible.
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du grant coup/ Et adoncques geuffroy le 
ferist de lespee sur la cuisse par telle 
maniere quil lui abbatit demipiet ou braon/ 
Adoncques quant le gayant vit ce il se 
recula vng peu contre mont et puys touma 
le dos et senfouyt contre mont sur la mon­
taigne et geuffroy aprez lespee au poing/ 
mais quant le dit gayant vint a la 
montaigne il trouua vng pertuys et tantost 
se lanca dedens de quoy geuffroy 
sesmerueilla moult comment il fut si tost 
en bas/ Adoncqwes il vint au pertuys et 
bouta sa teste dedens et luy sambla que ce 
fut le tueau de vne cheminee/ Adoncques il 
retouma
161v
boute en vng pertuys & si tost enuanuy 
quil ne scauoit quil estoit deuenu/ Et ilz 
luy demanderent se il luy auoit point dit 
son nom et geuffroy dist que si auoit/ et 
ceulx dient que cestoit neant de le trouuer 
car il scauoit bien que il deuoit morir par la 
main de geuffroy/ Or ne vous doubtez dist 
il car ie scay bien par ou il est entre et 
ponrtant [s/c] ie le trouueray bien demain/ 
Adoncques quant ilz luy oyrent dire ceste 
parolle ilz en eurent moult grant ioye et 
disdrent que geuffroy estoit le plus vaillant 
cheualier du monde
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dune royne dalbastre couronnee moz/lt 
richement qui tenoit vng tablier qui disoit 
en ceste manier. Cy gist mo/7 mari le noble 
roy elinas dalbanie. et diuisoit toute la 
maniere comment il auoit este la mis et par 
quelle cause. Et parloit aussi de leurs trois 
fdles cest assauoir melusine plalestine et 
melior & comment elles auoient este 
pugnies pour ce quelle [sic] auoient 
enferme leur perre [?]. Et parloit comment 
le gayant auoit la este commis pour garder 
le lieu iusques atant quil seroit mis de 
gecte par loir dune des filles. et comment 
nul ne pouoit
199vb
-ra se vous esties ores telz cent comm — 
estes. Et geuffroy leur respondit au- 
Beaulx seigneurs ie ne suys pas cy venu se 
nest pour le trouuer. ia roye fait tres grant 
folie destre venu de si loingz iusques cy 
pour men retourner si tost. A ces parolles 
vint le ga-ant qui venoit de dormir. Mais 
qu- il vit geuffroy il le congneut bien et vit 
que sa mort approuchoit et en eut grant 
paour. Adoncques il saillit en vne chambre 
quil vit ouuerte et tira luys apres luy. Et 
quant geuffroy lapperceut il fut moult 
dolent de ce que il ne lauoit peu rencontrer 
a coupaluys de la chambre [decorated 
baguette]
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dune royne dalbastre couronnee moult 
richeme/7t qui tenoit vng tablier qui disoit 
en ceste maniere: Cy gist mon mari le 
noble roy elinas dalbanie/ et diuisoit toute 
la maniere comment il auoit este la mis & 
par quelle cause/ Et parloit aussi de leurs 
trois filles cest assauoir melusine palestine 
et melior & comment eile auoient este 
pugnies pour ce quelles auoient enfenne 
leur pere/ Et parloit comment le gayawt 
auoit la este commis pour garder le lieu 
iusques a tant quil seroit de la iecte par loir 
dune des filles et comment nul ne pouoit
163v
destruira se vous estes ores telz cent 
comme vo us este/ Et geuffroy leur 
respondit ainsi Beaulx seigneurs ie ne suys 
pas cy venu se nest pour le trouuer/ 
iauroye fait tres grant follie destre venu de 
si loingz iusques cy pour men retourner si 
tost A ces parolles vint le gayant qui 
venoit de dormir/ mais quant il vit [164r] 
geuffroy il le congneut et vit bie/? que sa 
mort approuchoit et en eut gra/7t paour/ 
Adonc il saillist en vne chambre quil vit 
ouuerte et tira luys aprez luy/ Et quant 
geuffroy lapperceut il fut moult doulent de 
ce qz//l ne lauoit peu rencontrer a coup a 
luys de la chambre.
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guement il se partist et erra tant parmy vng 
lieu obscure quil se trouua a— -hamps. 
Adoncques regarda de—t luy et vit vne 
grosse tour quarre bien garlende et bien 
carnellee et chemina celle part et tou—  
tant quil trouua la porte qui estoit ouuerte 
arriere et le pont abatu il entra dedens et 
vint en — salle ou il trouua vng trillis de 
garde de fer dedens laquelle auoit bien 
cent homines du pays que le gayant tenoit 
tous prisonniers. Et quant il visrent 
geuffroy ilz -esmerueillerent moult et luy 
dis— [remaining fragment is blurry or 
erased]
200vb
vng grant mail let dont il e/7 donna geuffroy 
tel coup sur le bassinet quil le fist tout 
chanceller. Et qua— geuffroy sentist le 
coup qui fut dur et pesant il le ferist destoc 
de lespee ennmy le pis tellement qu- la luy 
bouta tout dedens iusques a la croix. 
Adoncq le gayant iett- vng moult horrible 
cry et cryoi- illecq tout mort. Et quant 
ceulx — estoient enferrez en la gayole de
f-----virent secrierent a vng voix h— ible
homme benoite soit leure que tu naquis de 
mere. Nous te prions pour dieu que tu nous 
ostez dicy car tu as au iourduy deliure ce 
pays de la plus grant misere ou oncques 
gens fussent [a baguette completes this 
line]
201 va1
-uffroy au lieu ou il auoit laisse — cheual 
sur lequel il monta et —scendirent tous la 
vallee atout -uoir dont chascun en auoit sa 
part — firent mener la charrette ou le —yant 
estoit a .Vi. beufz et tant —il vindrent aux 
cheualiers et trou—rent les cheualiers de 
geuffroy. — bien la plus grant partie de 
ceulx — pays nobles et non nobles qui tous 
—toierent et firent grant honne//r -euffroy 
et luy voulurent faire -m s presens, mais il 
ne voulut2 riens
1 As the first 11 lines of this fragment have 
been water-damaged, the transcription begins 
12 lines down. The left margin has been 
cropped so that two letters are often missing.
2 An ‘e’ preceding the ‘u’ has been crossed out.
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guement il se partist & erra tant parmy vng 
lieu obscur quil se trouua aux champs/ 
Adoncques regarda deuant luy et vit vne 
grosse tour quarree bien garlendee et bien 
camellee et chemina celle part et tournoya 
tant quil trouua la porte qui estoit ouuerte 
arriere et le pont abbatu il entra dedens et 
vint en la salle ou il trouua vng grant 
traillis de garde de fer dedens laquelle 
auoit bien cent homines du pays que le 
gayant tenoit tous prisonniers/ Et quant ilz 
visrent geuffroy ilz sesmerueillerent moult 
et luy disdrent
164r
vng grant maillet dont il donna a geuffroy 
tel coup sur le bassinet quil le fist tout 
chanceller/ Et quant geuffroy sentist le 
coup qui fut dur et pesant il le ferist destoc 
de lespee emmy le pis tellement quil la luy 
bouta tout dede/?s iusques a la croix. 
Adonc le gayant ietta vng moult horrible 
cry et cryoit illecq tout mort/ Et quant 
ceulx qui estoient enferrez en la gayole de 
fer le virent sescrierent a vne voix haa 
noble homme benoite soit leure que tu 
naquis de mere. Nous te prions pour dieu 
que tu nows ostez dicy car tu as auiourduy 
deliure ce pays de la plus grand misere ou 
oncques gens feussent.
166r
geuffroy au lieu ou il auoit laisse son 
cheuau sur \eque\ il monta et descendire/?t 
tows la valle atout lauoir dont chcrscun en 
auoit sa part & fire/7t mener la charrette ou 
le gayant estoit a .vi. beufz et tant qui\z 
vindrent aux cheualiers & trouuere/7t les 
cheualiers de geuffroy et bie/7 la plus gra/?t 
partie de ceulx du pays nobles et non 
nobles que tous festoierent et firent grant 
honneur a geuffroy/ et luy voulure/7t faire 
gra/7S presens mais il nen voulut riens
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estoit partie et toute la manie— et comment 
le premier cow m e-ment de sa departie 
estoit par 1- oncle le conte de forestz et 
comme -  eile auoit dit a son departie que -
- estoit fille du roy elinas dalbanie Et quant 
geuffroy oyt ce mot il — souuint du tableau 
quil auoit t—ue sur la tombe du roy elinas. 
[following three lines illegible] Mais ce — 
obstant il fut moult dolent de -- partie de sa 
mere et de la douleur — son pere et 
congneut adonc que mauuaise aduenture 
auoit est- engendree par le conte de forestz
— oncle dont il iura la benoite tr— quil le 
comparroit. Adonc il — monter son frere 
et ses x. cheual— et cheuaucha vers 
forestz et eu- nouuelles que le conte son 
on— estoit en vne forteresse qui esto— 
assise sur vne roche moult ha—
202va
— et coment ses troys filles lenclorent en 
vne montangne appellee — brumbleyo en 
nortobellande et comment pressine leur 
mere les empugnit quant eile sceut le 
meffait qndles auoient fait aleurs pere. Et 
la estoient escripz tous les faictz et 
circonstances depuys le commencement 
iusques en la fin. [decorated baguette] 
Moult print le Roy grant plaisir de lire en 
celles listoires et en pluisieurs aultres qui 
la estoient paintes et diuises et aussi musa 
le roy en regardant et en lisant en ces 
histoires iusqwes au tiers Jour quil alloit 
par leans. Adoncques il apperceut vne tres 
noble chambre et estoit luys tout ouuert 
arriere. Lors le roy entra et regarda parmy 
la chaw
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estoit partie et toute la maniere/ et 
comment le premier commencement de sa 
departie estoit par leur oncle le conte de 
forestz et comment eile auoit dit a son 
departir qwelle estoit fille du roy elinas 
dalbanie/ Et quant geuffroy oyt ce mot il 
luy souuint du tableau qw/1 auoit trouue sur 
la tombe du roy elinas & par ce sceut au 
cler q ue luy et ses freres estoient 
descendus de la lignee dont il sen tint plus 
chier/mais ce non obstant il fut moult 
doulent de la departie de sa mere et de la 
douleur de son pere et congneut adonc que 
ceste mauuaise aduenture auoit este 
engendree par le conte de forestz son oncle 
dont il iura la benoite trinite quil le 
comparroit/ Adonc il fist monter son frere 
et les .X. cheualiers et cheuaucha vers 
forestz & eut nouuelles que le conte son 
oncle estoit en vne fortresse qui estoit 
assise sur vne roche moult hault
186v
et comment les trois filles lencloirent en 
vne montaigne appellee de brumbleyo en 
northobelande et comment pressine leur 
mere les en pugnist quant eile sceut le 
meffait quel les auoient fait a leur pere/ et 
la estoient escripz tous les faitz et 
circonstances depuys le commencement 
iusques en la fin
Moult prinst le roy grant plasir de lire en 
celles histoires & en pliseurs aultres que la 
estoient paintes et deusiees et ainsi musa le 
roy en regardant et en lisant en ces 
histoires iusques au tiers iour quil alloit par 
leans/ Adoncques il perceut vne tresnoble 
chambre et estoit luys tout ouuert arriere. 
Lors le roy entra et regarda parmy la 
chambre
1 This fragment has been cropped more heavily 
on the right margin than other fragments.
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soleil estoit ia tout bas et ainsi -sa le roy 
celle nuyt iusqwes au mat—
Laube apparut et vit le j — Et ainsi que le 
soleil se leua la dame du chasteau en s- - 
ble et riche habit que le roy en fut tou—  
bay tant de la richesse de labbit com- de la 
beaulte de la dame. Et adoncqu— la dame 
salua le roy et luy dist en c— maniere. Sire 
roy vous soiez le tr— bien venu. car certes 
vous auez fa— bien et vaillawment vostre 
devoir Or demawdez tel do quil vous plaira
— choses terriennes honnorable e.........
sonnable et vous laurez sa^s arr—.
Adoncq respondit le roy moult esprins de 
lamo— dele. Par ma foy dam— ne demawde 
or ne argent terre ne
203va
Et incontinent selbst le roy descendre sur 
luy aussi dru que pluye qui chut du ciel 
coups et horions dung coute et daultre et 
fut moult deffroil
203vb
qui premier luy apporta les n— de ceste 
adue/7ture et leure qwl y — oncqwes ale. Et 
apres vint a ses — qui bie/7 voyent qui\ ne 
retoumoi- si frechement comme il y estoit 
al — Et luy demanderent [final word 
illegible]
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soleil estoit ia tout bas et ainsi passa le roy 
celle nuyt iusques au matin 
Laulbe apparut & vint le jour/ Et ainsi que 
le soleil se leua vint la dame du chasteau 
en si noble et riche habit que le roy en fut 
tout esbahy tant de la richesse de labbit 
cowme de la beaulte de la dame. Et 
adoncques la dame salua le roy et luy dist 
en ceste maniere Sire roy vous soiez le 
tresbien venu/ car certes vous auez faict 
bien et vaillawment vostre debuoir/ Or 
demandez tel don quil vous plaira des 
choses terriennes honnourable et 
raisonnable et vous laurez sans arrester. 
Adoncq respondist le roy qui fut moult 
emprins de lamour delle/ Par ma foy dame 
ie ne demande or ne argent terre ne
189r
Et incontinent sentist le roy desce/7dre sur 
luy aussi dru que pluye qui chiet du ciel 
coups et horions dung coste et daultre/ et 
fut moult defroisse
189r
qui premier luy apporta les nouuelles de 
ceste aduenture et leure quil y estoit 
oncques alle/ Et aprez vint ses gens qui 
bien veoyent quil ne retournoit pas si 
freschement comme il y estoit alle Et luy 
demanderent monseigneur
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Appendix G. Com pilation m anuscripts containing the Melusine
rom ances
Appendix G tabulates extant compilation manuscripts containing the Melusine romances. It 
outlines the contents of these manuscripts and briefly explains their inclusion in or exclusion 
from Chapter Five. The primary criterion was the probability that a volume was compiled in 
the fifteenth or early sixteenth century.1 The compilations included in Chapter Five have been 
listed in Table 1, while Table 2 identifies compilations excluded from this study.
Table 1. M elusine com pilations inclu ded  in Chapter Five
M anuscripts Compilation contents Reason for inclusion
1. BN ms naf. 21874 
(D), mid C l5
F l y+ 1 + 271
I: List of inauspicious days 
lr-271 v: RM
C15 binding
2. Amiens, BM ms 
411 (Tv), 2nd half 
C15
1+ 157 + 1
lra-96ra: La consolation de philos­
ophic (Boethius)
97: blank 
98ra-157ra: RP
Possibly same bastard 
cursive hand across the 
texts; partial signatures 
suggest early compilation 
with a third text missing 
from beginning of ms2
3. Oxford, Bodleian 
Library, ms 445 
(.Bv), 1st half C15
II I+ 11+158+ 11 
lr-6v: Parisian calendar 
7r-142r: RP
142r-158r: La Chastelaine de Vergy
Common hand throughout; 
third text immediately 
follows RP  beneath the 
romance’s explicit
4. Cambridge, Univ­
ersity Library L I.2.5 
(Cv), 2nd half C15
11+ 170 
1 r-148r: RP
149r-61 r: prose chronicle 1403-54 (see 
also Gv)
162r-165v: copies of letters between 
Philippe de Cleves and Maximilien, 
King of the Romans, m id-1488.
RP ends and chronicle 
begins on consecutive 
leaves of same quire 
(no. 13); chronicle ends and 
letters begin in same quire 
(no. 14); letters begin at end 
quire no. 14 and text is 
continuous into following 
quire3
5. Carpentras, BM 
ms 406 (Dv), early 
C15
1II+98+III
2ra-45rb: Jeu des esches, moralise 
(Jean de Vignay)
46ra-98vb: RP
Similar hand and formatting 
throughout
6. Carpentras, BM 
ms 407 (Ev), mid 
C15
120 ff. 
lr-113r: RP
113r-120r: Facet enseignements
The Facet follows the end 
of the RP on the same leaf; 
volume is encased in later 
C15 binding
7. Grenoble, BM 
368 [CGM 863] 
(Gv), 2nd half Cl 5
II+141+II
lr-139r: RP  (prayer for France on 93r) 
139v: C15 pill recipe
Contemporary recipe
written on verso o f RP, 
prayer inscribed within
1 For additional information on these manuscripts, see Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, pp. 186-220 
and relevant entries in App. D for RP volumes, and App. B for the entry on the sole RM compilation, 
manuscript D.
2 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p. 187.
3 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p. 192.
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M anuscrip ts C om pilation  con ten ts R eason for inclusion
margins o f RP.
8. BN ms fr. 18623 
(Rv), c. 1460
1+96+1
lr-42v: Prose life o f Bertrand du 
Guesclin
43r: Ballad on arms o f  Bertrand du 
Guesclin (Eustache Deschamps)
43v, 47r-96rb: RP
Common hand and
orthographic idiosyncrasies4
9. BN ms fr.20041 
(rv ), later C l 5
11+154+1 
1 r - 106v: R P
The following are poems by Francois 
de Villon
107v: B allade des p en d u s
108-112: L ais  (also known as L e p e tit
testam en t Villon)
112v: B allade de  l ’appel (also knowm 
as Q uestion  au e iere  du g u ich e t)
113 r-152r: L e  Testam ent Villon (or L e  
g ra n t testam en t)
152r-v: E pistre  a ses am is  
152v-153v: B allade  de fo rtune
3 hands: A - quires 1-10 
(ff. 1-113) (except f. 107) 
+130 which is single leaf); 
B - 107v; C - quires 11-12 
(ff. 114-29, 131-54). Thus 
common hand to RP and 
several Villon poems, and 
contemporary addition o f 
Villon works in 2nd hand.
10. BN ms fr.24383 
( U v), mid C l 5
1+55+1 
2ra-48vb: R P
49ra-55ra: prose chronicle 1403-1454 
(as per Cv)
Same hand throughout
Table 2. M elusine com pilations excluded  from Chapter Five
M anuscrip ts C om pilation  con ten ts R eason for exclusion
1. Baltimore, W alters Art 
Gallery W 317, 2nd half C l 5
1II+118+111 
1-118: R P
118v: C15 library inventory
I was unable to consult this 
item
2.. BN ms fr. 1631, 2nd half 
C l 5 (R om an de Troie dated 
1485).
I+200+I
l-82v: R om an  de Troie  
83r-200r: R P
It is not certain that the two 
romances were bound
together in C l 5-16: they are 
written in different hands, are 
differently formatted and do 
not share leaves from the 
same quire; the R P  reveals 
signatures while the Rom an  
de Troie  contains
catchwords; the binding is 
not medieval (C l9)
3. BN ms fr. 19167, 2nd half 
C15
IX+5+VI+293+I1 
lr-104v: R om an  de la  B elle  
H elene de  C onstan tinople  
(prose)
106r-243r: R P
244r-303r: R om an de P ierre  
de P rovence  e t la  belle
Although the three romances 
share a common hand and 
general layout (the R P  
occupying a narrower
justification than the prose 
items), I have not had 
sufficient access to this
4 Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, p.209.
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M anuscrip ts C om pilation  con ten ts R eason for exclusion
M aguelonne de Naples 
303r: a song
volume or a copy thereof to 
include it in the thesis.
4. Valenciennes, BM ms 461 
(465), later C l 5
II+338+II 
3r-125r: RP
127v-200r: Abregement du 
siege de Troie
201 r-205r: Abregement des 
chroniques de Troie 
208r-333r: Le livre des
deduis du roy Modus et de la 
royne Ratio
The volume was bound at the 
end o f the fifteenth or early 
sixteenth century, but I have 
not had sufficient access to 
the volume or a copy thereof 
to include it in this study.
5. BL ms Cotton Otho D.II, 
late C14-early C l 5
1. Traicte de l ’estat & des
condicions des XIV.
Royaumes d ’A ise ... par Mr. 
Ayton, Seigneur de C ursey... 
nepueu du Roy d ’Armenie, 
transl. Jehan le Long
2. L ’itineraire de la
peregrination & du voyage 
de Frere B icu lt...trans. into 
French by Jean le Long, 1350
3. L ’itineraire de la
peregrination d  ’Odric de 
Foro Julii, trans. Jean le 
Long
4. Traicte de Testate de terre 
sa in te ... by Guillaum de 
Bondeselle, 1336, trans. Le 
Long
5. Correspondence between 
Pope Benedict XII by the 
Sovereign Emperor o f the 
Tartars, the Grand Khan de 
Cathay in 1338
6. L ’estate & la gouvernance  
du grand Caan de C athai...
7. Histoire de la Noble
fo r t  er esse de Lusignen en 
Poitou, compile selon
diverses croniques.5
I have not been able to 
consult this work but hope to 
do so for future research.
5 Smith, Catalogue o f the Manuscripts in the Cottonian Library 1696, pp.74-5. I concur with Carol 
Meale’s suggestion that this was probably the R M by Jean d’Arras but await an opportunity to confirm 
this (C. Meale, “Caxton, de Worde, and the Publication of Romance in Late Medieval England”, The 
Library, 6th ser., 14.4 (1992), pp.283-98, p.296).
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A p p en d ix  H . O w n ers  an d  au d ien ces  o f  M elu sin e  ro m an ce  
m a n u sc rip ts  C.1380-C.1530
This Appendix is divided into two parts. Part A includes two tables which itemise the names 
of later medieval owners o f Melusine manuscripts. Table 1 contains the names of identifiable 
owners and, where possible, the manuscripts they possessed. Table 2 lists the names of people 
whose ex libris is inscribed in extant manuscripts, but who have not been able to be identified. 
The tables are followed by a brief explanation for the absence of Charles d ’Orleans from the 
discussion, and a bibliography. Part B is comprised o f a discussion hypothesising about 
reading communities to whom the presentation o f the RM  in Mad may have appealed.
P a rt A. O w ners o f M elu sin e  m an u sc rip ts
Table 1. Identifiable owners o f  M elusine m anuscripts
Owners Ms Approx, date of 
ownership
Source
Jacquetta de
Luxembourg, 
Duchess of
Bedford, Lady
Rivers'
BL, Cotton
Otho D.II
(uncertain 
whether RM  or 
RP  -  probably 
RM?)
From c. 1420s-
1430s (ex libris)
“Histoire de la noble fortress 
[s/c] de Lusignen en Poitou, 
compile selon diverses
croniques” (Smith, pp.74-5).2
Piene d’Amboise 
and Anne de Bueil
D (RM) Mid-fifteenth 
century (Anus)
Omont, p.328.
Jean V de Crequy Har (RM) c.l450-before 
1467 (illuminated 
initials; inventory)
“Ung livre en parchemin 
couvert d ’aisselles painturees ä 
manie de draperie d ’or, intitule 
au dehors: Livre de Meluzine; 
fermans et esmaille des anues 
de monseigneur de Crequi, et 
boches de laiton dorez; histone 
de histoires; quemenchant le 
second feuillet apres la table, 
Leur faisoient jurir, et le 
dernier, de Dieu et les 
pugnicions, et est escript ä deux 
coulombes de tres bonne lettre” 
(Barrois, p. 186).
Philippe le Bon Har (RM) Before 1467
(inventory)
Barrois, p. 186.
Charles le
Temeraire3
Har (RM) 1467-1477
(inventory)
Barrois, p.230.
Jean d’Orleans,
comte de Dunois
Lost (uncertain 
whether R M  or
Before 1468 (will) “ung livre de Meluzine, et 
d ’autre choses, en pappier”;
1 As I have not been able to consult the remains of Jacquetta’s manuscript, and I became aware of her 
ownership of a Melusine romance late in my research, I have not incorporated her into Chapter Six. I 
intend to pursue the question of her interest in the Melusine romance in further research.
2 Sources will be abbreviated to author’s surname and page number. Full bibliographical details will be 
listed at the end of Part A.
3 To contain the scope of the discussion in Chapter Six, I have only focused upon Charles’ father’s 
interest in the romance, and not included a separate study of Charles’ inheritance of Har into the 
analysis.
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O w ners Ms Approx, date of 
ow nership
Source
[bequeathed in
1468 to the badly  
de D unois]
RP) 1468 (Jarry (ed.), p.62).
Philibert I de Lost (or Before 1482 (post- “ung livre appelle melusine”
Savoie possibly a
printed edition 
o f  RM)
death inventory at 
Lyons)
(Edmunds, 1971, p.281).4
Charlotte de Savoie Lost (RM) Before death in 
1483 (post-death 
inventory)
“ung liure de melurine en prose 
en pappier couuert de cuir noir” 
(BN, ms fr 15538, f.77r, Legare, 
P-71)
Charles de Croy, a) Brussels, a) Before 1486 a) Vincensini, p.50, Debae,
comte and, from Bib. royale, until 1511 (ex pp.xiii, 383
1486, prince de 
Chimay
ms 10390, R M libris lr, 192r uses 
title ‘comte de 
C him ay’) [sold to 
Marguerite 
d ’Autriche]
b) V alencien­
nes, BM ms 
461 (465), RP
b) after 1496 (ex 
libris (3r) uses title 
‘seigneur
d ’A vesnes’, which 
he acquired in 
1496
b) Roach, p.219.
Anne de France, a) Lost (RM) a) before 1507 a) “Le Livre de Melusine, en
dame de Beaujeu, (inventory at prose, escript ä la main, en
duchess de Bourbon Aiguesperce) pappier, couvert de cuyr noir” 
(Chazaud, p.223)
b) Lost (RM b) 1523 (invent- b) 2 Melusine texts are noted,
and ?) tory at Moulins) one o f which is identified as 
having belonged to Charlotte de 
Savoie (above), the second of 
which is simply noted as a 
paper manuscript copy o f the 
romance. (Chazaud, p.251)
Philippe de Cleves, Qv (RP) Possibly from the “Le livre de M elluzine couvert
seigneur de early 1500s until de velours noir” (Korteweg,
Ravenstein his death in 1527 
(arms, inventory)
pp.194, 204).
4 Although Busby suggests that Philibert’s copy may have been a poetic Melusine, there is no evidence 
to support this hypothesis. Indeed, given the inclusion of a printed, and therefore, probably prose, 
Melusine in an inventory of books at Chambery in 1498, the work referred to in 1482 inventory may 
well have been either a prose manuscript or perhaps an incunable edition from Geneva or Lyon. For this 
reason, Philibert and his descendants have not been included in Chapter Six. See Busby, Codex and 
Context, II, p.795, Edmunds, “The Medieval Library of Savoy (III)”, P-274, no.246.
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O w ners Ms A pprox, date  of 
ow nership
Source
Pierre Bodin (and 
his wife, Philippe 
Bonhomme?)
Lost (uncertain 
whether R M  or 
RP)
Before 1508
(inventory taken 
after death o f 
Philippe taken
Oct. 1508)
Coyecque, pp.240-5.5 6
M arguerite
d ’Autriche
Brussels, Bib. 
royale, ms
10390, R M
From 1511 Debae, pp.xiii, 383.
Possibly a
Burgundian-Breton
audience
M ad (RM) Produced mid-
later fifteenth
century
See Part B below.
Table 2. M elusine m anuscripts containing nam es o f  untraced owners from late  
m edieval period'
M anuscrip t N am es of m edieval readers and  possib le ow ners
Bibi, de l’Arsenal, ms 
3353 (Ars) -  R M
M adamoyjjelle ... du moullin, 21v; Jehan Gobert de Sermonville-en- 
Beauce, Pierre Pasquier 116v;m ons. de Brie (corr. d ’Artragues), 
Anthoine Jacques Jean 167r; M adelene Katherine de Champs, Artus 
M angin et Charlote, Katherine de Chateauneuf; Barbe et Jehan et 
Felippe des M oustier, 167v.
BN ms fr. 1484 (B) -  
RM
M adamoyselle de Toum on 5r; Anthoyne de Charynon [?]37r.
BN ms fr. 1485 -  R M Inner cover: Iohannes Bigot; Jehan and Jacques Blondel [names 
repeated throughout ms] 3r; “A tous ceulx qui ces letters verront ou 
orront Jacques de Francqueville, escuier, garde du seel aux 
obligacions de la viconte de Beaumont le Roger, Salut. Scavoir 
faisons que par devant Jehan C onnoreau et Phillibert daringnes. 
C onnoreau”, 91 r; Andrea Blondel 106r; fol. 7 has been replaced, and 
is inscribed with a C l 6-17 genealogical tree o f the C l 5 Breze family.
Carpentras, BM ms 
406 (Dv) -  RP
“Se present liure apartient a Regnault [illegible] chevalier de lordre 
hospitalier du sainct esprit Seigneur [illegible] celuy qui le trueuera 
yceluy rande et voullentiers il poyra le vin a seulx qui le trouueront 
thesmoing mon sing manuel sy mys le 23cmc jou r dapril 1516 mil cinq 
sans et seze” 99v.
BN ms fr. 19167 -  RP Trudelle family: Trudelle 222v, 303r; Daniel Trudelle clerc, 223r; 
Charles Trudelle, 243r; “Geneveifve de Francieres fenme de maistre 
Daniel Trudelle” 261v.
5 1 became aware of Bodin and his wife’s possession of a Melusine manuscript too late in the writing of 
this thesis to include them in my study. Although Coyecque indicates that Jean d’Arras was the author 
of this volume, I have been unable to verify this.
6 I have only included manuscripts in this table when the names appear to be written in a fifteenth- 
century or early sixteenth-century hand. For further details, see Roach, “La tradition manuscrite”, 
pp. 186-220, d’Arras, Melusine, ed., trans., and intro. Vincensini, pp.43-61, d’Arras, Melusine, ed. 
Stouff, viii-xii.
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Charles d ’Orleans — an owner o f a Melusine manuscript?
According to Prof. Morris, Charles d ’Orleans and Marie de Cleves owned a copy of one of the 
Melusine romances ((9v).7 In notes to Chapter Four, I suggested that Morris’ attribution of 
poetic manuscript Qv to Charles on the basis of the armorial on 4v is incorrect, for Korteweg 
has shown that this emblem and the decorative Q symbols painted alongside the arms each 
belonged to Philippe de Cleves, not his aunt Marie.8 9Additionally, 1 have been unable to 
identify Charles’ ownership of a Melusine romance elsewhere. Morris cites two other sources 
in support of his argument: Pierre Champion’s appendix to his study of the due d ’Orleans 
books listing Charles’ half-brother Jean, comte de Dunois’s books, and a list of Charlotte de 
Savoie’s books in Delisle’s Cabinet des mamiscrits9 Although Dunois’ Melusine is identified 
as having been connected with Charles’ library by Champion, the nature of this connection is 
not specified. Further, Delisle lists a copy of Charlotte de Savoie’s lost Melusine volume, 
which I have been unable to link with d ’Orleans. Interestingly, Champion’s account of 
Charles’ library also includes an appendix listing Jean d ’Angouleme’s library, among which a 
copy of the RM  is included. This volume is identified as BN ms fr. 1482.10 Although this 
manuscript was intended to be a highly decorated volume, to the best of my knowledge there 
is no evidence linking this item with Jean d ’Angouleme (or his brother Charles). For this 
reason, Jean has not been included in Chapter Six’s discussion o f Melusine owners either. 
While I do not suggest that Charles d ’Orleans (or his brother) did not know or perhaps even 
own a copy of the romance, this has not been able to be verified and hence he has not been 
included in Chapter Six.
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Part B. Constructing a reading com m unity: the prose M a d  m anuscript and 
cultural networks betw een the houses o f Brittany and Luxem bourg
The network of political, marital, and cultural bonds shared between the cadet Saint Pol 
branch of the Luxembourg dynasty and the Breton court offers an important clue towards 
reconstructing a reading community to whom the unique redaction of the RM in the Mad 
manuscript plausibly appealed. As discussed in Chapter Three, this later fifteenth-century 
northern French volume privileges the narrative recounting Raymondin’s recovery of 
patrimonial lands in Brittany through its planned decorative program. Further, of the chivalric 
tales of the Lusignan sons’ crusading exploits, only that narrating Anthoine de Lusignan’s 
defence of and subsequent marriage to the Luxembourg duchess remains unabridged. Mad's 
romance is neatly transcribed, and the extensive, if incomplete, illustrative program suggests 
that it was produced for an affluent audience. By considering the question, ‘to whom might 
the idiosyncratic presentation of the RM in this manuscript (or its exemplar copy) have 
appealed?’, this section constructs a hypothetical reading community whose interests 
demonstrably coincided with the episodes and themes privileged in Mad's redaction of the 
romance. Such a community can be identified by exploring the multi-faceted relationship 
enjoyed between members of the ruling family of Brittany and the Saint Pol dynasty, each of 
whom enjoyed connections with the Lusignan legend and/or prestigious estates associated 
with the mythical Melusine.
As discussed in Chapter Six, the Saint Pol branch of the imperial house of Luxembourg had 
long enjoyed a tradition of descent from the mythical Melusine. In addition to distant, yet 
historical, affiliation with the house of Lusignan, the Saint Pol family had been accustomed to 
identify their house with the serpentine ancestor in a variety of public displays. These 
included armorial displays, funeral ceremony, and festive occasions. Moreover, Jacques de 
Luxembourg had commissioned a dynastic history from Clement de Sainghin extolling the 
family’s descent from Melusine’s son, Anthoine de Lusignan, due de Luxembourg, while his 
sister Jacquetta owned an illustrated compilation manuscript containing one of the Melusine 
romances.
Further south, Arthur de Richemont, constable of France from 1425 and briefly due de 
Bretagne between 1457 and 1458, enjoyed an enduring association with the region connected 
with the Lusignan legend. From 1404, around the age of ten, Arthur was brought up in the 
ducal court of Jean de Berry, whose political and cultural affiliations with the Melusine legend 
were illustrated in Chapter Two.1 Given Berry’s predilection for imprinting the Melusine
1 Bom in 1393, Arthur was a younger son of Jean IV, due de Bretagne and Jeanne de Navarre. 
Guillaume Gruel, Histoire d ’Artus III, Duc de Bretagne, comte de Richemont et connestable de France; 
contenant ses memorables faicts despuis I ’an 1413 jusques a l ’an 1457, in Michaud and Poujoulat 
(eds), Nouvelle collection des memoires, III, pp. 185-7; Beaucourt, Histoire de Charles VII, II, p.73.
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m otif on jewellery and silverware, in addition to his possession of two Lusignan histories in 
Latin as well as, presumably the RM, Arthur was arguably surrounded with opportunities to 
learn about the legend and its significance for his surrogate father. In 1415 the dauphin Louis 
granted Richemont the seigneury of Parthenay on the condition that he expel Jean 
l’Archeveque, at that time a Burgundian sympathiser, from the region.' Arthur’s conquest of 
Parthenay was imminent when he was summoned to Agincourt, where he was captured before 
spending the next seven years under arrest in England and France.2 *4 Although l’Archeveque 
recovered his lands in 1416, captivity was not a barrier to Arthur’s defence of his territorial 
interests and he enlisted his brother, Jean V, due de Bretagne to assert his claims to Parthenay. 
Several years of negotiation and dispute later, in 1425 the new constable o f France was 
awarded the seigneury o f Parthenay on the condition that Jean l’Archeveque would collect the 
usufruct until his death, which occurred in 1427. Between 1427 and 1435, Arthur was again 
forced to defend his authority over the barony when the seigneur de Belleville claimed his 
rights to the town of Mervent by virtue of a previous royal donation. Only in 1435 and 1436 
did Charles VII order the cessation o f all proceedings against Richemont and reconfirm 
Arthur’s rights in full to Parthenay and its appurtenances. Between taking possession of 
Parthenay in 1427 and his accession to the Breton duchy in 1457, Parthenay was Arthur’s 
preferred residence, and he spent much time there with his wives when not engaged in the 
defence o f the realm or other business of court.5 Arthur’s persistent attempts over nearly 
twenty years to affirm his entitlements as the seigneur de Parthenay and his evident enjoyment 
of his residence there arguably predisposed him towards the themes and substance of the 
Melusine romances.
If the Lusignan legend appealed to the Saint Pol family and perhaps also to Arthur de 
Richemont, o f what relevance is this to the audience for whom the Mad manuscript may have
2 Autrand, Jean de Berry, p.484, Delisle, Recherches, II, p.263, nos. 248-9. Jean-Paul Etcheverry 
describes Arthur’s bonds with Jean de Berry as “des liens presque filiaux” (in his Arthur de Richemont 
le Just icier, precurseur, compagnon et successeur de Jeanne d ’Arc ou L ’honneur d ’etre franca is, 
Editions France-Empire, Paris, 1983, p.80). Although this author’s stated intention is the restoration of 
Richemont to a prominent position in Breton history, and thus he occasionally employs a eulogistic 
tone, he provides details inaccessible elsewhere, which I have used with caution. I have had only very 
limited access to Cosneau’s Le connetable de Richemont (cited in Chapter Two above).
For the following outline of Arthur’s attempts to secure Parthenay, see Gruel, Histoire d ’Artus III, 
pp. 187-90, Cosneau, Le connetable de Richemont, pp.486-93, Ledain’s La Gatine historique, pp. 171-83 
and Histoire de la ville de Parthenay, pp.206-24, and Etcheverry, Arthur de Richemont, pp.72-84, 130.
4 Arthur won his freedom on Henry V’s death in 1422 (Gruel, Llistoire d ’Artus III, pp. 188-190, M. 
Jones, “Between France and England: Jeanne de Navarre, Duchess of Brittany and Queen of England 
(1368-1437)” in his collection of essays, Between France and England: Politics, Power and Society in 
Late Medieval Brittany, Variorum, Ashgate, Aldershot, 2003, Ch.VII, pp. 1 -23, esp. pp. 18-19 (orig. pub, 
as “Entre la France et l’Angleterre: Jeanne de Navarre, duchesse de Bretagne et reine d’Angleterre 
(1368-1437)”, in G. and P. Contamine (eds), Autour de Marguerite d ’Ecosse. Reines, princesses et 
dames du X V  siede, Honore Champion, Paris, 1999, pp.45-72).
5 Gruel, Histoire d ’Artus III, pp. 196-9, 201, 204-6, 218-22, 226-7, Etcheverry, Arthur de Richemont, 
p. 128. Arthur was married three times, in 1423 to Marguerite de Bourgogne, the dame de Guyenne 
(d. 1442), in 1442 to Jeanne d’Albret (d.1444), and in 1445 to Catherine de Luxembourg who survived 
him.
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been produced? I propose that one answer lies in the persistent networks o f exchange shared 
between these courtly communities across four decades from the 1440s through until the 
1470s, the latter part of which period witnessed the redaction of the RM  in the Madrid 
manuscript.
In a recent study of the life and work of Antoine de la Sale, Sylvie Lefevre has detailed the 
manifold ties binding members of the Breton and Saint Pol (and more broadly Burgundian) 
households.6 The earliest date when a connection can be posited between Arthur and the Saint 
Pol family appears to be 1441, when the French constable and his troops forced Louis de 
Luxembourg’s submission in Champagne following the latter’s failure to pay homage to 
Charles VII.7 From this period, Louis and his brother Jacques were found alternately in either 
Breton or Burgundian company or service. Notably, they each fought alongside Arthur in the 
final years of the war against England, experiences which brought them into the company of 
other Melusine owners such as Dunois. The intimacy o f this group intensified when Arthur 
married Jacques and Louis’ youngest sister, Catherine de Luxembourg in 1445, Chastellain 
later recording that at the Breton court, Jacques was ‘“ fort aime et prise ä cause que nourry 
avoit este au pays avecques la duchesse sa sceur’” .10 Jacques remained in Breton service after 
Arthur’s death, having been appointed Governor of Rennes in 1458 and retaining the position 
until 1475." In 1461 he accompanied Philippe le Bon’s retinue when the duke paid homage to 
the newly-crowned Louis XI shortly before formally witnessing a similar act performed by 
Franqois II, due de Bretagne. “ Arthur’s affection for Louis was also evident when he 
entrusted his close companion, Gilles de Saint-Simon, to plead on behalf of Saint Pol at the 
Burgundian court around 1455-1456 when the latter’s disrespectful behaviour led to the
6 For much of what follows concerning Jacques de Luxembourg, seigneur de Richebourg, I am indebted 
to Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, esp. pp.207-47. The research on Louis de Luxembourg and his 
connections with Brittany has derived from my own investigations conducted prior to consulting 
Lefevre’s study. I have been unable to access Jacques Paviofs essay, “Jacques de Luxembourg. 
Politique et culture chez un grand seigneur du XVe siede” in D. Boutet and J. Verger (eds), Penser le 
pouvoir au Moyen Age (VIIf -XV*). Eludes d ’histoire et de litterature offertes a Franqoise Autrand, Rue 
d’Ulm, Paris, 2000, pp.327-41.
7 Monstrelet, La Chronique, ed. Douet-d’Arcq, V, pp.461-7.
8 For example, Louis fought at Pontoise with Arthur in 1441, while Jacques accompanied the constable 
in 1450, fighting in the vanguard with him at Formigny (Gruel, Histoire d ’Artus III, p.217-18, 224-5, 
Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, pp.210-13, E. van Arenbergh, “Luxembourg, Louis de” in Biographie 
nationale, Academie royale des sciences, des lettres et des beaux-arts en Belgique, Bruylant- 
Christophe, Brussels, 1892-93, XII, cols. 598-617, esp. cols.600-1).
9 Gruel, Histoire d ’Artus III, p.220; A. Bouchart, Grandes Croniques de Bretaigne, eds. M.-L. Auger 
and G. Jeanneau, 2 vols., Editions du Centre national de la recherche scientifique, Paris, 1986, II, p.328. 
Bouchart dates the marriage to mid-1446, but each of these Breton sources are susceptible to confusion 
in dating. On medieval Breton historiography, see P. Galliou and M. Jones, The Bretons, Blackwell, 
Oxford, 1991, pp.230ff.
10 Chastellain, Chronique, ed. de Lettenhove, V, p. 15, also cited by Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, p.210 
(see n.10).
11 Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, pp.214, 222.
12 Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, p.215.
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confiscation o f his Flemish estate at Enghien. " Louis’ association with Brittany also extended 
beyond Arthur’s death in December 1458. In the mid-1460s, with Jacques, Louis helped 
facilitate the alliance between Brittany and Burgundy which formed the basis of the resistance 
to Louis XI during the Guerre du Bien Public, activity which incidentally also involved his 
interaction with Dunois and the house of Amboise.14 Following his appointment as constable 
o f France in 1465, Louis continued to manipulate tensions between France, Burgundy, 
Brittany, and England for his own self-interest. These actions so enraged Louis XI and 
Charles le Temeraire that they plotted Louis’ arrest, and he was executed for lese-majeste in 
December 1475.15 Ironically it was in this period that Jacques, captured by French forces in 
June 1475, entered French service, effectively exiling himself from both Burgundy and 
Brittany until his death in 1487.16
13
The political, military, and marital alliances between the house o f Saint Pol and the Breton 
court were manifested culturally through the medium of literature. Although little is known of 
Arthur de Richemont’s literary interests, he is known to have commissioned Honore Bouvet’s 
Arbre de batailles in 1450 to celebrate the fall of Cherbourg, and the composition of a 
rondeau in 1457. His successors and their families at the Breton court were also fond of 
literature, as Michael Jones has illustrated. 1 The extent of the literary patronage and 
bibliophilic inclinations of the Saint Pol family is slowly emerging from contemporary 
research. Hanno Wijsman has identified up to twenty-two volumes belonging to Louis, while 
his son Pierre possessed at least thirty items. To date, Jacques de Richebourg has been 
associated with at least nine works, four of which reveal influences from the Burgundian 
Netherlands and Brittany or Poitou. The first of these is Antoine de la Sale’s Trade des
13 As noted in Chapter Six, Louis rejected the ducal command that his daughter marry a member of the 
Croy family on the grounds of the family’s social inferiority in 1455, obstinance which may have 
contributed to the confiscation of Enghien. After reconciling with the Croy house in the 1460s, Louis’ 
land was returned. See d’Escouchy, Chronique, ed. Beaucourt, II, pp.306-10, La Marche, Memoires, II, 
p.208, du Clerq, Memoires, pp.620-1, Chastellain, Chronique, ed. de Lettenhove, III, pp.343-47, IV, 
pp. 132-34.
14 Chastellain, Chronique, IV, pp.415-17. See also Commynes, Memoirs, trans. Jones, pp.68-77, 86-7, 
96, 104, and Vaughan, Phillip the Good, pp.379-91.
15 S.H. Cuttler, “A Patriot for Whom? The Treason of Saint-Pol, 1474-75”, History Today, 37.1(1987), 
pp.43-8, Vaughan, Charles the Bold, pp.250-2, and notes cited therein, Commynes, Memoirs, trans. 
Jones, pp. 167-272. See also Chastellain, Chronique, ed. de Lettenhove, V, pp.392-4 (for a brief 
character assessment of Louis), and Molinet, Chroniques, eds. Doutrepont and Jordogne, I, pp. 130-7 for 
Louis’ arrest, execution, and confession.
16 Commynes, Memoirs, trans. Jones, pp.231-5, Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, pp.222-6.
17 M.C.E. Jones, “Les manuscrits d’Anne de Bretagne, reine de France, duchesse de Bretagne” in Jones’ 
The Creation o f Brittany: A Late Medieval State, Hambledon Press, London and Ronceverte, 1988, 
pp.371-409, pp.379 and 377, n.17 respectively.
IX Jones, “Les manuscrits d’Anne de Bretagne”, pp.376ff.
19 Wijsman, “Le connetable et le chanoine”, (pre-publication version of a forthcoming article, cited in 
Chapter Six), Wijsman, “Les manuscrits de Pierre de Luxembourg”, p.635.
20 Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, pp.244-7. In addition to the four works discussed above, Jacques and his 
wife, Isabeau de Roubaix owned three devotional works, a compilation containing Guillebert de 
Lannoy’s Instruction d ’un jeuneprince, and Rene d’Anjou’s Mortifiement de Vaine Plaisance.
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andern et des nouveaux tournois (completed January 1459), the prologue of which states that 
it was commissioned by Jacques de Richebourg for an unnamed Breton duke, probably Arthur 
de Richemont. The second item illustrative of Breton-Burgundian cultural exchange is a 
collection of eleven brief verse texts composed around 1457-1458 for a literary competition 
located within a larger poetic compendium.22 Not only can the authors of these verses be 
identified as courtiers of the Breton and Burgundian courts, but it appears that Jacques de 
Luxembourg may have both contributed a verse to the competition and owned the 
compilation, which subsequently passed to Louis’ grand-daughter, Marie de Luxembourg. A 
third manuscript suggestive of Jacques’ central-French affiliations is a book of hours produced 
c. 1466-1470, now held in the Getty Museum. One of four devotional works owned by Jacques 
and his wife, Isabeau de Roubaix, it was richly decorated by a Flemish artist and contains 
several illustrations of his heraldic emblem, crowned by a helmet at whose crest is a dragon 
ascending from a bath.-4 Complementing the Melusine iconography throughout this volume, 
the hours are of the use of Poitiers, although the book was produced in Flanders. Such a detail 
is perhaps suggestive of the scribe’s central French origins, the nature of his exemplar text, or 
Jacques’ personal attachment to Poitevin devotional customs, perhaps also indicated by the 
inscription of his signature at the end of the calendar. In conjunction with the fourth work, 
Clement de Sainghin’s dynastic history of the Luxembourg house produced for Jacques, 
which outlines the family’s descent from Anthoine de Lusignan,2^  these items each reflect the 
transmission of literary culture and cultural memory between central and northern France.
The redaction of the RM  in the Mad manuscript was produced between 1460 and the 1480s, a 
period which corresponds to Jacques and Louis de Luxembourg’s continued participation at 
the Breton court after the death of Arthur. Little is known of the activities of Arthur’s widow, 
Catherine de Luxembourg. After the Parthenay estates were granted to Dunois in 1458, Gruel 
records that Catherine entered a cloister near Nantes, close to her husband’s tomb, where she 
lived an exemplary life until her own passing.26 Although we have little evidence of her 
literary interests beyond her donation of books among other items to her convent, she 
plausibly shared her family’s enthusiasm for literary culture. Nonetheless, although an
21 Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, pp.226-9. Anthoine was a tutor to Louis de Luxembourg’s family when 
Jacques commissioned this work.
22 BN ms fr.9223, items CXLIV-CLIV (Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, pp.229-30).
23 Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, pp.230-7.
24 Los Angeles, J.P. Getty Museum, Ludwig IX 11 (Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, p.244 and n.126 and A. 
von Euw and J. M. Plotzek (eds), die Handschriften der Sammlung Ludwig, 4 vols., Herausgegeben 
vom Schnütgen-Museum der Stadt Köln, Cologne, 1979-85, II, pp. 180-95).
25 Lefevre, Antoine de la Sale, pp.342-3.
26 Gruel, Histoire d'Artus III, p.229, Etcheverry, Arthur de Richemont, p.249. The date of Catherine’s 
death is uncertain: Pere Anselme, Histoire genealogique, III, p.726 suggests she died in 1485, while 
Wijsman proposes 1475 as the year of her passing (Wijsman, “Le connetable et le chanoine”, pre­
publication copy of essay cited earlier in this thesis).
27 Gruel, Histoire d ’Artus III, p.229.
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exemplar of the RM as it is copied in Mad may have circulated during Catherine’s life with 
Arthur, the purpose of this section has not been to identify particular patrons of this 
manuscript. Rather, by drawing on Lefevre’s study of the multi-faceted cultural exchanges 
between the houses of Luxembourg and Brittany and highlighting the affiliations of each court 
to Melusine and the Lusignan legend, I have sought to reconstruct a reading community for 
whom the exceptional presentation of the RM in Mad, which privileged Raymondin’s Breton 
adventures and Anthoine de Lusignan’s success in Luxembourg, may have held special 
significance. Given the Saint Pol family’s continued use of the Melusine icon to evoke its 
prestigious origins, the frequent residence of Arthur de Richemont and Catherine de 
Luxembourg at Parthenay, and the evidence of cultural transmission between the Burgundian 
and Breton communities, I propose that the literary network surrounding Arthur de 
Richemont, and Jacques and Louis de Luxembourg constituted the primary audience to whom 
this redaction appealed and with whose interests it resonated. Indeed, in view of the RM 's 
special emphasis upon Brittany and the foundation of Lusignan-Luxembourg in the Mad 
manuscript, I suggest that it may even reflect and commemorate the intimate affiliations and 
affection shared between the geographically disparate yet interconnected communities.
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Appendix I. Genealogical Table
List of G enealogical T ables in A ppendix I
1. C apetian and Valois houses and their descendants
2. Jean  de Berry’s descendants
3. L ’A rcheveque-Parthenay ancestry
4. Jeanne l’A rcheveque’s descendan ts
5. H ouse of O rleans
6. Am boise - C haum ont
7. Valois house of B urgundy
8. L uxem bourg house of Saint Pol
9. H ouse of Cleves-Burgundy
10. H ouse of Croy
11. H ouse of Savoy
12. Cypriot b ranch  of L usignan
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Jeanne de Parthenay 
&1390 Guillaume !V de Melun f1415
Marguerite de Melun. vicomtessa de Tancarsiile f1440 
&1417 Jacques H d'Harcourt. baron de Montcommery f1423
Marie d'Harcourt, game de Parthenay Guillaume d’Harcourt. comte 
t1464 de Tancarville f1487
&1439 Dunois Restaurateur de la Petrie &1454 Yolande de Laval 
d'Qrleans. comte de Dunois 1402-1468 1431-1487
Francois 1447- Catherine 1449- 
1491 1501 Jeanne f1488
T a b le  4. Jeanne l ’A rch e ve q u e ’ s descendan ts  (ad ap te d  fro m  search  c o n d u c te d  on  
G e ne aN e t, < h t tp : / /g e n e a n e t.o rg > , v ie w e d  21 N o v e m b e r 2008).
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Charles V
Charles VI Louis d’Orleans, ep. 
Valentine Visconti 
(assassine en 1407)
Charles,
due d’Orleans ( t  1467), ep. 
1° Isabelle de France 
2°B onned’Armagnac 
3° Marie de Cleves
i l i
Jeanne, ep. Marie, ep. Louis, devenu Louis XII, ( t  1515), 
Jean II Jean de Foix, dp. 1° Jeanne de France 
d’Alengon vicomte 2° Anne de Bretagne 
de Narbonne 3° Eleonore d’Angleterre
t
Claude de France —  6p.- 
( t  1524)
Jean,
comte d ’Angouleme (f 1467), 
ep. Marguerite de Rohan
Charles ( t 1496), ep. 
Louise de Savoie, 
morte en 1531
(illegitime)
Jean, comte de Dunois (t 1468), ep. 
1° Marie Louvet 
2° Marie d’Harcourt
Francois ( t  1491), ep. 
Agnes de Savoie
-  Francois, comte Marguerite Francois II ep.
d’Angouleme, d ’Angouleme, ep. Franfoise d’Alengon
devenu Francois Ier 1° Charles d ’Alen?on (f  1525)
( t  1547) 2° Henri d ’Albret ( t  1555)
Louis
Henri II Jeanne d ’Albret (1528-72), 
( t  1559), ep. ep. Antoine de Bourbon, 
Catherine comte de Vendome (1518-62) 
de Mddicis (c/. pp. 322 et 323)
Frangois II 
( t  1560), ep. 
Marie Stuart 
d’Ecosse
Charles IX Henri III Marguerite -  ep.—Henri IV 
( t  1574), ep. ( t  1589), ep. ( t  1610)
Elisabeth Louise de 
d’Autriche Vaudemont
Table 5. House of Orleans (adapted from M.-T. Caron, Noblesse etpouvoir royal 
en France X lir-X VF  siede , Armand Colin, Paris, 1994, p.316).
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Jean II 
D’AMBOISE-i 
(fin X III«  s.l
-Ingelgcr I
-Ingelgcr II
-Louis, vicomto do Thouars 
-Marguerite 
<!p. Louis de 
LA TRlSMOILLE-
— Uugues I
— Jean
— Hugues 11
— Hugues Madeleine
6p. Antoine' 
de PR1E
— Antoinette ep. 
Charles de HUSSON 
Comte de Tonnerrc
. Jean,
övßque de Poitiers, 
1505-1507
— Claude 
cvßque 
de Poitiers 
1507-1521
— a pour suceesseur 
son neveu 
Louis
de HUSSON
—  Pierre 
6p. Anne 
de Bueil 
17 enfants 
dont —
- Anne, abbesse 
de la Trinitfe
1485-1500
-Rene, doyen de St-Hilaire. 
ßväqne de Bayeux, cardinal
- Jean, 16 enfants, dont — Marie, abbesse de la Trinite
— Jacques, abb£ de Cluny
• Georges, chanoine
de St-Hllaire, archevgque 
de Rouen, cardinal
• Jean, doyen do St-Hilaire, 
fevßque de Mailtczais
. Pierre, Ovßque de Poitiers 
1481-1505
— Charles, sänßchai de. Poitou
2® Jeanne
de TORSAY, _ 
.fille de Jean , 
sßnechal 
de Poitou
Aimery de
r o c h e c h o u a r t_
, Jean I 
epouse4
. Marguerite
6p.
- Jean II de 
ROCIIECHOUART-
-  Jeanne ep.
Jean do CHAT1LLON — Francois 
postule
- Louis, abbft do
archidiacre Montlerneuf
d’Auuis, abbO de on 1505
Montierncuf, 
t  1505
-Jean , archidiacre 
d'Aunis, chanoine 
de Sl-Hilaire
■ Pierre, doyen 
de St-Hilaire,
Cvßque de Saintcs
— Louis, archidiacre d’Aunis, 
evßque de Sainles 
1461-1492
l«Jeanne — 
TURPIN
Jeanne, ep.
Jacques de BEAUMONT, 
seigneur de Bressuire, 
senichal de Poitou
— Guy, archidiacre d'Aunis, 
evßque de Saintes, 
1424-1460
— Louise, £p. Andr6 
de V1VONNE, 
senCchal de Poitou, 
dont la soeur, 
Marguerite, est posLulee 
abhesse do Ste-Croix 
en 1491-1492
Table 6. Amboise-Chaumont (with their Rochechouart affiliations) (R. Favreau, 
L a Ville de Poitiers ä 1a fin du M oyen Age: Une CApitale region Ale, 2 vols., La 
Societe des antiquaires de l’ouest, Poitiers, 1978, II, p.595).
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PHILIP V IE  LONG,
King of France
I
MARGUERITE DE FRANCE, * LOUIS DE 
connless of Artois and B urgundy I NEVERS, count of 
from 1361 Flanders
13382__________j 11346
IEANLEBON LOUIS DE MALE = 
(1330-1384), 
count of Flanders (1346)
MARCUERTTEof
BRABANT
r
JEAN SANS PEUR 
(1371-1419)
= MARGUERITE 
OF BAVARIA
2) PHIUPPE IE  HARD! x MARGUERITE = 1) PH IUPPE DE
(1342-1404) of FLANDERS ROUVRES
(1305-1405) 1 1361
duke of Burgundy, 
count of Burgundy 
and Artois
T
MARGUERITE
(1374-1441)
= WILLIAM 
OF BAVARIA
r
MARGUERITE 
= 1442
1) = LOUIS, dauphin  of 
Viennois
2) s  ARTHUR DE RICHEMONT
PHILIPPE LE BON 
(1396-1467)
1) MICHELLE DE FRANCE 
2) BONNE D'ARTOIS 
(widow of his unde  
Philippe of Rethel)
3) ISABELLE of PORTUGAL
I
ANNE 
1 1432
= JOHN, duke 
ol Bedford
T
ANTOINE 
(1384-1415) 
duke of Brabant 
« 1 )  JEANNE DE 
LUXEMBOURG 
2) ELISABETH of 
GÖRLITZ
I
AGNES
11476
- CHARLES, duke 
of Bourbon
T
M ARIE 
= a m £d Le  
VIII OF 
SAVOY
1
PHIUPPE, 11415 
count of Rethe) 
and N ever,
= BONNE IXARTOIS
CHARLES, 
count of Nevers 
*1464
JEAN, bastard 
count ol Nevers 
*1491
CHARLES IE  TEMERAIRE (1433-1477) 
= 1) CATHERINE DE FRANCE 
2) ISABELLE DE BOURBON 
3) MARGARET OF YORK
M ARIF, of Burgundy 
(1457-1482)
I
PHIUPPE LE BEAU 
d. 1506
MAX1MIUAN OF AUSTRIA 
(1459-1519)
I
MARGUERITE of Austria 
(1480-1530)
= Juana of Castile engaged to CHARLES VH1
Emperor Charles V
Table 7. Valois house of Burgundy (D. Potter (ed.), France in the Later Middle 
Ages, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2003, pp.250-1).
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Jean de Brienne-Ligny
seigneur de Beaurevoir f  v. 1397 ep. Marguerite d’Enghien, fille de Louis d ’Enghien, comte de Brienne
Pierre de Luxembourg ' 
1 3 9 0 -1 peste 3 1 8 1 4 3 3  
Toison d 'O r 1430 
ep. Marguerite des Baux 
L1469
Louis cardinal, archev de Rouen 
1 1443
Jean sgr de Beaurevoir 
v. 1391-1440 ou 1441 
Toison d ’Or
ep. 1418 Jeanne de Beduine 
sans en fan rs t 1450
Jeanne 1 1420
ep. 1415 Louis de Ghisteües t  Azincour 
ep. 1419 Jean d e M d u n
Jacques de Richebourg Jacqueline
~ T ~
Isabelle 1 1472
— 1
Catherine
ep. 7 6 1464 Isabeau de ep.Jean de ep. Charles 3e
Roubaix Bedford comte epouse
2 0 4  1433 du d'Arthur
1 1435 Maine de Richemon
L u i t  20 8 1487 
Elle 1 15 5 1502 ep. Richard 
Dondeviüe, sgr de
le 9 1 1 4 4 3  (is t? )
E i le t 1476
Riviers 1436. Lai f  1469, eile 1472
Isabelle
< i.
Yolande Louise Anne
Louis 1418-1475 
ep. 1435? Jeanne de Bar 
- J
comtesse de Marie,
dam e de Dunkerque, Bourbourg 
etc. 1 1462
ep. 1466 Louise de Savoie 
1 1475
-Je a n  1 4 3 7 1 1476 M orat 
-P ie rre  II b c V c v o
-A n to in e  J1510 
-Jacqueline ep. 1455 Antoine de Croy 
H elo te  ep. 1465 Janus de Savoie, 
com te de Geneve
Thibaud  de Fiennes
M elun ( t  v. 1457)
ep. Jean de M elun ep. Nicolas ep. Jean de ep.Guillaume
\  deW erchin, Ghistelles Bourchier
^ '  senechal de H ainaut ep. Antoine de comte d’Essex
Croy
Louis prince d’Altamura, due d’Andria 
1 31 12 1503 sans enfants
ep. Leonora de Guevarra, fille de Pietro de G , marquis de Vast
Pierre II v. 1440 f25 10 1482
ep. Marguerite de Savoie, fdle ainee du due Louis e td ’Anne de Chypre, 1 9 3 1483
Marie, Fran^oise ep. 1483 Philippe de Cleves, sgr de Ravenstein t  1528
f l  4 1546 |  5 12 1523 sans enfants
ep. 1460 Jacques de Savoie, son ondc maternel, f  30 1 i486 
ep. 3 9 1487 Francois de Bourbon, comte de Vendome, 1 1495
Marie et Francoise avaient ete retablies dans les biens de la maison de Luxembourg par Charles VIII en 1487
T able  8. L uxem bourg  house of Saint Pol (adapted  from S. Lefevre, A n to in e  de la 
Sale: La fa b n q u e  de 1’oeuvre e t de l ’ecrivain. Su ivi de l ’edition  critique du  T raite 
des anciens et des nouveaux tournois, D roz, Geneva, 2006, p p .289-90).
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Adolf I, duke of Cleves=M ary of Burgundy, sister of Philip the Good
M a r g a r e t= ( i )  W illia m  I I I , J o h n , - I s a b e l A g n es= C harles, A d o l f = ( i )  B eatrice
1
tw o
d u k e  o f du ke  d ’B tam pes p rin c e  o f o f o f  C o im bra o th e
B avaria  (1433) 
(2) U lr ic h  V , 
c o u n t  o f  
W ü rtte m b e rg
(1441)
o f  (1456) 
C leves
V iana (1439) R aven* (1453) 
s te in  (2) A n n e  de  
B ourgogne  
( i 4?o)
Catherine=Arnold, duke Isabel=Henry, count of Helen= Henry, duke of
o f  G u e ld e rs  
(1430)
S c h w a rz b u rg -
B lank enbu rg
(1434)
B run sw ick
(H36)
du k e  o f  
O rleans 
(1440)
A d o lf  o f E g m o n t= C a th e r in e  C a th e rin e
d u k e  o f  G u e ld e rs  de B o urbon  
(1463)
M a ry = J a m e s  I I ,  k ing  
of S co tland  
( 1449)
„  1
M a rg a re t= F red erick  I, co u n t 
pa la tine  o f 
S im m ern
Table 9. House of Cleves-Burgundy in the fifteenth century (adapted from R. 
Vaughan, Philip the Bold: The Apogee o f Burgundy, intro. G. Small, Boydell 
Press, Woodbridge, 2002 (orig. pub. Longman, London, 1970), p.291).
TH E CROY FAM ILY
G u illa u m e , lo rd  o f  C ro y  =  Isab e l d e  R e n ty
Je h a n , lo rd  o f C ro y  =  M a rg u e r ite  de C ra o n  A g n e s  de C ro y
J e h a n  J e  C ro y , l o r d —( i )  Isab e l d e  
o fT o u r s - s u r - M m n e  Q u iev ra in  
an d  C h im ay  =  (2) M arie  de
L a la in g
J e h a n n e  d e = Je h a n , lo rd  o f  
C ro y  I L a n n o y
Je h a n  de L a n n o y
P h ilip p e  d e  C ro y , lo rd  —W alb u rg a  von  M o rs  
o f  S em p y  a n d  Q u iev ra in
P h il ip p e  d e  C roy , =  Ja c q u e lin e  de  Je h a n n e  de C ro y  =  L o u is , o f  Z w eib rü ck en
lo rd  o f  R e n ty  L u x e m b o u rg
A n th o in e , lo rd  o f = ( i )  J e h a n n e  o r  M a r ie  
C ro y  a n d  c o u n t o f  d e  R o u b a ix
P o rc ie n  = ( 2 )  M a rg u e r ite  de
L o rra in e
Table 10. House of Croy in the fifteenth century (R. Vaughan, Philip the Bold: 
The Apogee o f Burgundy, intro. G. Small, Boydell Press, Woodbridge, 2002 (orig. 
pub. Longman, London, 1970), p.337).
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Figure la . Paris, BN  ms fr.12575 ( Q v ), 13r — the death  of com te Aymery
Figure lb . Paris, BN  ms fr.24383 ( Uv), 19r — M elusine bath ing
Figure 2a. Poitiers, Palais de Poitiers, T our M aubergeon 
(Photo: M ark W ilson)
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Figure 3b. Paris, B ibliotheque de 1’Arsenal m s 3353 (Ars), 18r -  
M elusine and R aym ondin’s m arriage cerem ony
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Figure 3c. Paris, B ibliotheque de P A rsenal m s 3353 (Ars), 22v 
M elusine oversees the construction of L usignan
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Figure 3d. Paris, B ibliotheque de P A rsenal ms 3353 (Ars), 130r -
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Figure 3e. Paris, B ibliotheque de 1’A rsenal m s 3353 (Ars), 146va -  
Raym ondin joins the herm itage
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3f. Paris, B ibliotheque de P Arsenal m s 3353 (Ars), 16ra -  
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Figure 3g. Paris, B ibliotheque de P Arsenal ms 3353 (Ars), 155v -  
the dragonesque M elusine departs L usignan  for M ontferrat
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Figure 3h. London, BL H arley ms 4418 (Hai), 99rb -  battle scene
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Figure 3i. London, BL H arley  m s 4418 ( i/a r ) , 36rb -  
M elusine and R aym ondin’s m arriage cerem ony
Figure 3j. London, BL H arley m s 4418 (Hat-), 43va -  M elusine supervises
the construction of L usignan
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Figure 3k. London, BL H arley ms 4418 (Hai), 214va -  
M elusine’s transform ation and departure
Figure 31. U pton H ouse, W arw ickshire, Bearsted (U H B) fragm ent 194v -  
M elusine swoons after R aym ondin’s accusation
Figure 3m. U pton H ouse, W arw ickshire, B earsted (U H B) fragm ent 194r -  
Raym ondin pleads for forgiveness
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Figure 3n. U pton H ouse, W arw ickshire, B earsted (U H B) fragm ent 196v -  
M elusine and R aym ondin swoon together in grief
Figure 3o. U pton H ouse, W arwickshire, Bearsted (U H B ) fragm ent 196r -  
M elusine dictates her final will
Figure 3p. U pton H ouse, W arwickshire, B earsted (U H B) fragm ent 197r -  
M elusine returns to care for her sons
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Figure 4a. Paris, BN ms fr.12575 (Q v), 2 6 v - 
the marriage of Melusine and Raymondin
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F igure 4b. Paris, BN  ms fr.12575 ( Qv), 79r — 
M elusine faints after R aym ondin’s public betrayal
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Figure 4c. Paris, BN  ms fr.12575 ( Q v ), 86r — 
M elusine’s transform ation and departure
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Figure 4d. Paris, BN  ms fr.12575 ( Qv), 89r -  
M elusine nurses her son, Thierry
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Figure 4f. Paris, BN  m s fr.24383 ( Uv), 5v -  
M elusine and R aym ondin’s encounter by the fountain
Figure 4g. Paris, BN  ms fr.24383 (£/v), lOr -  
T he m arriage of M elusine and Raym ondin
Figure 4h. Paris, BN  ms fr.24383 ( U\) , 16r -  
M elusine receives news of her sons’ victories and gives thanks
Figure 4i. Paris, BN  ms fr.24383 ( U\) , 19r -  
M elusine’s bath ing
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Figure 4j. Paris, BN  m s fr.24383 (Z7v), 23r -  
R aym ondin’s anger w ith Forez and M elusine’s return  to her husband
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Figure 4k. Paris, BN  m s fr.24383 (Z7v), 24v —
Geoffroy destroys M allezais and R aym ondin betrays M elusine
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Figure 4L Paris, BN  m s fr.24383 ( Uv), 30r -  
M elusine’s transform ation and departure, and her return  to her sons
Figure 6a. Paris, B N  ms fr.12575 ( Q v ), 4v — 
Philippe de Cleves’ arm s and ow nership symbols
Figure 6b. Paris, B N  ms fr.12575 ( Q v ), 49r -  
A nthoine de Lusignan and Chrestienne de Luxem bourg
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Figure 6c. Chantilly, M usee Conde, Tres Riches Heures, 3v -  
M arch calendar illum ination
